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PREFACE 

My aim in this book has been to collect and analyse the traditions 
relating to the foundations of cities by Alexander the Great. They 
pose a different problem from that which arises with regard to the 
cities founded or refounded by the Hellenistic kings, the historical 
evidence for which is largely determined by reliable literary, epi
graphical, and numismatic evidence. In the case of Alexander the 
problem is essentially to determine what cities he did indeed found, 
how many out of the large number attributed to him by our 
various sources are actually historical, and in what sense. That is 
the prime object of this enquiry, but I have added some more 
general considerations (Chs. VI-VII). In Chapters I-II I have tried 
to establish categories of evidence based to a large extent on the 
different types of sources, mainly Greek, some Persian and Arabic, 
which throw considerable light on the Greek and Latin material. 
Much of the evidence consists of lists of cities named Alexandria or 
Iskandariya, and the enquiry is fundamentally concerned with 
their value, in other words with their origin. The problem, as 
analysed in those chapters is one of textual analysis, particularly, 
in Chapter I, as it concerns the development of local chronicles and 
of annalistic traditions, and of the early history, more precisely the 
pre-history, of the Alexander-Romance. This enquiry forms the focus 
of the book. In it I have tried to establish that the record of many 
of the foundations is fictitious, and not the product of a historically 
valid tradition. I hope that study of this section will be simplified by 
reference to the Table of the Alexander-foundations recorded in all 
sources, which I have added at the back of the book, and by my 
discussion of the evolution of the a- tradition and of the A-version 
of the Romance both in the body of the text and in Appendix (2) 
which some readers may find it a help to read at the outset. While, 
however, I regard only the cities recorded by the Alexander
historians and the geographers, and their trustworthy derivatives, 
as authentic foundations, problems inseparable from the nature of 
the geographical tradition (and not specifically associated with the 
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problem here under investigation) make the geographers of limited 
use to our enquiry. I discuss the geographical evidence in the light 
of these general problems (largely resulting from the inexplicit 
nature of the evidence relating to the measurement of distances) in 
a separate chapter (IV), which forms a link with the enquiry into 
the identification of the cities regarded as historical, the subject of 
Chapter V, in which I have reconsidered the possible location of 
these cities. It will be clear that I cannot claim to have made any 
significant contribution to this aspect of the subject, which has 
been so thoroughly, if for the most part inconclusively, investigated 
by preceding generations of historians. Consequently, not wishing 
to turn this part of the book, which I regard as subordinate to the 
investigation of sources in Chs. I-II, into yet one more discussion of 
unverifiable ancient evidence and modern opinion, I have kept 
references to modern historical writing on the topics covered to a 
minimum, though I have considered some of the geographical 
problems in some detail. 

The book, then, is essentially a study of sources. The form of 
analysis that I have adopted represents for the most part a different 
approach from that travelled by Droysen in his pioneer study of the 
foundations of Alexander and his Successors, in which he treated 
each recorded foundation as equally entitled to consideration as a 
historical reality, and perhaps did not always sufficiently consider 
the evidence in terms of the sources providing the information. 
Understandably in view of his pre-eminent authority, his route has 
remained the accepted approach of subsequent historians, notably 
of Tscherikower and Tarn, though the scintillating contributions of 
the latter cover a vast, previously unexplored field. The reader may 
feel that Alexander himself does not figure as largely as he might in 
this book, and that the drama lacks a Hamlet. To that I can only 
reply that it has not been my prime intention to investigate 
Hamlet. 

By its lack of cohesion the book reveals the marks, I am aware, 
of a long period of gestation resulting, in part at least, from 
other preoccupations. Aspects of the theme, and explanations of 
particular problems, have been the subject of my thought, and 
occaSionally of lectures and papers, over the years, but it has been 
only too often put on one side at the call of more urgent tasks. The 
work inevitably owes much to the labours of others in fields outside 
the normal scope of Alexander-studies, and I hope the footnotes 
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make this abundantly clear. It would, however, be an act of 
ingratitude not to acknowledge the particular debt which lowe to 
the late Sir William Tarn, who first stimulated my interest in the 
Hellenistic Age. I remember very clearly how, more than fifty years 
ago, he explained to a young undergraduate over tea in the base
ment of the premises of the Hellenic Society in Bedford Square, 
that writing The Greeks in Bactria and India was like fiddling with a 
jigsaw-puzzle, the pieces of which would not fit; and I also remem
ber sitting in spare hours on a gun-site early in the last war read
ing Antigonos Gonatas, and thus, amid much noise and clamour, 
having my eyes opened to the fascination of the age of which Tarn 
had at that time taught us almost all there was to know. I do not 
think that he would have liked this book, which, if its arguments 
prove acceptable, relegates to the world of fiction a considerable 
number of the Alexandrias which he laboured with unsurpassed 
skill and ingenuity to identify, but I hope that he would at least 
have welcomed it as one more attempt to solve a jigsaw puzzle. 
The critical reader may, I anticipate, conclude that my own very 
different conclusion has only been reached by the use of as much 
unverifiable argument as that of Droysen and Tarn, and will react 
accordingly. My justification is to be found in the words of an 
author much quoted in the pages of this book: El DE 7ToAAwv 

7TPOEL7T6vTWV E7TtXElpOUj1-EV Kat aUTOt AEYEIV 7TEpt TWV aUTwv, OV7TW 

j1-Ej1-7TTEOV, av j1-~ Kat TOV aUTOV Tp67TOV DtEAEX8Wj1-EV EKdvOtS u7TavTa 

MYOVTES. The aphorism 'Experiment helps and error can clarify' 
has also sustained me. 

I wish to thank Simon Hornblower for reading much of the 
manuscript and Alexander Fraser for rescuing me from numerous 
computer-crises. 

P.M.F. 
Oxford 
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ABBREVIATIONS 

Since I have given the full titles and other details of publication of 
most works cited as they appear in the notes I have not felt it 
necessary to burden the book with a detailed bibliography. How
ever, the following list of expanded abbreviations, which are not 
fully described in the notes, may help the reader. 

BEFEO 

*BGA 

BSOAS 

IsMEO 

JASB 

JWCI 

Le Strange, LEC 

Masson, Narrative 

Mbn. DAFA 

Ptol. Alex. 

RSO 
Tarn, GBI2 

Bulletin de l'Ecole fram;aise d'Extreme Orient 
(Hanoi, Paris, 1901- ) 
Bibliotheca Geographorum Arabicorum (8 vols. 
Leiden, 1870-94; repr. 1967) 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African 
Studies (London, 1937-) 
Istituto Italiano per il medio ed estremo oriente, 
Reports and Memoirs (Rome, 195 1- ) 
(separate publications) 
Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (r832-
1915) 
Journal of the WarlJUrg [and Courtauld) 
Institute (London, r 9 3 7/8 - ) 
G. Le Strange, The Lands of the Eastern 
Caliphate (Cambridge, 1905) 
C. Masson, Narrative of various journeys in 
Baloc1listan, Afghanistan amI the Punjab, in 
three volumes (vols. i-iii, London, 1842, repr. 
our Karachi etc., 1974; vol. iv (sic) 1844, 
repr. OUP Karachi etc., 1977) 
Memoires de Delegation Archeologique Franqaise 
en Aiqlzanistan (separate publications) 
P. M. Fraser, Ptolemaic Alexandria (3 vols. 
Oxford, 1972) 
Rivista degli studi orientali (Rome, 1907- ) 
W. W. Tarn, The Greeks in Hactria and India 
(2nd edn. CUP, 19Sr) IA 3rd edn., ed. P. H. 
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Abbreviations xi 

Holt (Ares Press, Chicago, 1980) has an 
introductory essay and a large bibliography 
on Central Asian archaeology, but the text is 
unaltered.] 
Zeitscllrift der DcutscfJcn MorgcnliindiscfJcn 
Gcscllsc1zaft (1847- ) 

* I have given references to the French translations of the Arabic 
geographers (which are mostly within the same volume as the 
text). A full translation into German of all the Arabic texts in BGA 
relating to Iran will be found in P. Schwarz's monumental Iran in 
MittelaItel' nach den ara/Jischcn Geographen. I have not added 
references to this work, which was originally produced in nine 
parts (1896-1935), published largely as Volumes 1-6 of Quellen 
und Forsc1ul11gen ZUI' Bnl- und Kulturkunde (subsequently(?) called 
Quellell und Forschungen ZUI' Kultur und Religionsgeschic1zte), and 
photographically reprinted in one volume by aim in 1969. Part 7 
(1929) is a typescript index to the whole work (ninety-four pages 
long), followed by Part 8, a handwritten account of Adcrbaigan (a 
continuation of the earlier pagination, pp. 959-1340). Part 9 
contains 'Bcweisstcllen und Erlaiiterungen zu Aderbaigan', also 
handwritten (pp. 1341-98, ending in the middle of a sentence). 



CHAPTER I 

The Alexandrian Lists 

WE shall be concerned in this opening chapter, not with the 
cities attested by the Alexander-historians as having been 
founded by Alexander in the course of his campaigns but with 
the lists of cities named as Alexandrias in (a) the Epitome of 
Stephanus of Byzantium's 'E8VLKU, (b) the earliest surviving Greek 
and associated versions (henceforth called the a-tradition) of 
the Alexander-Romance, properly called the Ufe of Alexander of 
Macedon, and (c) the lists found in Alexandrian World-Chronicles 
and Annals of the Imperial period. These lists agree at several 
points, and the type of information they provide enables us to 
consider them collectively, but nevertheless each group presents 
different problems. It seems probable that, except for Stephan us, 
in the form and substance in which they survive they have a 
common origin in the same type of popular Alexandrian literature, 
and, specifically, in the lost original version of the Greek Alexander
Romance; although the text of Stephanus is associated with the 
same milieu, it only occasionally draws on the same sources. It is, 
in any case, essential that the traditions which they represent 
should in the first place be studied individually. We may begin with 
Stephanus. 

Under the entry )lAEgUVOPELa Stephanus or his Epitomator(s) 
(whom we shall only distinguish from the original author when 
necessary) records a list of eighteen Alexandrias, which he lists 
seriatim, with ordinal numeration, with occasional 'cultural' 
comments, and his usual grammatical data regarding the forms of 
derived ethnics and ktetics (see below, p. 202, for the full text). 
These Alexandrias are: 

I. AlYV1TT[a ~TOL A[{3vaaa, ws ot 1TOAAO[ 
2. OWTEpa EaTL 1T6ALS Tpo[as 

3. TptTYj @pULKYjS, 1TPOS T1}L MaKEOovtaL 
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4. TE'rapTYj 7TO'\tS 'QptTWV 

5. 7TEfL7TTYj EV Tijt 'Qmavijt, KaTu T~V 'lVDtKr,V 
6. EKTYj 7Ta'\w 'lvDtKijS 
7. Ef3DOfLYj EV }4p{OtS, Eel'£( IIap8va{wv KaTu T~V 'lvDtKr,V 

8. oyDOYj TijS Kt'\tK{as 

9. EvaTYj EV Klmpwt 

10. OEKaTYj 7TPO<; TWt ilaTfLwt TijS Kap{a<; 
I I. EVDEKaTYj KaTu BaKTpa 

12. OWDEKaTYj EV }4paXWTOt<; 

13. TpWKatDEKaTYj EV MaKapYjvijt 

14. TEuuapWKatDEKaTYj 7Tapu l:wPWVOt<; 

IS. 7TEvTEKatDEKaTYj 7Tapu }4paXWTOtS, 6fLopouua Tijt 'lvDtKijt 
16. EKKatDEKaTYj KaTU Tal' ME'\ava KO'\7TOV 
17. E7TTaKatDEKaTYj EV Tijt l:OYDWVijt 7Tapu IIapo7Ta/LwaDat<; 

18. OKTwKatDEKaTYj E7Tt TOU TavatDo<; aVTou KT{UfLa 

Stephanus also adds 

I9. S.v. Boo<; KE1>a'\a{ 

20. S.V. BovKE1>a'\na 

that Alexander founded Bucephala and Nikaia. 
In addition, s.v. LItoI' we read, ~', Ko{'\Yj<; l:vp{as, KT{UfLa 

}4'\EgavDpov, Kat IIE'\'\a, and s.v. EV7Top{a, 7TO'\tS MaKEDov{a<;, ~v 

}4Mgavopos TaXEW<; VtKr,ua<; €KTWE Kat WVOfLaUE Dtu TO EV7TOpOV. 

Whatever their explanation, neither of these is historical. Por the 
name Euporia see further below, p. 129 n. 49. 

Before comparing this list with those in the other Alexandrian 
sources we must consider first whether it is a unique type of entry 
in Stephanus, or whether that work, in its present epitomised form, 
provides similar lists for other homonymous cities; and secondly, in 
the event of the list proving to be different from the great run of 
entries, what its probable source or sources are. 

As to the first point, the situation is clear. The material in the 
'E8vLKa is arranged in a straight alphabetical sequence. Reading 
through the entries we find, at the very beginning of the work, at 
the simplest level, J4f3DYjpa, 7To'\n<; DVO. Por the first, in Thrace, 
Stephanus quotes Hellanicus, 'and others'; for the second, in 
Iberia, Artemidorus, book ii. Again, s.v. J4f3VDO<;, TpEfS 7To'\n<;, for the 
first of which (the Hellespontine) he quotes Dionysius the Periegete, 
for the second, 'the Egyptian', no source, for the third, in Iapygia, 
or S. Italy, Phileas. Again, s.v. }48ijvaL, a longer list, KaTU Tal' fL~V 
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"'Qpov 7TEVTE, KaTu DE C/JO,wva Eg ... Athens of Attica first, then 
oEVTEpa 7TOAtS AaKWVtK~, TPLTYJ KaptK~, TETapTYJ AtyvaTLwv, 7TEfL7TTYJ 

'ITaMas, EKT1J Eu{3o{as, with various sources for these vanished or 
mythical cities. 

To come to the Hellenistic eponymous foundations. s.v. 
):tVTLOXEW, we read ):tvTt0XELa, DEKa 7ToAELS avaypa<!>ovTat, daL OE 
7TAdov" followed by fourteen cities so named. For only one of these 
a source is given, the twelfth, Antiocheia EV Mapywvijt, for which 
Strabo is given as authority. For one of them, ):tVTLOXEW EV 
Mvyoov{at, in Mesopotamia, Nisibis, three 'notable sons' are 
named-an unmistakable indication, as we shall see, of the 
ultimate source employed. On the other hand, surprisingly, by 
contrast, s.v. EEAEUKELa, only one city is recorded, namely EEAEUKEW 
EV KtAtK[at, though many others are mentioned under the names 
that they bore before being changed to Seleukeia or Antiocheia. 
Many examples of metonomasies are given with Seleucus I as their 
subject, EKaAwE, fLETwvofLaaEv. 

But the two lists, of Antiochs and of Alexandrias, have this in 
common, that they are both (excepting Alexandria in Egypt, 
Alexandria Troas, and Antioch in Mygdonia) bare lists of names 
with no references either to famous sons or to their own metono
masies; and there is very little metonomastic material in these 
entries of Stephanus comparable to that given under cities, such as 
Babylon and Hyria, which became Seleukeias; with Alexander as 
subject virtually none, except under Bucephala, which was not, in 
any case, correctly called Alexandria. I However, though the lists 
of Antiochs and of Alexandrias have in common the absence of 
famous sons and of metonomasies, there are significant differences 
between them. 

Thanks to the extensive quotations in the Epitome, the ultimate 
sources of Stephanus are not in much doubt. 2 He quotes, above all, 

I See below, p. 162 n. 111. 

2 See in general P. A. AtenstUdt, (QlIcllenstllilicll Zli StephmlOs VOIl Byzallz (Progr. 
Schwarzenberg, no. 755, 1910); and the very full analysis by I-Ionigmann, RE (12), 
cols. 2369 ff. (esp. cols. 2379 ff.), and Gudeman's article, ibid. on Herennius Philon, 
s.v. I-Ierennius (2). These three works provide the raw material necessary for an 
understanding of the use made by Stephanus of earlier sources, though a final 
analysis will have to wait for a new critical edition of Stephanus (see meanwhile, 
A. Diller, TAPA 69, 1938, pp. 333ff., with specimen revision of the main MSS). 
IIis use of a MS tradition of Strabo independent of the Byzantine tradition was 
recognized by Kramer in his edition, i, p. lxxxiii, and elaborated by W. Aly in his 
edition of the Vatican palimpsest of Strabo (Studi e Testi, 188, 1956), 253 ff., and 
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not for historical attestations (as with the Classical authors), but as 
authorities for city-names and metonomasies on the one hand, and 
for noteworthy citizens of the cities, the EvootoL, on the other, two 
authors: first, Herennius Philo of Byblos (better known for his work 
on Phoenician religion), the most important single source for many 
of Stephanus' cntries, I and, second, probably through him, the 
'geographical' catena leads back to Alexander Polyhistor. Tn 
addition, the grammatical writer Oros, of the fourth century AD, 

whose work, "07TWS Tet 'E()VLKa ).,EKTEOV, is embodied more particu
larly in late Etymologica, provided detailed information about 
ethnics and their orthography, and played an important role as 
intermediary, though the Epitome quotes him by name only 
occasionally. As an author quoted by Stephanus, and himself an 
Alexandrian, who later migrated to Constantinople, he may have 
been a significant source for at least the grammatical section of the 
entry on Alexandria:' 

taken up in various contexts in his unfinished edition of Strabo: see esp . .'ltmllOl/is 
Geogrllpllicll, i (Antiquitas, Reihe I. 9, Bonn, 1968), 104-6. See also the cogenl 
criticisms by J. M. Cook, JHS 79 (1959), 19-26, and A. Diller, Tile Textllill Traditioll 
of .'ltmbo's Geograp/llj (Amsterdam, 1975), 7-8, with references 10 earlier literature. 
Diller's study of the few ancient cilations of Strabo before Stephanus is fundamental. 
His summary is (p. 18): 'For five centuries Strabo's Geo(Jraplly [unlike his Historyl 
was almost unknown. Then in the sixlh century we find seven authors citing it.' 
Diller pointed out in TraditiOlI of tile Millor Greek Geo(JrIlp/lCrs (A mer. Philol. Soc., 
Philol. Monogr. 14, 1952),45-6, that Marcianus of Heracleia (GGM i. 515ft'.; 
trans. only by W. H. Schoff, Peripilis of tile Ollter Sea by Mllrciml of Hemclell 
(Philadelphia, Commercial Museum, 1919) should probably be regarded as a direct, 
and perhaps contemporary, source of Stephanus, who quotes his three known 
works on some forty occasions. The quotations from the periploi concern both the 
easlern and lhe weslern seas. 

l For the demonstration that Stephanus took his homonymous cities largely from 
Hercnnius Philon see AtensWdt, op. cit. 18-9; cf. also Gudeman, cols. 654-9; 
Hiinigmann, loc. cit. Gudeman points out, col. 6'54, that even though we have only 
one /ipitome of Stephanus there arc over thirty quotations from IIerennius in the 
text. 

4 AtensUidt, 9-11, gives grounds for supposing that the role of Oros' 'VTTUJ<; 
7<1 'EOvu(d AEKTEOV was in general exaggerated by Reitzenstein, Gescllicllte der 
Griechiscllell lit!JlIloloiJika (Leipzig, I 89 7), 287- 3 50, esp. p. 325, who maintained 
that all the material in Stephanus deriving from poetical scholia (Homer, Apollonius, 
Lykophron, Callimachus) was drawn from Oros. Nevertheless, the peculiar nature 
of Stephanus' entry S.V. }'/AEtuvOpEta, and the facl thai Oros was himself an 
Alexandrian (see Suda, Q 20T ~Qpo<;, }'/AEtuvOP€lJ<;, ypaf'f'UnKO" TTuloEVaa<; EV 
!(wvaravr{vou 1ToAH. EypatjJE ITEP;' OtXpovwv, "01TWS Ta 'E8VtKa A€KTEOV, AUUEtS' 1TpoTaoEwv 

TWV 1-Ipwotavov, FI{vul<u T(VV EUVTOV (?), llEpt fYKAtTtKaw fJ-0p{wv, 'OpBoyparjJ{mJ Karu 

aTOlXELOV, nEp' T~<; El ()(rPB6yyov, 'OpBOYPUrPlUV TTEP' T~<; al ;;"rPB6yyov KUTd <PPUVlXOV 
KaTd OTO'XEtOV, }'/vOoA6ylOV (?), n.p' YVWf'lUV) raise the possibility of a particular role 
for him in this context. Reitzenstein's complex chapter on Oros (loc. cit.) remains 
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Philon, to whom we owe so much of our knowledge of the 
earlier material in Stephanus, wrote in the second half of the first 
century or the first half of the second century AD a pinacographical 
work in thirty books entitled DEpt 1T6AEWV Kat OUS EKaO'TTJ alhwv 
~VEYKE, later, on account of its size, epitomized by one Serenus.' 
(The title looks across the centuries and cultures to Yakiit's 
secondary geographical work, the Mushtarik, which is precisely 
such a list of homonymous cities and their distinguished sons).!> As 
the title shows, Philon's work belongs to that mainstream of 
pinacography which was developed, if not initiated, by 
Callimachus. It centred on the compilation of catalogues of objects, 
natural features, homonymous places and peoples, distinguished 
persons in the arts and sciences, and so on, produced in the form 
of 1T{vaKES and dvaypaq,aU The best surviving example of pinaco
graphy, perhaps reduced from its original form, is the so-called 
Laterculi Alexandrini, of the later Ptolemaic period: That such 

the fundamental study of his work and its NachleIJell.; cf. also Wendel, RE, Oros (4), 
a convenient summary. For the enigmatic " M'A~alO~ or abbreviations of it, applied 
to Oros in the MSS of the BlYIIl. Gell. see Reilzenstein, LO; Wendel, lac. cit. 

, The fragments of Philon's fIEpt 710A.WV Kat ou, fKaaT1/ aunov ~V'YK' in 
Stephanus are FGrll 790, F 15 - 21. The Suda-Life (TI) gives his dates as oiho~ 
Y€YOVEI) E1Tt TWV Xpovwv TWV €yyv~ Nepwvor; Kat napETftV€V Els f1.UKPOV, and assigns him 
a n.pt T~' [3a(JtA.{a~ )40PLaVOU Ef' ot; Kat riv " </>{AWV (no fragments). Gudeman's 
article in RE, lac. cit. cols. 650- T, makes no further attempt to determine his dates. 
It is noteworthy, in view of the close links between paradoxography and pinaco
graphy, that Herennius also wrote a napaooto~ 'IoTOp{a (F I2-B). For Serenus see 
lIGrll 790 T4: 1:.p~vo~· " Kat J4B~vato~ (J4B1/vato, ?) XPWLaT{oa,· ypap.p.aTlKO~· 
'E1TLTOlt~V T~S l/J{AWVDS 7TpaYIi.aTE{as 7TEpi 7ToAEWV Kat TeVES E¢' €KaUTT}S €vootot, {3Lf3A{a y. 

The Epitollle is quoted twice in BI. Gell. (ibid. F 17-18); cf. also RIl, s.v. Aelius (T 3 7). 
To approximately the same period must belong Diogenianus (lW (4)), author of 
1:vvaywy~ Kat 71{vag nov EV 71aa1/' T~' y* 710A.WV. A more limited production of the 
same class is represented by e.g. Menippos' (? of i'erinthos, PGrR 82) Twv Kant T~V 
1:0.1101' EVOOtwV 71.p,ypaf~, FGrH 54 I). b See below, pp. 53fT. 

7 See Call. frs. 403 ff., and the Suda-Life, Test. I (Pf. ii. p. xcv). For the chief 
characteristics of these works see Pial. Alex. i. 452 fT.; Regenbogen, RH, Suppbd. v, 
cols. 1409 fe, and the further bibliography in 1'101. Alex. ii. 654 ff., nn. 42 f( 
Atenstiidt, op. cit. IT, points out that the use of avaypafH in Stephanus is an 
indication of Herennius as a source: cr. also Gudeman, col. 653 (cf. id. ibid. s.v. 
Satyros (16), cols. 233-4), who quotes Stephan liS, s.v. dvppaxwv (F2) ... Kat 
'EP.!VV!O> </>{Awv E" Tot, 'larp'Kot, (cr. Gudeman, § 9) dvppaX1/v('w avaypafH </>,;>"wv{llryv 
OUTW, ... : and also s.v. JI[301/pa' 71A.tOTO' 0' J4[381/ptTa' U710 TWV mvaKoypafwv 
dvaypa¢ovrut) s.v. All)OS" TO lOVtKOV Ai'vW5, WS T~VW5' OVTW yap avayp6.~ETaL Ell TOt5 

71{,'at,v; and s.v. )1vnox.ta, quoted above, in the text. 
, LalerClili Ale.wlIldrilli, cd. H. Diels (Berl. Abh. I904 (Pack, Greek fAt. Pall.' 

20(8); see Ptol. Alex. i. 777 ff. for this list of vop.oBtTQ', 'wypafo" ayaAp.aTo71ow{, 
P.1/Xav'KO{, Ttl f71Ta O.ap.aTa et al. For similar, later lists see O. Kroehnert, Ca/lolles 
Poell/rlllll (Ratisbon, 1893), pp. 5 ff. 
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literature survived the Hellenistic Age in Alexandria and elsewhere, 
and continued in vogue into the late Imperial period, is evident 
from such works as the Kawry 'luTOp{a of ptolemy Chennos,9 and 
the later KT{UHS and ilchpw, as also from the lists of metonoma
sies, that continued into the period of vernacular Greek.1O In the 
biographical field it may be seen most clearly in the lists of 
homonyms at the end of the individual Lives of philosophers 
by Diogenes Laertius; the formula, for example, YEyovaat DE 
JrllJ,oKptTOt E~, followed by a description of the Held of activity of 
each homonym, or by his ethnic, reflects a similar tradition, 
different though the subject-matter is. II 

Philon and Alexander are, however, like Strabo, Polybius, and 
others, general sources of Stephanus, who recur repeatedly, and 
it is evident that the entry s.v. jL\E~avDpEw is of a different type 
from the entries derived from these two sources, neither of which 
is quoted in that entry. Instead, he quotes writers who were 
particularly concerned with Alexandrian antiquities and with 
details relating to Alexandrian philology-ethnic and ktetic forms 
and so on; and in between the historical first part of the entry and 
the philological second part, he has inserted his list of eighteen 
Alexandrias. We may therefore suppose that the entry contains a 
large amount of local Alexandrian material, and though this may 
have been drawn at second hand from the sources Stephanus used 
in general, if that is so it is surprising that we are given-at least 
in the Epitome-no hint of it. From the discussion of ethnics and 
so on we may perhaps conjecture the especial use of Oros, even 
though he is not quoted by name. In the entry S.v. J18ijvaL (above, 
pp. 2-3) Philon and Oros both gave the number of cities named 
Athens known to them: five according to Oros, six according to 

9 For this work see Phot. HiM. Cod. 190, and HE (77; cr. 69). 
10 For the lIarpta and Kria«s see Ptol. Alex. i. 513 ff., with nn. 159ff. For the 

1Tarpta KwvaraVTtVOU1TOA.ws of Hesychius IIlustris and others see Th. Preger, Script. 
Orig. Constant. i-ii (1901-07), and for further bibliography R. Janin, Constantinople 
Byzantine, 2 (1964), pp. xxviii-xxix. For late lists of metonomasies in the vernacu
lar see those published by A. Diller, BZ 63 (1970), 27ff. 

11 Maass, Philol. Unt. iii (1880), Dc Biogl'llpiris gl'ilceis qllaestiones seleetae, paSSim, 
esp. pp. 23 ff., has a full collection of such lists in Diogenes and elsewhere, but no 
individual source or sources for them can be identified in spite of much conjecture; 
see Wilamowitz, ibid. in calee, pp. T42ff., Bpistllia ad Maasilllli (cf. id. A 11K, 
Elnleitung); there has been little further investigation into the lists as a whole: see 
Schwartz, HE, s.v. Diogenes (40) col. 742 (= Gr. Gescl1icl1tsc/rreiiJer, 458 ff.). See also 
my remarks in Second Colloquiulll, CopenlrageH Polis-CcHtrc (Copenhagen, 1995, 
pp. 85-6). 
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Philon. In view of the priority of Philon over Oros, the most 
natural explanation of this is that the latter was Stephan us' source 
for a 'corrected' version of the information provided by Philon. 
In the case of the Alexandrias it may well be that Oros was a 
prime authority in his own right, and that the enumeration is his 
own. 

Examination of the Table of Alexandrias (at end) shows two 
features. (I) Stephan us' list of Alexandrias is longer than, and in 
most instances different from, that found in the Romance tradition 
(see below, pp. 205 ff. and text on pp. 203-4). This may be 
explained as the result of a reworking, at one of several stages, of 
the same material, arising from the use of different sources. The 
problem is not helped by the fact that the A-text of the Romance 
claims that Alexander founded thirteen Alexandrias, but only nine 
appear in the list itself. As we shall see at a later stage, some of the 
items missing from A's list can be restored with some degree of 
certainty from the lists in the translations and derivatives of the 
a-text within the Romance-tradition and from external texts. 
Therefore, whatever may be the explanation of the discrepancy 
between a text inside the Romance-tradition and one, like 
Stephanus, outside it, there can be no doubt of the internal co
herence of the former as compared with Stephanus, whose sources 
are varied and chronologically stratified. (2) All versions of the 
a-tradition of the Romance basically agree; though, as we shall see, 
there are variations, they are not enough to indicate different 
ultimate sources; there are only additions and variations from 
the same original text, once it had found circulation in different 
contexts, and was translated and adapted-and corrupted. 

Our next task is to attempt to determine the sources of the list 
of Alexandrias in the a-tradition of the Romance. This line of 
approach does not superficially appear very fruitful when applied 
to the Romance in other than general terms. There are numerous 
possible candidates, but none outshines the others. Jason of Nysa 
or Argos, whose Bta<; rij<; 'E>'>'6Da<; Stephanus quotes, is one, but 
the quotation does not indicate any particular affinity with the 
Romance. There is also a Heracleides, referred to by Plutarch12

, who 
says that the Alexandrians of his day claimed, on the authority of 
Heracleides, that when Alexander wished to found the city he had 

12 For Jason see Ptol. Alex. ii. 65 n. 151. For Heracleides see Plut. Alex. 26, 
quoted below, p. 223 n. 44. 
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a vision in which Homer appeared to him, and quoted the lines of 
the Odyssey regarding the island of Pharos, that is, the same line 
that Stephanus quotes from Jason, but which the Romance does not 
quote. Of these two writers, then, we may say that they themselves 
show no link with the l{omance; that they possibly represent the 
type of writer in whom the author of the a-version might have 
found relevant information; but that there is nothing to suggest 
that they were interested in other foundations of Alexander. We 
can see what their genre of writing consisted of, at least at a later 
date. 

Malalas, referring to various versions of the death of Cleopatra 
VII, speaks of 'the authors of Alexandrian IIurpw', as being the 
source of his information; the authors of the IIarpw correctly 
recorded that her body remained in Egypt, whereas 'the wise 
chronographer Theophilos' claimed that it was embalmed and 
taken to Rome, to satisfy the sister of Augustus. Il II arpw are a well
attested genre of antiquarian writing in Imperial Egypt, not least 
relating to Alexandria. We encounter as authors of Alexandrian 
IIarpw the prolific poet Christodoros of Koptos, the Neoplatonist 
Horapollon (who lived, however, at a later date than that at which 
the a-version of the l{omance was composed), and Aelius Dius, 
author of a like-named work, alongside works of a more general 
nature, such as that of Jason to which Stephanus had access, direct 
or indirect. l

" A IIurpw of Hermoupolis in verse by one Hermeias, 

IJ Mal. p. 220, Bonn: fLETU DE T~V TEAEvrijs- aVT~S' d1TYJI'€x81} TO )udYJUVOV aVTijs EV rijl 
TWP:fjL O/1-VpVlUaO€VTU 1TP0S' 8Epa1Tf{uP T~S' dDEA¢ijS- TOU aVTOIi AUYOVGTOV 'OKTu{3taVOv, 
Ku8d BEO¢JtI\OS' 0 ao1>05 Xpovoypa¢oS' auvEypaJ/laTo. 0;' DE EKf}EfLEVO~ 7(1 nUTpLa 
jjAE~avopdas T~S fLEyall1]S T~V IGlw1TaTpav <v Alyv1TTWt El1Tav AwpfJE£oav, Ka, allAa OE 
Twa f-t~ avp.¢WJlOVVTU TO(S PWf-tu{wv auyypa¢Euat. 

H Por Chris(odoros see the list of his works in the Suda-Life, X 525: XPWTOOWPO" 
Ilav{oKov, «1T0 I(01TTou 7ToAfwr; rijs AlYV1TTOU, €1T01TOL()S'. ~KllaaEv El7( TruV )tvaorua{ou 
TOU {3UC1tAEWS' xpovwv. E'ypat/Jf;V iaavpLKa EI' f3lf3A{Ol~ ft. EX€! Of T~V 1aaup{a<; aAwaw T~V 
U'TTO }ivnaTaa{ou TOU J3autA€w~ Y€l'op..€v1Jv· llUTPLU l(wvaTavnvov1ToA€w~ €1TtKW~ {3t{3Atn 
t{3', ilaTp!a th(JaaAovtK1J~ €1TtKW<; {3t{1A{a KE', ilaTpLa N&KA1J~' Eon O€ 1T6At~ 7T€P~ 
1-/AWV1TOAw, €v ~t Ta KUAOufL€Va 'i4.cpal(a' naTpta MtA~TOU T~<; 'Iwvlas, llu'Tpw TpaAA€Wl', 
llaTpta jjr/>poowtaoos, "EKr/>paatv TWV <v TWt ZEV~{1T1TWt ayallfLclTwv' Ka, aAAa 1ToA'\u. 
Perhaps the same man as ibid. 526, stated to be from Thebes. A more complex 
problem is presented by Kallinikos, JlGrH 281 (ef. Jacoby, RE, Kallinikos (I), and 
Stern, Hermes, 58 (192,3), 448 fl'. (id. PIW p. 45, no. 229)). The essential 
information is in the Suda-Life, K 23 T: Kull,\{vtKO" raw,· ... " Ka, Eov1]T<npw, (?) 
KA"l0€ts, aOcPLaT~S' ooc!uoTf:uaw; €V )le~vats. EYpUlP€ npos AOV1TOl), DEpt KaKoS7]A{w; 
P1J'TOptKijS, ilpOOlPWVT]TlKOV raAlT]vwl, Ilpos I(AEo'TTa'Tpal' nEpt TWV KaT' ):lA€tavopflUV 
tUTOPlWV f3tf3Ata OEKa, Dpos TaS ¢tAOUOc/HKOS atp€uns, DEpt rijs Twp.a{wv dVaVEWO€WS, 
KU' alllla Ttva <YKWfLta KU' Aoyov,. The bizarre reference to a work addressed to 
'Kleopatra' at sllch a date was explained by Stern and Jacoby as referring (0 
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and (surprisingly) a II6.Tpta of the Great Oasis by Soterichos, 
described like Christodoros, as an epic poet, remind us of the 
substantial sections in the Romance composed in scazons." These 
writers of the fourth and fifth centuries seem to belong to the same 
milieu as the a-text of the Romance, and (less clearly) as that of 
Stephanus' entry S.v )l),Eg6.vopEta. The Acta of Antioch, of the time 
of Justinian, to which Malalas also refers, provided not dissimilar 
information from that to be found in the Alexandrian antiquarian 
sections of the Romance and of Stephanus. 16 

In Alexandria amidst this mass of largely fabulous antiquarian 
literature in prose and verse, where names survive but texts are 
almost entirely lost, we cannot hope to identify a single individual 
as having made a decisive contribution to the literature of the 
Founder and his city. Indeed, as Jacoby said of the evolution of the 

Zenobia, ruler of Egypt through her son Vaballath, in the reign of Gallienus, with 
reference to SHA Trig. 'fIJI'. 24, 30: Zello/Jia quae se de Cleopatral'll11l Ptole11llleorlllllqlle 
gellte iactaret. In ibid. Pro/J., 9, 5, she is simply called Cleopatra: plIlIllavit ctialll 
(sc. Pro/Jus) eOlltra Pal11lyrenos Odwali et Cleopatrac pllrtilms Acg!lpllml deJelll/elltes. 
Jacoby accepted the suggestion and, for his part, removed the notional comma 
after IO,E07TuTpav, thus creating one work entitled FIpos [(/"EOrruTpav 7TEP' TWV KaT' 
)V'E~UVOPEtal' taTop'wv {3,{3/"{a OEKa. This 'History of events in the neighbourhood of 
Alexandria' (for such, rather than 'concerning' seems to be the force of KaTu) is 
attested in Jacoby's F I, a short series of events which formed part of the Sixth 
Syrian War, headed Els TO. 7TUTpta 'Pw/-,:'1s. If this is correct we have, then, another 
Alexandrian nUT pia, of the 3rd cent. AD. Finally, the work lIEI" T~S 'Pwl-'u{wv 
dvavEwaEws clearly refers to the restoration of Roman prestige in the reign of 
Aurelian, and is most naturally associated ill/er alia with the extension of the walls 
of Rome, which is referred to by Julius Valerius, and forms an important element 
in the enquiry into the date of the a-version of the ROlllllllce: see below, p. 222. If 
the attribution of this group of texts to Zenobia is correct we might have to con
sider whether some other late references to Cleopatra (as below, n. 38) do not refer 
to Zenobia, but any such identification must have been ephemeral. For Horapollon, 
on whom much has been written, see the basic article of Maspero, BIFAO 11 

(19 1 4), r63-95· 
Ii For Hermeias and Soterichos see 1'101. Alex. ii. 739 n. 159. 
16 p. 443 (Bonn): 'Ev athw, OE TW' Xpovw, I-'ETEK/"~O"l )1VT'OXEta BEOu7To/..tS KaTd 

KEA€votV TOU ay{ou L;Vfi€fS)Vo~ TOU Bavp.-uToupyOV. €up{BTJ De Kat (JJ Tij, ):lvnOx€{at 

XP"Iup.o" d,'aYEypUI-'I-'EVOS, 7TEP'EXWV OUTWS' Ka, au, TU/..atVa rro/..,s, )1VTt0XOV ou K/""IO~U"l1. 
0flo{w~ OE Kat Iv Toi~ xapT{Ot~ EVpf.(}1J 'TWV Tn aKTa ypa¢ovTWl' T~~ 7TOA€WS" OTt €Kpa~OV 
1(/"'100va O,OOVVTES .l" TO I-'ETUK/..'10~Va, T~V rro/..",. On this metonomasy see the remarks 
of IIonigmann, RB, s.v. Stephan os, cols. 2370-1. Antioch appears as $wurro/..,s in 
the Conciliar list of Constantinople II (553) at just this time, and Stephanus, S.v. 
Bwvrro,\" gives the same information: BEOv7To/..,s, ~ WY{UT"I T~' ew rr6'\,s, ijns 
f~ }tvnOx€{a~ I-LETa TOl' G€tGflOV J.woflaa81] &17'0 'Iouanvtavov; cr. Proc. Dc Aedif. ii. 10. 

2, 5, etc. We are told by Sophronius, Mirae. 62, of the miraculous cure effected in 
Alexandria shortly before the Arab Conquest by SS. Cyrus and John of the sickness 
of Rhodope of Antioch: 'POOO7T"I YEI'V'1ILa I-'EV ~v Bwv7To/..Ews, ;; 7TUO"lS 'EwlUs 
rrpoKuOrrrat, }tvnoxou K'A:qB€iaa TaU {3aGt'Af.w~ €7Twvufl0S" 
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earliest Atthides, 'The subject-matter is more important than the 
writers who hand it down.'!? We may also imagine that the analo
gous, usually metrical literature about the foundations of cities, the 
so-called Ktiseis, that were popularized by Calli mach us and others 
in the third century Be, when Apollonius of Rhodes wrote his 
KrtUL<; )V'EguvDPEtU<;,!H of which unfortunately little more than 
the title survives, contributed to the general conglomeration of 
mutually adhesive material available at the end of the Imperial 
period. They too were, naturally, almost entirely fabulous. They 
remain for us largely un specifiable, but unmistakable, elements in 
the literary output of the Imperial Age, part of which can be seen 
in Stephanus' entry. 

A third category of material that preserves lists of Alexander
foundations is also directly relevant to our search for the back
ground of such lists. This, which we may call 'the Alexandrian 
World-Chronicles', is represented by three works, all originally 
illustrated, of which one, the 'Golenischev World-Chronicle', is pre
served on a papyrus of the fifth century.19 The two others are the 
so-called Excerpta Latina Barbari,1O (the 'barbaric' (Le. late) Latin 

17 See F. Jacoby, Atthis (Oxford, I952), 2. 
18 For /(TtalS'-literature in general see Piol. Alex. i. 775-6, with notes; cf. below, 

pp. 44-5 for Apollonius. 
19 For the Golenischev papyrus see Eine Ale.mm/rillische Weltchronik, Text II. 

MiniatllrC!! (Wien. Denkschr. 51(2), I905), ed. A. Bauer and J. Strzygowski, i, Del' 
Text, ed. A. Bauer. The text alone is reproduced in Bilabel's Hisiorikeljralllllente wi}' 
PaJi. no. 13· 

10 For the Exeerpla, discovered in a Paris MS of AI) vii-viii by Scaliger (see now 
the account of this by A. Grafton, Joseph SealifJcr, ii (Oxford, 1993), 560-8), the best 
text is that of A. Schoene at the end of vol. i of his Illlsebi Chrollic., i (Berlin, I875), 
177 ff., reprinted below, p. 204. The two other editions, that of C. Frick, C/lI'ollica 
Millora, i (Teubner, r890; all pub.) pp. lxxxiii-ccix, with (the text) pp. 185-371, 
and of Mommsen, C/mJ/l. Mill. (MGH, AA ix. I. 274ff.) are valuable by reason of 
the wealth of parallel chronicles quoted, but only Schoene's edition preserves the 
actual form of the MS, which it is important to understand, since the original was, 
like the Golenischev papyrus, illustrated; the illustrations did not survive the render
ing of the text into Latin, but spaces are left in the published text to indicate where 
they once stood. I cannot go furlher here into the iconography of these annalistic 
chronicles, of which a further fragment, covering the later 4th cent., was published 
by H. Lietzmann, Qllalltll/aclllllqlle (Stlldies Presellted to Kirsopp take, London, 1937), 
339 ff. For a general analysis see Jacoby, RE, s.v. Excerpta Barbari (= Gr. Hist. 
257 ff.). All the Christian World-Chronicles, and their probable pagan predecessors, 
have been studied within a wide historical compass in recent years by B. Croke, in 
a series of articles reprinted in Christiall Chrollicles IIlItl Byzlllltille History, 5 th-6t11 
Cellturies (Variorum edn., Aldershot, I992), esp. item no. IV, 'City Chronicles of late 
Antiquity', with an extensive bibliography. I agree with much of what he says, but 
he is more concerned to establish antecedents and parallels between the eastern and 
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translation of a Greek original), and the Pascfzal Chronicle,ll The 
first two end with the epochal date of early Alexandrian Christian 
annals, the destruction of the Serapeum in AD 392, and were 
themselves composed early in the fifth century, while the last, 
which, though Constantinopolitan in origin, contains a great deal 
of Alexandrian annalistic material, belongs to the beginning of the 
seventh century.21 

We may examine these works more closely to see how far they 
justify the general title of 'Alexandrian World-Chronicles', before 
considering the links between them and the original version of the 
Romallce. Broadly speaking, their contents are a combination of 
illustrated Universal History and Alexandrian Annals, linked by a 
chronological framework. The best example is the Golenischev 
papyrus, containing a fragmentary Greek text, which originally 
consisted of an illustrated history of the world from Adam to the 
destruction of the Alexandrian Serapeum; the work itself was com
posed after AD 4I2, for the length of Theophilos' Patriarchate, 
which ended in that year, is correctly given. There also survives a 
small fragment of a Greek version of the Excerpta/! which shows 
that it was in circulation before the Golenischev papyrus itself 
(dated to the sixth century); it contains a selected version of the 
Excerpta covering the years 25I-306 and 335-8, and is dated to 
the later part of the fourth or the early fifth century, and is thus 
contemporary with the closing entries in the Excerpta. This is, of 
course, considerably later than the date of composition of the a-text 
of the Romance. Much of the early part of the Chronicles is 

western Chronicles than with the analysis of individual city-traditions. As regards 
Alexandria, my remarks may therefore lend some local colour to what he has 
to say. There is also a summary account of these interdependent Chronicles in 
R. Bagnall and A. Cameron, COllsl/Jar ami OIlier Lists oj Ille [,aler Homall Empire 
(Papers of the Amer. Philosoph. Soc. 36, 1987), 47ff. See also the recently 
published edition of the Hyciatillll Cllrollicle and the COIlSlllaria COllstlllltillopolitlllla by 
R. W. Burgess (Oxford, 1993). 

21 ed. Bonn. (1832); the relevant passage is reprinted below, p. 204. The analy
sis of the Pl/se/lIll C/lrollicle by Schwartz, RIl s.v., cols. 2460ff. (= Gr. Gesclliclltschr. 
29 I ff.) remains useful, and Wachsmuth, Hill/eitl/Ilg, 195-6, is, as always, very 
lucid. Mommscn's text of the Chrollicle in C/lron. Min. i. 199 ff. (only as far as the 
death of Theodosius I) contains additions from other texts: see Wachsmuth, op. cit. 
I96 n. 1. The recent translation by M. and M. Whitby, Cllronicon Pilschllie, 284-628 
A.D. (Liverpool Univ. Press, 1989) contains a valuable introduction and excellent 
notes. 

" See Schwartz, cols. 2473 ff. (= Gr. Geschiclltschr. 31 I ff.), Whitby, op. cit. 
190-1, in favour of 630 rather than 628 as the terminal date of the Chrollicle. 

2l Pack, Greek /,it. PI/p.', 243. 
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concerned with the L1wlU'pwfL0<; riJ<;, the 'Division of the Earth' 
between the three sons of Noah, Ham, Shem, and Japhet, which 
derives originally, as a literary tradition, from the apocryphal Boo/( 
of JLliJilees, building on the Septuagint text of Genesis 10.2-1 The 
L1WfLEpwfL6<; nrst appears for us in Hippolytus' XPOVLKG., the full title 
of which was Evvaywy~ Xp6vwv Kat ETWV a1TO !<T{aEW<; K6afLov EW<; TiJ<; 

EVEaTlnaYJ<; ~fLEpa<;.2' Thereafter it became a standard feature of 
Christian chronography and chronicles, but we need not consider 
its numerous ramifications further. In the Golenischev papyrus it is 
followed by illustrated sayings of the prophets, which occur, also 
illustrated, in the Christian Topography of Cos mas Indicopleustes,26 
of about the same date, and in the Paschal Chronicle, which was 
also once illustrated, as may be seen from the repeated explanatory 
formulae, which stood as captions beneath the representations: 
OOTO<; 'RAta<;, OOTO<; 'QaYJE TWV L{3'1TpQ(PYJTWV dgLwBEi<; El1TEtV, K.T.A. 27 The 
prophets are followed by a list of world-rulers, in which, as in the 
Paschal Chrollicle, Roman kings from Romulus, Spartan, and 
Macedonian kings are given; once again, the illustrations form the 
main thread, and the narrative is subordinated to them as in the 
Paschal Chronicle and the Excerpta. In the Golenischev papyrus the 
portraits of the Latin kings are preserved, and they were once 
present in the two other texts also. 28 The tradition of illustration, 
whether or not it was a universal feature of such texts, may go 
back as far as Varro's Imagines, though an unbroken line of descent 
is most unlikely. It is certain that in due course some of the 
Alexander-stories were also pictorially illustrated, with spaces left 

H There is a very full account of the .dWp.EptUI'0, r~, in vol. v of von Gutschmid's 
KI. Sehl'. 585-717. The tradition occurs in Mas'udi, MlIn7j § .lIT (cf. § .F4), from 
Abu Zaid a~ ~irafi (for whom see below, pp. 6]-4), and Ya'qubi, and also in 
Eutychius, 17-18, Cheiko. 

" For this work see the edition by R. Helm (GCS 46), Hippol!lls Cllrol1ik (1955, 
replacing A. Bauer's edition of 1905, Te.-.:tc II. Ul1lerSIlc1l11nlJCn (29)) Cf. also the 
fragment of the Chrol1icle pub. Bernstein, Gett!l MIISCIlIll /ollfllal, 12 (1984), 153 ff. 
on the verso of the relief with part of a letter from the ROlllallce-tradition below it 
(see p. 2 I 7 n. 28 below). 

26 See the detailed discllssion of the text and illustrations in the vol. i of Wolska
Conus's edn. (Sol/rees Clmft. 14 I, 1968), 51 ff., 124 ff., 157 ff. Although Cosmas' 
place of origin, as indeed his true name, remains uncertain, there is little doubt that 
he lived and worked in Alexandria: see Wolska-Con liS, i. 15 ff. 

27 ClIrol1. PaselI. 274-5. There are lIlany instances of this formula, which cxtcnds 
also to pagan figures: c.g. p. 262 (OOTO, .dap€Lo<;). 

28 See Bauer, Golel1iscllev Pap. 39/1, and pI. IV-V. For a corresponding passage in 
the Paschal Chronicle see e.g. p. 2T7: OOTO<; Novl'l'u, ,) Kat 1l01'1T~A'0> 8€tcifLEVO<; 
7Tp€uJ3Evrds £K Tij~ xwpac; 'TWV A€Y0/l-€IJwv ll€ft.aaywv, K,T."\, 
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for the illustrations, but though this points to a single Alexandrian 
artistic tradition, there is no direct link in this respect between texts 
so different in character as the Alexandrian Annals and the 
Romance. Whether from the outset the a-version itself, as a consoli
dated text, was decorated with illustrations, as were many of the 
later versions in East and West, is uncertain.19 The frescoes which 
illustrated the thaumaturgic activities of saints such as St Spyridon 
of Trimithus (see below, pp. 2I8-20), for the benefit of those 
unable to read the written accounts of his life, belong to the same 
milieu, and indicate that the illustrations may well have served a 
humble need rather than a luxury-seeking public. 

The Golenischev papyrus and the Excerpta reveal their 
Alexandrian origin, like parts of the Paschal Chronicle, by their 
dating by Augustals, which is also found in Athanasius' Historia 
Acephala; lO we may compare the presence of the Praefecti Urbis 
alongside the consuls in the text of the Roman Chronographer of 
354, and, in the analogous Ravenna Chronicle, the Consularia 
Ravennatia, the frequent reference, alongside the consular fasti and 
the Imperial Res Gestae, to events referring only to Ravenna; for 
example, in a recent addition to the latter-its illustration pre
served, unlike in the main text-which, beneath the year 443, 
refers to the effect of the general earthquake of that year in the city 
of Ravenna itself. II (In form and concept the Ravenna Chronicle is 

" For illustrations of medieval and oriental MSS of the Romallce and associated 
texts sec the excellent work of D. J. A. Ross, Alexallder Historiatlls (Warburg Institute 
Surveys i, 1963), with addenda in lWCI 30 (1967), 383ff. Ross gives a full survey 
of the late antique picture-cycle found in Byzantine and later MSS of the Romallce 
and linked texts, and argues that the 4th-cent. mosaics from al-Sueida (Baalbek), 
illustrating scenes from the cycle (see Ptol. Alex. ii. 946 n. 1 I), with titles (lGLS 
2884-7), reflects the development of the cycle 'within a century of the appearance 
of the text'; cr. id. lWCI 26 (1963) = Studies ill the Alexallder Romallce (London, 
1985), no. xx, 339-65 esp. p. 354. The same argument is advanced by Ruggini on 
the basis of the representation of Olympias and the snake on a coin of Syrian Beroia 
of the 3rd cent. AD (see Ptol. Alex. ibid.), but in neither case is there any warranty 
that the representation reflects the same complete version of the Romallce, rather 
than earlier stories which later became constituent parts of the a-tradition. The 
story of Olympias and the snake, Ammon (Nectanebos in the Homallce), was already 
known to Eratosthenes at a time when no comprehensive text of the Romallce 
existed (sec I'tol. Alex. ii. 951 n. 25, for a discussion of the passage in Piut. Alex. 3 
where Eratosthenes is cited). 

)0 For Athanasius see the Hist. Aceph. in Libr. of Ante-Nicene Writers, Atlwllasius, 
500ff. The Augustais stand in the introductory date-headings. 

JI For the Ravelllla Chrollicle see Frick, op. cit. 373 fr., and for the addition to the 
text see Bischoff and Koehler in Essays ill HOllr oj A. Killgs/ey Porter (Cambridge, 
Mass., 1939), 125 IT. The passage for the year 443 reads: Maximo II et Paterio I His 
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probably closer to the Excerpta than is any other of the western 
group of texts.) 

At the same time these texts, and especially the nearly complete 
Excerpta Barbari, contain substantial passages largely identical with 
material in the Romance, namely the list of Alexandrias and the 
I,ast Days and Will of Alexander. The Golenischev papyrus does not 
help, since it is very lacunose in this respect, but the Excerpta 
and the Paschal Chronicle both contain identical lists of twelve or 
thirteen Alexandrias with only a few discrepancies from that in the 
Romance, and in one of the cases where they deviate from the 
A-tradition they are in agreement with the inferior Greek tradition, 
B, and with Stephan us, by the inclusion of an Alexandria in 
Cyprus (see below, pp. 27, 43-4). It is still more striking that the 
Excerpta contains almost the same text, in Latin dress, of the Will 
of Alexander (fo. 33: testamentum alexandri conditoris) as the 
Romance, including the role assigned in that context to the 
Rhodians. Another and most striking demonstration of the link 
between the Romance and the Excerpta is provided by the sentence 
with which the A-text begins its list of Alexandrias in its last 
chapter: EKTtaE OE 1T6AEtS' til aL'TtVES' ,dXpt TOU VUV KaTOt/WUVTat Kat 

dPy}VEVOVTUt. This sentence, or at least the relative clause, which 
seems curiously anachronistic and out of place (see below 
pp. 40 ff.), but which nevertheless found its way into the Iranian 
tradition (see below, pp. 57 ff.), is present also in the Excerpta, 
which (ibid.) has condidit autem Alexander civitates xii (sic) qui uSllue 
nunc habitantur, but the list of cities and the preceding rubric arc 
absent from the Will, the original composition of which is of much 
earlier date. It is also to be noted, in view of the Alexandrian 
origin of the Excerpta, that the description of Alexander as conditor, 
which does not occur in the Romance, is itself, in the form KT[aTy}S', 

a title used of Alexander in Greek texts from Egypt of Imperial date. 
Germanicus, in his speech to the Alexandrians, described the 
Founder as iipwS' Kat KT[aTy}S', and the same title occurs in an 
Oxyrhynchus list of Egyptian rulers dated to the third century AD, 

which no doubt derives from ptolemy'S Canoll, where the same title 

COIlSlllibllS terrae IlwillS jacllls I est .\'V kal.Mai.die [ovis I Navelllllle 1lOra IlOctis viii I 
followed by an illustration (p, 132, IV). See in general Croke, op. cit. (iv) 187 ff. 

l! For the CilIlOll see the discussion in Ptol. Alex. ii. 360 n. 182, and for an 
example of its use from the Ptolemaic period see ibid. n. r84, with reference to SlOG 
ii. 849 (SH 6670). For a much later example, of Alexandrian origin, see Syncellus, 
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is used.!2 The Alexandrian focus of the later stages of the Excerpta 

is strongly marked. We have seen that from about AD 375 the text 
provides an eponymous dating by Augustals (Le. the previous pre
fects) alongside the consular date; this is certainly an Alexandrian 
system of dating, though not exclusively so, and occurs in 
Athanasius and in the Paschal Chronicle. II Within the framework of 
this consular-Augustal dating we have in the Excerpta a whole 
series of events of Alexandrian Christian history, which show that 
such chronicles covered, in outline, the same ground as the 
recumenical Christian historians, notably Socrates and Sozomenos, 
in so far as their narratives related to Alexandria. Thus the 
Bar/Jams records the persecution by Diocletian and the martyrdom 
of Peter, which, according to that text and to other sources, 
occurred on 25 November 3II; the blank space in the MS indi
cates that in the original text the event was illustrated. His martyr
dom was one of the great Passions of the Alexandrian Christian 
year, and various Greek and Latin accounts of it survive. l4 The 
death of Bishop Alexander, the predecessor of Athanasius, in AD 

3 I 5, is recorded with its Egyptian date, Pharmouthi 22,!; whereas 
the martyrdom of Peter has only the Roman date, the Egyptian 

/ date no doubt having been lost in transmission. We may recall 
that the last sentence of the A-text of the Romance consists of 
a statement of the days of the birth and death of Alexander the 

as quoted in Arrian, FGrH 156F3 T, speaking of the Parthian rebellion against 
Sclcucid rule, U1T' alhou~ TfAOVVTES a110 .ftAft6.VOpov TOU KnO'TOV oul TOtaVT1/V uiTtllV, 
where the phrase is Syncellus', not Arrian's. Ausfeld believed that the title of the 
original Homallce may have contained a reference to Alexander as Ktistes: see below, 
p. 206 with n. 4. 

II The Augustal dating begins on fo. 61a (p. 364 Frick): in the upper margin is 
written illitium artgustaliorlllll Ilui et pmesites, and in the body of the text ibid. eo allllO 
illtroivit Tatillll1ls ill Alexalldria prillllls Allgusta/ills, vi. k/. Fe/mll/rias. For papyri which 
refer to the Augustal sec e.g. PStrass. 255. 9 (397 or 40.3): TOU E7TapXOIJ 
AVYOIJGTa,\{olJ; PMert. 43 (?), note on verso, I (5th cent.); PAIlt. iii. 188, verso, I 

(6th-7th cent.). Cf. Rouillard, UAdmillistratioll b!JZlllltille ell E(l!Jpte' (PariS, 1929), 
30 ff., for later developments of the office. 

" For the martyrdom of Peter see fo. S7a (p. 354 Frick): Hisdem cOllsulibllS vellit 
Dioc/etialllis in A/exllI/(/ria et ecc/esias exterminavit. m multi IIwrtyrizavenmt, itl tjuilms 
et /Jeatlls Prtnts episcoplIs A/e.wllllirilllls capite tnlllClltlls est. Mart!Jrizavit vii kl.Decem. 
For the other sources on the martyrdom of Peter see the bibliography in Cross, 
ODCC s.v. Peter of Alexandria; Quasten, PatrolollY, ii. 113-18; Rli, Petros (I), cols. 
1281-8. 

Ii Fa. 59a (p. 358 Frick): eodem 1lI11l0 ill A/exandria episcoplIs A/emll(/er obiit 
Fllrlllllthii xxii, et slIccessit ei ill sacen/olio AthllllllSills IIII1IOS xlvi. For Alexander see 
the very full account in DCB i. 79(1); ODCC s.v.; Quasten, Patr%gy, iii. 13-19. 
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Great in terms of the Egyptian calendar. If> Other examples of the 
Alexandrian focus of the chronicle could be given, but these suffice 
to demonstrate the similarity of background of the Excerpta and the 
Romallce. 

The lists of Alexandrias in these three groups of material, the 
Epitome of Stephanus, the Romance and the World-Chronicles, 
stand then in this relation to each other: they differ fundamentally 
in number and identity from the Alexandrias of the historians and 
also of the geographers; all the lists show substantial Alexandrian 
elements, in two cases exclusively so; but the many variations in 
form and matter in Stephan us show that he did not follow the 
Romance tradition, though his text may occasionally coincide with 
it. We must now examine more closely two questions, the first 
of which has, in a manner, been very largely answered on our 
way: (1) the likely relation of these texts to the lost texts that are 
known to have been sources for the a-tradition of the Romance, 
and (2) the historical value of the lists of Alexandrias which they 
provide. 

On the first point certainty is not possible. There can, on the one 
hand, be no serious doubt that the original author of the Excerpta 
included in his illustrated Annals sections taken directly from the 
a-text of the Romance; in spite of some differences the hypothesis of 
a common source here is implausible. No text other than the 
Romance is likely to have provided the Excerpta with the details 
regarding the Will of Alexander, the same list of cities, and the 
same statement as to their 'lasting prosperity', a phrase of which 
we shall consider the interpretation shortly. Even the Testamentum, 
which existed as a separate text, did not contain these two latter 
elements. That the cities listed differ in one or two respects need 
not surprise us: the list as found in the A-text of the Romance is not 
likely to be precisely that of the a-text, since the actual number of 
cities listed does not correspond to the given total, and there are at 
least three items preserved in the Excerpta which are not to be 
found in the list in A; and at the same time the Excerpta, and 
through it the Paschal Chronicle, lack one or two items present in 
the A-list. Details of this are considered below. 

The relationship between the Alexandria-entry in Stephanus and 

36 iii. 35 fin.: EYEVII~8YJ J.1-E~ oov Tu{3t T~t JJ€oJLTJIl{at aVGroAljs- ouallS-, fTf:A€VT110E Of 
lfJapp,ou(), TErpae" bVafw<;. In the B-tradition the dates are given according to the 
Roman calendar. 
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these exclusively Alexandrian lists is less clear. His material, too, is 
Alexandrian in essence, but it is evident that, in addition to some 
coincidence with the Romance (as shown in the passage quoted 
from Jason) there are other sources involved, also Alexandrian. The 
relationship between the various strands is shown schematically 
by the stemma (Fig. I), the main purpose of which is to indicate 
the traditions that differentiate Stephan us and the Romance, not
withstanding obvious common elements. What sources lie behind 
such generic titles as JIUTPW and KTLUELS we usuaUy cannot say, 
nor can we determine the precise relationship between the JIuTpta
literature and the more strictly Annalistic form and substance of 
the World-Chronicles. 

FIG. 1. Stemm a showing likely relationship between Steph. Byz. S.v. 
)L\egdv()peta and The Alexander Romance (cf. Fig. 2, p. 207) 

Literary - Grammarians - KtlaW; - nU1:pta 
Sources (Oros) 

Paris 1711 

We must now consider whether such historical aberrations 
concerning Alexander and the cities he founded are represented in 
surviving sources other than those which form the main theme 
of this chapter. Here some chapters of Ammianus provide an 
excellent starting-point, the more so since there are indications 
that he himself had access to the Romance tradition in an early 
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form.l7 In his description of Alexandria he presents to us a city the 
history of which was dominated, not so much by Alexander, who 
founded it, nor by those Ptolemies who embellished it, as by 
Cleopatra VII, to whom is given the credit for building much of the 
original city, especially the Pharos and the Heptastadion, and 
round whom is woven an entirely fabulous account of Rhodian 
control of the island of Pharos, as a result of which, we are told, 
the small island in the eastern harbour was called Antirrhodos-
the name was known to Strabo, but it is not until the fourth 
century, in this passage, that we encounter any explanation of it. 
Nevertheless, in spite of the predominant role now played by 
Cleopatra, which extended even to the publication of an epic poem 
on her achievements, l8 Alexander was not forgotten in local tradi-

17 xxii. 16. 7; Alexandria enim vertex omllillm est civitatwlI, Ijllllln mlllta lIolJilitallt 
et IIWlJllijlca, cOllilitoris altissillli ... (9) Hoc litlls ClIlIl jal/acilms et illsidiosis accessilJlls 
ajjliyeret allte/wc lIavi!1alltes discrilllillilJIIs plurimis, exco!1itavit ill portu Cleoplltra tll/Tilll 
cxcclsllm, Iluac Pharos II loco ipso cOYlwllli/wtllr ... (10) Hllec eadem reyillll /Wptllstlldilllll 
sicllt vi:.: credenda ce/crUate, ita IIW{llIitlidine mira consl/'llxit, ob ClllIsam nolam el Ileccs
sariam. Insulll P/wros, ubi Proten cum phocal'llm IJrcl/iblls diversatlllll HOIllCl'IIS jidllllatllr 
illl/atills, a civitatis litore lIlille passiblls disparata, RlwdiorwlI crat ohnoxia vectilJali. 
Ammianus goes on to describe the ruse by which the queen cheated the Rhodian 
tax-collectors of their tribute by adding causeways in the sea ncar the shore, so that 
Pharos could no longer be considered an island, and therefore subject to Rhodian 
tribute: § I I ends with the words (emended) eijl/O/'llmijl/c CIIIII vellicllio inlJl'essll 
riscrat R/wdios, illslllal'llm 11011 COlltillClltiS portoriwlI j1al/itlllltes. §§ 12- r 4 contain a 
highly coloured account of the wonders of the city, and § 15 the account of the 
partial destruction of the city in the time of Aurelian: Sed Alexandria ipsII 11011 sCllsilll 
(lit aliae lIrbes), sed illtcr illilia prima {llIcta per SPlltiOSOS ambitlls illtcmisljllc sediliollilllls 
dill aspere jiltil/ata, ad IIltillllllll mllltis post IIl1l1is, Allreliww imperilllll /lycnte, civililllls 
illl'{jiis lid certalllina illtcmeciva prolapsis, dirutisijlle 1Il0Cllil1llS, amisit rC!1iOllllm lIIaximam 
partclII, {luac Bmc/lioll appel/abatl/r, diull/I'Illllll praestalllilllli /lOlIlillWIl dOlllicilil/m. This 
is followed by a flowery and frequently totally anachronistic cultural history of the 
city--from the time of Anaxagoras onwards (§ 22). On this passage see provision
ally Ptol. Alc,~. ii. 24 n. 47; cf. also my remarks in BSAA 45 ([993) (Ale.wlIldriilll 
Studies ill mellloriam Daoud Abdu Daol/d) 98ff. Por the probable presence of an ele
ment of the early ROlllance in Ammianus, see xxiii. 6. 8: Deillde Will Darel/s posleaijlle 
Xer.l'Cs, Graecialll clelllelllol'lllll USII IllIltato a{/{JI"essi, cUllclis paelle copiis terra IIlllriquc 
COIISIIllIPUS, vix ipsi tUtUIll illvellere discesslIIll, lit bel/a /iraetereamlls Alc.WlIldd, ac testa
lIlellto lIatiollclll OIllIlcm ill sllccessoris lmills iura trallslaWIIl. The reference to the Will 
hangs very loosely to the preceding clause, and the words Ale,wlIldri ae are an 
emendation (though surely an inevitable one) by IIeraeus for the MSS Alexilluirillll 
et (G) and AlexlI/lllrillae testamellto (V). POI' Ammianus' description of the eastern 
cities named Alexandria, see below, p. 142. 

" Suda 19152: e.oawpos, 1TO'1}T~S oS €ypaljJ. aUl¢opa a,' <rfWV, Kat £Is Io.,E01TaTpUl' 
ii,' E1TWv. Theodoros is otherwise unknown (HE (18) is largely about somebody else). 
The second a,' E1Tw,' is omitted by the abbreviated MS T = Vat. 88r (see Adler, i, 
p. x). Whatever the precise form of the poem it can hardly have been other than 
adulatory. Cf. above, n. 14. 
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tions. He it was who, in Jewish and Christian Alexandrian sources, 
on the basis of a tradition reaching back to the Septuagint, 
transported to Alexandria the bones of the venerable Jeremiah, the 
prophet of the time of Nebuchadnessor, who supposedly died in the 
Delta, and set them in a peri bolos (like Alexander himself in the 
Serna, which had disappeared by this time), near a tetrapylon itself 
not erected until some centuries after the death of the Founder, to 
act as a talisman to protect the city against venomous snakes. l9 

This story was current in the city at least until the eve of the Arab 
conquest, and links the figure of the Founder with the Patriarchal 
tradition that forms a prominent element in the early parts of the 
Alexandrian World-Chronicles, following chronologically upon the 
story of the LlWfLEptafLo, rij, mentioned above. The total unhistori
city of such stray stories that emerge from time to time over the 
centuries very clearly indicates the total ignorance of the people of 
Alexandria regarding their own past; an ignorance abetted to a 

19 The legend exists in more than one version. The germ of it lies in the account 
of the migration of Jeremiah from Jerusalem to Egypt with the disaffected Jews, 
including the prophet Baruch, at the time of Nebuchadnessor, for which see the 
LXX text of Jeremiah, probably the Hesychian recension (see Pfeiffer, Introd. to the 
Old Test., 486-7). The 'Oracles' of Jeremiah come after 25: 13 of the Greek version 
whereas in the Hebrew they occur in ch. 46 (the LXX text of Jeremiah is very 
different from the Hebrew, being about one-eighth shorter, and the contents pre
sented in a different order; ch. 43 of the Hebrew, which recounts the final phase of 
Jeremiah's life, linking him with Egypt, corresponds to chs. 50-1 of the LXX). The 
Jews arrive in the Delta at a site called Ta¢JVa<; (Tahpantes, Heb.), the Oaphnai of 
the Greek mercenaries of Amasis, who must have been there only a few years later. 
Jehovah tells Jeremiah that the Jews shall not return to Judah, and that he is to 
take MOot /-,EyaAot and hide them in the gate of the palace of Pharaoh (Necho)
KUTaKpVlpov aVTovs- €J1 npoOvpolS €V 1TVi\l]t T~S olK{as (/Japaw Ell Ta~vas, and he is to tell 
the Jews who are with him that Jehovah has ordained that Nebuchadnessor shall 
set his throne on these stones, and thus confirm his rule. The prophesied Assyrian 
domination did not occur, but there is nothing to suggest that the Jews returned to 
Judah, nor is there any indication in the biblical Book of Jeremiah of what befell 
Jeremiah; we may suppose that he died in Egypt. The subsequent embellishment of 
the story is to be found in the [,tfe of Jeremiah in the two versions of the Vitae 
prophetarllm that pass under the name of Epiphanius, where the story is entirely 
Egyptianized (see Schennann, Prop/Jelen Will Aposlellegendell, Texte u. Untersuch. 
3I(3), 1909). Jeremiah was stoned to death in 'Daphnai' by the people (U1TO TO;:; 

AnoO), and he lies in a part of the dwelling of Pharaoh, because the Egyptians 
venerated him: he saved them from a plague of crocodiles and snakes, and the 
faithful worship at his tomb today. 'And we', the author continues, 'were told this 
by Antigonos and ptolemy in their old age, that Alexander came to the tomb of 
Jeremias, and recognized the miracle that he performed, and transported his bones 
to Alexandria and enclosed them in a peri bolos, and Alexandria was thus preserved 
from snakes and crocodiles.' There arc further ramifications to this story which I 
cannot pursue here. 
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very considerable degree by (or perhaps largely the result of) the 
physical disappearance of most of the Ptolemaic and early Imperial 
city, and the superimposition upon its crumbling ruins of the early 
Byzantine city that the Persians and Arabs eventually conquered!O 
It is against a background of such misinformation, trivial literary 
production and legend, that we must consider the value of the lists 
of Alexandrias as we have now extracted them from the Romance, 
the Excerpta and the other texts under discussion. 

If we start with the unexpected doxology that describes the cities 
as 'surviving in peace' we shall not be prejudiced in favour of the 
lists. And if we compare them with the foundations recorded by the 
historians and the geographers our inclination might well be to 
dismiss them without more ado as idle fantasies. However, before 
reaching any conclusion about this, we may clear our way by 
considering those cities named as Alexandrias by Stephan us, and 
in some instances by other sources, but which (with one exception, 
that of Alexandria Troas, which was certainly not founded by 
Alexander,41 but was evidently absorbed into the Alexandrian 
tradition as having been so) do not appear in the a-tradition of the 
Romance or in the Excerpta. 

First to be noticed is Alexandria by Issos, or Alexandria of Cilicia. 
This city was known by name to Strabo (in a non-Eratosthenic 
passage), though he did not claim it as an Alexander-foundation, 
and it is referred to as an Alexander-foundation in the periegesis of 
'pseudo-Scymnus', of the late second century BC. 42 There is, then, 
no reason to doubt that a city so called was built, or an existing 
city rebuilt or renamed, at some time in the Hellenistic Age to com
memorate the great battle fought near the Cilician Gates-hence it 
is also called Alexandria of Cilicia by Stephanus-and it had a long 

40 For a study of some (but only a few) of the complicated problems connected 
with the topography of Byzantine and early Muslim Alexandria I must refer the 
reader provisionally to my article in BSAA 45 (above, n. 37). 

41 On Alexandria Troas, first founded as Antigoneia after 3 TO Be and refounded 
by Lysimachus after the Battle of Ipsos and given the name of Alexandria by him, 
see Tscherikower, p. 16 no. I; J. M. Cook, Troat/ (Oxford, 1973), 198 ff. The history 
of the city does not fall within the scope of the present study. 

·12 GGM i. 235 n. 92) ff.: UTEVOTUTO, aux~v fUn V d, TOV 'lUUlKOV I KoA1TOI' On}KWV 
T~V r} }l).,Etuvopov 1ToAlV I nJJt MaKEoovL KTlu8e£auv· ~"'J.,€pwv 0' ODOJ' I €l~ T~V !(tlttK{av 
<1TTn Tillv 1Tauillv EXH. The city is referred to by Herod. iii. 4. 3; cf. Diller, Millar 
Greek GeoyrapllCl's p. J 74 (ex Perip/. I,l/X., 1.962): P.<VH 0< En viiI' Tpo1Tawv Ka( oEiyp.a 
Tij~ v{K'f}S EK€{V1]S) 7ToAlS' E-1Tt TOU A6¢ou i4AEgavOp€tU KUAOUft€VlJ, aya/tp.a T€ XaA.KOUV 00 
T1v 7TPOulJyop{av ,; T01TOS </;<pn. Cf. below, n. 47, for the reference in the roughly con
temporary Res Gestae Divi Saporis. 
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history as the Iskandaran/lskandariya of the Arabs. However, ps.
Scymnus apart, there is no record of Alexander having founded it 
after the battle, and few who read the ancient narratives of his 
campaign can doubt that Alexandria in Egypt was his first founda
tion. That he ordered the Cilician city to be built on the site of the 
battle at a later date, as has been supposed, is unsupported by any 
evidence, and it does not seem very likely that he would have 
reverted to this task in the course of his later campaigning: where 
possible he looked at the present and the future, forwards, not 
backwards. Strabo's silence as to the founder of the city is itself a 
strong argument against a connection with Alexander.~l 

Nevertheless, although n;\EguvOPEta KaT' 'Iaa6v does not occur 
in the A-text or in the Excerpta, it occurs in the Armenian 
version, which normally reflects a knowledge of the a-tradition, as 
'Alexandria Kattisson', and in the Greek B-tradition and its deriva
tives (see Table (IS) ).~l Moreover, the Excerpta has an 'Alexandria 
qui(!) cabiosum, which reappears in the Paschal Chronicle as 
n;\EguvOPEta ~ Ka{3{waa;I' in Malalas as n;\EguvOpELa ~ Ka/k{3vaov, 

4! The view that the city was a later foundation of Alexander was put forward 
by Uroysen, GE iii (2). 200 = !iT ii. 663 and this was accepted 'as a guess' by Tarn, 
Alex. ii. 238. The same doubts exist regarding Nikopolis of Syria, on the east side 
of the Amanus range, RE (7); this is most probably a foundation of Seleucus 
Nicator; cf. Jones, CERP 243-4, Grainger, The Selellkid Cities of Syria (Oxford, 1990), 
35-6. Rochelle emended the ,lUff T~V Ka, (I) 1:Kv8{al' of the Pasch. Chroll. to T~V 
Kanl K,A'K{av, but 1:KvO{av is in Ps. Call. and the Bxcerpta (see p. 33). 

H For the Armenian version of the ]{ol1ulI1ce which stands in a very close 
relationship to the A-text (see below, p. 210 and stemma, p. 207) see the 
translation with notes by A. M. Wolohojian, The Romallce of Alexallder the Great by 
Pselldo-Callisthenes trallslatell from the Armelliall version (Columbia Univ. Press, 
1969), which supersedes the Grecized version of R. Raabe, 'IaTop{a )V,fgavllpov: die 
armfllisclle ObersetzWl{J tier sagell/wftell Ale.\'allder Biograpllie lllif ihre 1Il1ltlllassliche 
Grllntlla[Je zlIriickgefllhrt (Leipzig, 1896). For the texts of the B-tradition see the 
details given by me in Ptol. Alex. ii. 944 n. 8. 

" p. 321, in the list of Alexandrias. The last of the Alexandrias in Chroll. 
}Ufgavllpfta ~ Kaao, occurs in no other list; in this position the Bxcerpta has 
Alemlldria fortissima, itself unexplained, and from this doublet it might be possible to 
reconstruct an }Ufgavllpfta KaT' 'Iaa6v, but both lists have Alexandria Cabiosa which, 
I argue above, represents }1AEgavllpfta KaT' 'Iaa6v. The solution could possibly lie in 
the Alexalldria fortissillla of the ll~'cerpta, which was rendered into Greek at some 
point as KpaT{aTT}, which could perhaps have been corrupted into Kaaos. Tarn 
pointed out, (Alex., ii, p, 246), that the r tradition has }1AEgavllpftaV T~V KpaTlaTOV 
(see the texts as given in Parthe, Der griechiselle AlexllllClerromilll Rezellsiollr, BUell III, 
pp. 458-9), but though this mllst also be linked to the llxcerpta entry in some way, 
jllSt as the }1, J7T' MWE(a)YYWTa of Rand C of that tradition reflects the qui ill mesas 
[J!J[Jes of the Excerpta (i.e. }1, 7TPO, Maaaayhas, of a (Arm)), the introduction of the 
entry into the Band r traditions belongs to a later stage than the formation of the 
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Cambyses' own Alexandria,'" and in George of Cyprus in the 
rationalized form K6{3waoe;, as a city of the eparchy of Kt/..tK{ae; ~!7 
While, on the one hand, there is no good reason why a corruption 
of the familiar Kar' 'Iaa6v should occur in the text of George, whose 
sources are documentary and not popular, there can be no doubt 
that the corruption takes the form that occurs in the Excerpta. It 
is noteworthy that while )l/..€~6vopELa ~ Kard 'laa6v occurs in 
Ptolemy/" the corrupted form occurs in the Antonine Itinerary and 
in at least one later western ltinerary.H Stephanus, for his part, is 
the victim of his sources (unfortunately anonymous), for while his 
eighth Alexandria is rije; Kt/"LK{ae;, S.v. 'Iaa6e; he has 7T6/..te; fLEra~u 
L:vp{ae; Kat Kt/..udas, EV ~L )lM~avopos LlapELov EV{Wf)aEV, ~ EK/"~(}YJ oul 
rovro Nu(67TO/..tS. It appears that the two forms of the name, Kar' 

'Iaa6v and K6{3waos or Ka{3{waa existed contemporaneously, for a 
reason unknown to us: textual corruption hardly seems a sufficient 
explanation. If we suppose that the a-tradition contained either 
form, it is hardly possible to decide whether it was )l/"E~6vopELa Kar' 

a-tradition to which the [(aaos of CI,roll. belongs. Whatever the explanation of this 
unique item may be, nobody will wish to accept Kaaov as an uncontaminated 
reference to the small island off the east coast of Crete. 

4(. ii. I 13: Kat '<pUYfV 0 KOfh'lS T~S dVUTOA~s ds }'lAftavop«av T~V [(ufh{lvaou. The 
view of Krumbacher, BLG, L 333, 338, and others, that the coincidences between 
Ps. Call. and the Chroll. Pasch. derive from the (lost) complete text of Malalas is 
perhaps unnecessary now that we can see how much NOlllmlce material was in 
circulation in Egypt from the Hellenistic age onwards, though Malalas remains in 
general a main source of the Chroll. Pasch. 

47 I. 824-5, Gelzer, with his note, which gives a summary of the other evidence 
for the name. It may be noted that the city still bears the name of Alexandria in 
the Nes Gestae ViI'. Sap. (SEG xx. 324), i. I5-16: )lAft6.VOpwv "oAw auv Til "fP'X(OP'I' 
and ibid. 1. 2 7, )lAf~avopwv T~V KaT' 'faaov "oAw auv Tep "fp'XWP<P, Maricq rightly 
pointed out, in his study of the document in E. IIonigmann and A. Maricq, 
Recherches Sill' Ies Nes Gestae divi Saporis (Bull. Acad. beIge, fac. des lettres, xlvii(4) 
(I953)), 143 n. 1, that the city is mentioned twice because in the first list it is 
counted as a city of Syria and in the second as a city of Cilicia; cf. Rostovtzeff, 
llerytlls, viii (1943), 30 and 40 n. 54. Alexandria ad Issum seems to be the only 
Alexandria (other than the Egyptian) to occur in the Conciliar Lists (Chalcedon): see 
Jones, CRRP 540, Tab. xxix, Cilicia, 5. 

4R v. 15. 2: )lAf~avOpfta Tj KaTu '/aaov. 
4? See Itil/. Alit. (lti". Naill. i (1929)), 141. 3 (between 'Bais' and 'Pagris') 

Alexandria; Itil/. Burdill. 580, 8: lIIal/sio Ale.\'allilria Scabiosa., between 'Baias' and 
'Pietanus', on borders of Cilicia and Syria, Le. IskanderCin. There seems to be no 
reason to connect these Alexandrias or the Greek tradition with the /{a{l'la(a)os 
mentioned by Steph. s.v. /{a{laaaos, "oA,s <v [(a""uooK{a<, who refers to IIeeataeus 
and Hellanicus (FGrll I F 69, 4 F 147) for a Thracian and/or a Cappadocian 
city Imfp{l6.VT< TOV EJpa'Kwv A [fhOl', and quotes II. 13. 36.3 for the topic form 
/{a{l'la(a)oOfv. Cf. m!llll. Gud. 80 (Reitz.): [(a{l'laos, "oA,s EJpa<K'K~, dm, /{u{l'laoii 
nvos, and Meineke, Steph. ad. loc.; cr. also FGrH 6r6 F 37. 
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laaov, rather than J4AE~avopELa Kaf3taaos~, ~ Kat K&{3Loaos, or 
Ka{3{waa. The verdict should probably be given in favour of the 
latter, as being present in the Excerpta. A major complication, 
however, is created by the fact that the early Seleucid foundation 
of Laodicea ad Libanum (AaoO{I<Eta 7rpoc; At{3avwt) appears in 
ptolemy as .El<a{3{waa AaoO{I<EW, and this demands that we look at 
the problem from a different perspective. The Latin word sca/Jiosus, 
'rough', or, of animals, 'mangy', is itself uncommon, and is not 
elsewhere applied to a city, let alone two, one an Alexandria and 
the other an early Seleucid foundation. We may feel justified in 
concluding that, the addition of the initial consonant notwith
standing, the two names are the same,. and that one of the two 
items is falsely so named, and in view of the more substantial 
evidence for Alexandria ad Issum being so called, it seems more 
likely that at some point the Roman nomenclature was added by 
error in the gazetteers available to Ptolemy, who, in any case, 
occaSionally uses Latin terms masquerading in Greek dress. I do 
not regard this as an instance of the deliberate appropriation of a 
Seleucid city as an Alexandria, a procedure which I show below 
(pp. 34 ff.) to be the leading feature of one of the early sources of 
the a-version of the Romance, but simply as an error in trans
mission, the history of which cannot be traced, though it would 
certainly not be impossible to maintain that there has been con
tamination between the two traditions. ,0 

We may turn now to another missing Alexandria not present in 
the A-text or the Excerpta, which might seem to be a fit partner 
(according to the logic of such lists) for )L\EtaVaPEW l<aT' 'Iaaov, 

namely jL\EtavaPEW €V rpav{I<WL. It has 1110 claim to historicity, but 
has itself an unusual history. It found iltS way into the translated 
versions at a very early date, for it occurs in Julius Valerius as 
Alexandria apud Granicum, and probably also in the Armenian, in 

10 Pto!. v. J 5. 20: AaoO'K1)v~, 1TOA€,S. EKaf3{waa AaoO{K€ta ... napa.o€taos ... 
'IUf3pouDa: cr. Honigmann, RE Laodikeia (2) for the history of the site (cr. Walbank 
on Polyb. v. 45. 7); Tscherikower, 64, notes without comment the analogy with 
Alexandria Scabiosa. The city is named Aaull['wo. Tij<; KO'Aij, Eup{a<; in PSI 3 I J of 
m. AD IV., a text which shows very clearly the confusion caused among correspon
dents by urban homonymily. The writer (at Oxyrhynchus) states emphatically that 
his letter is intended for the Bishop of Laodicea ad Mare, II. 21 ff.: OVTW, yap EX£< Kat 
~ E1Ttypaq,fr E1Tt DE DUo ,latv AauD'K{[aj" r-{a T~' <Ppuy{a, Kat r-{a ~ I)'<;t[rjd Eup[av, with 
further details of location. The Peutinger Table has I~Cll/{licill scabiosa: cr. Gelzer, on 
George of Cyprus, !. 986. For Latinisms in Greek dress in ptolemy see below, p. 130 
n·49· 
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which 'Alexandria of Undranikos', should, it has been suggested, 
be understood as representing 'of Granicus'." However, the name 
is also found outside the Romance tradition in a passage of Appian, 
uniquely, and manifestly in error, for Alexandria Troas, in his 
account of the Roman negotiations with Antiochus III in I90 Be, 

which is otherwise an almost verbatim paraphrase of the words of 
Polybius. There is no doubt that Appian has written )V'E~av8pEta ~ 
€7TL rpav{KwL by error for Alexandria Troas, but the error is not easy 
to explain in spite of the likelihood that there is a link between the 
historian's error and the appearance of the name in Julius' list of 
cities.;2 Two possibilities seem to exist. First, it might be suggested 
that 'On the Granicus' was an alternative name for Alexandria 
Troas. However, not only does a glance at the map show that this 
is improbable, but the fact that Alexandria Troas itself appears 
(wrongly) in virtually all versions of the Romance and the associated 
Alexandrian texts argues very strongly against the identification of 
the two toponyms. The alternative is to suppose that one of the two 
traditions, or authors, borrowed the name from the other. If we 
make that assumption there can, I think, be little doubt that the 
name existed (wrongly) in an early version of the Romance-list and 
had dropped out, like others, before Julius translated the list. 
Appian, who was born and brought up in Alexandria, knew of it, 
and in a characteristically confused way inserted the name in his 
text of the negotiations of I90 instead of Alexandria Troas. If so, 
he joins Plutarch as a writer outside the Romance tradition who 
was influenced by it. At the same time the suppositious city fills one 
of the lacunae in the A-list (cf. above, pp. 15- I 6). 

A more complex problem is provided by )1'\E~ujJ8pELa ~ 7TpO<; 
EUVOWL (sic?). This is absent from A and the Excerpta, but is found 
in the Armenian version and in the Presbyter Leo, who provides a 
Latin text closer to the B-tradition, and also probably in Julius 
Valerius' version of the a-text, which has Alexandria apud Sanctum 
naturally to be understood as referring to Xanthos, though 

" For Julius see iii. 60, in his list of Alexandrias: see table at end. For the 
Armenian version see Wolohojian, § 285, with note ad loc. 

" Appian, Syr. 29, reports of Heracleides of Byzantion's offer on behalf of 
Antiochus ETTL olaAvaEat 'TOU 1TOA€/-LOV, J:/-Lvpvav iE Kat J4A€faJ/0pHUV aVTofs- OlOOUS' T~V 
£17< rpav{KW( Ka< Aal-'.pQl(o,>, K.T.A. The aclual role of Alexandria Traas is well known: 
see Polyb. xxi, I], and cr. v. 78. 6, with Walbank's nole ad loc. Appian makes 
another blunder in connection with the episode, identifying Scipio Aemilianus as 
the son of Africanus. 
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whether Xanthum should be read in the text is another matter. 
Alexander received the submission of Xanthos in the early days of 
his campaign, but we can be virtually certain that the city was 
never an Alexandria. On the other hand the city, with its great 
shrine of Leto, was the main Ptolemaic base on the southern shore 
of Asia Minor in the third century BC, before passing into Seleucid 
hands at the beginning of the second century BC, and recent 
excavations have emphasized the Ptolemaic grip on the city.'l It 
is possible that in the third century the city might have been 
included in a list of invented Alexandrias, in the same way as those 
invented for Crete and Cyrenaica, to be discussed below, and for 
that reason we should keep Xanthos-Alexandria in mind as having 
possibly ligured in the original list of Alexandrias and as a possible 
candidate for one of the missing cities in the A-text and the 
Excerpta. It may perhaps also be suggested that the rather 
enigmatic dedication stated to have been made by Alexander at 
Xanthos, found in the French excavations there, which can hardly 
be the original text but is nevertheless of early Hellenistic date, may 
reflect the Alexandrian literary tradition under discussion.'~ 

;, Several documents of Xanlhos are dated by the Ptolemaic regnal year, and the 
local eponymous priest of the Ptolemies. The earliest Ptolemaic text is BMI 262, of 
256 IIC, the prescript of which is dated by the 29th year of Philadelphus. A letter 
of Euergetes I to the City, SEG xxxvi. 1218, of 243 BC, is concerned with a visit to 
Alexandria of Xanthian theoroi in connection with the Ptolemaieia, and the long 
document published by Bousquet, REG lor (1988), IOfr. (SlOG xxxviii. 1476), con
taining the remarkable story of the embassy of the Kytenians of Doris to Xanthos 
in pursuit of financial help in repairing their remote city (destroyed in 228 BC), is 
dated by the regnal year of ptolemy IV and his son Epiphanes to 206 BC; cf. further 
below, n. 85. The dedication of Antiochus III, OGIS 746 + Herrmann, Anaelolll, 9 
(1965),119-21, in which he claims the same (JUYY'VEta as the Ptolemies had a few 
years earlier, dates to 197 BC. 

B For this text see SlOG xxx. 1533: )j),.gav8pos BamAEus d[vEO'IKE]. For the 
curious lettering and style of inscribing see Le Roy, Acles ellI Coll. sllr la 1"!Jcie {!/ltillllC 
(Bibl. Inst. fro Istambul, 27, 1980), 51 ff., and pI. xi. This does not appear to be a 
dedication of the type known for the Imperial period (e.g. from Bargylia, I. lasos 
620). It is perhaps noteworthy that Alexander does not figure in the omnium 
gatherum of Xanthian and Kytenian history in SEG xxxviii. 1476 (see previous n.). 
That would have been a splendid opportunity for stressing the link with the 
Conqueror, and even mentioning a metonomasy, had one occurred. In Julius 
XlIntlllllll is now conjectured by Calderan ap. Rosellini (see below p. 210 n. 9). Leo 
calls the city AlexlInelrill, qlllle tiicitllr Ipros.wlIltllOn, where the rrpas suggests a refer
ence to a region or a river, rather than to a city (cf. in text, above). It corresponds, 
in any case, to the formal style used of dynastic names of cities. The long text con
cerning relations between Nagidos and Arsinoe in Cilicia, the historical background 
of which, as recorded in the text, is the foundation of the latter by the Ptolemaic 
statesman Aetos in honour of Arsinoe Philadelphos, published in ZPE, 77, 1989, 
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A group of cities that occurs in Stephanus, but none of which 
appears in the Romance tradition (perhaps one of them survives in 
the Excerpta), presents separate and individual problems, for there 
is no means of control by reference to a parallel tradition, as in the 
items that we have just examined. First to be noticed are two 
Alexandrias in Europe. 

I. Alexandria in Macedonia or Thrace, Stephanus' third, Tp{TYj 

8PUtKYjS 7TpOS Tijt MaKEoov{at, ~v EKTWE 7TpO TfJS {.LEYUf...YjS )If...Egav

opdas, E7TTaKalOEKa WV €TWV. The circumstantiality of the date con
cerning this Macedonian Alexandria, founded when Alexander was 
17 years old, does not conceal the similarity in pattern between 
this foundation and the refoundation of Krenides as Philippoi in 
358 BC, two years before Alexander's birth. It is true that Philip 
was active in Greece in 342, the supposed year of the foundation, 
and it might be imagined that his son took advantage of his 
absence to assert his temporary authority, or to give expression 
to some plan that he had conceived; but there is no evidence to 
support the conjecture, and, unless it is a distorted reflection of the 
foundation of Philippoi, the name is likely to be a fabrication. As 
with almost all the other entries in this list, Stephanus quotes no 
source for his information. It is to be noted, however, that Plutarch 
speaks of a city named Alexandropolis in Thrace (see below, 
pp. 29-30), which Alexander is said to have founded at virtually 
the same age (16), and there may be some connection between the 
two. Alexandropolis itself, however, as we shall see (p. 29), is not 
above suspicion. 

2. The second European city is Stephanus' sixteenth, EKKatOEKuTYj 

KaTU TOV MEf...aVa KOf...7TOV, sandwiched between an Alexandria 
among the Arachotoi and one 'in Sogdiana, by the Para
pamisadai'; it is commonly regarded as 'European' because the 
only 'Black Gulf' known is that by the Thracian Chersonese. This 
led Meineke to suppose that the city was identical with the 
previous item, the Thraco-Macedonian city. That does not increase 
the plausibility of either entry, but, if correct, it reduces the 
number of redundant items by one. The same result can be 
achieved by identifying it with the city of Alexandropolis in Thrace, 

pp. 55 ff. (SlOG xxxix, I426), emphasizes the close control exercised by Alexandria 
over her Cilician 'colonies' in the third century. See also the epigram preserved by 
Steph. s.v. J4yp{a< referring to Neoptolemos a third-century commander in the area, 
Page, FGE no. cxli, whose interpretation is corrected by L. Robert, OMS vii. 535 ff. 
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described by Plutarch. This identification is not impossible, though 
its Asiatic neighbours in Stephanus' list do not support it. The 
suggestion that it corresponds to Alexandria-Rambakia, in the 
Makran, known to the historians but not listed by Stephanus or 
the Romance, cannot be right, for reasons explained in Chapter V." 

Three other Alexandrias, one located in Cyprus, one in 
Cyrenaica and one in Caria, may be considered next. 

3. Alexandria in Cyprus, Stephanus' ninth, €VaT1J €V KlnrpwL, has 
provoked considerable discussion. Droysen claimed to identify it 
with a Cypriot location known from medieval sources, but the 
problem has to be re-examined from a different standpoint. The 
final discussion of the context in which it is to be set is left to later, 
but it is to be stressed here that Alexandria in Cyprus belongs to 
the a-tradition of the Romance-though it does not occur in A, it 
occurs both in the Excerpta and in the Paschal Chronicle, thus deriv
ing from the earliest stratum of the Romance,5(, as well as in 
Stephanus. 

4. Stephanus also informs us, in an indirect manner, of the 
possible existence of an Alexandria in Cyrenaica, but he does not 
include it in his list, nor is it mentioned by the A-text of 
the Romance, though it occurs in the Excerpta which gives as its 
first Alexandria, qui in Pentapolim. Stephanus quotes Favorinus 
€V TWL JlEPL Kvp1Jvai'K'ijs 1T6'\EWS, which probably formed part of 
his JIavTooa1T~ 1uTop{a, for the otherwise unattested Alexandrian 

;; Bourguet, on FD iii(l). 497, suggested that the [Mj€'\uviTU' mentioned in that 
geographical list (late 4th/early 3rd cent. BC), line TO, might be connected with the 
Black Gulf, but he pointed out that the ethnic stands in the text surrounded by the 
coastal islands Lesbos, Rhodes, Kos, ct aJ. See further below, p. 166, with n. 116. 

,6 Stephanus alone has the regular form EV KV1TPWL. The entry is present in the 
HOII/allce only in the Band r traditions where it appears as T~V E1Tt KV1TP'OOS (or, 
Kp~1TLoos: see L. Bergson, Der wiecllisclle AlexllIu!erroll/all Hezcllsioll {3, p. 191); l'asell. 
Cllroll., p. 32 I, has )1. ~ 1T€pt KV1TP'OOS 1TOTUfL6v, while the Excerpta has AlexllIldrialll 
(illi super C!J/1ricilllll flul'illlll, from which the former derives. I suggest below, 
pp. 43-4, that the fictitious Cypriot Alexandria must have a Ptolemaic origin, and 
is therefore one of the items missing from the list in the A-text. Tarn, Alex. ii. 241, 
is both dismissive and involved in his explanation of this item: '(9) is simple. The 
Romance list shows that it has nothing to do with Cyprus; it is the Alexandria E1Tt 
/(V1Tp,OOS 1TOTUfLoU of version T', which is merely Alexandria at the mouth of the 
Tigris, Tlyp'oos having been corrupted into KV1TP'OOS; cf. p. 243. Droysen, GE iii. 
243 (FT ii. 693), maintained that he had found evidence (in T. Porcacchi, Isole pili 
Jall/ose del MOllcio (Venice, 1576), 145, with map; 11011 vidi) of a medieval Alexandria 
located at the west end of the island, which he thought might be the survival of a 
city so named by Pasicrates of Soloi in honour of Alexander. He found support for 
this in the supposed metonomasy of Alinda by Ada in honour of Alexander: see 
below, p. 28. 
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ethnic form )VlEtaIl6pEUtlT'Y)S, and the city must have been men
tioned along with the ethnic in Favorinus, whose work was in any 
case known to the a-tradition of the Romance, since reference is 
made to it both by Julius Valerius and by the Armenian version." 
The two false Alexandrias in Cyprus and Cyrenaica are, then, 
associated both in the Romance tradition and in Stephanus. We 
shall return to this point. 

5. Alexandria in Caria on Mt. Latmos is treated more substan
tially by Stephanus. He records that it contained a sanctuary of 
Adonis, in which there was a statue of Aphrodite by Praxiteles: 
6EKaT'Y) 7TPOS TU)( AaTfLWt T~S Kap{as, Ell ~t )16WllWV ~v EXOll 

JIpattTEllDUS )1</>POUT'Y)Il. None of the Alexander-historians nor the 
geographers refers to any foundation, or refoundation, by Alexander 
during his campaign in Caria, and it was suggested by Droysen 
that the city should be identified with Alinda, the capital which 
Alexander bestowed on Ada, the last of the Hekatomnids, in place 
of Halicarnassus; according to Droysen Ada called Alinda 
Alexandria out of gratitude to Alexander. This explanation has 
been accepted by Robert and others, and may be true, though 
independent evidence for it is entirely lacking. Alinda and the 
Alindeis were known by their common name throughout the 
Hellenistic age, as were the inhabitants of nearby Heracleia, on 
Latmos, an alternative candidate for the identification. We shall 
have occasion in due course to suggest that in fact the city may be 
Alabanda. i8 

57 See Favorinus fro 54 J3arigazzi (Florence, 19(6). Meineke saw that the 
quotation probably came from the Omnioena Histol'ia. J3arigazzi emended TWt 7TEpi 
/(vp",/vai'K'q> 7TOAEW> to (7TpW)TW( 7TEpi 7TavToilamj> iiA",/>; cf. his discussion of earlier 
emendations retaining /(vp"'/vai'wq> (so also Jacoby, FGI'H, IIIB, p. 427; cf. also 
Mensching, Favoril1 1'011 Are/ale, i (Berlin, 19(3), p. 34). Barigazzi's emendation is a 
far cry from the text, which is not in need of emendation, at least as far as the ref
erence to Cyrenaica is concerned. 

" Por Droysen's suggestion see GIl iii p. Il9 (FT ii. (62). He has been followed 
by L. Robert in various passages of his writings on the area: see most recently 
J. and L. Robert, Am!fzon, i. 6, where other references are given; Hornblower, 
Mallsoills, 314 n. 156. Various aspects of the evidence need clarification. (1) The 
coin which Droysen adduced in favour of the identification of Alinda with 
Alexandria because it showed a figure of Venus Pudic a, which would correspond to 
the statue assigned to Praxiteles, is, as I had suspected, and as Dr C. Howgego has 
kindly confirmed for me, a coin not of Alinda, but of Cnidus (BMC, Caria, 97, 100 

(time of Caracalla and PlautiIla». The coin is not referred to by Robert. (2) The 
identification with Heracleia on LatInOS (on the south face of the mountain, while 
Alinda is on the north side) is stronger, in my view, than Hornblower, loco cit., 
allows. It is obvious that Alexander's close ancestral link with Heracles might 
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Before passing to the eastern Alexandrias we may note the 
traditions regarding the cities called Alexandro(u)polis, of which 
there are either three or four. They do not occur in the lists of 
Alexandrias, and indeed they are not known to the Alexandrian 
tradition as we have recreated it in this chapter. The first is the city 
mentioned by Plutarch as having been founded by Alexander in 
Thrace, and which Tarn suggested might lie behind Stephanus' 
third Alexandria, as discussed at (I) above. 59 Two others are 
recorded by Isidore of Charax as situated in Sakastane and 
Arachosia respectively, a fourth is given by Pliny as lying in the 
region of Nysa: Arsace, regia Nisiaea, Parthyenes nabilis, ubi 
Alexandrapalis a canliitare, and a fifth at Hekatompylos, described 
by him as ipsills vera Parthiae caput/'() perhaps to be identified with 
the 'Alexandria oppidum' mentioned in the fourth century AD by 
Julius Honorius.61 These oriental Alexandropolises raise insoluble 
problems. We shall see below (pp. 9I-2) that the text of Isidore in 
the passage where he refers to the two cities is very confused and 
has to be emended, while the cities given by Pliny and Honorius 
seem quite unreal; there is no suggestion in any Greek source, 
geographical or historical, of a city founded by Alexander after his 
passage through the Caspian Gates, while the long and mono
tonous list of appida in Honorius is so full of geographical non
sense that we may jettison it without qualms. Thus the only 

prompt such a change of name of, or by, the city, but there is no evidence for any 
metonomasy, except briefly that into Pleistarchcia at the end of the 4th cent. (see 
Steph. s.v. ll).€wT<lPX€ta, 1TO.\,S Kap{as ijrtS Kat 1Tporepov Kat vorepov 'Hpo.K).€ta 
';'voI-'0.08'1)' The entry in Slephanus gives ll).€WTapxElT'IS, but no documentary 
example of the ethnic survives. Tscherikower, 28-9, raised the possibility of 
Alexandria being a metonomasy of Heracleia, while Tarn, Alex. ii. 242, thought 
that Ao.TI-'W! was probably a corruption of 'some word now irrecoverable'. (3) The 
ethnic of Alinda, )I).tvll€vs, is not uncommon: see the decree of Amyzon, Al1lyzoll, 
no. 14, of C.202 BC, in honour of the Seleucid governor of Alinda, Chionis, and the 
Rhodian tombstone, NS 144, probably of the 2nd cent. BC. There are numerous 
)I).,vll.,s at lasos after 166: see [.lasos, 174, r87-8, 192. 

" See Tarn, Alex. ii. 248-9. This may be correct, for the reasons slated above, 
p.26. 

60 NH vi. r I 3, and ibid. 44. 
(,[ A6 (p. 26, Riese): Carr/Ill oppidlllll, Alexandria oPJIidlll1l, Nisi/Ii oJiliidlll1l. For the 

Coslllogmphia of Julius Honorius see Riese, Geogr. IBt. Millores (Heilbronn, r878; 
repr. Olms, 19(4), pp. 21 ff., pp. xviii-xxvi, an excellent account of the various 
versions of the work; see also lUi S.v. lulius (277). His work seems to have been 
given to the world by a pupil, probably early in the 6th cent. QUite apart from the 
total ignorance il displays, its date deprives It of any independent value, since it is 
simply based on maps of an earlier date, the entries of which seem to have been 
copied out in a totally uncomprehending way. 
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Alexandropolis that carries some credibility remains that of 
Plutarch, which, as we have seen, may be the third Alexandria of 
Stephanus, 'in Thrace, towards Macedonia'. 

To return to the Alexandrias, there remain those that occur 
for the most part in the a-version of the Romance and in the 
Alexandrian annals, represented by the Excerpta and also, in two 
cases, in the associated Iranian tradition. Almost all these cities are 
located east of the Euphrates, in Iranian, 'Scythian' or 'Indian' 
territory. Those in Indian territory contain confusions and duplica
tions, but, these apart, comparison of the list with Stephanus' 
own list of Antiochs, indicates that they are probably politically 
motivated metonomasies of authentic early Seleucid foundations. 
That they are not derived from a current geographical tradition 
is demonstrated by the striking fact that virtually none of them 
is listed by Ptolemy, whose work, and that of Marinus, is un
doubtedly earlier than the a-text of the Romance. Except for his own 
city in Egypt, ptolemy knows only five Alexandrias and they 
coincide largely with those in the historical and geographical 
tradition: one, known only to him, Alexandria in Oxiana, which 
has been identified with the excavated site of Ai Khanilm, the 
Achaemenid and Hellenistic city at the junction of the Kokcha and 
Oxus rivers, on the south bank of the latter;62 Alexandria in 
Arachosia;"! Alexandria in Carmania (also attested by Pliny), 
which his co-ordinates place somewhere north-east of Horn1l)z;"~ 
Alexandria in Aria;6, and Alexandria in Sogdiana or Alexandria 
Eschate.66 On the other hand, by contrast with this only slight 
congruence with the Alexandrias of the Romance, ptolemy knows 
of six Antiocheias and five Seleukeias. The contrast between the list 
in the Romance and the text of ptolemy is a confirmation that 
current Imperial gazetteers knew only very few Alexandrias. 

Let us now look more closely at the Alexandrias of the eastern 
world. They are solidly represented in the a-tradition of the 
Romance, including the oriental versions, and are all in the list in 

62 See below, pp. 154-6. 
6l See below, pp. J 32-40. 
64 vi. 8. r]: 7TOAHS' Sf Kat KWfLUt [J-€(]oy€tot A'yovrUt rijs [{aPfLuv{Ut; ai'S€' . .. §I4, 

)'v,<ta.,(}p<w . .. ; cr. below, p. 167 n. 117. 
[,' vi. 17. 6: )'IA<!;aVOpEW EV )'IPEto,s; cf. viii. 25. 5, computation of the longest day 

by comparison with Alexandria in Egypt. Cf. below, pp. [()9- I 5. 
66 vi. T 2. 6: f.-L€ratv Of Kat aVWTEpw raw 7ToruJ.LWV- Tpv{3uKTpa ... )1i\e(avopHa 

'Q!;EWV~ ... 'lVO'Kop.opoavu .•. JpE.pa p.rFP07TOAtS •.• )'IAE!;aV(}pHU 'EuXaT''1' cr. below, 
PP.15 J - 6 . 
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the Bxcerpta. Each of them corresponds to a known early Seleucid 
foundation, in regions where no historian or geographer attributes 
a foundation to Alexander. We may note, to begin with, one 
intruder, )lil.etuvop€La EV MapytavijL, which only occurs as an 
Alexander-foundation in the weakest part of the geographical 
tradition, Pliny, unsupported by other independent authority.67 It 
was the Seleucid foundation (even though doubt surrounded its 
preCise origin), Antiocheia in Margiane, the predecessor of Merv, 
the centre of Islamic culture before the Mongol destruction, which 
lies in the great oasis south of the Khorasmian desert. (The small
er Merv, nearer Herat, on the Murghab river, before its junction 
with the Hari-nld, Merv-i-Rud, though regularly mentioned by the 
early Arab Itineraries, is not recorded in classical sources.) 

We may turn now to the Alexandrian lists (compare Table of 
Alexandrias at end), starting with (2) )lil.eguvOpELa 1TPOC; [Up aac; , 
which corresponds to )lvTLOxeta TijC; ilepa{ooc;, already in existence 
before the end of the third century Be; its location is unknown, but 
it has been placed at, or close to, Bushire.68 (3) )lil.etuvopELa E1T! 

67 Plin. vi. 47: et ipsa contra Parthiae tmctlllli sila, in (Ilia A/exander Alexlllu/riam 
condiderat. qlla dimta a /Jllrbaris AlltiOc/llIS Selellci filius eadem loco restitllit Syrianalll 
inteljluellte Margo qui conrivatur ill Zotllll/c; maluerat ilIam Alltioe/liam awel/ari. I 
discuss this complex problem further below, pp. n6-7, as it concerns Alexander, 
but I may note one point that concerns the Seleucid foundation. Pliny's statement 
that the city was so named by Antiochus I is generally accepted, but it was 
rejected by Honigmann, HE, s.v. Seleukeia (to), col. 2560, in favour of the tradi
tion preserved by Martianus Capella (vi. 691) and Solinus (48. 3), according to 
which the city was called Seleukeia. Capella, who otherwise follows Pliny vi. 28, at 
this point says: regiollis praedictae [i.e. Margialle] amoellitatelll A/e:l:allder Magllus 
de/egerat et illi primo 1I0lllillis slli condiderat civilatem. qllae excisa est et ab Alltioc/w 
Selelld fWo reparata ell/II 1I0mille patris eiusdelll: circllitlls habet stadia septuagillta 
1J1Iillljlle. (692) Illde OX1I8 m1l11is, (/ui circa Bactram CWI! eills 1I0millis oWido jluviollue 
1Iltra Pallda, oWidwll SOlld/allorwlI, lIbi Alexallder tertialll AlexllIldrialll cOlldillit ad COII
testmll/alll itilleris pralixitatem. Solinus has regiollis Inlills alllocllitaiclIl AlexllIlller 
Maglllls lIsque adeo lIIiratlls est lit ibi primwlI AlexllIlilricllll cO/l(lideret: qllam nwx bar
baris cxdsalll Alltioc/lUS Selelld filills reforlllavit et de IIIl11clIpatiolle dOlllllS suae dixit 
Selellciam: cllillS llr/Jis circlIitlls diffwlllitur ill stadia septuagillta quilllJue. III !zallc Orades 
HOIlla/IOS captos Crassialla clade dedI/x it. The question whether the city should be 
called Antiocheia or Seleukeia cannot be resolved in the absence of independent 
attestation from non-literary sources: see below, p. 116, n. 24. 

68 Por Antiocheia T1' il'patoo, see OGIS 231 (Welles, Hall. Carr. 31; I. vall Magn. 
18): colonists from Magnesia, aUI-'I-'.t~avT" EV }1VTLOxetaL T1, il.patoo, (II. 9- TO); ib. 
233 (1. vall Magn. 61), [I7]apa }1VT(0XEWV TWV il['POLKW'] (?TWV (T1') il[.paloo,]); cf. 
Dittenberger's note [ to no. 233; both inscriptions belong to the later 3rd cent. For 
the possible location at Bushire, or inland from there, see Bickerman in ta Persia e 
il mOlldo greco-ramlllw (Acead. Line., Quad. 76, 1966), 109; cf. S. M. SherWin-White, 
Clzirall, IS (1985), 9 n. 18; J.-F. Salles in Hellellism alld t!ze East (ed. A. Kuhrt and 
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TOU TtyptOO<; 7TOTUp,OU, corresponds to Seleucus' eastern capital, 
EEAdJKEtU TfJ<; Ttyptoo<;, the ruins of which were still standing at the 
time of the Arab conquest, and which, as a result of excavations 
carried out over many years, is the best-known of the eastern 
foundations of the Seleucids, rivalled only by the very different 
(and anonymous) Al Khaniim on the OXUS;69 (4) ilAEtavOpEtU E7TL 
Bu{3vA.wvo<;, is too vague to be identified, but there was at least one 
other Seleukeia in existence in Babylonia in the third century, in 
Elymaia, known from the same list of associated Seleucid cities that 
subscribed in 207 Be to the request of Magnesia on the Maeander 
for recognition of her great festival of Artemis Leukophryene. The 
city in Elymaia was called EEA.EVKEtU ~ 7TPO<; TWt 'Hovcf>WVTL, after the 
tributary of the Tigris on which it lay, at a now unknown location. 

S. Sherwin-White, London, T987), 92 n. 24. P. Bernard, IS (1990), 46ff. places 
Antioch in Persis on the Bushire peninsula, close to Rishahr, on the basis of the 
localization of the capital of the Kingdom of T'iao Che, mentioned in the Hmr-Sllll 
(for this work see below, p. 126 n. 4.3), representing the Chinese form of Taoke, the 
Persian royal palace mentioned by Arr./Nearch., IlIeI. 39. 3: EK Mwav{3p{'), DE 
opp..17e{vTf~ Kat OU:I(1rAWaaPTE~ OTUO{OVS j-ta/UOTU Et; OtUKOO[OUS "ES TaKOYJV opp..{~OVTat E7Ti 
7TOTU/1-WL TpavtoL Kat d7TO TOllrOU ES TO avw Ilepao)JI {3aa[A.Eta 1}v, d1TEXOJJTa TOU 
1TOTUp..OV TWV EK/3oAiwv OTUO{OUS E'i> Ow.Koa{ovs. cr. Str. 728: ~v DE Kat &""a {3aa{AHU n1 
£V Td/3aLs EV Tois avw'Tffpw 1TOV fLEPfOl T~S nfpatoos Kat Ta Elf T~t 1TapaA.tat Tet «UTa. T~J' 
Ta6K,)v AEYOVEV'IV; cr. Bernard, 46 n. 63; cf. Hulsewe ant! Loewe, (op. cit. below, 
p. T26, n. 43), n. 255. OGlS 23,3, the lengthy civic decree of Antiocheia, is taken 
by Dr Sherwin-White and Dr Kuhrt in their new book, Frol11 Sal11arkalld to Sardis 
(London, 1993), 162 ff., as an example of Seleucid policy of civic encouragement. 

(" The material relating to Seleukeia is extensive, and only a few items can be 
given here. Apart from the literary evidence, of which the description by Strabo 750 
is the most valuable account, inhabitants of the city occur frequently in inscriptions 
from the Aegean and Asia Minor. See esp. OG1S 2)3, II. ]00-2, o(w[,1w, OE 'OOtE 
Kui .EEAwKEVatV TOt, 1TPO, 1'{ypH; Klee, G!JIIlIl. A[JO/re, p. 16, HC, 78 (182-T78 Be), 
AEWOUVU' }:!vny6vou .EdEUK[EIl, a]m) T{ypw[,], a K,BupWTU" ALl, 26 (I971), MfA., 
pp. 34-40, an agonistic inscription from Lebadea of the 2nd/1st cent. Be, in which 
the victors include two EEAwKEt, a1TO 1'typEW,. Several Seleukeians occur at Delos 
(see BAD xxx. 292 and lD 2429 and 2445), and from Rhodes we may note 
E)EVWTOKA-q, EEAEUJ<EI), a1To T{ypw, (Sl/ppl. rod. 63. 18; 2nd cent. Be). For its 
survival in the 6th cent. AD see Procop. ii. 28. 4: 00 (EV }:!aaup{ot<;) oTt 1To,\{avaTa Duo 
E~"EVK€!a T€ Kat !(Ty/OtrPWV Euri, MUK€OOVWV aura O€ll1-ap.€VWV or fJ-E'Ta TOV $tAt1T1TOV 

}:!Mtavopov JIEpawv TE ~ptav Kat TWV TaUT,)' EOVWV. For the University of Michigan's 
excavations, which were restricted in scope, see, apart from the specialized volumes 
on coins, terracottas, etc., C. Hopkins, Topo[Jl'Ilplr!J (I/l(1 Architectllre oj Seiellcia 011 

Ti{Jl'is (Ann Arbor, r 9 72), comprising (pt. H, 149 fr.) McDowell's History oj Selel/cia 
Jrom Classical SOl/rces (which ends with the capture of the city in 198/9 by Septimius 
Severns). For later Italian work on the site see the bibliography by S. M. Sherwin
White in ZPE 47 (1982), 51 n. 4. For older studies see the characteristically 
thorough articles of Honigmann in lUi, Seleukeia (1) and s.v. Ktesiphon. For Ai' 
Khanum, the identification of which has generated a bibliography of its own, see 
below, pp. 154-6. 
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Strabo describes it as a great city/o (5), :4.AEgav8pELa EV };OUGOt'; 
probably represents };EAEUKELa ~ 1TPOS EVAatwt, Achaemenian Susa, 
one of the great centres of Seleucid power east of the Tigris, well 
documented from the third century BC to the Sassanian period. 71 In 
a different region (6) :4.AEgav8pELa EV };KuOatS, common to the same 
traditions (see Table), corresponds to Stephanus' tenth Antioch, EV 
L'KVOiat, a foundation which was perhaps the work of the Seleucid 
commander Demodamas, who was in the region beyond the 
Jaxartes between 290 and 280 BC. n (7) :4.AEgav8pELa Tiis Mwo-
1ToTap,[as, which is one of the items missing from A and the 
Excerpta, and which occurs only in the Armenian version of the 
a-tradition, corresponds to Stephan us' third Antioch, MW01TOTafLias, 
Mvy80via KaAovfLEvYJ, Tfn<; 1TPOS TWV E1TtXWp{wv Naat{3ts KaAEfTat ... 

Tfns [Kat] NEat{3t<; MYETat Kat Ntat{3t<;/1 Finally, to revert to an 
earlier item, (8), :4.AEgav8pELa ~ 1TPOS AaTfLWt, is probably Alabanda
Antiocheia, which Stephanus does not quote under Antiocheia, 
though he gives the metonomasy of Alabanda under its own entry: 

'0 Strab. 744: ~'PE01J Of Ka, 1TPOS TW' 'HouCPWVTl 1ToTa!-'Wt EEAEvK€ta. !-,EyaA1J 1ToA.,. 
EoAoK1J Of EKaA€tTO 1TpOTEpOV. For the subscription see again I. VO/I Magll. 61. 105 
(OOlS 23]), with the reading in SBG iv. 504: E€AEUK€VatV TOtS 1TPOS T1lt 'EpuOpiit 
OaAaaa1Jt. EEAwKEVatV TOts 1TPOS TWt EuAa{wt. E[E]AEvK[EVat]v T[OtS] 1T[pO]S TW[t 
'l/oucpwvn]. due to I1aussoullier. 

7I See in the lirst place OGIS 233, I. 106, quoted in the previous note. Greek 
inscriptions found on the site, published by Cumont, are reproduced in SEG vii. 
I -- 34; none is earlier than Antiochus III and most belong to the Parthian period. 
Robert restored the ethnic in manumissions from Susa in Gllomoll, 1963, 75-6. 
Out of the abundant material relating to the site I may mention especially G. Le 
Rider's excellent work, SI/se SOliS les Stlel/cides et Part/les (Mem. Miss. frany. en Iran, 
38, Paris, 1965), passim, and the brief but lively sketch by Tarn, GHI 27-31; cf. 
also Ghirshman, Part/,es et Sassllllides (Paris, 1962), 102 ff. Ps.-Sallust, Bpist. Mitllr. 
19, says, I'll [Arsace] vera, clli Se/eucea, maxima urbilllll, reglll1l1111ue Pcrsidis illc/utis 
tlivitiis est, qUid al) iIIis lIisi dollllll ill praesens et postea bel/um expectas? 

7! Sec PUn. vi. 49: trallscellliit cllm alii/will [sc. the Jaxartes] Delllodalllas, Selcuci ct 
Alltioe/Ii regllln dllX, quem maxime scqllimllr ill lIis, araslJue Apol/olli Didymaeo statuit 
(JlGrH 428 T3). Cf. Tscherikower, 106; Tarn, GBI 83-4 (who suggests that 
'conceivably it was only Alexandria-Eschate refounded': see below, pp. 151 IT.). 
Demodamas appears as the proposer of the Milesian decree, I.Ditl. 479 (OGIS 23) in 
honour of the future Antiochus I, for his a1Touo~ towards the Temple of Apollo 
Didymaeus; cf. Haussoullier, Mile!, 34 ff., for the identification. Note that Pliny 
speaks only of lIrae. 

II For Antiocheia Mygdoniae = Nisibis see Polyb. v. 5 I: ().IVT{OXOS) Otavvaas Els 

).IvTlOXEtav T1jV EV Muyoov{at 1TEP' Tr01TaS XEt!-,EpLVaS E1TE!-'Etv€. It occurs in inscriptions 
of the Imperial period, e.g. IG xiv. 1374; 1'D iii(r), I99, in honour of M. Aelius 
MagnlIs, a native of Nisibis, known also from Eunap. VI> 497. Amm. Marc. xxv. 81, 
describes it as the key to Mesopotamia: cOllstabat orbelll BowlI ill ditionelll potllisse 
trallsire Persidis nisi haec civitas IllIbili Sitll et IIlll{Jnitlldille lIIoelliulII restitllisset. 
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7TO,tLS Kap[as, -If 7TOTE )lvTLoXELa.7" The relevance of the metonomasy 
AIabanda-Antiocheia in the present context is discussed further 
below.7' )lvTLoXELa Kap[as 11 TL<; Kat ilvBo7To,tL<; tKa,tEITo, about which 
Stephanus quotes a confusing aetiological story to explain the 
existence of a Laodikeia, a Nysa and an Antiocheia in Caria, seems 
to have been intended to represent Nysa, which, however, though 
under Seleucid control, never bore an eponymous name; but the 
whole aetiology of the story is full of errors and no explanation is 
satisfactory: the city does not occur in Ptolemy's list of Carian cities 
in the province of Asia, in which Nysa, Tralles and Alabanda all 
occur, and Antiocheia of Caria (which cannot be AIabanda, which 
appears proprio nomine alongside it), occurs independently in the 
Conciliar list of Nikaia I, while Nysa itself appears at Ephesus and 
Chalcedon.76 

We cannot expect to explain all the 'false' Alexandrias, if we may 
now so designate them, as, in some sense, deliberate metono
masies of Seleucid foundations, but nevertheless the coincidence of 

74 The rest of the long entry has no reference to the metonomasy, but the 'TroTE 

is worthy of note. 
7i p. 42, with n. 82. 
'6 )1vTLOXEta T~' Kap[a, is Stephanus' eleventh: EVQEKaT1J Kap[a, ~TL' Kat 

nvB61TOAt~ EKUAfLro' }1VTlOXWt yap TOU .EfAfUKOU TpEer; yuvaiKfS" f7TioTYJaav orap, wrtaat 

7TOALV Ell [(ap{at EKaoT1] "€yovaa' <> Of lJ1TOAa/3(VV 7~V f-.LTJiEpa Ka" T~V yvvaiKu Kat T~V 
aQE).1>4v, KT[~Et [TpEi, 7T0).«,,] am) f1-fV T* aQE).1>~' AaOQ[K1J, AaootKEtaV, am) Qf T~' 
yuvatKOS Nua1J<; Nuaav, d1TO DE T~r; p:YJTPOS- .i'tVTtOxtoOS' }1VTt0XEtUlJ, )tPTLOXLS' DOP 

oV0f1-a Ka, T~> f1-1JTPO, Ka, .OV'KOV T~' 7TO).EW, Ka, 1>v).~, oV0f1-a. Meineke commented, 
'Haec Arrialli esse, vii/elltlll'; le{]lIl1tlll' item jJlIucis mlltlltis aplli/ Iillstatllillm lid Dioll. Pel'. 
918', but that is not the case, for Eustathius, who quotes Arrian profusely in his 
commentary, in this particular item quotes o[ 7TaAaw, as his source. If the meto
nomasy-or even the city--is historical, it probably resulted from a local Nysaean 
tradition, for s.v. ilVOO7TO).', Stephanus has I1V067TO).t<;, Kap[a, 7TO).", ~ WTa mUTa 

K).1JOEiaa Nuaa (though under Nuaa he docs not mention Pythopolis), with no 
reference to another metonomasy. The tribe-names )1VTt0X[, and EEAwK[, attested 
at the time of Augustus as part of a double titulature ()lypt7T7T1Jl~ )1VTt0x'" rEpf1-UVt, 

EEAwK{,: see Ruge, HE, s.v. Nysa (ro) col. r637), probably gave rise to this. These, 
however, naturally do not necessarily indicate royal eponymity for the city; cf. 
Hiller von Gaertringen in W. von Diest, N!lsa ad Maea/lt/rull! (fDAI, Ergheft, TO 

(19 I 3) ), 66 ff. Por Seleucid control, a different matter, see Welles, HC 64 (after 
Antiochus III). At the period when we might expect to find Nysa called Antiocheia, 
if it ever had been, it was in fact still called by its original name Athymbra: see IG 
xi (4) I235 (3rd-2nd cent. Be), a dedication to Kore, Demeter, Hermes and Anubis 
by 'faTpoK).~> Ll1Jf1-ayal!ov )10vv{3ptaV,)" Por ptolemy see v. 2. ]8-19: Nuaaa (sic) ... 
(19) ... Tp6.).>.m ... )l).a{3avoa. A bishop )1vTtDXE,a, Kap[a, is a signatory at Nikaia 
I, where Alabanda is not present (though it is at Chalcedon: see Jones, 529, no. II; 
cf. Ruge, col. 1639), but the bishoprics named in the Conciliar lists are frequently 
puzzling. The identity with Alabanda for this entry is more likely than that with 
Nysa, even though Nysa may have only adopted an unrecognised metonomasy. 
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seven Alexandrias mentioned only by the Romance and the Excerpta 
with four Antiochs and three Seleukeias, mostly historically 
authenticated, suggests that in the Alexandrian tradition 
represented by these lists (but not in Stephan us, who has none of 
these Alexandrias, and, as we have seen, presents a more varied 
Alexandrian tradition), the Alexandrias have usurped the identity 
of the Seleucid cities of the east. Suspicions about the reality of 
these Alexandrias are increased by the fact that, except for 
Alexandria Troas, which was not founded by Alexander, no ethnic 
of an Alexandria has survived that can be attributed to any 
Alexandria except that of Egypt.77 Another aspect of this lacuna is 
discussed later; here it suffices to indicate that none of the 'false' 
Alexandrias is attested either epigraphically or in literary sources 
independent of the Romance (the historians and geographers) while 
the corresponding Antiocheias and Seleukeias are well attested 
from either epigraphical or geographical sources, or both. 

It should be noted here that the coincidence cannot be explained 
on the assumption that the cities were named Alexandria by the 
Seleucids, whether as refoundations of destroyed cities or as new 
foundations. A Seleucid metonomasy of an Alexander-foundation, 
for which both eponymous names are independently attested, 
cannot be convincingly demonstrated. The two possible candidates 
for this role are Antiocheia in Margiane and Alexandria Eschate 
(the refoundation of Alexandria-Spasinou Charax belongs to a 
different context, and is also doubtful), and they are both, 
particularly the second, very uncertain. That apart, the prepon
derant weight of the evidence is that Seleucid foundations were the 
work of Seleucus Nicator and his immediate successors, possible in 
the relatively stable conditions of the first half-century of the 
dynasty. The assumption of such a change of name fails to account 
for the manifestly Alexandrian origin of the lists of the Romance 
and associated texts, stretching back to the years immediately after 
Alexander's death. There is, moreover, a marked contrast between 

77 Robert, HeJ/ellica, 7, p. 20 n. 7, said of I.voll MagI!. 6r (OGIS 233), I. 107, 
where Kern had propo~ed }t\[EfavOPEUOtVj, 'Je n'ai pas de raison de supposer que O. 
Kern a lu, ligne 107B, )t,\[.gavopEUOtVj, au lieu de Aa[oStKEVOtvj.' The temptation to 
believe that he did ~o is irresistible, but Dr K. Hallol~ of Illscriptiolles Graecae, who 
very kindly examined a squeeze in the collection on my behalf, tells me (letter of 16 
January 1992) that he has been able to read nothing of the second column of the 
inscription (lines I ()()- II), and concludes that Kern's reading can only have come 
from the stone. 
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the Ptolemaic insistence on the dynastic links with Alexander, 
symbolized by the conspicuous gold statue of him carried in the 
Great Procession described by Kallixeinos (see below, pp. 42 f.), 
and the almost complete absence of surviving evidence for such 
a tendency in the Seleucid dynasty, whose deification of their 
wpOyOlJOL was confined in due course to their own ancestors back to 
Nicator. Alexander, on the other hand, was always included in the 
Ptolemaic royal cult and the eponymous dating which derived from 
it, right through the Ptolemaic period, and was also the subject 
of a cult of Alexander KT{OTYJ). The eponymous priest of Alexander 
is mentioned in the Testament itself, one further proof of its 
Alexandrian origin. The contrast is decisive, and not surprising: 
the Seleucids in the early third century were de facto masters 
of Asia, most of Alexander's empire, and did not need to bolster 
their claim, while the Ptolemies, for all their strength on the Inner 
Sea, could not claim that inheritance-save by tendentious propa
ganda.?" 

The possibility of a Seleucid response to this Ptolemaic provoca
tion cannot be excluded, and in the circumstances here described 
such a response, to be effective, would not dwell on the link with 
the person of Alexander, but on the solid, historical achievement 
of the dynasty in a field where it far outstripped Alexander-as 
City-builders. Appian preserves, in chapters 52-70 of his Syrian 
History (esp. 56-61), a brief account of the early history of the 
dynasty that Pompey vanquished. It bears a generic resemblance 
to the Alexandrian Romance that may well be purely fortuitous. It 
begins with a story of the oracle of Didymaean Apollo, that fore
told Seleucus' end, long before his greatness was apparent: as he 
set out for Persia with Alexander, he enquired, we are told, about 
the likelihood of his returning to Macedonia, and the prophet 
replied, 'Haste not to Europe, for Asia is better far for you.' This is 
followed by the story of the fire that was kindled of its own accord 
in his paternal hearth, and of the dream of his mother concerning 
the ring and the engraving of the anchor which he lost in the 
Euphrates, and the anchor that he found in the stone he stumbled 
against in Babylonia; then the story of his recovery of Alexander's 

7R The attempt by Roslovtzeff, IHS 55 (1935), 56 ff., esp. pp. 62 ff., to show that 
the Seleucids also claimed Alexander among their 1Tp6yovo! is based on the dynastic 
ancestry claimed by Antiochus I of Commagene, and on a passage of Libanius. The 
link is most obscure, and indirect, if it exists at all, whereas that of the Ptolemies 
was manifest in every public document as well as in the lavish displays of cult. 
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diadem in the Euphrates, which he placed on his head while he 
swam to return it safely to Alexander (a version of that episode was 
also known to, but not accepted by, Arrian); then the list of the 
cities which he (and he alone) founded, to which we shall return; 
and then the two novelettes, of his sacrifice of his wife Stratonike 
to her stepson, Antiochus I, who was in love with her, and his 
dispatch of them both to the 'Upper Satrapies'; and finally the 
story of the trick played on him by the magi to delay the building 
of Seleukeia-on-Tigris, a city which they feared would last for ever. 

The similarity of genre between this and the Alexander-Romance 
is clear. Sandwiched between the account of the earlier history of 
the dynasty, and especially of the conflict between Rome and 
Antiochus III, which, errors apart, bears a close resemblance to 
Polybius' narrative, followed by the final Roman conquest, and the 
narrative of the death of Seleucus in Europe (a propos of which 
Appian repeats the Didymaean oracle) it stands as an isolated 
Seleucus-Romance, of which one major feature is the list of cities 
founded, all, in this context, by Seleucus himself. As always with 
Appian, the precise, immediate sources of his narrative, and their 
dates, remain conjectural, but we can at least see here, not con
cealed by subsequent accretion, a romantic narrative of early date. 
To this we may, if we choose, add the fully developed mythology 
of the foundation of Antiocheia by Seleucus preserved by Malalas, 
which is a counterpart to the story of the foundation of Alexandria 
by Alexander in the A-text of the Romance. 

However, most interest attaches for our purpose to the list of cities 
founded by Seleucus, not all of which are historical. The passage is 
of sufficient interest to quote at length: 'And he founded cities 
throughout the length of his Empire, sixteen Antiochs, after his 
father, five Laodikeias after his mother, nine named after himself, 
four after his wives, three Apameias and one Stratonikeia. And of 
these the most eminent at the present time are, of the Seleukeias 
that on the Sea and that on the Tigris, and Laodikeia in Phoenicia 
and Antiocheia below Lebanon, and Syrian Apameia. And he 
named the others either from cities in Greece or Macedonia, or after 
his own achievements or in honour of King Alexander. Wherefore 
there are in Syria and in the barbarian regions beyond it many 
names of Greek and Macedonian cities, Beroia, Edessa, Peri nth os, 
Maroneia, Kallipolis, Achaia, Pella, Oropos (leg. Europos), 
Amphipolis, Arethousa, Astakos, Tegea, Chalkis, Larisa, Heraia, 
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Apollonia, while in Parthyene there are Soteira, Kalliope, Charis, 
Hekatompylos, Achaia, and in India Alexandropolis, and among 
the Scythians Alexandreschata. And founded to commemorate his 
own victories there are Nikephorion in Mesopotamia and Nikopolis 
in that part of Armenia that lies nearest to Cappadocia.'79 The num
ber of cities here attributed to Seleucus himself are considerably in 
excess of what can be substantiated independently, and some of 
cities named after Macedonian or Greek originals are not recorded 
independently. However, the historicity of some of these cities is a 
matter for the specialist of Seleucid history. The point that is rele
vant to our present theme is the very small part played in this dva
ypa<p~ by cities named after Alexander, in spite of Appian's express 
statement. While it has been maintained that Alexandreschata was 
indeed a Seleucid refoundation of Alexander's foundation on the 
Jaxartes it is more likely to be an unfounded claim, or an error. 
Equally little confidence can be placed in the nebulous 
'Alexandropolis in India'. The conclusion may fairly be drawn from 

79 S!Jr. 57 (ed. K. Brodersen, 2 vols.; Munich, 1989-91): 7ToAm' oE WtKw€V <7Tt 70 
ftllKOS T~S dpx~s OA1]SJ €KKutOfKU iJ-fV }'1vTwxe[as E1T; ran 1TaTp{, 7r€VTf oE E7T; r-q£ f1,1JTpt 
J1aoOlK€{as J fvvea {}' €7TWVUp.ovs €UVTOV J TEuaapus {}' E1T; rais yvvuttt, TpEes :4.1TU/A€{US Kat 
ErpaTOV{KELaV p.{av. I(at dmll aurw" €7THpaVeGTUTat Kat "vv EEA€VKEtat /-LEV ~ T€ E-1Tt T~t 

8aAaao'Y}L Kat ~ E-1Tt TOU Ttyprrros 1Torup.ou, ilaootKfLu oE ~ Ell rijt f/)OlVtW1]t Kat )lVTlOXEtU ~ 
vrro 7(;)(. At{3avwt OpEl, Kat ~ TijS £up{us )hrGp.£Lu. niS Of &AAus EK T~5 fEAA&.8o:; ~ 
MUKEOOV{US wvofla~Ev, ~ Enc EPyoLs f.UVTOV TtaLY, ~ £5 Tt1L~V )l/\E£avopov TOU paatA.€w~. 
;;O£V [GTtV €V T~t Evptal Kat TO;~ VTr€P Uth~v avw fJapfJapOl~ TroAAa P.€v fEAAYJvtKWV 1ToAAa 
~€ MaK€~OVLKWV 7TOAtap.aTwv Dvop.aTu, B€ppota, "E~Eaaa, II€ptv8o~, MapwvEla, 
KaA>.t7TOAts, )'txa{a, [U>'>'a, 'QPW7TO, (le{l. EUpW7TO,), )'t","'{7TOA", )'tplBovaa, )'tamKo" 
T.yEa, XaAd" Aaptaa, "Hpu<a, ):l7rO'\AWV{U, <v OE 7ijt nupOvTJv>1' EW7E'pa, KUAA'07TTJ, 
Xapts, 'EKa7o",7TvAO" )'txa{a, <v I)' 'Ivooi, )'tA.tavOp07TOA", <v OE EKUOat, )'tA.tavOplaxa7a. 
Kat (1Tl 7a;~ aU70V LEAEUKOV V{KUL~ EOTt NlKTJCPOptOV TE EV T~t M€G07ToTap.tat Kat 
NLK07TOAts EV )1p/1-Ev{at 7~t aYX07aTW p.dAta7a !(u1T1TaDoKLas. (58) cPaat Of alhwt 70S 
1:EAEuKEtas OlKt~OVTt, T~V flEV E1Tt T~L 8aAaaa1Jt, 8WUYlfLLUV ~y~aaaea£ KEpavvov, Kat OUt 
70UTO 8EOV aUTois' KEpavvov lOETO, Kat f:JP'fJUKElJOvat Kat UflvOVat Kat VVV KEpavvov. That the 
list has been adapted to 'currenI' practice is clear from the repeated use of Kat vuv, 
whether the alteration is Appian's or that of a late Seleucid 'Vulgate' or some other 
intermediary. The only recorded n.pt 7eVV <v Evp{a, {3aa,Awaav7wv is that of 
Athenaeus, (FGrH 166 = Ath. 211A) which may have been based on Polybius or 
Posidonius. Even if we take into account all the Seleucid clties--both of the early 
period and of later date~and also those which had a purely ephemeral metono
masy, we cannot reach Appian's total, let alone their assignment to Seleucus 
Nicator. The list has left historians at a loss: see Brodersen's commentary, at! /oc., pp. 
168 IT. (also Grainger, Cities oj Se/ellclt! S!Jria (Oxford, 1992), pp. 38 fT.) Brodersen 
quotes E. Gabba's remark in the Addenda to the Teubner Appillll that the list consti
tutes 'un lavoro di ricerca, 0 almeno di composito fra pili fonti, per noi 
inidentificabili, della stesso Appiano', and Tscherikower, op. cit., p. 166: 'was seine 
Antiochien und Seleukien usw betrifTt, so sind wir leider nicht imstande diese 
sUll1marischen Angaben durch eine von bestill1mten Stadten zu ersetzen.' 
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this brief survey that the Seleliclis-Romance, or early Seleucid chron
iclers, call the tradition what we will, emphasized the Macedonian 
and dynastic derivation of the dynasty (thirty-four dynastic names, 
and twenty-five deriving from Greece and Macedonia), assigned 
them to Seleucus himself, and Virtually ignored the role of 
Alexander. This cannot be explained as due to concentration of 
these early foundations in Syria itself, since the large number of 
Antiocheias and Seleukeias shows that cannot have been the case. 
We must therefore recognize that, by contrast with the Alexandrian 
court, which laid emphasis on its links with Alexander, the Seleucid 
dynasty emphasized the role of its founder and its 7TPOYOVOL. 

I do not wish to lay any particular emphasis on this parallelism 
of theme between this Seleucid list and one element of the a-text of 
the Alexander-Romance. In any case, the Ptolemaic thesis, to stand, 
has to be able to provide some answer to the obvious questions, 
When, why, and by whom, was this fabricated Alexandrian list 
compiled? The first two questions are linked, and the occasion at 
least can, within the widest limits, be determined. The list does not 
occur in the lAber de Morte Alexandri, the element in the Romance 
that contains, among items of later date, the earliest Hellenistic 
ingredients. We may therefore be fairly certain that if the list 
existed at that time it was still an independent work, like the lAber, 
but distinct from it, and probably containing more items than now 
appear in the Romance-tradition. Beyond this general chronological 
determination regarding the development of the tradition, two 
different interpretations must be considered. 

The first is as follows. If the list of cities was not associated with 
the a-text of the Romance until the Imperial period, it may be 
argued that it was compiled by the author of the a-text himself 
in c. AD 300. It was directly relevant to his theme, and was a 
natural development of the known tradition that Alexander had 
built cities on his campaign; and there is no trace of such a list 
earlier than the derivatives of the a-teXt. Given the background of 
fantastic historical writing characteristic of Alexandrian antiqua
rian speculations, colourfully exemplified both by the Romance itself 
and by Ammianus' account of the city, it is possible to suppose 
that, without regard to any true historical tradition, and wishing 
to exaggerate the scale of Alexander's activity as a founder of cities, 
the author of the a-text, writing in the later third, or early fourth 
century after Christ, should seize on cities mostly in the remote 
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east, still survlvmg in his day, Seleucid foundations bearing 
Seleucid names, and bestow them on his hero. That Alexander 
did not, ex hypothesi, in fact found cities at the places in question 
probably would not disturb him much, though he would have 
known their Seleucid names. 

At this point the introductory phrase, €wrw€ 8J 7T6A€t, ty', atTtv€<; 

ItEXPt TOU VUV KaTOtKOUVTat Kat ElPYfvEt'JOvTat, rendered by the Excerpta 
'qui usque nunc inhabitantur', needs consideration. It could be 
regarded as a simple heading, a cliche with a touch of colour about 
it, contemporary with the list that follows. As such it would not 
require a greater claim to historicity than the list itself. However, 
this does not adequately explain the comfortable generalization, 
'which are still inhabited and at peace'. This would have had no 
especial point, would not have been worth the making, when 
the eastern, trans-Euphratic Greek cities were ruled either by 
Hellenistic monarchs or by Roman emperors: throughout such 
periods the cities were incorporated within the eastern satrapies or 
client kingdoms or provinces, and were part of the contemporary 
Hellenized Near East. Paradoxically, if the phrase had any 
significance at all it could only be as an affirmation made at a time 
when the 'continued peace and inhabitation' of such cities of the 
east, whether imaginary or real, was effectively unverifiable. 
Rubric and list could in that case have been written during one of 
the frequent phases of war either between Rome and Parthia, or 
between Rome and the Sassanids, around and across the Euphrates 
frontier, when the Greek cities of the Iranian world largely lost 
direct contact with the Mediterranean. If that was so, the state
ment would have been invented by the composer of the a-text, and 
inserted before the list of cities, also fabricated by him, regardless 
of the historical reality of the list that followed. Living in the 
twilight of historical knowledge, not in the living world of the 
Hellenistic states, the author of the Romance needed, on this 
hypothesis, to find or invent geographically remote cities that he 
could with plausibility include in his list of Alexander-foundations, 
and some of these were available in the once-Seleucid cities of the 
Iranian world now under Sassanian rule. He introduced the whole 
list by the bland formula under discussion. Such an invention is 
certainly not out of keeping with the general tenor of the a-text, 

and would be very modest compared with many others. In fact the 
statements of Curtius Rufus and Ammianus Marcellinus regarding 
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the impoverished and humble status of the Greek cities of the East 
in the Sassanian period, if trustworthy, provide the necessary cor
rective to the picture of peaceful prosperity provided by the rubric, 
and indeed reinforce the conclusion that the phrase is simply 
divorced from historical reality.ao 

This reconstruction, according to which both this introductory 
phrase (more precisely, the relative clause attached to it) and the 
list of Alexandrias which follows belong to the third century or 
early fourth century AD, cannot be dismissed as wholly untenable. 
In the world of the Romance nothing can be excluded. But it lacks 
plausibility, even when full allowance is made for the intellectual 
insouciance of Imperial Alexandria, and of the contributors to the 
ongoing tradition of the Romance. Topicality and political relevance 
for the list are provided by an alternative explanation, which pro
vides a much earlier date for its fabrication, long before it entered 
the a-text. We know that the a-text of the Romance contained many 
quite independent constituent parts, the identity of which is dis
cussed in Appendix II:"! the Vulgate-tradition of the historians, to 
accept a convenient term; a corpus of letters of Alexander, based 
ultimately on, and developed from, the correspondence surviving in 
the historians and elsewhere; a quantity of scazonic verse; the 
pamphlet called The Last Will and Testament of Alexander, or, more 
correctly, Concerning the Illness and Will of Alexander the Great. 
These items in their present form, as embedded in the A-text, are 
themselves all of late Hellenistic or early Imperial date, though 
some were originally composed at an earlier date, and were 
selected and welded into his narrative by the author of the a-teXt. 
They, and in particular the Last Will, give overt expression to the 
political aims of the rival power-groups of the period following the 
death of Alexander which are wholly out of keeping with the non
sensical narrative parts of the complete work. That being unmis
takably so, we may perhaps see in this list of cities a reflection 
of the rivalry that existed between the Ptolemaic dynasty and 
that of the Seleucids throughout the third century BC. It may be 
suggested that, just as there was a politically tendentious book on 
the 'Last Days' of Alexander that was available for insertion in the 
text, in which the roles of both ptolemy Soter and Perdiccas were 
in different ways exaggerated, and, at a somewhat later date, the 
role of the Rhodians as heirs of Alexander was fabricated and 

'" See below, p. ISS. 81 See below, pp. 205-23. 
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inserted in the text of the Will, so there was also a Liber de Urbibus 
Alexandri, in which a writer in Ptolemaic Alexandria placed 
under the patronage of the Founder the cities founded, mostly in 
Mesopotamia and beyond, in the third century BC. It is noteworthy 
that the relevant Seleucid cities whose foundation can be dated 
belong to the early group of dynastic foundations, and not to the 
later foundations assigned to Antiochus III or even to Antiochus 
IV. Further, if we accept that ):1t.Eg6voPEta 7TPO<; TalL A6TfLWL can be 
equated with the Seleucid metonomasy of Alabanda, that would 
provide independent evidence that the list was compiled while 
Alabanda was an Antiocheia, namely between c.260 and 190 BC.s1 

The dates correspond very well to the most intense period of 
Ptolemaic-Seleucid rivalry, when the two dynasties were at con
stant, if not continuous, war with one another in Caria. In any 
case, if the existence of a fraudulent Ptolemaic LilJer de Urbibus 
Alexandri be accepted, it seems to follow naturally that it should 
belong to the century between the Battle of Korupedion and the 
Peace of Apamea, and more particularly perhaps before the acces
sion of Antiochus III and ptolemy IV in C.221/0 BC. If that is so, 
the author may have been a witness of the famous Procession of 
Dionysus and the Other Gods held by ptolemy Philadelphus in 
275-4 BC, and later described in such vivid detail by the Rhodian 
historian KaIlixeinos.8

! In that ostentatious pageant a prominent 
role was allotted to a tableau of those cities of Asia that had been 
enslaved by Persia and liberated by Alexander, represented by 
lavishly dressed ladies. s4 Then, or later, Alexander could be 
represented to the people of Alexandria in a double light; as the 
liberator of old cities and as the K TtaT'Y]<; of new ones, as well as 
of their own capital city. In the belief that the existence of such a 
tendentious pamphlet best explains the list of Alexandrias in the 

" For the precise period during which Alabanda bore its Seleucid name see L. 
Robert, in l~tlld. DIiI. (BCH Suppl. iv (1973», 448 ff. 

8l For this (FGrH 627) see the text and commentary by E. E. Rice, The Great 
Processioll oj PtolelllY P/lilac/el1J/IlIS (Oxford, 1982); cr. 1'tol. Alex. i. 202--3 and the 
accompanying notes. The date is astronomically determined in an ingenious article 
by V. Fortmeyer, Historia, 37 (1988), 90-I04, as having fallen between 3I Oct. 
275 and 30 Oct. 274, that is, during the First Syrian War: for the phases of this 
obscure struggle see H. Heinen, CAH', vii. 413ff. 

" See § (33) (Rice, ll. 205 ff.) T~( 8. TETpaK(J/(AW( TaUT11( +WAOUOOVV yvvaiK'~, 

~xo,v~aL !fLaTLu\ 7TO~VT€,.\1} K~~ :6ap-~v (xp.~aovv ?K7ib;I). 1TP?(J~YOP~UOVTO DE fl6A:'S', ai: T: 
Qrr 1wvtas Kat (at) AourUL EAA1jVLOfS J Quut T1JV }4atav Kat Tar; V1]UOVS KUTOLKoVaut U1TO 

TOUS [llpaas €Tax8T}Oav' 1¢>6pouv Of 'mioa! aT€¢aVOU~ xpuaov~. 
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A-text of the Romance and the other derivatives of the a-version, I 
have added a U/Jer de Ur/JilJUs Alexandri to the progenitors of that 
work in the stemma on p. 207. 

It follows from this hypothesis that the linking phrase, discussed 
above, in which the cities are described as 'still inhabited and at 
peace', belongs to the author of the a-text himself, in the Imperial 
period, as suggested above, and not to the original author of the 
De Ur/JilJUs. The author of the a-version was indeed in a difficult 
position. He was faced with a list of cities of which he could make 
very little. The list could be added directly to the immediately pre
ceding details dealing with Alexander's life, his years of warfare 
etc.: EKTWE 8£ 7ToAHS' LY', followed simply by the list; or he could 
attempt to add some rhetorical link. He chose the latter course, to 
the greater glory of his hero, and thereby exposed once more his 
characteristic ignorance of the historical past and present. If that is 
the sum of the matter, we need not reconstruct a specific histori
cal background to explain the phrase, which in itself provides 
one further clue to the evolution of the a-version. Here, as in his 
description of the topography of Alexandria, in the first book of 
the Romance, the author reveals himself as looking back to a much 
earlier original by his use of the phrase, fLEXPL Kat vvv, 'even today'.s, 

Other considerations, one of which seems decisive, also indicate 
the Ptolemaic origin of the list of cities: the presence in Stephan us 
and in the Excerpta (and the Paschal Chronicle) of the Alexandrias 
of Cyrenaica and Cyprus,S6 and probably, Alexandria ~ 7TP0<; 

SdvBwL, which are absent from A but present in other derivatives 
of the a-text. These extra Alexandrias, which form a sort of 'pool', 
cannot be attributed to a tendentious list aimed solely at increas
ing Ptolemaic prestige at the expense of their Seleucid rivals, for 
they lay within Ptolemaic territory. Their inclusion among the 
Alexandrias is none the less obviously of Ptolemaic origin, and any 
attempt to 'make sense of them', to 'identify them on the ground' 
is wasted effort. The occurrence of all three, two imaginary and 
one (Xanthos) real, as Alexandrias, points once more to the 
earlier Ptolemaic period, for whereas Cyrenaica and Cyprus were 
most intimately integrated into the central government in the 

8\ See below, pp. 2 r 5-6 for an analogous retrospection in the account of 
Alexandrian topography. Note also the variation in the linking phrase, and in the 
number of Alexandrias given by the excerpts quoted on p. 208 n. 5. 

RI, See above, pp. 27-8, and Table, nos. I8 and 3I. 
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period down to approximately the latter part of the third century, 
after that time Cyrenaica at least began to drift away from the 
centre, as Cyprus did in the later Ptolemaic period, and Xanthos, 
which had been Ptolemaic during most of the third century, 
became Seleucid at the beginning of the second."7 It is difficult not 
to connect their absence from the A-list with the discrepancy 
between the number of cities there said to have been founded by 
Alexander (thirteen) and the number actually preserved in the text 
(nine). These three, we may conjecture, are among the missing 
items: the presence of the first two in the Excerpta and the 
Paschal Chronicle guarantees that they were both in the original 
list, while their presence in Stephan us, in one instance on the 
authority of Favorinus, indicates that they also existed in a 
different tradition. But they could not be included in a list which 
was headed by the rubric that defined the cities as 'still at peace', 
which had a quite different significance, and were edited out at 
some stage between the composition of the original Libel' de Ur/Jibus 
Alexandri and the list in the A-text, most naturally by the author 
of the rubric himself. The case of Xanthos is less closely linked with 
the a-tradition, but it occurs in the Armenian text, Julius Valerius 
and the Presbyter Leo, and, given the situation envisaged for the 
composition of the original list, the case for accepting it as part of 
that list is very strong. It may indeed present us with the rationale 
of the whole complex of facts and fancies. 

The Libel' de UrbilJUS Alexandri does not stand alone; it seems 
rather to have formed part of a concatenated and systematic 
attempt by the Ptolemies in the third century to impose an image 
of their Empire both through literature and in the living world of 
political rivalries. Alongside this supposed work we may set, as a 
comparable attempt to rewrite what passed as history and thereby 
to influence public opinion, the appearance, particularly in the 
middle of the third century, and from the pen of Apollonius the so
called Rhodian, of a number of poems, all unfortunately subse
quently consigned to oblivion, concerning the foundation of cities 
within the Ptolemaic Empire. The poet employed a traditional type 
of poetry which he refashioned for contemporary purposes. At the 
centre of the canvas stands his Kr{ut<; J4AEgavi3pEta<;, which, we may 
suppose, extolled the role of the Founder against a background of 
mingled fact and fiction akin to the description of the foundation 

87 See above, p. 25 and n. 53. 
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and topography of Alexandria in the first book of the A-text of the 
Romance. Nor did Apollonius stop there: other foundations so treat
ed were those of Kanopos and Naukratis in Egypt, of Kaunos, an 
important base in Ptolemaic Caria in the third century, and of 
Knidos, also Ptolemaic, lying on its twin-harboured promontory 
close to the independent island of Rhodes, itself the subject of a 
similar poem at a time when, we may suppose, Apollonius had, 
under pressure perhaps, transferred his affections and his residence 
from Alexandria to the republic. The little we know of these poems 
indicates the lavish use of recondite mythology, but we may at 
least wonder whether Apollonius chose his topics with encourage
ment from a higher authority.88 

That the Empire at the level of Imperial policy projected its image 
of itself by means of the lavish use of the current concept of kin
ship (avYYEvna) as between different communities of the Greek 
world and the Ptolemaic dynasty is now brilliantly illuminated by 
the diplomatic exchange between the Xanthians and the Kytenians 
in 206 BC. In their response to the request of the ambassadors of 
Kytenion for assistance in rebuilding their city in the mountains of 
central Greece, which Antigonus Doson had destroyed a consider
able time before, in 228 BC, the Xanthians accept that they have 
an obligation (which they fulfil in the issue in a very niggardly 
manner) to assist the Kytenians because of a number of mytho
logical links, some at least manufactured ad hoc by the Kytenians, 
and also because of the Kytenian kinship, through the Argead 
house, with King Ptolemy, who being a descendant of Herakles 
traces back his kinship to the kings of Herakles' stock. The 
Kytenians for their part end their representations with the state
ment, 'Know that you will thus [by helping us] be deserving of 
gratitude from us, from the Aetolians [their political masters, who 
had patronized the whole operation], from all other Dorian peoples, 
and in particular from King Ptolemy, who is our kin through the 
line of (Heraclid) kings.' The Xanthians were within a very few 
years to experience the benevolent kinship of Antiochus III, on the 
basis of the same common descent. 89 

" For Apollonius' KT{rms see 1'101. Alex. i. 513-14 with notes. It does not seem 
likc!y to me that Callimachus' pinacographical work, KT{a,,> v~awv Kat 1TOAEWV Kat 

{,ETovo{,aa{at, (sub fro 4 I 2 Pf.) was of the same topical type. 
" See n. 53. For the date of the destruction see Walbank in Hammond and 

Walbank, Macedonia, iii (1988), 339 and n. 4. Now that we can see, for the first 
time, the Aetolian League itsC!f as part of, as recognizing, the Ptolemaic network 
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Finally there were the Ptolemaic metonomasies, largely, but not 
entirely, confined to the reigns of Philadelphus and Euergetes and 
to the Aegean and coastal Empire of the Ptolemies. The most 
significant feature of this aspect of Ptolemaic policy lies in the 
fact that the new Ptolemaises, Berenikes, and Arsinoes, were 
metonomasies of old Greek cities familiar to the inhabitants of the 
inner Greek world, whereas the majority of the Seleucid cities of 
the East, were not metonomasies, but new foundations, cities that 
the Seleucids had to build and embellish with new traditions~as 
indeed they did, and very effectively~just as Ptolemaic Alexandria 
itself. That the author of the De UrbilJUs Alexandri should have 
assigned these new Seleucid foundations to Alexander may be seen 
as an important element in the concerted and contorted propa
ganda of the Ptolemies against the Seleucids. 

We must now revert to our central text. From the anonymous 
author of this original list or tract whom we may assign, I suggest, 
to the third century Be, via the equally anonymous author of the 
a-text itself in the third century AD or slightly later, the tradition of 
the Alexander-foundations passed in due course to the Greek 
A-text and to the parallel versions, the Latin of Julius Valerius, the 
Armenian and the Pehlevi, which all supply data for this early 
phase in the transmission that are sometimes lacking in A. From a 

also it passed to the Alexandrian annalists, represented for us by 
the Golenischev papyrus (in which the list is missing, owing to 
lacunae in the text), and to the Greek original of the Excerpta, 
composed in about AD 410, and eventually, through them, on the 
eve of the Sassanian and Arab conquests, to the Paschal Chronicle. 
Long before that, the Pehlevi text, also a product of the a-text, had 
started the oriental tradition on its long route, through Pehlevi 
originals and Syriac intermediaries to Arabic writers. To these we 
must now turn, leaving the miscellaneous cargo concealed in the 
entries of Stephanus, S.vv. Alexandreia, Antiocheia, and Seleukeia, 
to sail to Byzantium to start a new life. 

of aVYYEvHa, it is worth considering whether the metonomasy of Konope to 
Arsinoe, which has hitherto been difficult to explain (see the references in IG ix (1)', 
Index, p. 106, s.v.), may not be connected with that recognition. 



CHAPTER II 

The Iranian Tradition 

THE Iranian evidence for the foundation of cities by Alexander 
the Great supports, I believe, the interpretation offered of the 
Alexandrian lists in the previous chapter. It is not possible in the 
context of the present topic to provide a complete background for 
the Alexander-traditions of the Sassanian and early Islamic worlds, 
but a few observations may help the reader to follow my account 
of the Persian and Arabic evidence. 

Although there are no known surviving Arabic translations of 
the Greek Romance! many isolated and loosely connected legends 

I See especially the work of R. F. Weymann, Die aet/liopisclle 111111 arabisclw 
(jIJersetzun!J des PselldoKallistflcllcs (Kirchhain, 1901), which contains important 
observations regarding the possible contents of the presumed Arabic Ps.
Callisthenes, based on the frequent coincidences of substance between the Ethiopic 
version and Mubashshir b. Fiitik's '11k/IliaI' Iskandar, published by Meissner, ZDMG 
49 (1895), 594ff.: see Weymann's general conclusions, pp. 64ff., and also the 
detailed study of M. Grignaschi, Bull. d'Rtllc!. c!'()ricnt, 19 (1965), 3-83, 'Les 'Rasa"il 
}\rista~alisa 'ila-I-Iskandar', in which he publishes parts of what he sees as a 'roman 
epistolaire grec remanie par un auteur arabe'. In his article in Museoll, 80 (1967), 
21 J -64, Grignaschi discusses the whole Arabic tradition of the correspondence 
between Alexander and Aristotle, and claims that the supposed epistolary Romance 
derives from a Greek text of the r-tradition. The author of the letters in the first
mentioned article is identified by Grignaschi as Salim Abu 'l-\,\la', the Wasir of 
the Ummayid caliph, Hisham. There are links between this correspondence and 
passages in the B- and r-traditions of the Romance, which are quite remote from 
the a-tradition, but I am not convinced that all the material in the [,II/ncn/alions over 
Alexander attested in Arabic gnomologia occurred in this supposed 'epistolary 
Romance', though D. Gutas, Greek Wisdom U/eratllre ill Arabic Translation (A mer. Or. 
Soc. New Haven, 1975),444-5, accepts Grignaschi's thesis. The [,amen/alions, for 
which see below, p. 49 and n. 7, are in any case wholly absent from the Greek 
tradition. See also the classic study by Th. Noldeke, Wien. Denkscflr. 1890(5), 35 ff., 
'Beitriige zur Geschichle des Alexanderromans'. Much new material, some of it 
relevant to the Romance, is discussed by N. Abbott, Studies in Arabic Li/erar!J Papyri, 
i (Chicago, 1957; Orient. Inst. Pub. 75), esp. pp. 50-6. G. Cary, Thc Medieval 
Alcx{l/lder (Cambridge, 1956), 12 n. 19, wrote: 'Dr. S. Rice has recently found an 
Arabic Pseudo-Callisthenes in Constantinople which may prove to be the lost inter
mediary. This manuscript is MS Ayia Sofia 3003 and 3004 dated A. H. 871 = A.D. 
T 466. I have to thank Dr. Rice for this information.' This is repeated by A. M. H. 
Shboul, Al-Mas'Odimulllis World (London, 1979), 142 n. 18T. I can find no indica-
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and strands of tradition may ultimately derive from a lost work of 
this nature, which is known to have existed in the pre-Abbasid 
period. Equally, there can be no doubt that the Syriac version, 
which is of considerable importance for our purpose, derives not 
from an Arabic, but from a Pehlevi version.' 

don that this MS has been published, and have no information about it. In any case, 
it cannot be identical with 'Umarah b. Zaid's Qi~~at al-Iskalldar Dllu'I-Qamein, or one 
of his many sources (for which see Abbott, loc. cit.), since that work was largely 
concerned with the story of al-Khaqr and the Fountain of Life, and proceeded for 
the most part along conventional lines. The fragments of 'Umarah are collected and 
translated in ]. FriedHinder's well-known book, Die Clwdirlegellde WId da Alexallder
rOlllan (Berlin, 1913), T29f. N. Abbott shows (against Friedliinder) that 'Umarah 
was probably active in the late 8th/early 9th cent. AD, and used written sources 
for his QI~~at. In a papyrus of the reign of al-Mu'izz (AH 341 -65/AD 953-75) 
]. Karaba~ek, Filll/'er Pap. Erzll. Rainer (Vienna, 1892), p. 260, no. I072, the 
addressee is requested by the sender to negotiate for him at Fustat the purchase of 
a copy of what Karaba~ek calls the Alexallder-Rolllal/, but he does not give 
the Arabic title. T. Nagel, Alexallder del' Grosse ill del' Jriillislallliscilell Volksliteratllr 
(Beitr. z. Sprache- u. Kulturgeschichte des Orients, Bd. 28, Walldorf-Hessen, 1978) 
analyses only the Yemenite Alexander-story by Ibn Hisham, which does not 
concern us here. M. Brocker's very thorough Bonn dissertation, AristoteIes als 
Ale.wllders Lellrer ill der Le{fellde (Bonn, 1966), is especially concerned with the 
Arabic version of Ptolemaios, the Neoplatonist's (RB (69)) UJe oj Aristotle, by al
Qifti, given in Latin/Greek in Rose's Aris/. IIragm. T 8 ff., and in Ibn Abi '!Jiaibia's 
'U!lUIl al-AIlIJil, ed. Muller, 69. (A translation of all the Arabic texts relating to 
Aristotle's life, teaching, etc. (but not the correspondence and related fictional 
material, including the ROlllallce) will be found in I. During, Aristotle ill the 
BiograpllicalTradi/ioll (Goteborg, 1957) and F. E. Peters, Aristotle alld tile Arabs: Tile 
Aristotelian 'fraditioll ill IsIlll1l (New York and London, 1968) ). There are useful 
summaries of the oriental Romallce traditions in the lecture by J. A. Boyle, lJRULH 
60 (1977-8), 13-27, 'The Alexander-Romance in the East and West', with espe
cial reference to the 14th-cent. Mongolian fragment published by N. Poppe, ZDMG 
107 (1957), 105-29, 'Eine Mongolische Fassung del' Alexandel'sage' (Cf. Boyle, in 
Zelltralas. Stud. ix (1975),265-71), and in Appendix III to M. S. Southgate's abbre
viated translation of the entertaining 12th-14th-cent. prose /skandemallla, 
(Columbia [Jniv. Press, Persian Heritage Series, 31; New York, I978), 190-204. 

2 For the Syriac version see E. A. W. Budge, The History oj Alexallder the Great 
(Cambridge, 1889, text and trans.; repro Amsterdam, I976). Budge derived the 
version from an Arabic original, but Noldeke, op. cit. I I ff., showed on linguistic 
grounds that the text derived from a rehlevi version. The Ethiopic version, for 
which see Budge, The LiJe and Exploits oj Alexallder tile Great etc. (London, 2 vols. 
r896, text and trans.; trans. only, Cambridge, c. 1906 (11011 vidi); reduced trans., 
London, 193.3), has a list of Alexandrias markedly different from both the 
Alexandrian and the Iranian traditions: see further below, p. 58, with nn. 32-3; it 
is undoubtedly translated from an Arabic version which had much in common both 
with the Syriac version and with the 'Akl,biir Iskalldar of Mubashshir b. Fatik: see 
Weymann, op. cit., passilll, esp. pp. 4 ff., 28 ff., and, for supplementary bibliography 
on the Syriac life, Brock, (op. cit. below n. 7), 215 ff. Weymann showed (pp. 43 ff.) 
that the source of both Mubashshir and the Ethiopic version derived from the 
Syriac; but this is not true of the Ethiopic list of Alcxandrias, which stands by itself 
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The close link between the list of Alexandrias in the Syriac 
version and the identifications given by the geographical encyclo
paedist, Yakiit, and also the Alexandrias named in the Pehlevi The 
Provincial Capitals of Eranshahr, l underlines the Iranian origin of the 
Syriac text. This similarity does not, of course, necessarily indicate 
the existence at that time of an Arabic version of the Romance. In 
the present context it is no compensation for the absence of such 
a version that there exist numerous disconnected, frequently 
repeated legends about Alexander in Arabic, some of which also 
derive from Pehlevi originals, and reflect their Iranian origin; such 
surviving Pehlevi texts are The tetter of Tansar/ and the story of 
Alexander's destruction of the Avesta recorded in the Denkard,' and 
the later Alexander-stories in Firdawsi's Shah/wnw and Ni~ami's 
Iskandarnama.6 Others have a wide circulation in both Arabic and 
associated legends. As an example of the Arabic traditions we may 
mention the familiar story of the burial of Alexander in Alexandria 
(of Iskander in Iskandariya), in the presence of Olympias, and the 
philosophical consolations offered her by Plato, Aristotle, 
Democritus, and other less distinguished representatives of Greek 
philosophy/ The second class is also represented by the connected 

(see below, p. 58). It is noteworthy that the Ethiopic text contains a substantial 
insertion in the form of an exchange of letters between Darius and Alexander, from 
Eutychius (pp. 269-81, Pococke; pp. 77-8, Cheiko: see below, n. 8), which is not 
reproduced elsewhere: see Weymann, op. cit. 20 ff. 

, See J. Markwart, The Provincial Capitals of Eransllllllr, ed. G. Messina (Anal. 
Orient 3, 193I, Rome). 

, ed. M. Boyce, Tile Letter of TallSar (London, 1968). 
, See H. W. Bailey, Ninth-Centur!J Zoroastrian Books' (Oxford, 197J), 151 IT. See 

also Tire Provincial Callitals of Eranshallr, which refers to the same episode in §§ 5, 
12, 51. 

6 I need not describe these narratives, neither of which contains material 
directly relevant to our subject. See the summaries of their accounts of Alexander 
in Niildeke, op. cit. 49 ff., Friedliinder, 204 ff. For the prose Iskandamama see the 
edition by Iraq Afshan (PerSian Text Series, 17, Tehran, I964), and the Eng. trans. 
by M. S. Southgate (op. cit. n. r above). For Ni?ami's version the full discussion 
by A. Zarringkoob in Collol/Ilio Sill Poeta Persiano Ni:;ami e la Leggem/a Iranica di 
Alessandro Magno, published by the Fondazione Leone Caetano (Accad. Line. 1977), 
where the text is summarized (pp. 26 ff.): also the brief outline by Southgate, op. 
cit. T73 ff. [See Addenda] 

7 This tradition has been studied in detail a propos of a Syriac version by S. P. 
Brock, Jow·n. Sem. Stlld. 15 (T970), 205 ff. The Laments are also trans. F. Rosenthal, 
The Classical Heritage in Islam (Univ. of California Press, 1975; rev. trans. of his Das 
Fortleben der Antike ill Is/alii (Zurich, 1965», 120 ff. Rosenthal also gives (pp. 
I 24 ff.) a full translation of the Laments of the Philosophers in Mubashshir h. Fatik's 
MllkhWr al-I.likam, with the parallel passages of the Greek gnomologia. It is from this 
longer work that Mubashshir's Ufe of Alexallder (above n. 2) comes. 
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story, or stories, known in both East and West, of Alexander's 
search for the 'Fountain of Life' and the construction of the Wall 
(al-Sudd), and the penning-in of Gog and Magog.H But it is to be 
noted that the prototypes of most of these stories occur only in the 
Band r-traditions of the Greek Romance. They are to be considered 
as floating Alexander-material, current in the Pehlevi, Syriac, and 
Arab-speaking world, written, no doubt, rather than oral, mainly 
Iranian in origin, and later encapsulated in the Qu'ri'in, and subse
quently recurring at many different points in the Syriac and Arabic 
literary traditions. (They are frequently designated in the stemmata 
of the oriental versions of the Romance by the letter 0.) 

Of the Iranian, that is, Perso-Arabic Alexander-literature the 
most important for our study of Alexander's city-foundations 
consists of the almost contemporary Arabic chroniclers of Iranian 
OrIgm, al-Tabari and al-Dinawari, who record numerous 
Alexandrias (Iskandariyas). It is noteworthy in this connection that 
while the Christian Egyptian phYSician, Sa'id b. al-Batriq, better 
known by his Greek name Eutychius,9 later Melkite Patriarch of 
Alexandria, whose Annals are heavily dependent on unspecified 
Byzantine and oriental sources through Arabic translations, gives 
the fullest surviving account of the 'Lamentations over Alexander', 

8 For this see Friedliinder, op. cit. passim, esp. pp. 4 ff. It is recorded in the r
tradition of the Romance in the Letter of Olympias (not in the A or B-traditions, and 
only fully in MS Par. Supp!. I r 3 (= C)). Friedlander translates the variant texts, 
with C (Bk. II, chs. 23-42) as base (Engelmann edn., RezellZion r, Buell II (Beitr. z. 
Klass. Philo!. 12, I963) gives the text of C in the app. crit.; for further editions of 
r see below, pp. 205-6). For him the search forms the unifying link with the al
Khac)r-Iegend. For the Wall of Gog and Magog see C. E. Wilson, Asia Major, Introd., 
Hirth Anniversary Vol. (London, 1923), 575-612 (discussion of the tradition of the 
Caliph al-Wathiq's expedition in AD 842 to discover the Wall, recorded by Ibn 
Khordadhbeh, BGA vi. 124 ff., 162 ff.; Anderson, Alexander's Gille, Gog Illlil Malloll 
(Cambridge, Mass., 1932), passim, esp. pp. 91 fL for the Arabic sources. 

9 For Eutychius see Graf, GCAr, ii. 32 ff.; von Gutschmid, KI. Schr. ii. 399-400 
(chronology), 486; v. 688-92 (sources, esp. of the 4W!-'EPW!-'O<; n)<; yij<;, the quismat 
al-'Ill'l,l, pp. 15 ff. Cheiko); H. Gelzer, Sextus Julius AjriCllIlIlS, II, I (1885), 409-10 
(summary of chronology); Brock, op. cit. For his life see Ibn Abi '[J~aibi'a's K. 'U!Jun 
al-A/lbii', ii. 86-7. His Annals (Na;mal-Jawhar, The NecklaGe oj Pearls), pub. with Latin 
trans. by Pococke (Oxford, 1658-9, 2 vols.) was republished by L. Cheiko, CSCO, 
scr. arab. 6-7 (1906, repro 1962). Later accounts add nothing to the scanly 
information regarding his life in Ibn Abi 'U~aibi'a, and his sources, including those 
for the 'Lamentations for Alexander' studied by Brock, are incompletely known (for 
Thabil b. Sinan see Peters, op. cit. p. 289). For his Sassanian AlIlIals see the 
analysis by Gabrieli, RSO, 13, I932, pp. 209ff. (parallels with al-Tabari and Ibn 
Qutaiba's 'U!Jiill al-Aklrliiir, perhaps deriving from Ibn al-Moqaffa"s lost version of the 
Huda!JlIiillla). For the interpolation from Eutychius in the Ethiopic Life see above, n. 
2. 
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all that he has to say of Alexander as a city-builder is that 'he built 
thirteen [un-named] cities in the East and the West ... and that 
he built Alexandria in Egypt and that he moved his capital thither 
from 'the city Macedonia', and built the Lighthouse. lo But he 
records none of the Traditions, some local, or at least Egyptian, 
found in Ibn 'l\bd al-ijakam's account of the origin of the city.11 

One category of material relating to Alexander stands by itself 
in Arabic literature-that involving the identification of Alexander 
or Iskander with Dhii'l-Qarnein, 'He of the Two Horns', who is 
already referred to in the Qu'ran,12 and who is there stated to have 
built the rampart that kept out Gog and Magog. 13 In the Qu'ran 
Dhii'l-Qarnein is not identified with any other figure, but the early 
Commentators on the Qu'ran and the writers of Traditions soon 
debated the merits of his identification with Iskander. It lay in 
the nature of Hadith, the science of Traditions, that the debate, 
examples of which may be found in a wide variety of Traditions on 
different themes, had no finality. However, although it approaches 
our subject in one respect-in that the issue regarding the identity 
was debated among other contexts in that of the foundation (or, 
more precisely the early history) of Alexandria in Egype4-it is not 
directly relevant to it, if only because Dhii'l-Qarnein is rarely 
represented as a founder of cities. Even more remote from our 
enquiry is the question, no less debated by the Traditionists, of 
the relation between the person of Iskander and the legendary 
servant of Moses (confused with Iskander himself), who figures 
anonymously in the Qu'ran, and is identified in Hadith with 

to See p. 8 r, ll. 7 ff. Cheiko (pp. 280- I, Pococke). Eutychius says \Va lIaqala 
al-mllik mill mmlilla Makedlllliya 'iln madillat al-Iskalldariya; Pococke translated this ad 
qualll II Macedonia imperilllll trelllstlilit; but madilla perhaps has the usual sense of 
'city' here, parallel to al-Iskmulariya. MaKfoov{a is a city (identified with Alexandria) 
in a passage of Theodore's version of the Legend of St Spyridon (ed. Van de Ven 
(1953), 86, I. 3: the Patriarch of Alexandria appears to Spyridon and says "ow{3d" 
Els MaKEoovtav f:1o~B1Jaov 4f-t[v". MaKEoov{av Of 7~V )VlE6ivopou 7Tpoaayop€UOVGlV 1TO"lV) 
which belongs to the time shortly after the Arab Conquest of Alexandria: see below, 
pp. 21 8 ff. for this work. The presence of this phrase in the text of Theodore sug
gests that it may have been current at the time, and weakens the force of 
Grignaschi's argument (op. cit. above, n. r), p. 30, that the use of /IIadilla 
Makedlllliya in the Arabic lelter he there publishes reflects the d" T~V 1T6'\tv of the 
B-tradition, erroneously transcribed from the .1" (T~V) ll.,\,\uv of A: for the reading 
of B see L. Bergson, Der griecl!. Alexllllderromall, Rezellsioll {3 (Acta Univ. Stockholm., 
Stud. Grace., Stockholm, iii (1965)), textual note on I, p. 4, I. 14. 

II For these see Ibn 'Abd al-IJakam, 37 ff., cd. Torrey, FlIWI.1 Mi~r (Yale Oriental 
Series, Researches, III; New Haven, 1922). 

12 Sur. 18, 83 IT. II See above, n. 9. H See al-I;!akam 38-4°. 
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Joshua b. Nun, and with the servant of God al-KhaQir or al
KhiQr. The exploits of the latter figure, whatever their origin, 
and whether associated with Iskander or with Moses, belong 
entirely to the world of fantasy.Is It is to be noted only that, 
unlike Dhu'l-Qarnein, he nowhere appears as the Doppelganger of 
Alexander-Iskander. 

Early Arabic geographical literature, on the other hand, is an 
essential element in our investigation. The classical Arab geo
graphers, compilers of lists of postal routes, and cosmographers, 
and the records of early travellers through the Islamic world, 
describe the world of their own day, the world of the first two or 
three Islamic centuries, through which they travelled, and which 
they described in such vivid detail from Marrakesh to Ferghana. 
The works that most concern us describe the vast area of 
Khorasan, the Islamic term for the region between the north
Persian desert and the Farghana oasis, and including (with 
northern Sijistan) all modern Afghanistan. Several of these 
authors, whose accounts were based essentially either on the [}arid 
or postal-routes, or on personal knowledge filled in by the postal 
records, were themselves natives of the great cultural centres of 
Khorasan, notably the greater Merv and Balkh. Various aspects of 
their evidence on the condition of Khorasan will be considered in 
due course. These travellers in a region which, before the Islamic 
conquest of Khorasan in the seventh and eighth centuries of our 
era, had been for centuries under Sassanian and fragmented 
Hephthalite rule, record little or nothing of legend relating to 
Alexander or his foundations; their importance for us lies in the 
fact that they traversed much the same ground as Alexander, and 
that they describe the country as it was before the destructive 
advance of the Mongols that marks a watershed in the history of 
all the cities of the Islamic world over which it passed. I6 

One geographer is in a different category, the great geographical 
encyclopaedist, Yakut, to whom we owe so much of our detailed 

I, See the exhaustive study of this question by Friedliinder, op. cit. passilll. 
'i> I must acknowledge my great indebtedness to two classic works, G. Lc 

Strange's The Lands oj the I1astem Cilliphate (Cambridge, 1905), and V. Minorsky's 
trans. and commentary of the anonymous l;ll/(lud 1I1-'iillllll (Gibb Memorial Series, 
NS xi, 1937); 2nd, considerably enlarged, edn., by C. E. Bosworth, with many 
addenda by Minorsky, 1970), the notes of which, with the addenda, contain a 
treasury of information on the geography of Central Asia. The text itself is largely 
based on al-Balkhi-I~takhri (see ibid. 15 ff. and passilll). 
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and systematic knowledge of the Islamic world of the immediately 
pre-Mongol period. Yakiit b. Abdullah al-Rumi (Le. 'the Byzantine', 
a reference to his alleged Greek origin) records a detailed list of 
Alexander-foundations, and we must examine it in detail. First, as 
to the author himself: he was born in c.575/II78 in Asia Minor, 
and was captured in infancy in an Arab raid. His life, written by 
Ibn Khallikan,17 composed shortly after his death, states that he 
was enfranchised at Hama (whence his nisba, al-Hamawi), and 
resided in Baghdad (whence his other nisba, ai-Baghdadi). The 
young Anatolian Greek (if such he was) was brought up by a 
Baghdad merchant, for whom in due course he travelled on busi
ness to the Persian Gulf and neighbouring regions. In 596/II99 
he was manumitted, and became a copyist and bookseller. Having 
embraced the doctrines of the Kharajite sect, life became difficult in 
the main centres of Shi'ite teaching, and he fled to Mausi! and 
Arbil, and then settled in Merv for a year or two, but he left that 
fair city, as did many others, when Ghenghis Khan's Tartars took 
it in 122 I. After some harrowing experiences he finally returned 
to Mausi! and Alep, where he died in 626/1229. It was at Alep 
that he wrote his numerous works including the great Geographical 
Dictionary (Mu'jam al-Bllldfin)18 and the smaller and later Dictionary 
oj Geographical Homonyms (Mllshtarik)19, as well as other books 
including a lengthy Dictionary of Scholars. Though supposedly 
Greek by birth, Yakiit, like many another fellow-countryman who 
found himself in a similar situation at that time, became a fully 
committed Muslim, and he shows no trace of Byzantine learning; 
it has been pointed out that some of the etymologies which he 
gives of place-names show quite clearly that he had no residual 
knowledge of Greek.20 A letter that he wrote to the Wazir of the 

17 Trans. de Slane, iv. 9 ff. On Yfikiit's activity and milieu see also Wiislenfeld's 
two articles, ZDMG 18 (1864), 397-493, 'Jacut's Reisen, aus seinem geographi
schen Wiirterbuch geschrieben', and GGA (1865) Nachr. (9), 233-43, 'Der 
Reisende Jacut als Schriftsteller und Gelehrter', and the very useful analysis of his 
sources by F. J. Heel', Die histarise/lell u. fleaflrnpllischell Quellell ill Jacut's 
GeOfll'llphischell Wiirterbuch (Strassb. 1898), and, for an excellent study of his 
cosmographical notions, W. Jwaideh, The Illtroc/uctary Chapters of Yilljllt's MIl'jam 
al-BIII£WII (Brill, 1959), passim, with pp. x ff. for his sources. 

18 Ed. Wiistenfeld, (Giittingen, 5 vols. 1866-73), also ed. in 5 vols (Beyrouth, 
I955-7). The list of Iskandariyas in the MII'jam is in vol. i (Wiist.) 255-6. 

19 Ed. id. JI/w/'s Moscl!tarik (Giittingen, 1846, repro Baghdad with orig. title
page). The list of Iskandariyas is on p. 23. 

10 See Wiistenfeld, GGA loc. cit. p. 237. Yfikut's ignorance of Greek tradition is 
well exemplified by the fact that in his article on Iskandariya in the Mu'jam he 
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Emir of Alep, reproduced in extenso by Ibn KhaIlikan in his Life-a 
letter which contains, among much tedious complaint and fulsome 
praise, a highly poetical account of the natural beauties of the 
Greater Merv ('a copy of Paradise')/' and of its very considerable 
intellectual activity, which also occurs in the Mu'jam-shows that 
he devoted much intensive work to the compilation of this work,22 
but it is clear that his sources were in Arabic or Middle Persian. He 
thus belongs to the same cultural tradition as the much earlier 
Tabar! and DinawarL 21 

It will be seen from the lists of Iskandariyas in the Mu'jam and 
the Mushtarik (see also Table, at end) that they are virtually identi
cal except for one displacement due to the intrusion of Bucephala 
in the Mushtarik list, and, although Yakiit's arithmetic is not quite 
correct, this and his misuse of his source, al-Faqih, do not concern 
us directly. 

As may be seen from the Table (at end), the lists in Yakiit up to 
the thirteenth entry agree closely with that in the Syriac Romance. 

uniquely postulates the historical existence of two Alexanders, to explain his 
relationship with DhCi'I-Qarnein; the first built Alexandria in Egypt and was DhCi-1 
Qarnein, whose real name was Asak (= Arsak), the son of Seleucus, and the 
second was the son of Philip and the contemporary of Darius: see Friedlander, 
op. cit. 28 r IT. 

21 The Praises of Merv are frequent from early Islamic times onwards (as are 
those of HeriU): see e.g. the lines of Fakhr ai-Din Gurgani (12th cent. AD), the Farsi 
poet, quoted by H. W. Bailey, Af,qhan Studies, i (r978), 7: 'Delightful Merv, the scat 
of Princes, delightful Merv, land of happy men, delightful Merv in summer and 
springtime, in autumn and winter, how could one who has been in heart-rejoicing 
Merv, live elsewhere?' 

" For the libraries of Merv, and YiikCit's use of them, see Ibn Khallikan, loc. cit. 
p. 17· 

2l See Tabari, I, 2, p. 702 I. 5 fr., who says that Alexander built twelve cities, all 
called Iskandariya and lists Isba han, Herat, Merv, and Samarkand, one named after 
Darius' daughter, RCishank, one in the land of the Greeks in the region of HiliiqCis 
for the Persians, and some others. There is a full translation of Tabari's account of 
Alexander in Niildeke, op. cit. 42 ff. Niildeke also translates Dinawari's narrative (cd. 
V. Guirgass-Kratchkovsky, 31 ff.), .15 ff.; see also Weymann, op. cit. (nole I, above), 
pp. 64 ff., who shows that those parts of Dinawari that belong to the HomO/Ice tra
dition probably derive from an Arabic translation of the Syriac Homllllce, and thus 
ultimately go back to a Pehlevi original. Dinawari also says that Alexander built 
twelve Iskandariyas, but lists only seven (p. 4 I): see pp. 57-8, and Table at end. 
In listing these cities Tabari and Dinawari do not call them Iskandariyas individu
ally; they are simply given their Arabic names. Yakat, i. 255, seems to appreciate 
the historical metonomasy from Greek to Arabic: 'historians say that Alexander 
built thirteen cities and gave each of them his name; then their names were 
changed after his time, and each of them received a new name, etc.' I have not 
encountered this phrase in another text relating to Alexander. 
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Lists of Iskandariyas in the Mu'jam and the Mushtarik 

Alexandria designation Mu'jam Mushtarik 
in Bawarnaqiis (?) (Balwarnaqiis, Musht.) I I 

'the Fortified' 2 2 

in Hind 3 3 
-Bucephala 4 
in Jalikiis (Jalinafiis, Musht.) 4 5 
in the land of Sakiiyasis (Sakiibasis, Musht.) 5 6 
on the shore of the Great River 6 7 
in Babylon 7 8 
in the land of Sugd called Samarkand 8 9 
called Margabliis, that is, Merw 9 10 

in the valleys of the rivers of Hind 10 II 
called Kush, that is, Balkh II 12 

the Great, in the land of Mi~r 12 13 

These are the thirteen Alexandrias . . . 

between Hama and Halab 13 14 
on the Dijla, between Jamida and Wasit 14 IS 
a small town between Mecca and Medina IS 16 

This is emphasized by the presence in both lists of the great Islamic 
centres, Merv, Balkh, and Samarkand, and since interdependence 
(or rather, the dependence of Yakiit on the Syriac Romance) can be 
discounted, and since there can be no doubt that the Syriac 
Romance depends ultimately on a Pehlevi translation deriving from 
the original a-text, it may be assumed that the ultimate source for 
both is to be sought in a Pehlevi text, or, in general terms, in a 
Pehlevi tradition; and that it was a version of the Romance is 
obviously very probable. This impression of general indebtedness 
to a Pehlevi original is confirmed by the fact that the same identi
fications, along with the other cities (including Herat, not given in 
Y5.kiit's list of Alexandrias, but recorded by him in the Mu'jam s.v. 
Her5.t, and absent from the Syriac and Ethiopic versions of the 
Romance), reappear as Alexander-foundations in 'fabari and 
Dinawari, and in The Provincial Capitals of Eriinshahr,24 which dates 
in its present form from the reign of the Caliph Mansiir in the later 
eighth century AD, but utilizes sources of a much earlier date. 2

; 

" Op. cit., n. I above. 
2; See Markwarl, op. cit. 5 IT. For the relevant idenlilicalions see §§ II (Merv and 
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Yakilt gives as his own major source the geographer Ibn al-Faqih 
al-Hamadani (d. 289/893), a Persian writer of vital importance in 
the transmission of the early geographical traditions.26 It therefore 
seems reasonable to suppose that the lists in the Syriac Romance 
and in Yukilt, and, in a slightly different form, in Qodama's K.al
Kharaj,27 represent basically a Middle Persian, pre-Islamic tradition, 
perhaps originally transmitted to Ibn al-Faqih through the trans
lations of the shadowy but significant Ibn Moqaffa'/8 though the 

Herat), 53 (Isbahan, also claimed as an Alexander-foundation by Dinawari (see 
above n. 23) and Ibn Rosteh, BGA vii. 160, as well as by Tabari (cf. also n. 23). 
The Provincial Capitals attributes the foundation of Samarkand (p. 8) to 'Kayos, the 
son of Kavat', who 'excavated the foundations of the capital of Samarkand, 
Siyavakhsh, the son of Kayos, finished it'. This seems to be an earlier tradition than 
that found in the Syriac Roma/lce and in the Arabic authorities quoted, all of whom 
give the city as an Alexander-foundation: see Markwart, op. cit. 26-7. JalJi? 
indicates that the question of the founder of Samarkand was conSiderably debated, 
for among the unanswered questions in his K.al-larlii' \Va al-ladwir (ed. Pellat, 
Damascus, 1955) (cf. id. UJe a/ld Times oj !ahiz (London (I969), I27) is, 'And who 
built Kardabandad, and who built Smnarkand?' The inclusion of HerM in the 
Pehlevi text is, of course, explained by the fact that it was a provincial capital, but 
it is often included in the Arabic lists (see Table 1, no. 2), and its absence from the 
list in the Syriac and Ethiopic versions is surprising. 

Jr. Ibn al-Faqih, in the present abbreviated state of his text (see BGA v. Introd.; 
Minorsky, p. 48 r, refers to a Mashshad MS of the complete text; cr. n. 29, below), 
gives only Alexandria in Egypt, Iskanderun (lskandariya bil-Shiim, EGA v. i. I r T) 

and Merv (ib., p. 71; cr. al-Muqaddasi, BGA iii. 298), but Yakut, who had his com
plete text (i. 255), says he found thirteen Alexandrias in it, though he himself, as 
noted above, p. 55, gives only twelve. The total given by Ibn al-Faqih is repeated 
in the TaJ al-'Arils, iii. 276, plus five more unnamed ones, to produce a total of six
teen (i.e. fifteen, since the Tilj repeats Yakut's arithmetical error). It is to be noted 
that (a) in the Mllshtarik Yakut includes Bucephala (Table I, no. 8), which was not 
properly an Alexandria, (b) in the MII'jam s.v. Thagr, he lists Alexandretta
Iskanderun as an Iskandariya, though he does not attribute it to Alexander, as does 
the Taj (a matter not relevant here), and (c) in the MII'jam s.v. Herat he makes 
HerM an Alexander-foundation. These discrepancies are easily explained by Yakut's 
method of compilation. 

27 For Qodilma's K.al-Kila/'ilj see the excerpts in BGA vi, where his section 
on Dhu'I-Qarnein-Iskander begins on p. 263 (p. 204, French trans. ibid.). His 
material, unlike that of the other geographers in this context, is largely legendary 
narrative. He records (p. 265=F.T. p. 2(6) Alexander's dealings with the Kings of 
Tibet and China, where he builds Shul or Shuk and Khumdan (see below, n. 38), 
then his return to Turkestan and Sugd, where he built Samarkand, Dabusiya (mod. 
Ziaudin; cf. Minorsky, I,fI/{lOd al-'tilllm, 352), and lskandariya al-Qu~wa, i.e. Eschate. 
He then wenl to Bukhilra and built that city, to Merv and built that, to Herat and 
built that, and then to Zaranj. He next proceeded to Khargan and ordered the build
ing of Ray, Isbahan, and Hmnadan, and then returned to Babylon ... 

1R On Ibn al-Moqaffa"s role as a transmitter of Persian traditions to the Arab 
world see the remarks of Niildeke, l'aliari, pp. xx-xxiii; cr. id. Wiell. Dellkscilr., loc. 
cit. 34; Inostranzov, Iralliall Illflllence ill Muslim Uteratllre (trans. G. K. Nariman, 
Bombay, 1918), 57ff.; Gabriel!, RSO 13 (I932), 197-247 (cr. P. Kraus, ibid. 14 
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absence of both an Arabic and a Pehlevi version of the Romance 
prevents our determining how much of this Iranian material may 
have been collected and pre-digested in these sources, and how 
much of it was derived from the Greek a-tradition.29 To the same 
tradition belong the lists of Alexander-cities in Tabari and 
Dinawari, though these are shorter (and expressly left incomplete 
by their authors). In all these sources which represent the Pehlevi 
tradition, the foundations of Alexander that are most prominent 
are the Iranian cities, Herat, Merv, Isbahan, and Samarkand, of 
which only the first figures in the Greek historical and geographi
cal tradition (but not in the Romance) if, as seems virtually certain, 
it is to be identified with Alexandria Ariana. It was all the more 
natural for the Pehlevi list to contain items that reflect the 
Sassanian tradition, since the Sassanian writers themselves (or, 
more precisely, the Arabs who represent their traditions) record the 
same founding-activity of several of their kings. Thus Tabari and 
Dinawari record of Ardashir, the founder of the kingdom, the 
'foundation' of six cities. Here, as with the Alexander-lists, we are 
left in total uncertainty whether these cities are simply inventions 
(one or two are known to later writers under other names), or 
'refoundations'-new walls, a new market-place, and so on-of 
Parthian or Roman Imperial origin. 

There is one particular point that may be noted here, on which 
all the various traditions appear to agree within a very narrow 
compass: the number of cities founded by Alexander. In the Greek 
A-text the total is stated to be thirteen, though nine are actually 
listed, and so also in the Syriac version (thirteen in name and num
ber) and in Eutychius (the number only, with no name except that 
of Alexandria in Egypt); whereas in the Greek Band r traditions, 

(1934), 1-20). For references to him in the Fillrist see Dodge's index, esp. 
pp. 716-T7; cr. also al-Qifp, Tiirikll al-Hllkama' (ed. Lippert, 19(3),220 n. 110. 
For his possible role in the transmission of an Arabic ){omance alongside 'Umiirah b. 
Said see Abbott, Arabic Lit. Pap. i. 55-6; Grignaschi, op. cit. above, n. I (Bull. d'lit. 
d'Or.), 18ff. The link between the Iranian (Le. Pehlevi-Syriac-Arabic) tradition of 
the ){omance and the Greek a-tradition is indicated on my stemma below (p. 207) 
as D. The link within the oriental tradition seems assured, but since the sources of 
Ibn al-Faqih, 'Umiirah b. Said and Mohammad b. Moqaffa' remain so nebulous it is 
hardly possible to attach this Iranian tradition to that of the Greek Romance. 

29 In this connection our ignorance of the history and sources of Ibn al-Faqih 
forms the major obstacle. Chronologically it is perfectly possible for him to have 
known the earliest Alexander-literature such as 'Umarah's Qi~~at ai-Iskandar (see 
above, n. I). For what is known of him see the bibliography in Minorsky's Abu DIIlcif 
Mis'ar i/m Mil/wI/Iii's Travels in Iran (Cairo, 1955), 2 n. 3, and in EI> s.v. Abu Dulaf. 
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Julius Valerius, Leo the Presbyter, the Armenian and Ethiopic 
versions, as well in the Paschal Chronicle and the Excerpta, the 
figure is twelve, all numbered and listed. Finally, Tabari and 
Dinawari say that he built twelve cities, but list only seven (the 
actual cities only agreeing in respect of Merv and Jay-Isbahan). It 
is clearly not a coincidence that Yakilt also gives thirteen cities in 
his list from Ibn al-Faqih. The possibility of establishing a clear rela
tionship between the figures and the sources is rendered more 
difficult by the fact that although the numbers virtually agree 
(Stephanus' total of nineteen is not relevant here), the cities listed 
show wide variations as between the Greek and its direct descen
dants on the one hand and the Iranian tradition on the other. It is 
clear from the tabular analysis of the data (Table I) that the 
Iranian tradition centres on the cities that formed part of the 
Sassanian and then of the Islamic world, while the Alexandrian 
tradition was found ready-made, like the Will of Alexander, by the 
author of the a-version of the Romance. lO 

One list of Alexandrias, that in the Ethiopic version of the 
Romance, which is closely linked to the Syriac version through 
an Arabic translation, \I does not conform to the Iranian pattern, 
or indeed to any other pattern. Though it consists of the now 
familiar total of twelve cities, it is in most cases the only testimony 
for those which it lists. Those not otherwise attested in any recog
nizable variants are: Alexandria of Sahil (Le. of the Coast), 
Alexandria Barkas, Alexandria of Karnikas, Alexandria of Eutraos, 
Alexandria of Gebro, Alexandria of Babesdeyas (perhaps the same 
as Yakilt's 'Alexandria in the land of Sakuyasis'), Alexandria of 
Agmaweyan and Alexandria Bardas. It may be possible to offer 
rectified versions of these names on the assumption that they are 
known from other sources and deformed in the Ethiopic text,12 but 

lO See above, pp. 42 ff. The second Iskandariya in the Syriac and Arabic tradi
tions is 'Iskandariya the Fortified' (al-Mul.!a~~ana, Yiikut), with no location, and 
Tarn thought that this might be the (also unlocated) Ale.mlll/ria fortissima of the 
E~'cerJ1ta (see above p. 2J n. 45), which does not occur in any Greek text of the 
a-tradition, but occurs in the Band r traditions as '1 KpamaTO., (sic) and '1 .1., 
Kpanorov. 

II See above, p. 48 with n. 2 for the text of the Ethiopic version, with transla
tion, by Budge. The list is on p. 352 of the I906 text of the translation, pp. 212- 13 
of the I933 edn. 

" Alexandria Barkas might be taken as representing Barqa of Ifriqiya (though it 
would be hazardous to connect it with the Alexandria of Cyrenaica, discussed 
above) and Alexandria of Karnika might be a disorted version of 'Alexandria on the 
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even if that provides satisfactory results in itself (which seems very 
far from certain) it remains true that the list is very different from 
the Iranian lists, and that it is to that extent a foreign element in 
the general colour of the text itself. There is no obvious explana
tion of this marked divergence, which is clearly shown in the Table 
of Alexandrias. 

The survival, outside the regions that belonged successively to 
the Parthian and Sassanian Empires, of the tradition that 
Alexander 'founded thirteen cities which are inhabited and dwell 
in peace until this day',ll which does not occur in Julius Valerius 
or in the Band r and traditions, is found, slightly elaborated, in 
both the Armenian and the Syriac versions. The Armenian has 'he 
built twelve cities which remain to-day, rich and complete and 
populated by countless people.' The Syriac, closer to the truth has 
'He built thirteen cities, some of which are flourishing to this day, 
but some are laid waste.'H I have suggested above that the first 
part of this phrase is an addition of the author of the a-version of 
the Romance, and it is of interest to see that the oriental versions 
have retained it, even invested it with some air of reality, while the 
later western tradition abandoned it. The final development of this 
historical, or semi-historical perspective may perhaps be seen in the 
remark of Yakut, which derives from Ibn al-Faqih, and has already 
been quoted: 'subsequently each of the Alexandrias was given a 
new name.' This seems to reflect an attempt to explain what 
happened to the historical cities that Alexander founded in the 
Iranian world. Alternatively, it is possible to regard it, like the 
Syriac reference to the destruction of some of the cities, as a 

Granikos', found in some R011lilllce lists (see pp. 23-4 nn. 50-I, and Table I, no. 
26). Of the others Budge (r906), 352 n. I, says, 'It seems hopeless to attempt to 
emend these names.' Professor E. Ullendorff has, however, made the following 
suggestions to me: 'A. Barqas probably = Arabic Ba'urnaqus [Le. no. I in Yakiit's 
list, above, p. 50]; A. of Karnika = A. €v l1apo1Ta/J.wulia,<;;, i.e. Charikar [see below, 
pp. 140 ff.]; A. Entraos = A. ~ Tpwu<;;; A. Gebro = ?Gedrosia; A. of Babesdayos, a 
possible corruption of BOVK€</>aAa, easily explicable from a misreading of Arabic or 
Syriac by the Ethiopic; A. of Agamawyan, Merv, Mraw, probable misreading of 
Arabic r as W; A. of Bardas almost certainly derived from Porus, Portus.' A. of 
Persia is Widely encountered in the various versions of the ROlllilllce (see Table I, 

no. 22), mostly from the Alexandrian source (see above, p. 31), but A. of Arabia 
seems unparalleled, although Dinawari has a city Najran allegedly founded by 
Alexander in 'Uman (p. 41, I. 7). 

II See above, pp. 40 ff. 
H For the Armenian see § 285, ed. Wolohojian; for the Syriac passage, ch. xxiv, 

p. 142 (ET), Budge. 
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hypothesis made to accomodate the fact that thirteen cities called 
Iskandariya could not be accounted for at the time of the ultimate 
source of Yakiit's list. Whatever may be the true explanation, there 
seems no doubt that this notion of the 'cities still at peace', was 
accorded a particular interpretation in the Iranian tradition. 

The last echo of Alexander in the historical Sassanian world 
seems, appropriately enough, to derive from one of the stray 
Alexandrian traditions, but not from the Romance. It is found in a 
Byzantine writer of. Alexandrian origin, who, on the eve of the 
Islamic invasion of the Sassanian Empire, reveals some knowledge 
of the legendary activity of Alexander in Central Asia: Theophylact 
Simocattes, to whose evidence Droysen long ago drew attention in 
this connection. !, Theophylact, writing under Heraclius, and 
describing in his painfully elaborate style the events of the reign of 
the Emperor Maurice, and more precisely his A var campaign of 
AD 596, devotes a brief description to the relations between two 
tribes of Chinese Turkestan, among the Avars of 'Sogdiana'. He 
calls one of these tribes the Taugast, a term which he also uses of 
their capital city,l" and which seems to represent the whole region 

1> Theophylact, vii. 8-9, already noted by Droysen, Gil iii. 224-8 = FT ii. 680-2, 
whose discussion of the topography and identification of the tribes mentioned by 
Theophylact, based on suggestions made to him by W. Schott in 1842, is naturally 
antiquated. The text of the whole of Theophylacl's excursus on the Scythians, Avars 
etc. is the subject of a very detailed study by H. W. Haussig, Byzalltioll, 23 (1953), 
275-462, with a critical edition of the text. I limit myself to quoting the immedi
ately relevant passage. 

16 vii. 8. r6 (omitting the description of the customs of the people of Taugast: 
(p. 284, II. 34 ff. Hauss.): KaT' u.hov TOV XPOVOIO 01 Tapv,ax Kat 01 /(OTi;,aY1)pOt (Kat 
DUTOL SE EK TWV Ovap Kat Xovpvt) a7TO TWV TOUPKWV a7TOOLopaaKOVUt, Kat 7TpOS T~V 
EupUJ1TllV YEVOI1€VOL TOtS 1T€pi TOJI .Xayavov niw )lf3apwv Q'uva1TTOJlTUL. AEY€TUL OE KGt TOUS 

Za[3€VOEp EK TOU rEVOUS 1TErpVKEVW. TWV Ouap Kat Xovvvt. 1] DE y€yovuia €1TtOETOS ouvafLLS 

:0£<; I )1f3&.POLS fEls ?EKa XL~;a8as ~~p{{3w~o. (~) 0 J1-€~ oov ,TWV ,TOUPKWV X~y&vo~\ TO~ 
€J1-1>u'ltwv KaTa.'ltvaaf-LEvo~ 7TOAEJ-tOV €uoat/kovWS €XHpaywyH TO. 1Tpayp.aTU, 1TOtEtTat OE Kat 
auvB~Kas 1TpOS TOur; TauyaaT 1 OTTwr; /3a8€iav 1TaVT08€v T~" yaA7Jv1]v €{t7TOP€Uol.t€VOr; 
aaTaa{aoTov T~V apx~v Ka7'aar~a€7'aL 0 OE 'Tits Tavyaar KAtfAarapX1]S TaLanv 
oVOpa~€Tat, OTTEP vMr; O€OU ratr; ~AA1}vtKatr; <pwvat~ €vaYJp-U{VETat· ~ DE apx~ T~r; Tavyaar 
ou a'TaaL(l~ETat' YEI/or; yap athot~ T~l' XEtpoTov{av TOU ~y€p-6vo~ TTupEXETat· TOVTWt OE 
run lOvEL 8pYJaKE{a dyaAp-aTa, vOPO! o€ O{KaWI, Kat awq,pOGUJrfjS €/L1TA.€Wr; 0 f3{os aVToir; 
... (p. 285, I. 22, Hauss. (9. 6)) Ta6T1)v il~ T~V TavyaaT 01 {3ap{3apo, Myova, KT{aat 
TOV MaKEoova }1A.IguvopovJ orr~VtKa TOUr; T€ BaKrplavovr; Kat r~v Eoyotav~v EoovAwaaro 
ilEKa Ka! il60 KaTacpMga<; !-,vp,aila<; {3ap{3apwv ... (ibid. I. .32 (9. 8)) AOY0<; il. Kat 'TEPUI' 
TOV )1A€guvopov o€qtaa8at 1TOAev d1TO aYJft€{wv O • .\tyWV· XoufJoav ol'op.a~ouat ruuT'T}l' ot 
{3ap{3apo, ... (ibid. p. 286, I. 10 (9. 12)) ['va ilE !-'~ ;;gw Tij<; v6aa1)<; T~V laTop{av 
7TapoOYJy~a(t)f1-€'" f1-EXpt Tovrwv 7TEP; Taw IKV8wv iWV rrpor; iijt BaKTplal'ijt Kat .EoyOto.V'lt 
Kat Tun MEAav, 1ToTUf'-un. For a translation of this see M. and M. Whitby, The History 
of Tileopl!yillct Silllocatta (Oxford, 1986), 191-2. 
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of western China, as far west as the OXUS. 17 This 'city' he describes 
as divided by a river which had originally separated two warring 
sections of the population, but which had been united by the 
victory of one side. According to Theophylact, local tradition main
tained that the city had been founded by Alexander when he sub
dued the Bactrians and the Sogdians; and he adds that Alexander 
was also said to have founded a second city named Chubdan a few 
miles away, also traversed by two large rivers; this second city has 
been identified with Hsi-an-fu, a town east of the Tarim basin. 
Whatever the source of Theophylact's narrative here, the notice is 
significant as indicating that a tradition of Alexander-foundations 
on the route to China probably existed in the last days of Byzantine 
Alexandria, independently of the Romance, before the Islamic 
legends developed that took Alexander across the roof of the world 
to Tibet and China, and that knowledge of these traditions passed 
to the early Byzantine world. 18 The approximately contemporary 
evidence of the Chinese pilgrims to the great Buddhist centres of 

l7 The region in question, Chinistiin, north of the Tarim basin, is covered by 
various Arabic accounts of the overland route to China, and is also transmitted in 
the Hllllild al-'alam, § 9, from the earlier sources (esp. Jayhani). It is noteworthy that 
Qodama (see above, n. 27), 264 (F.T. 205-6), in his account of Alexander's 
campaign to China, mentions Khumdan, identified as Hsi-an-Fu (Singanfu); for its 
possible location see Minorsky's map III (facing p. 230). Haussig, loc. cit. p. 391 ff., 
does not accept this identification, since Qodama places Khumdan and Shol 
(= Taugast), which he gives as Alexander-foundations, in ShU! = Sogdiana. 
Minorsky, loco cit., suggested a Nestorian source, but IIaussig, pp. 299 ff., 386 ff., 
regards a verbal report of the Turkish embassy to Maurice in 583, transmitted by 
John of Epiphaneia (FHG iv. 272 ff.; cr. Krumbacher, GHI, i. 244-5) as the ultimate 
source for this part of the narrative, but adds (p. 398), 'ob das auch flir den Bericht 
libel' die von Alexander gegrlindeten, Stlidte Tabgac und Kubdan gilt, konnen wir 
heute nicht mehr feststellen'; cf. also pp. 405-6, where Haussig prefers Menander 
to John as a source for the Turkish embassy of 583; cr. T. Olajos, l,es Sources de 
T/u!opillJiacte Simocatta /,istoriell (Byzantina Neerlandica, 10, Leiden, 1988), 102 ff. 
Whatever may be the immediate source or sources of Theophylact, there can be no 
doubt that they were ultimately oriental. 

" Theophylact also mentions (v. 7) a locality called Alexandriana (n. plur.) 
ncar Arbela (AD 591): o! fJiljV oov af'cP1 TOV Xoap61Jv ']>WIWlO{ T€ Kat n'paat 
Ell ):V~EgavSp(.avoLS' oiJrw KaAovf-iEIlWL xwpwt, T€OaapOw ~P.€PWS acpLKovro' T~V DE 
1Tpoal1yoptav 0 xwpos a1To rwv 7Tpagewv TOU MaK€OOVDS ltAeg&vopou KGTEK)\'fJpw(JaTo' 0 
TaU $t~{1T1T;V Y~P €K€iOE Yf.VO':EVOS attU I Tr,t Ma~€OOvl~ijt ~uv~,u.€t T1j~ T€ ~A~lJVtKitt 
gUI1-JLaXLaL €PUj1.VOTUTOV l(aT€GKmpaTO <ppovpWV) TOUS T£ €V aVTWt {3ap{3apous OtWA€GEV. 

The same place is called )L\€gavllptV~, or )Vl€gavllpwva, in Theoph. 266, De Boor, 
p. 410 Bonn (cf. Rawlinson, Seventh Oriental MonarchlJ, p. 485). A locality (xwp{ov), 
as it is described, named in memory, if only local memory, of the decisive battle, or 
some less notable military operation, is by no means unlikely, and there is no 
suggestion that it was an Alexander-foundation. It is not recorded elsewhere. 
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Central Asia, surviving in the form of narratives of their journeys, 
provide no specific references to cities founded by Alexander. 19 

With this Greek tradition we may compare, on the Arab
Iranian side, a small and detached fragment of the large body (it 
can hardly be called a corpus) of Arabic literature containing 
letters that passed between Aristotle and his pupil, which records 
advice given by Aristotle to Alexander regarding the island of 
Sul~utra, which lies in the Arabian Sea opposite Cape Guardafui, 
the Ll waKovp[(5ovc; v~aoc; of the PeripIlis of the Red Sea and 
ptolemy. This island, famous for its export of the aloe-plant, is not 
mentioned by Strabo, and has therefore been supposed to have 
remained unknown to Eratosthenes and other Hellenistic geogra
phers. It seems, however, to have been known in the middle of the 
second century Be to Agatharchides who does not refer to the 
Island of Dioscourides by name, but calls the group 'The Fortunate 
Isles'."O In the fifth century AD Cos mas Indicopleustes says"] that the 

" Por these sources see the brief summary of their main features in Appendix 3. 
'0 GGM i. 190-1 (Phot. = Diod. iii. 47-8): v~OOt Of Evoa{p.ovfS 7TapaKElVTUL. 

Agatharchides also refers (ibid. T 84 = Diod. iii. 45. 5) to the limited hospitality 
offered by the tribes in the neighbourhood of Jeddah (LJ/{3at): oi 0' €yxwpw, T~S P.EV 
fpyaa{as 7~S TOU xpuaov 1TUVTfAWS fiai" a1TftpOt, 4>tA6gEVOt 8' v1TapXOVGw, ou npot; 7T<IVTtlS 

TOUS d~tKIJOvfL€l'OVSI dA.Ad 7TPOS (-to.fOUS TOUr; a1TO BOtWT{US KU; nEAo1TOVV~(]OV oUI nYa 
1TaAuulv dcf;' llpaKAEovs OlKEu>rYJTa 1TPOS TO {OlIOS, ~v j-tV{}tKWS Eavious TTapElA7}cPEvaL Trapa 
TW~ 1TPOYOVWV laTOfovat.~. F~r th~ ep~nYlno?s na~le see Pel;ipI. 30: ~aL l(aTa TOiJ:OV 
[Euaypos] ... Ka, KaTU TOUTOV EV TW' 7TEAay€< v'loos ... 'I LJwOKop,OOU KaAoup.Ev'I, 
WY{OT'I /-LfV Ep'lP.OS 0< Kat KUOUYpos, K.T.A. PtO!. viii. 22. 17: 'H 0< LJWOKOp{oovs v~oos 
T~V /-LEY{OT'IV wpav EX€< wpwv ,{3 yo' K.T.A.; cf. ibid. vi. 7.45: LJWOKOp{oovs 7TOA'S in his 
list of islands in the Persian Gulf. 

." iii. 65, ed. Wolska-Conus: 'Ev Ta7Tpo{3uV'l' €V T* Eowdpa, 'IvMat, EvOa TO 'IvoLdv 
1TtAayos fan, KGt 'EKKATJafaXptanavwv laTty EKf.! Kat KATJplKOL Kat 7TtOro{, aUK olOa DE 
El Kat 7TEpatT/pw. 'Op.o{ws Kat Els T~V AEYOP.'V'lV MaM, (the Malay Peninsula) EvOa TO 
7Tt1T€pt Y{VETUL, KGt €v rijL /(aA.Au1~'at o£ rijt KUAOUft€W1Jl Kat €-rr{OKorros faTtV d170 il€pa{oos 
XHpOTOVOVp . .Evos. roJ.-t0(WS Kat EV rijl v~aWt rijl J(UAOVIl-EV1}t L!WGKOUp{OOVS KarU TO aUTO 
'/VOlKOV 1T€Aayos J EvOa Kat ot 1TapO(.l(OVVT€S JAA1}VUJTt AaAOVat, 7TapOlKOL. raw ITTOA€/Lu{wV 
rwv j1-ETa )1>..ttuvopov ro" Maf(EOOVa InTuPxovTeii, Ka; KA:qplKO{ fiat!' fK IIEpatoos 
X€tPOTOVOU/L€VOl Kat 1TEP.:Tr0Il-EVOt Tois auroB! Kat XptGnUVOL rrAijOos' ~v vijaov rraplrr"€vaa 
p./v, ov KaT-!iABov OE €V aVT~t. The Peripills Mar. Brytllr. regards the Greeks who 
formed part of the population as having gone there for trading purposes (§ 30): o[ 
Of (VOlKOI]VTES alh~v o"{YOt Kurd pJav rr/..€upav T~S v~aou '"pas a7TapK{av olKovaL J Ka8' 
o JLEPO~ d7To{3AE1TEL T~V ~7T€lPOV· €lotv OE l1T{gC:VOL Kat E7T{fLtKTOL }4pa{3wp T€ Kat 1vowv Kat 

Twa P.EV 'EAA~vwv TWV 7TPO<; €pyao{av €K7TI\E6vTWV. Both Cosmas and the Peripills may 
be correct, but the latter needs no special justification, whereas Cosmas can have 
known little of the affairs of Ptolemaic trade. I find it hard to accept the traditional 
view (most recently expressed by the late G. W. B. Huntingdon, The Peripills oj the 
Brytllmeall Sea (Hakluyt Soc. London, 1980), I03, S.v. (cf. Miiller, GGM i. T90, 
n. on § 103,; Tkatsch; IiI' s.v. So~otra cols. 476 fr.), that the Island of Dioscourides 
represents a Hellenization of the Sanskrit dvil'a slik/wd/wm, 'island of bliss'; the 
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island was originally settled by colonists from Ptolemaic Egypt, a 
statement which, if true, would indicate a Ptolemaic interest not 
only on the east coast of Africa, where the elephant-stations lay, 
but also in securing a strategic point for trade to India via the 
south Arabian coast. 42 In the light of known Seleucid authority 
over the islands of the Gulf, the foundation, if Hellenistic, might 
more plausibly be claimed for the kings of Asia; both parties will 
have had Dioscourideses available for the task and the name of the 
settlement. Be that as it may, the fullest version of the story about 
Sul~utra occurs in Yakut's entry under Sul}utra, but an earlier 
version, perhaps the first from an Arabic source, is preserved in the 
narrative of Abu Zayd aI-Hasan, a merchant of Siraf, of the ninth 
century AD, whose short text provides a picture of early Islamic 
knowledge of India and China, forming a supplement to the 
slightly earlier narrative of the same regions with which it is linked 
in the one manuscript that contains it. Abu Zayd, and after him 
Yakut, links the island with Alexander and Aristotle, and though 
the whole story is probably an Arab or, more precisely Sirfifian, 
concoction (for it does not seem to occur outside the very small 
group of texts relating to Sul~utra), it shows how Alexander might 
have developed his plan for trade in the south and east. Abu Zayd 
says:41 'And in the sea is an island known as Sukutra, and the 
aloe of Sukutra grows there, and its position is close to the land of 

name, like that of many other Ptolemaic stations down to the Bab al-Mandeb, may 
well derive from a leader of an expedition, governor or colonizer. The suggestion 
reported by Huntingdon (po 146) of the name TpWYODVTat, that the word 'is akin to 
the Arabic \awariq, sing. \ariqa' is equally unconvincing. 

42 See Ptol. Alex. i. T 73 ff. 
" This text was published by Reinaud in his Relations des Voyages, etc., ii. 133-A 

(FT i. 139-40) (Paris, 1845), and subsequently by J. Sauvaget, 'Akhbar as-Sin IVa 1-
Hind (Paris, 1948) (the text of the first part only); see also A. Miquel, La Geographie 
III/maine dlllllonde II111SIIImml jllstju'au milieu de X' silicle (Paris, 1967), i. 121 ff. There 
is a bibliography and a discussion of the use al-Masu'di made in the MUl'ilj of Abu 
Zayd in Sauvaget, op. cit. pp. xxiv-xxvi; a summary in Miquel, loco cit., and also in 
A. M. H. Shboul, AI-Mas'ildi and his World (London, 1979), ISS ff., with notes. AI
Hamdani, (ed. D. H. Muller (1884), 53) attributes the Greek presence on Sul).urra 
to Sassanian deportations of Greeks of Rum to the island: 'and on it are members 
of all the tribes of Mahra, and there are about 10,000 warriors, who are Christians, 
and they record that people from the territories of Rum, whom Kisra settled in it; 
and it was after that that tribes of the Mahra settled there and they became 
Christians alongside them .. .'; cf. Yakut Mu'jmll S.V. Sul).urra, from Ibn Qu\a'. The 
Arabs, like their predecessors, were chiefly interested in the island as the source of 
aloe. The story does not seem to belong to the usual canon of correspondence 
between Alexander and Aristotle. 
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the Zenj [the head of the Persian Gulf, as far as Ba~ra] and Arabia, 
and the majority of the inhabitants are Christians. The reason for 
this is that when Alexander overcame the King of Persia he wrote 
to his teacher Aristotle, and told him what had befallen him in 
the lands he had conquered. And Aristotle wrote to him and 
instructed him to find the island in the sea called Sul~utra where 
grew the aloe, which is a most potent medicine, without which 
any collection of drugs would be incomplete; and told him that the 
proper course would be for him to deport the present inhabitants 
of the island and to establish there some Greeks to guard the aloe, 
so that it might be exported to Syria, Rum and Mi~r. And 
Alexander proceeded to remove the population and settled the 
island with Greeks, and told the "minor kings", who, since he had 
defeated Darius, were under his dominion, that they too should 
protect the island. And the population remained in safety until 
Allah sent Jesus (the Peace of Allah be upon him), and the Greek 
inhabitants then heard his message and they all embraced 
Christianity, as did the whole of Rum. The survivors of these 
Greeks remained on the island until the present time along with 
the rest of the inhabitants who were of different stock.' The text is 
a curiosity both in itself and for the link it establishes on the one 
hand with exploration in the Ptolemaic period, as transmitted by 
Cosmas, and on the other with the earliest recorded Arab trading 
records in the Gulf. 

With the main strands of the various traditions thus separated, 
in so far as that is possible when dealing with so interwoven a 
mesh of material, we must now consider the possibility of identify
ing the authentic foundations on the ground. This is the main 
purpose of the remaining chapters of the book. I omit any further 
consideration of those sites that have been dismissed above as 
unhistorical. 



CHAPTER III 

Summary of the Eastern 
Campaigns 

IT is not my purpose in this brief chapter to do more than indicate, 
on the basis of Arrian's narrative of Alexander's campaigns, where 
Alexander is recorded as having founded major settlements, or 
actual cities, with a brief note also of the circumstances in which 
this occurred. This introduction will, it is hoped, help the reader to 
follow the problems that arise in identifying the foundations there
after. 1 

The first foundation recorded to have been made by Alexander 
in the narrative of his campaign is that of Alexandria in Egypt 
in spring 331.2 We need not concern ourselves with the details of 
this foundation, the site and occasion of which are not in doubt, 
though we should keep it in mind as providing the fullest statement 
of motive and procedure in the construction of any of Alexander's 
foundations. Alexandria in Egypt apart, Alexander did not, as has 
frequently been observed, make any foundations-a term I use 
here and elsewhere to include both cities properly so called (7T()'\Ets) 
and major settlements not specifically described as cities-until 
he had crossed the Tigris in autumn 33 I, won the Battle of 
Gaugamela and advanced into the Iranian regions later known as 
'The Upper Satrapies', that is, east of Media. Effectively, it was not 
until the midsummer of the following year, with the conclusion of 
the very inadequately chronicled campaigns against the Hyrcanian 
tribes on the south shore of the Caspian Sea, that this activity 

I Since this is only a skeleton narrative, without any attempt at analysis of 
sources, I have confined my quotations to Arrian, where he provides the necessary 
information. For a critical analysis of the text see A. B. Bosworth's commentary on 
Books 1-3 (Oxford, 1980); the second volume of this will have appeared before the 
present work (Oxford, 1995). P. A. Brunt's comprehensive Loeb edition of Arrian 
contains the details of the variant traditions. 

, Art". iii. 1, etc. POl' a full discussion see Ptolemaic Alexandria, ch. I, passim. 
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began, with his entry into the Persian satrapy of Aria, the capital 
of which was Artacoana. As we shall see, it was somewhere in the 
neighbourhood of Artacoana that Alexandria 'of the Arians', or 
Alexandria Ariana, was founded; but our historical sources neither 
refer to the foundation nor name the city at all; on any count, a 
very striking omission. His route thereafter ran in general through 
the regions of Drangiana and Arachosia, until he reached the foot 
of Mt. Caucasus, the main range of the Hindu Kush (as opposed to 
the westward extension of it, the Koh-i-Baba of today). Here, we 
are told, before crossing the mountain-range in the winter of 
330/29, he founded at its foot a city called Alexandria. l This, the 
first of the eastern settlements recorded by Arrian, probably set the 
general pattern for the later foundations made in the campaign, in 
respect of the choice of location, settlement and demographic plan, 
but Arrian gives little information on these points. 

Once across the mountains, by whichever pass he may have 
taken, Alexander was in the southern part of Bactria, the Iranian 
and Arab Tocharistan, the Turkestan of modern nomenclature, the 
province which lay on both sides of the Oxus. Snow, we are told, 
was still on the plains, and unless this is a rhetorical exaggeration 
we must suppose that he and his forces had climbed over one of 
the snow-bound passes;' by April 329, by which time, or shortly 
after, the snow would have melted in the northern plain of 
Turkestan. 

Still in the same year, having crossed the Oxus and the 
northern part of Bactria and then Sogdiana and the region of the 
Islamic and modern Samarkand and Farghana, Alexander reached 
the Tanais (Jaxartes; the Syr-Darya), where he undertook the 
foundation of a new city named after him;' this city, planned pri
marily for defensive purposes, on a large scale, was evidently close 

J iii. 28. I: E1T~A8E O€ Kat TOJV 'Ivowv TOUS 'TTpoaxwpovs )1paxWTQ1S. guj-t1Tuvru 

OE ravra ra l8vY] Qui XHh/os T€ 1TO>..>..1jS Kat guP a1Top{aL TOW E7TtTYjOEtWI) Kat rwv 
arpar,wrivv TaAamop{a, f7Tip.e.. For the possibly exaggerated experience of the 
Chinese pilgrim Hslian-Tsang in crossing the Hindu Kush in winter see below, 
pp. 230-1. 

, See pp. 157 ff., for the question of the most likely pass to have been used. 
'j iv. I. 3-4; AUTOS DE 1TPOS rwe Tavaiot 1Tora/-LwL €7TEI'O€l 1TOAtJI alKLaat, Kat ralJrrJV 

€aUTOV €rrOJJluft0v. 0 r€ yap xwpos l"tT~O€lOS athwt e¢atlJETo ave~(Jat EtT! /Llya T~J1 7TOAlV 
Kat Ell KaAW£ OlKta8~afaOaL r1]s ;1TL EKvOas, d'tTOT€ tUfL{3a{voL, EAaa€WS Kat T~S 
1Tpo¢ui\aK~~ 'T~~ x(!Jpa~ "TP0C; Tds Ka'TaSpoftd~ Ti~"JV 7Tlpav 'TOU 7ToTaJ.L0V E7TOlKDlJVTWV 
{3ap{3apwv. €OOKEL 0' UV Kat J-1EyaA1J y€v€oBat ~ 1TOi\tS 7T"~O€! T€ TWV EC; u{h~v 
~VVOtKt~0f1-Ivwv Kat TOU DVO{tU7'OC; rijt Aap.:rrport]Tt. 
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to the river; it is the Alexandreschata of Appian.6 Its precise loca
tion will be discussed at a later stage, but we may note that Arrian 
emphasizes here that Alexander made a point of naming it after 
himself, and it is likely that he intended it to supersede the native 
or Iranian settlement which he calls Cyropolis, founded by Cyrus 
the Great, the sixth of the seven cities of the region which he took 
over.7 The city appears to have been planned with the same care 
as Alexandria in Egypt, and, as in Egypt, Alexander is said to have 
taken an active part in supervising its construction: he spent 
twenty days devising the circuit of the walls, settled time-expired 
Greek mercenaries and local natives in it, and held a gymnastic 
and equestrian festival there, as he had done at Memphis in 331 
and as he did later at Taxila.8 The care and attention given to this 
foundation is worthy of note, but in general we know so little of 
what occurred when a foundation was made that we can hardly 
single it out as a special case. 

The following winter, that of 329/8, Alexander spent at Bactra
Zariaspa,9 enjoying the fruits of that land of grapes, but his excesses 
and serious errors of judgement-the murder of Kleitos, the substi
tution of Persian court-dress for Macedonian military accoutre
ment, the incarceration of Callisthenes-enacted the first stages of 
that process of deterioration that slowly unfolded in the grim years 
of fighting and hardship that lay ahead. At that time, too, if not in 
the previous season's campaign in Sogdiana, there seems to have 
formed in his mind the determination to press on down the great 
river-valleys that he had seen on his right hand as he marched 
towards the Hindu Kush, into Gandhara, the furthest satrapy of 
the Achaemenian Empire, and beyond. lO In spring 328 he returned 

" App. Sur. 57; see below, pp. 151 fr. 
7 Arr. iv. 2. 1-2: Taum WS o.'TTTJyyE>JITJ )I1\E~avopw', 'TTapayydl\as TO'S 'TTE'O'S KaTll 

~6~ovs :.<AtP.UKUS ~OLEL~BaL O{1~t €~aaTWt A~X~t E7T7JY~,€1\8'Y}a~v, a~TOS ~€V E-:rt ~~v ,1TP~Tl1V 
a'TTO TOU OTpaTO'TTEOOU 0PILTJflE,s 'TTO'\," TrPOUXWPH, ~, ovofLa 1)v ra'a' ES yap E'TTTa 'TTO'\HS 

gUP.1TEcPEuyEVat EA€YOVTO ot €K Tr,S xwpas /36,p{3apot· KpUTEpOV OE EK7TEft1TEL 1TPOS T~V 
KuAovp.€VrJV [(vpou1ToAUJ, ij7TEP J-LEY{OTlI1Taawv Kat €S arh~v 0; 1TAEtO-rOt ~VVEtAEYI1,EVOf. ~aav 
TWV {3ap{3apwv. 

, See below, p. r60. 
9 Arr. iv. 7. I: Tauru O€ OtU1Tpagap.Evos €S Zap{aa1Tu d¢{KETO' Kat aurDU KUT€P.EV€V 

(aTE rrupEA,8Eiv TO uKp.aiov TOU XHfuOVOS. 

10 Ibid. r 5. 6: aVTwl OE TO. Yvowv lcp1] €V TWl T6T€ Il€A.€lV. TothovS' yap KUrQ
C1rpEifiu/-LEVOS' 1Taaav ~o1] €X€W T~V }latav· EX0f-lEVTJ~ DE rijS' )tataS' f.1TUvu{vat av €S r~v 
'E'\'\aoa, EKEiBEV 8' Ef' 'E'\'\TJom)VTOU TE Kal T~S ilP0'TTOVT{/iOS ~'IV T~' ouvafLH 'TTaoTl' T~' 
TE VaVTtKijl Kai rijL 7TE~tK1Jl eAaaflv Ei'aw TOU n6vrov· Kai €S TO rOTE -q[tov a1To8ea8at 
<PapaOf-luvTJV vaa €V TWt rrapavrtKa €7Trryy€AAETO. 
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to Sogdiana in a further attempt to subdue the country, and once 
more destroyed villages and townships of the oasis of Samarkand. 
He seems here to have concentrated scattered villages into larger 
units for ease of supervision, but it is not stated that he settled any 
of his own troops in the area. The task itself he entrusted to 
Hephaestion, and the operation can hardly be regarded as consti
tuting a complete operation aimed at permanent settlement. II The 
winter of 328/7 he passed at Nautaka, one of the old cities of 
Sogdiana,12 on one of the right hand affluents of the Oxus, and in 
the spring of that year made his famous assault on the Sogdian and 
Chorienes Rocks. Il Then, in early summer 327, he finally left 
Sogdiana, and set out towards India. He passed back over the 
Hindu Kush, by a different route from that by which he had 
entered Bactria, and made his stay at his new city, Alexandria ad 
Caucasum, where he established more settlers, both natives and 
unusable military personnel, and appointed Nikanor, one of the 
Companions, to continue the development of the site. 14 In this 
context also we are told by Arrian that Alexander reached Nikaia, 
a settlement which he established somewhere on the south side of 
the range when travelling north, before reaching the latter site; it 
is a settlement of which we hear nothing more; its possible loca
tion is discussed in due course. 

The army then turned eastward and followed the course of the 
upper valley of the Kophen river (the Kabul), and at some point 
the forces divided. Hephaestion probably followed that river to 
Peukelaotis on the western side of the Indus," and established con
tact with the ruler, Taxiles, while Alexander made a lengthy detour 

II Ibid. 16. 3: The cities were evidently already in existence: K,,1 ot "'\'\Ot w<; 
€KaaTOt~ 1TpOUXWPEt €1T~tE(]avJ TOU'; fL€V Twar; TW" ES Ta EpUfJ-UTU (:vf!7T€~€uy6TWV f3tat 
E~aLpOVVTEr;. TOUr; OE Ka, ofLoAoy{at 1TpoaxwpouvTOS aclnGLv aVaAUIl-{3avovTES. wr; Sf 
~up.1Taaa UVT(iH ~ ouvu{ur; €11€t..6ouau Tenl! Eoyotavwv rijr; xwpus T~V 1TO"..\~V Is MapuKavoa 
a~{KETo, Y1</>ULoT{wva f1EV €K1T€JL1TH Tar; Ell rijt Eoyotavi]t 1To;klS' avvoLK{~€lV, K.r.,'\' 

L! Ibid. 18. 2: J4...\I(:uvopor; Of 1TEPL NuuruKu avu1TuvwV T~V vrpanQ.v 0 Tl 1Tip G.KfLUiov 
TOU X€tp.wvos, I(.i.>... 

" Cf. ibid. in continuation of the passage quoted in the preceding note. 
1-1 Ibid. 22. s: rrpoaKarolidaw; DE Kat a>"Aovs rwv 1TEpW{KWV iE Kat oaot rwv 

arpunwrwv a1TofLaXOl r}auv ls T1V }4AEgupopnuv NIKavopa {lEV, Eva TWV €TutpWV, T~V 

1TOAtv alh~1' Koa{lEill €K€AEUGE, K.T.A, 
\5 Ibid. 22. 7: EvOa o~ OlE;\WV r.qv GTpUnaV 1fcpatUTtwvu J..-tEV Kat nEpOlKKap 

fK1TEp.1Tn €S T~V llEUKEAawnv xwpav tV') bTL TOV 1voov 1TOTUP.OV, €XOVTU() T~V TE ropy{ov 
ragtv Kat ]()\dTOV Kat MEAEaypov Kat TWV €Tatpwv t1T1T€WV TOUS ~p.to€ac; Kat TOUS 

fLl08oq;6pouc; {1T1T€UC; gU/L7TaViUS, 7Tpooiagac; Tn TE KaTa i.qV 0001' xwp{a ~ {j{G! 19a1pEiv ij 
0floAoy{at 1Tap{aTaaBat Kat €7Tt Tew '/VOoV 7TOTafLOV dc/>tKOP.€VOVC; 1TapaaK€Va~EtV Daa f.S 7"011 
iit&{3aatv TOU 7TOTaftou SVft¢opa. 
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by a route which cannot be determined with certainty, but which 
probably lay north along the Kunar river, and across the Lowarai 
pass (or south of it) into the tribal areas of southern Swat, the 
home of the Aspasii, the Gouraioi, and the AssacenL!6 When he 
eventually reached the plain north of Charsadda, by way of the 
Malakand pass, at a place called Arigaion, he reconstructed the 
site which had been burnt and deserted by its inhabitants, and 
enlarged it. Regarding the position as advantageously situated, he 
instructed Krateros to fortify it and to synoecize and populate it 
with local volunteers and time-expired troops; but apparently he 
did not choose to give the city his name. I? Similarly, he fortified 
Massaga and Ora, two other native towns which he captured, 
the first after overcoming considerable resistance,18 and encircled 
Bazira with a wall,!9 while Hephaestion and Perdiccas with their 
forces fortified and garrisoned another settlement said to have been 
called Orobatis, the name of which sounds suspiciously Greek.2° All 
these native forts and refortified settlements on the foothills that 
skirt the plain of Peshawar served a purely military purpose, and 
they do not appear to have had the mixed population assigned to 
the larger garrison-cities. 

It was only after the victory over Poros on the Hydaspes (Jhelum) 
in the early summer of 326 that Alexander founded two new cities/! 

16 Arr. iv. 23-7. 
17 Ibid. 24. 6-T ll7TEpf3uAwv DE ro. OPYI )!MtuvDpo, e, 7TOAW Kur~MfEv, ~, ()vo/La ~v 

)lptyatov' Kat TaV71/V KUTuAap.{3aVEt €f!71€1TpTJa/-tEV't}V U1TO TiVV fVOLKOfJVTWV Kat TOVS 

dv8poJ1TOVr; 1TE¢EvyoTas. €VTUV(JU oE a.CP{KOVTO aVTWt Kat o[ ap.cpi !{pUTEpOV guv Ti}t 
arpaTtaL 1TE1Tpayp-EVWV ac/>tUL eVp..1TaVTWV (jan tnTO TOU {3aatAtwS' (TErawro. ravTYJv f!EV o~ 
T~V 1TOAW, on €V {-TTLKa{pwL XWp{WL (OOKEL wtK{a8at, €KT€Lx{aat T€ 1Tpoar6.aan !(pUT€PWL 

Kat gVIJOLK{aat €s alh~v TOUS' TE 7Tpoaxwpour; oaot J(hAovruL Kat el o~ TtvEr; d:1TOfLUXOt iijr; 
orpanas. 

" The siege of Massaga, ~ fLEyiurYi TWV rUVT1]' 7TOAEWV, is described at length, ibid. 
26-7. It is noteworthy that on this occasion the Indian chiefs or the Persian 
authorities were able to rely on a military organization which included what Arrian, 
no doubt from Ptolemy, calls mercenaries: 26. r: Oupp~uavrE<;; 01 f36.pf3apot TOI, 
fLwOo<p6po" Tat, eK rwv 7TPOUW 'IVDWV, ~UUV yap OOrm e, E7TTUKWX'f..{OU, K.r.A. The 
subsequent unwillingness of the Indian mercenaries to join forces with Alexander 
and fight other Indians is recorded (27. 3). 

19 Ibid. 27. 5-28. 1. 

10 Ibid. 28. 5: Ka~ at ap.<fot TlcpatGT{wva iE Kat [JEp8tKKUV UthWL aAAlJV 1TOA.tv 
€KTHx{aaVTfS, 'OpoJ3aTts OVOf1-U T~t 17o.\n 1}V, Kat ~poupdv KUTUAl1TOVT€S' WS (1TL TOV 'Ivoov 

1TOTUP.DV ~t€aav. 
11 Arr. V. r9. 4 fin.: iva DE ~ [laX1J ~Vv€{3TJ Kat EvOev opJ-L1J8ds €1T€pUa€ TOV ~Y()&a1TlJv 

7ToTap.ov 7TO.\HS f.'Kna€V :4AEtavOpoS'. Kat T~V /LEV N{KatUV T~S' vlK1Js riJs KaT' '/vOWV 
€7TWVUfLOV wvofLaae, T~V OE BOVKEcPaAUl' €S TOU i7T1TOU TOU BOUK€¢aAa T~V J-tv~t-tlJv, OS 
U7TEOaV€V «thou, K.,.A, 
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Nikaia on the left bank, Bucephala on the right, the former evi
dently on, or close to, the scene of the battle, east of the river. 
These cities (they are called 7T6'\ELs) were built and fortified again 
by Krateros, who must be regarded as the most active agent of 
Alexander's Indian foundations, and, once more, Alexander 
celebrated his victory and foundations with games.22 It seems 
that their construction was not sufficiently substantial to provide 
protection against the coming rains, for both cities needed repairs 
after the monsoons, when Alexander returned a few months later.21 
In the meantime he had advanced across the eastern tributaries of 
the Indus until the mutiny at the Hyphasis forced him to retrace 
his steps, preventing him from advancing to the Sutlej, beyond 
which, across the Punjab, lay the first drainage of the Ganges 
water-system. The furthest point of the advance was marked at 
the Beas, according to Diodorus, by the construction of twelve 
altars as tall as, and wider than, towers, 'memorials of his labours', 
and a ditch with a rampart and an earth wall. 2~ The journey back 
to the Indus WI1S marked by no significant foundations, though 
Arrian tells us that on reaching the Akesines he found 'the city 
that he had ordered Hephaestion to build' completed, and that he 
settled as many of the native population as volunteered and some 
time-expired mercenaries (not said to be volunteers) in it. 2

; This, 
the most eastern of Alexander's foundations, mentioned only 
casually, is left without a name. 

The following year at the main junction of the Akesines with the 
Indus, above Mithankot, he ordered Philippos, whom he appointed 
satrap of the Indus valley region, to build a city, and we are 

n Arr. v. 20. I: 0 OE Toi~ OEoi~ TO. vOfJ-t~6J.t€va bnV{Kta E'OUE, Kat aywv €1TOlEiro 

aun;'t yUP.VtKO~ Kat t7T7TtKO'i) aUTOV f,TT; T~L OXOYJL TOU (YoaO'1TOU, i'va TO 7Tponov (HI/31J aJ1.u 
TOlt OrpUTWL. 

H Ibid. 29. 5 fin.: Kat TOil ):fK€O{WIJ" ao ota{3ds E7T; TOV fYoao1TlJv -qKEV, tva Kat TWV 
1TO,{€WV rij5 TE NtKu{as Kat TWV BOUKErP().;\WV oaa 1TPO'] TaW OJLf3pwv 1T€7TOV1JKOru 1}v evv 

'rijL oTpurdit €1TEOKEVaOE Kat TO. etA-Au Tn Kara T~V xwpav EKOC1{LEL. 
!4 Diad. xvii. 95. J -2: ICp{VU5 S' €1T£ ralhYfS TOUS Dpaus BEaBa! T~5 OTpanGS 'TTPWTOV 

J1-€V rwv owoEKa 8EWV {3wp.ovs 1TEvT~Kovra 7TTJXWV WtKOSO/-LTJOEV, i'1T€tra rpL7TAao{av rijr; 
7TpovrrapxouoTJr; oTpUr01TES€{av 7T€pt{3a/\,of.lEvor; WpU~E nic/>pov it) /-LEv 7Tl\aroS' 1TEVT~KovTa 
1ToDwv TO of. {3aBar; rEooapaKOVTa, T~V S' dva{3oA~V Evnk Tijr; Ta¢pou owp€uoar; T€txOS' 
dtu)l\oyov WLKOOOfLTJO€ K.T.A. 

2; Afr. V. 29. 2- 3: olu{3as DE TOV tYopawT1jv, E1T; TOV J4K€O{V1jV aO f.7TaV~t€t 07T{OW. 
Kat lVTauBa Karul\afLf3dv€l T~V 7TOAtIl 19W1KODofL'lP.€PTjV, ~vnva 'Hcj>atortwv aUTwL 
€KTftx{oat ETax81j' Kat ES' TUUT1jV guVOtKtoaS' ,WV TE npoaxwpwv OUOL l8EAOVTUL 
KUTWLKt'OVTO Katl TeVV l1.tOOO,pOpwv 0 n 1TEp d7TofLaxov, aUTOS' Tel €1TL TW' KaTa1TAW£ 
1Tap€OK€ua.~E'TO rw, ES' rqv luy6.ATJV 06.Aauaav. 
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told that he did so 'in the hope that it would become great and 
glorious among men'; he also ordered dockyards to be built.26 

Unfortunately Arrian does not name the city thus envisaged at this 
vitally important and dramatically situated point, but Diodorus and 
Curtius Rufus say that it was an Alexandria, and that he assigned 
to it a population of IO,OOO inhabitants. 27 It is not clear that it was 
ever built, and some believe, perhaps with good reason, that it was 
not. 

Still further south, at the capital of Musicanus, whom he left in 
overall charge of his domain, Alexander fortified the acropolis and 
installed a garrison to supervise the tribes of the area-once more 
a purely military measure, the wisdom of which was shown by the 
immediate revolt of Musicanus. Arrian is curiously emphatic that 
though the planning of the fortification was once more entrusted 
to Krateros, Alexander was present himself.18 Peithon was taken 
over the Indus to do the same on the west side, and Hephaestion 
was instructed to supervise the completion of the fortification of the 
acropolis at Patala/9 while Alexander began the construction of yet 
another harbour in the Indus delta. 10 

Alexander left Patala and began his march through Baluchistan 
in advance of Nearchos, and crossing the river Arabios, invaded 
the territory of the Oritai, reaching their capital, Rambakia, prob
ably near the modern Las Bela, at the northern extremity of the 
Porali delta, which he rebuilt as Alexandria, 'for it seemed to him 
that the city settled there would become great and prosperous'. 

'6 Arr. vi. 15. 2: <1>,At1T7Twt I-'€V o~ 'T~<; aa'Tpa7T.{a<; opOV<; <'Tag. ni" aVI-'/3oAu<; 'TOU 'T' 
)tKfO{VOU Kat 'Ivoov Kat a7TOAe-{7TH guv athwt TOUS T€ epatKus 7TaVTUS Kat JK TWV ratEwv 
GaOl €S rPVAaK~V T~S' xwpas {Kavo; frpatvDYTO, 1ToAw if €V'TauOa KT{aUt EK'''EuaEV E1" aVT~t 
T1it rvp-{3oA1]L Toil' 7TOTU(1-oiv, €A7T{aas fteY&A1Jv iE {GEu8at Kat €11'!cPflV1] fS dvOpriJ1TOVS, Kat 
VEwaO{KOUS 1TOL1]8~vat. 

27 Diod. xvii. 102. 4: 7TEpi Of Torhovs TO US Tonous EKTLoe 7ToAw J4AEg&vOp€l.av KUTa 

'Tev 7TOTUI-'OV, I-'vp{OIJ<; KaTUM~a<; OlK~'TOpa<;; cr. Curt. Ruf. ix. 8. 8: itaque oWido ibi 
cOlldito, ql/od Alexalldream appellari iussit. Diodorus' narrative here bears little 
resemblance to that of Arrian, and he gives no clear geographical indication of the 
location. 

!8 Arr. vi. IS. 7: Kat OOV Kat MOU(]tKaVclH.. E1Tl Tofuoe llono. looOY} Jg ltAeg&.vopou, Kat 

TryV 1TO..\W JOaUILuafV )Vv!gavopo~ Kat rr,v xwpav, Kat apXEtv mh1js MOVOtKQVWf, ;8WK€. 
[(paTEPOS' O€ Ell T~t 7ToAH €'TaxB'r] 'T~V uKpav €KTEtx{aat. Kat 7TapOVTOS EfTt €TEtx{aBT) 

}1ltegdvopov Kat cpUAaK~ KUTEOTaBTJ, OTt E1TLT~O€tOV aVTWL e¢aVT} TO xwp{ov es TO 
KaT€XEaOUl Tn KUKAWl lOvy] q,uAurT()fLEva. 

19 Ibid. r 7. 4. 
'0 Ibid. 18. 2. At 20. I, Hephaestion is instructed to complete the work begun 

by Alexander on the harbour and dockyards of Patala. For the changes in the Indus 
delta see below: pp. r63-4. 
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Here he left Hephaestion in charge of building and settling the 
site. ll 

The remainder of Alexander's journey along the coast of the 
Persian Gulf did not, so far as we know, include the foundation of 
settlements,12 but right at the end of his life, when occupied with 
the problem of the irrigation of the Lower Euphrates and the 
marshlands on the Arabian side at the head of the Persian Gulf
which had then a very different configuration from that of modern 
times-he probably made one final foundation, which was to 
survive for a long time, Alexandria, later (as the capital of a petty 
ruler of the area) called Spasinou Charax. II 

The picture thus presented by the historians, and primarily by 
Arrian, is, then, as follows. A few foundations, or refoundations, 
were evidently conceived as permanent centres of habitation, like 
Alexandria in Egypt, which had been established in very different 
circumstances from the eastern foundations, before the pressure of 
the onward movement of the campaign forced Alexander to give 
exclusive attention to military operations, most frequently at very 
short notice. These eastern foundations are, as recorded by the 
historians, Alexandria ad Caucasum, Nikaia, Alexandria on the 
Jaxartes, the first two south of the Hindu Kush, the latter on or 
near the Amii Darya; and in Gandhara and beyond, on the Jhelum, 
a second Nikaia and Bucephala, and an unnamed city at the 
junction of the Akesines and the Indus. In addition to these are 
the major settlements recorded as begun, but not necessarily com
pleted, on the water-system of the Lower Indus, from the junction 
of the two last-named rivers down to the then Indus delta. On the 

H Ibid. 2 I. 5: a¢tKop.Evor; Sf Elc; KWIl.:qv, ij1T€P ~Jl iJ-€Y{OTYJ TOU e'8vovs 'TOU '[JPEtTWV, 
PUJLf3uK{a EKGAEiro ~ KWI1:q, TOJ) TE xwpov f1T~LvEaE Ka;' (OOKft av aUTwl 1TO'\CS' 
tVIlolKLVO€taa p.eyaAYJ Ka;' Euoalf-Lwv y€v€u()at. lIc/>atar{wva P.€~' o~ lTTL TOVTO£S inn:A€trTETO; 

cf. 22. 3 (role of Leonnatos). Arrian does not state that this city was renamed 
Alexandria. This is recorded by Diod. xvii. r04, 6. Curt. Ruf. ix. TO. 7, says that it 
was populated with Arachosians, but the synoecism was no doubt largely of local 
Oritai tribesmen. See below, pp. r64 ff. 

" For the supposed renaming of the capital of the Gedrosians as Alexandria, not 
recorded in the historical sources or by Nearchus (Arr. vi. 24. 1; llld. 34), see below, 
pp. 166, n. II 6. 

JJ vii. 2]. 7: TOVTWV €'V€KU En{ TE TOV llOAAaIOJ1TUV E7TAEVGE Kat KaT' aUTOV KUrQrrAEi 

EC; 70S A{J-tvas wr; €tri T~V )tpa~wv y~v. EvOa XwpOV Twa EV KUA.WL l8wv 1TOAtv EgWtK080f1-'Y](J€ 

Tf KGt ETf{XLGE, Kat EV TaVT'Y]t KaTlVLKlG€ TWV ~AA~vWV TLvas- TWV I-UOOO¢OpWV, OOOt TE 

EKOVTES Kat Dam U7TO y~pws ~ Kuru 1T~pUJatv d1TOA€f1-0L ~aav. The Alexander-nanlc is 
from Juba: see below, pp. r68ff. where the metonomasy and location of the site are 
discussed. 
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return journey by land through the territory of the Oritai we hear 
of a formal (re)foundation in that region, Alexandria-Rambakia, 
and, finally, in the last months, of the foundation of Alexandria in 
the lower Euphrates-Pallacopas canal area, the later Spasinou
Charax. 

This survey leaves out of account the numerous purely defensive 
positions, sometimes in open country, but not infrequently on the 
hill-forts of native chieftains, which were fortified by Alexander for 
immediate defensive purposes; these are easily identifiable in the 
narrative, and there is no need to cumber the discussion with 
further reference to these minor military outposts. The campaign 
could not have been fought without the use of such positions. 

A chronological table, with reference to the historians, is 
appended. The dates, it need hardly be said, are only approximate. 
I have not distinguished the instances in which Alexander is said 
to have delegated the construction to another person (Hephaestion, 
Krateros, etc.). 

Spring 331: foundation of Alexandria in Egypt (Arr. iii. 
1 ff.). 

Winter/Spring 329: Alexandria ad Caucasum (Arr. iii. 28; d. 
Diod. xvii. 83. I, Curt. Ruf. vii. 3. 23), and 
Nikaia (Arr. iv. 22. 5; d. Diod. xvii. 83. 2).14 

Early Summer 326: Nikaia (and Alexandria-Bucephala): (Arr. v. 
19. 4; d. ibid. 29. 4, Diod. xvii. 89. 6; Curt. 
Ruf. ix. I. 56); an unnamed city at the junc
tion of the Akesines and Indus (Arr. v. 29· 3). 

Spring 325: Alexandria at the junction of the Akesines 
and Indus (Arr. vi. IS. 2; d. Diod. xvii. 102. 

4. Curt. Ruf. ix. 8. 8). 

Summer 325: synoecism of existing walled cities on the west 
bank of the lower Indus (Arr. vi. 15. 4). 

Autumn 325: construction of harbours etc. at Patala (Arr. 
vi. 18. I, 20. I). 

H o· d .. 8 .' < "A\ 't < , "\\ '\" "'<" , 
A , 10. XV:I. 3· 3: 0 Of .rt~€,<;avo~o~ Kat ... a"A~S' 1TOI\€:S' EKT~aEV 1JJLEpa~ Ouov ~1T€~O,va~S' 

T'1~ }Uf~avllp€ta~. I(aTW,I<Wf 8 €t~ TaUTa~ TWV fl'V {3ap{3apwv '1TTaKwx''\toV~, TWV Il 'KTO~ 
TatEwS' avvaKoAouBovVTWV TptaXtA{ovs Kui TWV p.taBocfoopwv TOUS' {louAof.1.€vovS'. It is 
difficult to believe in the 'cities' founded a day's march from Alexandria, and it 
seems likely that, if the narrative is to be rationalized, the passage should be taken 
to refer to Nikaia, to which Diodorus does not otherwise refer. See further below, 
p. r 46, n. 79. 
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Winter 325/4: foundation of Alexandria-Rambakia in terri
tory of Oritai (Arr. vi. 21. 5 (?)= Diod. xvii. 
104. 8, Curt. Ruf. ix. 10. 7). 

Winter 32413: foundation of Alexandria at the mouth of the 
Euphrates (Arr. vii. 21. 7). 

Against the background of this small total of historically authen
ticated foundations, we may now consider the evidence provided 
by the geographers, Hellenistic and Roman, who, whatever the 
difficulties of interpretation involved, may be regarded as referring 
to cities which had once existed, and possibly still survived at the 
time of the earliest authority quoted by them. 



CHAPTER IV 

The Geographers 

THE evidence provided by the geographers of Hellenistic and 
Roman date is of two kinds, the one geographical in the wide sense 
of providing locations and measurements of regions, the other 
chorographical, recording the location of tribes, cities and other 
settlements within the regions described, and also their physical 
features. The evidence covers a long period of the Greco-Roman 
geographical tradition, from the bematists of Alexander's 
expedition-the primary source in this context-to the time of 
Ammianus and even beyond. The lists of Alexandrias in the 
Romance tradition and in Stephan us, do not belong to this tradi
tion, and have already been separately treated in Chapter I. 

Although Eratosthenes had expressed in clear terms the fillip 
given to geographical knowledge of the East by Alexander's 
campaigns, and by his Seleucid successors, his statements on this 
point do not survive, and for the most part other writers show 
little specific interest in Alexander's campaigns, and hardly link the 
cities they record with them. I At the same time the absence from 
the texts of the surviving Alexander-historians of measurements 
of time and space (except for long periods of time) prevent the 

I Str. '4 refers to Eratosthenes as having indicated the elTect of Alexander's 
campaign on geographical knowledge, and adds a fuller description of the conse
quences of Roman conquests. The quotation from Eratosthenes (IB 10-II Berger), 
is unfortunately not wholly clear (see Plol. Ale.l:. ii. 750 n. n. Strabo ends his statc
mcnt about the effect of Roman conquests with the interesting observation, 01 oJ 
llapOvaiot Tet 1TEpt T~V fYpKGV{UI' Kat T~V BaKTplav~v Kat TOUr; InTEp TOUTWV l:KlJ(Jas 

yVWpLfLwrEpour; ~p.;v €1TO{TJUaV, ~TTOV 'YVWPt~Oft€vouS' uno TWV 1TpOTf:POV. Plin. has of 
course a number of specific references to the experiences of Alexander and his 
'comites' (see below, pp. 93 ff.), but he does not generalize about the importance of 
the campaigns as a whole; note, however, regarding knowledge of India (vi. 58): 
etenim pateJacta est lIOn modo Alexallllri Magni armis regillnqlle qlli slIccessere ei, circllm
vectis etiam in Hyrwnialll lIIare et Caspiwn Se/ellco ct Alltioc/IO praefectoquc c/assis eortll/I 
['alroc/e, VC/'lll/l et aliis illle/ori/Jlls Graecis, qlli cllln regi/JlIs Indici.~ //Iorati, siCtlI 
Megast/wnes et Dion!Jsills il Phi/ade/pllO misslls ex ea causa, vires (llw(lue gentiulll 
prodidere, a passage perhaps ultimately deriving from Eratosthenes. 
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assimilation and combination of the two categories of evidence into 
a composite picture, 

In addition to this general feature, any investigation is beset 
by uncertainty as to the reliability of the distance measurements 
recorded by the geographers, The difficulties begin in the very 
foundations of our enquiry, in the smallest unit of measurement, 
the stade, for we cannot be certain which of the various schoinoi 
and stades attested contemporaneously in Greek mensuration were 
used for particular measurements of distances, and though the 
differences between them were small in themselves, they would 
result in substantial variations over a continental measurement. 
Ancient writers were well aware of the differences in the length of 
these units, and of the consequent uncertainty of all measurements 
by land and sea,2 It was this uncertainty, no doubt, which 

, This problem cannot be examined in depth hel'e, but a few salient problems 
may be noted (see the paper of Engels, AjP 106 (1985),298-311), (l) Herod. ii. 6, 
tells us that the ScilOillos was of sixty stades, and thus was equivalent to two 
parasangs: ovvurut DE 0 (LEV 1TapaaaYY1]~ TPL~KovTa OTnOta, 0 ofaxoivos fKaoTos, (LETpov 

lov AlYU1TTLOV, £t~KoVTa ornata. olhws av ei1JaalJ AlYV1TTOU (JrcloLOl ftuK6awt Kat 

TpwXD\Wt TO 1Tapa Oo.Aaaaav. (2) Str. 803/4 states that two different sc/lOilloi were in 
use in Egypt both in his own time and in that of Artemidorus: a1TO J-'EV o~ rij, 
)!A<favop<{a, Ent r~v rou LlEArn KOpU<p~V aun) ~ n<pt~Yllat,. <PlIal 0' 0 )!pTEJ-'{OWpO, 
aXOLVWV OKTlV Kat d'KO(J{. TOil ava7TAouv, rOUTO 8' Elvat oTao{ovs oKTaKoa{ous 

rerrapaKovTa, "oyt~6f.i€vOS TpwKovTauraoLOv T~JfaxO[vov' Tjp.tV ttEVTOL 1TAEOUO£V 

&""07' a"AWL piTPWL xpwp.eVOL rwv axo{vwv a7TEo{ooaav TO. 8taaT~f!aTU, waTE Kat 

T€TTapaKOVTaorao{ous Kat ETI. f1-E{~OU~ Kard T61TOU~ o/-wAoy€taOat nap' athwv. Kat Ston 
7Tupd TOtS' AlYV1TT{OLS aaTuTov fan TO riJs axo{l'ov f!€TPOV, aUTOS' 0 }4prEJ.LtSwpOS £1' rotS 
<fij'i 01lAoi. (3) The existence of sllch an aaraTOV J-'ETpov for the axofvo, in the 3rd 
cent. BC, is demonstrated by e.g. PC;?, 59. T ]2. 7, concerning a plot of land. A 
certain Symbotes has measured his KAijpo" aA,\u avn,\€y« 1TpO, 1'OV (3aatAtKOV 
YPUfifiU[ n[a] , OlO/l-EI'OS' OELV Tein (fLEy&'\wt) OLKU{WL axow{wl fiETPYJ6~vat, 015 Eartl' TO 
Q[to.<po]pOV napa ra, <Karov apovpa, apovpat DEKa ... , i.e, a ro% dilference. This dis
tinction therefore certainly existed in the time of Eratosthenes. (4) The sc/witws of 
forty stades is attested for Eratosthenes by Plin. xii. 53: silvarwll IOllfJi/wlo est sciwelli 
xx, laUtl/clo cli1l1icliwII eil/s. schoe/ll/s palet Bmtostilellis ratiolle slae/ia .\'!, Iwc est fl. Ii, 
aJiql/i xxxii stadia sill{]l/Jis sc/wellis dedere. (The anonymous Byzantine fragment of 
Metr. Gr. i. 201 § 9, wrongly ascribed to Julian of Askalon, which states that 
Eratosthenes also used the ScilOillos of thirty-two stades: TO J-'{'\wv Karu J-'EV 
'EpaToaOEJ)T}V Kat l:Tpaf3wvu TaUS YEwypa~ous €XEL OTUO{OUS r/ Kat y" ... KaTd Of TO VVI' 

Kparouv .00, aro.ow J-'EV .X« ~',. seems to be valueless, and is not evidence for his 
use of an alternative stade: see Diller, Cl' 45 (1950), 22-5; Engels, lac. cit.). Apart 
from observations by Pliny as to variations in figures (see below, pp. 94 ff.), which 
may be due to other causes as well as to the existence of different sciwillOi, the post
Ptolemaic geographer Protagoras (RE (6)) is quoted by Marcianus of Heracleia as 
having written a book 'On the measurement of the stade', becallse of the different 
ligures arrived at for nautical distances in the texts of periploi: Marc. GGM i. 5 I 6, 
proenl: TWV [Of] WK€UVWV EKUTEPWV TOU T€ EWLOU I(Ut TOU EGnEp/ou .. . €K T1}S 
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contributed to the application of 'rounded off' figures. I Secondly, 
we have virtually no precisely fixed points on the modern map for 
the beginning and end of recorded distances. Again, we do not 
know the exact route, or routes, on which the calculations of 
distances were made on any particular stretch of journey. It is a 
further deficiency of the geographical evidence, in so far as it 
relates to the identification of sites, that very few calculations 
based on the time taken for a stretch between one stopping
place and another have survived, as they do in the early Arab 
Itineraries, though the term ~fLEpoopofLac; used by Philonidas the 
bematist of himself (see below) indicates that originally this 
dimension was not lacking. As a glance at the Table of Alexandrias 
at the end of the book shows, the geographers and the historians 
mostly 'do not agree in the places which they record as Alexander-

y€wypwp{us TOU O€wrurou Kat aOcPWTarov nrOAO/1u{ou €K rE T~S flpwruyopov nvv 
arao{wv dllaI-UTp~a€W~, 1jv TO;~ OiK€{OU; T~S YEwypa1>{as 7TpOGf8ELKEV ... (§ 2) Tourou 
8~ X&.ptv Kat T~V alr{av T~S ytVOJLEVTJS 7T€pt T~V dvafiETpTJOI..V row Gruo[wv ota¢wv{as 
clH~01JV aElV 1TapaaT~(Jat TOlS €VT€vtOP.EVOfS· T~S yap TOlUU71jS UTf08EfIEWS TO aKp!{3fs OUK 

€V rais OEOEOt rwv r01Twv P.OVOV Kat 1TOA€WV Kat v~awv Kat AtP.€VWV EXOUOTJS J d""d rrpo y€ 
1TavTwv Ell TOts OTUO{OLS Kat rais rO'w xwp{wv OLaftf'Tp~aEatJ1, dKOAOVOOV alp-at aErV "oyav 
epeiv, Kat TOt'.) {30VA0J1-EVOLS I(ara ¢6ow OK01TEiv T~V (V ron 1TEp{1TAWt Tf]~ 8uA6.TTTJ~ 

avup.€Tp1]aW aA:fJ8~ ~aV-fJmJjJ.EvOI" Ku{rOtye TUW 7TEpl Tothwv o7Tovoaaavrwv OVOEVO~ 
E1Tla1][J-1]Vaf'ufvov TOVTO, dA,\' Wa7T€p GXow{w, Otaj-tEfuTprll.tlv1J~ Tij~ OaAaTT1J5, OUTW rov 

ap,Of1-ov TWV Gral'i{wv a1Tuyy"AUvTWV. He then proceeds to describe the difficulties 
involved in measuring distances at sea. Whether Protagoras' work was especially 
concerned with reducing the stades attested in Greek authors of perip/oi of an 
earlier date (such as Timosthenes of Rhodes, the older contemporary of 
Eratosthenes) to a single module, or simply recorded the varying calculations, can 
hardly be decided from Marcianus' words, but it is more likely that he pursued the 
latter course. The difference between the stade of Eratosthenes, the great, perhaps 
royal, stade, and the shorter one is of 8 : 10, a difference that would lead to sub
stantial variations over long distances if these were not recorded in sciloilloi. The 
difference between direct measurements and measurements along a road was noted 
by Strab. To6 fin: ot yap vvv O/-WAoyovotJI, €t Tl5 nh' TWV oowv dvwfLaA{a~ IJ1TOTEfLVOtTO, 

I!~ /lEL'W TWV €tuKtGxt>dwv arao{wv Elvat TO p:ijK05 T~V avp.maaav ~I{31JP{av ano nVp~V1J5 
fW> Til> EG1TEp{OV 1TAwpas. Cf. also Ptol. Geogr. i. 4: ~ f1-EV TWV GTUI'iWGf1-wv aVUf1-€Tp7JGtS 
OUTE {3e{3a{av E[J-1TotEt TOU dAYJ8oV5 KaTflA7JtPw, (>ta TO GnaVLW5 iBVTeVEat 7Tfpt1T{7TTElV 

1TOpE{atS, €Krp01TWv 1TOAAWV avva1Toot80p,lvw~' KG; Kard TOS o8ovs Ka; KUTd TOUS 1TAavS', 

K.T.A. The direct route, as described by the later metrologists, is E~(JVf1-ETP'K6v: Metr. 
Gr. i. 18]. 3: €OBUp.ETptKOV J-tEV oOv Jan 1TaV 1'0 Kurd fJ.TJKOS p,ovov /LETPOUp..EVOV (wa1TEp 
EV Tui5 aKOVrAO){J€atv at arpor/J{oAOL Kat f.V 'Toi~ tvi\tKof5 Tli KVI1UnU Kat Daa 7TPO~ p.ijKOS 
p,OVOV I1ETpEfTat). 

, This 'rounding off' is well illustrated by Polyb. iii. 39, where for his final figure 
for the distance from Nova Carthago to Rome, which in stages totals 8,400 st. 
becomes 9,000 st.: see Walbank, ad loco The extent and effect of this practice can 
hardly be estimated in dealing with measurements estimated by unknown routes, 
as is the case usually in the regions with which we are concerned. 
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foundations . .j Moreover, in addition to these insoluble difficulties, 
the almost total lack of archaeologically identified sites effectively 
prevents a solution from fixed points on the ground. Nevertheless 
the geographical sources sometimes provide us with valuable 
information as to the existence of foundations within a general 
area, a satrapy or a province, in the Hellenistic period, and also 
considerably later. There is no doubt that Alexander's expedition 
was accompanied by a staff of bematists, land-surveyors, distance
measurers and day-runners, at least as far as the Indus and 
possibly beyond it, whose task it was to measure the routes taken 
and the distances covered by the armies.' Several of these techni
cians are known to us by name, notably Philonides of Chersonasos 
in Crete, who erected a dedication at Olympia, in which he 
described himself as ~wpo8p6J-La<; Kat f3r/l1-aTtaT~<; Tij<; )la{a<;, and 
who was honoured by a decree of the Achaean League, Diognetos 

• It may be noted here that the geographers frequently refer to cities which no 
longer existed at the time of writing-or at the time of writing of their source(s)
but were believed to have existed at some previous date. K. G. SalIm ann, Die 
Geograplzie des iilterm Plillills ill ilzrcm Vcriliiltllis ZIl Varro (Berlin, 197J), J 93, gives 
many examples of such expressions in Pliny, e.g. iii. J 16, ill IlOe traetll illtericl'llllt 
Hoi {JI/oI'lIl1! trilms e.\·jj fllisse allctor est Cato. They are frequently introduced by the 
formula ill IlOc tractu illteriel'llllt. The Index (0 bk. iii has popllli qlli SlIIlt alit fllCl'llllt 
... qlla illtcrcidere oppidu alit gelltes. Pliny is also specilic about deserted cities: e.g. 
vi. 15, speaking of (he region of Colchis, reliqllu litora fere Ilatiolles tellellt 
Me/allcl!iaelli, Cora.\·i, IIrbe ColcllO/'llm Dioscoriade illx/a jlllvillm Alltlzemlll!la Illllle 
deser/a, qllolU/am adeo clam ut Timost/wlles ill cam cce ,wtiolles dissimiliiJus lillgllis 
descclU/cre prodidcrit; et postea a Ilostris cxxx illtaprelibus Ileoolia ges/a ibi.; ib. 18: ora 
ipsa Hospori IItrimqlle ex Asia atqlle Europa Cllrvatllr ill Macotim. OWida ill aditll 
[Hospori primal HemlOllasa, deill Ccpoe Milesiorllm, mO.t 8tmtoc/ia et PlulIlagoria ac 
paelle dcserlllll! Apatllros IIltimoqllc ill ostia Cil1lmerilllll, {Iliad alltea CcriJerioll vombatllr. 
The survival of cities listed as existing is a particular problem, particularly when 
dealing with tralaticial material such as cartographic projections: see below, 
pp. 96 ff. for the problem in relation to Marinus and Ptolemy. Whether Pliny's main 
immediate sources (lr his eastern geography had access to the texts of the bema
tisls may be doubted: see in general Sallmann, op. cit. 60 ff. (Artemidorusj. It may 
be noted here that later Arab geographers refer to several Alexandrias 
(Iskandariya/Iskandarun) in the Near East which had vanished by their time: see 
Le Strange, Paleslille lIlldcr thc Moslellls (Cambridge, 190.3),458, s.v. Iskandarunah 
(see esp. the passage of Abu-'\ Fida quoted on pp. 458-9); cf. also above p. 59. 

; Eratosthenes' fundamental measurements for India as far as the Indus come 
from the }'laLaTlKOt aTaO!-,oE (Str. 723 (IIIB 20), which are probably Alexander's 
records (see below, n. ! 0): !-,~KO~ 8. am, [(aa1TEwv 1TvAwv W~ fV TO'~ }'laLaT<KO'~ 
.ETaO!-,o'~ aVUYEypU1TTat, 8tHOV ... the description of the two routes follows (see 
below, p. 83 ... EtTa 1TuAw 1j AOt1T~ !-'EXpt TWV OpWV T~~ 'Iv8<K~~ Kat TOU 'Iv80U. Pliny's 
additional ligures, as far as the Beas, vi. 62, qui fuii Alcxmulri itillcrlllll termillus ... 
epistlilae quoqlle regis ipsius cOllselltiullt his, are from another source: see below, 
p. 84. For the Seleucid survey of India see below, n. 13. 
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and Baiton, and Amyntas and Archelaos (the two groups seem to 
be paired off in Pliny's references to them), who all recorded in 
published form the information about stages and other data which 
they had accumulated." These accounts, the dvaypa,pai rwv 

araOp.-wv, certainly comprised an officially recognized list of the 
stages, by distance if not by time, and they are the ultimate source 
of our information regarding the distances covered in Alexander's 
eastern conquests. This system of stage-measuring, which also 
existed in Achaemenid Persia,? continued for centuries. It must be 

" For Philonides (Berve 800; FGrH I2T) sec SUIl.' 303 (Tod, GHI 188; FGrH 
ibid. Tr): f3laja.,\fw, )j'\dfuvojpov I .qp..poopop.a, Kal I f31)p.aTwT~' no, )ja{a, I 
<[>,'\wv(01), ZW{TOV [(p~, I XEpaovuaw, avlll1)K' I .1,1 'O'\vp.rr{"" (an incomplete copy, I. 
1'0/1 OIUIllJi. 277). Plin. NH ii. 18 r, describes the notable achievement of a Philonides 
in running from Sikyon to Elis and back, and this is no doubt the same man. For 
the decree of the Achaean league see SBG xiv. 375; only the name of the honorand 
survives. For a general account of Philonides see H. Bengtson, Kl. Schr. 208 ff., 
Robert, OMS iii. 1446-8. His work is included by Pliny in his Index, i. 4. 5, along 
with the other bematists, but no fragments survive. Baiton and Diognetos are 
known from Plin. vi. 61 (PCrU II9 and 120): DiolJlletlls et Baeloll itillenllll eills 
lIIellsares. There arc several fragments of Baiton, " )j,\.fuvopov f31J1J.aTWT~', in both 
Pliny and Strabo, but not all in the latter are named quotations. His work was 
entitled I:Tallp.ol T1Js )j,\.fuvopov nopE{a, (Pr). Amyntas' )ja{a, aTallp.o{ (PCrH 121 
PI) or nEpa'KOt OTaOp.o{ (P4), in not less than three books, of which a fragment con
cerning the drinking of TO dEpOp.d, Ka'\oUf-LEVov (PI), 'oak-manna', survives, clearly 
contained descriptions of local customs and monuments, and was much more than 
a tabular record of distances. Aelian (NH xvii. 17), in quoting the longest surviving 
fragment of the I:Tallp.o{ (F3), concerning the fauna of the Caspian region (a 
passage with a markedly paradoxographical flavour) describes the work as EV TO;, 
E1Ttypo.¢OP.fVO" 1m' aUTO':; I:Tallp.oi,. ArcheIaos of Cappadocia (apparently Archclaos 
n, King of Cappadocia), described (FCrH 123 TI) as " xwpoypu¢o, T1), 1m' 
)j,\.fuvopov rraT1)O.{a1)' yij" was mainly, to judge by the fragments assigned to him 
(P r - 5), interested in precious stones, and it docs not follow from the description of 
him by DL ii. 17 (T I) that he wroteI:To.lI/w{. In any case, if correctly identified with 
the king, his dates make him a source of dubious authority-he died in the reign 
of Tiberius (see Plol. A/e.\·. ii. r089 n. 451, Jacoby, KOIllI11. to 123, for the problem 
of the identity of the Archelaoi). Pliny docs not quote either Amyntas or Archelaos 
for geographical information, and therefore only Baiton and Diognetos are of 
Significance for our purpose; these are both described as Alexander's lIIel1S0res, but 
it docs not seem possible to distinguish between them and the writers of I:Tallp.o{. 
In general it is important to note that the I:To.O/w{ contained observations of a 
general nature regarding flora and fauna of the regions traversed, and formed one 
source of the new zoology and botany of which Theophrastus made abundant use. 
L. L. Gunderson, in )1pxa{a Mo.KEoov{a, i (r970), 369 fr., rightly stresses the variety 
of information provided by the bcmatists, though his view that Baiton's account lay 
behind some of the natural information in the Episla/n Alex{lIldri of the Romallce 
tradition (cr. p. 217, n. 28), based on the occurrence of the word metator, corrected 
from menlor (a III('atorilms to (/ metalorilms) in two early MSS of Bp. 9, I I, lacks sub
stance: Pliny's word for them is l11ellsores. 

7 For the Persian Royal Road see Herod. v. 52, GmOp.o{ TE 1TaVTo.xij, Ela. f3aa.'\¥o, 
Kat KuruAvULES KU""LUTUL, Oui. OlK~OP.fl'T}S T€ ~ ODDS a:TTaaa Kat d.ucPaAfos, see the 
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borne in mind in this connection that the task of Alexander's sur
veyors was carried out in much more difficult circumstances than 
their Achaemenian predecessors faced, in hostile and difficult coun
try and without a stable organization of local guides to provide the 
necessary aid. The difficulties experienced, and overcome, by the 
Greek forces during the Anabasis described by Xenophon bear tes
timony to this.8 

Almost nothing of the original texts of the bematists survives, 
and it is hardly possible to determine through later quotations and 
references what information derives from them. Pliny's statement 
in his Index, situus, gentes ... ex ... Isidoro, Phi/onie/e, Xellagora, 
AstYllomo . . . Baetone, Timosthene, is a rag-bag, in which true 
bematists and others are conflated.9 He uses them, in narrative 
passages, only for distances, calling them collectively, as already 
mentioned, itinerum eius mensores. 

There can be no reasonable doubt that when, in the second half 
of the third century BC. Eratosthenes, the earliest and the most reli
able user of early Hellenistic material, planned his great work on 
world geography, accompanied by a map, the bematists' records 
were available to him in their original form; it would indeed 
be paradoxical that they should have been absent from the 
Alexandrian Library which was founded by Ptolcmy Soter, who 
had himself seen their work in the Held.1Il However, Eratosthenes' 

commentary of How and Wells, who righlly stress lhat such road-plans with dis
tance-surveys are probably much older than Achaemenid times, a subject developed 
by E. von Ivanka, Die Aristotelische Polilik lI.d. Stiidtegriindllnycn Alexillulers des 
Grossen (Budapest, 1938), 20 fr., esp. pp. 25 fr. For the use made of the Royal Road, 
as revealed by the Persepolis Fortification Tablets, see D. M. Lewis, Sparta and Persia 
(Lciden, 1977), pilssill1, esp. ch. I. [See Addemiaj 

8 See e.g. Xen. Ana/I. iii. 2. 23, where he admits the difficulties of crossing rivers 
without local guides: €i OE fJ-~O' 0; 7rOrup..ol St~aOvaLV ~y€p..oJV T€ fL1Jod~ ~tt;v cP«V€tTat, 

avo' ,j" ~!-,iv yf dlJv!-,,'1r€ov. What might happen with a faithless guide is shown by 
what befell Antony in 36 Be in Parlhia: Str. 524. Information about the general lie 
of the land in larger regions was provided by prisoners-of-war: see Xen. loc. cit. 5. 
15- 16. 

9 See JlGrH. 119 '1'2; 121 '1'2; cf. 120 '1'2a. In T 2I '1'2 Pliny repeats the three 
names Pili/onide, Xenai/om, AstYllOlIlO in the same order, presumably by oversight. 

JO Jacoby, FGrH TT9-23, KOIllIll. 407, does not believe lhat Eratosthenes saw the 
original texts of these works. He says: 'Eratosthenes, der sic [the Bematistsj fUr seine 
karte stark heranzog, sah nicht die originaie oder cine massgebende ausgabe, die 
offen bar so wenig wie eine soIehe der Ephemeriden existierl hat, sondern arbeitet 
mit eine mehrheit von GTaIJ!-,oi, die schon in seiner zeit gelegentliche diskrepanzen 
aufwiesen, besonders naWrlich in den zahlen. das werden eben jene bucher sein, 
die als Bailon's 1:TaO,wi T1' )l>'cta.'opov 7Topda<; und Amyntas' )loia, 1:TalJ!-,oi zitierl 
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work does not survive in its original form, and we have to be 
content with the lengthy, apparently largely verbatim quotations 
from it by Strabo, which provide very little general geographical 
and chorographical material from those sources. 

The Geography was a description of the whole earth conceived as 
a land mass surrounded by water.1I His projection of this was based 
on a meridian passing through Alexandria, Syene, and Meroe, and 
on parallels based on a central latitude conceived (wrongly) as 
passing through the Pillars of Hercules, Athens, Rhodes, and the 
line of the Taurus, which was regarded as extending eastwards 
along one and the same parallel, south of the Caspian, and form
ing one range with the Indian Caucasus, that is, the Hindu Kush. 

werden.' I sec no grounds for this excessive caution. At one point in his attack 
on Eratosthenes Hipparchus evidently stressed the library resources available to 
Eratosthenes: Str. 69 (IlIA 8): Taum yap 0 'EpaTOaO€V"l' Aup,/3aVEL 1Tavm W, Kat 
EK/-LapTUpOUft€va V1TO rwv €V Tois T(hrotS' Y€VOfL€VWV, €VTETVXfJKWS IJ7TOfLvr/l.1.Uat 1ToA"OtS, 
t~V <imopEL, IN3AwO~K"IV EXWV T"IA(I(uVT"IV, ~A{K"IV aUTO, '11T1Tapxo, "'''lat. A clear refer
ence to the direct use of the dvaypa"'a{ occurs in Str. 70: 'Epoup,<v 0' OTt ou "'tA~V T~V 
ow"'wv{av (between Patrocles and Megasthenes) rytTtaaaTO (sc. 0 'EpaTOaO€v"l'), dAAa 
aVYKp{vWV 1TpOS' Tl}V 0f.L0Aoy{av Kat r0v dgw1Tt(JrlUV T~S' avaypac/>'t]S' r£O}) GTaOfLwv. 
Eratosthenes admitted that when drawing the northern boundaries of the Third 
Seal, in regard to the less well-explored regions, notably the area of Armenia, the 
Caucasus and the Elburz range, and northern Mesopotamia, he had had to draw on 
various less specific compilers of amOp,o{, including some anonymous productions: 
Str. 79 (II1B 25): Kat yap Kat Ta owaT~p,aTa "'''law (0 'EpaTOaO€v"l,) EK 1ToAAwv 
avvayayeiv nvv TO US OTu8J-LDUS' TTpay/-tUTEuaup...€Vwv WV TwaS' Kat aV€1TLypa~ouS' KU"et. It is 
unlikely that Alexander's bematists had operated in these areas, which are all north 
of Thapsacus, and which Eratosthenes calls more than once dp,Erp"lTa (see Str. 
77-83, passim.), i.e. by Alexander's bematists. In the same passage (Str. 79 (IlIB 
25)) he refers explicitly to the distance between Thapsacus and the point at which 
Alexander crossed the Tigris, P,€Xpt ILEV o~ TOU T{yptoo<;, 01TOU :4M~avopo, ott/3"1, which 
must be from either an Alexander-historian or a bematist. It looks likely that 
Eratosthenes had access not only to the accounts of Alexander's bematists but also 
to those of the Se\eucids (see below, n. 13). It may be added that he also made use 
of the little-known Ptolemaic bematists in his measurement of the earth, when 
calculating the distance between Syene and Alexandria: see Mart. Cap. vi. 598 
(lIB, 41B): Bra/ost/wlles vera a S!lelle ad Meroell pel' mellsores regios Ptolemaei eertlls 
de stadiormll /!IlIlwro reddillls, and cf. Proc. Brit. Acad. (1970), 189 n. 3. 

11 I may refer here to the summary of Eratosthenes' geography given by me, Ptol. 
Alex. i. 525 ff., with notes (cf. also pp. 413-15), where the passages of Strabo are 
quoted. I need not repeat them here, nor need I add to the substantial modern 
bibliography of the topic. Berger's Die geograjJ/lisc/w Pragmellte des Hl'lltost/wlles 
(Berlin, 188o, repro Amsterdam, 1964) remains indispensible. It is important to 
bear in mind that Eratosthenes' account was of the whole earth, ~ avp,1Taaa yij, as 
Strabo says (48, IB I I ), not just of the OlKOUP,€V"l, as Strabo maintains it should have 
been. For an analysis of the relationship of the sphragides to the route of the 
campaign see W. Thonke, Die Karte des Ilratosthelles Il.d.Zliye A!exll/u!ers (Diss. 
Strassb. 1914), 39 ff. 
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This land mass Eratosthenes divided into four roughly (oAoaXEpw<;) 

geometrical divisions, the famous Seals (a4>paytOE<;), of which the 
first in the series was the easternmost, India, comprising all the 
known land east of the Indus river (conceived as running almost 
on a meridian line); the second Ariana, the eastern boundary of 
which was the Indus, and the western a line drawn from the head 
of the Persian Gulf to the Caspian Gates. On the north both these 
sphragides were bounded by the fictitious eastward extension of the 
Taurus range, and on the south by the Indian Ocean and the 
Persian Gulf respectively. It will be seen therefore that all the cities 
reputedly or actually founded by Alexander during his campaign, 
except that on the Jaxartes and Alexandria in Egypt, fell within the 
first two Seals. With the other two Seals we are not concerned. 

We are fortunate to possess in Strabo's transcription a fairly full 
report, indeed quotations, of Eratosthenes' account of at least a 
part of this region, broadly speaking that of the second Seal, since 
for India itself Strabo made more use of Megasthenes than of 
Eratosthenes. From these passages, and from corroborative 
material in Pliny, it is clear that, as stated above, Eratosthenes 
used the bematists' (or a bematist's) measurements at first hand 
(whether or not in terms of aTaBfLot). Strabo expressly quotes him 
as having used an )1ataTLKOt I:raBfLo{ll and also, for the length of 
India, an )1vaypa4>~ TWV };raBfLwv, probably a different work, 
perhaps the same as the Seleucid dvaypa4>f, referred to by Pliny. Il 

11 Str. 723 (lIIB 20), 1TEpi Jjv 'EparoaINvT)' ourw, Ei'P'IKEv ... ft~/(o, 3. am) 
[(aa1T{wv, W, <v ro" J4.ataTtKO', Era8fto" avaylypa1Tral; cf above p. 78 n. 5. It does 
not seem certain to me that this work, described in so impersonal a way, is neces
sarily the same as the /'la{a, Era8/1O{ of Amyntas, the fragments of which lack any 
speCific evidence relating to mensuration: see above, n. 6. It might be the same as 
the Seleucid avaypa</>~ reVv ara()fteVv, for which see next note. 

II NH vi. 62, after giving the distances to the Hyphasis-Beas from Alexander's 
bematists (see below, in the text), he adds (63): reJiqlla inde Selellco Nicatori peragrata 
Sllnt ... This statement probably comes, via intermediaries, from Megasthenes: see 
Schwanbeck, Megasthenis Indica, T 6 ff.; Detlefsen, Anordmlll(/ ties [Jeo(//'lIjJh. Biicher 
des P1inills (Quell. u. Untersuch. 18, T909), T27ff. Eratosthenes' relation to this 
Seleucit! survey is not clear. Str. refers to his mcasurements for the distancc to 
Palibothra from the Indian Caucasus (69 (lIC 21) ) thus: a1To yap TLVO, avaypa</>~s 
u'TaOp.wIJ 0PIl-YJOEVTU (sc. TOV 'Epo.ToaO€Vfj) Toi~ f.LEV a1TLOT€iv OUI T~V cua¢wv{avJ EK€{V-YJt DE 
1TpoalXELV; cf. the continuation quoted above, n. 10. This region lay in his first Seal. 
In 689 (IlIB 6), the account of Patrocles' alleged use of the material supplied by 
Xenocles in Babylon, Stl'. says (689 (llIB 6) ): faTal 8. ro 1Tliv ~l {3paxurarov ftup{wv 
JgaKtaXLA{wI'J W~ fK rE TiJ~ dvaypa¢iJe; TWV ora8p..oJII rits 7T€1TLlJT€UP€Vy/S pa/ua'Tu Au{3eiv 
'Eparoa8EVTJS CPYJOt' Kat J MeyacrB€wljS ovrw auva7TocPa{veTat. IIarpoKAijs Sf XlA{OLS €'Aarrov 
</>T)<7I. Since Patrocies here disagrees with Megasthenes and Eratosthenes, and it was 
Patroclcs who allegedly had access to the avaypa</>~ reVv al'aypwpavrwv r'lv oAT)1' 
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The extract from Strabo-Eratosthenes relating to the J:1aWTlKO! 

LTa8,wt and the passage in Pliny are closely parallel to each other, 
and the figures may be quoted here. 

Strabo, after quoting Eratosthenes' mistaken, or erroneously 
attributed, view of the location of the Arachotoi and the 
Massagetai, namely that they lie next to the Bactrians on the west, 
along the Oxus, and that the Sakai and the Sogdians lie 'opposite 
India', with details of tribal locations, gives two lists of distances, 
the first (probably from Theophanes, the general of Pompey) giving 
the distances from Mt. Caspius (Le. the true Caucasus) westwards 
to the Cyrus river (the Kur), which at that time flowed as a sepa
rate river into the west side of the Caspian, and the second, from 
Eratosthenes, from the Cyrus river eastward, in two directions.14 

xwpav, it looks, as if Eratosthenes' avaypa<p~ was a different one, and we may con
clude that for this part of his work (the first Seal) he did use the Scleucid survey, 
though we must allow for the possibility that the various avaypa<pa{ became confused 
between the 3rd-cent. writers and the time of Strabo (perhaps by Strabo himself). It 
is also to be borne in mind that the Seleucid surveyors and Megasthenes were able to 
use the milliaria established on the roads of North India by the Maurya kings (if not 
earlier): see SIr. 708: 0007TOtOV(1( (sc. o[ apXOVTE< in general) 0' Kat KaTa O€Ka anlow 
aT~A1Jv nOfaat, Tal' EKTp07TaS' Kat Ta IltaaT~JLaTU o1JAoilaav (Megasth. fr. xxxiv, p. 125, 
Schwanb.; fGrH 715 F 31). Hirschfeld, KI. SellI'. 705, called attention long ago to 
the reference in one of Asoka's edicts (the 7th Pillar Edict) to the provision of 
watering-points at specified distances: see now Mookerji, Asoka, 188-9, trans. with 
notes; Thapar, Asoka, 265. It does not seem likely that mechanical hodometers were 
used for military or civil purposes, though they are described as operable machines 
by Heron in his Dioptm (Herol1is Op. iii, (Teubn. chs. 34-5) ). The passage is too long 
to quote here, and must be studied with the diagrams, but Heron is quite explicit 
that his own conlraplion--a ratchet and wheel in a Kt{3WTtOV, attached to the rim of 
a chariot-was superior to those previously in use. His definition is (ch. 34, iniL): TO 
KnAOlJ/L€VOV OOOJ.LETpOV, TC1 E-1Tt y~~ JL€Tpeiv OLaaT~J.La'Ta, wan: fL0 Ot' aAU<TI:ws fl-€TPOVVTU ~ 
OUI axoLV{ov KUKorruOwS' Kui {3paS€WS €KfLETPELV, ciA'" ETT' 0X~f.LaTOS 7TOPEVOP.EVOV, Our T~S 
TWV Tp6xwv EKKu).{a€wS' hrtaTaaOat Ta 7Tponp'1JJLfVa DtaaT~JLaTa. The calculator had to 
be set at zero at the beginning of every day's march. There is a brief account of the 
instrument in HE SlIppbd. VI, s.v. Hodometron. 

H Jacoby, KOIllIll. nos. 119-21, pp. 407-8, gives the two tables in parallel. 
Eratosthenes (!JIB 20), (b) in the text on p. 84, and Pliny vi. 62-4, passilll, had 
both found variants in the MSS of their sources, ultimately the bematists, and 
Eratosthenes' figures for the second table are ninety stades short of his own total 
figure of 15,500 stacies, itself emended by Kramer to 15,300, the total given by 
Strabo himself (in the immediately preceding passage); cf. Berger, 240 n. I; 
Sallmann, op. cit. J 73 ff. It is idle to correct the figures when (I) we have no pre
cisely fixed points for distances, (2) we do not know how correct Eratosthenes' and 
Pliny's sources were, and (3) we do not know the precise routes on which the 
calculations were made. We must be content that the variations in distances, as 
transmitted in the two parallel sources are not grotesquely large, save that from 
the Caspian Gates to Hekatompylos is I,960 st. in Erat. ap. Strab. 514 (= IIIB 20) 
(perhaps about 245 m.), 1,064 (133 m.) in Pliny, a difference which Engels, 
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(a) (Str. 513; HIB 63) [Mt. Caspius to Cyrus river: 1,800 st.] 
Cyrus river to Caspian Gates: 5,600 st. 
Caspian Gates to Alexandria in Aria: 6,400 st. 
Alexandria in Aria to Bactra-Zariaspa: 3,870 st. 
Bactra to the Jaxartes: 5,000 st. 

(b) (514 = IllB 20) (to India): 
Caspian Gates to Hekatompylos: 1,960 st. 
Hekatompylos to Alexandria in Aria: 4,530 st. 
Alexandria in Aria to Prophthasia: 1,600 st. 
Prophthasia to Arachotoi: 4,120 st. 
Arachotoi to Ortospana (the fork from Bactra): 2,000 st. 
Ortospana to 'borders of India': 1,000 st. 

Pliny's version of the first itinerary, which he gives in the context 
of the geography of Media and Parthia, is (vi. 44-5): 

Caspian Gates to Hekatompylos: I33 m. [= r ,064 st.] 
(Caspii to Cyrus river: 225 m. [= 1,800 st.] 
Cyrus river to Caspian Gates: 700 m. = [3,700 st.]) 
Caspian Gates(?) to Bactra: [700 m.] = 3,700 st. 
Bactra to Jaxartes: 5,000 st.=[625 m.] 
Caspian Gates to 'the beginning of India': 15,68(9)0 st. 
[1,960 m.] 

This version does not agree very closely with the measurements 
of Eratosthenes, but his second itinerary (ibid. 6 I - 2), given as a 
prelude to his account of the geography of India, and introduced 
with the statement verum ut tarena demonstratio intellegatur, 
Alexandri Magni vestigiis insistemus. Diognetus et Baeton itinerum eius 
mensores scripsere is more in parallel, as regards both stations and 
magnitudes: 

(b) Caspian Gates to Hekatompylos, 'quot diximus milia' 
Hekatompylos to Alexandria in Aria: 575 m. = [4,600 st.] 
Alexandria in Aria to Prophthasia: 199 m. = [1,592 st.] 

Logistics, 83 n. 6 T, and table on p. I 57, explains as arising from the fact that 
Eratosthenes' figure is based on measurement taken from the northern Caspian 
Gates (cf. Apollod. Artem. ap. Strab. ibid.); cr. below, p. 108 n. 9. It is an additional 
problem, as we have seen above (n. 2), that the stadion might have two different 
values, one in which it formed the fortieth part, and another, the normal, in which 
it constituted the thirty-second part of the schoinos. Eratosthenes' forty-stade 
schoinos was also llsed in Theophanes of Mytilene's description of Armenia (FGrH 
188 F 6 = Stmb. 530); cf. Berger, 263: nO", TryV axolvov TETTapal(OVTa aTao{wv. 
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Prophthasia to Arachosia: 565 m. = [4,520 st.] 
Arachosia to Ortospana: r75 m. = [rAoo st.] 
Ortospana to 'Alexandri oppidum' 50 m. = [400 st.] 

(Here Pliny says in quibusdam exemplaribus diversi sunt nwneri) 

Alexander's Town to Kophen river and Peucolaotis 237 m 
= [r,896 st.] 
Peucolaotis to Indus and the town of Taxila 60 m = [480 st.] 

The figures provided by the second list of Eratosthenes ((b), above) 
and the second list of Pliny, based ultimately on the bematists, at 
least as far as the borders of India (where Eratosthenes' measure
ments ceased), are reasonably close, apart from a few variations, 
though the actual distances in modern terms are subject to all the 
limitations indicated at the beginning of this chapter. l

; 

The figures recorded, which cannot in themselves provide 
decisive identifications, need not be further scrutinized here. More 
important for our present purpose is the overall fact that the bema
tists as quoted by Pliny agree with Eratosthenes in calculating from 
Hekatompylos, the Parthian capital (and, before Alexander, the 
capital of the Persian satrapy of Parthava), to Ortospana and the 
borders of India (oi OpOL Tij, '[VDLKij,), embracing an area approxi
mately equivalent to Ariana, Drangiana, and Arachosia, and that 
within that region they mention one Alexandria, Alexandria in 
Aria or Ariana, clearly identified as being the major city east of the 
Caspian and Hekatompylos. It is a characteristic difficulty that this 
Alexandria, attested by the bematists (as quoted directly by Pliny) 

1; Sallmann, op. cit. 173 ff., pointed out that lJrlichs, Villdiciae Plillimwe, ii 
(Eriangen, 1866 (acc. Salhnann: "i, 1853', but the page reference is the same)) 
90-1, noted that the variant figures in his sources, to which Pliny draws attention, 
are largely confined to this section, based on Baiton and Diognetos, and that he 
regarded these references to variants as due to later insertions in the text of Pliny. 
Sallmmm objects to this on the grounds that (r) there was no reason why the 
interpolations should be confined to this section, and (2) the interpolator might be 
expected to have introduced the correct figures by having recourse to other, sup
posedly more reliable sources. Detlefsen, op. cit. r 27-8, regards the variants as deriv
ing ultimately from additions made to the text of Megasthenes, Pliny's main source 
for Indian measurements beyond the range of the bematists and Eratosthenes. 
(Whether in fact Megasthenes included the whole of Gandhara and Arachosia in his 
survey is doubtful: see below, note 26.) Eratosthenes himself for that part of India 
that he covered evidently followed the bematists as long as possible: Str. 688 (IIIB 
6), Tn U7TO TOU 'E paToa8€VDVr; ... €KTEO/vra K€c/>aAUtWOWS 1TEpL T~S TOTE VOIU'0fJ-EV1JS 
'[VOtK*, ~V'Ka )!Mtavopos f7T~>'BE. These various arguments show only the impossi
bility of correcting texts explicitly embodying unspeCified variations or corrections. 
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and by Eratosthenes, is not mentioned specifically by any of the 
Alexander-historians, while Alexandria ad Caucasum, mentioned 
by all the Alexander-historians, is not mentioned specifically by the 
bematists or Eratosthenes; it probably appears in Pliny's second list 
as 'Alexandri oppidum', which Eratosthenes omits and moves 
straight to 'the borders of India'. There seems, however, to be 
little doubt that Alexandria in Aria was a major centre, used as a 
point of orientation in all records available to Eratosthenes and 
Pliny. As Herat, the main city of the great oasis watered by the 
Hari-Riid, it has remained such ever since. The other end of the 
distance-chart, as available to us, must be set at the elusive 
Ortospana, the last point at which Eratosthenes and Pliny coincide, 
for Eratosthenes from there moves east. Though, as we have seen, 
it is quite clear that Eratosthenes used both Alexander's bematists, 
as well as the dvaypa</>a{ of the early Seleucid administration,16 and 
maintained the trustworthiness of its figures, with which 
Megasthenes agreed, as opposed to the slightly variant ones of 
Patrocies, no further fragments of the bematists touch on the 
whole region with which we are concerned. Thus the only 
information that the surviving fragments of the bematists, our pri
mary geographical source, provide regarding Alexander's city
foundations is the single reference to Alexandria in Ariana in Pliny. 

The evidence of the later geographers has to be seen against a 
different background from that of writers of the third century. The 
Seleucid Empire had vanished into the past between the time of 
Megasthenes and the next geographical text that we must consider, 
the Parthian Staging Posts, [JapBtKOt 1:TUB""o{, of Isidore of Charax 
early in the first century AD. Just as it lost its western influence 
after the Peace of Apamea, so in the later third, and still more in 
the second, century, the eastern territories, which in the third 
century had been the Seleucid homelands par excellence, had been 
eaten away by the Parthians, by the Bactrians and others, and 
Rome had completed the process of elimination. As if to correspond 

16 See above, p. 8 I and n. 13. It may be added here that Tarn, GHI' 153, 
assumes that the )lataTlKOL EmO/-w{ used by Eratosthenes \Vas the Seleucid survey 
because 'when the Seleucid empire replaced the PerSian, the word "Asia" was 
transferred to signify that empire ... Seleucus was "King of Asia", and the term 
"Stations of Asia" applied to the Seleucid survey of their empire, and the title 
"Saviour of Asia" given to Antiochus IV, are sufficient proof'. However, the title 
)lata, EraO/w{ is attested for Amyntas at an earlier date (see above, n. 6), alongside 
the alternative title (presumably of the same work) Erue/wt llEpotKo{. 
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to these changed conditions there seem henceforth to have been 
few fresh contributions to geographical knowledge of the East. The 
great fillip produced by Alexander's campaigns and by the con
solidation of the Seleucid Empire over so much of the highlands 
of Asia had been replaced by interest focused on the western 
Mediterranean and the lands bordering on it. Of the most signifi
cant writers in this field in the time between Eratosthenes and 
Isidore, Agatharchides and Artemidorus of Ephesus, and Polybius 
(all approximately contemporary with each other), Agatharchides' 
limited talents were focused mainly on the African mainland, those 
of Polybius on the western Mediterranean, while Artemidorus, a 
source much used by Strabo, was also largely concerned with the 
west and with periploi: Strabo emphasizes that he was little 
interested in the internal geography of Europe and Asia. 17 The 
'writers on Parthian matters, especially Apollodorus of Artemita', 
as Strabo says,18 occupied the new ground, and saw it from a 
different angle. Alexander had ceased to be a revered ancestor (if 
only an unauthentic one), and his cities no doubt lost considerable 
prestige after the rise of Parthia. 

There is a further consideration. Strabo tells us that the 
'Macedonians' (Le., the Seleucids) were in the habit of renaming 
cities, rivers, and other prominent features of their kingdom to suit 
their needs, whatever they may have been. Indeed, he goes beyond 
this, and says that they were also accustomed to 'misname' places, 
not only J.l-ETOVOJ.l-a~Etv but also 1TapOVOJ.l-a~Etv.19 What the Seleucids 

17 Artemidorus' fragments, largely from Strabo and Stephanus, were collected 
and discussed by Stiehle in Plli/ol. II (1856). There is an account of the fragments 
in Susemihl, i. 693-6 and an article in Pauly-Wissowa by Berger, Artemidorus 
(27); see also Bunbury, ii. 61-9. Strabo used him considerably, but criticized him 
severely (172): J4.PTE/L[OWpO, OE aVTmTwv TOVTWt (sc. TWt llOAV{3{Wt) Kal (l/La 7Tap' a,hov 
Ttva ed~ al-rtuv, I.tVy"[UO€,S Sf Kat T1}S LU\UVOV 86g'Y/S' TOU auyypu¢€wS' OU ft0( OOKEi fLV~1L1JS' 
«eta d1T€iv, wS' av lCHWT'fjS 1TEpt Taura Kat nunls' Kat LlAavos. For Strabo's substantial 
reliance on Artemidorus for the West see O. Steinbriick, Die Quellell des Strabo illl 
Jiilljlell Buche seiller Bnlbeschreilnllll1 (diss. Hall. 1909). Artemidorus' date is given 
precisely by Marcianus of Heracleia in his Bpit. Peripl. Melliwi (GGM i. 566: J4.. " 
'EcPEUWS' YEwyparpoS' Kurd T~l' EKaTo(JT~v €taKoaT~v EVD.T1}V 'OAUl-.t1Tfaou y€yovw~, K.r.A.). 

III Str. I I8: d1T~yy€ATat 0' Up-tV Kat uno TWV Ta flapBLKa avyypatPaVTwv, TC.VV 1TEpt 
}bOAAOOWPOV TOV J4.PTE/LtT1/VOV K.T.A. Apollodorus has been conSiderably invoked 
in discussions of Seleucid and Parthian affairs by Tarn (GBl' 144-5, and Index, 
s.v.) and, still more, by Altheim in his Weltl1eschicllte Asiells, i. 2 ff. His fragments, 
virtually all from Strabo, are collected as FGrH 779, but he has no entry in RE, or 
in Del' Kleine Pauly. He was clearly the main representative of Ot Ttl llaplJtI(tl 
avyyp6"JUVTE~ • 

" For general remarks on this practice see e.g. Str. 5 I 8: TWV MUKEOOVWV 
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began the Parthians no doubt continued, and we must therefore be 
on our guard against regarding as of authentic origin cities (or 
rivers, or whatever) that may have been renamed by the Seleucids 
or their successors without regard to the true historical origin of 
the communities concerned. This, of course, would not apply to the 
great cities of Syria, or to others west of the Euphrates, but it is 
obviously a possibility to be reckoned with after the third century 
in the trans-Euphratic region, in Media and in peripheral regions. 
Alexander's name grew no less in popular imagination with the 
passage of time, and a city might easily be named after him, either 
officially or unofficially. This is a possibility which we must bear in 
mind when we turn to unravel the tangle of the Parthian Stations 
of Isidore of Charax. 

The Parthian Stations is probably only a fragment. '0 There are 
numerous quotations from Isidore in Pliny at the beginning of his 
description of Arabia, but a difficulty arises because in the passage 
in which Pliny describes the site of Charax, and refers to the 
most recent authority on the East, dispatched by Augustus ad 
commentanda omnia the manuscripts agree that Pliny names not 
Isidore but 'Dionysius'." No such 'Dionysius of Charax' can be 
identified, though Pliny emphasizes his authority as a geographical 
source as being a native of Charax. It is therefore widely, but not 
universally, accepted that the name should be emended to that of 

(dVO/.tura?) OfJ.l.'€VWV (KuBa.1TfP Kat aAAa 1To""d 7(1 peEr KUWU iDeaav, TO. Of 1Tupwvop.aaav) 

(the text is corrupted). As Fergus Millar has recently pointed oUl, Rome mid tile NeilI' 
Ellst (Harvard, 1993),8, Josephus' account, Al i. 5. 5, (§ 121), gives one 'insider's' 
view of this process: I(at TWV JOvwv J/VLU fJ-€V OtaaW~H Tn$" U1TO nov KTtaaVrWv 

1TpOG1JYOp{uc;, fVta Of I(at flETE{3aA.EV, at OE Kat npo,:; TO aa4>EuTEp01' e[vat OOKOUP TOlS 
napOLKOUUL Tp01T~V tAaf3o,). ''EAAYJv€S' 3' flaiv Dt TOVTOV l(uruarUO€VTES' ai/not" laxuaavTES' 

yap EV TOtS VUTEpOV lo{av E1TOt~aaVTO Kat T~" 1Tapa oogav, Ka""anrlaavTES' Til f(}rTJ TO[~ 
drop-a at 7TpO~ TO OVl}f:Tor arhois Kat KOaf1.0V Blp..EIJOL 1TOAEtTELas ws arf;' aUT(,;)1) YfyovoaLV. 

20 For Isidore's napO<KOL EraOl'o{ see GGM i. 244 ff., with the quotations from 
Pliny and with valuable notes; FGrH 78 I contains the same material, with the 
ETa0l'o{ as F2. The excerpt is transmitted by two main Paris MSS, 443(A) and 
571(B) (cr. Muller, ad init.). Jacoby's laconic textual notes arc valuable. The text 
(Muller's) and translation, with notes, by W. H. Schoff (Philadelphia, T9T4), quote 
a considerable amount of parallel material. For the problem of the identity of the 
author and of the substance of the original work see Muller, i, pp. lxx ff., and the 
full discussion of modern views by Sallmann, op. cit. 50ff.; also below, n. 27. 

n vi. 141 (TI): llOe ill loco gellillllll esse Diollysilllll terrarlllll orbis sitlls recelltissi-
11111111 lllictorelll !Jllelll lid collllllelliallda olllllia ill orielltelll praellliserat divlIs AlIgl/stlls 
ill/ro ill Armcllimll lid Part/liells Ara/Jicas res lIIlIiore Jilio IlOIl lIIe praeteriit ... ill /tac 
tlllllell parte al'l1l11 HOlllWIII sC!Jlli placet Ilo/Jis Illballll]lIe rCllelll ad elllldem Gailllll Cllesarelll 
scriptis volllmillilJIIs de eadem e.\'pcditiolle Arabica. 
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Isidore, though the cause of the error, if such it is, is not explic
able. 21 A further difficulty arises from the fact that Pliny says in the 
same passage that he has used Juba as his main source for the 
general geography of the oikollmene (from Britain to the Tanais)ll 
and for overall geodesy/~ but not as an authority for the trans
Euphratic region covered in the Parthian Stations, which, in its 
turn, does not seem to fall very easily into the general structure 
that can be envisaged for the work used by Pliny; it has therefore 
been suggested that Isidore also wrote a IIep{7rAouS rYjs OlKoufLEfJllS, 

or a similar work.2
' It is further to be borne in mind that Isidore's 

date depends largely on the reference to Augustus already noted, 
though there can be no doubt that he was contemporary with the 
Parthian Empire, and enough circumstantial evidence exists to 
place him in the first century AD, even if the crucial alteration to 
the name in Pliny be rejected.26 In view of these difficulties we 

2! The emendation, made by Bernhardy in his edition of Dionysius the Periegete 
(1828), p. 497, was favoured by Muller, p. lxxxi, and was printed in the text of 
Pliny as Jacoby's '1'1 (though in the same fragment, printed as Juba, ibid. 275, FI, 
he has 'Dionysium' in the text and 'Isidorum' in the app. crit.). Editors of Pliny have 
been unwilling to accept the alteration; Jan and Detlefsen did not notice it, even in 
their app. crit., and Mayhoff and Rackham (Loeb) retain 'Dionysium' (the former 
adding 'Isidorum rectius Bernhardy' in his app. crit.); cr. Sallmann, 5 I n. 5. It is 
perhaps not impossible, in view of the origins of Isidore, that Llwvuaw, is a second 
name of the type found in the East. 

21 See e.g. FGrH 781, 11 6-8, I I. 
24 116 (circumference of the earth), 9 (length of Africa), 10 (extent of Asia from 

Egypt to Tanais). 
" So Muller, p. lxxxv, and Jacoby, who assigns all the quotations in Pliny to 

such a Perip/olls. The title is. of course, uncertain, but Isidore of Charax is credited 
with a Perip/olls in Marcianus, Bpi!. Perip/. MelliP/ii (GGM i. 565. 2; FGrH 781 '1'2), 
among a list of writers of peripioi (inciuding Simmeas, " T~S oIKovf1Ev1JS EvBE'S TOV 
1TEPL1TAOVV, thus justifying the possibility of ascribing such an ambitious-unrealiz
able-project to Isidore). Various other suggestions for titles and subjects have been 
made to cover the themes indicated by Pliny; cr. Sallmann, 51 fr. To follow these 
numerous possibilities further would take us far from the Mmlsiolles Part/lime. 
Weissbach, RIl, s.v. Isidoros (20) cols. 2065 ff., considered the possibility of two 
Isidores of Charax, but concluded, 'Meine Absicht ist nicht sic [the view of Dodwell, 
that two Isidores should be distinguished] wieder aufzunehmen. Aber die Frage, 
ob einer oder zwei Schriftsteller Namens 1. gelebt haben, mussle aufs neue gestellt 
werden. Beantwortet ist sie noch nicht und meiner iiberzeugung nach gegenwtil'tig 
uberhaupt nicht spruchreif.' That suggestion deserves consideration. Tarn, GBI' 
53 ff., maintained that the surviving text consists essentially of a Parthian survey of 
C.IOO Be, to which Isidore 'added some instructive notes of his own ... We shall 
blunder sadly if we do not distinguish the survey he is commenting on [?] from his 
own comments made the better part of a century later.' This possibility does not 
affect the use of the work in the present context (see p. TIS n. 23) 

", See the passages discussed by Muller, pp. Ix xii ff., and in particular: (I) Mmls. 
Part/I. p. 248, II. I 2 ff. (F2, § r):EvlJa v~aos KUTU TOV EilcfopaT1JV, axo,vo, s'. iVTaiJlJa ya'a 
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can only take Isidore's J)ra(}fJ-0{ as it stands, without concerning 
ourselves with the question of its relation to the other and wider 
quotations in Pliny. It is probable that the text we possess is itself 
only an epitome of a larger work.27 In its present form it corre
sponds to the type of dvaypa1>~ material reworked in Eratosthenes
Strabo and Pliny, and provides comparable information for his 
own day-for the Parthian Stations, based, presumably, to a con
siderable extent on the model of the Seleucid dvaypa1>~, if not on 

~v CPpaaTou TOU a1Toacj)(:lgavTos ias 1TuAAUJ({oas OTE TtptOclT"fJS ¢vyas wv elatf{3aA€v; this, 
as Muller and Jacoby agree, can only refer to the invasion of Tiridates in 
c.25/4 Be (cf. Tarn, Melanges Glatz, ii. 8)2ff.; id. GHI' 534; Debevoise, Pol. His/. 
oj Par/Ilia, 135-6; Le Rider, SlIse SOliS les Selellcides, 4 T 2- J 3); (2) the identilication 
in § 19 of }:1paxwa{a with 'I"oLK~ /IWK~ (EVTEV(hv }:1paxwa{a axoivoL A~" Ta6T"I" D. o[ 
napOOL 'IvoLK~v /IWK~v KaAovaw) must refer to a period when Arachosia was part of 
the Scytho-Parthian kingdom (Tarn, loco ciL), I.e. at the lime of [he Azes dynasty, 
c.30 Be-AD 14. These dates are now set considerably earlier, C.70--50 Be (ef. Narain, 
Illdo-Greeks, 163-4), but there is no doubt of the conquest of Arachosia, and Azes 
coins have been found in overwhelming numbers near Ghazna, in the Mir-Zaka 
hoard (Schlumberger, Tn!sors IIwnetaires d' AJg/lIlI1istan (Mem. DAPA 14) 1953, 67 
ff.; Jenkins, JOllrl/. NIII1l. Soc. Illdia, J7 (r955 (2», 1-26; id. and Narain, Coin-Types 
oj tile Saka-Pal!lava Kings oj Illdia (Num. Soc. India, NlIIll. Noles ami MallOW· 4 
(I957); Macdowall in Arcllaeology ill Afgllanistan (1978), 204-5. Tarn rightly dis
misses the quotation from Isidore in Ps. Luc. Macro/;. 2J8-19 (Muller, fl'. 34/5; 
Jacoby, F*3-4) referring to }:1pTa{3a~o~ 0 J1-ETU T{pawv :;{3ooJ1-o~ [I.e. the tenth king of 
CharakeneJ {3aaLAE6aa~ XapaKo~ E't; Kat OyOO~KOVTa ETWV KaTaTaxOEt~ vml napowv 
E{3aa{AwaE---Le. an (otherwise unknown) Artabazos, who reigned between AD 72 
and roo (when there is a gap in the roll of known rulers), as fathered on Isidore 
by a later source; similarly Jacoby prints all the sections (in which the other rulers 
mentioned are all of the 1st cent. Be) in small font. 

17 Muller, pp. lxxxv-lxxxvi, argues this strongly both from [he descriptive 
passages of the ETaOJ1-o{ of Amyntas and Baiton, discussed above, n. 6, which, he 
claims, show that a work in this genre necessarily contained much descriptive 
material, which would, in any case, be of use to the Romans, and from the fact that 
the route traversed is almost exclusively through [he northern provinces of the 
Parthian Empire. By comparison with the surviving tcxt of the L'TaOJ1-o{ the quota
tions in Lucian (F*3-4; cr. previolls note) and Athenaeus (Fr, the description of the 
pearl-divers of the Persian Gull~ quoted as from TO Tr,< napOLKr,~ nEpL"IYl)TLK6v, no 
doubt Athenaeus' own alternative title) are far fuller in ethnographical and histori
cal detail. That seems certainly to be [he case, but on the other hand the trans
mitted version closely resembles the bematists' dvayparp~ in Strabo and Pliny, and I 
am reluctant to assume much (lost) elaboration throughout Isidore's text. It has 
been argucd at length by Daffina, UImmil1rf1ziolle dei Saka lIel/a lJrfllzgialla (see below, 
note 46), pp. 5 ff., that Isidore should be dissociated from Pliny's 'Dionysius', and 
dated on independent grounds (the chronology of the Armenian kings mentioned 
by him, for which see n. 26) to a considerably earlier period. That may be correct, 
but the difficulty inherent in a consideration of the Statiolls-that they do not match 
what else is known of Isidore-remains. At all events the question whether he 
wrote in the 2nd or I st cent. Be is not central to our use of him; he is in any case 
writing in the Parthian period, and his topography is Parthian, not earlier. 
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that work itself, served a practical purpose, like the Arab barid
texts, and would not refer to either fictitious or defunct cities. 

The paragraphs of the 2mf}p-o{ which concern us are §§ 14-19. 
These are: 

14: 'EvTav()a Mapytav~, 0xoivo, A'. Ev()a )lvnOXEta ~ KaAoVfLEV1) "Evvl5pos' 
KWfLat OE QUK Ela{v. 

I 5: 'EVTEV()EV':4PEta 0xoivo< A'. "EvOa Kavl5dK 1ToA,s Ka, }4praKavall 1ToA,s Ka, 

}4AE~alll5pEta ~ EV }4PE{O'S' KWfLU< 15€ 15'. 
16: 'EVTEVO," }4vavwv xwpa T1jS )lpEtas, 0xoillO< VE', JIl ~, 1ToA,s fLEy{ar1) C/Jpd 

Ka, B1s 1ToALS Ka, rap, 1T()A,s Ka, N(1) 1ToA!S· KWfL1) 15.1 OUK Eonv. 
17: 'EIlTEV()EV Zapayywv~, 0xoivo, Ka'. Ev()a 1T()A,s nap'v Kat KOPOK 1ToA,s. 
18: 'EVTEV()'" I:aKaorav4 I:aKwv I:KV()WV, ~ Ka, napa'TaK1)V~, axoLIlo, ~y'. 

EvOa BapM 1ToA,s Kat M,v 1ToA,s Ka, noAaK'"T' 1ToA!S Ka, I:'ydA 1ToA,s' Ev()a 
{3ao{AEw I:aKWIl' Kat 1TA1)o{Oll )lAE~alll5pEW 1ToA,s (Kat 1TA1)0{Oll }4AE~avl5po1ToA!S)' 

KWfLa, 15.1 ef 
19: 'EVTEV()EV }4paxwo{a, 0xoillo, As', raVT1)V 15.1 ot nap()o, 'Ivl5'K4v AWK4v 

KaAovow EvOa B,uT 1ToA,s Ka, C/Japoava 1ToA,s Ka, Xopoxod15 1ToA,s Ka, 

L11)fL1)Tp,ds 1ToALS ,lra )lAE~avl5po1ToALS, fL1)TP01TOA!S }4paxwo{as' Eon 15.1 
'EAA1)Il{S, Kat 1TapaN'EL aUT4" 1TorafLos }4paxwTos. axp' TOVTWV JOT'V ~ TWIl 
nap()wv E1T!KpaTEW. 

These sections introduce us to more than one new city. First 
we must note again Antiocheia in Margiana, which Pliny and 
Strabo state was founded by Alexander as an Alexandria, then 
destroyed by barbarians and then rebuilt by Antiochus I and 
called Antiocheia, while Martianus Capella and Solinus say that it 
was founded by Antiochus and called Seleukeia after his father 
Seleucus 1.2

" After that, alongside Alexandria in Ariana, Isidore 
gives Kandak, an unknown locality, and Artakauan, the latter the 
Artacoana mentioned by Arrian as the place where the royal 
palace of the Arians (Le. Achaemenids?) stood; it is familiar from 
other sources, all of which show that it still stood in the first 
century AD, quite distinct from Alexandria in Aria, which had 
replaced it as the chief city of the area. 29 In § 18 Isidore refers to 
an Alexandria and a nearby Alexandropolis in Sakastane, itself 
approximately equivalent to the early Hellenistic Drangiana. It 
has long been accepted that the double reference to 1T).:rw{ov 
}V'EgdvDpna 1TOA,S' (Kat 1TAYJO{ov )!AEgavDp01ToA,S') cannot be right, and 
must be emended. Exactly how, is not certain, and, as we shall see, 

" Cf. above, p. 31; below, pp. II6-7. 
,<, Cf. above, p. 30; below, pp. 109 ff. 
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it is possible that the corruption has spread into § 19, which con
tains a reference to Alexandropolis, the metropolis of Arachosia, 'a 
Greek city by which the Arachotos flows', which marks for Isidore 
the limits of Parthian power.1O 

One difficulty in interpreting Isidore's data should be mentioned. 
The epitome uses a number of different terms to describe localities, 
notably Kd.i/l-Y/, KW/l-67ToAr<; and 7T6Ar<;, and we must beware of assum
ing that these terms can each be equated with one particular type 
of settlement, be it a Greek city (in whatever sense), a native 
Parthian city, an administrative centre, a village or a fort. Isidore 
is not writing a historical geography, but enumerating places, 
Mansiones, on a route. The word 7T6Ar<; in particular is used of 
several different types of urban communities. Thus we find the 
expression 7T6Ar<; 'EAAy/V{<;, MaKED6vwv wrta/l-a, used to describe Ichnai 
(§ I) (of which Stephanus s.v. 'lxvar, 7T6Ar<; MaKEDov{a<;, says Ean Kat 
Jdpa T'ij<; )1vaToAlI07<; 7T6Ar<;), Nikephorion described (ibid.) as 7Tap' 
EJ¢paTy/v 7T6Ar<; 'EAAy/V{<;, KT{a/l-a )1AE~avDpov {3aarMw<;, and Dura
Europus (ibid.) as Lloupa NrKavopo<; 7T6Ar<;, KT{a/l-a Mat<ED6vwv, (mo DE 
'EAA~VWV EVPW7TO<; KaAEtTar, and again of the region of Apolloniatis 
he says (§ 2), EXEl DE Kd.i/l-as, EV al<; aTa8/l-6s, 7T6Atv DE 'EAAy/v{Da 
)1pTE/l-rTo ... vuv /l-EVTor ~ 7T6Ars KaAELTar XaAaaap; but, by contrast, 
we find (§ 3) 7T6Ars DE 'EAAy/Vt<; XaAa, EfTa ra8ap 7T6Ar<; .. , E[Ta 

ErpOl/( 7T6Ar<;, and again (§ 17) "Ev8a 7T6Ar<; llaptv Kat [{6pOK 7T6Ar<;, 
followed in the next section (§ 18) by the use of the word 7T6Ar<; for 
four native cities and for )1AE~aVDpEla 7T6Ar<;. It follows that in using 
Isidore we cannot take the word 7T6Ar<; as a satisfactory criterion in 
itself for determining the origin or ethnic composition of a settle
ment. A native urban unit no less than a MaKED6vwv KT{a/l-a could 
be a 7T6Ar<;. The use of the plain descriptions 7T6Ar<; and 7T6Ar<; 'EAAy/V{<; 
is characteristic of llEp{7TAovs-literature already in the fourth 
century BC, e.g. in Pseudo-Scylax, where the formula is used both 
of Greek colonies and of dubiously Greek settlements, \l and in the 

j(J See further below pp. 136 ff. for the interpretation of the text of Isidore regard
ing the Alexandrias. As noted above, n. 26, the description of Arachosia as 'White 
India' indicates the extension of Scytho-Parthian power under the Azes dynasty to 
thal region. 'Arachotoi' seems to have given Stephanus and his sources no less 
difficulty than they gave Isidore or his excerptor. Stephanus lists Alexandria <v 
J'lpaxwTo" (his (12) ), while in the entries s.vv. J'lpuxwa{a and J'lpuXWTO{ both these 
arc called "6,\«,, the first repealing Eratosthenes' aberrant (or corrupt) reference to 
J'lpuxwTol OUK a"wllEv MaaaaYETci", (SIr. 513 = IIlH, 63; cf. below, p. T 39 n. 66, 
p. I44 n. 73), the second (Str. 516) describes it, like ISidore, as "6,\,, '[VOtKij<;. 

1I See c.g. GGM i. 28 ff. §§ 22 ff., the "<p{,,'\ou, of the regions of the '/'\'\uPWt and 
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formula as preserved in Isidore the usage is equally ambiguous. A 
further complication in the use of Parthian evidence is the fact 
that, as noted above, the Parthians, like the Seleucids before them, 
renamed settlements on no principle known to us. It is wholly 
possible that the excess of Alexandrias in § 18 may arise from this 
cause. 

Pliny's geographical books (notably v and vi) contain, as we 
have seen, much early matter relevant to the expedition of 
Alexander, and an occasional reference to Alexander-foundations, 
but our inability to penetrate the closed world of his sources, when 
unnamed, makes it impossible to assess fully the value of his 
evidence. When due allowance, however, is made for this, and for 
his own limited comprehension of the subject about which he was 
writing, he forms an essential link in the geographical tradition, in 
spite of the uncertainty which surrounds not only the question of 
his sources, but also the accuracy of the figures and facts trans
mitted by him. We have already seen that he quotes from both the 
bematists and Eratosthenes, and mostly agrees closely with the 
latter in regard to distances. We have also seen that he lists Isidore 
of Charax among his sources in the Index, and in the text of books 
ii and vi, and uses his larger geographical work, as well as Juba of 
Mauretania,11 and also Artemidorus of Ephesus' rEwypa1>0l1/-LEva for 
continental measurements. II Unfortunately, most of Pliny's refer
ences to the settlements which he mentions-Antiocheia 
(Seleukeia) in Margiana, Alexandria in Sogdiana, Alexandria ad 
Caucasum, Ortospana, and Alexandria in Carmania-occur in 
sections of his text in which he does not name specific sources, so 

NEuro" where there are several examples of the usage, noted by me in Greek 
HistoriograpllY (ed. S. Hornblower, Oxford, 1993), 186-7. For the ambiguities in the 
usc of the term in the Scleucid Empire see now Grainger, Selellkid Syria, 63 ff., and 
P. Briant, in Alexllllder tile Great, Reality allli My til (Anal. Rom, Inst. Danici, Suppl. 
xx, I993). 

12 For juba see FGrH 275, and jacoby's excellent article, RE (2), and for Pliny's 
frequent usc of him (see p. 88 n. 20, and cr. juba F 28 IT (Arabia and Africa)) see 
Sallmann, 85 fr., esp. p. 85 n. 99. Pliny uses juba for information about natural 
history (F 47, 54 fr.), plants (F 62 ff.), precious metals (F 70 ff.), and other topics, 
and the interests of the two men clearly coincided at many points. Pliny says of him, 
v. 16 (Juba, T 12b), stlldiol'llm c111ritate memorabilior etiam IJI/(/m reo"o, while 
Plutarch, Vito Sert. 9 (Juba, T 10) calls him 0 1TavTwv iUTop'KwTaTos /3aatMwv. 

II For Pliny's usc of Artemidorus see Salim ann, 60 ff., who provides a very clear 
analysis of the problems relating to the Artemidoran clement in Pliny and in other 
authors, and gives a list of all the passages in books ii and vi where Pliny quotes 
him. 
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that we are compelled, as so often, to fall back upon general con
siderations. The view that Isidore was Pliny's main source for the 
eastern geography is based on the assumption noted above, that 
his reference to 'Dionysius of Charax' as the most influential recent 
writer on the East should be altered to 'Isidorus', and although this 
change might be expected to provide us with a major source for 
Pliny's geographical material, it must be admitted that the actual 
quotations from Isidore in the text do little to strengthen the view 
that he used him in this capacity. At the same time the fragments 
of Juba are hardly more helpful in this respect; they too barely 
cover the relevant material in Pliny. Other Greek geographers used 
by Pliny are equally elusive, and have probably passed through 
Roman hands reflecting Roman conditions. Here M. Terentius 
Varro stands as the main figure in the background, though he too 
does not fit altogether in the role demanded of him as a major 
contributor to Pliny's geography. H We can only conclude that, 
while Pliny's distance-measurements show that he followed the 
Eratosthenic tradition based on the bematists, numerous other 
sources also contributed through unidentifiable intermediaries to 
his composite picture. Certainly in the present context, he has a 
place within the Hellenistic tradition, even if it is inconceivable that 
he knew at first hand all the Greek authors whom he quotes by 
name, either in the Index or in the text. 

The evaluation of the information provided by Ammianus, who, 
though of the mid-fourth century, may be treated here, is far from 
easy. His notable chorographical excursus on Sassanian Persia,!' 
contains a considerable amount of information on the regions of 
Drangiana and Arachosia which coincides especially with Strabo,!6 

H I refer here to Sallmann's detailed treatment of this topic. His view, as 
expressed in his conclusion (265 ff.), is that only two works of Varro, the De 
GeOl1letril1 (which included the measurement of the olkollmelle) and the UII"; 
Icgatiolllll/l come into count as geographical works, and that a Varronian 'choro
graphia', utilized by Pliny as a major source, is a chimera. No less fanciful is the 
attempt to identify the quotations of 'Varro' as referring not to the Reatine, but to 
Varro Atacinus, author of a metrical chorography of about the same time as his 
great namesake: see Sallmann, 37-9. 

" xxiii. 6 §§ 54-72, pllssllll. 
,(, See Gardthausen, Jall,.ll. fClass. Phiiol. Vi(2) (1872/3), 509"56,' Die geo

graphischen Quellen Ammians'. His view that Ammianus used Eratosthenes 
directly is based on the agreement of the terminal points of routes etc., lor the main 
regions with which we are concerned, I.e. the distance from the Caspian Gates to 
India via Ortospana (Str. 514; cf. above, p. 84); Amm. Marc. loco cit. § 70: Ila/Jcllt 
(sc. Paropallisadae) 111111'111 etiall1 civitates aliljllas, IjUi/llIS c/ariol'es Simi Agazaca el 
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and, as Gardthausen saw over a century ago, probably indicates 
for this area a direct use of Eratosthenes, rather than of Strabo 
(who was little read in antiquity). However, while the Alexandrias 
mentioned by him-Alexandria in Arachosia, Alexandria Ariana, 
Alexandria in Carmania, and Alexandria in Sogdiana-are all to 
be found in Pliny,17 and could be derived from an earlier source, 
it seems probable that some of the cities to which he refers 
were surviving in his own day. I revert to this question below 
(pp. 192 f.). 

There consequently cannot be very much doubt that in general 
much of the material surviving in the geographical sources-in 
Eratosthenes-Strabo and in Pliny-Ammianus-ultimately goes 
back to Eratosthenes himself, at times directly, otherwise through 
intermediaries and, in some cases, to the bematists whom he used. 
From this it follows that the geographers form a no less valid 
source of information than the Alexander-historians-in some 
cases, it may be noted, Pliny quotes the historians-even though, 

Naulilws et Ortospmlll, mule litoI'm IIIIViglltiO ad IISljlle Mediae jilles, portis proximos 
Caspiis stadiorlllll SHllt dllo lIlilia et ducellta. This is in excess of Strabo-Eratosthenes' 
15,500 by some 270 m.p. See also Str. 513. For the Black Sea Ammianus (xxii. 8. 
10; Erat. 1I1B 79) quotes Eratosthenes and others: olllllis autelll eills vell1t illslliaris 
circllitlls litorm lIavigatio vigillti trilws dimellsa milibus stadiorwlI, lit Eratosthelles 
IIflinllat et HemtllellS et Ptolelllllells aliiljlle /lUills lIIodi, which, as far as stadiorlllll, 
Gardthausen regarded as derived directly from Eratosthenes. Str. r 25 gives the dis
tance as 25,000 st. It is to be noticed that neither Strabo nor Ammianus quotes 
Eratosthenes by name in his section on Persia, and Gardthausen's view has been 
rejected as too unitarian. There can be no doubt that Ammianus also used many 
other sources, both Greek and Roman, including Isidore and Ptolemy. Mommsen, 
Hermes, r6 (188r), 602-36 = GS vii. 393-425, though in general critical of 
Gardthausen's view, accepted that Eratosthenes was the most probable ultimate 
source for Ammianus' geography of Arachosia etc.: sec especially GS 4r5-r6. For 
attempts to isolate the elements in the Roman geographical tradition between Pliny 
and Solinus, which are relevant to Ammianus, see the history of the problem in 
Sallmann, sect. I, E (esp. pp. 127-34). The summary given by J. Fontane, 
Amllliillllls, Bude edn., vol. iv(r), 54-64 (bibliography, p. 57 n. I), illustrates the 
difficulty of determining Ammianus' sources. 

" See Amm. xxiii. 6. 69: ablllldat alltelll haec eadelll Aria oppidis, ill tel' ljuae 81111t 
eelebria Vita.m Sarlllatilla et Sotira et Nisibis et Alexlllldrill; ibid. § 72: post ljllOS (the 
Drangiani) cxadverslIlll Arac/lOsill visitw', dextrwlI verl/CIIS ill latlls, llll/is obieetll, Cjllillll 
lib Illdo j1I1ViOrlllll Illllximo (1Il1de rel/iolles eOl/llOlllillatae SIIIIt) ClIIlIIis IIIl1ltO lIIillor exoriells 
CIljllClrll/1I alillit IIl11jJlitlle/ille, efficitljlle pairlllell1 ljllllll1 Arac/lOtoscrellell IIppel/allt. Hie 
ljlWljlle civitates Slllit illter alias viles, Ale.wllle/ria et Arbaca et C/wasjJa; ibid. § 59: Hie 
(in Sogdiana) ill tel' alia oppie/a celebralltur et Cyresc/lIIta et Vrepsa lI1etropolis; ibid. 
§ 49: (in Carmania): SlIIlt etiall1 civitlltes, lieet IIIl11lero pallcae, victll tamell et cllltll 
pen/1I11111 cOjJioslle, illter ljllllS Ilitet Canllallll Oll1l1illll1 lI1ater et 1'0rtosjJllIIII et Ale~'allliria 

et Herll1l1polis. 
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quite apart from the fundamental defects and uncertainties of 
Greek methods of mensuration, outlined at the beginning of this 
chapter, the derivative nature of much of the material that they 
provide indicates the existence of distance-variations that may have 
accumulated or occurred in the text on the way, for instance in the 
long span of time between Eratosthenes and Ammianus, either 
through accumulated scribal error or through variants due to the 
use of secondary sources, as when Pliny chooses to cite Nearchos 
and Onesikritos from Juba. ls It is to be remembered that for the 
regions with which we are now dealing the problem of the poss
ible 'modernization' of the information in the early sources hardly 
arises. Although it may have happened, by chance, as Pliny says, 19 

that the ideas about Ceylon held by Eratosthenes and Megasthenes 
had been superseded by the journey of the freedman Annius 
Plocamus and by the voyage of the Sinhalese ambassadors to 
Rome, on the other hand knowledge of the geography of central 
Asia was still slight. The sketchy early Roman attempts at the 
mapping and chorography of the regions covered by Pliny's Book 
vi are recorded by him,·o and he guarded himself to the best of his 
ability against the presentation of antiquated information by ex
plicitly or tacitly using the latest available specialized sources, such 
as Isidore and Juba, while his frequent references to cities and 
tribes that had ceased to exist (particularly in the west) show his 
awareness of this problem; but little detailed information on such 
matters can have existed for the eastern regions. 

There remains one geographical source of a very different type 
from the chorographers and from the authors of 'Stations': 

lH See Plin. vi. 96: sed prillsqllalll gCllcratilll IlCIee pcrseqllalllllr illdicari COIlVCllit quae 
prodidit OllesicritllS c/asse Ale.\'{lIldri cirClllllvectlls ill IIlcdilemlllea Persidis e.\· Illdia, 
warmta proxilllc a Iulm (FGrH 275 F28), deilldc emil lIavi(Jatiollclll IIlWC his Willis 
comperla servala hoC/ie. There follows the account of the narratives of Nearchos and 
Onesikritos (FGrH IB Fr:3; 134 1'28). 

19 vi. 8I-9J. See also the graffito of Avao.> JIorrJt{ov }'Ivv{ov JI)..OKa/LOV, carved in 
the Wadi Menih, on the Berenike road, in the Eastern Desert of Egypt, IRS 43 
(I953), 38 ff. (SIlG xiii. 6 r 4; A. Bernand, I'all till Desert, no. 65; cf. Bingen in BB 
1993, no. 685). 

'0 'Agrippa' gave overall measurements for India, Plin. vi. 57 (= fr. 32, Riese, 
op. cit. below), and for the region between the Indus and the Tigris, the Persian 
Gulf and the Taurus (ibid. 137 = fro 33), as also for Asia Minor and Armenia (v. 
102 = fl'. 28). For attempts to elucidate the history of the geographical works, maps 
etc., that are attributed to Agrippa see the prolegomena to A. Riese, GcogmplIi I,atilli 
Millorcs {I878 (repr. 1964)), and the detailed account of later theories in Sailmann, 
op. cit. 91 ff. 
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Claudius ptolemy's Geographical Guide, the rEw'Ypa1>tK~ 'Y 1>~YTJaLC;,~1 
closely based on Marinus of Tyre's slightly earlier work, and con
sisting of a gazetteer to his projection of the oikoumene. ptolemy's 
final figure for the length of the inhabited world towards the rising 
sun, as far as the Land of the Sinai, is, for reasons that are 
sufficiently well known, 72,000 st., instead of about 52,000 (180° 
39' instead of approximately 126°), and the resulting co-ordinates 
are of little use in determining the true geographical location of 
sites not astronomically ascertained. In addition, however, to the 
list of places and their co-ordinates the gazetteer contains general 
statements of locations (BEGEtc;) and boundaries of regions and tribes 
in chorographical terms-as beyond the river, between rivers x 
and y, and so on-and these wider indications may be of value 
even within the framework of an erroneous projection. They are 
mostly given before the individual locations listed with their 
supposed co-ordinates, and, based as they are on the complex of 
sources used by Marinus and in part described by ptolemy in the 
vigorous and critical first book of the Geography, from official 
Roman maps to (more especially) the information as to distances 
provided by travelling merchants (a source distrusted but used by 
ptolemy), may be roughly correct in regard to general geographi
cal features; but the individual locations within the regions, deter
mined for the most part not by astronomical observation but by 
land measurements cannot be accepted in detail. The additional 
fact that a great many of the locations recorded by Ptolemy 
throughout the entire work are wholly unknown to other writers 
and to ourselves makes the task of utilizing his lists for true 
locations perilous, and is yet one more obstacle which any attempt 
to establish unknown locations has to overcome. 

" I can only refer here to work on Ptolemy that is directly relevant to the regions 
of Central Asia. Polaschek's RE article (Suppbd. X, cols. 8 I 3 fl) provides an excel
lent lIlisc-au-1Joillt. For a special edition with commentary of the portions of the 
text relevant to the present theme see I. Ronca's elaborate bilingual edition of the 
Central Asian section, Ptolelllaios, Geogrilpllie 6, 9- 2 I (lsMEO, Rome, r 9 7 r). In A. 
Berthelot's detailed reconstruction, L' Asic ilIlcienlle celltrale sud-orielltale d'apn!s 
Ptolemee (Paris, T930), T 59-254, the locations given by ptolemy are assigned with 
corrected co-ordinates to the modern map, which gives a false impression of the 
Ptolemaic map. McCrindle's veteran Allcient Tlldia as described by Ptolemy (Bombay, 
185'), repro with introd. and add. notes by S. M. Sastri, Calcutta, 1927) is still use
ful, while L. Renan's La Geograpllie de Ptolemee, Ullllle, vii. 1-4 (Paris, 1928) deals 
mainly with Gangetic India and further east. I may note here that the introd. to the 
I-IiIdesheim reprint (1966) of Nobbe's Tauchnitz text contains a brief but authorit
ative statement of the chief manuscripts by the late Aubrey Diller. 
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In general there is no sign that he used Hellenistic material of 
the type provided by the bematists and the chorographers. The 
information available to him from travellers' reports of more recent 
date, whether derived directly from Marinus or not, clearly carries 
no warranty of the antiquity of a location, and it is matter for con
jecture how many of the cities etc. existed at the time ptolemy 
wrote."l He criticizes Marinus precisely for using unauthenticated 
and antiquated data, and makes a point of correcting his projec
tion where better information was available to him, brief though 
the interval was between them."l However, he mentions (probably 
from Marinus) a number of defunct cities in Greece proper and 
Sicily, mostly, as with Stephan us, classical or pre-classical cities, 
without any indication that they had ceased to exist (unlike Strabo 
and Pliny, who drew attention to this historically significant 
element),44 and the same may be true of little-known cities of the 
east. 

" Ptolemy quotes some sources used by Marinus: Philemon (RE (JI)), i. II. 7, 
where Marinus criticizes his measurement of the width of Ireland because it was 
based on information supplied by merchants; i. 9, one Oiogenes, for conditions in 
the region of Cape Guardafui: Llwylv'I vII' TtVU ¢'1u, nov £l~ T~V '/V/)'K~V rr;\E6vTwv, 
K.T.A.; ibid., in continuation, 'a certain Theophilos': eE6¢,AOV /),[ Twa nov Ei~ T~V 
:4.¢PlK~V 7TAEOVTWV d1TO TWV fPa7TTWV dvaxO~vat l'OTWl, Kat €lKOa'Tije ~J.l€pal. ;A'IAVOEJJUt €l~ 
Tn )1pwvaTa. It is clear that such sources, used by Marinus, like the famous Maes 
Titianos, the Macedonian merchant who sent traders to the Serai along the Silk 
Route (i. I I. 7), have nothing in common with the Hellenistic sources from the 
bematists to Strabo. Note that each (including Maes) is referred to with a qualify
ing T.,. As an example of reliable regional knowledge we may note ptolemy'S refer
ence to Marinus' description of the route from the Caspian to Antiocheia Margiana 
by way of Ariana: i. 12. 7 7TL'A'" /), nrro TaUT'I~ (sc. 'YpKav{a~) O/)O~ El~ T~I' Mapytav~v 
)1vnoXEtav Sui TijS J4p€{US Tel fk€V rrpwra 1TpOS IM!.aYJf!{Jp{av a1ToKA{V€l, TijS )tPE{ac; V1TO TO 

aUTOV Tai~ Kaurr{a,~ [JuAa" KElJ1,[V'I~ rrapuAA'IAOv. This seems to be based on authen
tic reports, but it cannot be assigned beyond Marinus to any Hellenistic source of 
the type that we have been examining. For ptolemy'S own co-ordinates for 
Margiana and Aria see vi. 10 (Margiana) and vi. 17 (Aria). 

" i. 6. 2: having admitted the care exercised by Marinus in most respects (§ 1) 
he goes on: E1TEi OE rPU{JJ€TUL Kat mhos EV{ou; iE J.L~ f1-ETfl l(aTaA~rPEw,; dgW1T[UTOU 

UUYKaTUTEOlp.€vo,;, Kat tTl. 1TEpt T~ll E'cf>o8ov T~S KaTaypa¢~s 1Toi\Aax~ P.~TE TOU 1TpOXE[pou, 

~~:E TaU a~I1J.LIT~ov ~~v ~€ovaav 7rPOV,owv 1TE7TOt7JI1€VO~, E!K?TW~ 1T~O~X{j,'f}I-I.EV' oao~ 
WWftEOa DEW, TYJt 7UVOpO'; 71'pUYfl-uTEtat aVVEtaEvEYI(€(V E7Tt TO €VAOYWTEPOV Kat 

EUXPTJaTOTEpov. Chs. l:;~ 17 are particularly critical, and repay careful study. There 
is a German translation of them, with commentary by Mzik and Hopfner, Klotho, :; 
(Vienna, 1938). Des Klallciios I'tol. l\illIiillrllllO ill die darstellemie Brdkwl(ie, 1, T11C0rie 
11m/ GrIlIld/agcII del' darstellcm/e Hrdkwl(ie. 

H See the list in Honigmann, RE, s.v. Marinos, col. 1769. It includes Meganl 
IIyblaea, Gela, Megalopolis, Stymphalos, Haliartos, and others. For Pliny's popllli qlli 
SWlt (lilt IlIcrIlIlI see above, n. 4. Berthelot, op. cit. 113 ff. seems to underestimate 
the work of Marinus. 
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The chapters relevant to our purpose form most of bk. vi, 
namely: ch. 4 (Persis); 5 (Parthia); 6 (Carmanian Desert); 7 
(Arabia); 8 (Carmania); 9 (Hyrcania); 10 (Margiana); I I 

(Bactria); 12 (Sogdiana); 13 (Sakai); 14-15 (Scythia); 16 (Serica); 
17 (Aria); 18 (Paropamisadai); 19 (Drangiana); 20 (Arachosia); 
21 (Gedrosia), together with bk. vii, ch. I (India west of the 
Ganges). In the main regions listed, Margiana, Bactria, Drangiana, 
Arachosia, and Aria, ptolemy records the following relevant cities, 
the actual location of which is considered in the next chapter: in 
Parthia, Hekatompylos (vi. 5. 2), in Carmania, Alexandria (vi. 8. 
14), in Margiana, Antiochia Margiana (vi. 10. 4), in Bactria, 
Zariaspa (vi. I I. 7), in Sogdiana, Alexandria Oxiana (vi. 12. 6) 
and Alexandria Eschate (ibid.), in Aria, Artikaunda, and 
Alexandria (vi. 17. 6) and also apparently Areia (vi. 17. 7)-the 
order is Ptolemy's. 

We may then add to our list of Alexandrias, and associated 
cities, the following, mostly mentioned neither by the historians, 
nor by the Romance, but drawn from the geographical sources 
considered in this chapter (Alexandria Troas being omitted): 

Alexandria Ariana or 'among the Arians' (Bematists, Erat., Plin., 
Ptol.) 

Alexandria in Margiana (Plin., Ptol.) 
Alexandria Oxiana (in Sogdiana) (Ptol.) 
Alexandria in Arachosia (Isid., Ptol., Amm. Marc.) 
Arachotoi (Bematists, Erat., Plin.) 

To these we may add from the historians (ch. III): 

Alexandria ad Aegyptum (Arr. etc.) 
Alexandria ad Caucasum (Arr., Diad., Curt. Ruf. (Plin.» 
Nikaia (I) ad Caucasum (Arr.) 
Nikaia (2) and (Alexandria) (Bucephala) (Arr., Diod., Curt. Ruf.) 
Alexandria at junction of Akesines and Indus (Arr., Diod., Curt. 

Ruf.) 
Alexandria-Rambakia (Arr., Diad., Curt. Ruf. (Plin., Jub.» 
Alexandria-Spasinou Charax (Arr. (PUn., Jub.» 

From the historians and geographers we can, then, with some 
probability, extract some dozen Alexandrias and related foundations, 
such as the Nikaias, in the whole region between Hekatompylos 
and the eastern tributaries of the Indus. We may note that, except 
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in Ammianus (who refers to Alexandria in Arachosia among the 
civitates viles of that area, a phrase that suggests some con
temporary knowledge, and also refers to Alexandria in Aria and 
Alexandria in Sogdiana), there is no reference to any eponymous 
Alexander-city that can be assigned to a date later than Marinus
Ptolemy.45 

At one important point, however, the evidence provided by the 
two Arabic adapters of ptolemy, al-Khuwarizmi and ~l;1rab (= 'Ibn 
Serapion'), both of the ninth century AD, the latter slightly the 
earlier of the two, enables us to proceed a little further. These texts, 
though not linguistically of any great difficulty, are totally unreli
able within small margins in respect of the co-ordinates, which are 

. provided with neither diacritical marks nor vowel-notation. Derived 
probably from a Syriac intermediary, they are extremely similar, 
though they appear to derive independently from an intermediate 
adaptor and translator. Their aim is to adapt ptolemy's lists to the 
world of their own day by the improvement (for the most part) of 
his co-ordinates, and by the addition of Islamic locations. They 
consist of a preface (lacking, in fact, in the sole manuscript of al
Khuwarizmi), followed by a list of cities situated in the regions 
covered by them, namely the eastern aqiWm (Le. K)..{/-Lum), with 
their co-ordinates, followed in turn by a narrative description of the 
mountains, rivers, seas and islands within the klimata, each item 
with the area occupied or traversed by it, with all coordinates. In 
all sections considerable islamicization has taken place, and items 
recognizable from Ptolemy are interwoven with unrecognizable 
and indeed fabulous places!" This feature is analogous to the 

" POI' the passages of Ammianus see above, n. 37. 
16 The two texts are published by H. v. Mzik, Bibl. AI'IlI}. His/. II. geoor. 3 (1926), 

al-Khuwarizmi, and 5 (T 9 30), ~'ul:rrab), and the references are to that edition. Mzik's 
introductions give a brief analysis of the treatment of ptolemy by these authors. A 
more general survey will be found in the translation of Barthold's preface to the 
{huWd aI-'alam, printed in the prolegomena to Minorsky's edition of that work (2nd 
edn., as above, n. r6), pp. 10-T2. Por al-Khuwarizmi see also the detailed treat
ment by Nallino, Mem. Linc. 1894 = Scritti Edite e Inedite v (1944), 458-5.32 (with 
bibliographical addenda by his daughter), which analyses the relationship between 
Ptolemy's co-ordinates and those of al-Khuwarizmi, but does not print the Arabic 
text. Mzik has suggested in Heitrii{fe z. Ilistorisc1llm Geolf/'aphie, Kllltlll'{lco!1l'1lphie, 
lithllO{Jl'Ilpllie II. Karto!1rllphie, vomehmlic11 des Oriellts (ed. H. Mzik, Leipzig u. Wien, 
1929), 186 ff., that the fabulous names on al-Khuwarizmi's map of the eastern and 
northern parts of the globe derive from the lost Arabic version of the Romi/Ilce. He 
concludes: 'die [Le. the Arabic Romallce] aber in der einen oder anderen Bearbeilung 
wesentlich von der Fassung des Pseudo-Kallisthenes abgewichen sein muss, wie sieh 
im folgenden noeh deutlicher zcigen wird.' It is true that these place-names etc. link 
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presence in ptolemy's lists of large numbers of non-Greek names, 
which, however, are not likely to be fabulous. The relevant infor
mation in al-Khuwarizmi is to be found in his entry among the 
Arachosian cities corresponding to Ptol. vi. 20. 4 (long. II4° 0', lat. 
3 r O 20'), :4paxw'TOS, which he gives as 'the Eastern Iskandariya/' 
while Subrab at the same point, by an illuminating oversight, has 
'that is, Herat'.~R Both texts have Q.nd.h.r. among the towns of 
the region, and al-KhuwarizmL says of the river adjacent to 
Iskandariya that 'it flows by the city of Q.nd.h.r.;19 exactly as 
Isidore says (§ r9, above, p. 9r) that the Arachotos (the 
Arghandab) flows by Alexandria in Arachosia, a Greek city'. This 
is by far the earliest Arab reference to Qandahar, and makes the 
equation Alexandria in Arachosia = Qandahar virtually certain. It 
also confirms the evidence for the continuous occupation of the site 
under the Qaitul ridge until the early Islamic period. 

up with the al-KhQr-lcgend and the exploits of Dhii'l-Qarneln, but a direct link with 
the Romallce must remain, at least at present, very speculative. It is a matter of con
siderable interest that, as Honigmann (RE, Marinos (2), cols. 1795-6) points out, 
al-Mas'iidi is alone among the Arabs in referring to Marinus; cr. Dunlop, Arab 
Civilizatioll to A/J 1500 (London and Beirut, T97r) lSI f., who quotes the relevant 
passage from his Tall/Jill. 

47 See p. 1]2 (Ar. text}, II. 12-13, no. (J 643 (Ar.)). Nallino lists the co
ordinates of Kandahar-Alexandria given by al-Khiiwarizmi in his analysis of the text 
(see above, n. 46), p. 37 = ScrHti cditi etc., p. 508. 

" p. 29, no. [250] (Ar.) 
49 pp. 132 -3 'wa yemurru biqurb madinat al-Qandahar'. The whole phrase, 

under the general heading 'Known rivers of Islam in the East' reads 'a river rises 
in the region between Iskandariya of the east and the mountains close by [co-ordi
nates], and runs between the city of Iskandariya and the mountain, and close to 
Qandahar.' The co-ordinates of the Arabic adaptation are close to those of ptolemy 
in the corresponding passages. 



CHAPTER V 

Identifications 

THE purpose of this chapter is to consider the possible identification 
and location of the cities described as Alexandrias, or associated 
names, as recorded by the Alexander-historians and the geogra
phers. No attempt is made to discuss the identifications proposed 
for cities recorded only in the Alexandrian or Iranian lists, which, 
for the reasons explained in Chapters I and II, I disregard in this 
context. The historicity of the foundations under consideration in 
this chapter does not depend on their exact locations, and it has 
not been my aim to undertake a fresh study of the material from 
that point of view, though I have naturally indicated my own 
views on some of these very perplexing and, for the most part, 
insoluble topographical questions. I must also stress that, at the 
expense perhaps of the coherence of the narrative, I have entered 
only where necessary into the difficult problems of movement and 
logistics which form an essential part of the history of the cam
paigns themselves, since my focus is not on Alexander's military 
operations but on his foundations. 

The cities in question all lie, broadly speaking, within the region 
of Iran and Central Asia bounded on the west by the desert east of 
the Elburz Mountains, on the east by the Indus river, on the north 
by the Jaxartes-Tanais (Syr Darya), and on the south by the 
Persian Gulf. Within this vast region, embracing the later Muslim 
provinces of Khiizistan, Sijistan, Khorasan, largely within the 
frontiers of modern Afghanistan, and 'Beyond the River (Oxus)" lie 
the chief cities associated with the name of Alexander. In terms of 
Hellenistic geography the area is covered by the first two 'Seals' of 
Eratosthenes (India and Ariana). The problem of their location and 
their identification with later cities is full of difficulties, of which the 
principal are as follows. 

I. The total number of sites surveyed in Afghanistan, especially 
in the last fifty years, naturally far exceeds the number of cities that 
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we are seeking.} In particular the gazetteer of sites shows a heavy 
concentration of Achaemenid and Hellenistic sites (Seleucid, 
Bactrian, and, later, Kushan) in the area between the northern 
foothills of the Hindu Kush and the Oxus, especially along the 
valleys of the southern tributaries of the river, and along the course 
of the river itself, and another concentration, which includes more 
Parthian sites, in the lower Helmund valley between Lashkargar 
and Nad Ali (Zaranj). These sites are mostly unexcavated, and, in 
ancient terms, all of them unnamed. Some have been partially 
excavated, but for the most part they have only been superficially 
surveyed, and the historical chronology assigned to them is 
largely based on the collection of surface sherds and on the 
approximate date of surviving structures, if any. I shall have occa
sion to refer to some of these sites in due course. 

2. Arrian and the other Alexander-historians rarely give 
distances in terms either of land-measurements or of day-marches, 
and their descriptions of natural features are not precise enough to 
enable us to identify anything other than the largest physical 
features such as mountain-ranges, the major rivers and the deserts. 
We have consequently very little information based on Alexander's 
bematists from our historical sources. 

3. The geographers, to whom we owe our knowledge of the 
distances calculated by the bematists on whom they drew, though 
they provide distances, rarely agree with one another, and, as has 
already been emphasized, different manuscripts of the same passage 
may vary considerably, and already varied in antiquity. I have said 
enough about this in the previous chapter, so I may limit myself 
here to stressing that attempts to determine a location within a 
distance of even fifty miles on the basis of literary evidence, or 

I For the study of the sites I rely on the invaluable Gazetteer of Arc/llIeological Sites 
ill A/.qilllllistall by W. Ball and J.-C. Gardin (Paris, 1982), where every recorded site 
is given a serial number. I refer to this simply as 'Ball' followed by the number of 
the entry. Arc/llIeolo{JY ill Afghallistall, ed. F. R. Allchin and N. Hammond (London, 
1978) refers to most of the sites in a historical and archaeological survey stretch
ing from the earliest times to the Timurid period, and is an invaluable handbook. 
The historical geography of the region between the Oxus and the Indus is treated 
in A. Foucher's classic, if prolix, work, TAl Vieille ROllte tie I'Tlltle tie Bactres Ii Taxi/a 
(2 vols. Paris, I942-7 (Mem. DAFA r)), based on the early researches of the DAFA, 
from 1922 to 1925. I refer to this as Vieille ROllte. The data provided by this 
admirable work are naturally in some respects superseded. The sober analysis given 
by Brunt in App. viii of his edition of Arrian (i. 487-509) provides an excellent 
guide to the chronology, logistics and geography of the whole campaign in the east; 
cf. also ibid. vol. ii, App. xviii. 
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of Ptolemy's co-ordinates, and corresponding attempts either to 
emend or to explain away discrepancies on the basis of modern 
measurements, cannot hope to succeed. Great help is provided by 
the Itineraries and records of routes and distances of the earliest 
Arab geographers and recorders of postal stages (barid), especially 
for the provinces of Sijistan and Khorasan, though they must be 
used with caution, on account of possible changes in natural con
ditions. 

4. Although archaeological research has opened up new fields of 
study in Afghanistan and Pakistan, only three excavated sites play 
a significant role in this discussion-Ai Khanum on the Oxus, 
Kandahar in the south of Afghanistan, and Begram in the Kabul 
Kuhistan basin, at the southern foot of the Hindu Kush. The great 
progress resulting from the discovery of the first two sites-Ai' 
Khanum fairly thoroughly, Kandahar only very slightly, investi
gated-lies in the ascertained fact that both enjoyed a period of 
Greek occupation contemporary with the early Hellenistic Age in 
Greece, and both had previously been important Achaemenian 
centres. The third site, Begram, though probably to be equated 
with Kapisanaki (Kapisa), an old Achaemenid settlement, which 
perSisted till a late date, has not yielded significant evidence of the 
Hellenistic period or earlier. In general it has to be borne in mind 
that the effect of the Mongol invasions of the thirteenth century in 
Afghanistan was decisive: cities which had flourished in Sassanian 
and early Islamic times were utterly destroyed, and usually levelled 
to the ground-a fairly simple operation when the walls were for 
the most part of mud-brick. What now appears above ground in 
the form of citadels, forts, and mounds, when not crowned by a 
Buddhist stupa, represents mostly reconstructions of post-Mongol 
date. At Kandahar the pre-Islamic level at Shahr-i-Kuhna, the Old 
City, where ascertained, lies many metres below the present 
ground-level, and its discovery was made possible by the fact that 
the modern city of Kandahar is on a wholly different site. At Herat, 
to take another major site, where the identification, though not the 
precise location, is certain, the Islamic city of today, or yesterday, 
stood where it had stood from early Islamic times, and if the pre
Islamic city, Alexander's foundation, was in the same immediate 
area, it must lie far below the present city. It follows that little is 
to be gained by associating any of the promising-looking mounds 
of Afghanistan or further north with this or that Hellenistic city 
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simply on the basis of approximate location. The mounds have to 
be excavated to determine their age, and indeed their authenticity 
as mounds with occupation levels; some may be artificial and 
erected for defensive purposes on some sort of scaffolding, others 
are simple earthworks. Identifications, then, must be established 
beyond all doubt, or otherwise treated with the greatest reserve. 
We shall see that, on closer scrutiny, the actual location even of a 
generally accepted identified site such as Alexandria in Aria-Herat, 
may pose insoluble problems. Consequently the assignment of 
precise reasons of short-term strategy or long-term policy for the 
location of a foundation is hazardous unless, as with Alexandria on 
the Jaxartes, the purpose of the foundation is specified by our 
sources. We may contrast the case of Hellenistic foundations of 
which the precise site is known, and the significance of the choice 
of site can be determined by study of the map or by autopsy, as 
well as by an understanding of the general political and strategic 
advantages of a specific situation. 

To these historical factors which create uncertainty, we must 
add the variations in climate and cultivation which complicate 
the argument at many points. There is, first of all, a man-made 
problem, that caused by the ruthless violence of the Mongols 
and the continued depredations of the nomad on the sown land. 
The problem of nomadism is certainly much older than the age 
of Alexander, who tried to cope with it, and it continued through
out antiquity and ever since. The eating out of cultivated land, 
particularly in Turkestan in the north and Sijistan in the south, 
has led to the increase of desert areas at the expense of oases and 
cultivatable land, which has to some extent been compensated in 
medieval and moderu times by the extension of cultivation through 
the development of canal systems and other irrigational measures. 
Yet again, both to the south of the Hindu Kush and in the Indus 
Valley there has been considerable variation in drainage areas, so 
that, for instance, the lower reaches of the Helmund river run at 
some points by a different course from that which they followed in 
antiquity, while the whole map of the Lower Indus, its tributaries 
and its delta, was very different two thousand years ago.2 Only the 
mountains and their passes have remained more or less (the latter 
by no means wholly) the same, and these, in the absence of 
surveying techniques, the ancients were unable to describe or 

2 See below, pp. 163-4. 
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orientate in a plausible form. In general we must think of move
ment and communication in terms not of roads, which as strictly 
definable features are, for the most part, a late development, but of 
tracks along river valleys, however narrow, and over passes, how
ever precipitous. The mainly level route from Herat to Kandahar, 
which cuts across, and does not follow, the river valleys, is a major 
exception to this pattern of communications. 

In spite of these difficulties, however, it remains possible to 
identify with a greater or less degree of probability, mainly by 
the combination of the information provided by the geographers 
and historians, the approximate location of some of Alexander's 
authentic foundations. I propose to consider them in sequence from 
the south-west to the north-east, that is, across the later route to 
Khorasan, and then from the northernmost point (Alexandria 
Eschate) south-east to the Indus Valley and beyond, and then west
ward back to the head of the Persian Gulf. As already indicated, I 
give only a few references to modern discussions, which, however 
ingenious, cannot solve the problems inherent in the conflicting or 
insufficient ancient literary evidence. 

Our survey begins at the east end of the southern Caspian Gates, 
the point of departure of the measurements of the bematists and 
geographers, I but unfortunately not specifically mentioned by the 
Alexander-historians. The first Significant location to be noted is 
Hekatompylos. The distance from the Gates to Hekatompylos given 
by our sources varies considerably, and even if the stade used in 
each case was certain, discrepancies would remain. As already 
stated, Pliny gives the distance as I 3 3 Roman miles (= approxi
mately I,064 stades), whereas Eratosthenes gives I,960 stades 

, See above, pp. 84-5, where the figures of the stages are tabulated. The reserva
tions expressed about the figures must be borne in mind throughout. The southern 
Caspian Gates are located beyond reasonable doubt at the Sar-Darrah valley which 
slices through an eastern spur of the Elburz Mountains, and which is some six miles 
long, its length being a physical factor which creates a basic margin of doubt in all 
calculations based on distances from it; 6 miles = So stades, according to which cnd 
of the pass was used as base-line, would account, for example, almost exactly for 
thc estimated discrepancy betwccn Apollodorus of Artcmita and Pliny (see below, 
n. 7 and 11). Modern calculations are largely based on a base-line at the eastern 
cnd, and this seems likely to be correct: see the discussions by Stahl, Geogr. JOllrnal, 
64 (1924), 318-20, and Hansman, IRAS (r968), rr6-I9 (with map on p. II7). 
The fullest analysis of the geographical evidence relating to Alexander's movements 
for the region between the Caspian and Herat is that of Marquart, op. cit. below 
(n. r I), pp. 60 ff., but his identifications are very uncertain, and involve numerous 
emendations to Strabo and other writers, both Greek and Arabic. 
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or c.24S miles,' a variation that, it has been suggested, results 
from his having taken the northern Gates, a pass across the true 
Caucasus, west of the Caspian, as his starting-point. Apollodorus of 
Artemita, whom Strabo expressly quotes in an adjacent passage to 
that in which he quotes Eratosthenes,; gives the figure of 1,260 

stades or C.1S7 miles, some 24 miles more than Pliny. The dis
crepancy can, however, be further reduced, since it can be estab
lished on independent grounds that Apollodorus used a short stade 
(Le. of forty to the schoenus, like Eratosthenes) of 102 metres, and 
this figure, multiplied by 1,260, the distance in stades (at thirty to 
the Roman mile) from Hekatompylos to the Caspian Gates accord
ing to Apollodorus, gives a distance of just over 128 miles as com
pared with Pliny's figure of 133 Roman miles/' The agreement 
between Pliny and Apollodorus is thus sufficiently close to enable 
us, from a base-line at the Caspian Gates, to place Hekatompylos 
approximately 20 miles south-west of Damghan/ 

This region has been investigated repeatedly, but it is only in 
recent years that a positive identification with preserved remains 
has been achieved at a point 20 miles (32 km.) south-west of 
DamgMn called Shahr+Qiimis. Here, close to the line of the 
modern (and ancient) road into Khorasan, in the area of' the 
Persian Kumisene, a survey followed by an exploratory excava
tion (unfortunately incomplete) revealed a large complex of 

, See above, p. 84, and below, n. 9. Strab. 514 (I1IB 20): My€< oE Ka1 o{iTw TU 

(jtaaT~l!aTa' a7TO [(aa7rtWV 1TuAwv Eis VvoouS') €Is /1€V 'EKUTOP.7TUAov xv\{ovS' EvvEuKoa[ous 
.t~KOVT<5. <pUGlV, ICT.A. (cf. below, n. 6). 

, Strab. ibid. (ch. ix, init.): €la1 0' a7TO Kua7Ttwv 7TVAwv <is /lEV 'Payus aTaowL 
1T€VrW(Oawt., WS cPll(HV )lrroAA.68wpos, Els 8' tEKurop.1TvAoV, TO TWV llap8valwv {3aoti\ewv, 
X{)\tOL OLUK6awt €g~KovTa. 

" Kiessling, RIl, s.v. Hekatompylos, cols. 2794ff., points out that Apollodorus' 
estimate of the known distance between Rhagai and the east end of the Sar-Darrah 
defile, 5 r miles, is 500 stades (Strab. loc. cit.), which results in a stade of 102 m. 
However, he develops his argument in a direction that seems unacceptable, 
arguing that Eratosthenes and Apollodorus cannot have been at variance over such 
a fundamental measurement. He consequently proposes to emend Strabo (loc. cit. 
n. 5) to X{AWL EVVEaKO(JWL, thus placing Seleucid-Parthian Hekatompylos at Shahr
Rud, some two-thirds of the entire route further from Sar-Darrah, and assumes that 
the bematists' figure, 1,064 st., which gives a position near Damghiin, refers to an 
earlier Achaemenid-Median site (in fact, Kiessling prefers Simniin), which was 
moved to Shahr-Rud. This is an unnecessary complication, and is contradicted by 
the archaeological evidence: see n. 9. 

, See the summary of investigations given by Hansman, loc. cit. pp. I r6 IT. The 
failure of Damghan to yield pre-Islamic remains at levels below the present town
level leaves no room for doubt that the identification should be abandoned. 
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mounds dating from the Parthian period, with surface sherds of 
Achaemenian date. The core of this complex the excavators pro
pose to identify with Hekatompylos.8 Even if this is not absolutely 
certain, there can be no doubt that the site, the first large Parthian 
settlement to be excavated in the area, and at the right distance, 
according to the bematists' reckoning (Pliny), from the Caspian 
Gates to Alexandria in Ariana, the first foundation after the Gates, 
has much to commend it.9 The difference between Damghan and 
Shahr-i-Qiimis as candidates for Hekatompylos is less, it must be 
emphasized, a matter of distance- for the distance between them 
is only 20 miles, which can hardly be accounted significant on a 
long stretch-than of archaeological evidence: Shahr-i-Qiimis, 
whether Hekatompylos or not, is certainly a Parthian site with 
evidence of Achaemenid antecedents, and no such site has been 
scientifically recorded elsewhere in the region. Moreover, Polybius' 
reference to Hekatompylos in connection with the expedition of 
Antiochus III makes the old identification of Hekatompylos = 

, See Hansman, loco cit., and Hansman and Stronach, ibid. (1970), 28 ff. (cf. also 
the summary by S. A. Matheson, Persia: All Archaeological Guide' (r976), 193 ff). 
For the Parthian seals from the site see most recently A. D. II. Bivar, [nlll, 20 
(rg82), 16r ff. 

, The excavators rightly say, op. cil. (1970), p. 61, that on the basis of the 
combination of distances and site-evidence, together with the absence of any 
known alternative site providing the requisite evidence in the area, 'it would 
seem not unreasonable to reaffirm ... that the site of Shah-i-Qumis Area B is, in 
fact, Parthian Hecatompylos.' Brunt, Arriall (Loeb cdn.), i (1976), 496, objects to 
the identification on the ground that the calculation of distances is unsatisfactory, 
and, like Kiessling, he prefers an identification closer to the 1,960 stades given by 
Eratosthenes, regarding Apollodorus' 1,260 as a copyist's error; but to do this he 
has to reject the figure of 500 stades given as the distance from Rhagai to the 
Caspian Gates. Both figures could be accepted on the supposition that the longer 
distance is from the northern 'Caspian Gates', as Engels (op. cit. below, n. 10) 
pp. 8r n. 52; 83 n. 6l; 157-8, suggested; but although Pliny vi. 30 says that 
the two gates were frequently confused (AI) iis SUllt Portae Caucasiae /1lagllo errore 
IIlIlltis Caspiae dictae, cf. Treidler, RE, s.v. Portae Caspiae, and Mittelhaus, ibid. 
S.V. Kaukasiai Pylai) it is difficult to suppose that Eratosthenes made this error at a 
time when the Caucasian Gates were much less known than they were in the 
period of the early Empire (cf. Plin. vi. 40, on the confusion of name at the time 
of Corbulo's expedition to Armenia: SWlt au/em aliae Caspiis gelltiblls illllctae, quod 
dillosci /lOll potest Ilist comitatll rerllm Ale.wlIlilri Mill/IIi. In the surviving version of 
Alexander's speech at Opis, Arr. vii. 10. 6, the same confusion may occur, 
whatever its source; inrf3pj3&.vra DE T()V !(auKaaov IJ1T€P Td~ !(aol1{ac; 1TuAac;, though 
here the reference could be to the Paropumisadai; cf. Arr. iv. 22. 4, quoted below 
n. 78 li1T<p{3a>'wv Sf TOV KauKa<Jov). In any case the objections raised by Brunt on 
account of the extremely vague and easily corrupted llgures for distances do not out
weigh the positive arguments provided by the evidence of the site of Shahr-i-Qumis 
itself. 
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Damghan untenable. \0 For our purpose the identification is of less 
significance than it might seem to be, for though it establishes the 
fixed location from which distances to Alexander's foundations in 
the Iranian provinces were originally calculated, the figures them
selves after Herat are so uncertain that the value of Hekatompylos 
as a cardinal point is much reduced. To these foundations I now 
turn. 

I. ALEXANDRIA IN ARIA(NA) 

A characteristic lacuna in our evidence is revealed in regard to this 
city. Its existence is attested by the bematists and by Eratosthenes, 
but, like other cities of less importance, it is not mentioned by the 
Alexander-historians. These agree in saying only that Alexander's 
route from Zadracarta in Hyrcania lay through Ariana, II and 
that having advanced from Ariana 'towards Bactra' he returned 
thither to subdue the rebellious Satibarzanes. Alexandria in Ariana 
is mentioned in the primary geographical sources (Eratosthenes,12 

10 See Polyb. x. 28. 7, with Walbank's very clear note and sketch-map, ad loe. 
An identification of I-Iekatompylos with Shahr-Rud would have involved Antiochus 
in retracing his steps over a considerable distance. D. W. Engels, Alexander tile Great 
ami the tonistics oj tile Maceilollian Army (California, 1978) 83, accepts this iden
tification. For his analysis of the distances from the Caspian Gates see his Table 8, 
p. 157; his figures agree essentially with mine. 

II Arr. iii. 25. J; Diod. xvii. 78 (contracted account); Curt. Ruf. vi. 6. 33. The 
first location named in Ariana is Sousia: E1Tt n1 T~' )fpE{a, opta Kat £ova{av, 1TO"\'V 
T~' )fpE{as. This may well be represented by the Arabic and later Tlis (for which see 
Le Strange, 388-9), which is in the right location, though the vowel-change is 
against it (ef. Marquart, Untersllell. Z. Gesell. Eran, ii. 65, who has doubts about the 
'Umformung'). 

11 Strab. 514= IIIB 63: Ta Of (JtaaT~p-aTa ovrw AEYEt' a1To I.lEV TOU !(ao1T{ou f1TL TOV 
[(Drov wS' XLt..{OUS oKTaKoa{ous GTUO{OVS, fvlJEJJ S' E1T;' [(no1Tfat; 1TvAas 1TEVTaKHJXLt..{OUS 

EtaKoo{ouS, efT' ELS itAegavDpetllv T~V EV )fpiols ;gaKtaXtA{ouS TETpUKOO{OVS, elr' els-
E ' \ 1\ .1 'Z I \ " \" 'tQ~' l' , 
, a,KT~a~ T"1~ 1TOi\W, "1 Ka~ ~pt,a~1Ta, K~"HTat, T~(aXLIU?VS OKTaKOGtOU~ €fJO~I1-'YJ~ovTa, ,HT 

E1T' TOV 'lagapTlIv 1TOTa/-wv, E¢ ov )fAEgavDpos »KEV. w, 1TEvTaKwx,"\wVs' OfLOV DWX'''\W' 
OWfLvPW' .gaKoaw, '{3DofL~KOVTa; ef. ibid. IIIB 20 (second excerpt): Els D' )f"\EgavOpEtaV 
T~V fV i'tp{OtS Tf'rpaKLGXLA.lOVS 1T€VrUKoa{ous TpuIKovTa, E[T' €is flpoqlJaa{uv T~V fV 
LlpaYY'i' X,,.\{ov, .gaKoa{ovs, oi DE 1TEvTaKoa{ov" K.T."\. Berger, Eratosth. 248 n. 2, 
pointed out that the earlier modern geographers (Ritter etc.) had placed Alexandria 
in Ariana lIorth of Eratosthenes' Taurus-line, and that is in fact a possible interpre
tation of the passage given by Strab. 68 = Berger, IlIA 2, where he associates Aria 
with the region of I-Iyreania and says, of the route to Bactria, E1TEtTa ~ E1Tt Tl)V 
(y pKav{uv 8dAaTTav v1TEpOEatS Kai ~ f~Eg~S ~ l1Ti BaKTpa Kai TOUS l7TEKEtVa LKuOas oDDs 
oEg"l EXOVTL 7(1 oPlI, but in the fragments HIB 20-3, dealing with the regions beyond 
Hekatompylos, he clearly associates Ariana throughout with the provinces south 
and east of the Elburz range, on the north with Baclria, on the south and east with 
Drangiana and Arachosia. 
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who was no doubt using the bematists quoted by Pliny," and Pliny 
himself) and it is also in Stephanus' list. 1-1 Of its existence in the 
third century BC there can, then, be no doubt, but the failure of 
the historians, who describe Alexander's activities in and around 
the oasis in some detail, to mention that he built a city there, is 
undoubtedly surprising. Consequently, although, unlike Merv, dis
cussed below, our ancient sources do not suggest that the founda
tion was of a later date than Alexander, the possibility exists. It 
was evidently built somewhere near the site of Artacoana, the 
capital or main citadel of the Achacmenid satrapy of Aria, which 
Alexander now conquered, though how near it is not possible to 
determine. The proximity and yet separateness of the two, is indi
cated by Pliny, who (not quoting the bematists) says oppidum 
Artocoana, Arius amnis qui praej1uit Alexandriam ab Alexandra 
conditam, while he describes Artacabene as multo pulchrius sicut 
antiquius (than Artacoana) Artacabene, iterwl1 ab Antiocho munitum. 
He adds that Artacoana had a circumference of 30 stades and 
Artacabene, the site and identity of which are unknown, of 50. 
Beyond this, however, we are left with some unanswerable 
questions concerning the location both of the new city and also of 
Artacoana, which survived to be mentioned by Strabo and others.l; 

Il NH vi. 6r (cf. above, p. 79 n. 6): Dio{Jlletlis et Baetoll WileI'll/II eills l1lellsores 
scripsere II portis Caspiis Iiectltol1lpyloll Part/lOri/ill qllot di.tillllls lIlilia esse, illde 
Alex(I1u/ria/ll Arioll, ll'UlIIl IIrbel1l is rex cOl/(lidit, DLXXV mil., etc. 

14 €/386p.,'rJ €I' )1p{Ot~ ;'IBv€{ llapOva{wIJ Kurd T~V YvOtK~V. 

" See below, n. 21. Engels, op. cit. 87ff., who maintains that Alexander, on his 
lirst entry into Ariana, proceeded north from the modern Mashshad, not south-east, 
follows the narrative of Curtius (vi. 22 ff.) closely, and regards the isolated rock-girt 
plateau to which the Arians retreated as distinct from Artacoana, and identifies 
it with the remarkable natural redoubt of Kalat-i-Nadir, which lies in an almost 
inaccessible area of the Persian-Russian frontier, on the edge of the Karakum desert. 
Although em'tius' account of the praerupta rupes is very graphic, I must confess that 
I lind it very hard to believe that Alexander did not first enter the vaHey of the Hari
Rud, and also that the plateau, described by Engels from Curzon, Persia, i. 133, as 
'the most famous stronghold in the Near East, the "Gibraltar" of Persia', is that 
described by Curti us. Leaving on one side for the present the historical question 
whether Alexander originally intended to enter Bactria by a route north of Maimana 
to Merv Shahijan, and evaluating the identification of the Kalat with the praerup/a 
rllpes (Artacoana or not) on its physical merits, there is a very real difficulty about 
the dimensions of the remote retreat. Curti us vi. 6. 23 says cirelli/liS eills X.tX et dllo 
stadia comprehendit, that is, something over four miles, and Engels p. 88 n. 81. pro
vides a comparable flgure for the perimeter of the interior plain based on 
the only measurements available to him, those of 'a Greek named Basil Batatzcs' 
in 1728 (Le, the remarkable metrical account of his mercantile journeys in 
Asia written by Vatatzes, and published by Legrand, Publications de [}l!cole des 
Lml{/lles Orientales \livmltes, 2' scr. xix, Nouveaux Melanges Orientaux (PariS, 1886), 
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Qodama and Yakiit both identify Herat as built by Alexander, 
saying that Alexander built Herat when returning from his voyage 
to China, but the former does not say that it was called 
Iskandariya, and Yakiit does not include the identification in his 

r8,)-295). C. E. Yate visited the site in 1885, and described it in K/wraS(IIl ami Sislall 
(Edinburgh, 1900) 155ff. (see below, n. 19), and gives it as 'some sixty miles in 
[external] circumference'. (He adds that his brother described the interior of the 
redoubt in detail in The Daily Telegraph of an unspecified date in August 1885, 
which I have not seen.) Curzon, who was prevented from entering the inner area, 
though he reached the southern entrance, describes it in his detailed narrative, loc. 
cit. 126-40 (with a clear panoramic sketch on p. 134), as 'some twenty miles in 
total length by five to seven in breadth', and he estimates the length of the steep 
southern face, by which he attempted to enter, as 'nearly twenty miles in a straight 
line', while his estimate of the total area is 'comprising a probable area of 150 
square miles'. These figures arc conlirmed by C. M. McGregor, who entered the 
redoubt and traversed the whole plateau in 1875: see his Narrative oj a Journey 
tlll"OUllh tire Pro vi lice of KllOraSSll1l ill 1875 (London, 1879), ii. 52 ff. (p. 53: 'It is a 
district, or a basin fortified in the most wonderful manner by nature. In shape it is 
something like a foot, and it must have a length of twenty miles by a breadth of 
two to four miles'); and it is clear that, as McGregor says, the Kalat is an enUre 
district and not a single feature such as is indicated by Curlius, though in other 
ways (the abundant supply of water and limber) the plateau described by Curtius 
certainly resembles the Kalat (for other visits to the Kalat see the Index to A. 
Gabriel's useful summary of travellers' journeys, Die ErJorscJulIIg Persiells (Vienna, 
1952) ). It is difficult to believe that Arrian's authorities, who described in detail 
Alexander's great achievement in scaling the Rocks of Chorienes and Aornos, would 
have passed over in silence the operation that would be required to capture the 
KaHit. It is also hardly credible that the long and extremely arduous journey, for the 
most part of several days, required to reach the entrance to the Kalat from any 
direction, except perhaps the east, which does not come into question, would have 
been undertaken simply to avoid a confrontation with Alexander's forces. Engels's 
view that Alexander's original route to Bactria lay through the Turkmen desert to 
Merv Shahijan and thence to the Oxus, stands or falls on this identification. 
Following Curtius, he distinguishes this site from Artacoana, and places the latter 
at an unknown location in the Turkmen desert (p. 9 r): 'If Artacoana is located in 
the Soviet Union, it will only be a matter of time before the extensive excavations 
and survey work undertaken in Turkmenistan will uncover it. Khorasan in Iran, as 
was notcd, has not yet received adequate attention from archaeologists, and if the 
city is located here, we will have to wait a good deal longer for its discovery.' It is 
worth calling attcntion here to the extraordinary similarity between the mountain 
retreat described by Curtius and the very similar locality, named Sirunka, utilized 
in like circumstances by the native inhabitants of Tambraka, in the neighbourhood 
of Astarabad (and therefore close to Kalat-i-Nadir) on the occasion of Antiochus the 
Great's Hyrcanian expedition in 207 BC. See Polyb. x. 31. 6: UUUT''1UUWVOS oE r~v 
1Tope{av W() E/30VAETO Kat 7TapaYEVOJ.LEVOS £71'£ TaJ.L~paKa, 1TOALV aTE-LXtOTOV, Exovaav Of 
f3aaOt.nu Ka~ ,.,.,lyeOos, «UTOU KaTEaK~vwaE. TWV OE 1TAdoTWV 7TE1TOtTJfJ.ivwv T~V dl10XWPTJuW 
€K TE rijs [Lax'lS Kat T~S 7TEpLKEtf..lfVTJS xwpas Els T~V 1TpoaayopEUOp-EVTJV E{pUYKU 7TOALV

auvi{3atv< l«tu8at «l<dvTJv, add. Buttner-Wobst) OU I-'al<po.v Tljs TUI-'{3pal<os, <lvat OE ri}s 
ty pKuv{as wS' (tv El f3aati\~i'ov OU1. 'TE T~V OXVpOTTJTa Kat T~V ai\ATjV EVKUtp{UV-€KptvE 
raUTTJv <g<A<tV I-'<To. {3{as. The issue was different, for the Hyrcanians slaughtered the 
Greeks in the city: in cont. ... I<(}" Taus I-'EV 'EAATJVaS KaTauq,ugaVT<S Taus <v ri}t 1T6A", 
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list of cities of that name. 1(, Tabari also attributes the city to 
Alexander without giving it its pre-Islamic name. 17 

The location of Alexandria Ariana within the general area of 
Herat has been accepted largely without debate. 18 The historic 
Islamic city lies at the centre of a large and very fertile oasis, and 
i~ described by the Arab geographers as offering (like so many 
other Islamic cities) the delights of civilized life, and a rich and 
luxurious vegetation. With the Arius amnis, the Hari-Riid, running 
through the oasis in many channels and with many canals, it still 
forms the natural starting-point of all routes east to Arachosia and 
north-east to BaUch, skirting or penetrating the Hindu Kush. It is 
the natural site of a strategic urban settlement, and played a major 
role in political considerations of the area in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries. I~ 

Ta DE €71'L¢aV€aTUTU 'TeVv (JK£UWV oLap1TaaaVT€~ VUKTOS U1T€xWplJaav. For the location 
see Walbank ad loco who, however, does not call attention to the remarkable 
similarity between the two occasions, and the two locations; the latter suggests that 
unusual specific features such as mountain redoubts in these wild regions are not 
to be regarded as unique, as other events in Alexander's campaign showed. 

16 Qodama, p. 265 (FT 2(7) (BGA vi) (see above, p. 56 n. 27); Yakut, S.v. (ef. 
ibid. n. 26). In Qodama the next city in geographical sequence founded by 
Alexander is Zaranj, for which see below, p. 126. 

17 See Tabiiri, 1. 2 702. Cf. also Provillcial Capitals, § r 2. 
IB See e.g. Droysen, Gli iii. 215-16 = FT ii. 673-4; Tomaschek, RE (2); Tarn, 

Alex. ii. 234, 241; Tscherikower, T02. 
19 For descriptions of Heriit and its surroundings see, among many other 

accounts, those of G. B. Malleson, Herat, The Grallary alld Garden of Celltral Asia 
(London, 1880), 9 ff.; C. E. Yale, Nort/wl'/1 Alqhanistan (Edinburgh, j 888), ch. III, 
'Herat and its Antiquities'; also his brother, A. C. Yate's (also a member of the 
Afghan Boundary Commission), Travels with the Alqllllll BOl/ndary Commission 
(Edinburgh, J 887); he did not enter Herat, but describes the valley of the I-lari Rud 
(pp. T33 ff.). The members of the Boundary Commission had unique opportunities 
of traversing the region between I-Ie rat and the Russian frontier, and their accounts 
are invaluable (and sometimes surprising, as when C. E. Yale (p. 1(3) says that they 
observed tiger footprints in the Maruchak area, north of Herat, in the valley of the 
Murghab). The earlier travellers sometimes give fuller accounts; among the best is 
that of A. Conolly, JOl/l'/1ey 10 the North of India (London, 1st edn. 1834; 2nd edn. 
1838), part of which (ii. I ff.) is quoted by Malleson, op. cit. 37 fr. Substantial 
extracts from Malleson and C. E. Yate are reprinted in Nancy Dupree's AJqllanislan 
(History and Geography of Central Asia, i (Buckhurst Hill, Essex, T972), 74-132 
and r 33-53). Some other early travellers are quoted in the following notes. Among 
modern writings the most closely observed is the oecistic study by Abdul Wasay 
Najimi, Herat, tile Islamic Cit!!: A Study in Ur/lilIl COllservation (London, j 988), which 
is invaluable for a detailed study of the oasis and its present irrigation. Ibn I;Iawqal's 
description (2nd half of the loth cent. AIJ) (BGA ii'. 4_37ff.; pp. 422ff. trans. 
Kramers-Wiet) is quoted by numerous writers, notably by I.e Strange, LEe 407 ff. 
(based on the first edition, published by De Goeje (1873); the longer text published 
by Kramers as the second edition (1938) is unaltered at this point). Ferrier, ClInlVlllI 
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Nevertheless the exact location of Alexander's city and its rela
tion to Artacoana alike remain unknown, and unless excavations 
in depth are ever undertaken at Herat the first problem will remain 
unsolved. The old city of Herat lies some two miles north of the 
Hari-Riid, and approximately four miles from the mountain range 
to the north, the rugged foothills of which overshadow the city. At 
the north end, above the old city stands, or stood, the citadel, the 
Kuhandiz, which was probably originally constructed in the early 
Islamic period, when it was described by Ibn l;Iawqal, who states 
that it had its own circuit of walls, quite separate from those of the 
city itself, with four gates bearing the same names as the four gates 
of the city. The citadel was destroyed during, and rebuilt after, 
various conquests of the city over the succeeding centuries, and 
today (or yesterday) what is left of it is Timurid.20 It is natural to 
suppose that Islamic Herat stood on the site chosen by Alexander 
for his new city, but there is no evidence that the citadel was in 
existence before the Islamic period; its secrets, if it has any, lie deep 
beneath what remains of its earthworks. We can only say that in 
general terms the site of Herat seems the most likely position for 
the city, facing the river and protected by the mountains to the 
north. 

The previously existing city or fort, presumably the Persian 
administrative centre for the province of Aria, called in our sources 
Artacoana, or some variant of that name, comes into prominence 
in the same context, with reference to the revolt of Satibarzanes, 
and Alexander's precipitate return from the first stage of his 
march to Bactria. It remains uncertain whether the high plateau 
to which the local population fled on the news of his return, when 
Satibarzanes left no less precipitately with his two thousand horse 

loumeys alld Waru/erilliis ill Persia, Afghallistall, etc. (London, 1856), 139, describes 
the medicinal attraction of the river: 'The clear and limpid waters of the Heri are 
pleasant, though aperient.' Experience has taught me that the same is true of the 
waters of the Nile south of the dams. The same observer pointed out that the water
level of Herat was very high. 

20 See the references in n. 19. Photograph no. 10 in R. and S. Michaud's 
Afghallistall (Eng. trans. London, I980) taken from the north shows the Hari-Rud 
flowing in the distance south of the city. The archaeological evidence is provided 
by Ball 428: 'a few chance finds of Sassanid seals and gems'. He does not refer to 
Torrens, lASH 11 (1843), 316-2I, who reports on an Elamite cylinder, found by 
Pottinger, now vanished, and some chance finds of gems, some of which are from 
further afield, e.g. Sistlln. The Elamite text, if indeed of local origin, would have the 
same importance as the text found in the excavations of Kandahar (see below, 
n. 61) as indicating continuity in the area of Herat. 
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for Bactra, is to be distinguished from Artacoana or not. This 
plateau is described by Curti us Rufus as a high rock facing west, 
with a circumference of thirty-two stades, that is approximately 
four miles; and as 'planted with many trees and with a perennial 
supply of water'. At a later point he refers to it specifically as a 
'city' (urbs), though this hardly seems compatible with the descrip
tion he has given of it earlier: it is strange to refer to a city simply 
as proximi montes and praerupta rupes. But that may be only a 
flourish, for Arrian's version of the event, adding the information 
that Artacoana was the 7T6ALS' i'va TO {3aa(AELOV 'ljv TWV :4pdwv, at 
least confirms that it was something more than a fort. At all 
events, the two localities remained separate. Strabo, Isidore, and 
ptolemy all treat Artacoana as a separate native town, and it seems 
likely that it continued in existence for some centuries after the 
foundation of Alexandria.21 The limited excavations that were 
carried out at Kandahar suggests that there too the native settle
ment survived alongside the old, though there the Achaemenid 

11 The separate existence of the two cities was maintained by Droysen, GA ii. 8 
n. 1 = FT i. p. 407 n. 1, and also accepted by Tarn, Ale.):' ii. 234 n. 5. Droysen 
accepted the location of Artacoana given by ptolemy, as NW of Herat (see Table III 
to Ronca's edn. of vi. 9-21, where the locations are clearly distinguished): vi. 17. 
6: lIpTaKaUUVa (X; lIpTtKaUova: A, Nobbe, Wilberg) ... pO y' M s lI>'fgu,'op«a €V 
lIPE{OL~ . . . pi M; Isid. § IS: €VTfUO€V JlpHa, GXOiVOL X. EvOa [(avoaK 170>'L~ Kat 
lITpaKavav 170>'" Kat )UfgUVOPEta ~ €V lI pdOLS" KWfLuL 0< &. Strab. 5 I 6 (not 
Eratosthenes): 170>'«~ (of Aria) 0< lIpTaKurJVa Kat lIAEguvOpELa Kat lIxa{a, E17WVUfLOL 
'TWY KTtOaVTWV" EVOlVE; DE atPoSpo. ~ y~. J(a: ydp els rplyovtav 7Tapap.€V€l Ell aTTt'TTWTOtS 

aYYfGL; 723 (= rIlB 20, first extract) docs not refer to Artacoana, nor does 514 (JIIB 
20, quoted above, n. 12, one of the distance-passages). It is to be noted that the co
ordinates of Ptolemy place Artacoana and Alexandria south of the Hari-Rfld, which 
is impossible if the identification with Herat is maintained, and unlikely on more 
general grounds of topography. Each of the Greek sources has a different spelling 
for the native city. In his map ill calc. of his edn. of Arrian, vol. i, Brunt prefers 
Diodorus' form of the name (xvii. 78. 4): 0 0< l:aTtf3ap~uv1/~ T~V fL<v 15VvafLLv ~epOWEV 
ds XopTaKava, 710..\W E-TTHpaVEaTaTYJv TW" Ell TOIlTOlS 70(-; 70rrOtS Kat <puatK~t Dturp€pOvaav 
OXUp6T1/TL, K.T.>'. but lIpTaKoa .. a seems the better-attested form. It was suggested by 
Ferrier, op. cit. 165, that Artacoana was at Kussan, some 50 m. downstream from 
Herat, on the road to Mashshad. He put forward the notion that it might have been 
the summer palace of the Achaemenian ruler of Herat. The idea is appealing 
because it emphasizes that we should not expect necessarily to find it in the immedi
ate vicinity of Herat, while its position on a hilltop indicates that it is not to be 
sought south of the present city. Berthelot, J} Asic IlIlcielllle, 178, puts Artacoana at 
Ghurian (= Fushanj/Bushanj) some 50 km. west of Herat, (see Le Strange, 4 I I) and 
about 50 m. south of Kussan (Kuhsan, Kusuya), lying in a fertile plain, close to the 
right bank of the Hari-Rud, on the road to Khaff. It was a prosperous city in the 
early Islamic period (see Le Strange, 41 I), but there seems no likelihood that 
Artacoana was located there. For Engels's view that the pmerllptll 1'1ljJCS should be 
identified with Kalat-i-Nadir see n. IS. 
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citadel and the Macedonian settlement were close beside each other 
(see below, pp. I35-6), which may not have been the case with 
Artacoana and Alexandria in Aria. 

The uncertainty surrounding this important city forms an excel
lent example of the impossibility of providing a wholly coherent 
account of the origin and history of Alexander's foundations. The 
historians give accounts of Alexander's activities at Artacoana, but 
do not mention the foundation of a new city. The only account of 
the new Alexandria, extremely brief, is that of Pliny, quoted 
above/' and though he certainly reproduces information found by 
his sources in the bematists, Eratosthenes (Strabo) refers to it only 
as a distance-point. Apart from Pliny, only Isidore refers to it as a 
city.21 It figures in Stephanus' list (as his seventh Alexandria), but 
does not occur in any version of the Alexandrian tradition of the 
Romance; and we have to wait for Tabari and Qodama to give us 
the earliest equations with Herat. It survived, at all events, through 
the centuries and served as the capital of the Parthian province of 
Hryw and Sassanian Harev, before it became Herat, and firmly 
associated in the Arab and Persian mind with Iskander. Strictly 
speaking, our verdict in favour of the city having been founded by 
Alexander should be based exclusively on the explicit language of 
Pliny, where he quotes the bematists: inde Alexandriam Arion, quam 
lIrbem is rex condidit DLXXV, etc. Beyond that, we are left in the 
dark. We cannot determine when Alexander decided to build a new 
city here-not necessarily on his arrival or during his brief stay at 
the oasis, but possibly at some earlier time, after due consideration 
of the advantages of the site, on information supplied-nor what 
practical measures he took in planning, building, and populating 
the new city. Such details-and then only the scantiest-come 
to us from the narrative of Arrian, and are available only for 
Alexandria in Egypt and for his city in Sogdiana, Alexandria on the 
Jaxartes. Neither Alexandria in Egypt, founded on the shores of the 
Mediterranean, nor the city of Ai Khanum, which was probably 
built in more settled circumstances a generation later, can safely 

12 Seen. T3. 
" Isidore (§ 15) is here, as frequently, elliptical. He says, 'E"T.iJ8." JiPEW axoi"ot 

A'. ;"v()u [(uvoaK 1ToAtS- Kat }lprUKGUaV 1TOA!.S' Kat J4AE'[aJ.lOpELG ~ Ell )tP€{OIS' Kwp.at DE 0', 
The entry cannot carry the weight assigned in this instance to Pliny. Even if Tarn 
were right in thinking that Isidore's text is a rehash of a 2nd-cent. IlC original (see 
p. 89 n. 25), it has no claim to preference on chronological grounds over Pliny's 
sources and Eratosthenes. 
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be invoked as models for whatever town-planning there may have 
been during the actual campaign, at Herat and elsewhere. 

From the wide valley of the Hari-Riid Alexander proceeded, on 
his second departure, after the defeat of Satibarzanes, through 
Drangiana and then, by way of Arachosia, marched on to the foot 
of the Indian Caucasus, the Hindu Kush. Timetable and routes are 
alike uncertain, and while the figures given by the bematists and 
the I:7a8/-w{ may (if correctly transmitted) be roughly correct in 
themselves, we are not in a position to link them positively with 
the modern map. Arrian and the other historians, let it be repeated, 
mention no new foundations until this hard journey was over, and 
the foot of the mountain range was reached. Before following 
Alexander on this long detour, however, we must consider the 
possibility of his having founded a city at Merv, a problem which 
is itself closely bound up with his movements while in Aria. 

The ancient evidence for this foundation has already been 
touched on. 2

-1 Our major sources fail us, and we are once again 
dependent on Pliny; but an adulterated Pliny who is drawing not 
on the bematists, but on unspecified sources. Apart from Pliny the 
city only survives as an Alexander-foundation in the Iranian tradi
tion, represented by 'fabari and the Provincial Capitals of Eriinshahr 
(see Table at end), originally developed in the Parthian and 
Sassanian periods. The archaeological evidence from the vast site of 
Merv Shahijan (which overshadowed its smaller homonym further 
down the Murghab, Merv al-Riidh, with which it is closely 
associated in the early Itineraries) is negatively against the supposi
tion, for although parts of it have been frequently, but (inevitably) 
selectively, excavated over the years, and yielded remarkable 
material, it is all of the Parthian period or later, as at Nysa, further 
to the west, and though it was an Achaemenid centre, it has shown 

H See above, p. 31 with note 67. The sources there analysed, which associate 
Alexander with 'Merv' are Pliny and his 'descendants' Solinus and Martianus 
Capella. The variant in Solinus' text (as between a city named Antiocheia and one 
named Selcukcia) is notcd ibid. On thc sitc and location of the Seleucid-Parthian 
city (Giaour-Kala) see Stmb. 5 I 6: 'Trapa'TrA'Ia{a 0' Ean Ka, ~ Mapytav~, Ep'lfL{a" 0< 
7TEpdX€Tat TO 7T€O{OV. (JavfLaaa~ s; T~V €u¢vtav 0 l:WT~P )tVT{OXO~ T€{X€t 1TEptE{3aAE KUKAOV 

ExovTa XLAtwv Kat 7TEVTGKoa{wv oraO{wl'" 7ToAtv 8' EKTLa€ )1VTt0XEtav. Isid. § 14 has 
JVTEV(}EV Mapytav~, axotvo£ A': //v8a :4l1nOXEtU 1j Kaiiovf-tEvTf tvuspo~' Kwp.at OE OUK flaty. 
For Curtius' dcscription of Margiana see n. 26. There is no epigmphical evidence for 
either an Antiocheia or a Seleukeia in Margiana. The .EEAEVKEV, am) M . .. of IG ix(i)' 
17. 100, restored hesitatingly by Hiller as am) M[apyov] is rightly rejectcd by L. 
Robert, OMS ii. I r89 n. 3 (= HP/!. 1934, p. 290) in favour of .E. a'Tr') M[a,avopjo[v]. 
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no specific traces up to the present of the Seleucid settlement. 25 Even 
if due allowance is made for the very large scale of the successive 
and adjacent city-sites-Achaemenid, Partho-Sassanian, and 
Seljuk-and the likely depth of unstratified levels, it remains wholly 
possible that there was a hiatus in occupation between the 
Achaemenid and the Seleucid-Parthian periods. Alexander had no 
occasion to visit the Merv oasis either at this juncture or later 
(unless the revolt in Aria had already broken out, to instruct him in 
the danger of leaving Achaemenid posts unsecured), and the 
suggestion that he arranged for the city to be founded there when 
he was elsewhere, for instance in Sogdiana or further away, goes 
against all that we know of Alexander's method of foundation. 26 

Thus the evidence for the foundation by Alexander remains weak, 

" A full account of Merv oasis, which covers some 50 square miles, as it was 
100 years ago, will be found in E. O'Donovan, Tile Merv Oasis (London, 1882), ii, 
passilll, esp. chs. 371'1'. Since then modern irrigation, mechanization, and other 
works have greatly altered the pattern of the whole oasis. For excavations see 
Knobloch, Beyond tile Ox us (London, 1972), 174 ff.; Frumkin, Arcilaeology ill Soviet 
Central Asia (Leiden, 1970), 146 ff. See also Ghirshman, Irall SOliS les Partiles et 
Sassallides (Paris, I9(5), 29rr. with plan 46. A brief account with a fuller plan 
will be found in Sherwin-White and Kuhrt, Frolll SilIllarklwlId to Sardis, 82-4. The 
polygonal fortress, Ak (Erk)-Kala, within Giaour Kala, is thought to occupy the site 
of the Achaemenid citadel, greatly extended by the Seleucids and Parlhians, but no 
Achaemenid material is reported from the site. O'Donovan, 265, says that 'among 
the Vekil Turkomans [of the area immediately adjoining Old Mervl earthen lamps 
of the old Greek form are frequently met with in daily use'. The terracottas, seals, 
gems, etc. seem to be mostly of Buddhist and Manichaean dale, but Pehlevi and 
other ostraca were also found (see Irall, loc. cit. below). 

The city retained its importance as long as the Murghab river and the Novur 
canal provided enough water, and the Seljuk Sultan Sanjar built the great dam at 
Benl-i-Kazakli on the river. After the Mongol invasion the city then inhabited, 
Sultan Sanjar, was abandoned, and a new city was built to the south at Abdullah 
Khan Kala, which regained its previous size and splendour; cf. Le Strange, 403. The 
final desolation of the site occurred when the Emir of Bokhara destroyed the south
ern dam in 1795 (cr. Knobloch, op. cit. I76). Current excavations undertaken by a 
joint Turkmen-Russian-British expedition, are investigating the Sassanian and 
early Arab levels of Giaour Kala, and as yet throw no light on the early history of 
the settlements (I am grateful to Dr St John Simpson for giving me this information: 
see now the report in Irall, 33 (I993), 39-62, with Plates xi-xviii). (The 
identification of Merv al-Rfldh with the actual site of Bala Murghab is not estab
lished: see Ball 198, who records no linds there.) 

1(, This was the view of I)roysen, GIl iii. 215 = FT ii. 673, followed by Tarn, Alex, 
ii. 234-5, who says, 'even if he were really never there in person, could he not give 
orders?' Tscherikower, 105 (cf. p. I44), does not accept it. Curt. Ruf. vii. IS, records 
an expedition by Alexander to Margiana, in the course of which six cities were 
founded, two facing south, four facing cast: SlIperatis deillde amniblls OellO et Oxo ad 
lIrbem Margillllam pervenit. Circa eam VI oJiliidis condemlis electa see/es est, dllo ad 
meridiem versa, IIII spcclellltia orielltcm. Engels, lOS, accepts the evidence of Pliny and 
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and it is wiser to regard it as a Seleucid foundation. The broader 
question of whether satisfactory evidence exists that the early 
Seleucids built, or rebuilt, or renamed, where Alexander had pre
ceded them, can hardly rest on this case (see above, pp. 35-6). We 
may compare the case of Alexandria in Sakastane, at or near the 
Arab capital of Sijistan, Zaranj, discussed below (pp. I27 ff.): there 
the only evidence for its existence is to be found in Isidore (who 
calls it Alexandria in Sakastane) and Qodama, and while Arrian 
states clearly that Alexander visited (Le. took over) the Achaemenid 
{3au{AHov, there is no suggestion that he founded a city there. 

One major problem needs consideration within the same geo
graphical context. When Alexander left the region of Artacoana for 
the first time, en route for Bactria, by which route did he proceed? 
To that question our historical sources give no answer. Arrian only 
says that he was recalled from his march towards Bactra by the 
news of Satibarzanes' revolt, and that he accomplished the return 
march of 600 stades (c. 75 miles) in two days.27 We are not told 
what route he and his forces had taken, but we may be fairly 
certain, I believe, that he had not embarked on the long, but level, 
detour through the southern desert which he took on his second 
departure, and if that is accepted we may consider alternative 
routes. 

The first route is that of which the first part, as far as Bala 
Murghab via the steep Subzak pass, has been already mentioned; it 
continues through rough undulating country to Maimana, and so 
to Balkh, a straightforward but long and arduous route. A second is 
the hard haul up the Hari-Rud, on a route which would eventu
ally lead him to the area of Bamiyan, then either down the Shibar 

CR, and says, 'I fail to see how it is possible to maintain that Alexander was never 
in Margiana, and did not found the city of Alexandria Margiana.' The virtual 
impossibility of deciding whether sllch fOllndations, which the ancients themselves 
claimed as first founded by Alexander, and then refounded by a Sc!eucid, is 
illustrated by the independent evidence of Gerasa. Welles, Illscr. oj Gerl/sa, 423, is a 
dedication by the city of Gerasa of a statue of Perdiccas, presumably, therefore, its 
founder, but the late Imperial bronzes of the city include an emission with a head 
of Alexander and the legend lI,\.t(-) MUK(-) KT{(UT1JS) r.pau(1Jvwv); he was perhaps 
held at that time to have instructed Perdiccas to establish the city; cf. liM, s.v. 
r.pau1Jvo, and Seyrig, Syria, 42 (1965), 25 ff. 

27 iii. 25. 6: iaura W~ 197]yyl"-01] aUTwL, T~V fl-€V Err; BaKTpa ooo}' OUK ~YEV1 
dvaAaf3wv OE TOUr; iE €TU{pOV5; t1T1T€Ur; Kat TOUr; i7T1TUKOVnfJrds Kat TOUr; rogorar; Kat TOUr;; 

):typuivas Kat T~V J4./LVVTOV iE Kat [(ob,ou Tatty, iTtV OE aAA1Jv ouvup.w aVToti KUTUAt1TWV 

Kat E1T' avrilt KpaTEpov ~YEJL6va, a1Tou8~t ;JY€V wr; (1Tt l:an{3ap'avrJV T€ Kat TOUr; :4pe{our; 

Kat ot€ABwv EiJ OU(]tV ~f1.ipaLr; oTao{ovr; Er; JtaKoo{our; 1Tpor; )1pruKoavu l}K€V. 
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pass to the south side of the Hindu Kush, or, by one of the 
northern passes or defiles out of the range, which would bring him 
directly into Turkestan, whence the road to Balkh and the valley of 
the Oxus provides no difficulties. This latter route, which passes 
through the wide fertile reaches of the Hari-Riid, east of Herat, 
and then climbs close to the river up to the enclosed valley of 
Bamiyan, was later the central life-line of the Ghiirid kingdom, 
guarded by hilltop forts of Ghiirid date, and there are traces of 
Parthian and Sassanian presence. Though difficult, in its eastern 
stretches (which Alexander did not reach), the whole route was not 
impassible even in midwinter, though Babur many centuries 
later found the snow a severe trial. 28 It was the recognized route in 
times of crisis for rapid communication between Ghazna and 
Nishapiir via Herat during the Ghaznavid period,29 and Ghenghis 
Khan later passed through it and laid it waste. Later travellers and 
Afghan armed units also frequently made use of it, and in due 
course the plateau of Bamiyan became the great central stronghold 
of resistance against the rulers of Kabul. As between these two 
routes, it seems natural at first sight to suppose that Alexander 
would have been advised to take the external route, via Maimana, 
which enabled him to avoid crossing the entire range, by ski~ting 
its western end. However, there are two good reasons for believing 
that he took the other route, via Bamiyan, and followed the Hari
Riid some 75 miles up its course, before the news from Herat forced 
him to turn in his tracks, apparently when he had reached the 

" See A. S. Beveridge, Memoirs oj Biibur (London, I922; repr. Lahore, I975), 
307-9, a memorable narrative. Babur left Herat on 24 Dec. 1506, his destination 
being Kabul, and his route via the Ghorband valley, i.e. up the Hari-Riid, and via 
Bamiyan and the IJnai pass to Kabul. 

29 See C. E. Bosworth, Tile Glwznavids' (Beirut, 1973), 169, with reference to the 
trustworthy evidence of Baihaqi: 'The swiftest and most direct route between 
Nishapur and Ghazna, that via the Hari Rud valley and Ghiir, took fifteen days, but 
because of the difficult terrain, it was only used when exceptional haste was 
needed.' This is precisely true of Alexander in his pursuit of Bessus. For modern 
accounts of the route through the valley of the Hari-Riid, where the remarkable 
minaret of Djam was discovered in 1943, see A. Maricq and G. Wiet, I,e Minaret de 
Djtlm (Paris, 1959) (Mem. DAFA r6), and for more popular accounts see Freya 
Stark, Tile Minaret oj Djam (London, T973), passim, and N. Dupree, AJ.qlwnistan', 
(Kabul, 1977), 461 ff. The two most detailed accounts of the area of Bamiyan arc 
those of General Josiah Harlan, in his Central Asia, Personal Narrative oj General 
Josiah Harlan, I82.3-I841, cd. F. E. Ross (London, I939), 102ft'. (whose spelling of 
local names is, as frequently at that time, often based solely on the 
spoken sound), and of Masson, Narrative, ii. 324-455, an outstanding description 
of the area against the background of contemporary military operations. 
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vicinity of the modern Obeh, some sixty miles as the crow flies 
east of Herat. First, if he had taken the other route, via Maimana, 
all the country south of the Hindu Kush would have been left 
unsecured behind him; and second, the inner route, passing 
through a wide and fertile valley for about the first hundred miles, 
though later narrow and precipitous, was shorter, and the swiftest 
link with Bactria, Alexander's goal in pursuit of Bessus, via the 
passes which led across the Hindu Kush, converging on Bamiyan.!O 
In fact, though seemingly isolated in its high valleys, the Bamiyan 
plateau was the regular means of communication in the third 
century Be, and therefore probably known already to Alexander 
and to his Achaemenian predecessors. Eratosthenes, speaking in 
general geographical terms, but no doubt deriving his information 
from the bematists, 1I stated that from Alexandria of the Arians 
there were two ways to Bactria: one 'directly' (E7T' E1J(htu<;) across 
Bactria (Le. the western end of the Hindu Kush, comprising 
the later Gharjistan and Ghl1ristan, at the head-waters of the 
Murghab) and then over the mountain to Ortospana and the 'tri
furcation from Bactra that lies in the Paropamisadae', and the 
other the longer route through the desert that eventually led to 
India.!2 Eratosthenes' indication of the two routes available for the 

W Arr. iii. 25. 4: ltAfguvOpoc; 0; oll-Oli ~STj e'xwp T~l' 7Taaav ouvafLLV ~t€L E1T~ BUKTpav, 
K.T.;". The passes in question, the Hajigak and Unai passes, leading south to the 
Helmund valley and south-east to the area of Ghazna, the Shibar pass leading east 
down the Ghorband valley and emerging north of Charikar, and the two routes 
down the l3alkh and the Daml Yusuf rivers to Turkestan, are discussed again below 
in the context of the location of Ortospana and Alexandria ad Caucasum: see 
pp. 140 ff.: see Map at elld, and any large-scale map. e.g. the General Staff Map, 
2T 49, T934 edn., 'Afghanistan and adjacent Borderlands'. The main settlements in 
the western part of the valley of the Hari-Rfld arc to be found on Ball's maps nos 
J 02 ff. Remains at Obeh (Ball 78 I), 60 miles up-river from Heriit seem to be of 
Timurid date; Chist-i-Sharif (Ball 212, and Map IO 3) about 40 miles, by the line of 
the river (which the modern road follows, before debouching in a large curve to the 
south), has notable Ghflrid remains (ef. N. Dupree, Afghallistall, 265-7). It is a 
reasonable assumption that if Alexander did indeed take this route he reached the 
neighbourhood of Obeh. 

1I See above pp. 80 ff. Engels 90, n. 86, suggests that 'one of the reasons 
Alexander may have taken the road via Merv was to avoid the difficulties of cross
ing a mountain pass held by an enemy.' It is noteworthy that there are no refer
ences in the historical narrative to action against enemy troops between the revolt 
of Satibarzanes and arrival at the Oxus, save for the need to suppress the second 
revolt in Aria (Arr. iii. 28. 2-3). North of the Hindu Kush resistance recommences. 

12 Strab. 723 (= IIIB 20): I-'EXP' I-'EV )1;."gav8pdas Tljs lv )1p{o,s &'7T0 [(aa7T{wv 
1TVAwv OHZ r-fJr; llapBvafw; fL{a Kat ~ aur0 006e;' ElB' r, J1-€V E1T' Ev8€{a') oui TfjC; BaKTptUl'ijc; 

Kat rYJ'-' lJ1TEpfJ6.UEW~ TOU OpOV~ Ei" lJpTou7Tava E1Tt rr,v €K B&KTpWV Tp{OOOV ijn~ €UTtV €v 
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expedition from Herat onwards supports this interpretation of 
Alexander's first route, and, as we shall see, it appears likely that 
he eventually returned from Bactria via Bamiyan and the Ghorband 
valley on his way to the Indus. I assume therefore that on his first 
departure from the city he did indeed move with his troops up the 
Hari-Riid, intending to take one of the passes leading north from 
the bifurcation near Bamiyan, to Turkestan, and on the second 
occasion took the southern, desert route (see below, pp. 122 ff.). We 
have already seen that the view that his intended original route 
had been through the Turkmen desert from Mashshad towards 
Merv, with the intention of reaching the Oxus and Balkh from the 
west, without taking in the oasis of the Hari-Riid, based on the 
identification of the Kalat-i-Nadir with the mountain refuge of the 
Arians, involves very considerable difficulties. If correct, it would 
naturally indicate that the decision to establish a city in the Herat 
oasis was only taken after Alexander had retraced his steps. 

The revolt of Satibarzanes apparently led Alexander to reconsider 
his general strategy and movements. He had learnt that Persian 
garrisons and fortresses could become centres of resistance, and 
that they must be captured and occupied as he continued on his 

Toi~ [JUpo1Tup.taaOats· ~ OE EKTPE1Tf,7UL P.tKPOV &'11"0 'fils itp{as rrpos VOTOY Els IIpo¢8aatav 
T~S Llpayytav~s' €tTa 1T<"\'V ~ '\0t7T~ (?Ulh~) I-'EXP' nov opwv T~S '[VO"(~S Kal TaU '[VOOU' 
waTE ttUKpOTEpa E(JTtV aVT1J ~ oat Ti7W Llpayywv J(a, i4pnxwTwv, GTQO{WV f!Up{wv 
1T€VTaKWX',\{WV TPWKO(,[WV ~ 1Ta.ua. This passage presents the strongest argument for 
supposing that Alexander had embarked on his !irst, thwarted, march from the oasis 
of Herat up the course of the Hari-Rud. There is no suggestion in the text that an 
alternative route lay across the Murghab at BtUa Murghab and so on to Maimana. 
His lirst route clearly includes the later Ghflristan under 'Bactria', and indicates that 
Alexander intended to follow the Hari-Rud, through the Koh-i-Baba, to Ortospana; 
and if we assign to the latter a location in the Bamiyan valley, as I believe we must 
(see below, pp. 140 fr.), we can see that the route Alexander originally intended on 
his way to Baclria was the same as that he successfully accomplished (as far as 
Ortospana) on the way back. The words S,d. T~S BaKTPtaV~S are slightly anomalous, 
but the precise boundaries between Aria and Bactria cannot be determined on the 
western side, and Kai T~S il1T€pf3a.u€WS TaU 0povs provides the necessary orientation. I 
do not think there is any pre-Islamic evidence for the use of the 'external' route via 
Maimana, though it became the recognized route after the Islamic conquest: see the 
stages for the !irst part, Herat-Merv al-Rudh given by Le Strange, Ule 4I5 n. 1. 

Marquart (op.cit. above, n. I I), 67-7T, believed that Alexander had advanced on 
his lirst departure by the 'external' route to Balkh, via Maimana, and had reached 
somewhere in the neighbourhood of the Murghab river, and that Satibarzanes 
employed the inner route through Ghflr when he fled, and that the two met in the 
central reaches of the Hari-Rfld, east of BerM. Satibarzanes' route of withdrawal 
from Artacoana is not given by Arrian in iii. 25, 7 but he reached Bactria and later 
returned to Artacoana where he caused a further revolt in the course of which he 
was eventually killed: ibid. 28. 2--3. 
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march. It thus became essential for him to subdue the southern 
satrapies and their capitals before he passed out of direct contact 
with the huge expanse of Persian territory that lay south of the 
Hindu Kush. To do this he had to take the alternative route 
through the southern deserts of Drangiana and Arachosia, not the 
best way to cross the Hindu Kush from Herat. Arrian says little of 
this momentous change of plan, and what he does say gives no 
idea of the size of the undertaking: 'With the force left under 
Krateros, which had now joined him, he marched towards the 
territory of the Zarangaeans, and arrived at the place where their 
palace was.' There then follows the account of the conspiracy of 
Philotas, after which he continues: 'he proceeded towards Bactria 
and against Bessus and on his way won over the Drangians, the 
Gedrosians and . . . the Arachosians . . . and went against the 
Indians adjacent to the Arachotoi.' He adds that these operations 
caused considerable hardship to the troops and took place in deep 
snow, though snow does not lie long in the desert west and south 
of Kandahar. II 

It is clear that in taking the long route to the oasis of Kandahar, 
and then following the courses of the Arghandab and Tarnak 
rivers upstream northwards his intention was to neutralize any 
Achaemenian fortresses en route. The fact that, after completing 
his operations at Kandahar, he did not take the route across the 
Khojak and Bolan passes to the Lower Indus, H but continued on 
northwards, shows that he did not deviate from his purpose of 
conquering the Persian satrapies of the Paropamisos region 

II iii. 28. I (after the conspiracy of Philotas): Ta.ha 0< elta7Tpaga/-,<vos 7TpOa~(H ws 
E1Tt BaKTpa iE Kat B~aaovJ LJpayyus- T€ Kat raopwaovs EV T~t rrap6SwL 1TapaaT1jOap.€Vos. 

1TapfaT~aaTo DE Kat Taus 14paxwTus Kat aarpaTT'lV I(UTEar'Y}fJO! ETT' ut;;ois Mivwva. (7T~AeE 
OE Kat TWV 'Ivowv TOUS npoaxwpovs l4paxWrats. gU/-I.1TUVTU Sf raura ra EOVl] oul XU)VOS iE 

1ToA"1js Kat guv a1Top{at Tfill' €7TtT1}0E{WV I(at reVv OrpaTtWTWV raAaLTTwp{at €1TYJA8€. 
The reference to the Ta8pwao{ here is surprising, since the region of Gedrosia lay 
south of Arachosia, (Erat. IIIB 23). The tribal term may be employed in a wider 
significance than usual. For the lightness of snow at Kandahar (as opposed, 
especially, to Ghazna), see e.g. Masson, Narrative, ii. 189, 'Kandahar is esteemed 
felicitous in its winter climate, and snow, which remains on all the lands around, 
rarely falls on its favoured plains, or falls only to melt.' 

H For this route see esp. Masson, ibid. i. 338--9, who describes it as the division 
of two climatic zones, the cooler country of Kandahar and the north-west, and the 
heat of Sind to the south-cast. For the importance of this route see further below, 
p. 165. The climatic and physical characteristics of NW Pakistan in general are 
described in modern terms by D. Dichter (and Nathan S. Popkin), Tile Nortll-West 
Frolltier oj West Pakistall (Oxford, 1967), 5 ff., but they do not touch on this feature. 
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and 'beyond the river' before advancing against the satrapy of 
Gandhara. 

We must now consider that route, and the centres of habitation 
along the river-courses and small oases through Drangiana 
(roughly the southern drainage-area of the Helmund river, to Lake 
Zarah) and Arachosia, the area lying mainly east of the Helmund, 
and corresponding as a whole approximately to the modern 
provinces of SijisUin, Kandahar, Ghazni, and Lugar. Arrian does 
not help us with locations until we come to Alexandria ad 
Caucasum, and then only with a bare statement of fact. 

The first problems arise in connection with Phrada-Prophthasia, 
the city so renamed by Alexander, and probably the place 
where the news of the conspiracy of Philotas was brought to 
him. Stephanus, S.v. CPpaoa, has 7TO'\LS' EV LlpayyaLS', 1]V :4MgavopoS' 

JIpo¢Bautav fl-ETWV0fl-aUEV, tVS' Xapag EV EKTWL XpOVLKWV.I> Eratos
thenes calls the city, if such indeed it was at that time, 
Prophthasia, and locates it in Drangiana, on the southern route 
from Alexandria in Aria. 16 The figures for the distance from Her~it 
to Prophthasia given by Eratosthenes, quoted by Strabo as 1,600 

stades (= C.200 miles) and by Pliny (who found discrepancies in his 
sources) as 198 Roman miles, accord closely.17 Phrada-Phra, the 

" Charax, FGrH TO] F20. Jacoby was inclined to date Charax to the early 
Byzantine period (Komm. 3 r 2), and dismissed the suggested identification with the 
Charax mentioned by M. Anton. Comm. viii. 25: oi 0. Optf1-EL, €KELVOt 1/ 'lTpoyvwoTtKoi 
~ TETVcJ;Wfl.ivot nov; olov, 8ptfu:i~ fJ-€V Xapag Ka~ LJy)J.L~TptO~ [0 llAaTWVtK(k] Kat 

Evoa{f1-wv. Numerous inscriptions now show Charax to have been active in the reign 
of Antoninus Pius (cos. AD 147): see Habicht, Istlllll1.Forscli. 9/10 (1959/60), 
109 ff., publishing an inscription in which I1aTpEwv ~ 'lTo'\" dedicates a statue to 
A.KI.Charax, on the base of which his public career is recorded (ending with TOV 

oVyypa<PEU); for the pediment of the propylon now at the entrance to the sanctuary, 
with the inscription [('\.Xupat TO 1TPO'ITV'\OV, see AvolIPerg. viii. ], Vas Asklepieioll, no. 
141 (ef. Habicht, loc. ciL 1 J 8); cr. also ibid. no. 8. Habicht discusses all that is 
known of Charax's distinguished career, and stresses that the identification with the 
Charax referred to by Marcus Antoninus becomes virtually certain. Charax's 
information, whatever his immediate source, no doubt derived ultimately from 
Eratosthenes, though directly perhaps from a pinacographical source recording 
metonomasies (see above, pp. 5-6). For general discussions of the importance of 
Prophthasia see RE (2) (Treidler), who regards it as the main link in communica
tions between Arachosia and Gedrosia (Arr. vi. IS. 5, with ibid. 27. 3). In early 
Islamic times Farah was the dividing point of the route from Greater Merv to I}arnin 
and Zaranj, the capital of Sijistan. 

l& See above, p. 84. 
17 For Eratosthenes see the quotation from Strab. 5 I4 (= IIIB 20(2); ef. also 

above~ n. 32): A'YEt BE (sc. 'EpaToaO'VTj~) Kat OVTW Ta ataaT~f1.aTa· ano [(aU7r{wv 

1TVAWV (:l~ '[voork, (;l~ tJ.€v ~KaT6f1.nuAov X!)..{ou~ €VVEaKOU{OU~ €g~KOVT<1 rpaatv, Els 3' 
):~L\€tavapf(aV r~v l.v :4p{OLS TETpUKf,aXtAtou~ 1TEVTUKOU{OUC; rpulKovru, Err' Elc; llporpOaa{av 
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latter name used by Isidore, may have been an Achaemeniall site,IH 
and it survived as the Arab-Persian Farah, which, a thousand 
years after Isidore, Jbn Uawqal, before the Mongol invasion, 
described as one of the largest cities in the area, after Bust and 
Zaranj.19 Does this square with an identification of Prophthasia 
with Farah? Much depends on the route taken, and there is, as 
always, uncertainty about this, but in this particular case the 
deviations and alternatives are not great and are easily identifiable. 
The ancient sources agree with a figure of C.200 miles (1600 st.) 
from Alexandria in Aria to Prophthasia, while Farah is only c.160 
miles from Herat (via Sabzwar-Shindand).40 That is sufficiently 

T~I' Ell LlpaYY~L XIA{ov~ €t(1Koa{ou~, Ot O€ 1T€VTaJ(oa{ov~, EfT' €l~ ltpaxwTov~ T~V 1TOAlV 
T€TpaKlax(A.tou~ €KUrOV fLI<OOW, ElT' €l~ DprOG1TUVU, E7T; T~V EX Bci,(TPWV TploSov, 
8LaXL),.{ov~J Etr' fi~ Til OPLU T~I) 1vou(ij~ XLA{OU:;" OILOD p.uPWt 1TEvru/aax{Atot TpluKoawt. On 
this passage see further below, pp. 140 ff. PHn. NH vi. 61 (= Eratosth. IIIB 2 I (2)): 
illde AiexllIu1ri(/m Arioll, Ijlllllll IIr/Jem is rex colldidit, DLXXV mil., l'rophtllllsilllll 
J)rllll{jarwll CXCVllll mil., AmcilOsiorlllll oppidlllll DLXV //Iii., Ortospallllm CCL //Iii., 
illl1e ad A1e.wllldri nppidlllll I, IIliI. III IlllilJllsdalll exelllplarilJlls diversi III/Illeri repcrililltlir. 
Isi~lor~ § I? has €~T(:VOE~ )'tv;u$wv x~pa ;~S' ~P€{(lS'J ~XOiVOl\iiiJ,lv 1t 176.-\t5' 1.J.€Y{~TTf ~pa 
Kat Bl, 110'\" KtH rapl 110'\" Kat NlTJ 110'\'" KWILTJ OE OUK EOTtV. ([ 7) EvrwOEV 
Zapayytav~, oxo[VOt Kii. Kal EvOa 110'\" flaptv Kal KOPOK "0'\". Unfortunately we do 
not know. the location of J'lvavwl' xwpa so the distances cannot be controlled hy 
Isidore's measurements. If the forms of the name Llpayy~, Llpayy",v~ have not been 
contaminated by Strabo it must be assumed that Eratosthenes used the two forms 
indiscriminately; in 723 Strabo gives flporpOaa{a Tlj, Llpayytav~, and in 514 
IIporpOaa{a ~ €V Llpayy*, both in direct quotation from Eratosthenes. In the former 
passage Strab. also uses 01 Llpayyat. POI' further variants see Pape-Bensc!er, s.v. 
Llpayyal; Tomaschek, lUi, s.v. Drangai. The variants Zapayyat, Zupayyatot seem to 
be admitted by Arr. In iii. 21. 1 he has BapaaEl'rTJ' 0 J'lpaxwr,vv Kal Llpayytav~, 
aarpo."TJ" and in iii. 28. I, Llpuyya{, but in vii. 17. 3 €" J'lpaxwrwv Kal Zapayywv, 
and in vii. 27. 3. I:ruaavwp 0 J'lPE{W" Kat [oj Zapayywv aarpa"TJ" while in vii. 6. 3 
a long list of 1""Ei,' includes Zapuyywl'. Isid. 17 (above) has Zapayytal'~. For Zanmj 
see further below, n. 41. 

" The name <Ppalla preserved by Charax seems preferable to the form <Ppo. given 
by Isidore, which may represent local pronunciation. It is noteworthy that the 
personal name Phrada was borne, among others, by a native of Margiana, who 
revolted against Darius: see Kent, 01' 198 for refs, In Hallock's Pel's. Fortif. Tablets, 
224 no. 744, the Elamite form Pirrada occurs in the text and glossary (p. 744), 
which Hallock prefers to render as Frada (ef. p. 72). cr. also Justi s.v. Friida. 

,<) For Ibn l,Iawqal's description of Farah see BGA ii'. 420 (FT ii. 4(8). For its 
condition in 1830 see Conolly, op. cit. ii. 59, and for its destruction shortly after 
see Malleson, op. cit. r r 4- [5. 

10 The calculation of the route Heriit-Kandahar is complicated by the dis
crepancies in distances and the number of routes available, but these do not afTect 
the direct route as far as Farah. The distance Irom Farah to Sabzwar (= Pusht. 
Shindand) is 80 m, and from Sabzwar to Heriit another 80, on Malleson's measure
ments (op. cit. 107 ff.) on the flat main caravan route: this is 160 m. = c.256 km. 
The point at which the modern road from Herat to Dilariim comes closest to Farah, 
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short of 200 to have caused Droysen and Tarn to place 
Prophthasia further from Herat, the latter opting for a location in 
the neighbourhood of Zaranj, the later capital of Sijistan, the 
Parthian Sakastane, an area largely dominated by the delta of the 
Helmund (Hamun, Hilmand) and Lake Zarah, which has in recent 
years revealed a considerable number of urban and palatial sites of 
the Achaemenid period, when it was the centre of the satrapy or 
province of Zra(n)lca.41 Tarn argued that Prophthasia should be 
located at or near Zaranj (which itself derives from the ancient 
names of Zra(n)ka/Drangiana/Zarangiana), and that its true name 
was Alexandria in Sakastane, for which Prophthasia was only a 
nickname. We are thus plunged into a further sea of troublesY 
Alexandria in Sakastane is known only from Isidore's list of the 
localities of Sakastane (the list itself undoubtedly corrupt) and 

leaving it c.60 km. to the SW, is approximately 127 m. (203 km.) from Herat, at 
the crossing of the Farah-Riid (the original city of Pul-i-Farah lay one stage south 
of Farah: see Le Strange, .341). Fischer, BOllI!. Jahrb. 167 (1967), 153, and Brunt, 
Arriall, i. 501, reckon the distance Herat-Farah as 270 km. (c.169 m.), by the 
modern motor-road, which Brunt says 'must always have been in use'. He adds, 
'this clearly points to Prophthasia being at or near Farah, 270 km. from Herat, 
contra Droysen, [GB iii, 216], with the wrong distance.' Droysen, FT ii. 674 (cr. i. 
409 n. I), regards the distance as incompatible with a location of Prophthasia at 
Farah, but offers no alternative, while Tarn, GBI 14 and 347, places it near Lake 
Zarah, in the neighbourhood of Juwaiyn or Zaranj. See further, in the text, above. 

" For Zranka (= Zapayywv~/ Llpayytav~) in Old Persian texts see Kent, Olel 
Persiml, DB i. 16; DPe IS ff; XPh. 20, where it is closely associated with Parthava, 
Haraira, and Harauvatis (Arachosia). For the 4th cent. see the texts of the time of 
Artaxerxes II, ibid. r 5 5-6. The excavations of the Italian Archaeological Delegation 
under Professor Tucci in and around Lake Zarah have thrown a great deal of light 
on the early history of Drangiana. There is a brief, provisional account of the 
excavations in Matheson, 279 ff. (esp. pp. 281 ff., for the main site, Dahan i
Ghulman). Fuller reports will be found in the various publications (Reports and 
Memoirs) of IsMEO. No. 10 (1967) of this series, by G. Gnoli, Rlcllerclle storiclle 
Sill Sistall, deals both with the Avestan texts which refer to the area, which are of 
particular significance in the growth of Zoroastrianism, and with the Greek texts 
relevant to the use of the term ZapayyLUv~: see esp. pp. 42 ff. The region and city 
were known to Ctesias (FGrH 688(55)) F22: Kal nOAtv Zap tv KUTaAa!3wv, K.T.A. 

41 Loc. cit. p. 14. Tarn says that Arr. iii. 25. 8, 'and all analogy' states that 
Alexander founded a city among the Zarangians, but this is not so. Arr. in that pas
sage says aun" (sc. " 14MgavDpo,) D. g,w TOL, Uflq,i [{paTEpOV tI7TOAEAf(flfl<VOt<;, "flOU 
OOOLV ~o17' W~ Err; T~V Zapayya{wv xwpav ~y€" Kat a~tKv€iTat iva ra /3aatAna TWV 

Zapayya{wv -.)v ... (§ 26): 'EvTavOa Kal T~V <l"AwTa '7Tt!3ovA~v TOU JIapflEv{wVO, EflaOEv 
14,\igavDpo, K.T.A. This palace of the Zarangians could (other things being equal) 
have been at Phrada, and there is no suggestion 'by analogy' of a refoundation or 
renaming sllch as is expressly testified by Charax for Phrada. Nevertheless, as I 
show below, r regard it as likely that Alexandria in Sakastane was Zaranj, but that 
it was not a foundation of Alexander. 
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(possibly) from a Chinese source."l It should be added that though 
Zaranj, the capital of the ~affarid princes from the ninth to the 
end of the fourteenth century, when Sijistan was conquered by the 
Mongols and Zaranj destroyed, was accredited to Alexander by 
Qodama at the end of his account of Alexander's conquest of China 
and Tibet, it is not taken as an Alexander-foundation by the other 
representatives of the Perso-Arab tradition of Alexandrias, perhaps 
because the city, though seemingly a centre of Zoroastrian 
activity in the early period, was not of much political importance 
until it became the capital of the $affarids:'.j The evidence seems 

" Tarn, (ibid.) writes 'the official name, Alexandria, has been preserved by the 
Chinese historian Pan-Ku, who called Seistan O-ik-san-li, a word which has been 
shown to be Alexandria (sec p. 347).' At p. 347, in discussion of the regions 
described by Pan-Ku, he says of the same region, 'it was suggested long ago that 
O-ik-san-li was Alexandria, and that seems now certain; but it has not been asked 
where an Alexandria could be found in SeisWn. One can now sec that it was the 
official name of Prophthasia, Alexander's capital of Seistan, which has perished in 
the Greek tradition, etc.' Unfortunately this statement begs the question, which is 
in fact insoluble. The relevant passage of the Hill I Silu of Pan-Ku is to be found in 
A. P. P. Hulsewe and M. A. N. Loewe's Cililla ill Celltral Asia (Sinica Leidensia, 14 
(r 9 79), I 12 ff., with very valuable notes (Tarn used the text and commentary of de 
Groot, C/,illcsisclle Urkullden zur Gcscllicllte AsiclIS, ii (Berlin, I926), 9I ff., the trans
lation of which is essentially the same). On p. 112 the translation reads: 'The state 
of Wu-i-shan-li ... adjoins Chi-pin in the East, l"u t'ao in the north and Li-kan and 
T'iao-chih in the west ... (p. I J 5) Wu-i is cut off and remote and Han envoys reach 
it only rarely. Proceeding from the Southern Route [i.e. south of the Taklamakan 
Desert] from the Yu-men and the Yang barriers, and travelling south through Shan
shan one reaches Wu-i-shan-li, which is the extreme point of the Southern Route; 
and turning north and then proceeding eastward one arrives at An-hsi [the Arsacid 
realm].' As n. 250 on p. J 12 of Hulsewe and Loewe indicates, while WU-i-shan-li 
is evidently a phonetic transliteration of Alexandria, there is no indication, beyond 
the words quoted above, which Alexandria Pan-Ku was referring to. Chavannes, 
T'Olllllj Pao, 6 (1905), 555 n. 7 (quoted by Loewe, loc. cit.), identified it with 
Alexandria in Aria, as against Marquart's identification of it with Alexandria in 
Arachosia; the editors of the text do not commit themselves, while de Groot seems 
to have taken it to cover the whole of southern Afghanistan (see op. cit., lac. cit). 
Granted the uncertainty of frontiers in these provinces, it seems much more likely 
that the important centre in the valley of the Harl-Rud should be picked out to 
express the region to the south of the Kushan kingdom than the almost unknown 
city of Alexandria in Sakastane. It is in any case doubtful to what extent the Chinese 
of the former Han dynasty had direct knowledge of the region. I do not think we 
are justified in accepting Prophthasia as an Alexandria on this basis, though it 
Ilnally stood in the Index to Tarn's Ale.mmler, ii. 455 as Alexandria (r 5). 

H The fullest account of Sijistan under the early Arabs, before the time of the 
~affiirids, is C. E. Bosworth's, Sfstilll ullder tile Aralis (IsMEO xi, 1968), summarized 
by him in Islamic D!lllasties (2nd edn. Edinburgh, 1980), 103-6. Bosworth's 
account is based on a local anonymous chronicle, the Tdrikll-i SiStiill, of the r 2Ih(?) 
cent. AD, Ilrst published in 1935. Baliidhuri's account of the conquest of Sijistiin 
now takes secondary place to this, though the importance assigned by the Persian 
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therefore insufficient for the identification both of Zaranj with 
Prophthasia and of Phra-Prophthasia with an Alexandria in 
Sakastane. The latter, if it can safely be extracted from the 
corrupt text of Isidore, is to be regarded as a name given to a city 
(perhaps Zaranj) at a later date, by a ruler (Parthian, no doubt) of 
Sakastane:' Nevertheless, Alexander is stated by Arrian to have 
visited the capital of the Zarangaioi (the accounts of the other 
Alexander-historians are dominated by the lengthy descriptions of 
the Philotas affair, and the geographical context is vague), and this 
divergence from the natural route across the Helmund in the direc
tion of its egress was unnecessary, unless there was a bastion of 
Achaemenid power there, which it would be natural for Alexander 
to neutralize. 

The sites in the neighbourhood of Lake Zarah have been 
intensively investigated on the Afghan side of the border, notably 
by K. Fischer, while the excavations of Italian and Persian teams in 
Iran, on the Persian side, in and around the lake, notably at 
Dahan-i-Ghulman, close to the medieval Zaranj, have, as already 
mentioned above, also brought to light important Achaemenid as 
well as Parthian and Sassanian settlements. The whole area 
watered by the streams and canals of the Helmund made the region 
between Zaranj and Bust a fertile zone, known as the Zamin
Dawar, noted for its peacocks.46 Alexander had learnt of the need to 

Anonymus to c.g. the Zoroastrian element may be excessive. For the historical geo
graphy see Le Strange's account of SijisUin, LEC 334 If. Qodama says (BGA vi. 265 
(= FT 2(7)) that Dhii'l Qarnein-Iskander returned from China, and after founding 
Alexandria Ilschate in Sugd went to Bokhara, and Merv, and founded Herat and 
Zaranj. This is a stray piece of the legends about Alexander, and does not link up 
obviously with the regular lists. The Anonymus quotes an earlier source for the 
statement that Alexander was one of those who contributed to the fortifications of 
Zaranj (Bosworth, 7). rile Provincial Capitals oJ Erlins/lIlllr, § 18, speaks of Zaranj as 
the capital of the province, but does not associate it with Alexander. For the 
Zoroastrian traditions regarding Zaranj see Bosworth, ch. I, and Gnoli, loc. cit. 

" The complicated problems regarding Sakastane in the Hellenistic age were 
discussed by me in AII/llan Stlldies, 2 (1979), 13 (and nn. 25-6), with especial 
reference to the work of Daffiml, L'illll1lil/l'Ilziolle dei Saka nel/a Vralll/imlll (IsM EO, 
Reports and Memoirs, 9 (Rome, 1967)), which contains an extremely detailed 
discussion of all aspects of the problem. My tinal views regarding the identity of 
Kandahar with Alexandria in Sakastane have changed, since I now regard it as to 
be identified with Alexandria in Arachosia. See below, pp. 132 ff. For the various 
Muslim names of the region see Minorsky, I;TlIdiid al-'lillim, 344 ff. 

<t, Of the older accounts of Sijistan the most important is that of G. E. Tait, Seis/ml 
(2 vols., Calcutta, 1911), which provides a picture of the area before the almost 
complete submergence of the standing remains. His photographs of Nad Ali = Zaranj 
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neutralize all Achaemenid fortified posts, provincial capitals etc., 
and was for that reason, as we have seen, advancing to Bactria by 
the great arc through the southern desert and Arachosia by 
Kandahar and Chama. It is therefore unlikely that he would not 
have taken the extra detour to the area of the lake to cover his 
position. Nevertheless, it would have been contrary to his overall 
plan for new foundations to build a city (more especially an 
eponymous city) for which he could not see a great future, which 
would fulfil neither a military nor an economic role. This basic 
consideration, and the absence of any historical reference to a 
foundation (as opposed to the entry in Isidore's schedule), suffice to 
discredit the suggestion that Alexandria in Sakastane should be 
regarded as a city founded by Alexander. It is true that Arrian does 
not record the foundation of Alexandria in Aria either, but that is 
established beyond reasonable doubt by its early appearance in the 
bematists and geographers, while Alexandria in Sakastane has to 
wait until Isidore, and finds no support as an Alexander-foundation 
until the reference to it by Qodama. The closest analogy, simply in 
terms of evidence, is that provided by Alexandria in Margiana. As 
we have already seen (above, pp .. 11 ff.), apart from the ambiguous 
passage in Pliny, the only evidence for Merv lies in the Iranian 
tradition represented by Tabarj and The Provillcial Capitals of 
Eriinshalzr, and that is not enough. As I explain below, I believe that 
the site at Zaranj was Alexandria in Sakastane, but that it was not 
founded by Alexander. 

The concatenation of evidence that speaks in favour of the 
historical sequence on the one site of Phrada-Prophthasia-(Phra)
Farah, may be further supported by the notice in Pliny in which he 
places j1umen Ophradus next to Prophthasia,47 a pointer which 

are particularly valuable (the site (Ball 752) is now 'covered in alluvial deposit'). 
For the recent surveys and other investigations carried out by Fischer and others 
see Ball, nos. 502, 595, 597, 60r, 608, 708, and many more sites. For the pea
cocks of Zamin-Dawar see Minorsky, IflllWd al- 'iilam, 345. Le Strange, 334 ff., gives 
a graphic picture of the branching canals and dams of the Helmund in his descrip
tion of Sijistan as it was at the time of ~affarid rule and later. The quantity of 
flowing water in the city is described by Ibn l;Iawqal, HGA i', pp. 4 I 4 ff. (= FT 
40r ff.). 

"' Plin. vi. 94, after describing Aria and regions adjacent to Alexandria in Aria, 
adds, among other items, WillIeS P/lIlrllacotis, 01111mdlls. Herzfeld, Arcl!. Mitt. Irall, 2 

(r9.30), 92 f. pointed out that the latter word corresponded closely to 0 <Ppii8o~; cf. 
J. Schmidt, RE, s.v. Phrada. The resemblance is very close, and I incline to accept 
that the name of the river and that of the City are in one way or another inter
dependent. The Tabula Pellt. has a name Propasla, which resembles Prophthasia, but 
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seems valid, and may be accepted. Our prime concern is not with 
the site itsel1~ but with the change in its ancient name. Only Isidore 
calls it Phra, while Ptolemy, who includes it in the inhabited 
localities of Drangiana (he has no Saicastane), and Ammianus 
(who, though mostly using much earlier sources, seems here 
to have adorned his narrative) retain its new name.48 There 
remains the problem why Alexander (if it was he) should have 
renamed Phrada Prophthasia, 'Anticipation'. Abstract substantives 
or personifications are otherwise rarely attested as city names, and 
an especial explanation is needed of this one:19 A similar form, 

which Tarn says (ibid.), following Tomaschek, SBWien.Akali. f02 (1883), 2I3, 
'may be a Persian term meaning "seen from afar'''. That seems unlikely in itself, 
but the readings of the texts arc doubtful. The Ravenna Cosmographer also refers 
to Propasta (d. Markwart's note (p. 88) to § 38 Paspora: see (cd. Schnetz, ltil!. ROlli. 

ii (rY4o)), II, 3, p. 16, § ), 18 (= Pinder and Parthey, 42), ibid. II, 10, p. 21, 2 
(Proptas Prostas); II, 3, p. 17, 7 (Tropsasia); II, 12, p. 23, 4 (Oroppa). The notices 
in these late itineraries cannot be traced to any specific source. The Ravenna 
Cosmogr. also has several references to Alexandrias in India: p. 16, I (PP 42), sub. 
Palanda: no. 5, Alexandria, no. 10, Alexandrium, no. [2, Alexandria Bucephalos; 
no. 13, Albi Alexandri. Though no. r 2 is historical I do not feel that the others 
qualify for consideration, and have therefore not included them in the Table of 
Alexandrias. We may recall the Seleucid 'Alexandropolis' in India recorded by 
Appian (above p. 38) 

;8 Ptol vi. T y. 4: 1ToAHS 0< Kat I«nfta' ¢EpOVTa' T>js Llpayytav>js a[(k IIpo¢8aala ... 
p'i •.. It~ y'. In this list of eleven localities in Drangiana, headed by Prophthasia, 
Ptolemy, as usual, does not indicate which locations he classes as 1TOltHS and which 
as KWP.(lL. Amm. xxiii 6 7 I: Allte liictis call til/IIi slIlIl DranfJilllllli collilms colwcrentes, 
qllos .fllllllell allllit AralJilllll nomil/e ideo appellatllln, qlloli iI/lie exoritllr, interqlle alia 
dllolms mlll1icipiis eXllltantes, Prophtlulsia et Ariaspe, lit oplIlel/lis et elaris. The contrast 
with Ammianus's description of Alexandria in Arachosia (see below, p. 142) is strik
ing, if not illuminating. 

49 Such derivative and probably fictitious forms found in Stephan us, e.g. 
}1yaliouaaa (= Telos), llya8£La (7TC,ALS <[>wKlSos), llya8"1 (1TOlt,s ;1,yvwv ~ KEATwv) do 
not come into count. As person Hied names we may note llSpaaTEta (from Charax, 
FGrll 103 Pl), but here the cult-title has been personified into a king: i'lopaaTos 
NEp.EaEws {EpOV {opvaas; to the same category belongs 'Em¢avELa, in effect a dynastic 
eponymous name. More directly analogous are IIov"Ipo1ToltLS, allegedly the original 
name of Philippopolis (Thcop. FGrIl 115 F 11 0; cr. Plin. iv. 4 I, Plut. Mar. 520 B, 
and RE, S.v. Philippopolis, col. 2244; L. Robert, EEl' p. 171), EVKap1Tla in Phrygia, 
and E,mop{a in Macedonia (Steph. s.v., ~v llMgavSpos TagEws v,K4aas(?)EKTwE Kat 
WVOP.<WE S"l Tf) EihTOpOV; cf. Pto!. iii. I). 35) = Gazoros, E. of Heracleia Sintica (see 
Hammond, Macedollia, i. IY7 and map 17, opp. p. 18I), no doubt an imaginary 
foundation of Alexander'S, unless a duplication of Alexandria in Thrace (d. above, 
pp. 26, 2Y--30), and EWTEipa, allegedly founded by Antiochus I in Aria or Parthyene 
(App. S!}/'. 57), if understood as commemorating an actual 'salvation' rather than 
as deriving li'om the cult-title of its founder (cr. Tscherikower, J(2). Note also (App. 
ibid.) XaptS, for whose existence no other testimony exists. (For the Seleucid 
foundations listed by Appian in Syr. 57 see above, pp. 36 ff.), Droysen, GE iii. P 242 
= Fl' 6')2, suggested that the 'Oaovo"l of Pto!. vi. 1. 5 in the neighbourhood of 
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Prophthasia, occurs as the name of a festival at Klazomenai in 382 
Be, where the noun is, of course, a neuter plural, llpo</>Baaw; there 
is, in any case, no reason to link the two words historically. The 
most likely explanation is, as Droysen suggested, that Alexander 
bestowed the name in commemoration of the anticipation there of 
the conspiracy of Philotas. Alexander, we may suppose, took over 
the old Achaemenian capital of Drangiana, reorganized it and 
renamed it Prophthasia, before he marched further south, and 
followed the direct route until he reached the capital of the 
Zarangians in the neighbourhood of Lake Zarah. The distance given 
by Ibn Khordadhbeh (p. 50) for Zaranj to Herat is 80 farsakhs, or c. 
240 miles, and since Farah to BerM is I60 miles, the distance from 
Farah to Zaranj by the route that lay east of the present road, was, 
on this reckoning, approximately 80 miles. His subsequent route is 
discussed below. The latest historical reference to Prophthasia is by 
Ammianus, who describes it, along with Ariaspe, as flourishing and 
wealthy; we have already seen that in his chorographical excursus, 
though modernizing on occasion, he generally reproduces the sub
stance of Eratosthenes or Pliny without significant variation; on 
this, as on other occasions, he may have been drawing on his 
imagination. Collectively the evidence shows that the city preserved 
the name that Alexander gave it for many centuries, and that it is, 
to that extent, hardly correct to describe it as a 'nickname'.\O 

Ecbatana, which appears as Etaov",! 'I 'lao!'o",! in the cod.Pal. might be another sllch 
abstract name given by Alexander to commemorate the healing of the rupture 
between Eumenes and IIephaestion (Arr. vii. r 3. 1: TOIJTWL no, i\6ywl V"01TT~~"VTU 
1-Icpatur{wva auvaAAayryvu! EUf!EVEL, oUX El<blJTCl EKOIITl.; Cr. Plut. HUllum. 2): 'Ie nOtH 

veritable doit avoir etc '0/-,01'011 ou 'laoI'D",!. De mcme qu'Alexandre, apres avoir 
prevenu la conjuration de Philotas, donna 11 une localite Ie nom de Prophthasia, il 
a bien pu attacher assez d'imporlance it la reconciliation de deux personnages con
sidcrables pour en fixer Ie sOllvenir dans Ie nom d'une ville'. Tarn, GBl 472, who 
does not believe that the name Prophthasia was bestowed on the city by Alexander, 
gives an amusing list of place-names generated by linguistic misunderstandings, of 
which the most pleasing is Ptol. ii. J I. 27 (not, as Tarn, iii. 2. 27), .EtaTOVTavDa in 
Germania = 'ad sua tutanda', Tac. Ann. iv. 73). Von Gutschmid, KI. Sellr. v. 228 ff. 
listed some noteworthy examples of Latin misunderstandings of an orginal (lost) 
Greek text Latinized in the Havellllll COS/1l0fl/'., esp. concerning Egypt: ambo Aem/plllS 
ill est i/(ferior et sllperior, l10c est A/10mi'll et Mareololl = (presumably), ~ €KarEpa 

Ai'YV1TTOS', TourlGnv ~ K(LTW Kat ~ QVW ~rot ~ QVW x(»pa. For PtolelTIY's EKa{3{waa 
AaootKELa see above, p. 2). 

i() Plut. J)e A/cx. Virt.p8 F, justifies Alexander's conquests thus: aUK «V 
~J.lEpWeTJ(1av El fJ..~ IKpaT~01}aaJ}' aUK av €lXEJI J1A€6IPopEluv AiYV1TTOS', OVO€ MfG01T(YrU/1-{a 

l.-'EAEvKHUV , OVO€ llpmpBaa{av EoyStav~, DVc>r 'iJ'o{n BovKE~aA{a", ovoE 7ToAw 'EAAaoa 
!(auKaaos' t1TupOLKovaav arS' fl11TOCHOOfLUaJ) ea{3tfaOYJ TO aypwl' Kat flfTt{3uAf TO Xfipol' U1TO 
TaU "('E{novo<; JOI~611E1'O". The whole passage is difficult, and corrupt, and it is not 
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The assumption that on leaving Zaranj Alexander took the route 
across the great chord of the southern bow of the Helmund, and 
reached that river, via the area of the modern Khast, somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of Lashkari Bazar (Bust), and thence attained 
the main through-route at Giriskh, and thence to Kandahar, makes 
the distances given by Eratosthenes and Pliny for this stretch, 
(4,I20 stades and 565 miles = 4,I20 stades, respectively) not 
unreasonable. We have seen that they both put the distance from 
Herat to Kandahar at well over 700 miles, the first at about 720, 

the latter at about 745, and that the distance, if measured from 
Herat via the old route to Farah and thence direct to Kandahar, is 
only about 3 75~400 miles; that is, little more than one-half of 
their figure. The distance from Zaranj through the Zamin-Dawar to 
Bust is given by the early Arab geographers, notably I~takhri in his 
description of Sijistan, as five day-marches, c. I 50 miles, on a level 
route, and this figure, on the present hypothesis, will have been 
included by the bematists in their original measurement. To it must 
also be added the distance from Farah to the area of Zaranj, again 
a straight and level route of about 80 miles (3 farsakhs, according 
to Ibn Khordahbeh), giving a total corresponding roughly to that 
required by the omission from the calculation of the northern side 
of the triangle formed by Farah, Zaranj, and Bust; the distance 
from Farah to the crossing of the Helmund at or near Giriskh, on 
the 'regular' route, being some hundred miles. The Zamin-Dawar 
was still fertile in pre-Mongol times, and the lower course of the 
Helmund supported a large population. Lashkari Bazar itself, the 
imposing remains of which are so prominent today, was the 
summer residence of the Ghaznavid rulers. We learn from I~takhri 
and Ibn I:Iawqal that when the Helmund was in spate there was a 
regular route by river between Bust and Zaranj along the Sana
Rud, and this waterway still forms the focus of life for the whole 
area." 

easy (and perhaps not necessary) to set the geography in order. The detailed treat
ment by Tarn, Ale.\'. ii. 255-9, is characteristically brilliant (and dogmatic), but will 
not persuade everybody. As far as Prophthasia in Sogdiana is concerned '('reidel's 
claim, lW, s.v. Prophthasia, col. 82 r, that this refers to the inclusion by Darius 
oj' the Sogdians and Arians along with the Chorasmians and Parthians in a single 
tribute-area (Hdt. iii. 93) is not convincing. Tarn's explanation is based on histori
cal considerations which result in (or from) a substantial rewriting of the whole 
passage. See also below, p. 194 n. 4. For Ammianus' looseness in his descriptions 
of localities in this region see below, p. 142, and n. 71. 

;1 For Lashkari Bazar sec D. Schlumberger et III., !,lIsllkllri Bllzllr, IA-IB (Melli. 
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2. ALEXANDRIA IN ARACHOSIA 

Arrian tells us in a few words that after the termination of the 
Philotas affair Alexander proceeded towards Bactra, and 'won over' 
the Drangians and the Gedrosians on the way, also (almost as a 
grammatical afterthought) the Arachosians, and then marched 
north to the Paropamisadae.'l Neither the Alexander-historians, 
who seem to have been little interested in this stretch of 
Alexander's advance, nor the earlier Hellenistic geographers, refer 
to a city called Alexandria in Arachosia (see Table); the name 
occurs only in Isidore, Ammianus, Ptolemy, and Stephanus. On the 
other hand, Eratosthenes, the bematists (Pliny), Stephanus, and 
Ptolemy all refer to a city called variously Arachotoi or Arachotos, 
and Pliny also refers to AracllOsiorwn oppidwn, to which Isidore and 
Ammianus do not refer. Since our early sources do not attest a city 
called Alexandria in Arachosia, or 'among the Arachosians', it 
has been much debated whether, if it existed, it was founded by 
Alexander, and what relation, if any, it bore to the city named 
Arachotoi, etc., and, inevitably, the uncompleted excavations on 
the site of the Old City of Kandahar, one of the localities most 
involved in the discussion, have thrown the matter open to further 
debate.'l 

We must first remark that the western literary evidence for 
a foundation by Alexander in Arachosia is only stronger than 

DAFA 18, Paris, 1978); II, do. by J.-C. Gardin (Paris, 1963); Archaeology oj 
AJa/ul1listall, .3 II ff. For the route by river see I~~akhri, BGA i. 243 (p. 141, top, 
Cairo edn.); Ibn ~Iawqal, ibid. ii'. 417-18. Few travellers in the 19th cent. took the 
route from Lake Zarah to Lashkari Bazar, though C. E. Yate traversed the ground 
at the time of the Afghan Boundary Commission. In his later travels, recorded in 
great detail in his K/HII'IlSllIl alld Sistall (cr. above, n. 15), Yate studied the frontier 
area on the Persian side, i.e. in the neighbourhood or Zabul. The distance from 
Zaranj to Lashkari Bazar, on the direct route via !.1ariiri, on the left bank where the 
Khwash turns south-west, is given as five marches i.e. about 150 miles, but it 
involved a double crossing of the river before reaching 1;lariirl, and the route may 
more safely be reckoned at C.200 m.: the marches are given by r~~akhrl, Ibn I~awqal 
and Mu~addasl: sec Le Strange, op. cit. pp. 343, 351. For the survival of the river 
route see Ferrier, op. cit. 428 ff. The numerous pre-Islamic sites along the lower 
Helmund arc given by Ball, op. cit. There is a particular cluster, usually on the left 
bank, around Kuchnay Darwishan (Ball 595, 709, 1250) and further down river, 
west of Rudbar (Ball 849, 8(3). 

" Arr. iii. 28. I, quoted above, n .. 33. 
" Though I may refer the reader here to my discussion of the Greco-Roman 

geographical evidence in my article in AJa/mll Studies, loc. cit. the discussion that 
follows reaches a different conclusion: see above, n. 45. Kandahar is Ball 522. 
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that for an Alexandria in Sakastane if we accept that when 
Eratosthenes and Pliny, the latter clearly deriving from the bema
tists, speak of a city called 'the city Arachotoi' and Arac1lOsiorwn 
oppidwn they are referring to the city called }VI.€guvl}pna or 
}L\€gavl}po7ToAtS, fLYJTP07TOAtS Apaxwaias by Isidore. If that equation 
does not hold, there is no peg available in the literary wardrobe on 
which to hang an Alexandria of Arachosia founded by Alexander. 
If the literary sources were all, the name, if not the foundation, 
could, like Alexandria in Sakastane, be regarded as of Parthian or 
even later date; its attestation by the later authorities, Ptolemy, 
Ammianus (if he is not reproducing Eratosthenes or Pliny), and 
Stephanus is of course compatible with that. 

Although there are a number of cities named Q.nd.h.r in the 
eastern Muslim world, and identification of any particular one is 
frequently difficult on account of the negligent and carefree descrip
tions of the military operations of the early Muslim conquests in the 
region given by the Arab writers, it seems probable that, contrary 
to received opinion, Alexandria in Arachosia was already known as 
Kandahar by the ninth century at the latest. We have already seen 
that it is used as equivalent to 'Alexandria of the east' in Arachosia 
by the earliest Islamic adapters of ptolemy'S geography, al
Khuwarizmi and ~ubrab, and that identification, which stands 
quite outside the Iranian tradition regarding Iskander = Dhu'l
Qarnein, is of great importance. ,4 Our first concern, now, is with 
the Hellenistic site known to have existed at Kandahar, as a point 
from which to reckon distances northwards. 

In one respect the transmitted distances, although they still 
present formidable difficulties, are less open to doubt than those 
affecting the route from Herat south-eastwards up to this point. 

i4 For a very full, occasionally fanciful and uncritical, account of the various 
cities named Kandahar in Islamic sources, and of the bestowal of the name on the 
city of Afghanistan, see W. Ball SOlltll Asian Studies, 4 (1988), II 5-42, 'The seven 
Qandahars', which contains an analysis of the sources, which frequently confused 
the various cities of that name, with a very full modern bibliography. There seems 
Iiltle doubt that the original Arab name was al-Rukhkhaj, itself probably a corrup
tion of some form of Arachosia. This city, and Banjaway are clearly located in the 
Itineraries and early geographers, as east of Bust and near the Arghandiib: see Le 
Strange, [,lie 346-7, largely from Mu~addasi. Unfortunately Le Strange did not dis
tinguish between the various Kandahars, and the texts of the 9th-cenl. adapters of 
ptolemy who already identify Kandahar specitlcally with Iskandariya (see above, 
pp. 100-1), had not been published when he wrote, though Nallino's analysis of 
the text of al-Khuwiirizmi was available. 
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Though doubts may exist, or have existed, as to the identification of 
Kandahar, I}a.Ia.t-i-Ghilzai or Ghazna as the site of an Alexander
foundation, there can be no doubt as to the general direction of the 
route followed by Alexander's forces." From Drangiana to the 
Indian Caucasus the most direct route northwards is that which 
follows the valleys of the Arghandab and Tarnak, as far as the 
approximate latitude of Ghazna, at which point Alexander could 
have turned westwards, and crossed the Unai and Hajigak passes 
into the valley of Bamiyan; this, though unlikely, is not impossible. 
Consequently, though the distances given by our sources and the 
identification of the places mentioned by them cause major 
problems, the general direction of the march of the army, at least 
as far as Ghazna, and probably beyond, is not in doubt. The 
distances, already noted (pp. 83-5), are as follows:;(' Eratosthenes 
gives 4,120 stades (SIS m.) as the distance from Prophthasia El, 
}4paxwTov" then another 2,000 stades (250 m.) to Ortospana and 

" Ball, op. cit. T32-3, raises the possibility that 'Alexandria in Arachosia' should 
be identified with the modern Sikandarabad in the middle Helmund valley. But 
though the adjacent citadel, Shahr-i-Kohna, has yielded Achaemenian material (see 
Ball, ibid.), there can be no question of continuity in the name, which, as Ball is 
prepared to grant, is of modern origin, like many other !skandarlyas, Alexandrias, 
etc. 

S6 Droysen's discussion of the problem of the location of Alexandria in Arachosia 
and Arachotoi in GR iii. 217-20=FT ii. 674-7, is fundamental as regards the 
ancient sources, but difficult to follow for a variety of reasons (notably changes of 
names of localities and uncertainty as to the accuracy of the modern sources used 
by him), and a correct understanding of the routes is best oblained by study of the 
day-diaries of early travellers, notably A. Conolly and Ferrier, and the summary pro
vided by Malleson, though they were not concerned with associating the 
modern routcs with the ancient evidence. Thc article of J. Fischer, (above, n. 40), 
should also bc consulted. On the problem of the route Droysen (Gll iii. 219 = FT ii. 
676) says: 'Entweder hat dieser Weg von Prophthasia nach Arachotos eine sehr 
bedeulende siidliche Ausbiegung (dem Lauf des Etymandros [i.e. the Helmund) 
folgend), so dass dann die Lage von Aracholoi 50 geogr. Meilen von Kabul auf 
Kelat-i-Gildschi [I.e. ~aIat-i-Ghilzail fiillt-oder es lag Arachotoi bcdeutend ocst
licher, elwa wo im Afghanenkrieg auf der Marschroute der Bombayer Colonne von 
Kabul nach Kalat (bei Zimmermann S. 35), der Ort Speenwarree verzeichnet ist [I.e. 
Spin Boldak, Ball 1108) mit der Bemerkung: Ruinen einer Stadt [mound] an einem 
Flusse in einem angebauten Thai (diesel' Fluss heisst Argesan [I.e. Arghastan] und 
fliesst westlich zum Tarnak).' Though the second alternative, which involves an 
easternly detour almost as far as the Khojak Pass, is to be rejected, Droysen was 
right in seeing that the distances required a substantial extension of Alexander's 
route from Prophthasia, as ! have indicated in the lext above. Tarn's map at the 
back of Ale.wlIle/cr, ii, correctly marks the essential diversion to Lake Zarah (cf. p. 
236, and GBI 14, 470) for he identifies his Alexandria-Pl'Ophthasia with the site of 
Zaranj; cf. above, p. 13 1. Brunt's map at the back of his Loeb Arrillll ii, shows the 
conventionall'Oute from (presumably) Farah direct to Kandahar. 
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the Bactrian 'trifurcation'. ,7 Pliny's bematists give 565 Roman 
miles from Prophthasia to Arachosiorum oppidum, and 175 Roman 
miles from there to Ortospana. ,8 The cumulative figures given by 
these two sources are, then: (a) Eratosthenes: Herat-Prophthasia, 
1,6(5)0 st. = C.200 m.; Prophthasia-Arachotoi, 4,120 st. = c.515 
m, Arachotoi-Ortospana 2,000 st. = 250 m.: total 7,770 
st. = c-965 miles; (b) Pliny (bematists): Herat-Prophthasia 199, 
Prophthasia-Arachosionml oppidum-Ortospana, 989 Roman miles 
(but he adds after these figures, in quilmsdam exemplarilms diversi 
numcri reperiuntur). The excessive distances given for the stretch 
from Prophthasia to 'Arachotoi', are only, if at all, acceptable on 
the assumption that they include the deviation via Zaranj and Bust 
en route to Kandahar. In the absence of this explanation, it has 
hitherto been necessary to locate sites in the Arghandab valley 
closer to Kabul than Kandahar, on the traditional route between 
Sijistan and the Hindu Kush, notably at I~alat-i-Ghilzai and Ghazna, 
the former some 85, the latter some 220 miles north of Kandahar, 
and thus c.590 miles from Herat. On the above calculation this is 
not necessary, even though the precise distance of the additional 
stretch cannot be determined on the ground accurately owing to 
the variety of march-routes available. If we accept that Isidore's 
'Alexandria in Arachosia' is correctly identified with ~ 7T()'\tS" 

)1paxwToJV and with Arachosiorum oppidum, and that this is the early 
Hellenistic city located at Kandahar, it is not possible to assign 
an ancient identity to either ~alat-i-Ghilzai or Ghazna, since 
neither satisfies the geographical requirement for identification 
with Alexandria ad Caucasum.'9 We may leave for the moment 
the distance-calculation for the final stretch, Alexandria in 
Arachosia to Alexandria ad Caucasum, while we consider the 
confirmation of the identification of Kandahar with Alexandria in 
Arachosia. 

The discovery in 1958 of a rock edict of Asoka, inscribed on a 
fallen boulder in Greek and Aramaic, near the Qaitul ridge rising 
behind the Old City of Kandahar (Zor Shahr or Shahr-i-Kohna), and 
of a second Asokan text in Greek alone, indicated the likely 

i7 See the passage of Eratosthenes quoted above, n. 37. Engels, op. cit. App. 5, 
gives a table of the bematists' measurements, which approximately coincide with 
the ligures given here. His note to the table, on p. T 58, gives the rationale of his 
identification of the relevant sites. 

;8 See above, n .. j2. 

" See below, n. 67. 
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existence of a Greek community, or, at the least, of a direct line of 
communication with the Greek-speaking world, in that region, in 
the middle of the third century BC, and at the same time emphasized 
the importance that the Maurya king attached to the route and 
locality."o In addition the recent, and very limited, excavation of 
the area of the Old City brought to light both an Elamite cuneiform 
and an early Hellenistic Greek inscription."! There can be no doubt 
therefore that Old Kandahar, lying beside the Arghandab, is on 
the site of an early Hellenistic settlement, itself on the site of an 
earlier Achaemenid fortress, and at present the only solidly 
authenticated one in southern Afghanistan, which formed the 
province of Harawaitha, well attested in Old Persian documents. 
The case for its being Alexandria in Arachosia, 'Alexandria of the 
East', probable in itself, is ultimately clinched, as already stated, by 
the explicit identification in the Arab adapters of Ptolemy. On the 
assumption that that identification is correct, we may look at the 
geographical evidence a little more closely. 

Isidore, whose text, whether written in the second or first 
century BC/,2 certainly reflects a period when the historical topo
graphy and nomenclature of the region had changed from the 
earlier Hellenistic period, gives the route from Drangiana to the 
confines of India thus:"! '(§ 18) Thence Sakastane of the Saka 

60 For this well-known discovery see Schlumberger, Dupont-Sommer, and 
Benveniste, fA (1958), 1 ff., and many subsequent discussions; the Greek text is 
reprinted as SBG xx. 326, with bibliography. For the second edict on a plaque, the 
exact provenance of which is not known, see Schlumberger, CRAI (1964), 126-40. 

61 These items were found in the excavations of the British Institute at Kabul in 
the mid-I970s, of which the final report has not yet been published. For the 
cuneiform inscription see A/gllilll Studies, ,)-4 (1982),53; for the Greek inscription, 
published originally by me in Afghan Studies, 2 (1979), 9 ff., see SBG xxx. 1664. For 
subsequent attempts to reconstruct the poem see ZPB 56 (1984), 145-7, and ibid. 
60 (1985), 76 (SlIG xxxiv. I434). As I explain in my article, there are no positive 
grounds for restoring )'('\€~[a!'op€v,l in the lacuna in line 2 of the text. It would be 
exceptional (but not unparalleled) for a dedicant to refer to himself by his ethnic in 
making a dedication in his home-town. The supplement therefore cannot be used 
as a confirmation of the identification of the city. 

61 See above, pp. 88 ff. Note also Ammianus' obscure information, which can 
hardly be based in this instance on Eratosthenes (cf. above, pp. 94-5, for his regu
lar use of Eratosthenes), in xxiii. 6. 72, below, p. 142, with n. 71. 

61 § 18: 'EVT€vO€V EaKaaTuvl) EUKWV EKUOWV, ~ Kui napatTaKl)v~, axo!vo, fy'. EvOa 
Bapod 170'\', Kui Mil' 170'\', Kai na'\uK€vTi 170'\tS, Kui E,yu'\ 170'\tS' EvOa {3uat'\€w 
EaKWV' Kai 17'\l)ato!' ).(A€tuvOP€W 170'\', (Kat 17'\l)atov ).(,\€tavOp0170'\', 170'\',). KWl'at OE ;;t, 
(19) 'EVTf:VOEV )1paxwo{a, axolVOt AS". rUUT7JV 0; ot [[ap8Ot 'IVSLK~V A€VK~V KaAOUatv. 

('vOa Btur 1TOAlS' Kat <Papaava 1TOAtS' Kat Xopoxoa8 11oAtS' KGt L11J/Lrrrpt,as 7ToAl~. EtTa 

}'1>..€tavSp61TO)U~, fLTJTP01TO>"tS }4paxw(J{a~· [an OE ~A>"rjl'{~' Kat 7Tapapp€L avr~v 1ToTap.Os 
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Scythians, also called Paraitakene, 63 schoeni (c. 3 15m.); there 
are Barda, a city, and Min, a city, and Palakenti, a city, and Sigal, 
a city; there is the capital of the Sakai; and nearby is Alexandria, 
a city [and nearby is Alexandropolis, a city: see below], and 
six villages ... (§ 19) ... Then Alexandropolis, metropolis of 
Arachosia; and this is a Greek city, and by it flows (7TapappEf) 

the river Arachotos. To this limit extends the Kingdom of the 
Parthians.' In a previous section (§ 16) he gave his distances, 
which throughout are calculated only in sci1oinoi, from Aria to the 
Parthian frontier, and it is clear that the route followed is that from 
Her~it to the region of Ghazna, via Kandahar and the course of the 
Arghandab river, and that the contents of both sections must be 
accommodated within that geographical framework. 64 

)'lpaXWTOS. axpt TOVTOU EaT'v ~ TWV naplJwv E7TtKpaTEta. Of this whole section Ch. 
Miiller rightly said (ad loc., GGM i. 254), 'Pro libitu haec impll/le ClIiqlle adonlare licet', 
a warning not always heeded. 

" Since Isidore's total measurement from the eastern frontier of Aria (§ I 6) to 
the Parthian frontier is 175 seh. = c.600 miles, which is approximately the distance 
/fom Herat to Ghazna on the direct road (reckoned above, by the modern road, at 
c.590 miles; reckoned by Droysen for the same route at [20 geogr. miles = c.600 
(stat). miles) Droysen (ioe. cit. above, n. 56) concluded that Isidore's description 
followed the direct route to India, without divergences. On the basis of this 
measurement he placed the territory of )'lvav({3)wv xwpu (55 sch. = C.2IO m.) some 
30 stat. m. east of Farah, i.e. at Siahab; then 21 seh. = C.90 m. to Schorab (see 
below); then began Sakastane, which, with a length of 63 sch. = c.240 m., extend
ed to I}alat-i-Ghilzai, in which overall area he placed both Alexandria and 
Alexandropolis (§ 18). Sakastane is followed by Arachosia (§ 19), with a length of 
36 sch. = c.135 m., in which lay Alexandropolis, the metropolis of Arachosia, and 
the river Arachotos, which he (wrongly) identified with the Ghazna river, on the 
basis of ptolemy'S statement that it had its outlet in a lake (vi. 20. 2: TO Df KUTa T~V 
ywOP.EVl'}V thr' «urou A{P.VYJV, 1]TtS KGA€tTUt J4paxwToS" KP~IIl]) (tEpas €7T€XEL p.o{pa-; prE, Kr" 
yo'), i.e. the lake Ab-Istadeh, east of Ghazna, into which the Ghazna river falls. He 
therefore concluded that Isidore's Alexandria or Alexandropolis in Sakastane was 
Kandahar-placing one of the two, if it had a separate existence, alternatively, at 
Giriskh-while Alexandria in Arachosia-Alexandropolis, the most extreme part of 
the Parthian realm, was at or near Ghazna. Though the boundaries of Sakastane 
are conjectural, it is to be noted that Isidore equates it with Paraitakene, and Strabo 
(522; 524) locates the latter far to the west, comprising the eastern flank of the 
Zagros Mts. as also in general terms does Pto!. vi. 4. 3, ~ ftfv Trapa T~V M,/Uav miaav 
JlapatTaK"'1v~; cr. Treidler, RB, Suppbd. X, s.v. Paraitakene, cols. 478 ff. If we are to 
accept Isidore's equation of Sakastane and Paraitakene we must regard (as docs 
Herrmann, loco cit. below, n. 66) the area as including much of the lower Helmund 
valley. Droysen's interpretation is open to fundamental criticism (see esp. Bernard, 
Stlld. Irall. 3 (I974), r82-3, for his error in identifying the Arachotos river with 
the Ghazna river), but his approach to the text is straightforward-too straight
forward for Tarn, whose picture starts from plausible emendations in the text of 
Isidore, but in other respects little in his highly complex and ingenious, but 
uncoordinated, argument can be accepted as reasonably substantiated. 
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Tarn rearranged the confused, or at least repetitive, entries in 
Isidore so that § 18 should read EI'Oa {3ao{AEta 2}aKWI' Kat 7TAYJO{OI' 
.11AEgal'op61ToAtS, KWfLat OE Eg (omitting the duplicated 7TAYJO{OI' 
.11AEgal'op61TOAtS 7T6AtS), and § 19 .11AEgal'OpEta fLYJTP61TOAtS .11paXWTWI'.6' 
The argument is complex, for it involves transferring .11AEgaIJOpEta 
in § 18 to § I9, and .11AEgal'op61TOAtS in § 19 back to § 18, as well 
as deleting the bracketed phrase, which can only be an erroneous 
addition. Only the deletion of this redundant phrase can be 
regarded as certain, but the argument for the transfer of 
the two names is probably also correct. His further claim that 
'Alexandropolis near Sakastene' could only be Kandahar, and that 
by reason of its -1TOAtS termination it could not have been founded 
by Alexander, but must have been attributed to him at a later date, 
is probably only true as far as the second part of the proposition is 
concerned.66 

6' See GBI 469 ff., esp. p. 471 n. 1. 

(,6 As always, Tarn's statements have to be scrutinized carefully. His almost stray 
remark (p. 471, top) that 7rA"Ia{ov in § 18 means 'near the province of Sakastene', 
and therefore outside it, is clearly incorrect, not only because if Alexandria was not 
in Sakastane, it was in Arachosia, but also because if 7rA"Ia{w bore that meaning it 
would also apply to the following KW/W' Of Eg, and it clearly does not; or, to put it 
another way, for his argument to hold water, 7rA"Ia{ov ;1A.to.vop«a should come (ifter 
KW!-'aL Of Eg (ef. below in this note for the significance of TrA"Ia{ov). The problem is 
rather to determine where the frontier between 'Sakastane' and Arachosia lay, and 
that must depend, for this period, on the text of Isidore, who is the only writer 
(other than Ptolemy, who gives it in a corrupt form: see below, in this note) to 
employ the specifically Parthian term. Droysen, loc. cit., showed that the distance
figures point to a western boundary somewhere west of Giriskh (between it and 
Wahir), and with this determination, imprecise though it is, we must be satisfied. 
The province or principality, then, probably occupied much of the valley of the 
Helmund river (ef. Herrmann, IW, S.V. Sakastene, cols. 1807 ff.; Herzfeld, Sakastall 
(Arch. Mitt. Iran, 4 (191]) ), I fl'. Damna, op. cit. pilssilll). Droysen included I}alat
i-Ghilzai in Sakastane, but Kiepert (ilp. Droysen) thought this was too far east for 
that province. In any case, the important point is that Sakastane itself is a Parthian 
administrative unit (i.e. of the end of the 2nd cent. (ef. Hermann, loc. cit.)), and 
cannot have bcen the original name of the Alexandria so called in § 18, if that was 
an early foundation. It should be noted that Tarn, loco cit. and elsewhere, always 
refers to the province as EaKaaT~v"l' but the superior MS of Isidore, A (Paris 443), 
has EaKaaTo.V',/, as with some other locations which may thereby reveal thcir 
Parthian origin; the form with two etas is found in the second MS (Paris 57I), 
which was followed by Fabricius in his edition of r849. MUller commented, ad loc., 
'EaKaaT'Iv~, temere, ut solet, B; Fabricius'. (Schoff retains the form in alpha.) In 
Pto!. vi. 19. 3, EaKaaTf'v"I has become TaTa,,"Iv~, correctly described as the xwpa 
between Drangiana and Arachosia. The location in Sakastane, then, is a good, 
but not a conclusive, reason for regarding the foundation as late, as Tarn urged 
on account of its -11oA" termination. Tarn was content that Alexandria 
(Alexandropolis) in Sakastane should be Kandahar, but his argument has to be 
wholly reconsidered in the light of the excavation of Kandahar, which shows that 
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However, his conclusion, essentially that of Droysen, that 
Alexandria in Arachosia was to be placed at Ghazna, can hardly 
stand.!>7 In view of the undoubted presence of both Achaemenid 

Old Kandahar was both an Achaemenid and an early Hellenistic centre. Isidore says 
clearly that the Parthians did not call Arachosia by that name; they called it 'White 
India'. I no longer believe that the site at Kandahar can convincingly be equated 
with Alexandria in Sakastane, as I suggested in Af(Jha/! Studies, 2 (1979), 13, with 
notes, with reference to the recent discussions of Fischer and Brunt. As indicated in 
the text, the case for Alexandria in Arachosia seems to be as strong as could 
be expected, from a combination of the excavation and the Arab adapters of 
ptolemy (whom I had not studied when I wrote my article), while Alexandria 
in Sakastane = Alexandropolis can be conveniently accommodated, as a foundation 
of a later date, or as a renaming of a site in the area of Zaranj. This interpretation 
is substantiated by the repetition of the preposition 1T:h/a{ov, which does not other
wise occur in the text of Isidore. His Stations are invariably indicated by EVTEUOEV 
and dTa to mark sequences of distance and <vOa to mark location. The repetition 
confirms Tarn's view that one of the two clauses is an interpolation, since the word 
would be most unlikely to be used in two successive clauses. That being so, it is 
most likely that the 'correction' is due to someone (the excerptor, no doubt) who 
was aware of the error over )1:I,~avOr'ta in §18 and )1:I,~avOr61TOIt'~ in §r9. The use 
of 1T1t"la{ov in § I 8 is an indication that the site in question layoff the main route of 
the £TaO/"o{, for if it had been on the through-route either EVTEUO,V (,[ra) or <vOa 
would have been used. This fits well with the location of Alexandreia 
(Alexandropolis) at or near Zaranj, which layoff the main route from Aria (§16) to 
Arachosia (§19). Bernard, loc. cit. maintained that the city of Arachotoi and 
Alexandropolis referred to the same place, the capital of Arachosia, also Alexandria 
in Arachosia, Alexandropolis simply representing a change of name in the Parthian 
period, and that Kandahar was the only site involved. The evident corruption in the 
text of Isidore makes this very uncertain. That there are two Arachosian 
Alexandrias in Stephanus' list (12 and IS) derives probably ultimately from 
the fact that according to Strabo Eratosthenes (5 I 3 = Erat. IllB 63 quoted above, 
p. 92 n. 30) placed an Arachosia along the Oxus. But the attribution to 
Eratosthenes can hardly stand, whether the mistake be Strabo's or another's, for 
Eratosthenes knew very well that Arachosia was south of the Hindu Kush (see IIIB 
23). Several explanations have been offered (see Berger, 318-19), of which the most 
simple is to read )jr(<l{ov~ for )jraxwTou~, but the emendation has no textual 
justillcation. 

"7 See Tarn, 470-1. Tarn says that this foundation [that of Alexandria in 
ArachosiaJ was made 'before (Tarn's italics) Alexander crossed the Caucasus into the 
Kabul valley, but when he was already in the hills', quoting Arr. iii. 28.4; where
as in his discussion of Alexandria ad Caucasum, pp. 461 ff., which, he accepts, lay 
near the junction of the Panshir and Ghorband rivers, 'in radicibus montis' (Curt. 
Ruf. vii. 3. 23), he does not quote Arrian. If this is a correct interpretation of his 
views it is clear that he is mistaken, for the hills north of Ghazna could hardly be 
described as forming part of the Caucasus-Hindu Kush range, from which, on the 
direct route, they are separated by the winding course of the Lugar valley and the 
whole plain of Kabul itself. It is true that Ghazna lies at a higher altitude than 
Kabul, but its position, in my opinion, does not permit its identification with 
Alexandria ad Caucasum. The Arab texts, followed by many European travellers, 
emphasize the extremes of climate, especially the extreme cold, prevailing at Ghazna 
(see e.g. Yakllt S.V.; E1phinstone, Accoullt of the Kill(Jdol1l oj Call/JIll (3rd. edn., 
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and early Hellenistic material at Kandahar, it is impossible to deny 
that this too was an Achaemenid settlement developed either by 
Alexander or (less probably) by Seleucus Nicator. Excavations at 
Ghazna have not penetrated to pre-Islamic levels, and it is there
fore impossible to say what might lie beneath the great mound. The 
most straightforward solution of the problem seems to be that 
Alexandria (or Alexandropolis) in Sakastane lay at or near Zaranj, 
and was a later foundation, while Alexandria the metropolis of 
Arachosia, Alexander's foundation, was indeed the excavated site 
of Kandahar. At present there seems to be no role, or evidence, for 
Ghazna as an early foundation. It is regrettable in this context that 
the Arab Itineraries, so valuable for routes from Herat to the 
valley of the HeImund, largely cease for the route from Kandahar 
northwards: we do not have their gUidance in locating the cities 
on the northern and southern faces of the Hindu Kush. The post
antique routes taken to reach Transoxiana from Mashshad passed 
north of Herat by the route to the greater Merv, or via Maimana 
to Ball(h, and not by the eastern river-valleys, which would have 
added greatly to their journey."B Consequently we must rely on 
modern estimates, which are not infrequently based on inapplic
able data, notably those associated with modern routes. To assess 
their value we must turn to the next city on our roster, Alexandria 
ad Caucasum, to which the major distances were reckoned in our 
ancient Greek and Latin sources. 

3. ALEXANDRIA Ell Ilap07rap,waoaLS or Ell 'Qmallijt 

Arrian describes the position of this foundation in very general 
terms. After leaving Prophthasia (having despatched a force 
back to deal with a further insurrection of the Arians under 
Satibarzanes) :4Mgallopos 1TpOS KavKaaov TO opOS 7JYEIl, tva Kai 1T6"\LV 

London, 1839; repr. Karachi, ed. O. Caroe, 1972), i. r81-2: 'Ascending the valley 
of the Turnuk, we at last reach the level of Ghuznee, which is generally mentioned 
as the coldest part of the plain country in the Caubul dominions ... For the greater 
part of the winter the inhabitants seldom quit their houses; and even in the city of 
Ghuznee the snow has been known to lie deep for some time after the vernal 
equinox ... Caubul itself, being lower than Ghuznee, and more enclosed by hills, 
appears not to suffer so much from cold.'). For the archaeological evidence from 
Ghazna see Ball 358 (cf. 385: nothing pre-GhuridjGhaznavid). 

68 For this northern route see the map given in A. Sprenger's Post-tmd Reiserouten 
des Orients, Map I, and the accompanying text in eh. I. 
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tKTWE Kat wV6[-LaaEV ):J),EgdvDpEtav. That is all that he tells us, but 
Diodorus adds that the city stood at the 'entrance' (daf3oA~), which 
led into 'Media'."? The geographical sources, that is, the bematists 
represented by Pliny, following the southern route from Alexandria 
in Ariana = Herat via 'Prophthasia of Drangiana' attest an 
'Alexandri oppidum' fifty miles north of Ortospana, itself 175 
miles from 'Arachosiorum oppidum' = Alexandria in Arachosia = 
Kandahar, therefore 225 miles in all from Kandahar; while 
Eratosthenes places 'Arachotoi the city', to which we have given 
the same ancient equation, 4,120 stades' (SIS miles) beyond 
'Prophthasia of Drangiana', and Ortospana 2,000 stades (250 
miles) north of }4paxwTo{. In effect, these two strands of the 
bematists' measurements, which, as we have seen, differ by fifty 
miles for the distance from Prophthasia to Alexandria in Arachosia, 
differ by only twenty-five miles for the total distance from 
Alexandria in Ariana to Ortospana. In view of the possibility of 
variations in routes on the one hand and of discrepancies in the 
transmission of the figures, mentioned by Pliny, that is a 
reasonable congruence. Eratosthenes does not mention Alexandria 
ad Caucasum, since after referring to the Bactrian Tp{oDos at 
Ortospana he diverges to give the measurements eastwards to Tet 
Opta T* 'IvDtK*, whereas Pliny includes the distance to Alexandria 
before branching off to the Kophen river. In another passage, how
ever, speaking of the route from Aria to Bactria Eratosthenes says 
that one direct route lay 'through Bactria and the crossing of the 
mountain to Ortospana and to the trifurcation of the ways from 
Bactra which is in the Paropamisadai', while the other 'diverged a 
little' passing via Prophthasia (see p. 120). Unfortunately he, or at 
least Strabo, gives no distances in this passage, but the natural 
interpretation is that Ortospana lay within the east-west orienta
tion of the Hindu Kush, as reached from Herat via the course of 
the Hari-Rud along the foothills of the Koh-i-Baba and the valley 

(,'l Arr. iii. 28.4; Diod, xvii. 83, I: 7TOAtV EKTW< Kant T0v da{3oA0v T0v ""povanv <is 
T0v M1}OtK~V, ~v wv6f'aa<v }'1A<gavop<wv. The interpretation of the erroneous M1}OtK~V 
is not of great importance, since it cannot be correct, but the use of <ta{3oATjv is of 
significance as indicating that the ultimate source, whatever that was, thought that 
the city stood close to the entrance, that is, a pass of the Hindu Kush, to the region 
in question. Bernard, IS (J982), 217ft'., accepting Reiske's probable emendation of 
M1}OtKTjV to 'lVOtKTjv, rightly rejects the view of Goukowsky, Diod. xvii (Bude edn.), 
236-7, that Diodorus is referring to Alexandria Oxiana herc; cr. below, n. 93. 
Nobody can assess the extent of error that may lie behind Diodorus, who places 
Alcxandria ad Caucasum north of the mountain. 
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of Bamiyan, where Ortospana lay at the trifurcation from Bactra. 
The trifurcation has been understood to be at or near the point 
where the Ghorband and the Panshir valleys from the west and 
north meet, and their combined rivers flow south to meet the 
Kabul valley near Charikar, forty miles north of Kabul, at (H}Opian 
or Begram-Kapisa/o If that description is correct, Ortospana must 
have been close to Begram, and Alexander's new city will have 
been some fifty miles north of it. However, a site fifty miles north 
from Opian or Begram in the direction of Bactria, by any of the 
direct north-south passes, would lie on the northern slopes of the 
mountain, which is clearly unsuitable from the description given of 
its location. We must look elsewhere for the solution, which is pro
vided both by the second passage of Eratosthenes quoted above, 
relating to Ortospana, and by the distance of fifty miles between 
'Alexandri Oppidum' and Ortospana given by Pliny. The natural 
interpretation of Eratosthenes' description of Ortospana is that it 
lay where three roads met, en route to Bactria. We must, then, 
seek a place where three routes, including passes, and defiles and 
river-valleys, not only the latter, meet. That requirement is best 
met by a point in the area of Bamiyan where the route via the 
Hajigak pass from the south joins that valley, and almost opposite 
it on the north, the passes and valleys lead down to Turkestan, 
while the road from the west, from Herat, which joins them at this 
poiht, continues its traverse over the Shibar pass down to the 
Kiihistan, 'high land', the mountain-ringed basin north of Kabul. 
Ortospana is called a city (even a 'clara urbs') only by Ammianus, 
and we may wonder what authority and pedigree this strange 
statement (a striking contrast to his description of Alexandria in 
Arachosia as a 'civitas vilis') has;?1 it can hardly reflect Eratos-

70 See e.g. Tarn, GIll 460- 1. Foucher, Vieille Route, i. 21, fig. 6, has a clear 
schematic plan of the routes involved. 

71 xxiii. 6. 70: /wbent autelll (the grammatical subject is l'aropanisadae in the 
previous sentence) etialll civitates aliquas, (lui/illS clariores SWlt AgazaCil et NaulilJUs 
et OrtilOspllIw, wlile litorea navigatio ad usque Mediae jines, portis proxilllos Caspiis 
stadiorJIlII sunt duo lIIilia ct ducenta. The description is hardly compatible (even if it 
were true) with Eratosthenes' bare statement of distances, for these are measured 
from the south, as described in the text. Ammianus, whose description of Alexandria 
in Egypt, discussed above, p. 18 n. 37, shows his power of fantasy, seems to have 
invented his descriptions of the 'cities' in the eastern provinces, perhaps assisted by 
scrutiny of a schematic illustrated itinerary. Ibid. § 71, he says that Prophthasia and 
Ariaspe were the pride of the Drangians 'ut opulentll et clara'. For Alexandria in 
Arachosia, civitas vilis, see ibid. 72: 'hie [in Arachosia]ljuoljuC civitates SWlt inter alias 
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thenes' description of it, for he calls it only a trifurcation, though, 
of course, it may naturally have become a city of some sort in the 
course of time. It was in his time a strategic crossroads, which may 
have been guarded by a fort, and its position must have been 
almost identical with, or close to either the site of the striking 
Muslim fortress of Shahr-i-Zuhak, which stands precisely where the 
Hajigak pass debouches on the plain of Bamiyan, or slightly further 
west in the plain itself, at the fortress site of Shahr-i-Ghulghula, 
probably the Ghiirid capital of the region, close to the two 
northern transits of the mountain via the Balkh and the Dara 
Yusuf rivers. Unfortunately, neither fort has been more than 
superficially excavated, and the earliest recorded finds are of the 
Kushan period or later.72 We must examine the implications and 
consequences of this location for Ortospana more closely. 

In his list of the 1TOAHS' Kat KWfLat of the Paropamisadai ptolemy 
identifies Ortospana with Kaboura, Kd{3ovpa ~ Kat 'Oprou1Tava, and 
on that account the location has been identified with Kabul, but 
to accomodate that solution the text of Eratosthenes must be 
emended so that the fifty miles given by Pliny for the distance from 
Ortospana to 'Alexandri Oppidum' are taken to represent the 
distance between Kabul and (H)Opian-Begram. Though no exca
vated archaeological remains of the pre-Kushan period have been 
found in or near Kabul, a coin-hoard of the fourth century Be found 
on the outskirts of the city itself, though of uncertain significance, 
suggests some link with the trading pattern of the area, of which 
Begram-Kapisa was later the focal point/\ However, another city, 

viles, AlexlHldria et Arbaca et CllOaspll'. (For the locations assigned to them by Ptolemy 
see vi. 20. 4, among the l7OAft, Kal KW!-'at of Arachosia.) 

71 See Ball 1042 (Shahr-i-Ghulghula: the earliest material observed is said to be 
late Sassanian, and very little is pre-Islamic. There was a trial excavation by Allchin 
and Codrington in 1951, but it is apparently unpublished); 1052 (Shahr-i-Zuhak, 
no record of anything pre-Hephthalite). The identification of Ortospana with the 
Sanskrit Ilrddhasthana (vel 8im.), argued by Cunningham, Anciellt Geogmphy of 
llldia, i (London, 1871), 35, and accepted by Foucher, VR 213 f. has not found 
other supporters. Even if it happened to be correct, it would not affect the argument 
advanced in the text here. W. Aly, StmlJOII vall Amaseia (Antiquitas, Reihe 1 (5), 
Bonn, 1957), 147, broadly shares my view as to the role of Ortospana: 'Es war das 
Posthaus, wo die Strusse die von Baktra herkam, nach Indien einmiindete, so wie 
das Posthaus Spondinig an den Vintschgaustrasse dort liegt, wo die Stilfserjoch
strasse einmiindet, kein Ort, sondern nur ein Haus.' 

71 The name Kabouru is transmitted under various forms in the MSS of Pto!. vi. 
18. 5: K6/3ovpa, Kapovpa, Ka/3ovpa, KaVOVl7a etc, of which the first has the best 
authority.: see Ronca's edn. ad loc .. The identification of Ortospana with either 
Kabul itself, or the Bala Hissar close to it, was put forward by Cunningham, op. cit. 
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itself called Kophen, referred to only by Stephanus, who identifies it 
with 'Arachosia', apparently stood close to the Kabul (Kophen) 
river, on or near the site of Kabul, and ptolemy's identification of 
Ortospana with the otherwise unknown Kaboura or Karoura is 
problematical,7~ In these circumstances the description given by 

35 and accepted by Foucher, VH 2 T 3 f., who was keen to emphasize that Ortospana 
was a significant city ('Bornons-nous a saluer pour I'instant I'avenement de cette 
ville dans I'histoire ... et acceptons-en les consequences immediates'), Ghirshman, 
Begralll (sec below, n. 80), p. 9, and Tarn, GBl loc. cit. and p. 471, who accepted 
the identification with the Bala Hissar, and emended the relevant passage of 
Eratosthenes in Strab. 5I4 (Erat. IIIB 20), which reads as follows: <[T' <l, J4PUXWTOV, 
7~V 1TOAtV TETpaKt(JXLA{OV~ f.KaTOV Ei'KO(JtV, ElT' d~ 'Opro(J7Tava, (1ft T~" EK BUKTPWV 
rp{ooovJ OtaXtA{ovS, K.r.A. to Elr' ELS 'OprO(J1TaVU [ ... (figure) Elr'] l1T; T~V EK BaK'rpwv 
TPLOOOV, thus avoiding the difficulty regarding the position of Ortospana (p. 46 I: 

'Ortospana-Kabul was nowhere ncar the TpL08o,.'). The basis for this 'certainty' is 
that Kophen must be Kabul itself (see n. 74). For obvious reasons, I do not accept 
this reasoning, or his characteristically swift dismissal of the parallel passage, Str. 
724 (Erat. ibid.): ~ /lEV Err' .. j(Jdu, 8", T~' BUKTptaV* Kat T~' 'm<pfiO.o<w, TOU opov, 
lEIs 'Oproa1Tava l1Te T~V EK BdKTPWV Tp{OOOV ifns eur;l) Ell TOtS llapo1Tap..taaOats: 'The 
words d, 'OPTOO1TUVU, which have got in from xi. 514, make nonsense and should 
be omitted; the meaning is quite simple, "the direct road through Bactria and 
across the Hindu Kush to the 7PL0i50, in the Paropamisadae".' The archaeological 
material from Kabul is meagre. Kushan or Sassanian coins were found in 1933 at 
Tepe Maranjan, where a Buddhist monastery was excavated (see J. Hackin and J. 
Carl, Nouvelles recizerciws arclu!ologilJues Ii Biillli!Jiill (Melli. DAFA 3 (Paris, 1933)). 
The main find has been that of a 4th-century Be coin-hoard at Chaman-i-Houzouri 
in 1933, pub. Schlmnberger, Mem. DAFA 14 (Paris, 1953), 1-64, 'L'Argent grec 
dans I'empire achcmenide' (cf. the summary in Arcillleololl!J ill Ai.qlwllistall, 202- 3). 
The hoard contained a number of Greek, especially Athenian, coins, and a few 
sililoi, thus conforming to the general pattern of such hoards (e.g. from the Ox us 
Treasure and Balkh). No late Achaemenian hoard of this type has been found at Ai' 
Khaniim. 'l'here is no material evidence for any pre-Muslim settlement in the plain 
of Kabul (see Ball 483), and Foucher, VH ii. 202, well described the area as lying 
outside the early network of communications: 'Ia situation de cette ville <'I I'ccart 
de la grande artere Nord-Sud nous explicerait du meme coup pourquoi il est si peu 
question d'elle dans les textes anciens.' The earliest Arab names for the chief city of 
this area, Kabulistan, arc Jurwas(h) (Ja'qiibi, BGA vii. 290) or Jarwin (see Wiet's 
trans., p. 106 n. 5), and Taban (I~\akhri, BGA i. 280 + vol. iv. 424 = Yak lit, 
ii. 454, S.V. Tflbfln: qariya bil-Khablir), names of uncertain origin: see Le Strange, 
WC 349. 

" For Kophen see Steph. S.V. J4puxwaLu, 1TO;\t, OUK a1TwlJ€V MUOOUY<TWV. £Tpa.{3WV 
EVO€Ka.'T1']t, U1TO E€p.tpap.€wr; KTtoOeiaa, ii'ns- Kat I(wcp-lJv EKaA.€tTo. oi 7ToAi'TUL i4paxwatot, 
T~' 8. Kw1>~vo, Kw1>~vWt. Meineke ad IDe. refers this quotation to Str. 5 I6, but 
though Strabo there and in 513 talks about the Massegetai (513 = Erat. IIIB 63; cf. 
above, n. 66), he does not mention Kophen, unrecorded outside Stephan us, whose 
identification of it with 'the city Arachosia, not far from the Massagetai', which we 
have encountered more than once (see n. 66) is not reassuring. Pto!. vi. 18. 3, does 
not list Kw1>~v. Cunningham, IDe. cit. n. 72, identified Kabul itself with Nikaia (see 
below, n. 79), and assigned Kaboura to an unspecified location in the Lugar valley. 
I do not believe that Kabul can meet the very specific requirements of Eratosthenes' 
description of the location of Ortospana, for the reasons indicated. It is a puzzling 
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Eratosthenes of the position of Ortospana must be left to speak for 
itself, which it does very eloquently. As we shall see, it was 
probably by way of, or close to, Ortospana that Alexander returned 
to the south side of the Hindu Kush after his campaigns in Bactria 
and Sogdiana, but the route had no doubt been located on the way 
north, perhaps even before he left Herat for the first time. 

It may be helpful at this point to remind readers that the 
Paropamisadai formed the northern boundary of Eratosthenes' 
second Sphragis, and that he has no information about Bactria or 
Sogdiana. At the same time, the other end of the chain of evidence, 
consisting of the Itineraries and other early Arab geographical 
texts, has little to say about Bactria south of the Oxus, since the 
natural route from Mashshad to Balkh, and thence eastward and 
northward, was, as I have noted above, either by Maimana or 
Merv Shahijan. It is consequently the more to be regretted that 
Arrian refers only briefly to Alexander's movements in the area 
between the mountain and the river Oxus. However, with one 
possible exception, that of Alexandria in Oxiana, there is no 
shggestion in any of our sources that any cities founded by him, 
or named after him, lay in this area, though survey shows that it 
was well supplied with Achaemenid settlements and strongpoints/5 

Arrian says that on his return journey two years later, before 
reaching the Kabul (Kophen) river, the course of which he sub
sequently followed in a general easterly direction at least to its 
junction with the Kunar river, Alexander 'came to the city Nikaia, 
and sacrificed to Athena'/6 Though he does not specifically say so, 

feature of Ptolemy'S text that he should here use the double nomenclature, K. ~ Kat 
'OpT6G1TaVa, a formula which occurs nowhere else in bk. vi (it is common enough 
in bk. v). It cannot be a simple case of a foreign name used alongside a Greek one, 
as in v. 4. 8, }V,.tcl.vopov vi/ao, ~ Kat }1paK{a, since neither name is Greek. The 
introduction of Kophen into the story increases the obscurity of the whole 
matter, but, if it has any real existence apart from the river-name, it encourages 
one to seek for independent locations for Kaboura and Orlospana. 

75 For these see e.g. Ball, 6I1 (Kirghiz Tepe, map 85); 666 (KuUug Tepe, map 
80); 745 (Mundik Tepe, map 83); 74I (Mullah Quli, map 85); 927 (Quchi, map 
85); 930-1 (Kunduz, map 85); 933 (Qunza, map 85); 959 (Rud-i Shahrawan, 
maps. 87-9, sites in the river valley north of Taluqan); 1086 (Shish-Tepe, map 88, 
west of Taluqan); 1225 (Uvlia Tepe, map 80, c. 40 km. NW of Balkh). They lie 
especially in the valleys formed by the southern tributaries of the Oxus, north of the 
main road between Kunduz and Taluqan, and between the Rostaq range and the 
OXllS, on both sides of AI Khanum. They are especially clustered in the region of 
Kunduz (see Ball, map 85). 

76 iv. 22. 6: a~tK6fLEVO~ DE €~ NlKUtaJl 7TO..\tv Kat r1]l )10'rlvat Ovaas TTpooxwpn WS €1TL 
TOV [(wcpi/va, I<.T.'\. 
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his language suggests that the city was already in existence, and 
was therefore perhaps one of the subsidiary foundations ('other 
cities') made by Alexander before he crossed the mountain north
wards, which are mentioned by Diodorus. 77 It is perhaps unlikely 
that he would have undertaken the establishment of two cities 
close together in the relatively small pocket of land between the 
confluence of the Kabul and the Ghorband rivers and the foot of 
the mountain, and the site should probably be looked for further 
east, in the Laghman area: the language of Arrian is imprecise at 
this point,78 Many suggestions have been made as to its location, 
but it remains quite uncertain/9 

We must now consider the site at the modern Begram, 'the 
ruins', one of the most notable archaeological sites in Afghanistan. 
Situated at the junction of the Ghorband and the Panjshir rivers, 
some ten kilometres north of Charikar, on the south bank of 
the united rivers, the excavation of the site, consisting of two 

77 xvii, 83, 2: V 0' }1M~avopos Kat (iAAas 1TOA"S EKrWEV, ~f1ipas ooov u1TExovaas TijS 

}1AEtavllpEtas; cr. Brunt on Arr. iii. 28. 4 (n. 6). 
78 iv. 22. 4: lJ7TEp{1aAwv Of TOV [(avKaaov fV Q€Ka ~f1ipalS U4>tKETO Eis }1AE~avopE!av 

7T6Atv KTLaOEiaUIl EV napa7Tap.ta«Oac~, orE TO 1TPWTOV l71'L BaKTpwv EOTI).).€TO ... (6) 
dqnKoflEvor; Of Er; N{KO,l,aV 7TOAtv Kat T~t i40YJviit evans npovxd.JPEt ws bTl. TOV l(wcpijvu J 

1Tp01T€f1if;as K~puKa WS Ta~t>'rlv, K.r.L Nikaia is mentioned in Ilill. Alex. civ: 1I11decilllil 
die lJU1l1ll super lIlolillls est Hlie AlcxClIu/rilllll vellit. 1'1"II/1sIIlissis im/e regiollibus 
Pllrllpllpisallliclilllll (sic) perlJlIc Nicllealll oppidlllll et Coplwclw fllllllell IlIdwlI petere 
colltem/it, etc., reflecting Arrian's narrative. 

79 O. Stein, HE, s.v. Nikaia (8), gives a list of suggested identifications, 
whose diversity shows the impossibility of reaching any conclusion: Ritter and 
Cunningham chose Kabul, Smith, Earl!J Hist. of illdill, 53, and Foucher (CHAI 
(1939), 435ff.; id. Vieille Halite, ii. 205 (cr. his map, ibid. fig. 36) ) a site some 
15 m. NW of Jalalabad; others (Trinkler, Peterlllllllll's Mittlr. 196 (1928), 58) 
Begram itself (there is, of course, nothing in the literary evidence that suggests that 
Begram was Alexandria ad Caucasum, likely though that is on other grounds: see 
below). If we bear in mind that the Kophen river would end its long course in the 
Indus and therefore that a reference to it might be to a point considerably to the 
east of its junction with the Panjshir, the reference to the dispatch of a herald to 
Taxiles might indicate that a site somewhere in the Laghman area, as suggested by 
Smith and Poucher, cannot be excluded. It is true that Alexander's own route 
skirted the southern side of the Kallristan range, north of the Kabul river and there
fore to the north of Jalalabad, but the general direction of his movements was 
towards the Indus valley, which figures as the next main focus of Arrian's narra
tive. The precise site selected on topographical grounds by Foucher, Mandawara, just 
north of the Kabul river before it is joined by the Alinghar and Alishang rivers, 
flowing down from the Kaliristiin mountains, has not been investigated in detail: 
Ball's account of it (705, and map 112) is not encouraging: 'Many mounds in and 
around the village. On a hill to the north are some petroglyphs of ibex.' In any case, 
as Bevan, in CHI i. 348 n. 3, rightly saw, Nikaia was not itself 011 the river: 
Alexander advanced from there to the river; d. Arrian, quoted above, n. 76. 
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complexes, lying on a north-south orientation on a low plateau, 
by the French Archaeological Mission in the years 1936 to 1946, 
though only partial, yielded splendid treasures of both eastern and 
western art, which testified to its role as the centre of a wealthy 
state, indeed empire, in the early Roman Imperial period.80 The 
French excavators concluded that the site was that of the Kushan 
'summer capital', the 'Capisa', mentioned by Pliny as the capital 
of 'Capisene', and by ptolemy as a city or village of the 
Paropamisadai. 81 That Kapisa had been in existence in the 
Achaemenid period is clear from the reference in the Behistiin 
inscription to 'a fort named Kapisakani (in Arachosia)', where a 
battle was fought which finds an echo in Pliny and Solinus.82 The 
site itself has not vouchsafed its Greek name, and the question 
naturally arises whether this rich site of the Kushan period, sitting 
at the junction of the great rivers, was originally Alexandria ad 
Caucasum, or, more accurately, originally Kapisakani, then 
Alexandria ad Caucasum, before becoming the summer capital of 
the Kushan and eventually the Hephthalite kings, the Kapisa of the 
western traditions. Other possibilities exist. 

Neither the literary sources nor the archaeological evidence 

'0 For the excavations see J. and J.-R. Hackin, Mem. DAFA 9(1) and 9(2) (1939), 
Hec1wrches Archeologiqllcs Ii Begram (Challtier 110. 2,); ibid. I I (2 vols.) (1954), by J. 
Hackin, NOllvelles recherches arclIeologiqlles Ii Begram; ibid. I2 (1946), Ghirshman, 
Begmm, Hec1wrches arciu!ologiqlles et IIistoriques (ibid 79 (1946) p. 2 + pis. i.-ii. For a 
summary see Arcillleolo{fY ill AJ.qhanistall, 275 ff.; Ball 122 (with plan, map 9). 
Begram is a Turki(?) word simply meaning 'city', and there are other Begrams in 
the region between the Hindu Kush and the Indus and in Gandhara. Foucher, 
p. 140 etc., rightly refers to the excavated Begram as 'Le Begram de Kapisa', and 
(see Index, p. 409, and cf. p. 152, and his map, fig. 7, p .. F)), to 'the Begram of 
Nagarahara' (i.e. Hacjc!a); cf. Beal, Budd/list Hecords oj tile Wester/! World (see below, 
p. 220 n. 8) i. 95. n. 48); Holdich, Gates oj Illdia p. 394. 

" NH vi. 92: A IJroximis Illdo {Jelltiblls mOlltalla. Capiselle habuit Capisam llrbem 
qllflm diruit C!Jrus. cf. Solin. 2 I I. I I: Pro:dmam Illdo jllllllilli urbem IIabuere CaplIislllll, 
qllam Cyrus diruit; Ptol. vi. 18, 4: 1T6A"s Ilf Ela,v EV TOtS napo1Tavwalla" Ka! KWf'aL 
a,IlE ... Kamaa (Kanau al.) ... ptij yo' At. 

8! See Kent, Old Pers. Gram. DBlII 126 1. 60: 'A fortress by name Kapishakani
there they joined battIe.' Cf. previous note. Bernard, Stlldia [rallim, .3 (I974), 177ff., 
stressed that there was another Kapisa, mentioned in the Behistiin inscription, in 
the area of Kandahar, which may have been the city destroyed by Cyrus, andil 
must be admitted that since the Old City of Kandahar was undoubtedly an 
Achaemenian fortress before it was an Alexander-foundation, this is not impossible, 
but it involves the supposition of deep-seated corruption and confusion in the text 
of Pliny (itself by no means an impossibility). This docs not directly affect the 
possible identification of Alexandria ad Caucasum with Begram, even if no identifi
able Achaemenian level has been found there. Pliny-Solin us' proximam I/ldo jIlil/li/li 
llrbem (cf. Pliny quoted above (n. 8I)) fits Kandahar less well than Begram. 
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provide any information on this particular score. The excavations 
have yielded no smalllinds that can be dated earlier, on compara
tive grounds, than the first century AD, and though Masson 
acquired thousands of coins there, none was of pre-Bactrian date. 
The oldest structural remains, such as they are, hardly do more 
than indicate the existence of a pre-Kushan occupation. It is there
fore not surprising that the excavators themselves did not identify 
the site with Alexandria, for which they proposed as possible 
candidates a number of unexcavated sites in the KfihisUin, in the 
general area of the junction of the rivers, both to the west and the 
east of the junction. 

A different, possibly more plausible, identification of the site of 
Alexandria ad Caucasum is reached by another argument, which 
was put forward by Cunningham, and elaborated by Tarn."' 
Stephan us' fifth Alexandria is ~ €V TijL 'QmuvijL KUTU T~V IvoLKr,v, and 
a village north of Charikar bears, or bore, the name (H)Opii'in or 
(H)UpUin. The site is still identifiable by a small tel, with the ruins of 
a stupa, which stands at the mouth of the Ghorband valley (to the 
west of the modern motor road), and facing Begram, which lies 
a few miles east at the junction of the Ghorband and Panjshir 
rivers. Opiane is otherwise unknown in ancient sources,81 and 

8! See Cunningham, op. cit. 25 ff.; Tarn, GHI 96-7, 460-1. The location of 
(H)OpHin is frequently referred to in modern discussions of the historical topography 
of the area (see e.g. Foucher, VH 143, 203) without a specific identification with an 
ancient site. Masson, Nllrrative, iii. I48-70 (a chapter which contains his views on 
the antiquities of the Kuhistan of Kabul) was already aware of the possibilities of 
UpHin. He writes (p. I61) 'without affecting the probability that at J3egram, or 
in its immediate neighbourhood, was the site of Alexandria ad Caucasum, it will 
be remembered that the narratives of Chinese travellers expressly state that, 
subsequently, there was a capital city in this part of the country called Hu'pi'an. A 
locality of this name still exists between Cha'r'ika'r and Tu'tam Da; and I have noted 
many vestiges of antiquity, yet, as they are, exclusively, of a sepulchral and 
religious character, the site of the city to which they refer may rather be looked for 
at the actual village of Malek H'upi'an, on the plain below, and near Cha'ri'ka'r, by 
which it may have been replaced as the principal town, as, more anCiently, it super
seded another, perhaps Alexandria itself.' Cf. below, n. 88. 

" Not quite, perhaps. Hecataeus knew of a tribe called the 'fJn{ut, and refers to 
a TE'X0<; f!uatA¥ov, an Achaemenian fort, in their territory, which he places on the 
west bank of the Indus. Hec. FGrH I F299 (Steph. s.v. 'Qn{at) 'Ovo, 'lvlltKov. 'EKuTa,o, 
)totaL' Ell OE auroi'at oiKEOVat IlVOPW7TOL 1Tapa 'ToJ' 11'0011 1TorUftOV, Ell DE TE;XO~ ~aatA~i'OlI. 
/L€Xpt TOVTOU 'Qn{at, ano Ili TOVTWV eprJIL{1/ /L€Xpt> 'lvllwv. On account of this Stein, 
IW, s.v. Opiai and Opiane, leaves the location of OpHine open, as between the 
neighbourhood of the modern Hopian and the Indus valley. The presence of a TE'x0' 
f!aatA~iov suggests that the Opiai must have had some permanent seUlement in the 
form either of an Achaemenian garrison or that of a local chieftain (for the term 
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perhaps the presumed survival of the place-name over so long a 
period is an insufficient foundation for the identification. Its absence 
from the passages of Eratosthenes quoted by Strabo is worth noting, 
since the geographer knew Ariana, Drangiana, and Arachosia, but 
that argument cannot be decisive against the historicity of the 
name, both because the city might originally have been called Jv 
IIapo7Tup.-wuouL" and only later Jv 'QmuvijL, and because there can 
be no guarantee that the text of Eratosthenes, as transmitted by 
Strabo, is complete in this respect. Stephanus' list of Alexandrias 
shows some signs of confusion in the Asiatic items, and the 
presence of both ;V,EgUVOPEW Jv 'QmuvijL and (as no. 17) jiAEguVOPELU 
Jv IIapo7Tap.-wuoaL, may have arisen from a failure to identify the 
two cities. It is also a difficulty that Pliny, clearly referring to the 
region in question, calls it Capisene.s5 Moreover, while it is true that 
Masson saw abundant signs of ancient occupation at Opian8", and 
that, like Begram, it stands at the parting of the ways between 
Bactria and the route to the Indus and to Arachosia (at the crossing 
of a land-route, whereas Begram is at the nodal point of the 
river-system), the site seems in itself too small for a substantial 
city.s7 There seems, then, no decisive reason to prefer H(O)pian to 
Begram as the most probable site for Alexander's city.88 At the same 

cf. Hdt. vii. 59). Por Hsiian-'l'sang's reference to Ho-pi-na see below, n. 88 and 
p. 230 n. 8. 

" Freinshe(i)m (see Meineke, ad loc.) proposed 'Ogwv~" which cuts the knot since 
€v 'Qgwv1< is not listed by Stephanus (see below, p. 155). Note that his sixth city, 
EKT"f/ 7T(f'\<v ((1TOA,S) 1VO'K~S is the only item without further specification, and could 
derive from an erroneous entry at some stage. For Capisene see Pliny, vi. 92, 
(quoted) above, n. 81 and below, n. 88. 

'" See Masson, quoted in n. 83; Cunningham, loco cit. Although it is true that 
some provincial regional names survived as townships (for instance Aria ) Herat, 
Arachosia } Rhukhkhaj), and in those cases the linguistic link with early Arab forms 
is perfectly comprehensible, it seems unlikely that the term CQuid survive, vowels, 
root and stem all unchanged, until modern times. 

87 Cunningham loc. cit. supposed that in due course H(O)pHin and Begram, 
which he supposed to be Pliny's Cartana (vi, 23: Car/alla oppidlllll sub Callcaso, quod 
postea Tetra{Jollis dietulIl. Haec regio est ex adverso Baetriae. Opiorlllll (regio) deillde cuills 
oppidlllll A/exalll/ria a cOlldilore dietulll), Ptolemy's Ka{aava or Kapvaau (vii. 1. 43), 
were merged, but modern excavation of Begram and investigations in the area do 
nothing to support that hypothesis. Tarn's view (GBI 97-8, 460) that the native 
Kapisa on the east bank, and the new Alexandria on the west, constituted a 
double city, Alexandria-Kapisa, was abandoned by him in the Addenda to the 2nd 
edn. (p. 540, and p. 460), because of the uncertainty of the outcome of the French 
excavations at Begram. 

88 Hsiian-Tsang, ii. p. 285 (cf. i. 55 n. 198.), describes U-pi-na (Hupiiin) as the 
capital of the region round Kapisa, now commonly accepted to be Begram. For 
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time it remains possible that, as Cunningham maintained, the two 
sites, originally separate, were merged by the Kushan period, if not 
earlier. At all events, we may say with some degree of certainty 
that Alexandria in the Paropamisadai, Alexandria of Opiane, if we 
feel that is a valid equation, lay within the wide basin between the 
southern foot of the Hindu Kush, in the Kiihistan, somewhere 
between the modern Charikar and the junction of the Ghorband 
and the Panjshir. The city did not survive to be recorded in the 
Iranian tradition (see Table), though it has been claimed (on dis-

Opian d. Foucher, 'Notes sur l'itineraire de Hiuan-Tsang en Afghanistan', in I;UI£I. 
asiat. plllli. Ii I'occas. dll 25' almiv. de l'Ilcole Jran~. d'£xtrcl1le-Oricllt, i (1925), 257, 
and his Viei/le HOllte, where he makes general use of the narrative at many points: 
see App. 3, below p. 235 no. 8. Tarn 96-7, 46o-I, claims that Alexandria in 
Opiane is the correct name of Alexandria ad Caucasum, 'if it had an official name 
it is lost'. He also claims that Plin. vi. 92, describing the provinces bordering on 
India, is referring to Opiane, though Pliny calls the region of Capisa Capisene (which 
Tarn, GHI 96, regards simply as Pliny's name for Opiane). He says, 'Pliny's sixth 
book is only a collection of notes very briefly transcribed; but vi. 92, the 
Parupamisadac, is good stuff if properly construed.' Good stuff or not, the text is very 
unhelpful as transmitted: Iwec reoio est e.~ adverso Bactrianorwll, deil!cle clIills oppidlll1l 
Alexal!dria a cOlldHore dictlll1l ... ad CllllcaSlII1l Cadl'!lsi, oppidlll1l all Alexandro cOllllitll11l 
(Mayhoff; Iwee reOio est ex adverso Ractriae; Arial!Onllll deillde Cllills oppidlllll Alexandria 
a cOl!(litore dictlll1l ... ad CallCllSlI11l Cadl'!lsi, oppidlllll all Ale.wlIldro condit 11111, Loeb). 
ArimlOl'!Il1l, the emendation of the Loeb text, is hardly justified; in any case the 
reference seems to be to Alexandria in Ariana, while Alexandria ad Caucasum is 
separately mentioned in the second clause. Tarn (p. 76 n. 6; cf. p. 460) says that 
Pliny in the flrst clause is referring to Alexandria in Opiane, but since on his 
hypothesis Alexandria in Opiane is Alexandria ad Caucasum, and he (Pliny) refers 
to the latter town in the second clause (without a specific name) the problem 
(if I understand it correctly) is not solved. Cunningham's emendation of the text 
(p. 22) from e.\; adverso BactrimlOrlll1l to ex adverso Opiorllln is clearly unacceptable. 
The ruins of Opiiin near Charikar are not now easily identiliable, since there have 
been many changes in the approach to the road in the last generation with the con
struction of the Sarlang tunnel, but they seem to have been on a small scale. Ball 
435 says only 'Some large mounds built up from ancient deposits, built over by a 
modern village. Many antiquities are reported to have been found here.' There are 
other sites in the same area, the KGh Daman, and the whole Kuhistan basin, but 
they are largely unexplored; see Masson's excellent account of the area, and the 
sites marked on Ball, map 1 11. Cunningham, AGI 26-8, argued with great 
ingenuity that the 'Square City' referred to by Pliny vi. 92, Cartalla oppiilu11l slIb 
Caucaso, quod postea Tetl'lloollis dictU11l was itself Begriim, on the basis of Masson's 
description of the unexcavated site as 'accurately describing a square of consider
able magnitude'; the area of the site is drawn within a rectangle by Cunningham 
on his map opp. p. 17. That the site of Burg ai-Abdullah, the excavated Begriim, is 
indeed approximately quadrilateral in shape is certainly true: see the maps referred 
to, above n. 80. Cunningham further thought that Pliny's Cartana was Ptolemy's 
Kapaava (see above, n. 87). Tarn, GHI 96 ff., thought that there was little doubt 
that Kartana-Tetragonis was Bamiyiin. Such conjectures illustrate very clearly the 
uncertainties regarding precise identifications within the general area of the Hindu 
Kush. 
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put able grounds) as the birthplace of the great Indo-Greek con
queror, Menander. 

4. ALEXANDRIA ESCHATE 

For the next two years Alexander was campaigning in the region 
of Turkestan, north of the Hindu Kush, and across the Oxus in 
Sogdiana, extending his control as far as the Jaxartes (Syr Darya), 
on the lower reaches of which he founded 'the city called after him 
in a region suitable for development into a large city, and well 
situated to defend the area from the Scythians'.89 This city is no 
doubt that called by ptolemy :4.AEguv8pna 'EuXUTYI> by Appian 
:4.AEgav8pEUxaTa, and by Qodama 'the furthest Alexandria'.90 It has 
traditionally been identified with Khojend (subsequently Leninabad, 
now again known by its old name), recorded by the early Arab 
Itineraries under that name, which stands where the Syr Darya 
reaches the southernmost point of its winding course, at the 
western end of the Farghana oasis,91 and excavations of the old 
citadel suggest, if they do not prove, that the site, like Kandahar, 
was occupied from Achaemenid times through the Hellenistic 
period and later.92 The city and citadel occupy a position close to 

89 Arr iv. 1. 3-4: AUTOS' DE TrpOS T(O{ Tavai'ot TToru/-twL €1TEVOH 1ToAw olK{oat, Kat 
TUVT1JV (uurau f1TWVU/LOV. 0 T€ yap xwpoS' lrrtT~OEtoS' QUT(.l.IL f.q;a{VETO avf~(Jat (1ft p.iya 
T~V 7ToAw Kat Ell KaAwt OlKta8~Uf:(Jea, T~S' ETTt EKUOUS, Ei1TOT€ ~vp.pa{vot, EAUOEWS Kat rijr; 

1Tpo4>vAaK~S' r1JS xwpac; 7TPOS' T{k Kuruopop.ds rwv 1TEpav TOU 1Torup,ov E1TOLKOVVTWV 

{3ap{1&.pwv. (06KEl 0' av Kat fH=ya)"Tj YEvEa8at ~ 1TO"LS' 1TA~8EL TE TWV ES aVT~v 
tUlJOtKL'OP.fVWV Kat TOU DVall-aTOS T71L AUJL1Tp07'"tJn. 

90 See Pto!. vi. r 2.6: p.<rag" Of Kat ,i.'WT€pw TWV 1ToTap.Wv ... )V,.gJ.vDpEta '.QgEtal'~ 
. .. )!),.guvDpEta 'EaXUT"I cr. viii. 23. T 4: ~ EaxuT"I )!AEguvDPEta; cf. App. Syr. 57, at 
the end of his list of Macedonian-named cities, EV Ilf l)KuOa,s )!)..gavllpEaxaTa: for 
this list see above, pp. 36 ff. Plin. vi. 49 has Ultra Sogdialli, oppidlll/l 1'llIllla et ill 
ultilllis eorulII jillibus Alexalldria ab Ale.wllldro MagliO cOIIClitlll/l, etc.; WII. Ale.t. ch. 
xxxvi (81 Hausmann), echoes Arrian (above, n. 89): Ipse progressus ad Tillwim illie 
iJuoque urbelll sibi instiluit l1aud disparem magnit(l(lille cogllomilli/JUs Alexllllllriis, icllJlle 
usui cavens, si iJUll/lllo post id eadelll militaretur. For Iskandariya al-qa~wa see Qodama, 
IlGA vi. 265 (FT ibid. 2(6) (in Sugd, i.e. Sogdiana). No source uses the expression 
~ l)oylltav~, though of course it was recognized that it was in Sogdiana. Tarn, Alex., 
ii. 243-4, claims that Alexandreschata was the equivalent of Alexandria in Scythia, 
known exclusively from the Romallce tradition (Table 23; cr. p. 2I, n. 43), since he 
believed that Alexandria in Sogdiana was on the Oxus at Termez. This was a mare's 
nest (see below, n. 97). For ptolemy'S location of Alexandria Eschate and Alexandria 
Oxiana see below, n. 93. 

n For the Arab Itineraries see I~takhri (IlGA i), p. 328, II. 4 ff; Ibn l;Iawqal, IlGA 
ii', pp. 51 I f. = FT 489 f. the fullest account. 

92 See reports in (T) A. J. Bilalov and '1'. V. Belyaeva, lssledovallia kreposti KllOdjellta 
(Illvestigatiolls oj the Fortress oj KllOdjellt), ArkllC%giskia Otkrytia, 1975 (Arcillle%gical 
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the river, as Arrian's narrative requires, in a long stretch without 
left-hand tributaries, and in a key position in the fertile oasis of 
Farghana, on what was later the main caravan-route from 
Bokhara via Samarkand (which Alexander had captured shortly 
before) to Khawak and Akhsikath on the north bank of the river. 
Ibn I;Jawqal, who visited Khojend in the tenth century, describes 
the city as spread out along the banks of the river, and rich in 
fruits and other natural products. Thus, all told, although, as at 
Kandahar, Begram and Ai-Khanum, the excavations have not yet, 
so far as is known, yielded the ancient name of Khojend, it is 
reasonable to accept an overall identification with Alexandria 
Eschate, though, as at Alexandria in Aria, the new city was 
probably not on precisely the same site as the old. In fact, it seems 
probable that the Achaemenid settlement was at Cyropolis, or Til 
Kupa, which Alexander is said to have captured and perhaps 
destroyed before building Alexandria Eschate.91 The new settlement 
was constructed, according to An'ian, as a walled city, and it was 
populated by Greek mercenaries, local tribesmen who volunteered 
to settle there, and even some time-expired Macedonians. This 
was perhaps the most politically significant settlement made by 
Alexander since he had founded Alexandria in Egypt-the 
fortification took only three weeks, it is true, but we are not told 
how many hands were set to work-for although he carried out 

Discoveries, 1975, Moscow, 1976),562; (2) N. N. Negmatov, Arkl1eologiska Otkr!Jtia, 
I976 (Moscow, 1977), 569; (3) RaskoJiki v. tsitadeli tel1il1abada i lokalisatsill 
AlexllIulrii Eskll11tlJ (llXCIlVlltiOI1S oj tile citadel oj Leninllbad, ami tile localization oj 
Alexandria llsc/lIlte). I am extremely grateful to Mr S. Hornblower for translating 
these two reports for me (in I979). As may be seen from G. Frumkin, Arc/lIIeology in 
Soviet Central Asia (Leiden, 1970), 54-5 and map, there is now a vast water-basin 
between Khojend and Farghiina; cr. also Frye, Ancient Iran, 147 with n. 22. 

9l For Cyropolis see Arr. iv. 3. 1 ff.: OVTW o~ TiIs' 1T€VT< 1TOAEtS EV OVOlV ~(J.EpUl' 'Awv 
'TE Kat €tavSpa71'oSt(J&{t€VO~ ~tn ,hTt T~V /-uy/arY]J' aVTWV, T~V !(vpov 7T6'\LV, Arr. seeIns to 
distinguish between Cyropolis, which surrendered, and Alexandria Eschate, which 
he built afterwards (§ 4) on the river bank. Strab. 5 J 7 (not Erat.) says Kui Ta 
I(vpa, A E'(J~aT~V OV [(vpo~ KT{0f1;a\ En; jTWl 1Ut"o.PT1}t n;OTa/~,(i.Jt KEtt.LE/VOII, 01TEP \l}V ,OPWiJ T?S' 
nepawv apXllS" KaTaoKu¢JO.t oe TO KTLop.a TOVTO, Kat1TEp ovra q>£AOKVPOV, ala TaS' 1TVKVUS' 

a1TOGT<lGElS. This is presumably to be understood as referring to a period subsequent 
to his foundation of the adjacent Alexandria. KvpEaxaTa occurs in Pto!. vi. 12. 5 
OPElvut 01 Etal 1TOAElS TWV 27oyoLavwv 1Tapa TOV '/agapTr]V Ui'OE' !(VpEOXUTU pK8 ... p:y 
yo'. . . § 6 j.i.£rufv Of Kui d.VWT~PW TWV 1Toral-uvv . . . i1AeeuvopHU nf€tav~ . . . 
}'lA.tuvOPEtU 'EaxuTTJ .. PKji . .. il u, i.e. Kyreschata is between live and six 
parallels of latitude north of Alexandreschata, almost on the same meridian: the 
positions on his projection are indicated on Ronco's Table I. The city is also listed 
by Steph. s.v. /(vpov rroA'" ~ Kui KVI'EGXUm KuA"ml, 1TOA" rrpo, Tal, EGXUTO" 
n'pG£OOS, but he has no }'lA.gavOpEGXUTU vel sim. 
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operations north of the river until forced to withdraw by illness, it 
seems probable not only that it was intended as a permanent base 
on the northern marches of the Empire, for both military and trad
ing purposes, but also that for Alexander, CPLA6KUPO" it symbolized 
the identification of the old Cyrus with the new. It is significant 
that this remote city is the only Alexander-foundation (Alexandria 
in Egypt, naturally, excepted) to appear in a documentary record 
of the Greek world in the third century BC. In the Marmor Parium 
under the date 328/7 BC the entry occurs: wLK{a8TJ DE rrpo, TavaL 
rr6'\L, 'E'\'\TJV{,.9~ It is likely that this city was among the first to be 
submerged by the Saka inroads from the north, even though its 
name survived in Pliny and Ptolemy (whose coordinates place it in 
an impossil5le position), and, surprisingly, in Qodama. 

The foundation of Alexandria Eschate marked, or coincided with, 
a turning-point in the campaign. After relieving Marakanda
Samarkand (Arr. iv. 5-6), Alexander recrossed the Oxus and 
wintered in 329/8 in Zariaspa (iv. 7. I), then returned in spring 
328 to Sogdiana (iv. 17.), where he dispatched Hephaestion 'to 
synoecize the cities in Sogdiana'-that is, presumably, to con
solidate scattered villages in the oases-and spent the following 
winter, that of 328/7, at Nautaka (iv. 18. I), somewhere between 
the Upper Oxus and the Polytimetus (Sugd) rivers; in spring 327 
he made his assault on 'the Rock of Sogdiana', Le. Baisun-tan, east 
of Derbent (iv. 18. 4-20), and the 'Rock of Chorienes' in the 
Pareitakai, and then returned to Bactra (iv. 22). 

It is in the context of the last phase of these operations that the 
foundation of :4'\EtavDpELa KaTd BaKTpa, perhaps to be identified 
with :4AEtavDpELa l?tLaV~, must be considered. :4. KaTd BaKTpa is 
known by name only from Stephanus' list, in which it appears as 
the eleventh city. It is perhaps a reflection of the tradition, which is 
found in Diodorus and Justin, that Alexander built 'some' (nUa" 
Diodoms), eight (Strabo), or twelve (Justin) cities in Bactria and 

" FGrH 239 B7. The event is dated by the archonship at Athens of Euthykritos 
(J28/7 BC). The Marble's source for this entry is unknown, but it must be an almost 
contemporary historical source, or other documentation. We may wonder whether 
an official list of the dates of foundations existed, starting with that of Alexandria 
of Egypt, in 33 T BC. Appian, loco cit., erroneously lists Alexandreschata among 
Seleucid foundations, lv D. L:KuOa" }V.E~avllpEaxara, and it may be, as Tscherikower, 
106, suggests, that it was refounded by Seleucus after the withdrawal of the Greek 
settlers after the death of Alexander. But it is even more likely to be an error of 
Appian, or transmitted by him in a context where such an error was not difficult 
and perhaps deliberate: see above pp. 36 ff., T 5 T, n. 90. 
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Sogdiana."' This tradition finds no support in Arrian or the geo
graphers, and may be regarded as part of the highly coloured pic
ture found, with a larger sweep, in Plutarch's famous description of 
Alexander's activity.96 On the other hand Alexandria in Oxiana has 
acquired a substantial role in modern studies of Alexander, and the 
outlines of the problem must be given here. The argument turns 
largely on the evidence from Ai: Khanum, the Achaemenid
Hellenistic city excavated by the French Archaeological Mission on 
the promontory at the confluence of the Kokcha and Oxus rivers, 
on the south bank of the river, north-east of Kunduz. Before the 
excavation of that city, Alexandria Oxiana had received the atten
tion of Tarn, who, with characteristic ingenuity and intrepidity, 
had identified it, by means of a supposed Tibetan translation of a 
Sanskrit work, which provided the intermediate form Tarmita, with 
the modern city of Termez on the north bank of the Oxus, that is, in 
Sogdiana. According to Tarn the city was later refounded by 
Demetrius of Bactria as a Demetrias. This seductive story was 
decisively rejected by orientalists, and need not be further con
sidered.97 With the chance discovery and excavation of Ai: Khanum 
the problem found a new context inevitably unknown to Tarn, for 

9\ Diod. xvii, 84, where the reference is, of course, to the cities allegedly close to 
Alexandria ad Caucasum, i.e. south of the Hindu Kush: )1AEtavi5pos Kai aAAas 1ToAHS 
EKTtGEV, ~l1lpas aoor CbTExouaas T~S iiA€~av8pt.::tas) K(L'TWLKLGe 0' ds Taurus TWV f1.fv 

{3apf3apwv €7rTUKtaXt)..{ovs, rwv 8' €K'TOS rogEws avvuKoAOVOOUVTWV rptaxt"A{ous Kat TWV 
J1.ta8o~opwv TOUS {3ovAoflivovs. Strab 5 L 7: cpa at ()' oOv OK'TW 7ToAHS' )'J.;\€tavopov €V TE Tilt 
BUKTptavqt Kat rill. .EoyOtav~t KT{aUt J Tevas Of KuruoKat/JaL, J}v l(apulTus !J.Ev ri}s 

BaKTpwvJi>, EV ~, KaAAwliEvll" avvfA~<pfJlI Kai 1Tapdl6fJlI <pvAaK'Yj" MapuKavi5a OE T~" 
.Eoy8wv~s Kui Td Kupa (d. above, n. 9j). Just. xii. 5. 12- I 3: III lit !,is terris IlOlIIell 
relillqlleret, IIrbelll Alexllllrirealll slIper IIl1l11elll 'fllllllilll cOII(liriit, illtra dielll SCpti1ll1l1ll 

decimwlI 111111'0 sex lIIililllll paSS1l1l1ll COIISlllllllllltO, tnlllsiatis carulll civitatilllll poplllis, 
quas CyrllS cOII(liderat. III Bactriallis iJllol/ue SOlJriillllisljlle ~'ii urbes COII(/iriit, riistl'ibutis 
his, qZlOsclIIllqlle ill eotercitll seriitiosos Iw/Je/Jat. 

% See the passage or Plutarch quoted above, p. 130 n. 50; below, pp. 188 ff. 
Tarn, GBI I I 5, n. 1 stated that the Chinese Lan-chi mentioned in the HIl-Hall-S/1II 
'historically cannot possibly be anything but Bactra' -but the interpretation of the 
name, which is transmitted in the form Chien-Shih, is uncertain, as usual. See n. 
278 of Hulsewc and Loewe (op. cit. p. 119). They consider the possibility, on linguis
tic grounds, of an identification with Khulm, and, on general grounds, with Ai 
Khanum, but do not accept either alternative. )1. Kurd BUKTpU itself remains in limbo. 

97 Tarn unfolded this story in GBI lI8 ff.; cr. JHS 60 (r94o), 89 ff. It is repro
duced in Alex. ii. 235. Narain, 'fIle Illrio-Greeks, 40-I, summarizes the discussions of 
Whitehead, NC (1947), 35 and (r950), 213-4, and H. W. Bailey, BSOAS 13 
(1950), 400- 3. This view was revived on different grounds by Goukowsky, in his 
Eude edn. of Diod. xvii (2j6-7; cf. above, n. 69). He is answered by P. Bernard, in 
IS (1982), 217ff. 
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it has been maintained that this uniquely preserved city, which 
succeeded an adjacent Achaemenian settlement, should be identi
fied with Alexandria Oxiana, mentioned only by Ptolemy, and 
placed by him between the Oxus and the Jaxartes.98 In spite of the 
obvious overall attraction of the identification, I do not feel that, for 
the present at least, we are entitled to take that step. The epigraphi
cal record indicates without any doubt that the inhabitants of the 
city, at the beginning of their civic history, in the early third 
century BC, regarded a Thessalian or Macedonian, Kineas, other
wise unknown to history, as their founder. 99 That the city, after a 
history as a busy emporium, had ceased to exist by the end of the 
second century BC, having been destroyed by the Sakai on their 
route southwards, is also undoubtedly true. Ptolemy's, or Marinus', 
list represents, as so often, tralaticial information, and, standing 
unsupported as it does, its faulty coordinates and location are open 
to a variety of interpretations. It is obviously possible that the city 

" vi. 12. 6: quoted above, n. 93 (ef. note 85). Alexandreschata is placed nearly 
four degrees south of Alexandria in Oxiana: see Ronca's Map I. I cannot give here 
a full account of the many discussions concerning the ancient name of Al KhanCim. 
A full bibliography of the site will be found in Ball, no. 18 (113 items). Apart from 
the final reports (Fouilles d' Ai" KIWIlOUII1, (MellI. DAFA), i (vol. xxi (1973, 2 vols.) ), 
Call1paglles 1965~J968, by P. Bernard; ii (vol. xxvi (T983) ), Les PropyJees de III rile 
prillcipllle, by O. Guillaume; iii (vol. xxvii (1984) ), Le Slllletllllire dll temple Ii Iliches 
im/elltees, 2, Les Trollvailles, by H.-P. Franefort; iv (vol. xxviii (1985), Les MOllllaies 
IlOrs tresors, by P. Bernard; v (vol. xxix (T986) ), Les Remparts et les 1llOIlllll1ellts 

associes, by P. Leriche; vi (vol. xxx (1987) ), Le GYllll1aSe, architectllre etc., by S. 
Vcuve; vii, O. Guillaume and A. Rouquelle (vol. xxxi (1987)), Les petits objets; viii, 
CI. Rapin (vol. xxxiii (1992)), La tresorerie dll palais IwlJenistil]lIe d'Ai' KIII1I1011m) see 
Bernard, opp. citt. below, nn. 98-9; id. JS (1982), 219 ff.; id. et al. BEFHO 68 
(1980), 1~75, 'Campagne de Fouille 1978 it Al Khanoum'; id. and I-1. Franefort, 
fitudes de geographie historit]lIe s1Ir III plaille d'Ai" KhmlOwll (1978), 3~17. 

99 The inscription, originally published by L. Robert in CRAl (1968), 416ff., was 
republished by him in Ai' KllIlIIOIllIl, i. 207 IT., in the same terms. The theme is by 
now well known. An epigram by Klearchos, probably the Peripatetic, commemo
rates the erection of his personal copy of the Delphic Maxims at the site KLVlou EV 
TEfLEVEl. Robert and Bernard, locc. citt., stated clearly that the reference to the sanc
tuary could only mean that Kineas was the founder of the city. Robert, CRAl 
431-2: 'i1 ne me parait point donteux que Kineas ait etc Ie fondateur, l'olKwT~', de 
notre ville sur l'Oxus, enterre, it l'interieur meme de la ville, sur I'agora. Un homme 
de ce nom n'est point connu parmi les compagnons d'Alexandre. etc.' This may be 
accepted, and discussion of the name of the city must start from there. The letter
ing of the inscription, and the link with Clearchus, favour a date at the end of the 
fourth or the beginning of the 3rd cent. Be for the foundation, and thus make it 
probable that the city was a Seleucid foundation. The preponderance of early 
Selencid bronzes, especially those of Antiochus I, among the coins found on the site, 
supports but does not prove the Seleucid origin of the city: see Bernard, FOllilles d' 
Ai' K/lIlIlOllII!, vi (1985), 5 ff. 
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was named by Kineas, or by someone else, after Alexander, but the 
'sanctuary of Kineas' argues, against that. On the other hand, to 
regard it as an otherwise unrecorded Seleucid foundation called 
Alexandria would involve the postulation of a metonomasy of the 
type that there is no good evidence that the early Seleucid rulers 
adopted. Moreover, the absence of any reference to such a con
spicuous foundation in the surviving Alexander-historians, though 
obviously not of great weight, should be borne in mind. At present, 
then, the arguments against the identification seem strong. The 
name Alexandria Oxiana may itself be a confusion, as has been 
suggested, with the other Alexandria in Sogdiana, Alexandreschata 
on the banks of the Jaxartes,100 but the discovery in recent years at 
a site to the north of the Oxus, almost opposite Ai: Khanum, of a 
dedication in Greek to the river-god Oxus, probably of the Kushan 
or Saka period,101 seems to indicate that Oxiana at that time includ
ed an area considerably north of the river and that therefore the 
text of ptolemy should not be tampered with. That a city so named 
once existed, in historical circumstances unknown to us, may 
indeed be true, but the evidence at present available does not 
sustain its identification with Al Khanum, the importance of which 
as the prime witness to the Hellenic-Macedonian surge in Central 
Asia is not thereby affected. 

To return to our main narrative. In summer of 327 Be Alexander 
moved back across the Hindu Kush, passed by Alexandria ad 
Caucasum, where he established some more settlers (Arr. iv. 22. 

5), and reached the junction of the Panjshir and Kabul rivers. His 
route from Turkestan back to the south of the mountain range is 

I()() See Bernard, Proc. Brit. Acad. (1967), 92 n. 4. He points out that Ptolemy 
uses the phrase (vi. J 2. 4) rrupd TOV ?Qgov as he does (ibid. 5) rrupd TOV 'latapTlIv. For 
the role of Ai Khanum in the integrated Seleucid Empire the reader should now also 
consult Sherwin-White and Kuhrt, From Samarklllllld to Sardis, passim (see Index, 
p. 25 1 ). 

101 For this inscription, from Takht-i-Sangin, now SEC xxxi. 138 I, see Afgilall 
Stlldies, 2 (r 9 79), 17 n. 31. The name of the dedicant is Atrosokes. For a photo
gmph see Sherwin-White and Kuhrt, pI. 16. The lettering is un-Hellenic in style, 
and resembles most the Greek lettering of the Bactrian inscription from Sirkh 
Khotal, published by D. Schlumberger, Proc. Brit. Acad. 47 (1961), 77ff., with pI. 
ix (b), and by Schlumberger et a/., Sirkil KllOta/ ell Bactrialle (1 vol. in 2, Mem. DAFA 
xxv, 1983), r(2) pI. 72, and frequently elsewhere (e.g. in Arc/we%gy ill Afghallistall, 
235 f.). The Greek inscription of Palamedes (ibid. pI. 71; republished by myself, 
Af.qlwlI Stlldies, 3-4, pp. 7-8) is also in the same style. Vinogradov, VDl J985(4), 
99 (see SEC xxxv. 1479), apropos of subsequent discoveries in the Oxus area, has 
suggested a date for it in the 2nd cent. !lC. The style is clearly local, and may well 
have earlier antecedents, so I would regard this date as perfectly possible. 
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not specified by Arrian, but is said by Strabo (not from 
Eratosthenes) to have been by a shorter transit than that by which 
he had traversed the range in the opposite direction. 102 This is an 
indication of some significance. It has already been suggested above 
(pp. 118 ff.) that when Alexander left Herat for the first time he did 
so by following the Hari-Riid upstream towards Bamiyan, but that 
he was forced to abandon this project of a swift transit to Bactria, 
and on his second departure he followed the great curve of the 
desert route to Zaranj and Kandahar. It is clear that the 'shorter 
routes' mentioned by Strabo represent the itinerary via Bamiyan in 
the reverse direction, and it follows that (as might be expected) 
Alexander did not take that route on his journey north, on leaving 
the Kiihistan basin. We may therefore regard it as certain that he 
traversed the main range northwards by one of the main passes, 
more arduous than that via the defiles accessible by way of the 
Bamiyan plateau, but more immediately at hand, once he was in 
the Kiihistan basin. Which of the passes he followed we cannot be 
certain, but it is natural to suppose that it was one of the main 
western passes, either the Kushan pass (ht. 15,000 ft.) or the 
Sadang (I 2,000 ft.), where the modern motor road runs through 
the tunnel, or else (less probably in my opinion) by the Khawak 
pass (I3,000 ft.) that turns at an abrupt angle at a high altitude 
at the watershed of the Panjshir valley, and debouches further east, 
outside the range of Alexander's subsequent movements. lOl All 

101 Str. 697: Q.V€UrpE{;€ S' OO}) inT€pBEls Ta aunt OpTJ KaT' &'\'\US oooUS' E-TTtToftWTEpas, 
EV apwnpa, EXWV T~V '[VQ'K~V, K.T.A. Tarn, GBI, 139-40, correctly evaluates the 
difference between the route via Bamiyan and those over the main passes, but in 
his narrative of Alexander's route from Bactria to the south he does not refer to 
Strabo's significant and decisive observation; he says only (Alex. i. 87-8), 'Local 
tradition says that he recrossed the Hindu Kush by the lofty Koashan pass, r 4,300 
ft. high, but doubtless he took the usual route by Bamyan and the Ghorband 
valley, which turned the range.' Engels, op. cit. 107, identifies the shorter route 
as that of the Salang, and regards the Shibar route as longer. However, that is 
not so with a starling-point at Balkh. It is unfortunate that in this section Strabo 
gives a general geographical sketch of Alexander's activity in Ariana and the 
Paropamisadai without quoting his authority. 

lOJ A full account of the passes, which have been described by many writers and 
travellers, cannot be given here. Apart from the standard modern maps, the reader 
will find a graphic sketch of all the passes in the map accompanying C. R. 
Markham's excellent papers on the passes in the Proc. Roy. Geogr. Soc. I (I879), 
38 ff., I IO ff., cf. ibid. 191 ff. (reprinted in N. Dupree's Afgizallistall (see above, n. T 9), 
252-93 (in continuous numeration) ), and, in a very clear form, by Holdich, 4IO ff. 
with map opp. p. 500; see also Bernard IS (I982), 224-5, who also has a clear 
account of the various passes, and a map based on that of Markham; cr. also 
Foucher, Vieille ROlltl~, r 7 ff. and fig 5 (based on that of Holdieh). Markham gives 
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these passes (and others: Markham lists seventeen between the 
Anjuman pass on the east and the Shibar pass in the Ghorband 
valley in the west) were usually closed by snow from October 
onwards, as was the route via the Hari-Riid to Bamiyan, and we 
cannot determine which pass Alexander used on his northward 
march, though one of the three mentioned above seems most 
probable. On his return his force apparently moved by more than 
one route, for Strabo in the passage under discussion says 'by 
shorter routes', an indication, perhaps, if the plural noun is to be 
taken at its natural face-value, of the problem facing those who 
first made use of the bematists for distances, and one possible 
explanation of the variations in distances recorded in Pliny and 
Eratosthenes; for Alexander, we know, did not move his troops en 
bloc over large distances, and, that being so, we cannot identify 
one rather than another. However, both the route which follows 
the Ballch river and the Darra Yusuf and the alternative, more 
easterly, one which follows the course of the Tashkhurgan river via 
Haibak to the Ak Robat, reach the plain of Bamiyan~-where, I 
have suggested, Ortospana should probably be located-and merge 
easily with the Shibar pass, whence there is a straightforward 
route down the Ghorband river to the plain of Kiihistan and 
Alexandria ad Caucasum, and thence eastwards. By traversing one 
(or, more strictly, speaking of his entire force, both of 
them) Alexander completed the circle of his traverse of the 
Paropamisadai. This was the regular route to the south from 
Turkestan followed centuries later by the Mongols and their pre
decessors, and by the pilgrim Hsuan-Tsang, when he was crossing 

the approximate height of the individual passes from east to west on p. 283, as also 
does Holdich, on his excellent map. Tarn, GBI loco cit. seems certain that he took 
the Khawak pass 'The central route, over one of the lofty Kaoshan passes, does not 
come into question; it rises too high, though local tradition believes that Alexander 
used it for one of his crossings.' Engels, op. cit. 94-5, also says that the 
Macedonians 'undoubtedly used' the Khawak pass. This is far from certain. The 
Khawak pass is the furthest route, for the Panjshir valley describes a great curve to 
the east, and would have taken Alexander out of the direct road to Bactra. Moreover 
(as the Russians found out in recent years) it possesses a number of tributary defiles, 
which could be very dangerous to troops attempting to force the pass. The Sarlang 
and (less probably) the Kushan remain serious candidates: see Holdich, loco cit.; 
Bernard, joc. cit. 228-9, agrees that the reverse route was via the Shibar pass, but 
maintains that he took the Khawak on his way north. We cannot tell what immedi
ately relevant faelors-trouble, potential or actual, from hill-tribes, climatic condi
tions, available information-may have determined Alexander's !lnal choice, 
whichever it was. 
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the Hindu Kush southwards from Balkh, on his way to Kapisa and 
Laghman, that is to say, the same route as that followed by 
Alexander, when he passed by Alexandria ad Caucasum on his 
way to the Indus valley (see below, App. 3). 

His route from Alexandria to the area of Laghman (Lampaka), of 
which the centre is Jalalabad, is fairly certain. It seems clear that he 
did not follow the course of the Kabul river, which would have 
required him to retrace his steps southwards, but that he took the 
route along the southern skirts of the Kafiristan ranges, by the 
Panjshir and Kunar rivers.104 Hephaestion and Perdiccas, whom he 
sent with a substantial mixed force by a more southernly line of 
march, may have followed the line of the Kabul river, at least from 
the Lataband pass (Sarobi), where the Panshir flows into the Kabul, 
onwards, passing the neighbourhood of Jalalabad. The matter 
perhaps is not of great importance to us here, since the role of 
Alexander as city-builder does not recommence until he has passed 
beyond the Indus; but it may at least be noted that the latter forces 
were sent in advance to prepare for the crossing of the Indus, while 
Alexander probably took the longer, more mountainous and more 
difficult route and followed the Kunar (Choaspes) river northwards, 
then crossed the Shawal or Mandai pass into Upper Swat, thence 
descending during the winter of 327/6 into the plain of Peshawar 
(Gandhara) by the Malakand pass to Taxila.]05 On this route, 
somewhere among the distant hills of Swat, he established a 
new fortified settlement at Arigaion (iv. 24. 6), which had been set 
on fire at his approach by its inhabitants, and which he now 
repopulated with unfit soldiers and local tribesmen. Then, captur-

104 This 'old route' was traced by Foucher in his study of the route of Hsiian
Tsang, Iltude Asiatillues, i (I925), 257-84, 'Notes sur I'Itineraire de Hiuan-Tsang en 
Afghanistan', esp. pp. 273 ff. The map of Hsiian-Tsang's route given by Foucher on 
p. 278 shows very clearly the route from KCihistan to the Kunar river, which 
Alexander also took. Foucher covered the same topic in much greater detail in Vieille 
Route, passim, esp. pp. 34 ff. Masson gives an excellent account of the landscape of 
the same route (Mellloirs, iii. 171 ff.), travelled by him in the opposite direction. 

10; For the route (given in Arr. iv. 23-8) via the Kunar river and the Malakand 
pass see Aurel Stein, GeoW. 101l1'll. 101 (1942),49-56, with excellent photographs 
of the Upper Indus gorge; id. 011 Alexallder's Path to the llldlls (London, 1929), 10, 
with photograph of the Malakand pass. Malakand itself lies some way to the west, 
closer to the river; cf. Smith, Barly History oj Illdia' (Oxford, 1924), 54. For the 
crossing of the Indus at Ohind, the later capital of the Hindu Shiihis, after their rule 
in Kabul had been suppressed by the Ghaznavid Mahmoud, see Cunningham, pp. 
52 ff., Smith, p. 63, who also discusses the various forms of the name. See also next 
note. 
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ing and forti(ying the mountain strongholds of Massaga, Ora, and 
Bazire, he marched down to Peucelaotis (Charsadda), which sur
rendered to him. He then turned back and captured the famous 
Rock of Aornos in southern Swat, returned once more to the plain, 
crossed the Indus north of the present Attock, at or near 'Ohind', 106 

and reached Taxila, the capital of the satrapy of Ghandara, and 
accepted its surrender from its client ruler, 'Taxiles'. Equestrian and 
athletic contests were held by the river. 

The bematists' measurements continue as far as Taxila by the 
main route (that is, that followed by Hephaestion), but beyond this 
we have (Bucephala-Alexandria apart) only the evidence of the 
Alexander-historians for the foundation of cities, and though these 
are precise as to the occasion of foundations they do not assist in 
determining exact locations. Furthermore, the early Hellenistic 
chorographers of India were interested in the general native habits, 
political and social, of the strange new subcontinent, and were 
seemingly not concerned with any Greek cities, or cities with Greek 
inhabitants (if such there were), that they encountered. Thus of the 
fragments of Megasthenes and Eratosthenes which form the 
basis of Strabo's knowledge of northern India, the former omits 
Pataliputra, the Gangetic capital of the Mauryas, while the 
quotations from Eratosthenes are strictly geographical. At the 
same time, the horizon of the Arab geographers did not normally 
extend to India (Hindustan and Sind) before al-Biruni, and the 
only references to an Alexandria are those by Yakiit in the 
Mushtarik where he relers to Eucephala-Alexandria, though he 
does not record this among his Alexandrias in the Mu'jam (see 
Table at end), and by al-Farghani who called Wayhind (Ohind) a 
foundation of Alexander.107 Apart from Bucephala, and its twin
foundation Nikaia there is little that can be said of the Indian 
foundations in general. In western sources outside the pages of 

106 al-Farghani (p. 34, Gal.) gives among the cities of his third aqlilll in baWd 
ai-Hind the city of Qandahar, then, to the north, the country of Sind, and the 
country of Kabul, and Kerman and Alexandria and Sijistan. For al-Binlni sec 
A/baulli's Illdia, ed. Sachau, (ET, 2 vols., London, r888), p. 206, who calls Wayhind 
'the capital of Kandahar, west of the Indus'; it is not clear that he is referring to 
Kandahar of Arachosia, rather than another one of several places so named in the 
general area, particularly Gandhara: see Ball, Soutil Asiall Studies, 4 (1988), 130. 2, 

for Gandhara = Qandahar. 
J[)7 Sec al-Farghani, lac. cit. who replaces the Way hind of I~\akhri by Iskandariya, 

in the sequence quoted in the previous note This may be only an error of trans
mission, rather than an independent attestation. 
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the Alexander-historians themselves we have only an occasional 
reference in Pliny and (for Bucephala) Ptolemy, and the entries in 
Stephanus under Bucephala and Nikaia (the latter including 'a 
fourth in India'), and a passage in the Periplus Maris Erytlzraei. 

5. BUCEPHALA (OR BUCEPHALA-ALEXANDRIA) AND NIKAIA 

The twin foundations on the Jhelum commemorated respectively 
the death of Bucephalus, Alexander's beloved horse, and the 
victory over Porus. These were founded on either bank of the 
Jhelum, Bucephala apparently on the west bank and Nikaia on the 
east, where the battle was fought. The former has been set by 
many investigators at Jhelum itself~ while others prefer to place it 
some thirty miles south of Jhelum at Jalalpur. These sites have not 
been excavated, and, given their position on the edge of a chan
ging river-bed and (on the eastern side) in marshy land, and the 
repeated action of the monsoon, it is unlikely that early remains 
survive at either site even at a great depth. lOS It will be remembered 
that Arrian tells us that at the very outset both cities suffered from 
the rains during the brief period in which Alexander had advanced 
further east and returned to the Jhelum: 'on reaching the 
Hydaspes, where the cities of Nikaia and Bucephala were, he 
employed his army to repair damage caused by the rains'.109 
Nevertheless Bucephala-Alexandria (or simply 'Bucephala' as it 
was known to most of our sources) apparently survived at least 
until the early Imperial period, under Indo-Greek rulers. It was pre
sumably for some time under the rule of the Mauryas from their 

108 The topography of the crossing of the Jhelum, and consequently of the likely 
site of Eucephala were studied in detail by Aurel Stein, Geow. JOllnl. 80 (1932), 
32-46. He devoted a considerable amount of study to the area between the river 
and the Salt Range to the west, at this paint, and provides very strong reasons for 
believing that Eucephala lies below the modern Jalalpur. I assume this to be 
correct. The sites have not been excavated, and the matter is of no great importance 
in the present context. See further below, n. I I 1. Alexander entrusted the super
vision of the building of the cities to Craterus (Arr. v. 20. 1): see below, p. 226. 

109 Ibid. 19. 4: iva o. ~ f'aX'YJ guvif3'YJ Kat 'vO.v OPf''YJO't, €1TEpau. TOV 'YI5&U1T'YJ" 
7TOTa1101J 1ToAEtS' EI(THIEV :4A€gavopoS'. Kat T~J) f-LEV NtKUtuv T~S V{K1Jr.> T~S' KaT' 'lvowv 
€7TWVVP.OV WVOP.U<JE, T~V DE BouKE~6.Aav ~s TOU L7T1TOU TOU BOUKE¢}(iAa T~V 11Y~P-1JV) oS 
a1TfeavEv aUTou, au f3i\TJOeIS npor;; OVOEVOS J dA,.\d. V1TO Kuup.aTos TE Kat ~AtK{as, K.T.A. For 
the danlage ibid. 29. 5: Kat TOV )1K€a{vYJV aO oLaf3ds E1Te TOY tYSa01T1]V ~K€V, i'va Kat 
rwv 1ToA€wv rijs T€ NLKa{as I(at rwv BOUK€cfooAwV Qaa 1TPOS Oft{Jpwv 1T€1TOV1JKOra ~v ~uv 
rryl (JrpaTlal €1T€UK€UaU€ Kat Tll &"lta rel Karel rrW xwpav EKOUP.Et. 
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capital at Pataliputra,11O and no doubt the later presence of the 
Indo-Greek rulers contributed to its survival as an urban centre of 
some importance. I I I 

110 See R. Mukerji, Asoka (London, 1928), 94 ff. 
111 The essential text for the survival of the city is Peripl. Mar. HrytlIr. § 47: 

E7rLKELTUt S€ Karu VWTOU (?) TTft Bapuya~1Jt tJ..€uoY€la 7TAdova ;Owq, 1'6 TE Tdw J4parp{wv 

I<at (il)paxoua({)wv I<al ravllapu{wv I<al T~S [JP0I<A(U)toos, EV ofs ~ BOVI<Eq,UAOS 
}4'\€g&vopna. Kui TOI.1rWV E7TUVW f.LUXLp.wruTov lBvos BaKTptaVWV J 111ro {3aoiAEu ovrwv rswv 
[T6rrov?, see MUller, ad loc.]. It is doubtful if the author knew more of Bucephala 
than he might learn at Earygaza, or perhaps Kalliena; cf. § 52 of Kalliena: Kal yap 
ra €K TUXfJS Els Torhous TOUr; r01TOUS €o{3&Al\ovru 1TAoia 'EAA1JVI.Ka /-tErn !{>VAaKijs €Is 

Bapuya'av <laaYfTul. Narain, Imlo-Greeks, 81, is surely over-cautious to say 'we have 
no means of verifying whether Bucephala still existed in the hostile Punjab at this 
time (Le. in the time of Menander)': the Peripills is clear on that point. The precise 
location of Nikaia, on the east bank of the river, is quite uncertain, but it was prob
ably ,is nearly opposite Bucephala as possible. Arr. v. I9. 4 (cf. Curt. Ruf. ix. 1. 6) 
makes it clear that the cities were founded on opposite sides of the Hydaspes, and 
that Nikaia was on the east bank, and Bucephala therefore on the west side. Tarn, 
Alex. ii. 236 ff. places Bucephala east of the river, and claims that Ptolemy supports 
him, but this cannot be the correct interpretation of Ptolemy who in vii. 1. 46 and 
47 (46) has rrEpl (emended, probably correctly, by Tarn to napa) o. Tal' B,oaa7T1/V 
(= Arr.'s 'YMa11l)v; cf. McCrindle, Auciellt ludia, as described b!f Mellasthenes and 
Arrian (Calcutta, 1877; 2ml edn. rev. R. C. Majumdar, T960, T97 n.», with the 
cities of Sagala and Bucephala; that this refers to the west of the river seems clear; 
in § 47 he goes on Tn o. EVTEvll.v 11pOS avaTOAd~ I<UTEXOUal [(ua11HpatOI. Tarn, ibid. 
claims that the phrase of the I,ast Da!Js (see below, PI'. 2 I 2 f., for this work), p. 20. 
§ 62, item ellui oceisi multi, ill quilJlls e!JlIlls AlcxaPlllri llolllillC Hllcepl!allls occisus est, 
!JIIO e!Juo olllnibus proeliis selllper vicerat. illitur in eo loco oppidllm eo cOflllOllline cOlldid
it, !Juod IllI1lC Buceplwla IlOlIIinatur. post, lit solitlls emt, 1II0rtuos scpeliri illssit SIlOS atque 
l!Ostillm fortissimos, supports his location of Bucephala east of the river, where the 
battle was fought, but the text is too divorccd from events to carry weight on this 
point. Other Romance texts do not refer to the building of the city. A has only the 
death of Bucephalus: iii. 3. 6 (p. I02.8- TO): 11{11TH O' <I ilA<tavopou i,.T1Tos 
o BOUK€<paAo~ OWAy]q;O€;S V1TO TOU llwpov J Kat JfY]a8t!vTJG€ T~V yvwp:r)ll" TOOTOU OE 
Y€VOJ1-EVOV dp.E":rlaa~ TijS p.axy/S aUTOS EUUTWL i'oupe TOV L1r7TOV, J-t'iJ ap8ijl U1TO TWV 
110AE,.dwv. In GHI 326-7, Tarn claimed that Bucephala was the capital of the Indo
Greek King Hippostratos, on the basis of the City-Tyche on his coins, which he 
claimed could only come from a Greek city, which could only be Bucephala. But (as 
he himself, Alex. ii, Addenda, p. 4ST (on p. 236) noted), this was based on an 
incomplete scrutiny of the numismatic material (cr. Narain, Indo-Greeks, T 50), 
which docs not support this claim. ptolemy, it may be observed, calls the city 
Simply BouI<Eq,aAa; so also Plin. NH vi. 20 of the tribes round the Indus: caput eOrllm 
Buccpl!ala, Alexamlri regis C!JlIO cui fuerat hoc nOlllen ibi sepliito condHllln. Pluto De Fort. 
Alex. 328 F (see above, n. 50), who calls the city Bovl«q,uAta, no doubt had derived 
his information from some of the literary sources known to him. Yakilt lists 
Eucephala in the MlIsl!tarik p. 23: IVa I1linhii al-lskandari!Ja al/ati baniiliii 'alii iSllli 
farasil!i all1l11salllmi Illlqefaliis wa teJ.~irllll I'll'S al-t/un"ri. 
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6. FOUNDATIONS ESTABLISHED BY ALEXANDER ON THE 

LOWER INDUS 

These seem to have been intended mainly as temporary forts and 
garrison-posts, and they do not appear to have received an urban 
structure. Here, too, in any case, the enormous changes in the 
course of the southern stretch of the Indus and its Delta, combined 
with monsoon rains and extensive flooding, are sufficient to have 
overwhelmed any riparian settlements at a very early stage. lll 

Nor is that the end of our difficulties. At the time of Alexander's 
campaign the area between the Kori creek, at the north end of the 
Rann of Katch, and Karachi, now consisting, apart from the main 
courses of the Indus, of dessicated channels, canals, and alluvial 
land, was open sea for a depth of some eight to ten miles, and 
attempts to identify the maritime locations in Nearchus' abbrevi
ated narrative serve no useful purpose. Further inland, the total 
and sudden change in the course of the Lower Indus, near 
Hyderabad, in 1758, excludes the possibility of accurate identifica
tions. It is only to the west of Karachi, in the neighbourhood where 
the Arabios (Hab) river empties into the Indian Ocean, that we find 
ourselves on terra firma. III Here we have the narratives of the 
journey, by sea and land, to aid us, but still no archaeological 

II' For these changes, and the courses of the 'forsaken rivers' of Sind see the lucid 
description by M. R. Haig, Tile Indus Delta Country (London, T 894; repro Karachi, 
1972), I f1'. and recent studies, esp. those by the geologist H. Wilhelmy, listed in 
P. H. L. Eggermont's Ale.wlIlder's Call/Jiaigns in Sind and Baluchistall, (Lou vain, 1975), 
p. xx (a work that in spite of its obvious defects, nevertheless contains a number of 
useful suggestions (and a very large bibliography)). See also H. T. Lambrick, Simi, 
A Gelleml Introductioll (Hyderabad, 1st edn. 1964, 2nd edn. [little changed, save for 
an additional preface] 1975), paSSim, and esp. ch. 7, 'Sind in Ancient Historical 
Times', pp. rooff. A number of subsidiary topographical problems arise in connec
tion with Alexander's descent of the Indus, but I leave them out of account. H. 
Wilhelmy's description of the Delta in BrdkllllCie, 20 (1966), 276ff., gives a good 
general survey, based on previous topographical accounts (Cunningham, Haig, 
Lambrick) and on his own recent observations. On p. 269 he gives a useful set of 
plans of the courses of the river over the millennium between the 8th and the I8th 
cents., and on p. 274 shows very clearly the change of course after I758. (A 
second article in Die Ere/e, 99 (1968), I32-62, 'Karachi, Pakistans Tor zur Welt', 
is a popular account of the growth of the city from its origins in the mid- I 8th cent. 
(when it was a fishing village dependent on the khanate of Kalat).) 

III For the lost coast of Sind see the works mentioned in the previous note. Haig's 
narrative, loco cit., is cogent, except for occasional details, and exposes the weak
nesses of seveml of Cunningham's identifications. His map in frontispiece shows the 
change in the coast-line very clearly; see also the map in Lambrick, facing p. 132. 
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evidence of settlement of the relevant period on or near the coast. 
Aurel Stein's reports on archaeological remains in the area are 
valuable (though inevitably imprecise in the absence of a identifi
able chronological framework) for that part of the coastal zone 
west of Gwadar, just east of Tiz, where he recorded 'burial grounds 
comprising the first few centuries of our era', but we have no 
help for the stretch of the coast east of this, the land of the 
Ichthyophagi. A particular difficulty occurs where the rivers of 
Baluchistan empty into the Indian Ocean, for the water-supply 
has suffered basic diminution with corresponding changes in 
settlement-areas. On the other hand some of the long inland 
valleys and plateaus parallel to the sea seem to remain relatively 
fertile, and support some agricultural activity."4 

7. ALEXANDRIA-RAMBAKIA, on ALEXANDRIA AMONG THE 

OREITAI 

Arrian tells us that in the first part of this journey, having left 
Pattala in the winter of 325/4, Alexander, moving, presumably, 
through the pass at the south end of the Kirthar range, advanced 
as far as the river Arabios, the modern Bab, and then entered the 
territory of the Oreitai, and reached Rambakia, 'the largest village 
of the ethnos of the Oreitai', a locality to be set at, or near, Las 
Bela, at the head of the basin through which the Porali and its 
tributaries run, formed by the Mor and Haro ranges. He expressed 
satisfaction at the location, and considered that a city built in that 

I!; The best general account of the coastal zone is that of Holdich, The Gates of 
India (London, 1910), r 4 5 ff., but his account of the movements of Alexander's 
army is based on the view (shared by many, not least by Eggermont, op. cit. 57 ff.) 
that the army travelled along the coast, after crossing the Porali, by-passing Ras 
Miilan, and not along the natural inner route from Las Bela to Turbat. I have 
followed the convincing account of the route given by Stein, Georg. /Olll'l!. 102 

(1943), 193-227, 'On Alexander's Route into Gedrosia: An Archaeological Tour in 
Las Bela' (Stein's last article; he died in Kabul in the winter of 1943, the tour 
described in the article having been made in January to March of that year), accord
ing to which Alexander marched up the estuary of the Porali to Las Bela (a 
shorter route by some miles than the present distance), before turning west along 
the inland route. Stein's article contains a full account, with excellent photographs, 
of the wild and arduous territory; see also Goukowsky, Hssai Sill' les origines rill Illy the 
c1'AlcxllIlllrc, i (Nancy, 1981), 97 ff. (Kokala the port in Diod., Kambali the town); 
Tarn, Alex. ii. 249 ff. (cf. below n. T I 5). Certainty is unattainable. I may note that 
D. T. Potts, The Ara/Jillli Gllif (Oxford, 1990, 2 vols.), ii, contains an exhaustive 
account of the archaeological evidence of the Arabian side of the Gulf itself and its 
islands; cf. below, p. 180, n. 13. 
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neighbourhood would prosper, would, in words by now familiar, 
'become large and prosperous'-the same words used by Arrian of 
the foundations on the Nile and the J axartes, and surely repre
senting an authentic formula attributable to the basic conceptions 
of Alexander himself. In other words, Alexandria-Rambakia was to 
be the main new emporium, with access both to the southern sea, 
less distant then than now, and to the passes to Kandahar 
(Alexandria· in Arachosia), for purposes of trade and for military 
requirements, a role performed over many subsequent centuries by 
Las Bela. II, Viewed from this point of view the foundation must be 

II; See Arr. vi. 21. 5: o.<j>'KO(-'fVOS 0< €S Kdi(-''f/v ~17fp ~v (-,fy{aT'f/ TOV 'Bvovs TOV 
!JpEtT(7;v, fPap./3uKlu EKUAEiTO ~ KWjLyt, TOl1 T€ xwpov E1T~tvEaE Kat EOOKEt av ulhwL 1ToAtS' 
guvOLKtaBEfaa /-.u:y&,A1j Kat Euontp.wv y€v€v8uL. 1!tPuLGr{wva /-LEV o~ €1Tt TOVTOV V11l:AE{1TETO; 

cr. ibid. 22. ]: a1ToAt.:{7TH A€OVVUTOV ... T~V 1TOAW gVVOtKt~Etv Kat 7(1 Kuru TOUS' 'fJpe{rulS 

KoaWLV, K.T.'\.; cf. Diod. xvii. 104. 8: " 0' J4M(:uvopos 17upd Bd'\UTTUV €<j>,'\oT<(-'~B'f/ 
K"{(JUL 1ToAw Kat Atp"EVa /Lev Efipwv aKAu(JToV €KTUJEV Ell aurwt 1TOi\W )1AeguvopnaJI, For 
Leonnatus' role cf. Tuba, quoted by Plin. NIl, vi. 97 (FGrIl 275 F28 = ibid. 134 F28 
(Onesicritus) ): Alexalldria cOlldita a Leomwto illSSII Alexa/ulri ill jilliblls {jelltis; Ar{jemllls 
portll saillilri ... (98) Ori {fells; jllllllell C(/rlllalliae Huctallis portlloslIlIl et allI'D fertile. 
Steph. places J4'\EtavopfW nov 'QpEmlw (4) (NWpTWV, MSS, already corrected in early 
edns., followed by Mein., to 'Qpml"', ex Arr.; Diod. xvii. 105. I also has NWPTWV: see 
Welles ad loc., Loeb) in the land of the Ichthyophagi, a characteristic elaboration, 
which over-simplilles the geographical reality. The land of the Ichthyophagi 
naturally lay on the narrow strip of coast west of the mouth of the Bingol river, and 
not inland, at Las Bela. The J4>'ftdvopou vijao<; mentioned by Pto!. vi. 8, I 5 vijao, 0< 
1TupaKw'nH Tij' nfpa{O! ... J4,\f(:dvopov ~ KUt J4PUK{U (cf. Marcian., § 24: 0.170 0< 
rpOY0/-UlVWS 1Torap.ou Eis X€paov'1Gov GTUOtot (f/ €vTurJ8a 7TapaKELTat v~aoS' J'l.AEg&.VOpov 
KUAov(-'Ev'f/), whatever the historical origin of the name, is included in the llEpa{oos 
BEats, and therefore not relevant in this context. I accept Stein's identillcation of 
Alexandria-Rambakia as lying near or at Las Bela, at the north end of the fertile 
triangle, in the area known as Welpat, through which the Porali runs. The site has 
not been investigated, but Stein describes the rcfuse dumps on which it is built, and 
which were then continually growing, op. cit. 2 I 5 (Brunt, on Arr. vi. 2 L 5, says 
'Las Bela, where ancient remains have been found', but Stein refers to none). There 
is no indication in Arrian, as quoted above, that Alexandria-Rambakia was on 
the coast, and while Diodorus loco cit. states that it was a harbour he cannot be 
trusted on the precise location. The view, therefore, that it lay at Somniani on the 
coast, at the eastern end of the great inlet of Miani-Hor, satisfies the phraseology of 
Diodorus, but otherwise has nothing in its favour, though it is frequently main
tained, e.g. by Tomaschek, SB Wiel1. Akad. r890 (I21), pp. 19-20. Eggermont, 77, 
places it at the western end of Miani-Hor, Hamilton, loco cit. (below note II7), 
p. 608, 'not far from the northern shore of the Miani Hor'. In any case the basin of 
the PoraH has undergone substantial changes since antiquity, as a result of the accu
mulation of silt from the river: see Haig, Illillls Delta, 136 ff. Las Bela was known to 
the Arabs as Armabil or (less correctly) as Armayil and the HlIiWil (//-' ii/alii, p. 123, 
refers to Armabil as 'situated close to the sea on the edge of the desert': see Le 
Strange, op. cit. 330 n. 3, and Holdich, op. cit. 304 ff. It formed a station on the 
route between the Makran and Sind through the region known in the early Arab 
writers as Turan. In later times, until the construction of the railway from Karachi 
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judged no less significant than those in central Asia, an indication 
of the range of Alexander's vision. The next city in Stephanus's list 
(10), :4'\E~uv8pELU EV MUKUPy)VTjt, otherwise unattested and perhaps 
a corrupt form, but provided with the localization, ~v 7TUpUpPEt 

7TOTU(L0<; MUgUTy)<;, an unknown river, may perhaps be the same 
city.116 We may also note that Pliny, ptolemy, and Ammianus 
to Quelta, it was the flrst major stage on the route to KalaL after leaving Somniani, 
where the caravans collected: see Masson, Narrative, ii. J 64-5, on the regular canl
van route to KaliiL, which for most of the way followed the course of the Porali. 
Masson says that the kiifil(! consisted of merchants from Sind, Bombay and 
Kandahar, thus illustrating the vital link between the Lower Indus valley and 
Central Asia provided by the Pm'ali; d. also Mohan Lal, Travel ill the Plllljali (London, 
1846; repr. Calcutta, 1977) pp. 192 ff. O. Caroe, The Pat/IIlIlS (London, I958), 
370 ff., has a general accounL of the strategical and commercial role of Kalat and 
Quelta as key points between India and Kandahar. 

1](, MaKap~vYJ is entered in Pape's Worterbllcll with a question mark, repeating 
perhaps the doubts expressed by Saumaise, who proposed EaKaa(T?NvYJ<, while 
Holsten preferred MagapYJvijl, no doubt because of the river MagclT'IS, which 
Saumaise emended to 'IagapTYJS: see Meineke's note ad loco Tarn, Ale.t. ii. 249-55, 
who rightly dismisses Saumaise' efforts to transform Makarene into something 
'which he happened to have heard of', has a long section in which he attempts to 
establish that this city 'in Makarene' is no other than Alexandria among the Oreitai, 
Arrian's Ora (vi. 22.3), which he regards as the capital of the Oreitai and the true 
site of the new Alexandria, while Rambakia 'was only a village'. The natural read
ing of Arrian is that the new city was built at or ncar Rambakia, and that Ora was 
an alternative name for it, used, as Tarn emphasized, by Aristobulus, FGrH 139 
F49 = Strab. 723, where see Kramer's note). Tarn claims that the form MaKapYJv~ 
is a true 'eparchic' form (following his theory regarding geographical forms in -YJv~), 
and that it is the direct antecedent of the word Makran, 'an eparchy of Gedrosia' 
(so also Tomaschek, RE (T 0) ). The term MakranjMukran is attested in the accounts 
of the earliest Arab conquests of the area (see the summary of these events in 
Holdich, 291 fr.), and it is possible that the term survived. But I do not feel confident 
about it (Eggermont, p. 64, offers a different etymology), It is any case clear that 
there was only one city in the area, Rambakia, as Hamilton has shown, Historia, 
2I (1972),604-6, cr. Goukowsky, Mutlle d'Ale.\'a/ldl'e, ii (Nancy, 1981), 96fl'. who 
also (pp. 99-1(0) discusses A. in Makarene, which he regards as a separate founda
tion by Leonnatos, in the hinterland of Gedrosia. Cunningham, p. 309, suggested 
that Alexandria-Rambakia was the )1,\. "aTa TOV fl,E.\ava KOAtrOV, of Stephanus (16: 
see above, pp. 26-7), on the basis of the resemblance of the Greek word 'to the bay 
of Malan, to the east of Rils Millfm of the present day', the ancient Md.\ava, which 
Arrian describes as the westernmost point of the territory of the Oreitai (see Arr. 
llld. 27. I: J.1>tKVf.OVTat Er; xwpov, or; 8~ €axaTO~ 7Jv T~r; '[.}pftTWF Y~SJ MaAava TWt XWPWL 
ovofl-a). The location in very general terms would suit that Alexandria not too badly 
(better than some suggestions that have been made), for it comes in Stephanus' list 
after )'1'\. rrapa TOtS )lpaXWTO<S (see above, pp. 2 fl'.), but, even if there were any evi
dence that Alexander built a further, otherwise unrecorded, city in this area, the 
great bare headland, described by Holdich (p. T 6 I) as 'the huge barrier of the MaHin 
range, abutting direct on the sea' could not be the potential site of a 'large and 
prosperous city': sec also Stein's account of the ascent of the Maliin pass, op. cit. 
204-5. The name of the headland is given by Pliny as /1IO/IS Malells, and a con
nection with the Greek fl-f'\as may be discounted; cr. Tarn, ibid. 253-4. 
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refer to an Alexandria in Carmania, unknown, like that of 
Makarene, to historians, the tradition of the Romance, and the Arab 
geographers. JI7 These perplexing Alexandrias of the area of 
Baluchistan, which lack the authentic testimony of Alexandria
Rambakia, cannot be identified. 

On leaving his new city Alexander marched on the natural (but 
very strenuous) line of communication via Turbat down to 
Gwadar, and then moved into the heart of Gedrosia, to reach Pura, 
sixty marches from Ora-Rambakia. Pura itself probably lay close to 
Bampur, on the Bampur river, some ISO miles inland. liB After a 
period of rest he advanced into southern Carmania, where Craterus 
and other commanders joined him from the Indian regions to the 
north bordering on Sijistan, and thence moved across Fars to 
Pasargadai and Persepolis, and thence to Susa. From there he 
sailed down the Eulaios to its junction with the Koprates (Karlin), 
and thence to the open sea, and round to the (then separate) 
mouth of the Tigris. He then sailed up the Tigris to Opis, probably 
half-way between Baghdad and Samarrah. After that he returned 
across Iran to Ecbatana in Media, where Hephaestion died, made 
his expedition against the Kossaians in the mountains of Luristan 
(winter 324), and then returned to Babylon. Here his plans for the 
'colonization' of the head of the Persian Gulf and its islands were 
formulated - Arrian uses the word KaToLKt,EtV

1l9 
- for, Arrian says, 

Alexander thought that this region would be no less prosperous 
than Phoenicia; once more the emphasis is on regional (and 
ultimately 'global') prosperity, which, in this context, presumably 
indicates that Alexander envisaged the development of com
munications and trade between the Middle East and India via the 
Persian Gulf. Moreover, the eastern coast of Arabia further south 
offered similar attractions: numerous offshore islands such as Tylos 

117 Tarn, 239, accepts the Carmanian Alexandria, in the region of Hormuz (for 
which see his detailed study, GBl 481 ff.), as a foundation of Alexander himself, but 
its attestation is weak. 

11' The details of this part of the route are excellently worked out by Stein, lac. 
cit. 193; cf. Tarn, Alex. ii. 251. As far as Gwadar the route is clear, as described 
above; beyond that, in Kirmfin, identifications become more difficult, the location of 
Pura itself, the capital of Gedrosia, usually located at Bampur, being conjectural, 
but likely. For a closely argued discussion of the entire route, in essential agreement 
with Stein's exposition, see Brunt's An'iall, ii. 474ff., esp. pp. 478ff. 

119 vii. 19.6: 'T~V TE yap 11'apaAtuv TTJV 7TPOS Tan KOt\1TWL "Wt il€paLKWL KUTOlKt'€LV 

E1T€fJOn Kat Tas v~aouS' TaS' TUUT"'1(. 'SaKE! yap aVTWL OU /-t€LOV (ul') cJ>OW{KIJS €Voa{fLWV ~ 
xwpa aVTr} YfvEuOal. 
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and Ilearos, and abundant harbours to provide anchorage for his 
fleet and suitable locations for settlements likely to enjoy a 
prosperous future. With these settlements in mind Alexander sent 
Archias to Tylos, and also investigated rkaros (Failaka), both off the 
Kuwaiti coast, and other commanders were dispatched further 
south. He himself sailed south from Babylon down the Pallacopas 
canal on the west side of the Euphrates, and reached the 'land 
of the Arabs', on the edge of the cultivation, and here founded his 
last city, perhaps to be identified with Spasinou Charax, a fortified 
site which he populated with some Greek mercenaries (never his 
favourite troops), some of whom were volunteers and others time
expired and sick men (how sick troops were likely to survive in that 
unhealthy spot he perhaps did not consider). 

8. THE LATER SPASINOU CHARAX 

Also supposedly founded by Alexander, this is placed by Pliny, 
following Juba, to the east of the Tigris, between the mouths of the 
Eulaios (Karun, Dujayl) and the Tigris; once ten stades from the 
coast, this distance by Juba's time had become 50, and by Pliny's 
120, miles. 120 

According to Pliny the city was destroyed in due course by the 

12() Plin. vi. 138-40 (/lGrlI 275 Pr): Clla/'tl.\' ol'Pidlllll l'ersici Sill11S illtilllWll, a qllO 
Aml)ia EllilaelllOlI CO{]llOlIIillata excllrrit, /wbilatllr ill colle IIWIllI facto illter cOIiflllelltes 
dextm Tigrilll, larva ElllaewlI Up. la.tilate. cOIlditll1ll est prill/lIl11 al) Alexalldro Ma(Jllo, 
colollis ex urlJe ref}ia Vurille qllae illteriit dedllctis lIIi/itlllll illlltililJlls ilJi relictis; 
Ale~'alldrialll appel/ari illssemt, pafJWIlI/ue Pel/aelllll a patria SlIa quelll proprie Maceciolllllll 
fecemt. jlwllilla id oppidwlI eXpl/(JlulVere. postea restiWit AlItioc/lI/s (JllilltllS re(JwlI et SIlO 

lIolllille appel/avit; itenm! qUal/lie illfestatlllll Spaosilles Sagdodllllilci filills, rex filli/orwlI 
AralJwlI, (1IIIIlll lllim satrapCll Alltioclli fllisse falso tradit, oppositis molilJlIs restitllit 
1I0lllelll/IIe SIIu/1I dedit, rllllmito situ illxta ill IOllf}itudillelll vi p., ill latitlldille pallio lIIillI/s. 
prilllo afuit a litore stadios x ct lIIaritilllllm etialll ipsa portwll habllit, Illba veru prudellte 
L p.; IIlllle abesse a litore e.~x le(Jati Arablllll llOstriljllC IlefJotiatores (Jlli illde vellere 
a£ijirlllallt. Arr. vii. 21. 7, gives the settlement with his usual brevity: ro.Jrwv €VEKa 
Ene iE TOV IlaA'AaKcnruv €Tf)..€VGf Kat KaT' aVTOV KUTU1TA€t J~ iaS' >..t/LVUS- WS' J,7Tt T~V :4 pa{3wl' 
y~v. EvOn xwpov Tlva (1' KUAWL iSwv 7TO;\W fgWtK08o;.t'1](JE TE Kat ETdXtO€J Kat €V TUVT'Y}L 

KUTWtKtOe nvv ~AA~vwv Ttvas TWV p.ta8oc/>opwv, oaot T€ EKOVT€S' Kat oaot uno y~pwr; ~ 
Karu 1f~pwatV U1f()t.E!-tot ~aav. In vii. 7. 2, Arrian refers to Alexander sailing down 
the Eulaios from Susa to the mouth of the Tigris, but there is no reference to a 
foundation of a city, although this passage has usually been quoted in support of 
the location: see next note. The Alexander-foundation, wherever it was, has been 
identified with Stephan us' }1t.Et6.vilpEta E1ft rou T{yptilos (see above, p. 32 n. 69) but 
no historian or geographer makes the identification, or (Pliny apart) indeed calls the 
city an Alexandria. The site at the mouth of the Pallacopas is said to be Teredon 
(Diridotes), Arr. Illd. xli, 6, cr. Tomaschek, loc. cit. 79-80. 
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flooding of the Euphrates, and refounded by Antiochus Epiphanes; 
and, finally, once more destroyed, rebuilt by Spasines, the neigh
bouring Arab ruler, who took the precaution of surrounding it 
with moles. From that time onwards it was known as Spasinou 
Charax (its ethnic XapaK'rI"6" the home of Isidore), and probably 
survived either as the independent centre of the principality of 
Mesene or as a Parthian subject state until absorbed in the 
Sassanian kingdom in the third century AD. However, though Juba 
and Pliny agree that Spasinou Charax was originally a foundation 
of Alexander, and although its site has now been established 
beyond reasonable doubt at the Arab Karkh Maisan (now Naisan), 
it is possible that its identification as an Alexander-foundation is 
erroneous. Arrian has two accounts of Alexander's activities in the 
area of the modern Shatt al-1\rab, one in 324 Be and one in the 
following year; in the first of these there is no mention of a 
foundation, and it is in the second, which refers to a point further 
west than that now established for Spasinou Charax, that he is 
expressly said to have founded his city. Thus though there is good 
reason to believe that the site of Spasinou Charax has been 
correctly identified, and that Alexander founded a city somewhere 
in the neighbourhood of the Lower Tigris, the identity of the two 
must turn on preference for the testimony of Pliny and Juba over 
the unspecific account of Arrian.l2l 

121 The problem of the location of Spasinou Charax is very complex, turning to 
a large extent on the determination of the almost continuous hydrographic changes 
of Lower Mesopotamia. The very full study of these and of visible remains in the 
water-logged region, by J. Hansman, recorded in Ircmica Alltilil/a, 7 (1967) pp. 21-

58 (cf. id. Irall, 22 (I984), pp. l6l fr.) seems to have settled the location. But it is 
unfortunate that in his opening study of the ancient sources (pp. 2 I - 2) he has 
conllated the two passages of Arrian with that of Pliny to make one event of 
Alexander's activities, namely when he sailed down the Eulaios as described in Arr. 
vii. 7. 2, where there is no reference to a foundation (see previous note). The import
ant article of P. Bernard, IS (1990), 3-68, traces the later history of Mesene in the 
light of the remarkable inscription carved on the thigh of the bronze statue of 
Herakles found at Seleukeia-on-Tigris, which describes the conquest of Mesene by 
'Arsakes Vologases', and the removal of the statue to Seleukeia (as it were, the 
Palladium of Spasinou Charax), SBC xxxvii. T 403; cr. further, D. Potter, ZPll 88 
(T99 r) 277 ff. Detailed maps of the waterways, ancient and modern, are provided 
by Hansman, locc. citt., cr. Bernard, 29. The vOJJ-'JJ-ov fJJ-1TOPtov AEY0JJ-EVO" ~ }41ToAoyov, 
KEtJJ-EVTJ KUTd (E )1Tua{vov XapuKu of Perirl. Mar. Er!Jtllr. § .3 5, was evidently close to 
the latter, but distinct from it. There is no reference to it elsewhere, so its location 
and its role in the general pattern of harbours etc. in the region of the ShaH al-'Arab 
remain wholly uncertain. It is identilied (on grounds of linguistic continuity) by Le 
Strange, U~C 19, cf. p. 47, with Ab-Ubullah or Obolla on the Ba~ra Canal, at its 
junction with the Tigris (see map II, ibid.). Hansman, lrallica Alltil/lla, loc. cit. 25, 
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From Egypt to Susiana we have enumerated the foundations of 
cities that the historians ascribe to Alexander in their accounts of 
his campaigns, and it now behoves us to consider what conclu
sions, if any, we may draw from their evidence, in spite of all the 
limitations on our knowledge regarding their identity and location, 
and the almost total absence of directly relevant archaeological 
evidence in the whole vast region that he traversed and conquered. 
Before turning, however, to that task, the reader may be reminded 
here, of a major consideration explored at an earlier phase of this 
enquiry. The cities discussed in this chapter, of whose historical 
existence, whatever their precise location, there can be no serious 
doubt, do not overlap at all with those listed in the a-tradition of 
the Romallce. The two lists represent separate worlds, one real, one 
fabricated, the only members common to both being Alexandria ad 
Aegyptum and Alexandria-Bucephala. 

regards it as the successor of Spasinou Charax in the 2nd cent. AD (perhaps aftcr 
the Parthian conquest described in the inscription on the thigh of Herakles?). What 
noun are we to supply with the article ~? 7T0'\', seems the most popular candidate, 
but the personification of J.bo'\oyo, may be deemed rather improbable until a 
further instance of the personal name is found. 'H TOU U7TO'\OY(WJ.')ou U7ToaTaats or 
u7T08~KlI' referring to customs' or other quays at this point on the river, seems to 
combine best with JI"7TOpWV, and might have stood in the original Greek text, though 
if the Arabic equation is correct the shorter form must have been the current Greek 
one in early Islamic times. Parallels for the use of a plain genitive for the name of 
a locality are given by Meineke in Steph., note on MEv''\ao, (p. 445), but these are 
compounded of proper names. Tarn, GBI 13, adds some marc, notably Llta80xov, 
Steph. s.v., 7T0'\" nEpa,IC" OU 7TOpPW KTlIUH/"iwTO" For the particular 
meaning to be given to VOI"'l-'ov JI-'7TOPWV see L. Casson, Peripills Maris Hrytllmei 
(Princeton, 1989), 275 -6. 



CHAPTER VI 

General Assessment of Alexander's 
Foundations 

SEVERAL features seem to recur constantly as factors in the founda
tions, which provide us with an indication of Alexander's purpose 
in founding cities. In assessing this evidence we leave on one side 
the numerous forts and temporary garrisons, the construction 
of which was a recurrent feature of operations throughout the 
years of campaigning, and which are frequently referred to by the 
historians. There is no suggestion in our sources that these were 
planned as urban communities, and they may be omitted from 
our discussion. In general it seems clear that Alexander's urban 
settlements-sometimes, but not always, named by himself after 
himself-fall into specific groups, or fulfil certain regular functions, 
in the whole region which he traversed in a vast arc between the 
first eastern settlement at Herat to the last, near the emergence of 
the Tigris and Euphrates. It is naturally uncertain how much we 
can discover of the intentions of an individual of such unique 
energy and purpose, when they go largely unrecorded, but it is 
legitimate to draw conclusions from the few motives attributed to 
him by his historians, and to infer some general principles from 
what appear to be constant features of his activities in this con
nection. 

Before doing this, however, we must stress that it is a funda
mental weakness of the Classical writers (historians and geogra
phers alike), in so far as a modern assessment is required, that the 
civilization of which they formed part had no sense of the histori
cal, geographical, or cultural significance of landscape. In Arrian 
or Eratosthenes, as preserved in Strabo, or any of the other sources 
utilized in this book (save only occasionally in Strabo himself and, 
in his fanciful, elaborate way, Ammianus), we do not read of the 
oases that must have gladdened the hearts of Alexander's men 
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from the Caspian to the Jaxartes and to the Indus; and the 
mountains, deserts, and rivers which dominate Central Asia, and 
which they crossed, are barely noticed. The lack of descriptive 
writing in the surviving sources (for some at least of the original 
sources seem to have been more informative) is a fundamental 
defect in our appreciation of Alexander's motives for founding 
cities, for choice of location and so on. For the most part we have 
to rely on later accounts. Who could guess from Arrian of the 
magnificent richness of the oasis of Her~it, through which so many 
waterways ran, and made it so natural a site for Alexandria in 
Aria, or of the oasis of Kandahar where two great rivers con
verged? Nobody. It is as if, except for a few mountains and rivers 
that are but names in the text, Alexander marched over a college 
lawn. Yet the physical characteristics (which, even in the account 
of his harrowing journey back through the Makran desert, are 
given no real dimensions) are vital to our assessment of his inten
tions and discernment in selecting this rather than that site. 
Whoever wishes to understand the riches of the landscape two 
thousand, no less than one thousand years ago, and to grasp the 
'human geography' of the region must turn to the Arabs, and use 
their accounts, with due regard to changed circumstances, to give 
flesh and blood to the dry bones of the Classical topographers. 
Nevertheless, in spite of this limitation of our vision we can appre
hend that Alexander followed certain procedures with sufficient fre
quency for us to call them a policy. 

(I) The first feature we can observe is that, with the exception 
of Bucephala, he chose to establish his new cities on the site of, or 
very close to, existing Achaemenid fortresses and perhaps satrapal 
capitals. This may have been for the obvious reason that these lay 
for the most part in large and rich oases, adapted to intensive agri
cultural activity, with convenient access to the main river-systems 
and valley-routes. Thus Alexandria in Ariana was built in the 
Herat oasis, close to the Hari-Riid, near, though not on, the site of 
the Achaemenian Artacoana; Alexandria in Arachosia probably in 
the oasis of Kandahar, virtually on a pre-existing Achaemenian 
site; Alexandria ad Caucasum in the Kiihistan basin north of 
Charikar, probably on or near the site of the Achaemenian 
Kapisakani-Begram, at the confluence of the Ghorband and 
Panjshir rivers, close to the junction of the three ways from Bactria 
and the Indus valley; and Alexandreschata near Cyropolis, Cyrus' 
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own foundation on the banks of the J axartes. This general pattern 
was, as noted, probably in part the result of the natural policy of 
occupying and settling the best land in the oases, but it is also to 
be noted that only in one instance, Cyropolis, are we told that 
Alexander destroyed one of the Achaemenian cities, nor is there 
any archaeological evidence that he did so. It must therefore be 
remembered both that Alexander was ¢tAOKVPOS, and also that he 
had no wish to destroy the Iranian traditions and way of life; on 
the contrary, he absorbed them himself to a degree that alienated 
his Macedonians; and once the Achaemenid dynasty was 
destroyed, he proposed, as his publicly proclaimed ultimate aim, 
the union of the two peoples, Persian and Macedonian, in joint rule 
over the conquered territories. It was, then, only natural that, so 
far as was possible, he would wish to emphasize and perpetuate 
this Iranian-Macedonian continuity in his foundations. In 
Gandhara and the Indus Valley and beyond, the nineteenth 
Achaemenian satrapy, the rule of the Achaemenids had sat more 
lightly and less effectively than in the Iranian world and 
Transoxiana, and here Alexander found local rulers who, once the 
victory over Porus was achieved, could offer little co-ordinated 
resistance. In the place of Achaemenian fortresses and satrapal 
centres he found small princely capitals, such as Taxila and 
Charsadda-Peukelaotis, and rulers such as Taxiles and Porus him
self. It was a natural consequence of this situation that Alexander 
had less need here to stress the continuity of rule than in the 
Iranian provinces, and that in the Punjab he marked his victory 
over Porus with the foundation of Nikaia, and did not call atten
tion to the origin of other cities, by giving them an eponymous 
name; Bucephala-Alexandria commemorated the loved companion 
of his many struggles and journeys from his youth till the time of 
the horse's death. Whether, at the beginning of the homeward 
journey, the foundation of Alexandria at Rambakia in the Makran 
lay within organized and effectively governed Achaemenian terri
tory we are not in a position to say. 

This characteristic of Alexander's foundations, that the new 
cities by their names proclaimed the new world created by him, 
and by their proximity to Achaemenian centres emphasized the 
continuity of' urban and military settlement, as opposed to the 
destructive passage of armies, may be said, without undue rigidity 
of formulation, to represent the political aspect of his foundations. 
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(2) No less significant a factor, perhaps even paramount where 
appropriate, although Alexander did not formulate the aim in 
modern terms, was the appreciation of the need to stimulate the 
expansion of contacts between peoples and regions, both to develop 
trading and commercial activity in its widest sense, and to 
encourage the natural growth of a settled agricultural way of life. It 
had not escaped the notice of the Greeks that, in spite of its wealth 
in treasure, the Achaemenid Empire was economically stagnant. 
Isocrates, the shrewdest surviving observer of the dying Empire, 
had referred a generation before Alexander's birth, in 387 Be, to the 
wealth of Asia, which was waiting to be brought to Europe to 
work; 1 in 346 he identified not Artaxerxes, but Idrieus, the Carian 
satrap, as 'the richest man in Asia'/ and had described the eco
nomic distress of the Persian Empire as remediable only through 
Greek initiative, and in particular through the foundation of new 
cities to absorb and settle the brigands and other human by
products of the economic distress of Greece itself, who (it was to be 
hoped) would exploit the land profitably. It was, said Isocrates, the 
duty of a high-minded philhellene--he was thinking of Alexander's 
father-'with a wider vision than other men', to use this human 
material also for warlike purposes against Persia, to achieve this 
end. 1 The second point was perhaps now obsolete, or, at least, dealt 
with, for Alexander had indeed used available mercenary man
power in his campaign, and had also settled some of them in his 
new colonies; he could not foresee how unsuccessful an experiment 
this would turn out to be. But the wider issue of the incorporation 
of the potential economic productivity and range of the Persian 
Empire into the new empire of which the commercial pivot would 
be Alexandria in Egypt, and which would embrace the Aegean, 
with its enormous market potential-the transference of 
Achaemenian wealth both to the revitalized centres of the east and 
to Europe-could only be effected in lasting terms by the develop
ment of new centres of trade, as then understood. It seems likely 

I Poneg. 187: AUTOUS oov XP~ Gvvowpiiv, oaTJS av EuoalfLov{as TUXOLfLEV El TOll {tEV 
1Toi\€fLOlI rov llVV oVTa 1TEpt ~p.as npos TOlls- ~1T€LpWTar; TToLTJOa{fL€8a, T~V 0' Evoaqwv{av T~V 
EK iijS itafas Eir; T~V EVPOJ1TTiV OtUK0J.1.{aaLfLEV. 

! Philip, 103: Kat I.L~V '!optEu. yE TOP IdnropwTUTOI' TWV VUV 7TEpi T~V #1TUPOV '1TpOa~KEt 
QVGJ..!€V€GTEPOIl Elvat TOUTWV TOW J8V(tJV xp~atfLOV' aot 0' ~v 1TOAEfLEiv 1TPOS athol' 
/3ouA"IBiit'i oVf'q,6pw'i €tElv. 

, Ibid. 122: "Eonv oov aVDPD'i f'€ya q,POVOVVTO'i Ka!q"MAA"IVO'i Ka! 1TOpPWTEPW ni", 
a"-Awl' iijt Stavo{at KaOopwvTOS J d7TOXPTJoufLEVOl' TOU~ Towthov~ 7fPO~ TOVS f3apf3apov~ Kat 

xwpav a1TOTEfL0j-tEVOV TOaaVT1)V (01)1' O;\{YWL rrpoTt:poV elp~Kattt:V) K.T.A. 
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that, although Alexander can hardly be credited with any general 
conception of co-ordinated economic growth throughout his new 
empire, he at least appreciated the need for lines of communication 
both with the Mediterranean world, and internally across the 
land-routes; and the stimulus for that could be provided, not by 
Persians, nor even by Macedonians, but by the Greeks whom he, 
paradoxically, distrusted. It is in such questions of psychological 
understanding as to what Alexander actually intended that the 
absence of informed and independent contemporary comment, in 
orators or historians, and the survival only of military accounts of 
his expedition as our primary sources, is most felt. 

It is nevertheless apparent that from the outset, with the foun
dation of Alexandria in Egypt, that was to outlive all other 
Alexandrias, such was his intention. There already he or his 
advisers (notably the devious Cleomenes of Naucratis) envisaged 
the fillip likely to be given to both Aegean and eastern trade by the 
establishment of a great port on the south Aegean shore, to take 
the place of the declining (but by no means defunct) Naucratis, 
to establish links through the Nile valley with the eastern and 
southern markets, which the Ptolemies were later to tap, and to 
establish a firm commercial base to reap the harvest of expanding 
Asiatic, Aegean and eventually Mediterranean trade. His purpose 
here was essentially commercial; he thought that the city would 
prosper-Kat t80tEV aVTon 0 xwpOS KaAAwTos KT{oaL EV aVTwL 7T()ALV 

Kat YEVEoBm (tv Ev8a{fLova T~V 1T6ALv-and would bring the wealth of 
Asia to Europe. Whether he also envisaged the exploitation of the 
land of Egypt itself, in the Pharaonic manner that the Ptolemies 
were to perpetuate and develop, we cannot tell, but it is natural to 
suppose that he did. Certainly no Greek settlers, from the Nile to 
the Jaxartes, would settle happily into a life which did not also 
include the normal opportunities of small-scale agricultural activity 
and enjoyment of the resulting produce, notably the grape, the 
olive, and the fig. No rural territory would satisfy the demands of 
settlement unless it was EVOLVO, and EAaw4>6pos-terms frequently 
used by Strabo to indicate the best and most characteristic features 
of a region-and we know that these fruits, essential to the Greek 
way of life, were and remained available, either as indigenous 
growth or after acclimatization by the Greeks, not only in Egypt, 
but also in Khorasan, Sijistan, and Transoxiana. 

The same pattern is noticeable in the other descriptions of 
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foundations authenticated by the historians, though it is only 
natural that the bematists, writers of stathmoi, and geographers do 
not provide such information. A mercantile motive is understand
ably not stated for Alexandria ad Caucasum, at the foot of the 
Hindu Kush, because even if its (re)foundation may have facilitated 
the safe passage of goods from the Ghorband valley, Turkestan, 
and Transoxiana into the Indus plain, that is unlikely to have been 
a primary consideration: Alexander was here concerned to estab
lish a firm base for the transit of the mountain and the control of 
the difficult mountain-country to the west, the area of Bamiyan 
and the later Ghiiristan. With a new foundation in the oasis of 
Herat and another at or near Begram, Alexander could hope to 
dominate the entire east-west axis of the western Hindu Kush. 
However, at the most northern point of his main theatre of 
operations, in Sogdiana, the commercial motive is once more 
apparent. The foundation of Alexandria Eschate on the Jaxartes, 
probably at Khojend, not only indicated that to Alexander, as to 
his Achaemenid predecessors, the river-valleys and fertile areas of 
Sogdiana were part of his empire, beyond which lay the foreign 
outer world, and were therefore to be placed under the protection 
of a strong settlement at the river-frontier; but the same settlement 
was also envisaged as developing into a prosperous trading-centre 
(0 T€ yap xwpos EmT~8€ws UIJTWt E,pU{I'€TO uvgiJaut E7Tt fufyu T~I' 

7TOAW), which, given its location, would be based on the caravan
trade from the north and east and on the local trading operations 
of the oases and river-valleys of Sogdiana, which later produced the 
opulent culture of the Polytimetos (Zeravshan; Sugd) river.' On the 
military side it is to be stressed that the Ox us was, lor Alexander, 
as for the Persians, part of an internal, and not of a frontier, river
system, and to that extent it would be in keeping with the hypothe
sis here advanced that the greatest Achaemenian city on the south 
bank, Bactra, seems to have owed much of its importance to 
its significant role as a centre of Zoroastrianism. Bactria itself prob
ably included the territory north of the river as far as the Hissar 
(Gissar) range which forms the natural barrier between the region 
dominated by the Oxus, and the Sogdian river-system beyond.; It 

, On (he culture of the region, centred on Pendzhikent, on the Zeravshan, see 
the account by Frumkin, op. cit. 72-80. The Sogdian civilization belongs to the 7th-
8th cents. AD, and was finally destroyed by the Turks in the middle of the 8th cent. 

; See Tarn GBl 102-). 
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is only in very modern times that the Oxus has been an interna
tional frontier, and as late as the mid-nineteenth century the 
Emirate of Bokhara held land south of the river, between Charzui 
and Termez and as far east as Kunduz. The internal trade-routes of 
this area, from the Hindu Kush to the Hissar range, were already 
determined by long usage, and, the limes of the Empire once fixed 
at the Jaxartes, the strategic importance of Bactria was essentially 
as a passage to the distant frontier. It is possible that the main 
importance of the site at Ai: Khanum was also commercial rather 
than military/' The inhabitants of the new Alexandria, that 
succeeded the Achaemenian Cyropolis (its Iranian name is 
unknown) were largely isolated from the rest of Alexander's 
empire, linked to it only by the passes of the Hissar range or by 
the long route from Samarkand; but compensation was to be found 
in the extraordinary fertility of the region, and of Khojend in 
particular, to which both I~takhri and the author of the HudUd al
'alam and, centuries later, Babur, bear witness. It was famed above 
all for its pomegranates; Babur tells us that the excellence of the 
pomegranates of Khojend and of the apples of Samarkand was 
proverbial, and he adds with his customary enthusiasm, that it was 
excellent sporting country.' I~takhri at an earlier date dilates on the 
varied mineral wealth of the adjacent mountains to the south." 
Here, then, at the farthest point of his empire, Alexander left 
his mixed community of farmers, traders and guardians of the 
marches, Greeks, Macedonians, and natives; the Iskander Kal of 
Turkish times recalling, through who knows how many meander
ing divagations of legend and tradition, the man who came and 
saw the possibilities of the place. 

(3) We may turn now to the other foundations of Alexander that 
seem to point to a clear policy of settlement on his part. These lie 
in a totally different region, some eleven hundred miles almost due 

(, The commercial activity at AI Khaniim is well attested by the amphorae and 
other containers, inscribed with measures and other details of content, published by 
P. Bernard, especially in BEFl!O 68 (1980), 1-75, and Cl. Rapin, BCH (1983), 
.F 5-72. These seem to belong mostly to the lirst half of the second cent. BC., cf. 
above, p. ISS n. 98. 

7 For Babur's description see p. 7, Beveridge: 'Khujand is one of the ancient 
towns ... Fruit grows well there; its pomegranates are renowned for their excel
lence; people talk of a Khujand pomegranate as they do of a Samarkand apple ... 
The hunting and fowling-grounds of Khujand are first-rate; pheasant and hare are 
all had in great plenty. The climate is very malariOUS; in autumn there is much 
fever .. .' 8 p. 3.)2 (BGA 0. 
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south of Khojend, on the shores of the Indian Ocean, and form 
part of the pattern of settlement that developed on his journey 
homewards from Patala to the head of the Persian Gulf. As we 
have seen, the first settlement lay at Rambakia, in the territory of 
the Oreitai, probably at the head of the plain of Las Bela, at the 
northern end of the estuary of the Porali river. Here Alexander 
decided to found a large city by the synoecism of the local popula
tion; it would, he believed, as he believed of Alexandria in Egypt 
and Alexandria on the Jaxartes, become great and prosperous.9 It 
was here, then, in the heat of Baluchistan that Alexander saw the 
main base for his coastal trade, and possibly also the strategic base 
for lasting control of northern Gedrosia and Arachosia, by way of 
the well-worn tracks over which caravans and armies have 
marched over the centuries, up the Porali valley to Kalat in the 
Harboi Hills and Quetta, and through the Bolan and Khojak passes 
to Kandahar, the circle of his empire thus completed. Here, too, 
then, a commercial and a military purpose may be seen operating 
simultaneously, and the potential significance of this site at the 
'Western Gate of India' should not, indeed cannot, be overlooked. 
Holdich called Quetta, KaIa.t and Las Bela 'the watch-towers of the 
western marches', and stressed the vital importance of the main
tenance of this route as the ultimate key to the road to Herat; he 
added of this link-route between the coast and the interior, 'until 
quite lately these seaboard approaches to India have been almost 
wholly ignored by historians and military strategists'.10 Alexander, 
whose knowledge of this inland route, which he had not himself 
traversed, must have come from the leaders of caravans and 
others who journeyed over the land-route from the coast to the 
world beyond the northern passes to Arachosia and Ariana, was 
here establishing a vital link for his empire, and one which, so far 
as we are able to tell, had little Achaemenian precedent. To us it 
may seem unlikely that a commander oppressed, as Alexander 
was at this point, with problems of commissariat and indeed of 

<J Arr. vi. 2I. 5: dqnKoftEvor; oe €l~ KWf-tlJV, l}1TEP ~I' p.€y{aT'f} TOU (8vous TOU 
'Qp€tTWV, tpap..f3aKta EKaAEtrO ~ KWP.:Y)' TOV 7'E xwpov €1r~tv€a€ Kat J.OOKH av aVTWL 116"£S' 
gVVOtKL08eiaa J.tEyal\7} Kat Evoa{f-twv YEv€a8at. tI-lcpatoT{wvo. /-tEll o~ E-1Tt TOIJrOLS' inTEA€tTTE'TO. 

Diod. xvii. 104. 8, is more circumstantial: 0 A' }-1Mgavopos napa. O&AaTTav €<p,AoTlI"-qOT) 
KT{aat 1TOl\tV (Kat) AtftEva tJ.ev EVPWV aK'\UOTOV, 1TA.YfU{OV S' aDTov T07TOV Ei;OETOV €KTtOeV Ev 
aun,,, n6AtV }-1A.g&vop€tuv. Cf. above, p. I 6 5 with n. Il S. 

]0 Gates of I"dia, 138--9, 141. See also ch. 8, on the Arab exploration of the 
Makran, which is among the finest in that admirable book. 
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survival and extrication, should have thought along these lines, 
but the question of the overland route from the region of Sijistan 
to the coast of the Persian Gulf was probably in his mind the 
previous year when he despatched Craterus from the Indus 
through Arachosia and Drangiana; for Craterus rejoined Alexander 
in Carmania, thereby demonstrating the feasibility for men and 
elephants of the land-route via Kalat, which later became a main 
route for trade and caravans. I I It is perhaps ironic that the only 
surviving reference to a deliberate policy on the part of Alexander 
in respect of road-building lies in the fabulous proclamation that 
the Romance puts into his mouth after the death of Darius; he says 
in this proclamation that he will build measured roads throughout 
the empire that he has taken from Darius to promote trade and safe 
communications. 12 

However, the periplous that was about to begin showed that the 
commercial significance of the Gulf was of prime importance in 
Alexander's plans for an eastern trade route. When, his gruelling 
march through southern Persia over, towards the end of his life, 
Alexander looked ahead to the next stage in the long years that he 
might presume to lie before him, it is clear that his interest was 
Icentred on exploration, both for its own sake, in the interests of 
further knowledge, that is to say, and also to investigate the 
prospects of an extension of maritime trade; and though not all, 
indeed only a small part, of these projects were completed, or even 
put in hand, his intention was evidently to develop the mercantile 
potential of the communities of the Gulf and its islands. In due 
course, we know that one or two of the northern Gulf islands were 
brought within the sphere of Seleucid administration, though we 
cannot determine whether that was a continuation of Alexander's 

II Arr. vi. 15.4; cf. vi. 27. 3. There are difficulties about Craterus' movements 
at this time (see Brunt on vi. 15. 5), but his subsequent instructions to take the 
route via Arachosia and Drangiana to a meeting-point in Carmania, and to take the 
elephants with him, are expressly stated in vi. 17. 3, and the reunion equally 
explicitly in vi. 27. 3; for further details see Brunt, App. xvii. 29 [not 3 I, as 
stated ibid. n. 4 on p. 183] Cf. also Berve, ii. 224-5. For the importance of the trade 
route, Somniani-Kalat-BoIan pass-Kandahar-Ghazna see the accounts in the 
19th-cent. travellers, esp. Masson, noted above, p. I65 n. lIS, and for its strategic 
potential, Holdich, Gates, loc. cit. 

11 ii. 21. TO-II: Tas Of DDOUS' TijS il€patoor; rrpaY/l-UT€V€a(JUt Elpl1VtKWS') 01Twr; Kat oi 
d110 Tr,S' ~EAA6.S0S' EUK01TWS €ls (J1TO{UV Jav {3ouAWVTGt 7ToAlV Tr,S U€pa{oos 1TOpEUWVTat. dno 
yap TOU Evcpparov 7TOTU/lOV [Kat] T~S Ota!3uaEws Kat Tils aPxils rils OOOU OUt ~/Lt(]XO{VOU 
EKaUTWl aUTpU1T"f}L d1T€OTnAa oodv 7TOtijaat Kat QUI axo{vou Eyypaif;at, 01TOV ~ ooos 
¢EPEl. 
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earlier plans, or the result of direct Seleucid initiative. I \ It remains 
at all events clear that he established one new foundation, possibly 
two, at this time; the one, unnamed, perhaps the later Spasinou 
Charax, at Maisan, and the other, closely connected with it (but not 
specifically associated with Alexander, and probably of Hellenistic 
origin) 'the emporion called ~ )l7To'\6yov named in the Periplolls.'4 It 
is obvious both from the context in which Arrian describes 
Alexander's plans for the region, and from the location of Spasinou 
Char ax, if that was indeed a foundation of Alexander (though not 
an Alexandria), that it was intended to open a new phase in the 
development of the harbourage facilities in the continuously 
changing course of the Euphrates and the united Eulaios and Tigris 
(the two main rivers had not yet joined to form the Shatt al-'Arab), 
and to provide opportunities for the Gulf trade; an early forerunner 
of Sassanian and Arab Sirar and Arab Hormiiz. These linal plans 
were not to be matured by Alexander, but they were developed 
gradually from Seleucid times onwards. We may see the result as 
developed over three or four centuries in the text of the Periplous. 

The various motives for Alexander's foundations, as described 
here, are clearly partly hypothetical, but nevertheless they seem to 
correspond to what little we can learn of them from our literary 
sources, from archaeology and from reasonable conjecture as to 
their general geographical location. If, then, it is correct to regard 
Alexander as essentially concerned, in his foundations, on the one 
hand with the preservation and continuation of the Achaemenian 
pattern of life in his new Macedonian-Iranian Empire, and with the 

Il On the history of Failaka (Ikaros) and the other islands in the Seleucid 
period see the very full paper by C. Roueche and S. M. Sherwin-White, Cllir01I, J 5 
(1985), I fl'. where all the evidence is analysed, and a revised text of the Letter of 
Antiochus III to the inhabitants of Ikaros provided (SlOG xxxv. 1476). The dedica
lion to Helios by a military party of the late 4th or early 3rd cent. Be (SEG xxxv. 
1477), is too isolated to form a significant item in the argument. (It is worth point
ing out here, as an epigraphical curiosity, that the doubt that exists in regard to 
the latter inscription as to whether Soteles is an Athenian or the son of Athenaios, 
the stone having A€HINAIO., is exactly paralleled by a lost inscription of the early 
Ptolemaic period from Abukir, GGlS J 8 = SB 8847: )lPrEfL'O' EWTE{pa, I V7TEP 
{3aatMw<; I llToAEfLa{ov I 'EmKpaTYJ<; )I{lYJvat[.l. (An analysis of the ambiguities of the 
word )l01)vaw<; in Egyptian documents is given in Allciellt Society, 20 (I989), 
r69 ff.)). The material is now presented against the background of the development 
of the Seleucid colonial administration by S. M. Sherwin-White and A. Kuhrt in 
Frolll Salllarkhmul to Sardis, r 70 ff. Cf. also D. T. Potts, TIle Arabiall Gulf ill Alltiquity 
(see above, p. 164 n. II4), ii. 1 ff., 10 ff., I 54 ff., where all the material relevant to 
Ikaros is listed. 

14 Perij!. 35: cr. above, p. 169 n. 121. 
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establishment of the centres necessary for its military protection, 
and, on the other, with the creation of a hew framework for the 
revival and development of trade and communications within the 
Empire and beyond its frontiers, what, we may ask, is left for 
Alexander as founder of cities intended to be vehicles for the spread 
of Greek culture? What, if the phrase be permissible, becomes of 
Alexander, the torch-bearer of Greek culture to the non-Greek, 
oriental world? It is beyond all doubt that within a generation or 
so of his death Greek civic life and traditional Greek culture had 
spread to some remote corners of the Iranian world; so much has 
been revealed by the spectacular excavations on the south bank of 
the Oxus and by finds in Transoxiana and at Kandahar. Are these 
manifestations of early Hellenistic culture to be attributed to 
Alexander's own activity, and, if so, do they reflect a deliberate 
policy of the diffusion of Greek culture through the cities he 
founded, or are they, rather, casual products either of his own 
activity in building the cities and of taking over Achaemenian 
fortresses for this purpose, or of that of his Seleucid successors 
operating from secure bases in the new world that he had created? 
Or, in the remoter places, are the artefacts and written records 
simply chance records of Greeks, perhaps long after his time, who 
travelled in distant parts for commerce, as Claudius ptolemy 
described in the first book of his geographical work, leaving behind 
some casual sign of their passage? 

The weight of informed opinion, influenced in no small degree 
by the rhetorical epideictic picture of Alexander as the civilizer of 
mankind given by Plutarch in his essay On the Fortune of Alexander, 
inclines to the view that Alexander was indeed anxious, for 
various reasons, to see the spread of Greek culture, and was the 
pioneer in that process by design. I find it difficult to accept this 
notion. His highest concept of government, as far as the evidence 
at our disposal permits us to see, was the Macedonian-Persian 
Empire embracing geographically Greece proper, the Balkans to the 
Danube (as a deep frontier-zone) and the satrapies of the Persian 
Empire, from Egypt to the Jaxartes and the Indus. That was no 
mean concept, no mean ambition. It was, perhaps, a vast revolu
tion of political thought, for it rose above conquest (in a way that 
the Achaemenids, when they sought the destruction, later the 
attrition, of Greece, never did) to an articulated unity of rule. But 
it was based on, though not necessarily inspired by, a distrust of 
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the Greek element in his Empire that shows itself in almost all the 
political and administrative measures recorded as having been 
taken by him. In a different perspective we may perhaps say that, 
just as his father's aim, successfully accomplished, had been the 
subjugation of Greece to Macedon, the imposition of Macedonian 
control in Greece and the southern Balkans, his own aim was 
the creation of a Macedonian Empire over the lands of the 
Achaemenian Empire, in addition to the already accomplished rule 
of Macedon over Greece. In this new world the Persians would 
have an active role, already expressed by his appointment and 
reappointment of Persian satraps. 

The evidence for his coolness towards the Greeks, on whose 
culture he had inevitably been nourished, encounters us at every 
turn, and we may enumerate the more Significant general and 
particular aspects of this anti-Hellenism, so markedly in contrast 
with the pro-Persian feelings of the 'admirer of Cyrus'. That the 
Greeks, in the final result, 'conquered' the Macedonians over much 
of Greek and Iranian Asia, in spite of the differently conceived and 
executed 'ancestral Macedonism' of the Seleucids, was due both to 
their ever-increasing superiority in numbers, and to the qualities 
of administrative and commercial ability--in a phrase, practical 
initiative and skills, their inheritance from a distant past, and still 
today developed in a changed civilization~which placed them 
head and shoulders above the Macedonian military at that time 
(the dynasties naturally excepted), and led ultimately to the 
survival of the latter, outside the frontiers of Macedonia, only as a 
dwindling military element in the later Hellenistic age, while the 
Greeks survived all conquests, to become the essential intellectual, 
European element in the Ottoman world. 

In the speech that he made to the Macedonians at the Beas, if 
Arrian's record of it is to be trusted as at least in part historical, 
Alexander expressly divided the Greeks into two groups-those 
who were friendly to him, and those who were not. 1

' Even though 

I:; V. 26. 6: €7T€' Kat ~fJ-;v athOL'; r{ av j-tfya Kat KuAov Ka7€7r€1TpaKTo, El (11 MaKfOov[Ul 

KaOrJl-tlvot tKuVOV E1TowVp..€Oa anovwS' T~V OlK€{av Otaad.H~€tv, BpatKUS' TO US' O{LOpOVS' ii 
'D.>.vp[ovs ~ Tp,{3a>'Aovs ~ Kat TeVV 'EAA~vwv, 000' aUK E1T!T~S€(Q( Es TO. ~/1J.T€pa, 
avaoTE>'AoVT€S; Much of this speech (which Arrian glosses, v. 27. I with the words 
Tuum Kat TOtaUTU drr6vTos )V.€gavSpov) is demonstrably unhislorical: see already 
Tarn, Ale:>;. ii. 287 ff., who says 'scarcely any document we possess is more obvi
ously a late patchwork than the boastful oration which Arrian has put into 
Alexander's mouth at the Beas. Why he did so is quite obscure.' Cf. also A. B. 
Bosworth, 1'1'0//1 Arriall to Alexallder (Oxford, 1988), 12311, in the same sense. But 
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this cannot be taken as his ipsissima verba, it corresponds historic
ally to the fact that he used Greeks only when necessary and then 
those he could trust, for instance Greek naval commanders for 
maritime operations during the war in the Aegean, at the begin
ning of his campaigns, and again at the end for the investigation 
and reconnaissances of the Persian Gulf; in this capacity 
Macedonians could not assist him. At the same time only two 
Greeks seem ever to have been really close to him during the long 
years of the campaign, Eumenes, the astute man of affairs, who 
acted as his confidential secretary, and was murdered after 
Alexander's death by a Macedonian general because of his popu
larity with the Macedonians in his army, and Nearchus, the Cretan 
admiral of his fleet, whose account of his voyage up the Persian 
Gulf, in parallel with Alexander's land-march, survives as one of 
the most precious fragments of authentic Alexander-literature. For 
the rest, his attitude to the Greek troops on his campaign was, for 
the most part, derogatory, and it seems probable that, although 
they were bound to him as subordinate but allied members of the 
League of Corinth, he regarded them rather in the light of 
hostages, to guarantee the quiescence of Greece during his absence. 
This attitude is not surprising. On every battlefield the Macedonian 
phalanx, which formed the core of his army, confronted the Greek 
mercenaries who opposed him in the front line of Darius' forces, 
and in his account of the Battle of Issos Arrian emphasizes that 
some of the fierceness of the struggle between the Greek merce
naries of Darius and Alexander's Macedonians was due to racial 
rivalry; and the Greek prisoners who were captured by the 
Macedonians in the first encounter on the Granicus were sent back 
to Macedonia in chains. II> 

while the geographical terminology (as quoted in the passage above) and some of 
the concepts undoubtedly demonstrate this, it is improbable (though not impossible) 
that the whole address is a fabrication. 

16 ii. 10. 6: Kat TO {PYo'V EVTuv8a KapTEpov ~v, TWV [-LfV fS TOl' 1ToTap.Ov a1TwaaaOuL 
TOUS Mal(d)ova~ Kat T~" ,,{wry v TOtS #D'tJ cpEvyoUat ocpwv avaawaaaBUL, rwv MUKE06vwv SE 
r~<; T< jjllE~dv3pov ~31] ,patvOI-'EV1]<; Elmpay{a<; I-'Tf lIEt,pIJ~Vat Ka, rTf" o6~av r~<; ,pdllayyo<;, 
WS df-LuxoV o~ ES TO TO'HE Otu{3€{3oYJfJ.ivT)S, P./f} difJavfaat. Kat n Kat 70[5 Y€V€G£ TOOt T€ 

tEAAYJVLKWL Kat TWt MUKESOVLKWL cPLAonfJ-{US EVE1T€O€V €5 dl\"\~"OU5; cf. Brunt, Arrillll, i, 
p. xxxvii. For the political distinction between the Macedonian kingdom and the 
Greek states in the Common Peace of 3,) 7 see the remarks of Hammond, Macedonia, 
iii (I988), 571 ff. For the return of the Greek prisoners to Macedonia see Arr. ibid. 
i, 16. 6: <> oE (:4A€eavopo~) Kat TWV []€pawv TOU~ ~Y€fL6va~ [BaY/Ev' €Bat/;€ OE Kat TOV~ 

p.taBo¢6pov-:; ''EAi'.:fjva-:;, or guv Tofl} nOA€/.dot,-:; oTpaTEVOVT€1} anfOavoV" ooou~ DE alhwv 
a1xp.aAdnovl} lAa{3E, TourouS' Of (?D~) o~aaS' €V 17ioatS' EIS' MaKEoov{av (hnf1TEp.t/;EV 
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Correspondingly it is to be noted that when Alexander 
appointed someone other than a Macedonian to govern a satrapy, 
as occasionally happened, it was usually a Persian, and not a 
Greek, unless it was a Greek from a city already incorporated 
within the Macedonian kingdom. And it is for this reason that the 
Hellenistic kingdoms, founded by Alexander's military leaders, are 
not of Greek descent; the great dynasties are, and remain, 
Macedonian, the lesser Iranian, or quasi-Iranian. The Seleucids, in 
whom Persian blood was intermingled from the outset, provide the 
exception, but confirm the phenomenon. It was perhaps with this 
ultimate evolution in mind that, shortly before his death, in his 
speech at Opis, when he decided to send back to Macedon from 
Babylon some time-expired men who were the fathers of children 
by Asiatic women, and made them leave their children behind, he 
promised to see that they were brought up in the Macedonian way, 
as befitted the leaders of the future, against the day when he would 
bring them back in person to their fathers.l? It was fitting that 
when his toil-worn body eventually found rest in Egypt, ptolemy, 
his old companion-in-arms, and chronicler of his deeds, buried him 
first at Memphis MUKE06vwv v6fLWt, 'in the Macedonian way'. 18 

Nevertheless, the active element of the world of Alexander's day 
in the eastern Mediterranean regions was the Greek population, 
and his own upbringing and education had inevitably been in the 
Greek tradition, and common Greek, we cannot doubt, was his 
natural language. The dichotomy that existed between Macedonian 
and Greek in Alexander's army is therefore not easily explained 
except on the basis of a national, or patriotic, feeling, (akin to the 
not wholly unknown antipathy between Celts and Anglo-Saxons), 
and so it remained throughout the early Hellenistic age. 19 To this 

Epya~Ea8at, on 1Tapa Tel KOtV~t a6gavra TQi~ 'EA-AT/ow ''EAA1JVE~ QVTES' f.I'UI'Tta T~t 'E)"AaoL 
D7TEP nov {3a.p{36.pwv E,"aXOvro. lowe to Christian Habicht a reference to the fact that 
the eight or so manacled skeletons found in tombs at Akanthos (and elsewhere) may 
be such Greek prisoners, retained in shackles till their death: see Phaklares, AAA 19 
(1986),178-84. 

17 vii. 12. 2: aUTOS' Of f1Tlf!fA~afa8at wS' fK'TPfrPOLJlTO MaK€OOPLKWr; T(l 7E D:AAa Kat EC; 
Tn 1TOA€fUa KOOfLoup.EVOL, YEVo/-tEVOvr; OE a.~10pas at€tv (uhos fS MaK€Oov{UV Kat 1TupaodJaEtv 

rois 7Turpaa,v. The promise contained in the second half of the sentence is surpris
ing, if true. Are we to suppose that Alexander was proposing at that point to remain 
in Asia until these small children had reached the age of &I'SpES? 

Hl Paus. i. 6. 3: TOll fJ-€V VO/-'WL 70.)£ MaK€OOJlU)1J €'BU1TT€V Jv M€p.q)(:l,; cf. Plo!. Ale,\', ii. 
.F-2 n. 79. 

19 Note e.g. Scleucus' remark about Eumenes in Diod. xix. 13. I, in 317 IlC, 

when he tried to persuade the Macedonians to replace him as their commander: 
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may be added a consciousness of political subordination which 
probably stemmed from two causes. On the Greek side, Philip II's 
conquest of Greece, in spite of his construction of the League of 
Corinth, with its unequal terms, fostered a feeling of inferiority, 
while it seems probable that among the Macedonian military elite, 
the ETaipot and others, after Philip's conquests, a very strong sense 
of Macedonian unity, of which Alexander became the leader and 
the symbol, prevailed. But the Greeks were to hand everywhere in 
Alexander's army, and in the cities on his early lines of communi
cation, and it was inevitable that they should form a part of the 
population of his new foundations. It may be that he regarded it as 
a misfortune that he could not populate these new (or renewed) 
foundations entirely with Macedonians, on the European side, but 
military exigencies permitted him to assign this role only to time
expired and discharged Macedonians. What the Greek troops, left 
behind as settlers in the remote areas of the Upper Satrapies 
during the campaign, thought of their situation may be judged 
from the fact that once news of Alexander's death reached them 
they immediately packed their bags and began that journey home 
that soon ended in disaster. 

Alexander's foundations seem, in terms of the original settlers, 
to form a uniform pattern throughout. With the possible exception 
of Alexandria in Egypt the foundations were synoecisms of the 
classic type-concentrations of population from the surrounding 
neighbourhood together with new Greek or Macedonian settlers; 
the local population seems in some cases to have consisted of 
nomads seasonally settled in the area, and this reminds us of the 
great importance attached by all conquerors and rulers of Central 
Asia to settling nomads and thus reducing the damage done to 
agriculture and livestock by nomadic movements across fertile 
arable land. Such measures were in the long run usually 
ineffective, but they testify to the importance attached to finding a 
solution to the problem even at that date. 

mum (sc. boats for crossing the Tigris) 0. 1TpoaayayovTf<; 1TPO<; T~V fK{3aatv 1Tailtv 
€1T€X€{pOUIJ (sc. Seleucus and Peithon) TOUS MaK€oDvas 1udO€LV d1Toonjaat rov Evp.iv'l} 
Tij~ VrpaT'1}ytas Kat fL~ TTpoaYELV Ka8' o.vT(iw avopa ~€VOV Kat rrA€{UTOVS MaK€OOVo.S 
aV'1'P'1KOm (cf. xviii, 37. 2). Much later App. Mitll/'. T 7. IT 8, speaking of Rome's 
reconquest of territory captured by Mithridates, includes Kat T~I' apxa{av 'EilMoa Kat 
MaKEOov{av. The original occurrence of that formula cannot be determined. It is 
hardly Appian's own. But cf. below, p. I95 n. 4 The passage of Arr. (Nearch.) Illd. 
2. 7, is curious: Tn fLEV 7TpOS p.£(JTJP-{3p{av Kurd. IlaTa)..a T€ Kat TOU '/VDOV Tas €K/30AOS 
;;'4>0'1 1TPO<; TE 14.AEgal,ilpov Kat MaKEilovwv Kat1TOAilwv 'EAiI~vwv. 
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We may examine the procedure in more detail as it is recounted 
by the Alexander-historians and other reliable sources which 
provide an account of Alexander's measures. Arrian's narrative 
gives no indication for Alexandria in Egypt, but the other evidence, 
notably that provided by Strabo, strongly suggests that the 
settlement was on a previously largely unpopulated site. Curtius 
Rufus seems to produce only a stereotype when he says ex fillitimis 
urbibus commigrare Alexandream iussis, 110vam urlJem magna multitu
dine implevit. 20 and it seems probable that in the first place the 
inhabitants came from Greece itself and the islands, Magna Graecia 
and Macedonia. Plutarch says picturesquely that Alexander's seers 
told him that the city would be 'a nurse to men from all regions', 21 

and no doubt immigration was encouraged, even if full citizenship 
was restricted. In the remoter regions, however, where his other 
foundations lay, Alexander can hardly have failed to realize that 
the options were strictly limited, that he was unlikely to find large 
bodies or groups of volunteers from Greek lands, and that it was as 
desirable as it was necessary to make use of the local population 
as settlers, and to bring them within the orbit of an orderly 
society. Nevertheless, that Alexander intended that the 'barbarians' 
were to be integrated into city-life, were to be 7TOAtTat, if not OYlf-tOTat, 
seems unlikely; for when he spoke of a new Macedonian-Persian 
world it may be doubted whether he saw this communion as 
operating within his new poleis; that new system was to be 
essentially at the imperial and administrative, not the civic, level. 

This procedure is clearly expressed, even if in the usual laconic 
language accorded such events, in regard to the furthest of 
Alexander's foundations, Alexandria Eschate, the frontier-city on 
the Jaxartes. Of it we are told that the site was chosen for its 
position as a defence against the barbarians, and that Alexander 
thought that it would develop into a prosperous city on account of 
the number of communities synoecized to form it. To this end he 
settled in it those with whom he could most easily dispense-Greek 
mercenaries, time-expired Macedonians, and volunteers from the 
adjacent tribes." Two years later, in 327, once more south of the 

20 iv. 8. 5. 
11 Alex. 26. 6 ou IJ.,~V aAAa TWV J1aVT€WV 8appEtV rrupalVovvTwP (1Toi\vapl(€Urd:T1]v yap 

olK{~Eaeat 7TOi\tV urr' aUTOV J Kat 7TWJTOQU1T<VV avOpW1TWV EaOf.1€VrJV Tp6fov) €pyov K€i\€I.~aaS' 

€'XEuBat TO US' €7TlfL€AYJ7ds avn)s' WpfLYfuev fir; J1.t-tf-twvoS', K.T,A. 

11 Arr. iv. 4. I: aUTor; DE T~V 1TOi\W, ~v l1TEIJon, TElx{au<; €V ~J.L€patr; etKOat Kat 

guvOlK{aas ES' aVT~V TWV T€ fEAI\~vwv p.tuOoCPOpWJJ Kat OaTtS' TWV 1TpOaOtKOlWTWV (3ap{3apWJJ 
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Hindu Kush, he saw to the settlement of Alexandria ad Caucasum, 
which he had established on his way towards Bactria. To the 
original population (the composition of which is unknown) he 
now 'added others of the local population and all time-expired 
nlen'.2l 

In India, though on a smaller scale, the procedure was similar 
for the permanent defensive forts which were not intended as cities. 
When campaigning in Swat or Waziristan, east of the upper waters 
of the Kunar river, Alexander established a large garrison with a 
civilian settlement on the site of the native Arigaion, which the 
population had burnt before fleeing,"~ and this, though not a fuU
scale city in intention (unlike the native town whose place it took), 
but a fortified settlement, drew its population once again from local 
material. So too the unnamed settlement on the Akesines-Chenab, 
which Hephaestion was left behind to fortify, was populated with 
local volunteers and expendable time-expired Greek mercenaries. 25 

Of the population of Bucephala and Nikaia on the Hydaspes we 
know nothing. Finally, the Alexandria founded on or near the site 
of the later Spasinou Charax at the head of the Persian Gulf, the 
local population in the area of which was probably very small and 
scattered, he populated with Greek mercenary volunteers, along 
with time-expired and invalided troopS/6 It is regrettable that, 
for the other cities founded by Alexander, notably Alexandria in 
Ariana and Alexandria in Arachosia, two pivotal cities, no details 
survive, where most one might wish them. One can only suppose 
that in addition to the surviving population of the previous settle
ment of Achaemenian times once more a military nucleus was left 
behind, to guarantee the security of the regions in question. In 

€8€AoVT~r; P.€TEOX€ riJr; tUVOtK~(]€Wr; Ka{ TlvaS' Ka~ Tc;W €K TOU orpaTo1TEooV MaK€OOV(JJV, 
oaOl U1T0I-'UXOl ~O?) ~aa". K.T.A . 

. n iv. 22. 5: 7FPOOKUTOI.K{aur; DE Kat &AAovS' rwv 1TEpW{KWV T€ Kat GaOL TWV 

OrpaTUJJ'TWV a7Top.uxoL -1aav, K.T.A. 

14 iv. 24. 7: ruvT71v (lEV o~ T~V 1ToAev, OTt EV E7rLKa{pwL xwplwt EOOK€L wLK{aOat (a 
new formulation of the familiar phrase regarding the suitability of the site), 
(KT€lXtaw, T€ 71pOGTaao€(. [{paT€pWt Kat tVVOtK{aUL (S avn}v TOUS' TE 7Tpoaxwpovr; 0001. 

EOEi\OVTUL Kat eL o~ TtvES' (hrop.UXOL rijS' orpanas. 
1; V. 29. 3: otapdS' Of TOV fYopaw71]V, Errt TOY ):1K€a(V1jV nO l7TaV~L€t 01r/OW Kat EVTav8a 

KUTUi\UJ..L{1UV€L r~v 1TOi\UJ EgWlKOOOIL1JfL€V1}J', i}vnva 1-Ic/>at,GT{wv urhwL EWr€Lx{aat €TuX8rl' 
(in fact Arr. had not previously referred to this instruction) Ka1 E<; TaUT?)" guvolK{aa<; 

TWV T€ 1TPOOXWPWV aaot J8€i\ovTat KarWLK(~OVTO Kat TWV l_ua8ocf;6pwv a Tt 1T€P a1TO/-LaxOY, 
aUTOS' Ta E1Te Tan KaTfl1TAwt rrap€aK€Ua'€TO TOU ES' T~V fLEyai\llv 8&.i\aaaav. 

2<, vii. 2 r. 7 quoted above, p. 168 n. 120. 
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addition the oases themselves would attract and provide a settled 
agricultural element. 

It is of interest to observe that there seems to be no instance, 
with the possible exception of Alexandria in Egypt, in which it is 
stated that the settlement included civilian Greeks, of which there 
were presumably considerable numbers, male and female, in the 
train of the army. If the silence on this point is significant, it too 
suggests that technically the settlements, or at least the Greek 
element in them, were more in the nature of the later catoecic 
settlements than poleis in the conventional sense, and we are left 
to wonder what, if that is so, the nature of their civil government 
was. 

Plutarch claimed that Alexander 'founded over seventy cities and 
sowed Greek governments throughout Asia', 27 but certainly he 
was either speaking irresponsibly, as elsewhere, or attributing to 
Alexander the formal urban developments that are characteristic of 
the early Seleucid foundations. He is, in fact, a suspect source in 
more than one respect. It is to be remembered that there is no 
evidence as to the form of constitution imposed by Alexander 
himself on his Egyptian foundation. '" The suggestion that Aristotle 
in bk. vii of the Politics, when drawing up the conditions requisite 
for the best form of government, which contains a polarization 
between the Greek citizen-body and the barbarian tillers of the soil, 
was in fact providing a special blueprint for Alexander's Asiatic 
foundations, is hardly acceptable in view of Aristotle's known 
hostility to Alexander's idea of a world empire superimposed on 
the polis.2? In any case, his imposition of democratic regimes on 
Chios and in other Greek cities in the early part of his operations 

" De Ale.\·. Fort. 328: J!/M~avopo<; 0' t'mEp '{380jJ-7}KOVTa 170'\'E!<; {3ap{3ap0l<; E'8v£Gtv 
€yI(T{aa~ Kat Karaa1Tfdpa~ T~V .11afav 1£A'A:fjVLKO'iC; T€Af:at, T~S UW'lfLEPOU Kat 017puvSoVC; 
€KpaTYJuE OtUtT1JS. What follows, TOUS j1-fjJ nAurwvos d"tyot VOftOUS avaytyvwoKaj-tEv, Tois 
8' J!/'\'Egavopou jJ-vpta8a, o.v8pu!1I'wv Exp7}OaVTO Kat xpWVTat, has the same historical 
value as the description of the cities of Asia as jJ-EXpt TOU vuv KaTOtKOUVTat Kat 
dP1/VEUOVTat, at the head of the list of Alexander's foundations in the A-text of the 
Romance; see above, pp. 40 fr. 

!8 See Ptol. Ale.\'. i. 93 ff. 
29 For this view see E. von Ivanka, op. cit. p. 80 above, n. 7, who maintains with 

some apparent plausibility that the section in bk. vii, of the Politics, 1329a-1330b, 
which deals with the best composition for a citizen-body, reveals by the contrast it 
makes between citizens and perioecic barbarians, that it was advice addressed to 
Alexander as to how he should regulate his newly founded cities, in which the 
contrast between Greek and barbarian would be real in a way that it could not be 
in the old Greek world (except partially in the coastal cities of Asia Minor). See esp. 
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should not lead us to suppose that he imposed, or intended to 
impose, a similar form of government on the mixed populations of 
his new foundations established in wholly different contexts, 'from 
scratch'. 

The picture drawn here of Alexander's foundations as authentic
ated by the Alexander-historians, notably Arrian, is that of a 
policy of commercial and strategical consolidation such as might be 
expected from a leader of outstanding insight and boundless 
purpose. It does nothing to support the view that he was anxious 
to nourish the adoption of Greek culture as a convenient com
modity for the improvement of natives, in the manner of a manda
tory power. For him, as for all his contemporaries in the Greek 
world, Greek culture was the accepted framework of life, but his 
own aim, the creation of a single empire harmoniously ruled by 
Macedonians and Iranians, linked by a concatenated system of 
settlements, fortresses, and trading-centres, was pragmatic and 
realistic, and based, in part, on inherited ideas. That the founda
tions of this system were purposefully laid by him is clear. He could 
not foresee that the next fifty years would witness not the 
Macedonian-Iranian development that he had hoped, but a no 
less purposeful, and more lasting Hellenization by his Macedonian 
generals, who were able to build their cities in a world that 
Alexander had created. 

To conclude. Once we have reduced 'Alexander's Foundations' 
to their true historical scale, we see how clearly they dominate 
the map of central Asia, both geophysically and militarily. Based 
in part on existing Achaemenian administrative and military 
organization, they foreshadow the strategic requirements and eco
nomic potential on which, centuries later, the Imperial strategists 
of British India, from Masson (and even his predecessors) to Curzon 

1]29<1 25: ¢avEpov D£ Kat OTt DEt TOS KT~aEt5 Elvac TOUTWV J €i'tr€P avaYKUtOV ElvaL TOUS 

Y€Wpyov<; 006'\ou<; ~ (3ap{36.pou<; 1T€PW{KOU<;. He suggests that this may in fact be the 
tract listed in Diogenes (v. 22) as }'lMtavopo<; ~ 1T€pl d7TOLKL<OV, and further argues 
that this reflects the difference of outlook as between Aristotle and his pupil, which 
is more clearly stated in 1252" 9, and I285" 20, and the passages are not indeed 
compatible. Leaving out of account the two subsidiary points, it must be clear that 
the argument stands or falls by the date that we assign to bk. vii, which, on 
Ivanka's hypotheSiS, must be of very late date. Jaeger, Aristotle,2 263 fr., believed 
bks. vii and viii to be of an early date, and written under the influence of Hermias, 
to whom the same blueprint might have been offered (Ivanka took issue with this 
view as expressed by Jaeger in the 1st edn. of his book). For Aristotle's views see 
esp. Tarn, Ale.\:. ii. 400 ff., and numerous subsequent discussions. 
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and Holdich insisted. From Her~lt to Las Bela, from Alexandria in 
Ariana to Alexandria-Rambakia, and from Alexandria in Arachosia 
to Alexandria Eschate, from Kandahar to Khojend, the locations of 
Alexander's cities testify that the requirements of imperial rule in 
Central Asia are laid down by nature, and were as valid in the time 
of Alexander (and earlier) as in that of Queen Victoria. 



CHAPTER VII 

Epilogue 

A BRIEF assessment of the various data concerning Alexander's 
foundations may be summarily presented here, before turning to 
consider the immediately subsequent history of the cities he 
founded. By way of recapitulation, then, it may be stated, as the 
central thesis of this study, that the lists of cities named Alexandria 
as recorded in the Romance and texts which derive from it, either 
through use of it in a different context (as the Excerpta Barbari and 
the Paschal Chronicle) or in directly derived versions of the Romance 
itself, are independent material belonging to an earlier period than 
the a-version of the Romance, like the Corpus of Letters of 
Alexander, the Testament, the Rhodian pamphlet, and one or two 
other elements, and to be regarded as essentially fabrications which 
were inserted into the a-version when that was compiled from the 
various fictitious and tendentious Alexander-pamphlets circulating 
in Alexandria, of which this list of Alexandrias was one. At a later 
date, the Iranian tradition emerges, both in the Romance and 
outside it, in which Alexander is credited with the foundation both 
of cities known from Sassanian sources and, later, of other cities 
notable in the early history of Muslim culture. If we reject these 
lists, and also some (but not all) of the Alexandrias recorded by 
Stephanus of Byzantium, we are left, for historical consideration, 
with those recorded by the Alexander-historians and the 
geographers whose sources are either derived from the bematists 
and writers of stat/mwi, or (and here we think particularly of 
Eratosthenes) combine their information with other Hellenistic 
material. 

From that basic position we advanced to consider the claims of 
the individual cities recorded by the historians and the geo
graphers, and we found that here too major difficulties exist. The 
historians, notably Arrian, provide us with what may be con
sidered reliable information regarding the foundation of settlements 
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by Alexander during his years of campaigning, but the attempt to 
identify these on the ground within very narrow limits, has shown 
itself to be, save in three or four instances, an unrewarding 
exercise. In spite of the intensive investigations that have been 
devoted to this topic since Droysen initiated critical study of the 
question, it is evident that in most cases the vital factors which 
would enable us to identify this or that ancient site with a modern 
locality Simply do not exist, and to debate the preference between 
two or more unexcavated sites, none of which is fixed by an exact 
correspondence of mileage as given in the geographers (themselves 
aware of potential dangers in this field on account of variations in 
units of measurements and transmitted distances, large and small) 
is fruitless. In almost every case any attempt to be more precise 
than the ancient source leads to a dead end, since we lack the 
necessary information to carry the identification further. 

Yet even so, if we confine ourselves (Alexandria in Egypt always 
excluded) to Alexandria in Ariana, Alexandria in Margiana (a very 
doubtful runner in any case), Alexandria Eschate, Alexandria
Rambakia, and the rather different cases of Alexandria Spasinou 
Charax and Bucephala, we note that these cities never appear in 
ancient epigraphical evidence in the form, for example, of ethnics 
assigned to individuals, and we are therefore entirely dependent 
on historical arguments for their existence. lOne question, then, 
remains to be considered, the answer to which constitutes the final 
phase of our examination of Alexander's foundations in Asia. We 
have seen that there is reason to suppose that several of the cities 
noted in Chapter V survived into the Parthian period (as attested 
by Isidore), even the Sassanid period (as apparently attested, 
among western writers by Ammianus Marcellinus). What do we 
know of their later history over the years, even the centuries, after 
their foundation? What happened to them within the frequently 
changing context of Asian conquests and invasion, by Parthians, 

I It is unfortunately not possible to assign a civic identity to the ethnics noted, 
probably from Oros, sometimes supposedly from reputable sources, by Stephanus, 
S.v. )jAEguvDpEw. He links none with a specific city in his list, but adds them in the 
philological part of the entry: LJtOIJ!,o, oE rrapaTtBETat xpijatv fg 'EpaToaBEvov, TOU 
)jAEgavDptT1/" <Paf3wptvo, DE fV Tun n'pi l(vp1/vai'Kij, rro'\,w, )j'\EgavOpEtl!JT1/v <p1/a{ 1Tapa 
Tryv ... )jA,gavDp«uvo,. The passage regarding Kyrenaika from Favorinus' MimiJilia 
does not constitute historical evidence (even if it was intelligible) for it owes its exist
ence to the pre-a-version of the ROl1la/lce: see above, pp. 27-8. The location of the 
indirect quotation from Eratosthenes cannot be determined (cf. Schmidt, DiclYl1li 
Imgl1l. 51, c). 
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Scythians, Kushans, and others, in the long centuries between 
Alexander's brief association with them and the end of Greco
Roman and Sassanian rule in the Middle East and beyond, and the 
emergence of the Islamic world? 

The first change of circumstance in the pattern created by 
Alexander took place almost immediately after his death in 
Babylon. We are told by Diodorus, whose information derives from 
Hieronymus of Cardia, our primary source for these events, who 
was closely associated with his fellow-countryman Eumenes, the 
confidant of Alexander, that as soon as news of Alexander's death 
in Babylon reached the distant settlements in the Upper Satrapies 
the Greeks who had been settled there 'in their longing for Greek 
customs and the Greek way of life, rose in revolt when his 
death was known'." They appointed a general named Philon, a 
Thessalian, to lead them home, and they mustered in military 
formation, some twenty thousand infantry and three thousand 
cavalry. One has the impression of a tragic and desperate deter
mination by these men with their families to break away from the 
remote life to which Alexander had condemned them, and to find 
their way back to the Greece where they would once more be at 
home, among their own kith and kin. Better the hot plains of 
Thessaly or the rocky villages of Boeotia than the valleys of the 
Oxus and the Jaxartes, for all their wealth in fruit and vine. A 
tragic outcome followed a desperate decision. 

Perdiccas, who was in charge of the central administration at 
Babylon after Alexander's death, sent the Macedonian general 
Peithon with a wholly Macedonian force to suppress the move
ment. Peithon, unfortunately, was over-ambitious, and thought 
that he might win the loyalty of these distant rebels, and with their 
support set himself up as a petty king-as later happened when 
Bactria broke away from the Seleucid Empire. Perdiccas, a very 
shrewd Macedonian, judged his man's intentions correctly (one 
wonders why he chose him for the task), and to forestall his plans 
ordered him to put to death all the rebels after he had defeated 
them, and to distribute their property among his troops. Peithon 
corrupted a Greek, and with his aid defeated the rebels, but he was 
unable to resist his ambition; having disarmed them he was 
preparing to enter into negotiations with them to return to their 
settlements, when the Macedonians, aware of Perdiccas' order, 

2 For this well-known episode see Diod. xviii. 7, which I paraphrase here. 
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moved in among them, butchered them and looted their posses
sions. l That very revealing story is significant in two ways. Looking 
backwards we can see that we are witnesses of the culmination of 
that hostility between Greek and Macedonian which smouldered 
throughout the campaign; the Macedonians had fought (and 
quarrelled) with their beloved king and leader, wherever he led 
them, and had won the Persian Empire for him. So they saw it, 
forgetting, no doubt, the increasing tension between themselves 
and him as a result of his adoption of Persian mores and their own 
refusal to cross the Beas. In their view the Greeks had had no part 
in this, save as subordinate members of the League of Corinth or 
as mercenaries, and their attempt to nullify one aspect of their 
master's achievement by rebellion was brutally suppressed. The 
massacre, instigated by Perdiccas himself, was a human hecatomb, 
to propitiate the spirit of their lost, loved leader. But, of course, 
though that is of great interest as showing once again how dia
metrically opposed the Greeks and the Macedonians in this context 
were, and how wrong it is to speak of the latter as if they formed 
a uniform force with the Greeks, the main point is that which 
concerns the future. By this one act the active Greek population 
of Alexander's settlements was virtually wiped out by the 
Macedonians. A force of nearly twenty-five thousand active, or 
once active, soldiers, must have comprised- most of the Greek 
population settled in the 'Upper Satrapies'. We may further be 
fairly sure that the Macedonians did not settle down in the places 
left vacant by those whom they had massacred, for as many as 
were entitled were discharged after Alexander's death, and others 
were sent home to join the Macedonian forces left in Greece, where 
at the news of Alexander's death the whole Greek nation had 
sprung to arms against Macedon; another facet of that same bane
ful hostility. The Macedonians who remained in the East, probably 
a substantial element of Alexander's whole force, were fully 
occupied in the next generation or so in serving as fighting 
material in the long, drawn-out struggles between Alexander's 
generals, which had begun almost immediately after the massacre 
of the Greeks, and they did not adopt a sedentary, urban, or semi
urban existence." At the same time new settlements in the Iranian 

l Ibid. 9: d7TpoaOOK~TWS yap auroes bn8tp.-EVOL (ot MUKEOOV€5) Kat i\a{36VT€S 
dfvAUKTOVS a:TTavTas KaT'1lKcwnaav Kat Tn xp~f1.aTa Ot~p1Taaav. 

I For troops and continued military organization in what are perhaps anachro-
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provinces had, for the most part, to wait until after Ipsos, or 
even Corupedion. We should, then, probably suppose either that 
Alexander's settlements virtually died out, and were abandoned, or 
that, only a few non-active members of the Macedonian and Greek 
population having remained behind, these were absorbed in due 
course in the native background, and that the oasis-dwellers and 
even nomads moved in to fill the vacuum and maintain their 
native way of life. In other words, the decline of these cities began 
very soon after Alexander's death, though no doubt it proceeded 
unequally in different places. 

If that is correct, we have to ask ourselves about the historical 
role of Alexander's cities. To do this satisfactorily we must consider 
what corroborative evidence we can find for their survival, and 
also how many of the cities that we have regarded as founded by 
him are likely to have lost their Hellenic identity. 

The approach through archaeology, using the evidence discussed 
in Chapter V, does not solve the problem for us, for, as we have 
seen, in the whole of the Iranian region none of the sites excavated 
which have yielded Greek material, notably Al Khanflm, has pro
vided direct first-hand information as to their identity. Al Khanflm 
may have been founded by Alexander-though I do not myself 
think so-and, if it was, and if it was destroyed as late as c.130 BC, 

in the invasion of the Sakai or Scythians, then we might hope to 
find evidence for the survival of Greek culture in a city founded by 
Alexander, until the Parthian period. That remarkable city, with its 
substantial Greek-speaking element, which honoured Kineas, the 
Thessalian, as its founder, is, however, probably of Seleucid 
date, and thus does not contribute to the solution of the question, 
how long the cities founded by Alexander survived after his death. 
That some Seleucid cities certainly did survive in the Iranian and 
Semitic parts of the Seleucid kingdom is not in doubt; several 
of them, notably Seleukeia-on-Tigris, survived with a Greek 
population, and a Greek administrative and municipal system 
through the Parthian and Sassanian period. As far as Alexandrias 
are concerned, however, there is almost no evidence, and the 

nistically called at avw uaTpa7TEiat in 317 Be see Diod. xix. 13. 6: (Eumenes) 7TPOS DE 
TOU~ EV Ta£~ avw aaTpa1T€{aL~ ~YEp,ovaS' 17v ftf.v Kat 1TpOTfpOV a1TE<J'TaAKWS' raS' napa TWV 
{3autMwv f7TtUToAas, fV als ~v YEypap.p.Evov 7TtlvTa 7TEtOapXEiv EVP.EVEt. That the troops 
involved were Macedonian is not expressly stated, but seems to follow essentially 
from the massacre of the Greeks on the earlier occasion. Cf. also App. Mithr. 8: 
EUp.-EVOVS S€ uvutpeO€VTOS OTE aUTo!' oi MaKEOOV€S' Ei'AoVTO Elvat 1TOAEfLwv. 
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impression that not much was left of the Greek population of his 
settlements in the Iranian world is strong, though not conclusive. 
It does not, of course, follow from this that the cities which we 
have included in our short list ceased to exist; we have seen 
that that is not so, but, if the picture drawn is correct, it must be 
accepted that, where they survived, they played little or no part in 
the activities of the Hellenistic world as we understand that term. 
The same is true, for the most part, of the Bactrian Cities, of which 
we hear nothing in external documentation. 

This silence requires further consideration. Of prime importance 
is the undoubted fact that in the mass of documentation from 
inscriptions from all parts of the Greek world, and of papyri from 
Egypt, there is not a single reference to any of the eastern 
Alexandrias with which we are here concerned. Though we have 
tombstones and other documents-honorary decrees and similar 
texts, especially lists of competitors in the festivals of the Greek 
mainland, in which citizens of the authentic Seleucid foundations 
seem to have been especially active, as if to demonstrate their 
membership of the world of traditional Greek culture-from all 
over the Greek world, there is no reference to an Alexandrian other 
than to a native of Alexandria in Egypt or Alexandria Troas. At the 
same time it is noticeable that none of the Alexandrias listed in our 
sources is stated by Stephanus to have undergone a change 
of name at a later date (exception being made for the early and 
doubtful cases of Seleucid refoundations), which might make 
their disappearance from the historical arena more apparent than 
real. If, then, the inhabitants of these cities survived with Greek
speaking populations into the Hellenistic Age, they seem to have 
stayed in the East, and not to have ventured into the distant Greek 
homeland, for the sake of returning to which the first military 
settlers had been massacred. It may be maintained that the evi
dence has simply not come to light, despite the innumerable tomb
stones of immigrant Greeks found in cities such as Athens, Rhodes, 
and Demetrias, and the honorific statues on their bases set up by 
the Delphians, Athenians, and others in the Hellenistic and 
Imperial periods. However, the universal silence makes that 
familiar line of argument more difficult to accept than that here 
proposed. No wonder that Plutarch, referring, in rhetorical vein, to 
the seventy cities founded by Alexander, should have incautiously 
included Seleukeia-on-Tigris among them. In this respect, as in 
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other ways, he shows an affinity with the Homance tradition, for 
the only parallel for this regrettable oversight occurs in a spurious 
letter of Alexander to his satraps in Syria, Cilicia, Cappadocia, and 
elsewhere, that they should dispatch to 'Antioch of Syria' various 
pieces of equipment and clothing.' 

Second, we must consider the possible relevance of the numis
matic evidence to our problem. It is well known that the extensive 
unspecified coinage of the Seleucids was assigned by Newell to 
specific eastern and western mints on the basis, primarily, of the 
monograms on the coins and on more general considerations of 
find-spots etc. Among the eastern mints, in addition to the weIl
attested Seleukeia-on-Tigris and Susa-Seleukeia-on-Eulaios, and 
other possible cities, Newell identified that of Alexandria in Aria. 
According to Newell, the Seleucids struck silver coinage at Herat 
until they lost the region of Ariana to the expanding Bactrian 
power, when it crossed the Hindu Kush. It would then be a 
reasonable assumption that this Alexandria at least remained an 
active Greek-controlled city (though not, of course, necessarily, a 
free polis; rather a minting centre for the central authority) till the 
end of Seleucid rule in that area. Newell says, 'A more appropriate 
situation for an important mint could hardly be conceived. 
Artacoana-Alexandria" constituted the central metropolis of a large 
and fertile region through which passed several busy trade routes, 
its mint was in a position to supply with a circulating medium 
not only its own immediate vicinity but also the adjacent regions 
not so conveniently to be supplied from either Ecbatana or 
Bactra.'7 The general appreciation of the importance of the oasis is 
certainly correct (see above, p. 109 fr.), but that does not establish 
the correctness of Newell's attribution in this case. His arguments 
rest, as often, on general hypothetical assessments, rather than on 
specific evidence, and the identification of the eastern Seleucid 
mints, outside those determined by scientific excavation and 
study, notably Seleukeia-on-Tigris, is recognized to be extremely 

i De Fort. Alex. 328-9, quoted above, p. 130 n. 50. That Plutarch is not here 
including the foundation of Seleukeia as a postponed achievement of Alexander in 
the sense that, if Alexander had not founded his cities, the Seleucids would not have 
founded theirs, is, I think, obvious. For Alexander's instructions to his satraps 
regarding the dispatch of tunics etc. to Antioch see Ps.-Call. ii. I I. Merkelbach, 208, 
ad loc., rightly says of the reference to Antioch here, 'nil mutandum'. ISee Addenda] 

6 We have seen that this equation is probably unacceptable: see above, p. 109 ff. 
7 Bastem Selellcid Millts (Numismatic Studies, i, New York, 1938), 256. 
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hazardous. Whether, even if the existence of a mint at Alexandria 
Ariana or Alexandria in Arachosia could be regarded as established 
beyond reasonable doubt, that would constitute evidence for a sub
stantial Greek population, is another question that we cannot 
answer. Certainly silver had once been mined in the mountains 
west of Herat. The coinage of the dynasty that succeeded 
Alexander does not, then, help us in our search for the survival of 
the Alexander-foundations in the Iranian provinces.s 

Finally, literary evidence lends support to the view that most of 
the settlements Alexander founded had ceased to exist as active 
centres of Greek civic life before the later Imperial period, or at 
least were virtually unknown even to the geographers of the 
Iranian regions. We have seen that Pliny speaks in general terms in 
his geographical books of cities that had existed once, but had 
perished before his day." Strabo confirms this, almost ell passant, 
with reference to Alexander's own supposed foundations. In his 
eleventh book, which contains his geography of central Asia, 
discussing Alexander's operations in Bactria and modern 
Afghanistan, on the basis, largely, of earlier writers who had been 
with Alexander on his campaign or of geographers of the third cen
tury Be, notably, of course, Eratosthenes, he says abruptly, 'In any 
case they say that Alexander founded eight cities in Bactria and 
Sogdiana ... ', and he goes on to explain that he destroyed others, 
including one founded by Cyrus, Cyropolis, because of its frequent 
revolts, though he was a great admirer of CyruS.1O It is quite clear 
from the manner in which Strabo expresses himself-'they say that 

8 The unreliability of Alexander mint-locations based on geographical proba
bility is stressed by M. J. Price in his The CoinalJe ill tIle Nallles of Alexander the Great 
£1/1(/ Philip Arr/lidllells (London and Zurich, 1991) [British Museum Catalogue]; see 
esp. p. 37: 'When olher evidence failed, Newell sometimes resorted to the geo
graphical position of the city as a criterion for deciding whether it might have pos
sessed a mint of Alexander coinage ... This should be reSisted, since the pattern of 
minIs must have followed Ihe sources of silver rather than the trade-routes.' The 
silver mines west of Heral, at a mountain called Jebel al-Pi(!a, are recorded by 
[~\akhri, BGA i. 269, who states that they had fallen into disuse through lack of 
timber for fuel. (For this region, ncar Ghurian, sec above, p. T 14 n. 21.) 

9 See c.g. Plin. iii. 116; cf. above, p. 78 n. 4. 
10 Str. 5 I 7: ~aa; 0' ouv OKT(V 1T6..\EtS TOY }4A€~avopov fP rE Tijt BaKTptUvijt Kat ri]t 

LOYOtQvijt KTtaat, TlVUS oe KaraOKatjJal, J)v [{apulTw; fL€V rijs BaKTptavijs. (II ~L 

KaA?ltUOEV'f}' UVVEA~CPO'f} Kat 1TapEi'i6(J'f} cpUAaK*, MapaKavoa OE nl' Eoyo,avii, Kat Ta 
[(upa, eUXUTOV all ](vpOV KTLap.a, £11( Tent '1atdpT7]l 1TorUf1WL KEl/-!El'OV, OTTEP ~v OpLOV 
'Tijs llEpawv apxi}.," KUrQ(JKal/Jal Of TO KT{ap..a TOVTO, KUtnEp OVTa ¢tAOKUPOV, OLd. nl" 
1TUK"a, G.1ToUTaaH,; cr. above, p. 154. The fact that Alexander himself destroyed the 
Achaemenid Cyropolis is of course irrelevant to the argument here advanced. 
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he founded eight cities'~that these 7T6'\EtS' (Strabo uses this word of 
any settlement larger than a few isolated hutments), these settle
ments, had ceased to exist by his time, and even, perhaps, by the 
time that his sources wrote, for 'they say' seems to refer to a vague 
tradition, and not, as is customary with him, to a specific source 
such as Eratosthenes or Apollodorus of Artemita. To appreciate this 
obviously incorrect generalization it is only necessary to compare 
the manner in which he speaks of the Seleucid foundations that 
were still flourishing in his day~the Antiochs and Seleucias that 
formed the basis of the Seleucid urbanization of the Middle East; 
they are to him living urban entities, of whose history and cultural 
role he gives an account. What his sources for this statement were 
we cannot tell, but its very vagueness betrays the fact that the 
foundations, though they may have survived, were no longer 
recognized as Macedonian~Hellenic colonies. Strabo, speaking on 
his own authority, cannot always be trusted. II 

Nevertheless, we cannot wipe the slate entirely clean. Some 
authentic eastern Alexandria-names occur at a later date, and we 
must consider how they are to be interpreted. These are confined 
to the few instances in which a writer, notably Isidore, ptolemy or 
Ammianus, seems to speak of an Alexandria as a contemporary 
city. The most natural explanation, in view of very strong negative 
evidence, if they are not among the authenticated Alexander 
foundations (Alexandria in Oxiana is a case in point) is that these 
names were adopted at a later date; but after examining the 
general probabilities, and bearing in mind that by the time of 
ptolemy the Parthian Empire was nearing its final phase, we shall 
feel that the mere statement of the supposed location of an 
Alexandria in ptolemy's geographical lists does not suffice to prove 
its antiquity, and that, if it survived, it was probably as, in the 
words used by Ammianus of Alexandria in Arachosia, which 
Alexander undoubtedly founded, a civitas vilis. 12 With Isidore the 

Contrast Strabo's account of the Scleucid foundations of Media (from Apollodorus 
of Artemita), 524, fin. = flGrH 779 F5(b): fia1 ;)( l<a1 'E).).'1/V{SE~ 7T6).EL~, wdap-U1'a TWV 

MaKEoovwV EV rij(. M1}otut, div AaootK€ta T€ Kat }11Tap.€ta Kat ['l-lpaKAfW.? ; cf. Knllllcr, 
ad Ioe.] ~ 1TPO~ Paya£~ Kat aVT~ Taya, TO TOU NLKaTOpOt; wrlaf1-a' 0 €KEfvos J.tf.v EUPW1TOV 
wvop.aaE, llapOot ()£ )tpaUK{av, vonwrEpav ooaav TWV [(aon{wv 1TuAwv n€VrUKOO{OLS 1TOV 

aTaO{Ol~, £.OS' ~1}aLV i'i7ToAA6owpoS' :4PTUp..lT1/l'OS. 

11 Compare his remark in 593, apropos of Alexandria Troas, which he regarded 
as a metonomasy by Lysimachus: <'SOgE yap EUlJE(JE, Elvat TOU, }:/).Eg6.VOpou 

OluoEtaJ-lEVOUS €K!dvQV 1TpOTl:pov KT{(HV E1TwVuf1.0Vr; 1TOAEtS', flO' €uvn.vv. 
12 Sec above, p. 142 n. 7 I. 
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situation is slightly different. He described the same Alexandria in 
Arachosia as fhYJTp67roALS J'1paxwo/as' Eon DE 'EAAYJv/s, II and though 
it might be maintained that by that he meant no more than 
that it had a Greek name, by contrast to the native KWfhaL to which 
he frequently refers, it seems more natural to suppose that, at 
that time, in the age of Augustus, this city at least had retained 
its Greek character, as Seleukeia-on-Tigris did for many centuries. 
Ammianus' description of it as a miserable community is 
probably to be regarded as a statement of a contemporary or 
near-contemporary, even though in other passages he seems to be 
basically dependent on Eratosthenes.1 4 A passage of Theophylact 
referring to a locality in Persia in the sixth century AD known as 
J'1'\EgavDpLVd is a possible example of sucl}. a later survival claiming 
not indeed to have been founded by the conqueror, but to have 
been named after him, in the heart of Sassanian territory. I; 

The occasional survival or revival of such a Greek community is 
not surprising. It was inevitable, after Alexander's conquests, and 
the stabilization of the Middle East by the Seleucids, and later by 
the Romans and the Parthians, that Greeks would settle in close 
proximity with natives wherever a suitable situation presented 
itseJj~ along the river valleys and in the oases, just as they did long 
afterwards when Islam had supplanted Byzantine rule in the 
Middle East and Egypt, and continued to do until the twentieth 
century. In such circumstances 'Greek cities' could survive on 
the fringes of the oriental world. What happened to those founda
tions that were not involved, first in the disastrous retreat of 
the original Greek settlers, and then in the invasions of Sakas, 
Kushans, and others, foundations such as Rambakia in the 
Makran, which Alexander had seemingly planned with thought for 
its future as a fixed point in a network of communications, we 
cannot tell. They do not appear again in our sources, and they 

Il [sid. § 19; cf. above, pp. 91 ff. 
14 See above, pp. 94 ff. with n. 36. Curt. Ruf.'s statement, vii. 10. 16, TIlIlC ve/Ilt 

frelli riolllitllrwll {!ClIUWlI, IIIl11e orill/Ilis Slille obUtll serviwlt, 1j1li/IilS illlperavenlllt, would, 
if true, point to a similar state of affairs. 

I; Theophyl, v. 7: (p. 219, Bonn.): Ot /-,EV oOv 0-1-'1>1 TOV Xoapo'l/v 'Pw/-,uio{ TE Ka1 
llepaat El' }1A€tavoptVoi~, OVTW KuAoupivwt XWpWt, 'TEOaapUw ~fL€pat~ dc/>{Kovro. T~V DE 
npoa'l/yopiav " xwpo, ano TWV npo.gEWV Tot} MUKEOOVO, J1AEto.vOPOV KUTEf<A'l/pwaUTO' " 
TOU <P(At7f7TOV yap €KEtOE YEVOf1-EIIOS Gfl-a rije MUK€OOIJtKijt ouvaf1€L riji TE ~AA1}vtKijt 

gVfll.LUX{ut €pvJ.tvorurov KUr€OKuljJaro 1>povp!Ov~ TOUS TE Elf aVT(u( {jap{3apous thwAEOEV. cr. 
Thcoph. Chr. p. 266. 9: " 0< Bapd/-, TOlho /-,uliwv, TO., 7TEp1 aUTov DuvalL", avaAu{3wv 
€V 7()1TWl )1'>"(~avopO'o(S oVOfLa'O/-iEVWl, K. T .'\. 
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probably reverted within a few generations· (if they were not 
abandoned) to the state of semi-barbarism in which Alexander had 
found them, with a small surviving core of those descended from 
early settlers along with some newcomers. The fact that no citizens 
of any of these Alexandrias ever appear in any epigraphical source 
in the way that so many of the Antiochs and Seleucias do is thus 
to be explained, not only, perhaps not primarily, by geographical 
remoteness from the main centres of the Mediterranean basin~the 
Hellenistic Age was one of intensive and extensive travel, as we 
can see precisely from epigraphical records~but by the 'cultural 
gap' which separated the inhabitants of the surviving cities 
founded by Alexander from the Greek motherland. Their com
munities had become one with their oriental milieu. That they did 
not survive within the new world of Christendom is clear from 
their absence (Alexandria of Egypt and Alexandria Troas excepted) 
from the Conciliar lists between Nikaia and Chalcedon. 16 

We must then leave Alexander as the actual founder of only the 
following cities: Alexandria in Egypt, Alexandria in Aria, 
Alexandria Eschate, Alexandria in Susiana, Alexandria-Bucephala 
and Alexandria among the Oreitai (Rambakia), and, if that seems 
to diminish his achievement in one respect, in others what was 
accomplished was sufficiently overwhelming not to suffer diminu
tion through the removal of some artificial accretions. 

1(, The lists of Nikaia [ are conveniently collected by Gelzer, Patrwn Nicaenorllm 
Nomina (Teubner, 1898), whose Index, pp. 232ff., gives a full conspectus of the 
signatories according to the different traditions (for the significance of the Roman 
figures after each entry see his 'Siglorum tabula' at the end of the preface) but 
details must be sought in the complex tomes of Schwartz's ACO. The comparative 
lists given by Jones, CBRP ii. 522 ff., specifically relate, on the ecclesiastical side, 
only to participation at Chalcedon (and unfortunately not in the original Greek or 
other language); ibid., p. 522- 3, he gives a useful guide to the publication of the 
Councils in Mansi and ACO. The lists do not include the episcopal seats of the 
Monophysite faith after Chalcedon, and similarly the Sassanian world is un
represented. For a recent bibliography of Christianity in that state see A. J. Butler, 
Arab Conljuest of IlfJypt' (Oxford, 1978), p. Iviii.; see also S. P. Brock, Studies in 
Cllllrell History, 18 (1982), T-T9, with particular reference to the role of the 
Christians deported from the Roman provinces after Sassanian victories. 



APPENDIX I 

The Principal Texts 

The passages which follow arc only intended to make available in con
venient form the main lists of Alexandrias. I have printed the texts from 
the available editions, without apparatus criticus because my discussions 
in the text cover the relevant textual-·historical points. In particular: 

1. The edn. of Steph. Byz. is ISO years old, and a modern app. crit. 
would look very different in some respects, which do not affect the 
main entry s.v. }4AEgUVOPEta. 

2. The app. cdt. of the Romance text consists of records of the various 
collateral and derived versions in a number of texts in different 
languages, amd the whole apparatus is in need of reformulation. 

3. The Rxcerpta and the Paschal Chronicle have no textual apparatus of 
significance. 

4. I have not reprinted in this Appendix the relevant passages from 
Eratosthenes~Strabo and Strabo himself, because the number of 
passages quoted throughout the book is substantial and (liscon
tinuous. The text of Isidore is also quoted and discussed in the text 
and notes. 

(a) Stephanus of Byzantium, s.v. }4AEguvOpEta. 

}4AEgUVOPEtat 1ToAHS' oKTwKa{oEKa. 1TPWTTj ~ Alyv1TT{a ~TOt A{f3vaaa, wS' OL 
1ToAAO{, dm) }4AEgUVOpov TOU cJ>tAt1T1TOV. 'Jaawv oE ,) TOV f3{ov T~S' 'EAAO.OOS' 

ypu.paS' EV 0' f3tf3Atq> rPTja{ "TOV fLEV ovv T01TOV T~S' 1ToAEWS' ovap ExpTjafLoooT~()Tj 

OiJTW~ 

viJaos E7TEtTa TiS EOTL 1ToAvKAuaTqJ EV! "!TaVTip, 

AiYV7TTOV 71'po7TapodJE, <Popov DE E KLKA:qaKDvoLv. 

EKEAwaE oE OtaypUrPHV TO aX~lta TOUS' dPXtTEKTovaS" OUK EXOVTES OE AWK~V y~V 
dArP[TOtS' odyparPov, OPVt()€S' OE KaTa1TTUVTES' Tn aArPtTa atrPvTjS' Ot~p1TaaaV' 

TapaX()EtS' ovv }4MgavopoS', OL fLUVTEtS' ()appEiv EAEYOV' 1TIJ.VTWV yap T~V 1ToAtV 

TpOq,OV YEV~aw()at". TaUTa Kat }4pptaVOS'. E/(A~()Tj 0.1 'PaKWTtS Kat cJ>UPOS' Kat 

AWVT01ToAtS', o"i TO T~V T~S' 'OAVfL1TtUOOS yaadpa EarPpay[a()at MOVTOS dKOVL 

tA,fYETO DE KaT' Jgox~v 7TO""S Kat 1ToAirut Jg aurov, ws aa-rv at .118~vat Kat aaro{ 

Kat daTtKo[ OL }4()Tjva,ot [WS' Kat E1T! 'PWfLTjS' MYETat oup.p]. EKA~()Tj OE E1T! TWV 

'PWfLai"KwV 1:Ef3aaT~ Kat 'IovAta Ka! KAavo[a I<U! L10fLETtaV~ Kat }4AEgEVTTjp{a. 

rqJ dE avvotKtOfL<jJ rptUKOVTuTEuaa..pwv EaTL arUOLWV TO {J-1}KOS, OKra, OE TO 
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7TMTO" ~ 13,) 01.1) 7TEp{fLETpO, OTUI3{WV €KaTOV MKa. I3EuT<!pa EOTt 7TOl.t, Tpo{a" 

EV ii EYEVETO llY~fLWV €1T07TOl,()S, oS €ypaVJE TOV AEUK'rpl.KOV 1TOAEfLOV rwv 

(1){3alwv Kat AaKEl3atfLOvlwv. 7TEpt ~, Ll1)fLo08EV1), EV TETaPT<{J Bt8uvWKWV. 

Tp{T1) 6p1K1), 7TPO, Til MaKEl3ov{'1, ~V EKTtaE 7TPO Tij, fLEyal.1), J41.€~aVDpE{a, 

E7TTUKa{DEKa WV ETWV. TETapT1) 7TOl.t, 'QptTWV, E8vou, 'IX8uoq,aywv, KaTd TOV 

7TEp{7TAouv Tij, 'IVDtKijs-. 7TEfL7TT1) EV Til 'QmaviI, KaTd T~V 'IVOtK~V. EKT1) mfAw 
'IvDtKij,. Jf3DofL1) EV J4p{Ot" EBVEt llap8ua{wv KaTd T~V 'IvDtK~V. oyoo1) Tij, 

KLAtK{a,. EVaT1) EV KV7Tp<{J. DEKaT1) 7TPO, T0 AaTfL<{J Tij, Kap{a" EV n J4Mwwv 

~v EXOV llpa~LTEAou, J4q,P03{T1)V. EVDEKaT1) KaTa BaKTpa. DWDEKUT1) EV 
J4 paxwToL,. TPWKatI3EKaT1) EV MaKap4v,[}, ~v 7TapappE! 7ToTafLo, Ma~aT1)" 

TEUaaPEUKatD€KaT1) 7Tapd I;wpwvo!" 'Ivl3tK0 E8vEL 7T€VTEKatDEKaT1) 7Tapd TO!, 

J4paXWTOt" OfLopouoa Til 'IvDLKiI. EKKatDEKaT1) KaTd TOV MEl.ava I(OA7TOV. 

E7TTaIWtDEKaT1) EV Til I;oyDwviI 7Tapa II ap07TafLWaDatS'. OKTWKatl3€KaT1) E7Tt TOU 

Tavatl3o, aUTOU KT{afLa, W, EV T0 TPIT<{J llTol.EfLaio, (l7Toq,alvETUL EaTt Kat 

T07TO, EV Til 'JI3'[} Til TpWLKiI J4I.E~aVOP€W l.€yOfLEVO" EV <Jj q,aat TOV llaPLV 

DWKp!Vat Ta, 8€a" W, TLfLOoBEV1),. TO E8VtKOV J4A€~aVDp€vS' EI( TijS' J4A€~aVDPOU 

YEVLKijS'. TO 81)I.UKOv, WS' d7TO TOU I;wW7T€vS' I;Lvw7T{S', OUTWS' a7TO TOU 

J41.€gavOp€vS' J4A€gavDpk Llll3ufLo, DE 7TapaT{8ETaL xpijaw Eg 'EpaToa8EvouS' TOU 

J4A€gavDp{T1)S'. cfla{3wptvoS' D,) EV T0 7T€pt Kup1)vai'KijS' 7TOI.€WS' J41.€gavDpEtWT1)V 

q,1)Ot 7Tapd T~V . . . J4A€gavl3pEwvOS', wS' MvpAEW MUpI.EWVOS', 'HpaKAEta 

'HpaKA€wvoS'. MY€TaL Kat J4AEgaVl3p€wS' KT1)TtKOV. Nu(avwp 13,) 0 'EpfLE{OU EV Til 

7T€pt J4A€gavl3pdaS' 7TPWT'[} TUUTU 7TaVTa KUPO!, Kat TO J41.€gavl3p!voS' Kat TO 
J4I.Egavl3p{v7]S', OU fLEVTOt TO J41.€gavl3p€WT7]S'. EOTt Kat dl.€~avDPEW f30TaV1) Kat 

q,UTOV, 7Tap' &AAOtS' 13,) dAEgavl3pa, Eg ~S' EaTEq,ETO J4M~aVDpoS' EV TOtS' dywot. 

Ttv,)S' 13,) l3ava7]v aUT~v Kal.oUOtv, ot 13,) xafLatl36.q,v1)V, ot 13,) Emq,uAMKavBov ~ 

cpuAAoKap7Tov. 

(b) Roma/lce A-text iii. 35. 

Ou TOOOVTOUS' 13,) f3aatAEtS' J4Mgavl3poS' 7Tol.€fLWV EV{K1)0€V, ooouS' nl.wTwv 

KaTEAEt.pEV. E{3{wa€ fL,)V OOV J4MgavDpoS' €r1) K. d7TO t€' ErWV dpgafL€VOS' 7ToAEfL€!V 

E7ToMfL1)aE ET7] ", fLEXPL K' ErWV YEYEv7]Tat' Td 13,) &I.Aa A' EV EtP1)V1)t Kat 

dfLEptfLv{at /(at EUq,pOOVV1)t E'1)aEv. lJ7TETUgEv E8v1) {3ap{3apwv /({3', 'E1.1.4vwv t'· 

EKTLUE DE 7TOAEtS' LY', ai'TLvES' ILEXPL TOU VUV KarOLKovVrat Kat tdpTJvEuoVrUt' 

J4AEgaVI3PEwv T~V E7Tt BOUK€q,aI.Wt '7T7TWt, J4A€gaVI3PEWV T~V 7TPOS' llEpoaS' , 
J4AEgavI3PEtaV T~V E7Tt llwpwt, J4A€gavl3pEtaV T~V EV I;/(u8{at, J4AEgavI3PEWV T~V 

E7T! TOU T{yptl3oS', J4AEgaVl3p€WV T~V E7T' Ba{3uAwvo" J4AEg6.vOPEWV T¥ 7TPOS' 
Tpw6.l3a, J4AEgavl3pEtaV T~V E7T' L;ovoou;, J4A"g6.vl3pnav T~V 1TPOS A'YU1TTOV. 

EY€VV487] fLEV oov Tv{3t Tijt vEOfL1)v{at dvaToAijS' OV07]S', Er€I.€VT7]OE 13,) cflapfLouBt 

TETpa13t I3vo€wS'. 
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(c) Hxcerpta Latina Bar/mri fos. 34a (tin.)-34b 

34a Vixit autem Alexander annos XXXVI 
Regnauit quidem annos XVII sic. 
Pugnauit enim annos VIm usque dum fae 
tus est annorum XXVIII Illos autem alios oe 
to annos uixit in pace et seeuritate subiuga 
uit autem gentes barbaras XXII et Greeorum 
tribus XIII Condidit autem Alexander 

ciuitates XII 
Qui usque nunc inhabitantur 

34b Alexandriam qui in pentapolim 
Alexandriam qui in Aegyptum 
Alexandriam qui ad arpam 
Alexandriam qui cabiosum 
Alexandriam Seythiam in Egeis 
Alexandriam qui in pora 
Alexandriam qui super Cypridum t1uuium 
Alexandriam qui in Traada 
Alexandriam qui in Babylonia 
Alexandriam qui in mesas gyges 
Alexandriam qui in Persida 
Alexandriam fortissimam et mortuus est. 

(d) Paschal Chronicle p. 32 I (Bonn.) 

14Mgav!5pos EKTwE 1TO/IELS !{3', J)v ai 1TpoaYJyop{at aVTa!' 
14/1EguI,!5PEwv T~V 1Tapa. [[EVTU1TO/ltv, 1TPOTEPOV XETTOVV Ka/lovI-'-EvYJV, MEI-'-¢EWS 
ovaav EI-'-1TOpWV, 
1411Egav!5pEwv T~V 1Tpas AtYV1TTOV. 
14/1Eguv!5pEtav T~V 1Tpas Jlp1Tav. 
1411Egav!5pEwv T~V Kaf3{waav. 
1411Eguv!5pEwv T~V .<a! l.:Kv{}{av EV Alya(o!s. 
1411Egav!5pEwv T~V E1T! [[wpwt. 
14/1Egav!5pEwv T~V 1TEP! KV1TP!!50S 1TOTaI-'-Dv. 
14/1Eguv!5pEtav T~V E1T! Tpw/u!5os. 
14/1EguvSPEwv T~V E1T! Ba{3v/lwvos. 
14/1Eguv!5PEwv T~V E1T! MwaayayEs. 
14/1EguvSpEwv T~V l1T! [[Epaas. 
1411EgavSpEwv T¥ Kuaov. 
14MgavSpos /I{3' ETos aywv dVatPElh!s ¢apl-'-uKW! TE/lWTU! EV Ba{3v/lwvt. 
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The Alexander-Romance 

SINCE the Roma/lce has played a considerable part in the argument of the 
preceding chapters, and especially of Chapter I, it may assist the reader if 
I give here a brief account of what the Greek version of the Romance in 
essence is, and how it reached the form in which it survives in the 
earliest Greek text. The theme has been the subject of much detailed 
research from the time of Charles MUller's Editio princeps in 1846, through 
Ausfeld's fundamental study of the whole tradition and Kroll's admirable 
edition of the text, to the works of R. Merkelbach and his school.! I am 
concerned to give here only sufficient background to enable the reader to 
follow my use of the evidence in the body of the book. 

Three different traditions of the Greek Romance survive, generally known 
by the capital italic letters A, B, and r (or A, B, C, latine), of which we 

I Published in the same volume as the Didot Arrian ed. Ch. Dubner, Miiller's 
pioneer study provided a composite text, based on the Parisinus 1685, the chief 
representative of the B-tradition, in which thc different versions were combined to 
create a continuous text. Muller's failure to base his text on Parisinus 17 II is pun
gently criticized by Ausfeld, Rh.MlIs. 52 (1898),435, but the edition perforce served 
two generations of students. Like all who have occasion to study the ROlllallce, I am 
much indebted to Ausfeld's posthumous Del' Griechische Alexallderroll1ll1l (Leipzig, 
1907. ed. W. Kroll). Kroll's edition, with a valuable preface, Historia Ale.1:llIlilri 
Maglli, i, Berlin, 1926, is the standard text. In the apparatus Kroll makes full use 
of the subsidiary Greek and oriental traditions in his attempt to reconstruct the 
oldest version of the work. IIis edition is hardly antiquated as a text, but the dis
covery of a considerable amount of associated material, notably in papyri, has put 
the earliest history of the HOlllallce in a different light, and it was the achievement 
of R. Merkelbach in his Die QlIellell des Griechischell Ale.\'llllderrolllall (Zetemata, H.9, 
Munich, 1954; 2nd edn. J. Trumpf, 1977) to utilize all this subsequent material, 
and on the basis of it to expound a comprehensive, though to my mind only 
partially successful, explanation of the origin of the whole work, starting with an 
epistolary novel composed of letters of Alexander to Olympias, Aristotle, and his 
other known correspondents. I need say little about the subsequent editions of the 
later Greek traditions, Band r, since I have already given a full bibliography in 
Ptolelliaic Alexandria, ii. 944 n. 8, and I have noted in Chs. I and II above items 
which have superseded those given in that note. I may note, however, the recent 
publication of an English translation of the HOlllllnce by R. Stoneman, Tlie Greek 
Alexllnder HOlliance (Penguin Books, J99r), which is based on the Leiden MS (L), 
filled in with other elements; it has a valuable introduction. If anyone chooses to 
consult my analysis in Ptolelliaic Ale.\·llIulria they will find that my views have been 
considerably modified in the last twenty years, though not in any fundamental 
respect. I hope that I have succeeded in penetrating further into the original 
Alexandrian background. 
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are only concerned with the first, represented (in Greek) by a single manu
script, A. The two later traditions, Band r, include a number of manu
scripts which differ individually in detail and completeness, but are all 
considerably longer than A and other texts of the A-tradition, and still 
more fabulous in content. The single manuscript, A, Paris 171 I, of the 
eleventh century, bears the heading Bto, )VlE~al'opov rou MUKE06vo" while 
the Paris representative of the B class, Paris 1685, of AD 1468, has the 
incipit Ku/../ua8EvTJs iaropwypa<!>os 0 rn 1TEpi rwv 'E/../..~vwv auyypu.pafLEvos· 
oOro, [aropEr i1./..E~av3pou 1Tpa~Et<;, whence the familiar title 'pseudo
Callisthenes' loosely used as a label for the Greek version(s). The text has, 
of course, nothing to do with Callisthenes and other MSS give other 
notable writers as the author.' The name of the original work and of its 
author were clearly lost at an early date (the Heracleides whom Plutarch 
quotes as an authority on early Alexandrian legends cannot, for chrono
logical reasons, be the author), \ and the fabrications of authorship 
thereby facilitated. The correct title for the work is the Ufe, but the term 
Romallce is firmly embedded in modern scholarship and so I have 
designated it. It is possible that the original title given it by the author 
emphasized the link between Alexander and the city of Alexandria, and 
was called something like 'The Life of King Alexander the Founder 
(KrtarTJ')'·' 

It is essential to distinguish between the Paris MS 171 I, A, and the 
lost original RO/llance of seven or cight hundred years earlier, designated 
in this book, as elsewhere, as u. It is this lost original that we have to try 
to recreate, mainly from A, but, where A fails us-as is not infrequently 
the case, for it is ill-written, lacunose, and interpolated-also from derived 
sources that represent the same tradition A. Beyond that, we have to look 
behind u, and try to discover what sources it used. A itself is distinguished 
from all the Greek MSS of the other classes by its (relative) simplicity of 
narrative, and by the absence (relative, again) of elaborated versions of 
many legends which occur in it in a simpler form. The relationship of the 
various versions is schematically reproduced in the stemma (Fig. 2).' A is 
divided into three parts (fLEPTJ), and the main elements of the narrative
the fabulous framework--are as follows: 

See Kroll, pp. xv-xvi: Onesikritos and Aesop are other honorands. 
\ See below, p. 223 n. 44. 
, For this title as applied to Alexander see above, p. 14. Some such title for the 

HOI1UlllCe was suggested by Ausfeld, Ale.wlllc/errOI1Ulll, 233, since he felt it was 
required to substantiate the reference to TOVTOV TOU Eoa¢OV~ (see below, p. 2 T 5). No 
version offers a hint of such a title, but the hypothesis is plausible. 

; Full stemmata of both the A- and B-tradilions will be found in D. J. A. Ross's 
Alexa/u/er His/oriatlls (Warburg Inst. Surveys, i, J 9(8), an excellent introduction to 
the whole topic, though Ross is specillcally concerned with medieval illustrated 
Alexander-texts. He gives a full stemma of the later A-tradition on p. 26, and of B 
and its descendants on p. 46. My own stemma aims at showing the pre-texts of <1, 
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I. The story of the birth of Alexander in Pella from the surreptitious 
union of Olympias and Nectanebos, the last Egyptian Pharaoh, who is 
portrayed as a magician who appears to Olympias in the form of a snake, 
and seduces her while Philip is away on a campaign. In due course 
Alexander murders Nectanebos, and Philip takes over. He too in due 
course is murdered by Pausanias, who desires to gain possession of 
Olympias (i. 1-24). 

2. On his accession Alexander mounts his expedition against Persia. His 
route is: from Macedonia to Lykaonia," via Thrace, thence to Italy, where 
he finds the Romans engaged in a war against Carthage-they would, we 
are told, have paid him more tribute if they had not been engaged in this 
costly undertaking-and he crosses to Carthage, and from there passes 
through the desert to Siwa, to consult the oracle of Ammon, which 
instructs him to found the city of Alexandria in Egypt, and he comes to 
the isle of Pharos from the west. The foundation of the city is then 
described at length (i. 25 - 3.3), with a wealth of details, some authentic, 
some fictitious, some suspect, and far surpassing anything that we know 
from any other source, including Strabo's detailed description of the city 
as he knew it. 

3. From Alexandria Alexander advanccs against Persia, and the Battle 

and does not develop the derivatives of the B- and r-traditions. Two small excerpts 
from texts which show a mixed allegiance but whose primary links, as indicated 
mainly by extremely brief lemmata, are with A, have been published, one by G. 
Ballaira in Jirammenti Inediti della penillta reeensione 0 del romallZo eli Alessandro ill 1111 
eodiee VatiemlO [T 700, 14th cent.], Bolletino del Comitato per la preparaziol1e del/a 
Edizionc l1aziolla/e dei classid gred e latilli. NS 13 (Accad. Lineei, I965) 27-59, the 
other, by J. Trumpf. Classica et Meriiacvlliia 24, (1965) 83- roo, of a Paris MS, Suppl. 
gr. 689 (15th cent) which consists of twenty-two lemmata. Variations from the A
tradition are mostly small and inSignificant and do not merit discussion here, save 
that it may be noted that the author of the Vatican excerpts contributes one sur
prising novelty; he claims (Trumpf, p. 99) that Alexander subdued thirteen Greek 
'tribes' (as in A) and instead of the reference to the cities 'being still at peace' the 
statement that he also 'founded seventeen cities all called Alexandrias, all of which 
"had a distinctive title''': €J(TfGE P.,EVTOL 1ToA€ts" tr/ :4A€tUVOPl;(US- a1TaaaS' oVofLaa8€{aas-
7Tj.,~V /1-<VTO! 7TpOaO~K'f}S ow¢opou (7Tj.,~V /1-<VTO! 7Tpoa8~K'IS ow¢opou is a comment not 
otherwise encountered in this context and is slightly ambiguous. It could mean 
'without however a distinctive addition', or 'except however that each city had a 
distinctive title'. The /1-<VTO! strongly favours the laller interpretation). The number 
is one less than that provided by Stephanus and there may be some association 
between the two texts. The relevant lines of Vat. r 700 and A are printed in 
parallel on pp. 39-40 of Ballaira's article. Those of the former, as quoted above, 
provide only, as Ballaira says (p. 32), 'an vago riscontro con tutte Ie recensione: 
termini diversi e nuovi: /1-<VTOL ed !'1'. 

6 The Latin translator, Julius Valerius, a conscientious man, rebelled at this, and 
after pergit ad LYClIolliam went on (i. 22): Clli IIIIIIC aetas l'ecellS IIOlllell [,lIclllliae dedit 
and AWK,,,,{av was preferred here by Ausfeld, ad loc. Kroll keeps the reading of A, 
AUKaov{av, on the sound guiding principle that A must not be emended in the 
interests of historical or geographical sense. 
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of Issos is briefly described. After that he proceeds to Achaia, then to 
Pieria, and then to Phrygia, where he visits Troy and sacrifices to Hector, 
Achilles, and other heroes. Thereafter he continues his journey-to Locris 
and to Boeotian Thebes, of the capture of which there is a long but un
historical description. He then arrives in Corinth, where he presides at the 
Isthmian Games, and presents the prizes (i. 34-7). 

4. Book ii opens with a sketch of Alexander's relations with Athens, in 
which Demosthenes figures largely; a lengthy speech by him refers to 
Alexander's application to the oracle at Siwa: where should he found 
a city named after him, the name of which would last for ever?? 
Demosthenes dwells on the wealth and abundance of Egypt as providing 
the best location for Alexander's city. Alexander then moves down to 
Laconia, which he leaves u1ToMfL1)TOV Kui u,popOAoY1)TOV, and passes on to 
Cilicia, where he catches a severe cold, and is tended by Philippus, his 
Acarnanian doctor. He then traverses Armenia, crosses the Euphrates at 
Zeugma, and moves into Bactria and eventually into . . . Media. This is 
followed by the execution of Darius by Bessus and Ariobarzanes (ii, in toto). 

5. Book iii begins with the march to India, which brings him into 
contact with the Brahman gymnosophists. Alexander's dialogue with them 
originally occupied only a short section of the text, but, as we shall see, 
additional matter has been added. Alexander's impressions of the wonders 
of India are contained in a long letter to Aristotle, one of a number of such 
letters to his teacher. He then establishes contact with Kandake, Queen of 
Meroe, and her son Kandaules, after which he moves on to the land of the 
Amazons, where he makes a considerable impression. He describes his sub
sequent adventures in a leiter to Olympias, and we next find him in 
Babylon, where the last phase of his life begins (iii, 1-29). 

6. The Romance substitutes for the traditional account of Alexander'S 
death as we read it in Arrian the version (known to and rejected by 
Arrian) in which he is poisoned by his seneschal, Iollas, on the instruc
tions of Antipater, the poison having been provided by Cassander.8 This is 
followed by a letter of Alexander to the Rhodians, and by his Will and final 
instructions. Finally we are given details regarding his age, statistics of his 
conquests and of the eponymous cities that he founded, and the dates of 
his birth and death (iii. 30-5). 

Such is the outline of the Romance as contained in A. We must now try 
to discover how this strange narrative came into existence--what the 
pre-texts of which it is formed are. Our concern in this study is not with 
most of the numerous later versions of the Romance, western and oriental, 

7 II. 4. 5: 1TOV T')]S ovoJ.Luatas EUUTOI) d€LfLv1Jurov 7ToAlV KT{UH; 

8 For an attempt to interpret this version of his death as historically true see 
Bosworth, CQ ns 2 I (1971), I I 2- 36. Arr. vii. 27, having given a number of trans
mitted stories about the cause of Alexander's death, concludes Ka, Taiha <I'D' J,> I'~ 
ayvO€lV S6galJ.LtJ fuiA"ov on AEY0P.€"G. EUrtv ~ ws 1Horn €S d.1>~YTJalv avay€ypac/>Bw. 
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except for the Latin and Armenian versions, which help us to reconstruct 
a. The Latin translation is that of Julius Valerius, of the middle of the 
fourth century or earlier, the Armenian, perhaps by Moses of Chorene, 
written some time between the fifth and seventh centuries." In general it 
is a beguiling pastime to sort out the relationship of these later versions to 
the Greek text(s), but they hardly help us to unravel the pre-history 
of the Romance, that is, to lead us to the sources that were used by the 
original author. 

We must not approach the analysis of the Romance with the idea that 
we are looking for direct sources. Even the basic historical narrative, as 
summarized above, is as unlike the Alexander-historians as it could be, 
and though it is commonly regarded as having some affinity with the style 
and matter of Alexander-history popularized by Clitarchus, probably an 
Alexandrian of the early Ptolemaic period, it is so grotesquely transformed 
and caricatured that all that need be said is that, with certain specific and 
clear exceptions, it represents the sort of un historical, popular style 
of writing, and the extent of knowledge about Alexander himself that 
was available at the date, and in the place, where a was composed, put 
together, or whatever term we choose to usc; the sort of fanciful history, 
perhaps, that Palladas spent so many weary years teaching. In any case, 
the actual 'historical' narrative is, even in A, only a very flimsy continuum 
to which are attached a number of quite separate elements that have been 
pretty clumsily welded on to it. 

What, then, are the constituent 'pre-texts', and what belongs to the 
original finished work, a? Several aspects of this problem have been 
investigated in the course of this work, and for that reason will be passed 
over briefly. We may note first a few general considerations, both negative 
and positive. We may begin by excluding a popular, folk-origin for it. That 
the original version of the ROllla/lce did not consist of any form of ballad 
verse may be regarded as certain. Formal epics about Alexander may have 
been written, 7.l.AEgavDpHlDEs, known only by their title, but no 'ballads', 
folk-poetry about Alexander, are known to have existed in the way that in 
the Byzantine age the Akritie ballads probably preceded the actual Akritic 
epics, which in their turn foreshadow the Aai·Ka TpayouDw of a later date. 
Subsequently the long tradition of the Byzantine Alexllnder-Rolllllllce, as it 
is preserved in more than one MS, in political verse, or in the later plp.aDa, 
is also literary and not popular. It is not until the eighteenth century, with 
the publication of the various Greek q,vAAaDw in Venice that the by then 

9 The Latin translation by Julius Valerius edited by Kuebler (Teubner, r888) has 
now been re-edited in the same series by M. Rosellini (Teubner, 1993). This new 
edition makes no change in the list of Alexandrias, but in general provides a full 
text based on a far larger manuscript tradition: see Rosellini, pp. v ff. I have retained 
the numeration of Kuebler, which is given by Rosellini in the margin of her edition. 
For the Armenian version, trans. A. M. Wolohojian, see above, p. 2 I n. 44. 
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very changed Band r traditions- largely the latter-become part of a 
popular literature, and then, popular printed literature, which is something 
very different from what we mean by 'folk-traditions'. or course, Alexander 
also appears in the KapaYKto{TJ puppet-plays, but these too have an iden
tifiable written origin. In other words, the Romance is not a prose version 
of early ballads of the type that Niebuhr and Macaulay thought lay behind 
the prose versions of the legends of early Rome in Livy, or, in modern 
terms, as the Robin Hood cycle of ballads lies behind the Scottish 
prose chronicles. It is work of the same general character as Sir John 
Mandeville's Travels, a conglomerate of earlier heterogeneous prose 
material. With the Mandeville tradition the Romance has many similarities, 
including the existence of a metrical version. 10 

We are concerned then not with sources in the commonly accepted 
sense, but with pre-texts, as I have called them, earlier items of different 
types which the unknown author of a selected to suit his own taste and 
that of his public. I have dealt above with the crucial question for us, that 
of the origin of the list of Alexandrias at the end of the ROl/lance, and we 
have seen that it is very probably an invention of the Ptolemaic period, to 
which the author of a added an additional clause which reflects conditions 
of a much later date. Before reverting to this 'Alexandrian' element I 
shall analyse five separate sections of the text, which are similar, easily 
identifiable 'implants'. 

I. The role of Alexander as the son of Olympias and Nectanebos, the last 
Pharaoh of Egypt. Nectanebos played an important part in native concep
tions of Egyptian history of the period just before the Macedonian conquest 
of Egypt-as the king who will return, or, alternatively, whose son will 
return, and Macedonian rule will thus be transformed into a new 
Pharaonic rule. II In the Romance, after Nectanebos has left Egypt-an 
event also recorded by Diodorus"-the Egyptians ask Hephaestus who will 
become King of Egypt, and the reply (once in verse) is, 'He who flees Egypt 
in strength and valour, old, and a King and Ruler, will return as a young 
man after an interval, casting off old age, and he will circle the earth, and 
here on the soil of Egypt he will subject our enemies to us.' We know that 
a cycle of Nectanebos-tales existed in Demotic in the second century Be, 
and we possess the text of a remarkable dream relating to him which is 
preserved in Greek among the papers of Apollonius, one of the K(LToxot 
of the Serapeum at Memphis, dated to the middle of the second century 

]() Those interested in pursuing the history of Mandeville's Travels will find full 
information in M. Letts, Sir Jolln Mandeville, Tile Man am/Ilis Rook (London, 1949), 
and in Tile Travels of Sir Jolln Mandeville, translated with an introduction by C. W. 
R. D. Moseley (London, Penguin, 1983). 

11 For the role of Nectanebos in contemporary literature see in general Pial. Alex. 
i. 680 IT., with notes. 

12 xvi. 51. 1. 
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BC. I. There can be no serious doubt that this section of the Romance was 
adapted by the author of a, or by some earlier writer, from an item of the 
Nectanebos-cycle. It is therefore a very early piece of Egyptian, not Greek, 
material in the text. We may note that this nationalistic Egyptian clement 
is closely paralleled in the Iranian tradition transmitted by 1'abari and 
Dinawari on the authority of 'some scholars', that Alexander was the 
brother of Darius III. The central feature of that episode is the marriage of 
Darius' daughter with Philip II, as a result of diplomatic negotiations, and 
Philip's rejection of her because her breath smelt, in spite of the cure for 
this found in the herb 'skadr'. On her return home pregnant, she gave 
birth to a son whom she called Iskander after the herb that had cured her 
(but not saved her marriage). The story varies a little: in 'fabari and Ibn 
al-Athir, Darius II married Olympias, who was daughter of the King of 
Rumi, and she was sent home because her breath stank, and gave birth 
to Alexander in Greece, whereas in Dinawari the unnamed daughter of 
Darius marries Philip. But in both versions Alexander addresses Darius III 
as 'my brother' when he reaches him only to find him dying of his 
wounds." 

This 'nationalistic' fiction in which Nectanebos appears as the father of 
Alexander may have been grafted on to the story of Ammon's paternity, 
which Plutarch found in Eratosthenes (who, surprisingly, accepted it), and 
which involves Ammon appearing as a snake to Olympias, but the pur
pose of the variation is not to establish the divinity of Alexander himself 
(as his Macedonian troops saw it), but to vindicate the continuation of 
Pharaonic rule through Alexander, and is thus a natural development of 
the Nectanebos-cycle. 

2. The story of Alexander's Dialogue with the Gymnosophists. This is 
known in various forms in the historical tradition, and it also occurs as a 
separate item in a Greek papyrus of about 100 BC. I discuss it further 
below; here it is enough to note that it too was available to the author of 
a in some form or other. 

3. The most significant identifiable clement for the student of the 
Hellenistic world is the section contained at the end of the entire work, iii. 
3 I -4. This consists of a self-contained narrative of Alexander's 'Last Days' 
and his testamentary dispositions. Having been poisoned (see above, 
p. 209), he dictates his will on his death-bed. In A the text of the will is 
merged with a Letter to the Boule and Demos of the Rhodians, which 
contains provisions some of which reflect the struggles of the Diadochi 
immediately after the death of Alexander, and which originally can only 
have been contemporary with those events. These magnify in particular 
the role assigned to Perdiccas, who was murdered in 321, and to a lesser 

"UPZ8I. 
H Par these stories see lhbari, l. 2 694 ff.; Dinawari, 3 [ ff. 
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degree Ptolemy." Other provisions, insertions of a later date, stress 
Alexander's concern for Rhodes, a concern that was not evident in his 
lifetime. The Will was to be deposited in Rhodes-a very important factor 
in any claims the Rhodians might make concerning Alexander in the 
Hellenistic world. fn a Latin text corresponding to this concluding section 
of A, which stands as a separate work entitled Liber de Marte Alexmulri 
Testamcntol]uc Alex£l/ldri Ma{jui (the title is in an Escorial MS), the Letter 
and the Will are separate, but both contain items favourable to Rhodes. 
Again, a papyrus of the late Ptolemaic period, C.IOO BC, contains a frag
ment of the Will, with variant passages also favourable to Rhodes. These 
passages must all reflect the tendentious purpose of a politically motivated 
narrative written by a Rhodian at a time when Rhodes was mistress of the 
Aegean, for one of the clauses of the Will is that Alexander TOUC; vlIatoJTas 

6.</>{lIatv EAwO.£povc;, Kat E1TtTP01TOVC; aVT<VV 'P08{ovc; ,,[vaL. The prominence 
accorded to ptolemy and to the burial of Alexander in Egypt, following his 
own instructions,16 also indicates a time when Rhodes was not disposed to 
dispute---was even inclined to further-the role of the Ptolemies as 
principal successors of Alexander. Both features suggest some time in the 
third century BC. It would not be difficult to find, among the many Rhodian 
chroniclers and historians mentioned by Polybius and in the Lindiall 
Chro/licle and elsewhere, several candidates for the authorship of such a 
work. Since the claim that Alexander deposited his will in Rhodes occurs 
also in Diodorus, in the eulogistic prelude to the account of the siege of 
Rhodes,17 it would be natural to assign to the admittedly Rhodian section 
of Diodorus (excluding, of course, the account of the actual siege) and the 

Ii See the detailed discussion of the whole document, and particularly the 
elements referring to the roles of Perdikkas and Ptolemy, by Merkelbach, op. cit. 
121-5 I, and for a possible reflection (outside the Romallce) of the role of Craterus 
see below, Additional Note, p. 224. Por the details of the Rhodian insertion, and the 
brief summary of it given here, see Pto!' Alex. ii. 947 n. r6, reference to which 
removes the necessity of repeating the evidence here, though the new piece of 
Rhodian evidence, POX!} 3823, referred to below, n. 28, must now be added to 
those already known. The nomination of Ptolemy as the husband of Alexander's 
sister Kleopatra in Ps. Call. iii. 33 = Jul. Val. ii. 58, cf. Diod. xx. 37. 3, (where the 
decision comes from Kleopatra), is rightly described by Herve, Aie.wlllderreic/1, ii. 2 I 3 
n. 2, as 'cine Erlindung in gloriam Ptolemaei'; cf. below, p. 226, n. 56. 

16 iii. .33. 10, the very positive statement, ilTOA€l-'aios OE TO'; '1-'0'; UWl-'aTOS 
y€v6J-'€vos q,uAar The link between Rhodes and ptolemy is emphasized in the new 
Rhodian fragment. 

17 Diod. xx. Sf. 3: Ot07TEP auvE{3atv€V al.h~v [sc. r~v rp6oov] TtP.aaOaL /LEV uc/>' €KaaTOU 

f3aULAtKat~ Swp€ai~, ayouaav O€ 1TOAVV Xpovov Elp~v1]v j.J..EyaA:qv E7T{oOatV l\a{3€iv 1TPOS 
aVfYJOtv' E7T; ToaOVTOV yap 7TPO€A1]l\uB€l Qvvap..€OJr; waB' InfEp fJ-€V TWV &'\'\wv 'EAA~VWV 
lS{ut TOll 1Tpor; TOUr; 1TEtparOS 7TOA€p.ov €1TUVatp€LaOat Kat Ka8apav 7TUpEx€o8at TWV 
KGKOUPYWV TrW BaAaT'TUV J TOV Sf 7TA.€LarOV laxvaavru TWV fWYJf1.0V€U0J.1.'€vwv }4).€guvopov 
7TpOTlI-t~aaVT' ath~v j-to)ltUrG TWV 1TOl\€WV Kat T~V VTfEP OAl]S T11S /3aatA€{as OtaO~K1JV EKE! 
O,uOa, Kat raAAa OavWi'ftV Kat 1TpoayftV .is 1J1T€pOx4v. Ammianus also knew of the 
Will, perhaps from the Romal1ce: see p. 18 n. 37. 
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Alexander-text a common source. This view, however, is not without its 
difficulties, and from the point of the view of the Romance it is sufficient 
that the beginning and the end of the work as they stand in A, and as 
they no doubt stood in a, the Nectanebos story and the Letter and the Will, 
are historically separate and identifiable items of Hellenistic date, in the 
first case of a date almost immediately after Alexander's death, in the sec
ond probably in the third century. 

4. I naturally include in this list of early material in the ROl/lance the list 
of Alexandrias, to which I have devoted considerable space above, in 
Chapter I. Here it suffices to repeat the conclusion reached there, that the 
list of cities in the Romallce, subsequently reproduced in the Excerpta 
Barbari [,a Una and other late Imperial annals, is of Ptolemaic origin, and 
probably of the later third century lie. The Hnal el1jambemel1t with the list 
is provided by the reference to the cities being 'still at this time inhabited 
and at peace', a reflection, it is suggested, of the lack of knowledge of the 
trans-Euphratic world in thc late third or early fourth century AD, when 
the a-version was completed. 

5. A further item, which forms a separate and distinct element in the 
ROlllance is a long account of the foundation of Alexandria in Egypt. It may 
be argued that this is a natural topic to be treated at length by an 
Alexandrian author of a supposed Life of Alexander, but here too there are 
grounds for supposing that the account was lifted bodily from an earlier 
source, though not lIecessarily one of Hellenistic (that is, ptolemaic) date. 
We saw above that the tradition of foundation-legends, K7{UEtS, regarding 
Alexandria appears to have originated in the third century Be at the 
latest, as soon, perhaps, as direct, living memory of that event had passed 
away, and is attested by the title of a poem by Apollonius Rhodius, of 
which one fragment survives. 18 Apollonius specialized in such K7{ms

literature-apart from the )1i\Etavopdas K7{UtS, we know of a NavKpaTEws 

K7{ms, a Kauvov K7{ms, a Kv{oov K7{UtS and a 'P6oov K7{ms written by him, 
all of which have been lost except for tiny fragments--and it seems likely 
that the tradition owed something to his example. It is natural to suppose 
that the long section on the foundation of Alexandria contained in the 
Romance derived from a work in that tradition, even if it is not a complete 
reproduction of any particular work. 19 The substance differs from that of 
An'ian in almost every way, and cannot be regarded as itself of historical 
value, although it contains precious isolated pieces of information, with 

18 See J. Michaelis, De Apollollii RllOdii Fraglllcntis (diss. Hal. 1885), 6. II (cf. 
Powell, Call. Alex . .5 fr.) = Sehol. Nicand. Ther. I I: il'pl youv T~S TWV ()U/(J'OVTWV 8'1P{wv 
YEV€a€W~ J OTt EaTtV EK TWV TtTavwlJ TOU ai'p.aTor; ... )l1ToA"wvwr; 0 'Pdowr; EI' T~t 71]r; 
)'V .. Egavopflw; KTlaEt a1TO TWV aTuyovwV TOU T7j~ r6pyolJor; a;/-LaTO~. cr. above, pp. 44-5. 

19 i. 30-3 (pp. 27-37). For the rererences to TOUTO T<) Eoaq,o<; (ef. below, p. 215) 
see 3 r. 2, 1TupaYEvu/-LEIJOS O€ E1Ti TOUTOU TOU EoarP0vr;, K.T.A.; ibid. 32, 1TupaYEvo/l€VOr; oov 
o :4AEgavopos EtS TOLITO TO {oarPor;, 
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which it is possible to supplement both that account and the detailed 
account of the topography by Strabo. It is therefore worth looking at it 
more closely. First we may notice that it is in this section that the author 
explicitly acknowledges that he is writing in Alexandria for Alexandrians: 
he says, with reference to the future site of the city, that Alexander arrived 
Et<; TOlJrO Tt) Eoa¢o<;, 'this place of ours'. It is at the same time clear, when 
we look at the topographical details themselves, that these are not of 
Ptolemaic date, but unmistakably Imperial. Although neither Ptolemies nor 
emperors are mentioned in it the author is continually calling attention to 
the fact that some local topographical names, supposedly, and probably 
actually, of early date, are 'still surviving today': the sixteen villages with 
their canals which had been blocked up at the foundation, 'and are still 
blocked up to-day';") of the two villages named after the two eponymous 
(and surely early Ptolemaic, or pre-Ptolemaic, if the term may be used) 
komarchs, Eurylochus and Melanthius, he says again, 'the names of these 
villages still survive';" and of a cult-practice supposedly inaugurated by 
Alexander the author says, 'whence the Alexandrians preserve this prac
tice even until now'. 22 This perspective of Imperial date is fully supported by 

10 i. 31. .1: at DE LS' KWP.Ut Elxov 11'orap.ovs t{3' f~EP€VyOP.EVOUS €ls T~V B&Aaaauv' Kat 

flEXpt viiI' at OtEKOP0Il-Ut aVU7TE,1>paYILfVat f.iaEv. Exwa8TJaav oi 1TO'Tap.Ot Kat aYVLat r1]S 
1ToAEWS Kat 7TAUT€Lat €y€v~OYJaav. DUD oE /-LOVal OtE{t€WUV, ot Kat a1TOPPEOV(Jtv fis T~V 
li6ltaaaav. 

11 i. 3 I. 7-8: {rgus TOtS apXtTEKTOOtV 0 )tA€guvopos €7TtTP€,pWV aUToL':}, olr; ~ovAOVTat 
fiETPOLS T~V noAH' K'r{~€tv. at oE xwpoypa¢ovaL TO /-tijKOS rijs 7TOAEWS a7TO TOU LJpa.KOVTOS 
TOU KaTd T~V Ta¢JOatpLaK~V rULvEav ftEXPL TOU }4yaOooa{iJ-OVOS TOU KUTd Tal' l(uvw1Tov, Kat 
a1TO TOU MEvD1]a{ov fws T~S (?TWV) Eupvi\oxou I(at MfAav(){ou TO 1TAtlTOS. Kat KfAftJEL TOrS 

KarOtKm}aL KWflU{OtS p.Era{3alvElv a1TD x IlLA.twV T~S 1TOAfWS €~wJ XWPYJf.tu atirois 

xapw6wvos, 1TpoaayopEuaas auro,;s i'1ItEguvOPEtS. ~aav 0< apx'</>ooo, rwv KW!-'WV rOTE 
Eupv).,0Xos Kat Md6vliws' OliEV Kat ~ ovo!-'aata E!-'HVEV. It seems natural to suppose, 
both because of the names themselves, of which Eurylochus is characteristic of 
Macedonia and Thessaly in the 4th and 3rd cents BC, and also because their names 
'survived until the present' that the the two individuals belonged to the early days 
of the city (in view of the plural KW!-'WV the correction rwv for r1js seems desirable). 
The area 'of Eurylochus', no doubt the same village, is referred to in a papyrus of 
5 BC, BGU IT 21 (Sel. Pap. 41), linked with a locality called i'1pau'ot<;: see the pas
sage quoted in full in Ptol. Abc:. ii. 25 I n. 82. Schubart, ad loc., identHied 
Eurylochus with the Magnesian mercenary leader mentioned by Polyb. v. 63 as 
commanding some Ptolemaic troops at Raphia (pI> 2] 60); but the prevalence of the 
name in 4th-cent. Macedonia makes the alternative suggested here preferable, even 
though it does not provide a specific identification. M€>.6vlIws is a pan-Hellenic 
name: see e.g. J,GPN i, S.v. (23 exx.) The canal LlpaKwv, attested only here, might 
represent a survival of the story apparently told by Apollonius regarding the birth 
of poisonous animals from the blood of the Gorgon; cf. above, n. 19. 

11 i. 32. 12: €K€AEVOE OE 0 J4.A€~avDpo~ TOts cpUAa~l TWV OiKWV airov ooO~vaL' ot O€ 
Aa[3ovTES dA~OaVTt:S Kat dOYJP01TOL1JOa/A-EVOt T~V t~j1i.pav TOLS EVOlKOVOtt O&i\Aov (>tooaotV. 
OefV Kat P.€Xpt TOU OEVPO TOUTO)' TOJ! vopov c/>vft.arrouut 1Tap' )1i\€~aV8pEVatv. The survival 
of (he tomb of Alexander, the Eij!-,a or Ew!-,a (cf. Ptol. Alex. ii. 32, n. 79) is simi
larly described ibid. 34. 6, TOr€ oVv 1TO'" aurw, r6</>0l' l1rolt€!-'uios €V ril< i'11t€gavop€{a" 
05 f1-€XPl TaU VVV KuA€lrat Jt)..€gavopou a-qJ1.u, Kat EKE' €BatPEV athov IJ-Eyai\o1TpE7TW5. This, 
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the topographical names and the names of the public buildings that occur 
in the Romallce, none of which occurs in Ptolemaic documentary sources or 
in Strabo." One example of this may serve for many. Alexander is reliably 
reported to have founded the city in the area of the Egyptian village of 
Rhakotis, and Rhakotis, which embraced the Hill of the Serapeum, lay in 
the south of the city close to the canal which linked the city with Schedia 
in the northern delta, and so eventually with the Nile. In the Ptolemaic 
period the canal was in full use, and there was a harbour close to the 
Serapeum, attested by contemporary documents, for transshipment of 
goods to the main Mediterranean harbour." In the Romallce the Rhakotis 
canal and the harbour have disappeared, and their place is taken by 'what 
is IIOW called the street of the Great God Sarapis'." This was the ceremonial 
dromos that led up to the Serapeum Hill from the south, that is, from the 
canal, when the Serapeum was monumentalized in the reign of Hadrian. 
Of course, the description precedes the destruction of the Serapeum by 
Theophilus and his monks in the eighties of the fourth century.'" 

From these specific elements, which indicate the nature of the material 
which the author of a either incorporated ready-made into his narrative, 
unchanged, or else (as is the case with the last item) slightly modified to 
meet the material conditions of Imperial Alexandria, we may turn to con
sider two clements which run through the whole narrative. 

6. The most noticeable overall feature of the Romallce is the preponder
ance of letters. Much of the narrative consists of correspondence between 
Alexander and Olympias and Alexander and Aristotle. There is not a single 
major episode, except for the birth and death of Alexander, which is not 
covered in part or in whole by this elaborate complex of correspondence, 
which not only deals with the conventional themes of Alexander's claims 
to divinity, his aims, and so on, but also includes extended records of 
'mirabilia' seen, about which he writes to Aristotle (the correspondence 
has a long history in the cast, particularly in Arab writers, and in the west, 
notably in the Secreta Secretorum).27 Papyri containing parts of collections of 

however, does not occur in A but is found in Arm (§ 284), and the B version, as 
well as in various subsidiary texts; these are worked into one text by Kroll in his 
edition, on the basis of Arm. as iii. 34. 

" On this point see already Ausfeld, nil. MilS. 55 (J 9(0), 348 ff., esp. pp. 357 ff. 
H See PRyl. 576, a papyrus of the last quarter of the 3 I'd cent. !lC, which refers 

to the unloading of river craft 7TPO'; Tan EV 'PaKWTft I:apa7TIE{WI. See Pial. Alex. ii. 78 
n. J82. 

" i. .3 1. 4 (in continuation of the passage quoted above, n. 20): . . . 
€1TtKUAov/l-€lIOL PaKwT{Tl1~ 1ToTap..6~, or; I'VV Sp6fto~ TOU f1.EyaAov 8EOU Lapa1Tloor; TVYXaVH. 

'6 Por this epochal event see above, p. 15. 
J7 I cannot give here a full account of this correspondence. See the summary in 

G. Cary, Tile Medieval Ale.\'{mder (Cambridge, 1956), 21~3, and M. Plezia, Arislat. 
Iipist. FragIH. (Warsaw, 1961), passilll; the Secreta Secretanl/I! has been edited by M. 
Manzalaoui as vol. 276 of the Early English Texts series (Oxford, 1(77). For the 
Arabic traditions see above, p. 47 n. 1. 
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similar, or the same, letters date from the first century Be, and others of 
Imperial date show that interest in such collections was maintained.'" 
MerkcIbach has argued that the original form of the Romance was such a 
Briejrom(//l, '" and though it is clear that letters, however early we may sup
pose them to have originated, cannot be the sole nucleus of the work, there 
is no doubt that they represent a major, detachable element which runs 
right through the Romance, and developed subsequently. Enoch Powell had 
argued previously, on the basis of the frequent citations of letters in 

" The earliest papyrus is PHlIlII/J. 129, of the rst cent. Be, no. XI in Merkelbach's 
corpus (sec next note). L. L. Gunderson, in ltpxa{a MaK.aOV{a, i (1970), 356ff. 
claims that the Icller from Alexander to Aristotle preserved as Ps. Call. iii. I7, in A 
(immediately following on the inserted text of Palladius, De BI'llIIllIll/!i/JIIS, for which 
sec below, pp. 223-4) dates to the years 316-308 Be, on the ground that the 
partially independent Latin version of this, the Rpisto/ll A/e.wmdri lid ArisloteIelll (Jul. 
Val. 216, II. 2- 5, ed. Kuebler; sec also the edition by W. W. Boer, Bpistolll Alex{//ulri 
lid codicll//! fidelll etc., The Hague, 1953 [repro 1973]) contains an oracular reference 
to the forthcoming death of Olympias and to the sisters of Alexander as being alive: 
Maler tllll (i.e A/exlInder) tllrpissilllO t[1I{//u/ot[lIe exit II inseplllta illce/Jit in via, praeda 
avilllll jel'llrulllt[ue. Sorores tuae jeIices dill e/'llllt llt III jllclae. The corresponding 
passage in A is quite different (iii, 17, 41 : WTa af OA{YOV xpovov Ka, ~ !'-1T'IP aov Kat 
~ yuv~ aov KaK~V KaKWS a1ToAouVTUt uno TWV istwv Kat at aO€Ac/>a{ (TOU inTO TWV 1T€pi OE, 
while Julius and Arm. omit the relations altogether. B follows the A-tradition (p. 
IS 2, Bergson): J.t€Ta OE oA{yov Xp6vov Kat ~ J1-~TYjP aou Kat ~ yuv~ aou KaK~V KUKWS 

a1ToAoUVrat. In spite of the unanimity of the a-tradition it is possible that the version 
in the Bpistola is a stray from one of the early propaganda pamphlets. I may note 
in this connection the fragmentary block in the Paul Getty Museum, published by 
S. Bernstein in the Getty Museum Amlllal, 12 (I984), 154 ff. (SIlG xxxiii. 802; cf. 
above, p. 12, n. 25), the front face of which shows the central portion of a relief of 
a horse and chariot, or cart, and unidentifiable ligures, belonging to a Ta/Jula Iliaca, 
(cf. lGUR, sub 163.3) below which is the central portion of four lines of text in 
which a Darius speaks or writes in the first person ( ... Ka, yap s'pg'ls " TO "'ws !,-O' 

aous ... ). Bernstein subsequently, in Zl'Il 77 (1989), 275ft'., identified this as part 
of the same text of correspondence between Alexander and Darius as that preserved 
in PHalll/). ii. 129, and this is reinforced by R. Merkelbach, ibid. 277 ff., who prints 
the identical passage from A and the B-texts (both having a.{gas for the stone's 
aous). The inscription and the relief are part of one and the same monument, to be 
dated (I would guess) to the 2nd cent. lie. The back of the relief contains a later 
inscription consisting of a part of the Cltronicon Rommlllm (IG xiv. 1297 = FGrH 
252). It is very remarkable that this apocryphal correspondence should have been 
inscribed on a chance (?) monument. This shows once more how many and 
various, and in this case inexplicable, are the ways in which the Romance tradition 
was handed down to posterity before it became canonized in the a-teXt. Another 
recently published fragment, POx!J 3823 of the 1St cent. AI>, is clearly on the 
historical side of the dividing line between popular history and rhetorical exposition 
on the one hand and fable and the Rommlce on the other. 

29 Op. cit. 32 ff., for an analysis of the material. Merkelbach gives a complete 
collection of such letters, both as given in the Romallce and in papyri on 
pp. 195-219 (thirty-eight items). The theory of a collection of letters as an element 
in the early strata of the ROlllance was already put forward by Erwin Rohde, Die 
Griecllisclle Roman (r876), 183 ff. = 3rd edn. 197ff. 
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Plutarch's Life oj Alexander, that a corpus of such letters was one of his 
sources.'" 

7. The other general ingredient is verse. A good deal of the narrative is 
in choliambic verse--scazons, limping iambic trimeters-and more that is 
not so transmitted can be very easily put into choliambs (for instance, 
Hephaestus' oracle to Alexander, already mentioned above in connection 
with the Nectanebos story). A. D. Knox, who did not invent the theory, 
but certainly gave it wide circulation, maintained that 'It is clear that 
for large portions this life of Alexander rests on a choliambic basis; and 
we may hazard a guess that the whole is based on an anthology of 
Alexander's deeds in which the choliambic verses (as far as they extended) 
occupied pride of place.''' That is a large claim, and no doubt Knox 
exaggerated, though it is no argument against him to say that there are 
no choliambs in the Liber de Marte Alexa/1{lri, for he claimed only that they 
once held pride of place 'as far as they extended'. Nor were the Letters in 
choliambs; they are in normal epistolary style (the papyrus versions were 
unknown to Knox). Nevertheless, there are some 250 such verses, and 
Knox supplied more by minor manipulations. 

There are parallels to this melange of prose and simple verse in two or 
three very different milieux. First, we may note the fragments assigned to 
the astrological treatise that passed under the names of the two early 
astrologers, Nechepso and Petosiris, in which there are a good many 
iambic senarii, and of which Usener rearranged sections of the prose 
fragments in iambics." A still more striking parallel occurs in a Christian 
context, in the versions of the Life of St Spy rid on, Bishop of Trimithus, on 
Cyprus, at the time of the Council of Nikaia, the same who is now, and 
has been for long centuries, the Patron Saint of Kerkyra. Of the UJe of 
Spyridon there exist several versions, which bear to each other a relation
ship not unlike that which we know from the Alexander-Romance, two or 
three different versions that have developed from a lost original that can 
be seen in different degrees below the various versions. In this case the 
base-text was an iambic hagiographical biography assigned to Bishop 
Triphyllius, the pupil of Spyridon, and later Bishop of Ledra or Leukosia, 
though he did not write it. The fact that the poem, which is largely an 
account of the miracles of the saint, was written in the later part of the 

lO ]HS 69 (1939), 229ff. 
II See the Loeb Heroi/as, p. 288. It is to be noted that the verses in which Ammon 

replies to Alexander's enquiry regarding his death (i. 33, I r) contains only a few 
scazonic endings among some forly iambic lines. The corresponding section of Jul. 
Val. (i. 31) is wholly in iambic senarii. 

11 The fragments are in Plli/ol. Suppbd. 6 (1891-3), 327-94, with notes by 
Usener; cf. Pial. Ale,,'. ii. 630 f. nn. 489 ff. In a different context, we may compare 
the Leiters of Alciphron, based on Attic New Comedy, especially Menander, much 
of which can be turned back into the 'original' iambic senarii: see the Introduction 
by Fobes to the Loeb Alcipllroll, Aelilll/ etc. 
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fourth century, and was thus read in Christian circles (certainly in Cyprus, 
and probably in Alexandria) at about the same time as the choliambics 
of the Romance were in circulation in pagan circles, makes it of especial 
interest to us, and justifies a further analysis at this point. Similarly the 
fact that some of the miracles ascribed to the saint were eventually repre
sented in frescoes, for the benefit of those unable to read the edifying poem 
provides a valuable parallel between hagiographical literature and the 
Alexandrian illustrated World-Chronicles and smaller works which are 
linked to the Romallce. II 

There are two main versions of the biography, the full version by 
Theodore, Bishop of Paphos, written in AD 655, which exists in a number 
of manuscripts of the tenth and eleventh centuries, and an anonymous, 
truncated version, preserved in a single Laurentian MS of AD I02I. Of 
these two versions the latter, so far as it goes, is closer to the iambic 
original, the rhythms of which can be detected in several places. The 
language is more 'elevated' and more diffuse than that of Theodore. 
Theodore, for his part explains that the elevation of the style of the poem, 
which he did not believe to have been written by Triphyllius, had led him 
to write his prose version." He also provides the interesting information 
that when the poem was recited on the occasion of the saint's festival the 
unlettered faithful were able to appreciate his (Juv/-,-ura by their depiction 
in frescoes on the walls of the Church at Trimithous." We are reminded 

II There is a very full study, with edition of all versions of the Life, by P. Van 
den Ven, ta J,c!gel/(!e de S. Spyridol1, I~veqlle de Trilllolltile (Bib!. du Museon, 33) 
(Louvain, I953). The recoverable Iambic portions are there assembled (pp. 
r I 5*-120*) by Paul Maas, a less prolific composer of verses than A. D. Knox. 
Spyridon himself is a figure who occurs in the ecclesiastical historians as a 
participant at the Council of Nikaia, and Triphyllius as Bishop of Ledra, a highly 
respected literary figure (see DCB, s.v.), eloquelltissillllls, according to Jerome, De Viris 
IIIllstr. 92, the supposed author of the poem, was also known to Socrates, 
Sozomenos and others: see Van den Ven, pp. 1* fr., esp. pp. 44* fr. The Suda, T I032 
has Tpt¢UAAIOS, Err{uKorros, paOrJT~S l:rrvp{owvos TOU lIavpaTovpyoU TOU Kvrrp{ov' os 
€YpalPE Ta Oavp.ara TOU oatov Kat T€po,TOUpyOV 1TaTpo~ ~f1-WV L7TUp{SWVOS' WS 
Yfypa1TTat €V TO" f3{Wt aUTOU ot'lapf3wv' il xp~ EK'rJTiiuat ws Mal' W¢fAtpa. The whole 
tradition of the Life, investigated in great detail by Van den Ven, provides a very 
instructive parallel to the early development of the Romallce. 

H p. 77: raura P.€V oJv EV T~C f3{{1AWl ri]c oui lup.{3wv €KTfBf{a7Jc fOpOV, llvTtva {j{{1Aov 

AfYOV<1tV inTO TOU ay{ou 1TaTpo~ ~f-tWV TptCPUAA{OV TOU jla81}Tou TOU arhou YfVOp.fVOV 

€1Ttal(01TOU T~S I(aAAtvtK~a€wv 7TOAEWS ~TOt AEUKWV eEWV a.ylas TOU e€OU €KKAYJa{as 

dvaYEYpa¢Oat. He continues: Eyw DE OUK o[pat TOU rrpoPPrJ0fVTOS 1TaTpos Tpt¢UA/..{OV 
€lJJal TO TOtOVTOV avyypaftl-'al d'\Aa TWOS' p,€TaaXOVTOS' OAtYTJS TtVOS 1Tp01TUtOe{as 7Tot'YJp.,a 
U1TOAUP.f3&.vw Elvat, 01T£P avyypup./-LU EiTE E1TL ~W1}~ £tTE fLETa OavaTOU EK 7TOAA~S' rrpoS' TOY 
aywv Tptq;vAAWV TOV f7T{aK01TOV aya7T~S 0 1TOt~aaS' 760E TO auyypaf-tfLa WS E~ aUTOU 
y<vop<vov aim;" ErrEypaop<V. The anonymous author of the Laurentian version 
stresses the need for a 'demotic' version for the faithful (p. T04, init., § I, KOLVOT<POS 
.:Ioyos). 

" p. 89, top: at the entrance to the cathedral at Tremithous, Erral'W TOU I (89) 
/-LEaOU l1vAEWVOS ~youv TijS &'PXOVTtKfJS Bupae; TOU vaou EvOa KEiraL ro r{JlLOV AEbpal'ov TOU 
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both of the illuminated cycles of the Alexander-Rolllallce and of the illus
trated World-Chronicles discussed in the body of this essay. All these pro
ductions, Christian or pagan, secular and religious, thus catered for the 
needs of the illiterate as well as the literate. 

A significant earlier example of the same prosaic metrical habit is to be 
seen in an Alexandrian choliambic epitaph of the second century AD some 
thirty lines long, 'f> which refers in its closing lines to Alexander and his 
father- Ammon: 

018' au MUlc'l8wv ,) {3aalt..nJs )JM~av8pos 

OV r{I<TEV J!/fLfLWV 8EfLEVOS ds oc/nv fLoPcP~V, 1<. r .t... 

This resembles the scazons of the ROlllance in theme and language (in this 
couplet), and Knox thought that it might have been composed by the 
author of those scazons. That is no doubt fanciful, but there seems at 
present at least no reason to assign the verses of the Romallce to a pre
Imperial date; they represent a metrical tradition of the Alexander-story, 
verse of a humble order, analogous to the hagiographical iambics, and 
foreshadowing the Byzantine versions in political verse. Humble though it 
is, however, it is stili literature, and not folk-poetry. It is to be noted that 
the scrupulous Julius Valerius, when he translated the Greek version of a, 
a translation which is extremely close to A, retained many, but not all, of 
these choliambic verses, and indeed preserved a section of some tweniy
live lines that are not in A. On the other hand the Band r traditions 
jettisoned, or lost, them, though a trace of them may survive in a Syriac 
metrical version which shows affinities with those traditions. 17 

ay{ou 1Ta7po~ ~fU;)v Lnup{owvor;, EiKWV 1TaaaV T~V lh~Y1JaLV rUlJr7]J1 YEypUfLfLEVYJV E'xovaa 
fiETIJ. Kat ",\,\WV TLVWV fi~ YEypafififvwv EVTuvOa, K.T.'\ . ... (90. 4 IT.): EYfVE70 Bf fiEYo.,\'1 
xapa 1TaaU' Toi~ T~V cPlAOXPlUTOV 1TOALV TPLfLouBoVVTU alKovow Kat 7TaoLV Toir; aUVax8€Latv 
EV T~l P-V~JL7Jf.. TOU GEf3aap.{ou 1TuTpor;. Ol1]1TOpOUVTO yap TtVES' 7TEpt TOVTOO TOU BUUp.UTOS' 
/-lETa T~V dvayvwGUJ ,d upa dA7J8ij flaw Tn ElpYJpi.va €V TWt ~{Wt TOU aY/Du nilt oUI lafL{3wv 
aVVTUxO€Vn. ~vtKa OE €7T€GK€ifJav T~t ypac/>i}t T~S €lKOVOS o{ 7TpO€tpTJP-'VOt 4>tAOXptGTOt 
aVsp€S I(at ADi1TOI' EyvwaOl] r, {aTopla OHl T~S TWV avayvwaO€VTWV Oi1}y~aEws, 1TaVT€S 

'f}v¢>puvB1}aav Kat Eo6gaaav Twe OEUH E1Tt TOtJrWl. ~vTlVa (lKOVa Kat o[ 1TPo€tPllf-tEI'Ol aywt 
apXlEpEtS O€aauJ.tEVOt Kat dKptf'ws T~V TaVT'rys ypa¢~v KaTGILu(J6vTES Kat 1Tl\l1porPopl]8fVT(:.s 
1To.VV '1vyo.u8'1uav, K.7.'\. On this passage see further Van den Ven, pp. 81*-84*. 

'f> SEG viii. 372 (GVl 1935) = E. Bernand, lllseript. mlitr. de I'E{f!J)Jte, 71. 
17 Par this text, translated by Budge at the back of his Syriac Ale.\'(lIIder see C. 

IIunnius, Das S!JI'isc/le Ale.\,(lIIderlied (Giittingen, 1904), with the text in ZDMG 59 
(1906). The fantastic legend embodied in these verses has much in common with 
the two later Greek traditions, and has no connection with the prose Syriac ROlllallce 
translated by Budge, which derives from the A-tradition (see above, p. 48 n. 2; cr. 
IIunnius, Ale.\'lllulerlied, 17 n. I. The original date of the legend in the poem derives 
from the statement that the Hun will invade the oikolllllCllC in 826 and 940, and 
bring about the final downfall of the Roman Empire. These are years of the SeJeucid 
era: 826 = AD 514, and 940 (which lies in the future, and must be close to the date 
of composition) = AD 628. The peace of AD 638 was evidently not yet signed. The 
surviving poem is later than the legend. 
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Finally, when we have considered all these constituent parts of the text, 
what can we say of the author of a itself? Some indications of this having 
been given above, with reference to the list of Alexandrias, I may confine 
myself here to the evidence that has not been referred to earlier in this 
study. I therefore regard as unnecessary of further demonstration the fact 
that the author wrote his work in Alexandria, some time before the 
surviving Alexandrian Annals, the Golenischev papyrus, and the Paschal 
Chrollicle, but we may note that internal evidence establishes this date 
within more precise limits. A passage dealing with Alexander's supposed 
teachers, missing in A, but given by both the Latin translator, Julius 
Valerius, and the Armenian version, reads, Si quid ill{jllirere clIriosills voles, 
sat tibi lector Jwbeto {jllartlllll Favorini librlllll, qui Ollllligellae Historiae Sllper
scriiJitllr, and the Armenian version has 'but Paphovranos mentioned these 
matters in the fourth book of his all-encompassing learned histories'; a 
clear reference to the fourth book of Favorinus' najJTOoa1T~ '[UTOpia." The 
passage must have stood in a, since the Armenian version is translated 
from the Greek, not the Latin. So, whether we regard the passage as a 
contribution to the narrative by the author himself (as seems most likely), 
or as part of a block of imported material, the work as a whole must be 
later than Favorinus, irrelevant though he is to the narrative itself. 
Consequently the reign of Antoninus Pius, during which Favorinus was 
active, must furnish a term ill liS post quelll. Julius Valerius himself provides 
a fairly close upper limit. He is probably identical with the homonymous 
consul of AD 338; his full name is known from the Excipit of bk. i and the 
Illcipit of bk. ii of his translation to have been Julius Valerius Alexander, 
vir clarissimus, Polemius. 19 A date c. AD 350, within a few decades, is 
recommended by this identification alone. If he is also identical with the 
anonymous author of the Itillerariwll Alexandri Maglli Traiallique, the short 
(and incomplete) work dedicated to Constantius to encourage him on the 
occasion of his departure to the Persian Wars in AD 340, we reach 
approximately the same date. The Itillerarilllll has a great deal in common 
verbally with Julius, and the most likely explanation is that they are the 
work either of the same man or of two men, both writing in similar Latin, 
who used the same source. The date fits very well with the known date of 
Julius' consulship, and his authorship should probably be accepted;1O 

lH The passage relating to Favorinus would have stood at i. I3. 4 in A: see Kroll 
ad lac. In Julius, i. 7 Kuebler read GraeC1l11l from the Paris MS Lat. 4880 (sec his p. 
xxiii), but Rosellini has restored Qllartlllll from the much earlier Epitome originally 
published by Zacher (see her nole 33 on p. xxvi). The Armenian passage is on 
p. 33, § 29· For Favorinus see furlher above, p. 44; it will be recalled that he is 
quoted by Slephanus of Byzantium s.v. )J;\E~aVOpEta. 

19 See RE, Julius (520); PUU! i, s.v. Julius Polemius 3-4. 
", For the lext of this short work which in Cod. Ambr. 1'. 49 follows the text of 

Julius (cf. Kuebler, pp. xxii-xxiii, Rosellini, pp. xix ff.), see the recent edition by 
H. J. Hausmann (Diss. Kaln, 1968/7°), which has a full apparatus criticus, with 
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A further point provided by Julius is unfortunately indecisive. To the list 
given in A,'J of cities comparable in size to Alexandria, where A gives 
Rome as '14 miles' (he says 'stades', but he means 'miles'), followed 
immediately by the dimensions of Alexandria, Julius very precisely adds 
nom/um adiectis /lis partibl/s, Cluae lIlultl/m cOllgemillasse lIlaiestatis eil/s 
lIlagnificclltialll vislllltl/r."' Whether he himself added the unmistakable 
reference to Aurelian's extension of the Roman Walls between 270 and 
275, or whether he found it in a, we cannot tell, because the Armenian 
version seems to be incomplete at this point; it has a reference to Rome, 
but it is not very specific, nor is it clear that the translator has reproduced 
the printed Armenian text in full in his translation. We can only use the 
reference to Aurelian's rebuilding as a terminlls ante Cluem for a if we are 
satisfied that some comparable phrase has not dropped out of A, and we 
cannot be certain of that. If a does actually date to before 275 then we 
must envisage a period of about half a century between it and Julius's 
translation. In any case a date in the early part of the fourth century 
places the author of the work in the milieu of the period when history and 
legend were barely distinguishable, and when the Alexandrian Annals 
took the shape in which they survive for us in the annalistic works which 
derive directly from the ROlllance, at least as far as the list of Alexandrias 
and the associated reference to the cities that were still inhabited and 
continued to prosper-probably within the frontiers of the Sassanian 
Kingdom-are concerned. II If this date is approximately correct one 

prolegomena, but docs not deal with the question of authorship. Ch. Muller's edn., 
op. cit. after his text of Ps. Call., is very incomplete: see the valuable article of 
Kubitschek, RE, s.v. Itinerarium Alexandri. Merkelbach discusses the work (on the 
basis of MUller's edition), op. cit. (1st edn. only), 179-82, with further bibliography 
(see also Rosellini, p. xix n. 21). The early study of Zacher, Pselldocallistllenes (Halle, 
1867),49-84, is very full and dear; he accepts a direct derivation from Julius, but 
does not argue for a single author; so also apparently Hausmann, pp. 1 v-v. The 
!tin. and Julius agree against A in a small detail which suggests unity of authorship 
(see Zacher, 54ff., Merkelbach, 179fr.). According to A (ii. 8. I; p. 74. 4ff.) and 
Arm. (§ 154) (and the B-tradition: a1ToovaU(-lEvos) Alexander swam in the Cydnus 
river naked (a1TEovaaTo) while Jul. (p. 84, T 4) and [tin. (ch. xxviii) say he was 
wearing his armour (Jul., IIlla eWII armis; Hin. rctelltans anna). The historians and 
their followers do not allow us to determine which course Alexander followed. Arr. 
ii. 8, says only 01 oE Es TOV [{vovov rroTa(-l0v Myovat p{.jJaVTa "J)gaaBat, Diod. xvii. 3 T. 
4 -6, omits the swim and refers only to the consequent. illness, Plut. Alex. 19 has 
only 0; DE AOUaUfJ-€VWL €V Tun TOU !(VOVOV p€vp.an KUTU1TaYfIJTt 1TpOO1TEGfiv A'YOU(H, while 
CR iii. 5. 2, has Jlull'ere simul ac suriore pe/Jusum regenl illvitavit liquor jlwllillis, ut 
calirium !we corpus abluel'et; itaque veste deposita ill cOllspectll agmillis ... desce/l(!it ill 
jlwllillc, which Val. Max. iii. 8. Ext. 6, resembles: acstll et itilleris Jervorc ill Cilicia pcr
caleJactl/s, CyrillO, qui aquae liqllOre cOllspicuus Tarsoll illtc/jll/it, corplls Slllllli illlmcrsit. 
It seems most probable that Julius has reproduced the same version. [See Addenda] 

·11 i. 31. ] 0 

" i. 26. 
" See above, pp. II ff. 
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claimant to authorship of the original Romallce may be excluded. This is 
the Heracleides whom Plutarch quotes as 'the authority relied on by the 
Alexandrians' as witness to the legend of Alexander's vision of Proteus at 
the time of the foundation of the city, which closely resembles the version 
in the A-tradition. This authority, whoever he was, is far too early to have 
co-ordinated all the strands that make up the Romance as we have recon
structed it. The survival of his name as a separate authority for a fictitious 
legend shows once more that local Alexandrian legends not far removed 
from the 'Vulgate' historical tradition, sometimes associated with a specific 
name, circulated from a comparatively early date, and were available to 
the author of the a-version, but shows no more than that." A tantalizing 
reference to 'the work in one book which the Alexandrians wrote about 
the Life of Alexander' which appears in a corrupt Byzantine text unfortu
nately does not stand up to examination}' 

I end this analysis with an example of how the mythopoeic element con
tinued and developed even after the a-version of the Romance had taken 
approximately the form we must suppose it to have had when it first 
circulated. This concerns Alexander's well-known dialogue with the 
Gymnosophists, to which I have already referred as being one of the 
detachable elements in the Romance. Palladius, the Bishop of Helenopolis, 

·H See Plut. Alex. 26. 3: €lli', 01T€P at }V.€gavlip€i~ MyolJGLv, 'HpaKl..€{IiTf' 1TWT€VOVT€~, 
&).:1]0'<; €(]TtV, OUKOVV apyos QuSE uauftf3oAos avrci'H aVGTpaT€UEtV e'OtK€V 'V/.LYJpos. A€yovat 
yap on 7~~ Alyv1TTou KpaT~aa~ E[30UA€TO 1ToALV 11€YUATfV Kat 1ToAuuvBpw1Tov 'EAATfv{lia 
aVJloudaas E1T(fwv/-t0v Enurou KaTUAUT€LV, Kat Twa TonDl' yvwftTft TWV apXLTEKT<)VWV DGal' 

OVO€1TW OtEIl€TPEtTO leal 1Tfpd{3aAAfv. E[Ta J)VKTWP KOl/-UtlJ1-fVOS orptV flOE Buvp,ao'T'l1V" dv~p 
7TOALOS ElJ jLQ.l\a T~V KOJ.tTJV Kat Yfpapos TO €lSOS' EOOgEV aUTWt napaaTas AEyEll' ni ETTY] 
TaOE' 

NiJaor; E1THTa TlS- lan 7ToAuKAUUTWL EJ1t 1TOVTWt, 

AlYV7TTOU 1TpoTTapol8f' l/>apov DE € KlKA~aKOVallJ. 
" Niceph. Call. (PC I46, p. 564), refers to a p.ovo[3,[3Aav " €l~ Ttlv }V,€~uvlipov [3{ov 

E1TEypwpav oi .!'I.A<~«v8p€i~. This reproduces Socr. HE iii. 23 fin., a corrupt passage in 
which Socrates is describing the ease with which oracles prophesied immortality: 
KU{TOL Kat TOVS- XPYJap.ou~ Kat TO fJ-OV6f3l~AOV <> )1Dpta~ fLS TOV J4Aftuvopov {HoI' E1TEypUlpfv, 
'1TWTUP.€VO~, 1<.7.1... This passage was emended by Valesius in his translation of 
Socrates as follows: 'singularem Iibrum quem An'ianus de Alexandri vita com
posuit', but he thought that the true reference was to Lucian's Ufe of Alexllllder of 
AlJlUloteiC/lOS: Adnot. in Socr. p. 47: 'certe vox .!'I.op{a~ tolerari non potest. Neque 
enim ullus unquam eo nomine est appellatus. Itaque Nicephorus pro ea voce 
substituit .!'I.A€~avlip<is pessime. Intelligit porro Socrates hoc loco librum Luciani, qui 
vulgo )jAE~avlipo~ ii tpEVo6p.a"T<~ inscribitur. Quo in libro Lucianus fraudem & 
praestigias Alexandri cujusdam Paphlagonis, qui oraculum callide machinatus 
fuerat, describit. Quare pro .!'I.0p{M vel avop{as ut in Florentino cod ice legitur, 
scribendum est AOUI<U1V6~. Nisi dicamus Socratem memoria lapsum, librum hunc 
Adriano vel Arriano cuidam adscripsisse.' From this it seems to emerge that a 
p.ovo[3'flAo~ was known to Socrates, but it is quite impossible to determine whether 
it did describe oracles uttered to Alexander the Great or Alexander of Abunoteichus 
(the context would suit either), though of course nUmerous oracles relating to the 
former were known, both in and outside the tradition of the R01I!1l11ce. 
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author of the Lallsiac History and of the biography, in dialogue-form, of 
John Chrysostom (I take the identification of the author for granted; it does 
not very much matter in this context), also wrote a small pamphlet called, 
in its Latin translation, the Dc GClltibus Illdiac et Bragmalliblls, which is to 
be found at the end of some MSS of the Lallsiac History and is also insert
ed in the text of A, without indication of separate authorship, after a brief 
account of Alexander's own meeting with the Brachmans.'" This little 
work of only a few pages exists in almost as many variants, excerpts and 
Latin translations as the ROl/lance itself. 47 It is divided into two parts, in the 
first of which Palladius himself speaks, whereas the second is ascribed by 
Palladius at the end of the first part to Arrian;'x who is known to have 
intended to write on the Brachmans, and the !irst eleven sections of this 
second part are included by Jacoby among the dubious fragments of 
Arrian.'9 The first part of the work describes how Palladius met a 
grammarian from Thebes when he (Palladius) was on his way to India, at 
Adulis on the Ethiopic coast; the grammarian then describes to Palladius 
his experiences in trying to enter Ceylon. Part II follows, with the pseudo
Arrianic version of Alexander's meeting with the Gymnosophists. 

It is obvious that this pamphlet, written at about the turn of the fourth 
and fifth centuries AD, has nothing to do with the ROlllance. We may be 
certain that it was not in a since it is neither in Valerius nor in the 
Armenian version. But it is in A, and also (in part only) in Band r, and 
in later variations. The presence of this little story in the middle of A is, 
then, a very good illustration both of the need to distinguish between a 

and A, and of the links between A, Band r. The author of Mandeville's 
Travels also recorded this dialogue. He calls the Gymnosophists 
'Gynoscriphe' . 

Additional Note: Craterus' Letter to his Mother 

A further trace of the literary propaganda between the Diadochi in the 
years 323 - 3 2 I BC is, I believe, to be found in the strange fragment of a 
(fabricated) letter from Craterus to his mother, conceived, it may be 
hazarded, along the lines of Alexander's letters to his mother in the pri
mary sources. Strabo (702) quotes this disapprovingly with the unfamiliar 
introductory formula 'A letter from Craterus to his mother Aristopatra has 
been published which contains a great many marvellous slories (1Tap6.8oga) 

16 iii. 5 . 
., Ed. W. Berghoff, Beitr. z. Klass. Philo!. 24, 1969. 
48 i. IS. 
" See Arr. AnI/b. vi. 16. 5; cr. FGrHist. 156 F1 75. The publication of a fragment 

of the Dc Gcntiblls in a papyrus dated to the first half of the 2nd cent. AD suggests 
that Arrian's authorship can hardly be sustained on chronological grounds: see ZPE 
74 (T988), 59 ff. (PGellev. Inv. 271). 
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which no other authority confirms, in particular that Alexander advanced 
as far as the Ganges. And he says that he himself saw the river and the 
monsters in it, and (reports) its approximate (length?) width and depth."o 
This requires consideration from two aspects. 

First, there can be little doubt that Megasthenes was the first Greek to 
give a specific deSCription of the Ganges,'! and Tarn maintained on that 
account that the letter of Craterus must be later than that traveller. i2 

However, the matter is less cut-and-dried than that. It is difficult to believe 
that some knowledge of the Gangetic river-system was not picked up by 
Alexander's troops by the time that they reached the Beas. The Vulgate 
preserves the tradition that tribesmen, whose ruler was 'Phegeus', offered 
to conduct Alexander to the river, a march allegedly of twelve days," and 
I agree with Brunt that some information about the Ganges and the king
dom centred at Pataliputra was known to Alexander's returning troops. 
Nothing more than that was required for the fabrication of the letter. 

This brings us to the other aspect of the matter. Craterus, the most 
faithful (moT6TaTo,) of Alexander's closest associates, was ordered back to 
Greece by Alexander to take over from Antipater, but did not reach there 
before Alexander's death. After the termination of the Lamian War 
Craterus joined the coalition against Perdiccas (in whose interest the 
passages contained in the Last Testament were concocted), but on crossing 
into Asia Minor he was killed in battle against Eumenes in 321,,1 in the 
same year that Perdiccas was murdered by his troops in Egypt when 
advancing against Ptolemy. What relevance, we may ask, had the letter 
to his mother Aristopatra (an 'aristocratic'-sounding Macedonian name of 
which no other example exists) after his death? The answer must surely 
be 'None', as it is to the recognized pro-Perdiccan items in the Testament. 
If that it correct, and we bear in mind the chronological coincidence 

50 Str. 702 = FGrH 342: EKDfOOTa( Of TIS KUt KPUTEPOV rrpos T~V 11:'1TEPU 
)!pwT01T<lrpaV E1TIaTOA~, rroAAa TE aAAa rrupaooga q,pa'ovaa Kat OUX O/-,OAoyovaa OUOEV', 
Kat 8~ Kat TO fL'xpt TOU T'ayyov npoEA8efv TOV )1AEtavopov- urhoS' O€ cPTJUtv loeiv TOV 
1TOTUP.Ol', Kat K~T1] Tn Err' aUTO'H Kat f).fyE8ou~ Kat 7TAaTOVS' Kat {3&8ouS' 1TOpPW 1T{UTEWS' 

/-,iiAAOV ~ EYYUS, The sentence is ungrammatical, and critics have dealt with it in 
various ways, as Kramer indicates ad loco None of the suggested solutions seems 
natural (except perhaps to add Ta before K~T'I)' It is possible that, as Kramer, 
followed by Meineke and the Loeb editor preferred, /-,EYEOovs should be changed to 
{lEYEOOS, and the two following genitives of width and depth should be regarded as 
dependent on it, but the double usc of Ka, is unsatisfactory. The evident corruption 
does not affect the general sense. 

,I Sec Schwanbeck, Mellffstilelles, 30 ff. 
" Alex. ii. 28 T, 302. He therefore dismisses Craterus' letter (p. 302) as 

'invented out of hand by someone, later than Megasthenes, who was committed to 
the support of the legend that Alexander had reached the Ganges.' 

" Diod. xvii. 93; QC ix. l. 36-2. 4; cf. Brunt, Arriffll, ii. 464; contra, ('pure 
myth'), Tarn Alex. ii. 275 ff. 

q Diod. xix. 25; 29. 
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between the final careers of the opponent protagonists, Perdiccas and 
Craterus, the document, or what remains of it, may reasonably be 
assigned to the war of pamphlets of which the Perdiccan side is evident in 
the Testamellt. The letter, with its colourful 1I'apaooga, associated Craterus 
closely with Alexander in the final and imaginary thrust to the Ganges. 
The episode could be presented to an uncritical and largely uninformed 
public as further testimony to the close link between the great captain and 
Alexander; the more so because Alexander had in fact given Craterus the 
responsibility of supervising the building of the cities on the Indus, Nikaia 
and Bucephala." 

It seems, then, plausible to suggest that the tiny fragment preserved by 
Strabo belongs, like the tendentious role assigned to Perdiccas in the 
Testament, to 322 or 321 Be. But we can hardly do more than place it in 
the context of that opening struggle, which began with the death of 
Alexander and culminated in the death of the two men two years later. In 
the Testament Craterus' appointment as provisional Governor of Macedonia 
is clearly stated alongside those of the other Diadochi, including the 
wholly unhistorical appointment of Perdiccas as 'King of Egypt'. Con
sequently it should cause no surprise that Craterus, a popular leader, had 
his supporters no less than the more severe and suspicious Perdikkas. At 
the least it seems more probable so to regard it than to see it as a frag
ment divorced from any historical context. 

At various points in this book I have called attention to what I believe 
may be fioating fragments of the Romance itself, or of its constituent parts. 
The story of Craterus' letter to his mother shows us more of the struggles 
of the first years after Alexander's death which did not find their way into 
the Testament. Another specimen occurs in the so-called Heidelberg
Epitome, ", in which Ptolemy after the death of Alexander is said to have 
married Alexander's sister, Cleopatra (said to be the wife of Perdiccas), 
which we have already encountered as a feature of the Will of Alexander." 

55 Arr. v. 20. I: !{paTEpov 11.(1' (5~ guv f1-€pn T~'i aTpanaS V1TEAElTrETO ,as 1TOAEtS' 

aonvas ravT1Jt EKTL'EV dvaaT~aovT(l TE Kat €KTEtXWUvru. See above, p. 161. 
i6 The passage was tirst published by Reitzenstein, l'oilll(l/u/res (Leipzig, 1904), 

308-15, who rightly saw it as a part of the earliest stratum of the ROlllllllce. In 
republishing the E)Jitollle as FGrH ISS, ( 4) Jacoby, ad loc., preferred to regard it as 
part of the Vulgate tradition, but it is too deeply embedded in the text of the Will 
for that solution to be acceptable. The passage runs: OTt V'K>1Ua<;, ';'<; E!P'ITa', a 
nToA€p.ato~ Jv AlYV1TTWt TOV n€pStKKuV, €>.a{3€ Ta arhov UTPllTEV/-LUTU oan -fjB€A€V, €;\.a{3H) 
DE Kat rTjv aVTOU yvvaiKu I(A€o1T(J.Tpav T~V 6/-L01TarpWv d.OEA¢;~v TOU luyaAou i1AEt&VOpov 
I(Ut ([XiV athTjv Elt; yaJiou KOU1wv{av avv rais liAAutS aVTOli yuvatgtv. ~v DE ~ I(AEorruTpa 
aur"! Ovyar'lP fJ.EV rou q"A{rrrrov, d,\N E~ ",\,\'1<; yvva'KD<;, IOE01Tarpu<; Kui EK""'I<; 
YEV0fJ.EV"!<; . 

" See above, p. 2.13, n. 16. 



APPENDIX 3 * 
The Chinese Pilgrims 

IN this Appendix I try to set in the context of this book the pilgrimage of 
Hsiian-Tsang (whose name is variously transliterated as Yuan Chwang 
(Watters); Hiouen Thsang (Julien); Hsuan(g) Tsang or Hwen Thsang 
(Cunningham), Hiuen Tsiang (Bea!), Huan Chwan (Mayers) and Yuen 
Chwang (Wylie)), the most notable of the Chinese Buddhist pilgrims to 
Central Asia, whose narrative and life are frequently invoked in the study 
of the historical geography of Central Asia and the region of the Hindu 
Kush, and also of a few other of the pilgrim-texts that have been published 
in a European translation. I am wholly ignorant of Chinese, and I have 
written this Appendix for my own benelit no less than that of the reader, 
because I have found that references by Western historians to the 
narrative of Hsiian-Tsang and the other pilgrims rarely provide a general 
account of them and their testimony. The narratives of Hsiian-Tsang and 
of the other Buddhist pilgrims to the West, relating to the area west of the 
Tarim basin, especially the valleys of the Indus and the Kabul and the 
other rivers of the Hindu Kush, record pilgrimages to the great Buddhist 
shrines and sanctuaries in which those regions, as well as the valleys of 
the Indus and the Ganges, and Ceylon, abounded. The texts are almost all 
earlier than, or contemporary with, the Arab conquest of Sijistan, 
Khorasan and Transoxiana (Tocharistan) between approximately AD 650 
and 750. 1 The historical texts of the period of the expansion of the Han 
dynasty westwards in the second and first centuries Be, which play an 
important part in piecing together the vicissitudes of the Bactrian Kingdom 
and the movements of the Yiieh-Chih, though much earlier than the 
pilgrim texts, provide less geographical information.' 

* I must express my indebtedness to Professor G. Dudbridge and Mr A. D. S. 
Roberts for helping me in various ways in a field in which I have had everything 
to learn. Any errors are naturally my own. 

I For the conquest of Sijistan and Khorasan see Caetani, Allllali dell' Is/alll, vii. 
248 ff., 280-92, and the full account by M. A. Shaban, Tile 'A!J/}({sid Revo/utioll 
(Cambridge, 1970; 1979), 16-34. The work of C. E. Bosworth on Sijistan, Sfslilll 
IIl1der tile Aral1s (lsMEO II, 1969), for which see above, p. 126 n. 44, also contains 
much information up to the establishment of the ~affiirid dynasty. 

, For these texts see the translation and commentary of Pan-Ku, with a valuable 
introduction, by A. F. P. Hulsewe and M. A. N. Loewe, quoted above, p. T26 n. 43, 
which removes the need for me to quote the earlier translations and bibliography. 
The reader will find an interesting general account of the economic and social con
ditions of Central Asia at the time of the Kushans and later in X. Liu, Allciellt India 
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It need not be said that the Chinese evidence does not provide a 
tradition of Alexander-foundations, in the way that the Greek, Pehlevi, 
and Arabic texts do; the pilgrims arc not historians, but simply witnesses 
to the world of their own experience. Moreover, it must be emphasized that 
the identifications with Greco-Roman or other locations are at best no 
more than probable, since the nature of the Chinese language makes any 
precise identification, based solely on the morphological resemblance of 
names (usually faint), without independent evidence, precarious, and the 
forms of geographical expression are usually vague and ambiguous. 

The features of these accounts are stereotyped, from the time of the 
earliest of them, that of Fa-hsien, written in AD 400, onwards.' The 
purpose of the pilgrims in pursuing their arduous journeys, often of many 
years' duration, was to win for their homeland the texts of the great 
Buddhist classics written in the Indian languages. Their mentality has 
been admirably described by Chavannes in the following words. 

'lis n'etaient pas cependant, ces intrepides, pareils aux fanatiques 
dont la foule se presse, en traInee par un instinct aveugle, vers les Heux 
saints d'Islam; i1s ne venaient point non plus dans I'esperance de voir se 
realiser pour eux ou pour leurs proches quelque guerison miraculeuse; 
leur foi n'etait ni si inconsciente, ni si interessec. Ils se proposaient, regret
tant de n'avoir pu rencontrer Ie divin maitre lui-meme, de visiter les pays 
ou iI s'6tait trouve, d'adorer tous les objets qui rappclaient son souvenir; 
mais surtout i1s voulaient se procurer les livres qui avaicnt conserve son 
enseignement, afin de revenir en Chine repandre la bonne Loi ct reveler 
les verites qui delivrent de peine. Ces hommes d'action etaient en meme 
temps des hommes d'etude qui apprenaient Ie sanscrit, qui s'initiaicnt a 
une grammaire et a une langue d'un genic tout oppose a celui du chinois, 
pour se rendrc capables de traduire les livres reveres des Bouddhistes 
hindous. II est rare que de pures idees inspirent de pareils devouements et 
c'est un fait peut-Nre unique dans l'histoire du monde de voir une religion 
se repandre comme une science, grflce aux travaux d'une legion d'erudits." 
From these arduous journeys it is certain that many never returned.' 

and Ancient Chinll, Trade and Religious Exchanges, AD 1-600 (Delhi, 1988), with, in 
particular, a valuable account of the economic role of the Buddhist monasteries. 

I For the 110 KllO Chi of Fa-hsien see the translation in Beal (see below, n. 7), 
Westem Records, i, pp. xxiii-lxxxiii. Traditionally the Jlo KllO Chi is regarded as the 
earliest of the records, and that of Wu-K'ung as the latest (his pilgrimage covered 
the years 749-89): for his narrative see below, n. 14. Intermediate between them 
lies the narrative of Sung-Yun, who travelled from 518 to 521, but his route did 
not take him beyond Udyana (Swat) in the north and Laghman in the south: see 
the summary by Beal, i, pp. xv-xviii, and the translation ibid. pp. lxxxiv-cviii; an 
improved translation with a very full commentary was published by Chavannes, in 
BEllEO 3 (Ig03), 380--441. 

, See Chavannes (op. cit. below, n. II), pp. xii-xiii. 
\ I-Ching, in Chavannes, ibid., says simply 'it is not known where they arc now', 
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The records focus on the shrines and miracles of the Buddha in the 
various regions, and of the relics preserved in the stupas and sangilaramas 
(convents), and contain innumerable stories of conversion, and other 
edifying events. They also include descriptions of the inhabitants of the 
towns and villages passed through, their morals, their devotion (or lack of 
it) to the Law, their way of life, their produce, social customs, and so on, 
as well as of the towns themselves, their dimensions, etc. For the student 
of the historical geography of Central Asia it appears at first sight to be a 
particularly valuable feature that many of the distances are described and 
measured from the largest down to the smallest unit, the Ii, approximately 
one-fifth of an English mile, but these distances are flexible, and several of 
the routes described were clearly never visited, at least by Hsiian-Tsang. 
The routes themselves, from Yarkand to Ceylon, from cast of the Ganges 
to west of the Indus, and the countryside traversed, are also frequently 
described in detailed and colourful terms. Some of the accounts of the great 
mountain ranges and climatic conditions are particularly memorable, even 
if it has been maintained that HSiian-Tsang has sometimes allowed his 
imagination to run away with him. 

The pilgrimage of Hsiian-Tsang, a leading Doctor of the Law, occurred 
in the years AD 629 to 644, with numerous prolonged stays, sometimes 
amounting to as much as two years, in one region." The text consists of 
twelve books, divided according to the countries and regions through 
which the pilgrim passed, or in some cases of which he had heard, but 
which he had not himself visited.' Further information regarding Hsiian
Tsang's journey is provided by the Life of him written by Hui-Li a century 

and 'he has not been heard of again'. Beal, in his translation of the Ufe (see below, 
n. 8), pp. xv-xxxi, describes the lives of some forty of these close successors of 
Hsuan-Tsang from I-Ching (for whom see below, n. 8). Cf. also A. C. Yu's 
Introduction to his 4-voI. translation of the notable picaresque novel of the 16 cent., 
the Hsi !fll Chi, based on the life of Hsuan-Tsang, Tile 101lme!f to tile West (4 vols. 
London, 1977-83); in i. I, Yu states that Hstian-Tsang's pilgrimage was the 
fifty-fifth in chronological sequence, and that it was followed by some fifty more. 
Chavannes, loc. cit. 430-41, lists and analyses other texts relative to India 
published before the T'ang period, the date of Hstian-Tsang's pilgrimage. 

" There is a useful chronological table of Hsiian-Tsang's travels in Cunningham, 
GAl, 563 ff.; another, rather fuller and more precise, by V. A. Smith in Watters' 
translation and commentary (see n. 7), ii. 329 ff. 

7 The old translations of this, the pioneer work of S. Julien, [,es Voyages de 
Hiollell-Tllsllll[j (2 vols. Paris, 1853), and that of S. Beal, BlIddhist Records of the 
Westem World (London, 1885; repro I9(6), are superseded by that of T. Watters, 
Oil YlIllll ClnVllll[j (2 vols., Orient. Trans!. Fund, NS xiv-xv, 1904-5, ed. T. W. Rhys 
Davids and S. W. Bushell). It was assumed by Julien and Beal that the account of 
his travels was flrst edited during his Iifetime(?) by Pien Ki, and published after his 
death, in the early 8th cent., by Chang Yueh, who contributed the surviving 
flowery introduction and preface. However, this is strenuously denied by Watters, 
who claimed the work was 'edited' by HSiian-Tsang himself, and that the two intro
ductory prefaces were the work of two of his contemporaries. 
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or so later." The names of all places and regions are given in the Chinese 
form in the transmitted text, though he originally composed the work in 
Sanskrit, the language of the Buddhist texts that he brought back from the 
West." 

The parts of the narrative with which we are concerned in the context 
of this book are those dealing with the Hindu Kush area. Hsuan-Tsang's 
pilgrimage was partly circular over the years, and he visited the region 
twice, at an interval of fourteen years. The Iirst occasion was on his arrival 
from China, when he travelled via the Tarim basin and the Yarkand river 
to Khotan and thence to Samarkand. He then crossed the Oxus, visited Fo
Ho = Balkh, and traversed the Hindu Kush via one of the defiles leading 
to Fan-yen-na = Bamiyan, which he describes in some detail, including the 
Buddha-statues. After a brief stay there he journeyed in a snow storm-it 
was at the end of April-via the Shibar pass and the valley of the 
Ghorband river to Kia-Pi-Shi = Kapisa. He describes the 'country' of Kapisa 
as 4,000 Ii = c. 800 miles in circuit, and the city as only ten Ii in circum
ference. The city is said to be 600 Ii or so from the country of Lan
po = Laghman, that is the area of Jalalabad, and Hi-Io = HaQQa (Hi,IQa), 
reached, as he rightly says, by skirting the Snowy Mountains, i.e. the SaHd 
Koh or Kashmund range of Kalirislfin. Hstian-Tsang tells us a great deal 
about the city of Kia-Pi-Shi and the adjacent monasteries and stupas, but, 
as is usual throughout his work, he shows no significant knowledge of the 
earlier history of the city, other than a story attached to a particular 
monastery that had connections with Kanishka. Consequently, though 
the location at the foot of the Ghorband valley and its orientation with 
reference to the region of Laghman !its very well the site of Begram, our 
pilgrim does not clinch the debate for US.1O 

8 Translated by Julien, Histoire de III Vie de lIiouell-'l'hsall!1 et de ses v0!1a!1es dllllS 
I'IlIde (Paris, 1853), and by Beal, Tile Ufe of HiltclI-'l'siall!1 (London, 1888). A further 
version is given in Arthur Waley's The Rcal 'l'ripitaka alld Other Pieces (London, 
1952), 1I-130. The I,ife is an essential element in the interpretation of Hslian
Tsang's own narrative. Julien's translation of the Ufc of Hsiian-Tsang, pp. 
353-461, contains a useful alphabetically arranged gazetteer of the places visited 
by the pilgrim. The analysis of the Afghan section of the narrative by A. Foucher 
in Etltdes Asiatiljltes, i (1925) (Publications de l'Ecole fran~aise de l'Extrcme Orient), 
257-84, retraces the route of the pilgrim with reference to the archaeological 
evidence (as then known) and the historical background. See also id. Vieille Halite, 
36 ff., 229-40. For transliterations and equivalents of the Chinese terms for the 
relevant locations see below, pp. 233 ff.. M. Bretschneider's Mediaeval Researches 
Jrom Eastern Asiatic SOl/rces (2 vols., London, 1888 etc.), esp. ii. 1-136, the com
mentary on a Chinese map of the 15th cent., contains much useful information on 
identifications In Central Asia. 

9 For details of how and when the work and its associated prefaces were com
posed see Watters, i, Introduction, passim; cf. above, n. 7. 

10 Beal, Records, 53, in translating the brief sentence in which Hslian-Tsang 
records his route from Bamiyan to Kia-Pi-Shi, equates 'the black ridge' with the 
Shiah Koh: 'Going easlward from this, we enter the defiles of the Snowy Mountains, 
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On his return journey, more than a decade later, HSiian-Tsang came 
from the Indus valley, after a brief stay at Taxila, and crossed into 
Aghanistan by one of the passes of the Sulimanye range, perhaps by the 
Khyber Pass. His first manzil was at Ho-si-na, usually identified with 
Ghazna, of which he gives a colourful description of the climate, the flora 
and the character of the population. From there he passed northwards for 
500 Ii, some 60 miles, to the kingdom of Fo-li-shi-sa-t'ang-na, some 400 

miles from east to west and 200 from north to south. II The capital 
U-pi-na, identified with (H)Opian, is four miles round, but its location is not 
indicated. It is clear, however, that he was still a long way from the main 
face of the Hindu Kush, for he says that he only reached the mountain pass 
called Po-Io-si-na, which is evidently on the more easterly face of the 
mountain, not in the Koh-i-Baba, that is, in the valley of Bamiyan, after he 
passed Kapisa. This seems to indicate that he probably traversed the 
Khawak pass (cf. above, p. 158 n. 103), and confirmation of this is pro
vided by the fact that he descended from the pass to An-ta-Io-po = 

Andarab, and thence to I-Iwow = Kunduz, and not to the region of the 
modern))osht, as he would have done if he had crossed via the Ghorband 
valley, the Shibar pass and the (almost impassable) Shekari delile. The 
hardships endured in reaching the pass, if wholly authentic, strongly 
suggest that Alexander would not, other alternatives being available, have 
chosen that route to Bactria with an army and baggage-train. This brief 
account of the routes Laken by the pilgrim on his two visits to the area of 
Turkestan illustrates the natural routes to be taken in both directions: for 
Balkh and the western reaches of the Oxus the natural route lay by the 
Bamiyan valley and the defiles west of the Shibar pass, while for the area of 
Kunduz it layover one of the central passes leading down to Andarab, 
thence to the upper reaches of the Oxus, not far from Ai Khanum, and 

cross over the black ridge (Siah Koh) and arrive at the country of Kia-pi-shi.' This, 
however, is the range which lies considerably east of Charikar, and north of the 
Kabul river in its eastward course, to which the text refers on p. 68, 'skirting the 
black ridge we enter North India, and crossing the frontier come to the country of 
Lan-Po (Laghman),; his own note regarding the site of Kia-Pi-Shi (p. 55 n. 198) 
indicates that he accepts a location in or near the Ghorband valley; the first 'black 
ridge' (i.e. not covered in perpetual snow, unlike the peak of Folada to the west, 
and the peaks of the main range, 'the Snowy Mountains') is the Paghman range 
that forms the south side of the vaHey of the Ghorband in the descent from the 
plateau of Bamiyan via the Shibar pass, which is nowhere of great height; cf. Smith 
in Watters, op. cit. ii. 334. 

II It is to be noted that HSiian-Tsang does not refer to a kingdom or a city north 
of Ghazna (if Ghazna is correctly identilled) that can be identilled with Ortospana. 
Cunningham, p. 35, took Fo-li-shi-sa-t'ang-na to be that of Ortospana (Sanskrit 
lJrddhasthana, according to him: see above, p. I43 n. 72), with the Baia Bissar of 
Kabul as its capita\. I have disclIssed this above, (\oc. cit.) and I repeat it here to 
stress (hat the intrusion of Orlospana into the topography of the region between 
Ghazna and Kabul involves violence to the text of Hsiian-Tsang's narrative. 
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further to Badakshan The determination of this pattern of routes is of 
particular importance, and it remains valid wherever we may chose to 
locate Alexandria ad Caucasum, Kapisa and (H)Opian. 

Hslian-Tsang was not the only pilgrim to traverse the region west of the 
Indus at the time of the break-up of the Hephthalite kingdom and on the 
eve and aftermath of the Arab conquest. Also to be noted are I-Ching, who 
carried out a similar pilgrimage later in the same century, but his travels, 
recorded by a contemporary, do not seem to have extended west of the 
Indus beyond Gandhara;" Hui-ch'ao, whose pilgrimage lasted from AD 723 
to 729;" and Wu-K'ung, the latest in date, whose journey seems to have 
followed roughly the same route as that of HSlian-Tsang. 14 Of these only 
Hui-ch'ao adds any significant details to the narrative of Hslian-Tsang. 

Suggested Identifications 

For convenience I give here a list of the Chinese locations as given in the 
translations, and the suggested modern equivalents. In assessing the 
narrative, and the places mentioned in it, two general considerations have 
to be borne in mind. The first is that though a Ii, the land-distance 
regularly used, is conventionally given as one-fifth or one-sixth of an 
English statute mile, as with other measurements of this type, oriental and 
western, a time factor closely related to a day's journey is not wholly 
absent. A Ii over mountain-territory may apparently be not much more 
than half that on normal terrain." Secondly, Hslian-Tsang regularly 
describes a kingdom and its capital city, presumably of a local Hephthalite 
ruler, by the same place-name, and the value of the larger measurement 
is usually difficult to assess. For example, of the region of Tashkent (Chi
Shih) and Samarkand(Sa-mo-kan) he says that you enter the 'country of 
Samarkand, 500 Ii from Tashkent', and 'the country of Samarkand' is said 
to be '1,600 or 1,700 Ii in extent, and its capital 20 Ii in extent'. Of Kapisa 
he says 'This country is 4,000 Ii in extent ... the capital of the country 
is 10 Ii or so in circuit', and so on. 

The identifications themselves within the regions covered by Alexander 

12 For I-Ching's pilgrimage see the translation by E. Chavannes, l,es l{eiigiell.1: 
Emillellts (Memoire compose II l'CpOl/lle de la Grll1l1le DYllastic T'lI1lg par l-Tsillg) (Paris, 
1894)· 

II For Hui-ch'ao, of whom only a fragment survives, see the translation (with 
following Chinese text) by W. Fuchs, SB, Ber!. Aklld. 1935,426-57. The Arab con
quests of Turkestan and Transoxiana are more evident in IIui-Ch'ao's narrative 
than in that of his predecessors, when the conquests were still in progress. 

H For Wu-K'ung see the translation by Levi and Chavannes, JA (1895), 341-84, 
'L'ltineraire d' Ou-K'ong'. On his visit to Kashmir see A. Stein, SB, Wiell. Akad. 

1896 (135)(7). 
15 See esp. Cunningham, GAl 571 ff.; Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, i. IS 

n. 10; Smith, in Watters, op. cit. 32 n. 2. 
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up to his entry into 'India' arc in some cases very uncertain, others reason
ably certain on either geographical or linguistic grounds or both. In the 
appended list I follow the sequence of the narrative of Hslian-Tsang's 
return journey, that is to say starting from Balkh and moving south-cast as 
far as Jalalabad. II, 

1. Fo-ho-lo = Balkh: Hslian-Tsang, Beal, i. 43; Watters, i. 108 f., who says 
it represents not Balkh itsclf, but Bokhara including Balkh or the region 
between Kundl1z and Balkh ('These transcriptions (Fo-lo-ho and Fo-ko-lo) 
seem to require an original like Bokhar or Bokhara, the name of the 
country which included Balkh. The Fo-ho or Balkh of our pilgrim was 
evidently not very far west from Huo (Kundl1z),; Hui-ch'ao, p. 449 (Fu-ti
Ya); lAIe, pp. 48 f. Bretschneider, Mediaeval Researches, ii. 100, cr. ibid. i. 93 
n. 241, gives other Chinese names by which Balkh was known: Ban-Ii, 
Ban-le-i-ho, Ba-li-ho. 

2. Fan-Yen-na = Bamiyan: Hsuan-Tsang, p. 49; Watters, i. Il4-22; Hui
ch'ao, pp. 448-9 (not transliterated); on pp. 115-16 Watters says that 
Hsiian-Tsang was the first to use this transliteration, and gives other 
versions (Fan-Yen, Wang), 'each representing a sound like Bam-yan'. On 
Bretschneider's map, i. 96, Bamiyan appears as Ba-Mou. 

3. Kia-Pi-Shi(h) = Kapisa: Hsiian-'l'sang, pp. 54-68; Life, pp. 54 ff.; 
Watters, p. 123, who says 'The country here designated as Ka-Pi-Shih does 
not seem to have been known to the Chinese generally by that name. We 
find the Ka-pi-Shih of our author, however, in some later books to denote a 
country said to be Kipin [see no. 4, below]. In some older books the 
country is called Ka-pi-Shih.' Similarly, A. V. Williams Jackson in CHI i. 
332 n. 4 says, 'Capisa is the Kia-pi-shi of Hiuen-'l'siang and the Ki-pin of 
other Chinese texts.' 

4. Ki-pin = Kophen = Kabul; Fa-hsien (c. AD 400; cr. Beal, i. p. xi), ibid. p. 
xxvii and p. c (Sung-Yun, AD 518; cf. p. xv); not in Hslian-Tsang (cf. 
Smith, in Watters, ii. 342: 'The city of Kabul, which is 85 miles distant 
from Ghazni, is never mentioned by the pilgrim, and perhaps was not 
important in his time'). Cunningham, p. 34, makes the equation Ho-pi
an = Kophen = Kabul. Groot, ii. 86 ff., (Ke-pin), discusses the location and 
extent of the realm of Ke-pin, assuming that it is identical with Kia-Pi-Shi. 
Watters, i. 259, says, 'Tn many Chinese treatises Ka-pin is a geographical 
term of vague and varying extension, and not the designation of a particu
lar country. It is applied in different works to Kapis, Nagar, Gandhara, 
Udyana, and Kashmir.' Bretschneider's map, which is of the fourteenth 

16 In referring to HSiian-Tsang I have given only the references to Beal's trans
lation, as being the most accessible (though not the most accurate), and to that of 
Watters as containing a full commentary, referring to these authorities simply by 
name. For the narrative of Ilui-ch'ao see above, n. I). 
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century, and shows varieties of names from those with which we are 
dealing, has K'o-Bu-Li where Ki-pin might be expected, and Bretschneider 
adds Oi. 67) that A. Remusat, in his Extel1siol1 de I'Empire cizillois (1825 ? 
[11011 vidi]) thought that Ki-pin was Kandahar, which seems too far south to 
be at alllikcly. Chavannes, BEFEO 3 (1903),415 n. 8, shows quite clearly 
that the designation Ki-pin applied at different times to Kapisa, and to 
Kashmir. In the Han and Sui dynasties it meant Kashmir, and it was not 
applied to Kapisa until the T'ang dynasty, i.e. the period the beginning of 
which fell at the time of Hstian-Tsang's travels. The identity with Kabul 
can therefore only be accepted if Kapisa-Begram and Kabul are supposed to 
have been roughly identified. 

5. Lan-po = Laghman (Lamghan, Skt. Lampaka); Hsiian-Tsang, pp. 90-1; 
Hui-ch'ao, p. 447. 

6. Hi-Lo = Ha(i)c.lc.la; 13eal, i. p. xxxiv (Fa-hsien); Hsiian-Tsang, p. 95 (with 
discussion of term 'Begram', here used of the mounds of Hic.lc.la). 

7. Ho-si-na = Ghazna; Hsiian-Tsang, ii. 283. For Hsiian-Tsang Ho-si-na is 
the capital of Tsu-ku-Cha (Tsauku-ta), which Cunningham (p. 40) takes 
to be the district of Arachosia. A secondary capital, Ho-sa-Ia, is mentioned 
by Hsiian-Tsang ibid., and no location has been associated with it. It could 
well be the region south of Ghazna dominated by I).alfit-i-Ghilzai. 
Cunningham, ibid., takes the second capital to be 'Guzar or Guzaristan' on 
the Helmund (the Lo-yo-yin-tu); this is perhaps Uruzghan, in the 
southern part of the Hazarajat, where two rock-cut Bactrian inscriptions 
of the Hephthalite period or later have been found (see Archaeology ill 
Af.q/wllistmz, 243 - 4, with illustrations; Ball 122 I; they seem to belong to 
the Turki-Shahi period). Watters, ii. 265, prefers Ho-si-na to be Zabul, 
near Ghazna. 

8. U-pi-na = (H)Opian; Hsiian-Tsang, ii. 285, where it is the capital of 
Parsuthana or Vardasthana, in the region of Charikar. HSiian-Tsang went 
from U-pi-na over the Hindu Kush, probably by the Khawak pass: the 
mountain pass is called Po-Io-se-na, which could be any pass, but since he 
dropped down to Andarab (see no. 9), the Khawak, though circuitous (see 
above, p. 158, n. 103), is the most likely route. 

9. An-ta-Io-po = Andarab; Hsiian-Tsang, ii. 286. The identification is 
generally accepted. 

The reader must assess for himself the value of these identifications. 
Those in the valley of the IGibul river (5, 6) are more precise than those 
of the area of the Hindu Kush, for in the former area the identilication is 
rather of individual sites, whereas in the latter regions principalities and 
capital cities with uncertain boundaries render the locations vague. The 
uncertainty as to changes in linguistic equations at different periods at all 
events counsels caution in the use of identifications. 
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). HERAT = Alexandria Arlana 

2. Farah = IProphthasla 

3. Zaran} (area 01) = IAlcxandr!a In Sakastanc 

4. KANDAHAR = Alexandria In Arachosla 

s. Shahr-l-Ghlllghula (area 00 = IOrtospana (34.7SN.67.7SB) 

6. !lalkh = !lactra 

7. Al-Khanum = IIAlcxandrla Ox lana 

8. KHOJENDA (LENINABAD) = Alexandria on the 
jaxartcs (Alexandreschata) (40.S0N.70.7SB) (oIT map) 

9. BEGRAM (area 01) = Alexandria ad Caucasum 

10. JALAPUR = 1(A1cxandrla-) !luccphala (33N.73.SR) 

1), (LAS) BELA = I Alcxandrla-Rambakla 



Iran and Central Asia 

12, Karle Malsan (area 00 = IAlexandrla-ISpaslnou Charax 

(Sites 2. 5. and 7. though not the sites of Alexandrlas. arc Included to enable the 
reader to follow the queslion of their Identification more easily) 

Explanation of names on map: 
(1) Alexander-foundations arc marked in bold capitals. with their 

modern name only. preceded by a figure corresponding to that In the list above: 1. IIIlRAT 
(2) Other anclenllocatlons discussed In the lexl and nol 

Identified as Alexandrlas are printed In bold italics: Tadla 
(,) Buddhist. Arab. Persian and other post-antique names arc In plain type: Ghazna. 
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TABLE OF ALEXANDRIAS 

Explanatioll of Symbols aI/(/ Conventiolls 

• attested in text; each dot represents a separate attestation 
(.) not directly attested, but the identity can be assumed with reasonable 
certainty 
[.] attestations suggested as possible candidates for the missing items in the 
A-list, either because they occur in derived lists or because of arguments 
developed in Chapter I. 
.(?) uncertain attestations 
?( 16)' possible identification with number in brackets 
'*[48 only] in all cases the text has }tIlEg6v()pEta E1T' [JWPWL 

Notes 

1. The numbers in Stephanus' column indicate the ordinal number of the 
item in his list of Alexandrias. 
2. S.V. Yakut, (I) and (2) refer respectively to the MU'jillll and the 
MlislItarik 
3. In the 'Iranian Tradition' I have not distinguished between instances in 
which the name is entered (as by Yaknt S.v. Herat) in its Arabic or its 
Greek form. 
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ADDENDA 

p. 49 n. 6: For aspects of the deeds of Alexander in Sassanian pehlevi texts 
(other than the ROl1lmlce) see J. Wiesehofer, Aclwemenid History, viii, ed. 
H. Sancisi-Weerdenburg, A, Kuhrt, M. C. Root (Leiden, 1994), 389-97. 

p. 80 n. 7: The fullest account of the Persian Royal Road is now that of 
D. P. Graf, 'The Persian Royal Road System', in Aclwell/cllid History, 
167-89. For the northern (Armenian) and some southern parts of the 
road Ronald Syme's posthumous work, Allatolica, ed. A. Birley (Oxford, 
1995; written largely during the 1939-45 war), ch. I, should be 
consulted. 

p. 197 n. 5: lowe to Dr. D. M. Bain reference to a passage in the 
Cyrallides (?ii AU) (ed. D. Kaimakis, Bcitriigc z. Klass. Pililol. 76 (1976) 16. 
35 fl'. (4 § 6, Mely)). The narrator, one Harpocration, writes to his 
daughter regarding a journey he had made in Babylonia: 

OOOt1Top[as /1-0[ TWO, YEVO/1-€VYJS 1TEpi T~V Ba{3vAwv{av xwpav, 1ToA!s EaT[v ns 
EKEiaE I:dwKE{a KaAov/1-€vYJ. '!aTop{a, E/(Ei8EV d1Tiipov. 'H/1-Eis OE Tn 1TEP! Tii, 

7ToAEWS EKE{VYjS tVS EKElVOS flUKpUU t\oYWt, au XPE{UV EXOfLEll dvaypa~EtvJ tva ft~ 
dEl EV TOt, 1TPOO!/1-{O!S EvaaxoAw/1-E8a' O/1-WS E1T! TO 1TPOKd/1-EVOV TOU aK01TOU 

E1TaV€).(Jw/1-EV. "En OE l<a! aAAYJv [cPT) 8Eaaaa8a! 1ToA!v 1TpO oEKaE1TTn Tiis 
I:EAwK{US axow{wv ~v J4Mgavopos " TWV MUKEOOVWV {3uatAElls tJ1TOaTp€cPw,' 
KurEurpEifJf: Kat EKTtOEV ETEpav LEAEVKELUV t.hro IIEpawv KELf1ivYJv ws ([vaL 

1TEpaoyEvii. l(aAdTa! OE 1TPWTYJ J4AEgavopEw ~ 1TPOS Ba{3vAwva. 

Such delusive and confused statements illustrate once more the virtual 
impossibility of deciding positively whether or not the Scleucids named 
cities after Alexander. One can only say that there is as yet no trustworthy 
evidence that they did so. 

p. 222 n. 40: The Itillcrariwn Alexandri. Raffaella Tabacco, Per ulla I1llOva 
ediziolle critica dell' ItinerariulI1 Alexandri (Bologna, 1992), contains a criti
cal introduction, text, translation, bibliography, and notes of chs. I - I I 

and 12-23. The editor does not express an opinion about the authorship 
of the work, or about the passage under discussion in this note. 



I GENERAL INDEX 

In this index only significant references to persons and places have been 
entered, since many occur repeatedly in general narrative contexts and the 
reader would not be helped by looking up every reference to 'Alexander' 
or 'Alexandria', 'Stephanus' or 'the Alexander-Rol/lance', 'Pliny' or 'Strabo'. 
In such cases I have chosen a few key discussions, and added 'passim'. Full 
references to classical and oriental sources are given in Indexes IIa and b. 

Names given in the text in Greek are transliterated here in Roman 
characters and are not repeated in Index IV, the Index of Greek Words. 
For Muslim personal names I have used the conventional European style, 
mostly without the article, while for Arabic-Persian place-names I have 
used the most familiar form. 

Ab-Ubullah 169 n. 121 
see IIlso Apologou 

Abu-2ayd ai-Hasan al-Sirafi 63 
Achaemenid fortresses, settlements etc. 

145 n. 75 
Ada, Queen 28 
Adrasteia 129 n. 49 
Aelius Dius 8 
Aetos 25 n. 54 
Agatharchides, of Cl1idos 62, 87 
Agathe 129 n. 49 
Agatheia 129 n. 49 
Agathoussa 12911.49 
'Agrippa' projection of 96 n. 40 
Ai Khanum 104 

possible identity with A. in Oxiana 
154-6 

Akanthos, tombs at 184 
Ak Robat (r.) 158 
Akritic ballads 2 I 0 

Alabanda-Antiocheia 33-4 
date of metonomasy 42 

Alexander, Bishop of Alexandria 15 
Alexander, King, 'the Great': 

Ktistes in Ptolemaic cult 14, 42 
variations in numbers of cities 

founded by him 58 
policy in establishing cities 172-3 
<p,AOKUPO<; 173, 198 

bestowal of eponymous name for 
cities 173 

aims, development of trade, 
communications, etc. 174 ff. 

preservation of Achaemenian system 
of administration 180- I 

synoecisms 185-7 
traditions of death 209 n. 8 
tomb of 18 ff. 
consequences of death 193 ff. 
lictional correspondence with 

Aristotle 47 n. I 

attitude to Persians and Greeks 180 ff. 
Alexander Polyhistor 4, 6 
AlexllIuler-l{omllnce, analysis of: 

Ch. 1 (Alexander-foundations) 
pllssim 

Ch. 2 (oriental versions and 
traditions) passim 

App. 2 (detailed history and typology 
of constituent parts of Greek text; 
Alexandrian topography; 
manuscripts, papyrus-fragments, 
etc.) passim 

see IIlso Julius Valerius; ltinerarilll11 
Alexllndri MlIgni ; l,ast Days and 
Testament oj Alexander 

Alexllnder's Lllst Days, see Lllst Days lind 
Testmnent oj Alexllnder 
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AlexandreschHta IS] n. 94 
see also Alexandria Eschate 

A/e.wlIldri OWidlilll 9S, 112, 142-3 
Alexandria in Arachosia r 32-140, 

r6S 
see also Kandahar 

Alexandria in Aria(na) T09 ff. 
see also Heriit 

Alexandria of Babylon ]2 
see also Seleukeia on the Hedyphon 

Alexandria near Bactra 153, 154 n. 96 
Alexandria by the Black Gulf; 

(? = Alexandropolis) 26, r66 
Alexandria in Caria 28 
Alexandria in Carmania 30, 167 
Alexandria in Cilicia, see Alexandria by 

Issos; Alexandria (S)cabiosa 
Alexandria in Cyprus 27 & n. 56,43 
Alexandria in Cyrenaica 27-8, 43 
Alexandria in Egypt 3, 6S 

foundation and description of, see 
Alexa/uler-Romance 

Alexandria Eschate (Alexandreschata) 
38,67, 15I-3, J')6 

see also Khojend 
Alexandria on the Granikos 23 
Alexandria by Issos 20 ff. 

see also Alexandria (S)cabiosa 
Alexandria in Macedonia or Thrace 

26,29 
Alexandria in Makarene T66 & n. r 16, 

r 67 
Alexandria in Margiane(?) .F 

see also Antiocheia in Margiane; 
Merv-Shahijiin 

Alexandria of Mesopotamia 33 
see also Antiocheia in Mygdonia 

Alexandria on Mt. Lalmos 28, .33-4 
see also Alabanda-Antiocheia 

Alexandria in Opiane 148-ISO 
see also (H)Opian 

Alexandria in Paropamisadai 140- 1 51 
see also Alexandria in Opiane 

Alexandria ad Persas 3 [ 
see also Antiocheia of Persis 

Alexandria-Rambakia 27, 7J, 164-5 
Alexandria in Sakastane 12 SIT., 

137n.64,138n.66 
see also Alexandropolis in Sakastene 

Alexandria (S)cabiosa (Ka{!wao" etc.) 
21-3 

Alexandria in Scythia 2 1 n. 43, 
151 n. ,)0, 153 n. ')4 

Alexandria-Spasinou Charax 72, 
[68-9 

Alexandria of Susa .33 
see also Seleukeia on the Eulaios 

Alexandria on Tigris 32, 168 
see also Sclcukeia--on-Tigris 

Alexandria Troas 3, 24 
Alexandria by Xanthos 24-5,43 

embassy of Kytenians to 2') n. 53 
Ptolemaic possession of 2 S 

Alexandrias and Alexandrians of 
the East, their absence from 
documentation 196 

Alexandro(u)polis, 3 or 4 cities 
so-called 29-30 

Alexandro(u)polis, 'Metropolis of 
Arachosia' 92, 1.12-Ao 

see also Alexandria in Arachosia 
Alexandro(u)polis in Sakastane 91, 

q8 n. 66 
see also Alexandria in Sakas(ane 

Alinda 28 
supposed coin of 28 n. 58 

Alinghar (r.) 146 n. 79 
Alishang (r.) J 46 n. 79 
Ammianus Marcellinus I7-8 

description of Alexandria in Egypt 
94-'), 100, 142 & n. 7T 
description of Ortospana 199 

Ammon 1.3 n. 2 
Amyntas, bematist 79, 90 n. 27 
Anagraphai (.Ew8p.ot) 79, 82 n. 3, 86 
Anjuman(pass) 158 
An-ta-Io-po (Andarab) 231, 234 (9) 
Antiocheia of Caria 34 

see also PYlhopolis 
Antiocheia in Margiane(?) 3, 3T, 91, 

lJ6-8 
see also Alexandria in Margianc 

Antiocheia in Mygdonia (Nisibis) 3, 33 
see also Alexandria of Mesopotamia 

Antiocheia on Orontes: 
Acta of 9 
called efOV7TO'\" 9 n. 16 

Antiocheia of Persis 3 I 
Antiocheia in Scythia 33 

see a/so Alexandria in Scythia 
Anliochus III 24, 25 n. 53 
Antiochus Epiphanes 168 
Am'nos, Rock of 160 
Apollo Didymaean, Oracle of 36-7 
Apollodorus of Artemita (FGrH 779) 

87, 19') 
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Apollonius of Rhodes 10 
FOlllldatioll-poems by 44- 5, 2 I 4 

Apologou 169 n. 12 r, 180 
Appian 24 

list of Seleucid foundations in 36-9 
ar-Rhukhkhaj T 33 n. 54, 149 n. 86 
Arab itineraries 52 ff., passim 
Arabios(r.) 71, [63 
Arachosia (r.) 101 

see also Arghandab 
Arachosiorum oppidum 133-40 

see also Alexandria in Arachosia 
Arachotoi 133-40 

see also Alexandria in Arachosia 
Archclaos, bematist 79 
Archelaos of Kappadokia 79 n. 6 
Archias r68 
Ardashir, as founder of cities 57 
Arghandab 122, 133, 137 
Aria(na) (Harev, Hryw) 109 IT passim 
Ariaspe 142 n. 71 
Arigaion 69 

destroyed by inhabitants 159 
repopulation of 187 

Aristopatra, mother of Craterus 224-5 
Aristotle: 

correspondence with Alexander 
49 n. 2, 62-3 

Politics 188 & n. 29 
Arius (r.) 112 

see also Hari-Rud 
Armabil 165 

see also Las Bela 
Armenian version of Hom!!llce 2 J n. 44, 

210 
survival of Alexander-foundations in 

59 
Arsinoe Ciliciae 25 n. 54 
Artacabene I 10 
Arlacoana (Artakauan) 66, 9 I 

location 1I0, 113-15 
name-form I 14 n. 2 I 
see also Alexandria in Aria(na) 

Artemidorus, of Ephesus 87, 93 
Asoka 83 n. 13, 135 

rock-edict of, at Kandahar 135-6 
Astarabad 11 1, n. 15 
Astynomos, bematist(?) 80 
Athymbra-Nysa 34 n. 76 
Augustals 13, 15 
Athenaeus 38 n. 79 
Athens 196 
Aurelian, Emperor: 

his extension of area of Rome 
9 n. 14, 222 

Alexandria in Egypt in reign of 
18 n. 37 

Babur TI9, 177 
Babylon 167 
Bactria, alleged foundations in 153 
Baiton, bematist 79-80, 84, 90 & 

n.27 
Bala Bissar (Kabul) 143 n. 73 
Balkh (Bactra-Zariaspa) 67, 176 
Balkh (r.) 143, 158 
Bamiyan 1 18 ff., r 42- 3 
Bampur 167 
Bampur (r.) 167 
Ban-li/Ban-le-i-ho/Ba-li-ho, see Fo-ho-lo 
Banjaway 133 n. 54 
Barda 137 
Bardas 59 n. 32 
Harid (postal-route) T04 
Barygaza 162 n. 111 
Bazire 160 
Beal, S. App. 3, passim 
Begram-Kapisa 104, 143 

excavations and identification with 
Kapisa 146-8 

site of Burg aI-Abdullah 150 n. 88 
bematists, Alexander's 78-86, T I 5, 

132-3 
ptolemaic 81 n. 10 
Seleucid 82-3 & n. 10 

see also anagraphai 
Bokhara 152 

Emir of 117n.25, 177 
Bolan (pass) 122 
Bombay 166 n. 115 
Hook of Jubilees 12 
Bucephala 70, 161 ff. 

location 161 & n. I I 1 
Buddhist Pilgrimages to Central Asia 

App. 3, passim 
Burg aI-Abdullah, see Begram-Kapisa 
Bushire peninsula 3 I n. 68 
Bust 127 

Callimachus 5, 10 
'Callisthenes', Greek B-text of 

Alexallder-Hom(lIIce attributed to 
206 

Cartana (Carsana): 
supposed merging with Begram 

f49 n . 8 7 
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supposed identity with Bamiyan 
150n. 88 

Caspian-Gates 29,84-5, 106 
Caspian Sea 82 f., passim 
Charax 123n.35 
Charikar 146, 148 
Charis, supposed Seleucid foundation 

35n·79,129 
Charikar 146, 148, j 72 
Charsadda-Peukelaotis 173 
Charzui 177 
Chavannes, E., on Chinese pilgrims 

228 
Chinese pilgrimages to Indus and 

Kabul valleys App. ), passim 
Choliambic verse in Romllllce 2 I 8 ff. 
Chorienes, Rock of I I J n. J 53 
Chrislodoros, of Koplos 8 
chroniclcs, local (llUTpW, XPOVLKU, 

Acta) 6 ff. 
citics, abandoncd 78 n. 4, 98 
Cleomenes, of Naucratis 175 
Cleopatra (? = Zenobia) 8n. 14 
Cleopatra VII, role in latcr Alexandrian 

traditions 18 
Cleopatra, half-sister of Alexander the 

Great 226 
coin-hoards, coins 90 n. 26, 118 n. 26, 

144 n. 73, 148, 1 55, n. 99 
Conciliar lists, Nikaia I and Chalccdon 

34 n. 76, 201 & n. 16 
'Consolations of the Philosophers', see 

'Lamentations for Alexander' 
Cosmas Indicopleustes 12, 62 
Cultivation-changes 105 
Cyropolis 67, 152 
Cyrus (r.) 83 

Dahan i-Ghulman, excavations at 127 
Damghan J 07-8 
DatTa Yusuf (r.) 143, 158 
Delphic Maxims r 55n. 99 
Demetrias 196 
Demetrius, King of Bactria r 54 
Demodamas 33 
Dellkard 49 
Dhii'l Qarnein 5 J ff. 
Dilaram 124 n. 40 
al-Dinawari 50, 54 & n.23, 57 
Diogenianos 5 n. 5 
Diognetos, bematist 79 
Dionysius (? = Isidore of Charax), 

identity of 88 f. 

Dionysos, proccssion of, in Alcxandria 
42 

Dioscouridcs, Island of 62-4 
Division of the Earlh (LlWf"<pwl-uk Fij,) 

11-2, It) 

Djam, minarct of r 1 9 n. 29 
Drakon (canal in Alexandria) 

215 n. 2I 

Drangiana J 23 
name and location I24 

see a/so Zarangiane 

Ecbatana 167 
Elmnite cuneiform inscription, at 

Kandahar 136 
Eiamite cylinder, acquired at Herat 

113 n. 20 
Eiymaia .32 

see IIlso Seleukeia on the Hedyphon 
Epistola Alex{//u/ri 79 n. 6, 217 n. 28 
Eratosthenes: 

Geo{/rt/pll!/ 80 ff., 83 & n. 14 
stade used by 76 n. 2 
'Seals' of 83 
on location of Arachotoi, Massagetai 

83ff. 
dist ance from Caspian Gates to 

IIekatompylos 106-8 
supposed location of Arachosia on 

Oxus r 39 n. 66 
measurements for India 78 n. 5, 

160 
usc by later geographers 95 

Ethiopic Alexander-Romance, Alexander
foundations in 58 

Eukarpia, in Phrygia T 29 n. 49 
Eulaios (r.) r67, 168 & n. T20 

see IIlso Sclcukcia on the Eulaios 
Elll11enes, of Cardia j 8 . .3, 184 n. 19, 

193 
Ellporia, in Macedonia 129 n. 49 
Ellryiochus 2 1 5 
EutychillS (Sa'id b. al-Batriq) 50- j, 57 
Exee/pta [,atilltl Bar/}(Iri r 0 ff., J 4, 46, 

Ch. J passilll, App. ric) 

Fa-hsien, carliest surviving Chinese 
pilgrim-text 228 

Fan-Ycn-na (Bflmiyan) 213 (2) 
Farah 124, 128, 1.3 1 
al-Farghani 160 nn. 106-7 
Farghana 66, 151--2 
Favorinus 28, 22 r 
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Firdawsi 49 
Fo-ho-Io (Balkh) 233 (Tl 
Fo-li-shi-sa-t'ang-na (? = Ortospana) 

23 1n. II 
Fortunate Isles, see Dioscourides, Island 

of 
foundation-games 67, [60 
foundation (ktiseis)-literature 6, 10 
foundations of Alexander, reasons for 

172 -190 

Gandhara 67 
Ganges (r.), Greek knowledge of before 

Megasthenes 224 n. 6 
Gaugamcla, battle of 65 
Gedrosia 167 
Gerasa ll8 n. 26 
Gharjistan 120 
Ghazna: 

ancient identity of not determinable 
T33--5,137- 1 40 

position and climate of, in relation to 
lIindu Kush [39 n. 67 

Ghaznavid, dynasty 119 
Ghorband (r.) 146 

junction with Panjshir (1'.) 150 
Ghurian [14n. 21 
Ghiirid Kingdom (Ghuristan) 119-20, 

121 n. 32 
Giriskh IF 
Golenischev World Chronicle 10 fr., 46 

see also World Chronicles 
Greek mercenaries 152 
Greeks, Alexander's attitude to 181 fr. 
Gwadar 164, 167 
Gymnosophists, Alexander's dialogue 

with 212, 223-4 

lIaqqa (Hi(J(Ja) 147 n. 8 I 
lIaibak 158 
Hajigak (pass) 134, 136 
al-Hamdani, on Sul}ll~ra 63 n. 43 
Harawaitha (Arachosia) r.36 
Harboi (hills) 178 
Harev, see Aria(na) 
Hari-riid (1'.) 31, [ [8 

see also Arius (r.) 
Haro (range) 164 
Heidelberg-lIllitollle 226 and n. 56 
Hekatompylos (Shahr-i-Qiimis), 

location of 107-9 
Hclmund (r.) 105,127, 131r. 
Hephaestion 69, 7T, 72, 167 

IIephthalite rulers 147 
Heracleia on Latmos 28 
Heracleides, of Alexandria 7, 206 
lIernt 57, 86, 101, I [ r IT., 124-6 
Herennius Philon 3-7 
Hermeias, of Hermoupolis(?) 8 
Heron, of Alexandria 8.3 n. 1 .3 
Hi-Lo (HacJ(Ja) 234 (6) 
Hieronymus, of Cardia 193 
Hindu Kush (range): 

Alexander's aborted route over, 
northwards 118 ff. 

eventual route northwards and 
return route southwards J 57 ff. 

Strabo's 'shorter' routes over 157-8 
passes over 157-9 & nn. 102-.3 

Hingol (r.) 165 
Hipparchus, of Nikaia 81 n. 10 
Hippolytus [St.] 12, 217 n. 28 
IIippostratos, King 162 n. II r 
IIissar (range) 176-7 
lIodometers, use and construction of 

83 n. 13 
(H)Opifin 148-9 

see also Alexandria of the 
ParapOll1isadai 

1I0rapollon 8 
Ho-si-na (Ghazna) 234 (7) 
Hormiiz 30, 180 
HI'Yw, see Aria(na) 
Hsiian-Tsang: 

travels of 149 n. 88, T 58 
varieties of name-form 227 
reliability of 229, App. 3 passilll 
Life, by Hui-Li 229-30 and n. 8 

{l!1dad ill-'iilalll 52 n. 16, 56 n. 27, 100, 
n·46, 127n·45, 128n·46, [77 

Hui-ch'ao, pilgrimage of 232 
Hui-Li, see Hsiian-Tsang, Life 
Hyderabad 163 
Hyrcania I 09 n. I 2 

Ibn Abi 'lJ~aibi'a 50 n. 9 
Ibn al-Paqih al-Hamadani, source of 

Yiikut 56, 57 n. 29 
Ibn al-Moqaffa', transmitter of 

Arabic-Persian Alexandria-lists 
56 n. 28 

Ibn Qutayba 50 n. 9 
I-Ching, pilgrimage of 232, App. 3 
Ichthyophagi 165 
Idrieus 174 
Ikaros (Failaka)(island) \80 & n. T 3 
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Indus (1'.): 
city built at junction with Akesines 

(1'.) 70 
Lower, foundations on 163-4 
change of course (All r758) ]63 

inscription, with fragment of /{omilllce 
217n.28 

Iranian tradition of /{OIlUlIlce Ch. 2 
passim 

Isbahan 57 
Isidore of Charax 80, 86-92 13611 
lskalldarl/{//lla, by Ni~ami 49 
Iskandariya al-qa~wa, see Alexandria 

Eschate 
Isocrates ] 74 
Isonoe(?) 110 n. 49 
Itillerarilllll Alex{//ulri Malllli 221 & n. 4 1 

Jal~i~ 56 n. 35 
Jalalabad 159 
Jalalpur 161 
Jarwin 144 n. 73 
Jason of Nysa (or Argos) 7 
Jaxartes (Syr Oarya)(r.) 151-2 
Jeremiah, alleged burial in Egypt 19 
Jhelum (Hydaspes)(r.) 161 
Jhelum (town) r6r 
Juba, King (of Mauretania) 89 

source of Pliny 93, 168-9 
Julien, S. App. 3 passim 
Julius Honorius 29 
Julius Valerius: 

translator/adapter of a-text of Greek 
ROlllllllce 9 n. 14, 231'f., 208 n. 6, 
210n.9, 220, 221-2 

probable author of llillCrarilllll 
Alexillulri Millllli 221 

Jurwas(h) 1 44n. 73 

Kaboura 143 & n. 73 
see also Orlospana 

Kabul (city): 
supposed identification with 

Kaboura-Ortospana r 4 3 
coin hoard at Chaman-i-llouzouri 

I44 n·73 
identification with Kophen 144 & 

n·74 
identification with Nikaia I 146 n 79 

Kabul (Kophen) (r.) 145 
KaHristan (range) 146 n. 79, 1<;9, 2)0 

Kalm (Baluchistan) 166, I79 
Kalat-i-Ghilzai 134 -5 

Kalat-i-Nadir 1 Ion. 1 5 
Kalliena 162 n. 111 
Kallinikos, Gaios 8 n. 14 
Kallixeinos, of Rhodes 36 
Kambali 164n.II4 
Kandahar 101, 104 

climatic conditions 122 & n. 33, 133 
Kandahar (other homonymous 

localities) I13 
Kanishka, King 230 
Kapisa, see Begram 
Kapisa, nr. Kandahar J 47 n. 82 
Kapisanaki-Kapisa 147 
Kapisene 147 
Karachi r63 n. 112 
Karkh Maisan (Naisan) 169 
al-Kha(,1ir (Khic)r) 52, 47 n. 4 
Khawak (pass) 157 & n. I03 
Khic!r(al-Kha(,1ir), see al-Khaqir 
Khojak (pass) I78 
Khojend (Leninabad) 15 1-3 

its pomegranates 177 
Khorasan 52, Chs. 4-5 passim 
Khumdan 6 I n. 37 
al-Khuwarizmi, adapter of Cl. Ptolemy 

100-1, 133 
Khuzistan I02 
Ki-pin (? = Kophen, Kabul, Kandahar) 

233 (4) 
Kia-Pi-Shi(h) (Kapisa) 233 (3) 
Kineas, founder of Hellenistic city at Ai 

Khanum 155-6 
Kirthar (range) r64 
Klazomenai, festival of Prophthasia at 

130 
see also Prophthasia 

Klearchos, the Peripatetic at Al 
Khanum 155 and n.99 

Kuh-i-Baba (range) 141 
Kokala 164 n. II 4 
Kokcha (1'.) I54 
Konope, Aetolian city, mctonomasy of 

45 n. 89 
Kophcn (city?) 143, 144 
Kophen (Kabul) (r.l 68, 144,145 
Koprates (r.) (Karun) 167 
Kori (Creek), Rann of Katch r63 
Kossaians 167 
Kmteros, as builder of cities for 

Alcxander 69-71 
march from Sijistan to Carmania 

16 7, r79 
fictitious(?) letter to mother 224~6 
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death 225 
Ktiseis-Iilerature, see foundation-

literature 
Kuhislan( of Kabul) 142, i,O 
Kunar (Choaspes) (1'.) 69, 14" 1,9 
Kundfiz i54 
Kushan (pass) [57-8 
Kushan (place), see Kussan 
Kushan (rulers) 143, 147 
Kussan 1 I 4 n. 21 
Kyreschata, see Cyropolis 
Kytenion, kinship to Xanthos and 

Ptolemies 45 

Laghman 146, i 59, 230, 231 n. 10, 

234 (,) 
see also Lan-po 

'Lamentations for Alexander' 
('Consolations of the 
Philosophers') 47,49, 50n·9 

Lan-po (Laghman, Skt. Lampaka) 234 
(5) 

Laodicea ad Libanum 23 
see IIlso Alexandria Scabiosa 

Las Bela 71, 164 & n. 114 
position on route from Bombay to 

Kandahar 165 
Lashkari Bazar I 3 I 
[,ast Vays alld Testamellt oj Alexllllder 

14,4[,213 
Lataband (pass) i59 
League of Corinth 183, 194 
Leonnatus 165-6nn.1 15-6 
Letter oj Tallsllr 49 
Letters in ROlllllllce 2 T 6 ff. 
Li, Chinese measurement of distance 

23 2 
Libel' de UrbilJlls Ale.wlIldri, hypothetical 

political pamphlet 4 Iff., Ch. I 

passim 
Lowarai (pass) 69 
Lo-yo-yin-lu (? = Helmund) (r.) 2)4 

Lugar (r.) r 39 n. 67 
Lysimachus, diadoch 199 n. 1 1 

Macedonian forces, hostility to Greeks 
194 

McGregor, C. M. r I I n. r 5 
Magnesia on Maeander 31, 32 
Maimana I 18-20, pllssim 
'Makedonia' as 'city' 51 n. 10 

Makran, see Mukran 
Malakand (pass) 159 

Malalas 8--9, 21 
Malan (Ras) 166 n. II 6 
MandaI (Shawal) (pass) 159 
Mandawara 146 n. 79 
MllIuleville's Travels, general similarity 

with tradition of Alexallder
Romallce 211 

Marakanda-Samarkand 66, 152- 3 
Marclanus of Herakleia 4 n. 2 
Marinos of Tyre, his sources 97-8 & 

n.42, 101 
Marmor Parillm 153 
Massaga 160 
Masson, Charles 122 nn. 33-4, 

148n.83,189 
al-Mas'fidi 63 n. 43, 10 I (quotes 

Marinos of Tyre) 
Maurice, Emperor 60 
Mauryas 161 
Maxales (r.) 166 
measurements, Greek, linear, 

variations in, 'rounded olr figures 
76-7 

see also ScllOilloi; stades 
Megasthenes 85 n. is, 160 

knowledge of Ganges 225 
Melanthius 2 [5 
Memphis 67 
Menander, King, supposed birthplace of 

150-1 
Menippos of Samos 5 n 5 
Merv-Shahijan 31, 52, 57 

see a/so Antiocheia in Margiane 
Merv-i-Rfid (Hala Murghab) 3 r 
Mesene 169&n.121 
metonomasies: 

Seleucid, alleged 3, 35, 87 
ptolemaic 46 
see also Prophthasia; Yakut 

Miani-Hor 165 n. 1 15 
Min 137 
Mints, eastern Seleucid 197 
Mir-Zaka coin-hoard 90 n. 26 
Mongol invasions, effect of 104 
Mor (range) 164 
Mubashshir b. Fatik, author of 'AklllJiir 

[skalldar 47-8 nn. 1-2 
MII'jall! al-Bllldall, of Yakfit 53 
Mukran (Makran) 166 n. IT 6 
Murghab (r.) 31, II7n.25, [20 
MllsI!larik, of Yakfit 53 
Mousikanos 71 
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Wid Ali (Zaranj) r 2 711. 46 
Nautaka S8 
Nearchus 163, r83 
'Nechepso and Pelosiris', astrological 

treatise of 2 I 8 
Nectanebos-cycle of stories 13 
Neoptolemos 26 n. S4 
Nikaia: 

(I) near K<1bul river? 68 
supposed identification with K<1bul 

144n·74 
uncerlain location r 4 S-6 
(2) on jhelum (Hydaspes) 70, 161 

Nisibis, see Antiocheia of Mygdonia 
Niz<1mi 49 
Nysa 34 & n. 76 

Obeh 120 
O'Donovan, E., I I 7 n. 25 
Ohind (? = Attock) r 60 

see also Wayhind 
Olympias 2 II - 2 
Ophradus (r.) I28and n.47 
Opiai 148 n. 84 
Opian ((H)Opian) T48-9, 234 (8) 

see also Alexandria in Opiane 
Opis r67 
Ora r60 
Oreitai 7 r, 164 
Oros 4 
Ortospana 86, 120, r 2r n. 32 

location of 141 --2 
Kaboura-Ortospana 143-4 & n. n, 

IS8 
Oxus (Amii Darya) (r.) r 54-6 
Oxus, dedication to river-god Oxus 

156 and n. TOI 

Paghman (range) 23 In. 10 
Palakenti 91, 137 
Palamedes ls6n. ror 
Palladius, Bishop of Helenopolis 223-5 

& n·49 
Pallacopas (canal) 168 
Pan-Ku, Hall SIIlI of r 26 n. 43 
Panjshir (L) 146 

junction with Ghorband (r.) 148 
Parailakene, boundaries of 137 n. 64 

see also Sakastane 
Paropamisadai (Hindu Kush range) 

140 ff. 
Parthian Survey, see Isidore of Charax 
Pasargadai I 67 

Paschal CI,rollicle 10 ff., 44, 45 
see also World Chronicles 

Pasikrates, of Soloi 27 n. 56 
Passes of Hindu Kush 157--8 
Patala 71 
Patalipulra 160, r62 
Patria-Iiterature 6, 8-9 
Patrokles, Seleucid commander 86 
Peithon 71,193 
Pendzhikcnl 176 n. 4 
Perdiccas 69, 193, 2 I 3, 225-6 
Peripills of the Red Sea 169-70 n. I 2 I 
Persepolis 167 
Persians, Alexander's attitude to 

r8I2 
Personifications, abstracl, as city

names 129 f. 
Peshawar 159 
Peter, Bishop of Alexandria, 

martyrdom of 15 & n. 34 
Peukelaotis 68, 100 
Philippos (sal rap ) 70 
Philon, Herennius, see Herennius 

Philon 
Philon, of Thessaly 193 
Philonidas, of Chersoncsos (Crete), 

bematist 78, 80 
Philotas, conspiracy of T 23 ff. 
Phra, see Prophthasia 
Phrada (01' refs. to personal name) 

124 n. 38 
Phrada-Prophthasia, see Prophthasia 
Pinacography 5-6, 45 n. 88 
Pleistarchcia 28 n. 58 
Pliny the Elder 2<), 93-6, Chs. 4-5 

passim 
Plutarch, Life of flle.\'lIIuier and De 

Fortullil Aie.\'(lIldri r 30 n. 50, 154, 
181,188,212 

Polybius 87 
Polylimetos (Sugd) (L) 176 
Poncropolis 129 n. 49 
Porali (r.) 71, 164 
Praxiteles (sculptor) 28 n. 58 
Presbyter Leo 24 
Procession of Dionysos in Alexandria 

36,42 
see also Kallixeinos 

Progoni, Sc!eucid cult of 36 
Prophthasia (Phrada, Phra, Farah) 

125-I)0, I31 n. 50, 132, 140 
see also Farah 

Prophthasia (festival at Klazomenai) 
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130 
Prot agoras (geographer) 76 n. 2 
Provillcial Capitals of t;riills/ra/rr 49, 55 
ptolemy I, in ROlllallce 2 f 3, 226 
Ptolemy Chennos 6 
ptolemy, Claudius: 

Geollrllp/rical Guide 30, 97-'f01, Chs. 
4-5 passilll 

Arabic adaptations of 100- T 

Pura 167 
Pythopolis 34 

see also Nysa 

Q.nd.h.r, cities so named in Arab 
sources 133 n. 54 

Qaitul ridge TO f, 123 fT. 
see also Shahr-i Kuhna; Kandahar 

Qodama 56, r 26, 151 
Quetta 166 n. 115, r 78 
Qu'ran Sf 

Rambakia (? = Las Bela) 71 
see Alexandria-Rambakia 

Ras Malan 166 n. r 16 
Havclllla C/Jrollicle 13-4 
Havellllfl CoslIlowaplrer r 29 n. 47 
Rhakotis 2 r 
Rhodes: 

Letter to l{/lOdialls 1 4, 4 1, 21 3 & 
n.f6 

alleged Rhodian control of 
Antirrhodos 18 

Apollonius' poem on Foundation of 
Rhodes 45 

Royal Road, Persian 80 n. 7 and add. 

Sa-mo-kan (Samarkand) 232 
Sab7.war(-Shindand) 124 

i;iaffiirid dynasty 126 
Sa'id b. al-Batriq, see Eutychius 
Sakai 153, 155 
Sakastane 125 ff., 137 n. 64 

boundaries of 138 n. 66 
Samarkand 57, 66, 68 

its apples T 72 
Sana-Rild (I'.) 13 I 
Sarlang (pass) T 50 
Sassanids (Sassanians), frontier with 

Roman Empire 41 
Satibarzanes, satrap of Aria, resistance 

of I I 3 f., 121 & n. 32, 140 
satraps, appointment of by Alexander 

184 

Scabiosa Laodicca 23 
sc/lOilloi 76 & n. 2 

Secreta Secretorlllll 2 I 6 
Seleucid foundations 35 ff. 

see also metonomasies 
Seleucid survey of Asia/India 82 
Seleucids, Eastern mints of 197-8 
'SeIC!lCIIS-Homallce' 36 fT. 
Seleukeia on the Eulaios 33 
Seleukeia on the Hedyphon (Elymaia) 

32 

Seleukeia-on-Tigris 32 & n.69, 169 n. 
121, 195 

Serapeum, of Alexandria (Egypt), 
destruction of I I 

Serapeum-harbour, in Alexandria 
(Egypt) 216 

Serenus, cpitomator of Herennius 
Philon 5 

Shahis, Hindu 15911.105 
S/lfI/lIlallla of Firdawsi 49 
Shahr+Ghulghula 14 Iff. 
Shahr-i-Qnmis I07 fT. 
Shahr-i-7,uhak 143 
Shatt al-~nlb (I'.) 169 & n. 121 
Shawal (pass), see MandaI 
Shekari defile 231 
Shibar (pass) lI8, 158,231 
ShU! 6Tn.37 
Sigal 91 
Sijistiin 123 ff., passim 
Sikandarabad 134 n. 55 
Simmeas 8911.25 
Sind, rivers of 163 & n. 112 
Siriif [80 
Sirkh Khotal 156 n. TOI 

Sirunka II I n. IS 

Snowy Mountains (SaHd Koh, 
Kafiristiin) 2)0 

Sogdiana, synoecism of cities in, by 
Hephaistion 1 53 

return roule from 145 
Somniani 16s-6n.r1S 
Soleira 38 
Soterichos 9 
Spa sines 169 
Spasinou Charax 168-9 
Spyridon, St. Bishop of Trimithus 13 

Ufe of 218 rr. 
Stades, various estimates or 76 
Stephanus of Byzantium eh. I passim 

list of Alexandrias 1-2, 203 
sources 6 ff. 
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see also under the individual 
foundations 

Strabo, textual tradition of .3; see also 
Index I1a s. v. 

~ui]rab (Ibn Scrapion), adapter of Cl. 
Ptolemy 100- r I 33 

Su~utra 62-4 
see also Dioscourides, Island of 

Sultan Sanjar (Merv) 1 17 n. 25 
Sung-Yun 228 n . .3 
survey, Scleucid, see Anagraphai 
Swat 69 
synoecism, see Alexander the Great 
Syriac Ale.\·llIlder-Rolllallce: 

derivation of 48 
survival of some Alexandcr

foundations recorded in 59 
Syriac Version (metrical) of ROlllallce 

220n·37 

Taban 144 n. 73 
Tabarl 50, 54 & n. 23 
Takht-i-Sangin 156n.101 
Tambraka 1 I I n. I 5 
Tanais (r.) (Syr Darya) 66 
Tarnak (r.) 122, 1}3 

Tashkurgan (r.) 158 
Taugast (tribe) 60 
Taxila 159, 160 
Taxiles 68, J 60 
Teredon (Diridotes) 168 n. 120 
Termez 151 n. 90, 154 
Tetragonis ('The Square City') 

150n.88 
Theodore, Bishop of Paphos 2 I 9 
Theodore, author of epic on Cleopatra 

vii, 18n.38 
Theophanes of Mytilene 8.3 
Theophilos, patriarch of Alexandria in 

Egypt II 

Theophilos (chronographer) 8 
Theophylact Simocalles, on founda

tions in Central Asia by Alexander 
60-1 

Tigris (r.) 167 
Timosthcncs of Rhodes 80 
Tiridates, King of Parthia 90 
Tiz 164 
Tralles 34 
Triphyllios, Bishop of Ledra, author of 

Life of St Spyridon 2 I 8-20 
Turiin 165, n.l15 
Turbat 164n. 114, 167 

Tus 109 n. II 
Tylos (island) J 67 

'Umarah b. Zaid, author of Qi~$at 
al-Iskalldar DlaYl-Qal'lleill 
48-9 n. 1 , 57n. 29 

Upina, see Opian; Alexandria in Opiane 
Unai (pass) 134 
Urddhasthana, suggested identification 

with Ortospana 14.3 
{Jruzghan 234, 7 

Varro, M. Terentius: 
Imagilles of 12 
?source of Pliny's Geo!Jl'aphy 94 

Vatatzes, Basileios lIon. 15 

Watters, T., see App. 3 passim 
Wayhind, see Ohind 
Wclpat 165 
White India 136 n. 63 
World Chronicles: 

Alexandrian 10 ff., J 9 
see also RavelllUl Chrollicle; 

Golellisdwv CiIrollicle 
Wu-K'ung (Chinese pilgrim), 232 

Xanthos 24-5 
Xenagoras (? = FGrH 240) 80 
Xenokles 82 n I 3 
Xcnophon, Ana/Jasis of 80 

Yate,A.C. lIIn.I,), II2n.I9 
Yate, C. E. III n. IS, 112 n. 19, 

13 2 n. 5 
Yiikli[: 

life and works 52-4 
list of Iskandariyas 55-6 
metonomasy of Alexandrias 59 
on SU~lltrii 63 
Alexandrias in India 160 

Yll, A. C. 228, n. 5 

Zadracarta 109 
Zamin Dawiir 127 
Zarah, Lake (Hamun, IIihnand) 127 
Zarangianc J 24 n. 37, 125-6. 
Zaranj (Zranka) 125-7, 135, 

139n.66 
see also Niid-Ali; Alexandria in 

Sakastene 
Zenobia 8-9 n. 14 
Zoroastrianism 125n.4I, 176 
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Agatharchidcs (GGM, i) 
r84, 190-r (=Diod. iii. 45, 47-8): 

6211-40 
Agrippa, Marcus (Riese, GLM TIT.) 

fr. 28: 9611.40; 32: 96n.4o; 33: 
9611·40 

Aelial1, NH 
xvii. 17: 7911.6 

Alexmuler-Romllllce (Ps.-Caliisthcl1cs): 
Chs. T-2, App. r(1i ), App. 2 pas
sim 

i. 3 I. 3: 2T 5 I1n. 20- I; i. 31. 4: 
21511.25; i. 31. 10: 22211.42; i. 
32. 12: 21511.22; i. 33. I r: 
21811.31; i. 34. 6: 21511.22; ii. 
8. I: 22211.41; ii. 8. IT: 
19711.5; ii. 2I. 10-11: 
17911. T2; iii. 3.6: r62n.lll; 
iii. 3. 5: 22411.46; iii. 3. 17: 
21711.28; iii. 3. 35 fil1.: I6n.36 

Ammianus Marccllil1us 
xxii. 8. ro (Eral. lIIB 79): 9511.36; 

xxii. 8. T6: 18 n. 37; xxiii. 6. 8: 
T8n·37; xxiii. 6.49: 9511.3; 
xxiii. 6. 54-72: 9411.3; xxiii. 6. 
59: 95 11.37; xxiii. 6. 69: 
9511.37; xxiii. 6. 70: 9411. 36, 
14211.71; xxiii. 6. 71: 12911.48, 
14211.71; xxiii. 6.72: £3611.62, 
14211.71; xxv. 81: 3311.73 

AmYl1tas (FGrH 121): 8011.10 
1'1,3: 79n.6 

Al1tol1il1us, Marc., Imp., COIIIIII. 

viii. 25: 12311.35 
Apollodorus of Artcmita (FGrH 779): 

871111. 17- T8 
Apollol1ius Rhodius 

Kr{ow;: 214-15 

FOllndation oj Alexandria: 21411.19 
Appial1 

Mitllr. 
8: T95n.4; 17, TI8: 185n.I9 

S!lr. 
29: 2411.5 2; 57: 3811·79, 

12911.49, 15111.90 
Archelaos, Kil1g of Cappadocia (FGrH 

T23) 
1'1-5: 7911.6 

Arislobulus (FGI'H 139) 
F49: 16611. 116 

Aristotle, Pol. 
I329"-Y)": 188 n. 29; 15 29" 9: 

18911.29; 1285" 20: 18911.29 
An'ial1, Anali. Alex. 

i. 16.6: 18311. T6; ii. 8: 22211.41; 
ii. ro. 6: 18311.16; iii-vii passilll: 
65-74; iii. 2I. I: 12411.37; iii. 
25. 1: 10911. II; iii. 25· 4: 
12011.30; iii. 25. 6: Il811. 27; 
iii. 25. 7: 12111.32; iii. 25 8-iii. 
26. T: 12511.42; iii. 28. I: 
6611.3; iii. 28.2-3: 12011.31; 
iii. 28. 4: 69, 71-211.31-3, 
12411.37,13211.52,13911.67, 
141; iv. 1. 1-3: 6611.5; iv. 1. 

3-4: 15 TI1.89;iv. 2.1-2: 67; 
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Arrial1, Al1aiJ. Alex. (COIII.): 
iv. 3. r ff.: 15211.93; iv. 4.1: 

18611.22; 5-6: 153; iv. 7. I: 

6711.9,153; iv. 5. 6: 6711. lO; 
iv. 16. 3: 6811. II; iv. 17-8: 
153; iv. r8. 2: 6811.12--1]; iv. 
4-20: 153; iv. 22. I: 153; iv. 22. 
4: lO8 11. 9, 14611.78; iv. 22. 5: 
6811.14, 18711.23; iv. 22. 6: 
14511.76; iv. 22. 7: 6811. IS; iv. 
23-8: 15911.104; iv. 24. 6-7: 
6911.17,18711.7; iv. 26-7; 
6911.18; iv. 27. 5-iv. 28. 1: 
6911.19; iv. 28. 5: 6911.20; v. 
19.4: 6911.21, 16r n. r09, 
16211. III; V. 20. I: 7011.22, 
16111.108, 22611.56; v. 26. 6: 
18211. IS; v. 27. I: 18211. IS; v. 
29. 2- 3: 7011.25; 18711.25; v. 
29.5: 7011.23; vi. 15.2: 
7111.26; vi. 15.4: 179n.ll; vi. 
IS· 5: 123n. 35,22411.50; vi. 
15.7: 7111.28; vi. IS· 4: 
7111.29; vi. 18.2: 7111.29; vi. 
20. I: 7111.30; vi. 2I. 5: 
7211.31,16511.115,17811.9; vi. 
22.3: 16511.115, J6611.1I6; vi. 
24.1: 7211.32; vi. 27· 3: 
12311.35, 17911. II; vii. 7. 2: 
16811.120; vii. 10.6: 10811.9; 
vii. 12.2: 18411.17; vii. 13. I: 

13011.49; vii. 17. 3: 124n·37; 
vii. 19. 6: 167 n. 119; vii. 2I. 7: 
7211.33, 168 n. 120, 16911.121, 
I87n. 26; vii. 27. 3: 12411.37, 
209 11. 8 

Arrian!Nearchus, Illd. (FGrll 133) 
2.7: 185 11. J9; 34: 7211.3 2; 39· 3: 

3211.68; 41. 6: 16811.120; F28: 
9611. 38 

Artcmidorus, of Ephesus, ap. Strab. 
172: 87n. 17 

Athenaens, of Nallkralis (FGrll 1 (6): 
38n.79 

Baiton (FGrH 119): 8011. lO; 
FI: 7911.6 

Callimachlls: 511. 7 
Charax, Cl. (FGrH 1(3) 

F20: 12311.35,12911.49 
see also Steph. Byz., s.v. )'Iopaouw 

COl1ciliar lAsts: 2211.47 (Chalcedol1), 

3411. 76, 201 11. 16 (Nikaia J) 
Cosmas Jl1tiicoplcustcs 

iii. 65: 6211.41 
Ctesias (FGrH 6S8 (55)) 

fi22: 12511.41 
CmOus Rufus 

Ill. 5. 2: 22211.41; iv. 8. 5: 
18611.20; vi. 6.]3: 10911. II; 

vi. 22 IT.: lIOI1.IS; vii-ix: 73-4; 
vii. 3. 23: 13911.67; vii. 10.6: 
20011.14; vii. 40. IS: rI711.26; 
ix. I. 6: 16211. Ill; ix. 8. 8: 
7J n. 27; ix. roo 7: 7211.31, 
3611·54 

CYl"llIIides 
16. 35 ff.: 19711.5 [add.] 

Diodorus Siculus 
xvi. 51. I: 21111.12; xvii. 31. 4-6: 

22211.41; xvii. 78: 10911.11, 
11411.21; xvii. 83-104: 73-4; 
xvii. 83. I: 14111.69; xvii. 83.2: 
14611·77; xvii. 83. 3: 73 11.34; 
xvii. 84: 15411.95; xvii. 93: 
22511.54; xvii. 95. J-2: 7011.24; 
xvii. 102.4: 7J 11.27; xvii. 104. 
6: 7211.31; xvii. 104.8: 
16511.115, 178n.9; xvii. 105: 
165 n. 1 IS; xviii. 7: 193; xviii. 
9: 194; xix. 13. I: 184n.19; 
xix. 13.6: 19511.4; xix. 25: 
2251155; xix. 29: 22511.55 

Diogcncs Lacrtills 
V. 22: 189n.29 

Diogl1etlls(FGrll 120): 79 n. 6 
Dionysius, the Periegete(GGM ii): 

T03 ff. 

lipistola Alexll/ulri 
9. Tl: 7911.6, 21711.28 

Eratosthenes (ed. B(erger)), see Strabo 
IitYIII. Ge/l.: 5 11. 5 
lit!llll. GlId. 

80: 2211.49 
Elinapius, Vi' 

497: ]3 n. 73 
R.\'cerpta Latilla BariJari: App. 1 (e) 

fo. S7a, 59a, 6Th: IS nil. 33-5, 
2111·45 

Favoril1l1s, of Arelate, 
fr. 54: zS 11. 57 
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George, of Cyprus 
i. 824-5: 22 

Hccataeus (FGrH I) 
F299: 14811. 84 

Heidel/)cr{] Epitollle (IIGrll 155) 
4: 22611.57 

Herodial1 
iii. 4.3: 2011·42 

Herodotus 
ii. 6: 7611.2; iii. 93: ])011.50; v. 

52: 79 11.7 
Herol1, Dioptrll (op. iii) 

34-5: 83 11. 13 
Homer, Iliad 

13. 36 3: 2211·49 

Isidore of Charax, Pllrt/lillll Statiolls 
(GGM, i. 244fr.;FGrH 781): 
8811.20; 

PI: 9011.27; F2, §1: 8911.26; F2, 
§§T4-19:91-3; P2, §I4: lI6; 
F2, §I5: 1I411.2I, lIS 11. 2}; 

P2, §16-7: 12411.37,13611.64, 
13911.66; P2, §I8: 136n.G}, 
13 7n. 64, 138-9 & 11 66; F2, 
§I9: 90 n. 26, 20011. I P*3-4: 
90 n. 26-7; F6-8, I I: 
89 nll. 2 }-4 

Isocrates 
PIIIICI!. 

187: 174n. I 

Pililip 
T03: 174n.2; 122: 174n.3 

ltilleraria HOIIUIII(I I (ed. CUlltz 1929) 
i. 146. 3, 580.8: 22. n 49 

ltillerarilllll Aie.wllldri: 221-211.41 
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